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Introduction
1.1 During the consultation period a total of 922 comments were made against the emerging site options with a further 31 comments against the accompanying SA. Further to this a
number of ‘alternative sites’ have been submitted in response to this Emerging Site Assessment consultation.
1.2

This document provides a comprehensive record of all the comments received against sites and settlements. These comments will be taken into consideration during the site

assessment process.
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General comments
Name

Mr Stephen Faulkner

Mr John Hiskett

Organisation

Site

Norfolk County Cou*

Norfolk Wildlife Tru*

Comments
Market Towns In broad terms it is felt that housing sites should be located close (i.e. within reasonable walking distance) to existing town centre facilities shops, banks and other community
infrastructure (e.g. schools, doctors surgeries and dental practices etc). Therefore more peripheral edge of centre greenfield sites should only come forward once more suitable brownfield sites have
been developed. LSCs In broad terms it is felt that housing sites should be located close (i.e. within reasonable walking distance) to existing village centre facilities shops/post‐office and other community
infrastructure (e.g. schools, doctors surgeries etc). Therefore more peripheral greenfield sites should only come forward once more suitable sites have been developed close to the village centre. New
Allocations and relationship with existing school Notwithstanding the above comments regarding the level of proposed housing in the respective settlements, the County Council would ask that any new
allocations, whether residential or commercial should avoid being located immediately adjacent to a school site wherever possible where this would effectively land‐lock the school site. This will not be
an issue for all schools but where the school is on a restricted site and there is the potential need to expand (i.e. expand site area) over the Plan period, then the school site should not be land “locked by
any proposed allocation. Additional Archaeology Comments As with all site allocations documents, the exact implications on development in each individual allocation will be development specific, and
may have implications for previously unknown heritage assets. Developers are advised to contact the Historic Environment Service for advice on the implications of development in advance of submitting
an application. As noted in paragraph 128 of the NPPF, where desk based research cannot identify the impact of development on the historic environment, a field evaluation will be required. Known
heritage assets worthy of note include: Attleborough: Allocations LP (002)019, LP(008)012, LP (008)015, LP(008)003 “Roman road passing west“ east through these allocations. LP(002)002 contains
prehistoric burial remains Great Ellingham: The existence of a major Romano‐British cemetery in the centre of Great Ellingham raises the likelihood of there being a Romano‐British settlement in the
vicinity. This affects all viable Ellingham allocations. Hockham: Allocations: LP(045)002(62), LP(045)008(15), LP(045)001(8) are on the site of a set of Medieval earthworks Narborough: Allocations
LP(086)008(36) and LP(086)008(20) are on the site of some undated earthworks Saham Toney: Allocation LP(082)013(44) is within the site of some Medieval settlement remains The whole of Saham
Toney is of high potential, as it may have been a centre for Iron Age settlement. Snetterton: All allocations sit within the former airfields. For the avoidance of doubt, the above list is not comprehensive,
and each individual site will need to be studied on its own merits at the design stage. As stated above, developers are encouraged to contact the Historic Environment Service as early as possible in the
planning process to discuss the implications of specific developments. Transport Comments Attleborough and Besthorpe Only sites that are included within the urban extension are considered
reasonable. Individual sites outside this area would not contribute to delivery of infrastructure required to support the scale of growth and would not be integrated into the transport connections that
will be required to for the urban extension. Consequently there are a number of sites that were identified as not having highway constraint but by the fact that they are not in the urban extension are
not considered reasonable for inclusion. Consequently only sites (002) 015, the urban extension, (002) 028 G&T site employment sites and those sites with permission, or resolution to grant are
considered reasonable for inclusion in the plan.
We are concerned with regard to impacts on biodiversity, over the way that sites assessed as œreasonable have been established, relying wholly on the SHLAA. It appears that only the poten al impact
on European protected sites (SAC and SPA, RAMSAR) is assessed, with regard to biodiversity as making an area unsuitable for, or having a constraint on, development. In our view this is a failure of
strategic planning, in that it gives a false picture of deliverability because allocations that may lead to destruction or damage to SSSIs or County Wildlife Sites are assessed as being reasonable. This also
appears to be the case with the Sustainability Appraisal which consistently assesses neutral impacts for allocations where there are likely to be impacts on biodiversity. It even applies to allocations that
may lead to adverse impacts on irreplaceable habitats, such as ancient woodland. There is particular reference within paragraph 118 of the NPPF which states that development should be refused that
will result in loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats, including ancient woodland ¦. unless the needs of the development in that location clearly outweigh the loss. In our view, allocations that
are likely to lead to damage or destruction of SSSIs or County Wildlife Sites (or County Geodiversity Sites) should be assessed as unreasonable. In our view, following this consultation, the authority
should carry out an assessment of allocations where responses have indicated that there is likely to be adverse impacts on biodiversity, before coming to a final decision on preferred allocation sites. This
should not just include sites where impacts are such that they should not be allocated but also sites where there is a biodiversity constraint which may mean that the number of dwellings that can be
provided should be reduced from that indicated in the SHLAA. This process has been followed by other councils, including North Norfolk and Broadland, during previous plans and was very useful in
ensuring that objections were minimised once planning applications came forward. We have commented with regard to proposed allocations where we have information on these sites, which is largely
in relation to the information that we hold on County Wildlife Sites. We have also commented where we have information regarding the presence of Priority Habitats1. However, lack of comment does
not imply that there will not be any biodiversity constraints, as there is currently no accurate agreed map of Priority Habitats within the county.
Rather than one or two large scale developments it would be better to spread the housing around the Dereham Area to ease congestion on any one particular road. Maybe the introduction of a link
road from the top of Norwich Rd to Hoe Rd/Corners Nursery would ease congestion in the centre of Derehem. This could be funded by allowing development along the road which would cross behind
the old hospital and the Swanton Morely Rd. As for the planning application in Toftwood for 300 houses a link road wouldn't solve the traffic problems, as there's already a road from Yaxham Rd to
Shipdham Rd. Another thought is who would maintain the flood plain/green area with ever decreasing local budgets?

Mrs Janet Anema

*

Mr Julian Gibson

I've spent half an hour trying to find the place to comment on this emerging site option in Wretham, which is the final one listed in section 33 ‐ Rural Settlements without Settlement Boundaries. As far as
I can find coments are in response to Question 6 which is in Section 7, some 150 pages earlier! If I am in the wrong place I apologise, but if I am right I would comment that this is hardly intuative! My
Council has discussed this proposed site and comments as follows. The suggested site is 3.1 hetares, and put forward for for residential development. This would constitue a roughly 50% increase in the
area of the settlement of Stonebridge, and at even the least‐likely density of housing, would more than double, not the exisiting number of dwellings but the number after the Stonebridge camp site
(which has permission) is completed. This settlement has a pub (which has twice recently been put up for sale by auction and failed to find a buyer) and a village hall, but no other facilities.whatsoever.
The bus service is virtually non‐existent, so any residents on this site who wished to go to work or anywhere else would need a car. The only place where this site (which would mainly be back‐building)
meets a highway is along the A1075, a busy corridor of movement, on a section leading downhill to a series of bends in the middle of Stonebridge. The Highway Authority has already objected to a
proposed new dwelling a few yards north because of the increased traffic it would cause, and this was one of the reasons why Breckland refused permission. The idea of this far greater number of
LP[112]001 dwellings using a new access on this dangerous part of the road is unacceptable. My Council would suggest that this site is withdrawn from the list of emerging site options.

Clerk Wretham
Parish Council
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Micheal Wright

*

This application to change the use of agricultural land into residential development land has only just made itself known to me hence an email prior to the closing date for consultation on 22 Feb and not
a letter. I would strenuously oppose any infill development between the original forestry cottages as it would fundamentally change the nature and character of this unspoilt hamlet. In fact Mr T
Gardiner is the very person who designed and built a "modern glass wood" house, totally lacking any local influences, for his mother who actually owns the land in question. They have already had a
million pound chunk of flesh in the subsequent sale of this property , Forest Edge. Another major consideration is the inability of the existing services to sustain any growth and the significant effect
such development would have upon the natural inhabitants of the area.
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Attleborough
Name

Organisation

Angela King

Mr John Hiskett

Norfolk Wildlife Trust

Site

Comments

*

I was concerned to find that land at Blackthorn Road, which had been in the previous proposals, had not been included in the latest proposals. Enclosed, herewithin, is an extract from
the map of the oringial Breckland proposals which shows the following land as conformity sites: (See attachment) Ref (002)009, 010, 048 It is intended by both ownders that this land be
developed for housing in the near future. I requested that the land be included in the new Local Plan.

*

We have no objection, in principle, to the proposed SUE. However, policies relating to any development in this area would need to allow for buffering of the privately owned CWS at
Leys Plantation (CWS 664) to the west of the allocation and protection of the CWS from run‐off and recreational disturbance resulting from adjacent development. If LP(008)12 and
LP(008)015, which are shown as reasonable alternatives, are taken forward it should be recognised that there is a constraint on numbers, as these allocations are adjacent to Decoy
Common CWS, which will require buffering and mitigation for increased recreational impacts. This CWS is owned by the town council and is subject to a high level of public access and in
our view there should be some form of mitigation package related to development elsewhere in the town to mitigate for increased recreational pressure on this and other CWS, in the
vicinity that are subject to public access. We support LP(008)003 and LP(008)005 being assessed as unreasonable as they would also represent a constraint if taken forward and would
lead to Decoy Common being surrounded by development. We are happy to engage with the emerging Neighbourhood Plan for Attleborough, particularly with regard to provision of
green infrastructure to accompany development around the town.

Mr Michael Stubbs Historic England

LP [002] 017

Mr Michael Stubbs Historic England

LP [002] 019

Mr Michael Stubbs Historic England

LP [002] 020

The Thatched Cottage (Grade II) lies to the south of the site and would need to be considered, with respect of setting, if this allocation comes forward to the next stage.
The SA acknowledges the proximity of heritage assets here, which lie to the north side of the A11 comprising Attleborough Hall (Grade II*) and boundary walling and a cottage (Grade II).
The road provides a barrier between but some careful regard to setting wil be required if this option is progresed. This site is within the conservation area and with potential to affect
the character and appearance of the conservation area. The SA denotes a reasonable alternative and 'developable' but the point that it is within / adjoins the conservation area will
have to be given considerable weight and attention. Historic England recommend very close regard to our own guidance, 'The Historic Environment and Site Allocations in Local Plans'
(October 2015) as the recommended site selection methodology requires an identification of impact upon significance. At this point that matter remains to be the subject of research
and detailed appraisal
This site is located to the north of Bunn's Bank and visually is part shielded by the industrial buildings and agricultural buildings in‐between. Whilst the site itself does not contain
designated archaeological interest, this area has potential for further investigation and that remains a matter for further investigation. This part of the evidence base is of key
importance and Historic England have previously advocated further heritage assessment of the land to the south and east of Attleborough (see our response on issues and options dated
9th Jan 2015).

Mr Michael Stubbs Historic England

LP[002] 006

The Thatched Cottage (a Grade II listed building) is located to the south but by some distance. The setting of this asset would need to be taken into account in any future consideration
of merits under environmental indicators.

LM [008] 014

This site sits to the immediate north of heritage assets at Silver Farmhouse (Grade II) and the Church of All Saints (Grade I) which dates to 1320 with Victorian restoration and enjoys a
rural setting. Further to the south is Besthorpe Hall (II) and its listed garden walls (II). The rural setting of the wider landscape is material to setting and Historic England would
recommend that reference is made to this in the SA and in work to assess the impacts on the significance of the heritage assets.

Mr Michael Stubbs Historic England

Mr Michael Stubbs Historic England

LM [008] 012

Mr Michael Stubbs Historic England

LP [008] 003

This site sits to the west of the Stubley Farm Moated Site (scheduled monument) and is, to some extent, shielded visually by the neighbouring site at 015. This site would appear to be
at a sufficient distance that the historic environemnt is not affected here, however, further archaeological assessment and appraisal will be required if this site comes forward.
Historic England would refer to our Conservation Principles here as a visual impact between sites is not the only consideration when assessing impact.
The SA notes the proximity of this area to the Stubley Farm Moated site scheduled monument. That impact could be harmful to the significance of the asset (applying the tests in the
NPPF paragraph 132) and this harm could potentially be both in respect of integrity of the asset and its setting. Historic England would report this as a significant constraint and we
agree with the LPA that attention must be given to cultural heritage, which includes setting.

Mr Michael Stubbs Historic England

LP [008] 005

This allocation is very harmful to the Scheduled Monument and following the test (if at application stage) would be substantially harmful to the scheduled monument. Historic England
support the LPA's assessment that this site represents an unreasonable alternative.

Mr Michael Stubbs Historic England

LP [008] 006

This allocation is very harmful to the Scheduled Monument and following the test (if at application stage) would be substantially harmful to the scheduled monument. Historic England
support the LPA's assessment that this site represents an unreasonable alternative.

LP[002]019

RE: Breckland Local Plan Preferred Directions Consultation ” Response with Reference to Land North of Norwich Road, Attleborough (Site Ref no. LP[002]019) I write in response to the
abovementioned consultation exercise with reference to our proposed development site at land North of Norwich Road, Attleborough (Site Ref No. LP[002J019). I note from the latest
version of the Local Plan Part 2 that our proposed development site is recognised as one of a number of Emerging Residential Site Options for the A leborough Area. However, it
should be noted that further to the release of the Preferred Directions Consultation documentation our site received Outline Planning approval following a successful appeal to the
Planning Inspectorate, with the decision issued 27/01/2016 (Appeal Ref No. APP/F2605/W/15/3131981, Original BDC Refusal Ref No. PL/2013/1161/O). Given the above, can you please
ensure that the relevant site designation is updated going forward to a Residential Site with Planning Permission due to the fact that it now benefits from the outline planning
consent. To clarify, the approval is for residential development of up to 350 dwellings with associated access, footpaths, a cycle path, flood control and water attenuation measures,
open space and landscaping along with open space parcels to enable the future delivery of uses indicatively shown as public sports pitches (4.O2ha), additional school playing fields (1
.76ha), a cemetery extension (O.72ha) and an allotment extension (O.57ha). For completeness I have appended a copy of the relevant appeal decision, for your information. However,
should would require any further information then please do not hesitate to contact me.

Chris Dwan

Avant Homes
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mr Stephen Hinde

LP[002]027

Mr Stephen Hall

LP(002)27

In the context of (b) & (d) above, this site owned by Norfolk County Council and currently used for arable purposes, should not be used for housing. It is on a narrow rural road used
daily for cattle crossing between pastures. Further housing on this site would eat into the rural character of Attleborough. Any development would be detached from the SUE due to the
railway line and would therefore be a piecemeal approach to development
Completely unsuitable for residential use. This is a rural area serviced by a rural road with a nearby farm crossing cattle upto 4 times a day in the Summer. This has just been considered
by the Land Owner (NCC) for use by a school. This was rejected and Cllr Mark Kiddle Morris stated that he was pleased due to the nature of the rural area and it's narrow road.
Therefore, if it is not suitable for an all through primary it should not be used as a field for residentail area. The Attleborough Link Road Study also identifies Hargham Road as becoming
a cul‐de‐sac with it being closed except for emergency vehicles and buses where the proposed link road crosses Hargham Road This site would affect the rural character of the area and
Attleborough. We are a rural market town

*

Besthorpe Village LP 008 004 Although outside the existing Village boundary I feel should be passed for housing but a good proportion to be affordable as the site LP 008 001 has outline
planning for 6 large already passed and this would balance the village and also help young people onto the affordable housing ladder and be able to stay in the village, this part of
Besthorpe has village has an abundance of large houses but very few small houses, I believe all new builds in the last 10 years have been large houses, none affordable to the village
young folk Besthorpe Silver Street LP 008 005, LP008 006, LP 008 007 Why has SHLAA determined the site to be 'non‐deliverable' due to severe highways constraints yet the field
next to it LP (008) 015 deemed deliverable, on the same road with no road junctions in between or close, possibly Rose lane has been taken into account but this road has been shut off
at the crossing for many years so this needs looking at again, the same with LP (008) 006 this does not make sense? LP(008) 005 deemed to have a flooding problem but the LP
(008) 015 is lower and closer to the river more likely to flood at the bottom end but has been deemed deliverable this decision that needs challenging! Breckland Council has only just
passed planning on LP (002) 019 a site with a flooding history so decisions don't seem to be on a level playing field. LP(008) 005, LP(008) 006, LP(008) 007 The development of these
site would not impact the monument as they are a distance away and never been commented on any previous discussions or restrictions going back many many years . The monument
is on private land which could be opened up to the public if development on the adjoining sites were accepted even in part development nearer to silver street away from the
monument LP(008) 005, LP(008)006, LP(008) 007 Are all between Wymondham College and Attleborough Academy and would not impact on the severe traffic restraints in
Attleborough town centre as traffic from these site can access the A11 without using the town all are on the A11 corridor

mr tony watling

Mrs Penelope
Hawker

Parish Clerk Hockering
Parish Council

Alan Presslee

Cornerstone Planning Ltd

REPORT AND COMMENTS FROM HOCKERING PARISH COUNCIL ON THE BRECKLAND LOCAL PLAN
Hockering Parish Council considered the Local Plan, with regard to Hockering
village, at their meeting on 9 th February 2016, having circulated the plans and reviewed them over the past month. The unanimous feeling of the parish council and the village is that no
more developments or an extension to the size of the village is desired. LP[044]001(38) lies outside the village boundary. Water pressure in this area is poor and residents in this area
complain of only receiving a trickle at certain times of the day. There is also a listed building on this site and building around it will destroy the character of the area. Three applications
in Heath Road have already been approved and this therefore meets the desired quota for Hockering of approximately 40 houses. These applications also mean that Hockering is in
danger of losing its rural character. Hockering does not wish to be a service centre and see further expansion. The doctor s surgery that parishioners in Hockering attend is in
Mattishall which requires a car to reach. The surgery here is already oversubscribed. Further housing in the area would absolutely necessitate more facilities, including a doctor s
Table 14.1
surgery. Developments are purportedly meant to provide a range of choice that will provide and instil vitality into an area , to quote the report. This is not the case in Hockering as
Summary of
there is more low‐cost housing than anything else. This has already created an imbalance in the village and led to segregating certain members of the village. More housing would
Site
inevitably mean more lower‐cost housing which Hockering cannot support if it is to retain its personality. The landscape and natural features of a village should also be borne in mind
Assessment
when permitting new housing. Hockering feels that Breckland Council has ignored this in allowing the three developments on Heath Road. The third “ LP[044]002(5) extends out of the
Hockering
village into rural fields and sits on a dangerous bend. It will require an extension of the 30mph speed limit, thus extending the village beyond its original boundary. Hockering are not
Emerging
happy about this. Again, the rural nature of the village is being gradually eroded. The report also states that density of housing will be borne in mind. There are no open spaces left in
Hockering where new developments could be built. Any further housing would again have a huge effect on the village landscape as a whole. The whole identity of the village would
Options
Although the report states that consideration will be given to preservation of natural features on the site, in the case of the
Settlement Site change. It is in danger of doing so already.
potential
site
of
LP[044]001(38),
any
building
in
or
around
the area of the existing listed building would not sit well with the character of the listed building and the surrounding
Reference Use
environment.
We
do
not
think
that
the
need
for
new
housing
has been adequately proven in this document. Reference is made to further reports but without any supporting
Type Summary
evidence ‐ which presumably is supplied in those reports “ the argument is not convincing. District councils should be scrutinising these reports very carefully to check whether they
of SA Interim
are reasonable and should be challenging central government to introduce measures which will reduce the need for housing, i.e. reducing population increase, rather than destroying
Site
communities in an effort to cater for a growing population. And of course, there is no point in allocating housing land, and approving planning application, if those houses will remain
Assessment
unoccupied or used as second homes. If the predictions in the reports are proved wrong, then that is exactly what will happen. To sum up: Hockering was a small rural village with a
Hockering
close community. It aims to retain this. However, the recent approval of new, and, mostly inappropriate, applications has led to an imbalance in the community, some change in the
LP[044]001
character of the village and some division. The parish would like to stem this change and try to regain its sense of community and original character. This will be difficult enough at it is,
without further housing. Hockering asks that you make no additional changes to the ones already made. Hockering Parish Council 10 February 2016
Residentia
I write in relation to the above, on behalf of Norfolk Homes Ltd. We support the identification of these three sites in the Plan as reasonable alternatives , noting that there is a
LP[002]011,
resolution of the Council to grant planning permission (3PL/2014/1264/F) for residential development thereon, subject to the completion of a S.106, which is to be completed
imminently.
012, 014
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Gina Lopes

Mr Hargrave and
Ms Lombard

Attleborough Town Council *

LP[002]027

LP(002)001 Unsuitable. Detached from existing Town and A11 separation LP(002)004 Suitable. Possible use as Executive Housing neighbouring the proposed Linear Park along the
Attleborough Stream LP(002)005 Unsuitable. Rural area served by rural road and detached from main settlement LP(002)006 Unsuitable. Against proposed ANP policy of keeping a green
corridor on approaches to Attleborough to ensure that it retains a rural feel. Piecemeal approach to growth and does not allow for a master plan for the SUE LP(002)007 Unsuitable for
residential. Piecemeal approach to growth and does not allow for a master plan for the SUE. ANP supports use for employment LP(002)009 Suitable as long as it is brought forward as
part of the SUE and is not a piecemeal approach to development LP(002)10 Suitable as long as it is brought forward as part of the SUE and is not a piecemeal approach to development
LP(002)11/12/13/14 Currently under planning process LP(002) 15 Suitable and agree LP(002) 16 Suitable as long as it is brought forward as part of the SUE. The ANP wish to see a green
edge to be kept along White Horse Lane to ensure to create a green corridor linking Decoy Common with Hargham Woods LP(002)17 Planning consent already given LP(002)19 Planning
consent given LP(002)20 Suitable as long as it is brought forward as part of the SUE and is not a piecemeal approach to development. Possible site for a new cemetery? LP(002)24
Suitable as long as it is brought forward as part of the SUE and is not a piecemeal approach to development LP(002)25 Unsuitable. Rural area served by rural road and detached from
main settlement LP(002)27 Unsuitable. Rural area served by rural road and detached from main settlement. ANP would support use for Health & Social Care. LP(002)28 (travellers site)
Completely unsuitable. Surrounded by SUE. The present site is a permanent site and there is no evidence of nomadic habit of travellers visiting. LP(002)31 Unsuitable. Against
proposed ANP policy of keeping a green corridor on approaches to Attleborough to ensure that it retains a rural feel. Piecemeal approach to growth and does not allow for a master
plan for the SUE. Land not offered for residential development but was offered for a land swap with land next to Victory Park LP9(002)32 Cannot find on map
We understand that plans are currently being considered to build houses on this site, which is currently used for arable purposes. As such, we would like to raise our objection to this
development for the reasons outlined below: Bearing in mind the very large proportion of Breckland District s housing development that Attleborough will be taking, we feel the rural
character as a Market Town must be preserved ‐ particularly on the approach roads ‐ with a balance of development and agricultural activities. As such, building houses on this site
would eat into the rural character of Attleborough, and more specifically Hargham Road itself. Development should therefore be concentrated on brownfield / other land closer to the
town centre in the first instance, such that rural locations are preserved for as long as possible To further support this argument, the Inspector said at the Hearing in 2009, that the
majority of the new housing should be South of the railway. Any development to the north of the line would subsequently be detached from the proposed southerly development due
to the railway line and would therefore be a piecemeal approach to development. There has also been a significant number of houses already built and/or approved in the last seven
years north of the railway lines, so no further sizable housing development should be permitted at this time The site is located on a narrow rural road used daily for cattle crossing
between pastures. Any increased traffic flow would significantly increase the risk to the cattle, which are already under considerable threat from speeding traffic Furthermore, the road
is already very busy, particularly at rush hour and cannot sustain any further increases in traffic. It is also heavily used by cyclists, runners, dog walkers and ramblers and any increased
traffic will significantly elevate the risk of injury to those who currently enjoy such activities along this road Prioritising this development before addressing the long historic and current
shortfalls and funding needs (before the real expansion gets going!!) in areas such as car parking, Town Centre traffic management, capacity of the Health services, and provision of
Open Spaces and Sports Facilities will only serve to place further pressure on the existing and already stretched resources of the town All development must be Sustainable and
Employment‐led and there is no evidence of jobs being created locally to support this fundamental principle. Whilst we recognise that development within the Attleborough region is
inevitable, we would plead that pragmastism and rural consideration be given precedence in this instance and that plans for this development be rejected.

Gabrielle Rowan

LP[002]016 &
LP[008]002

Mr John Goode

LP[008]012

The proposed development at Land fronting White House Lane, Attleborough (LPA reference: LP(002)016 (404) and LP(008)002(129)) would provide the opportunity to assist in meeting
the housing needs as set out in the Preferred Directions Draft document which would not be reliant on the provision of and substantially high costs of the new infrastructure as is
proposed for the SW SUE (PD11) and the proposed western link road route. An alternative eastern route, which has not been adequately considered by the Council, is attached to
this submission. The proposed turquoise route on the plan which was an option developed by the Council, can be adapted to run parallel with the railway line for a short distance
maintaining a gap of approximately 200 metres from the Grade 1 Listed Besthorpe Parish Church which would overcome heritage impact concerns. It is considered that this alternative
route would be substantially cheaper to deliver than the proposed western route . It is necessary for the Council to assess all options robustly and thoroughly in order to provide the
most suitable and cost‐effective option for Attleborough. There is an opportunity as part of the development proposals for this site to provide a new school. This would enable the
relocation of the existing constrained school from within the centre of Attleborough (adjacent to the Queens Square Car Park) to within the new urban extension with improved
pedestrian and vehicular links. A further opportunity would then arise to redevelop the town centre school site for retail uses which would assist in the regeneration of the town centre
and ensure the retail core of the town is enhanced and improved. This would bring considerable benefits to the town and would result in a more suitable location for the school. An
indicative masterplan is attached to these representations outlining this potential redevelopment (Attleborough Hans House Group Masterplan proposals 7038D September 2015). This
proposed site and an alternative east link road has been submitted as part of the Council s Call for Sites exercise in 2015. A location plan and updated additional information (showing
the alternative link road) is attached to this representation for ease of reference. This site provides the Council with an opportunity to deliver sustainably located housing on the edge of
Attleborough in accordance with their emerging housing strategy and provides alternative options for the delivery of the required infrastructure. The site can provide either an
opportunity to expand the emerging SUE allocation (Policy PD11) to ensure that it is well linked to the existing settlement boundary to the south east of Attleborough or it can assist in
the provision of an alternative location of growth to the east of Attleborough with the provision of an eastern link road. This alternative route for the link road will provide better
connectivity on and off the All than that proposed as part of the emerging SUE proposals, with the potential for the westbound slip road into Attleborough via Queen Street to be closed
as shown on the attachments Attleborough ” Matrix Figure 5 ” All all‐directional option and Attleborough Hans House Group Masterplan proposals 7038D September 2015 .
With this and other sites in Besthorpe considered to be green "reasonable alternative", why has no thought been given to upgrading the junction with the A11 at Besthorpe. This would
allow cars wanting to go south on the A11 to have access. Otherwise all traffic has to drive through Attleborough.

mr gerry grant

lp(045)007

This site has 2 possble access points, 1 is onto a single track lane and the other would be onto Harling road which already has major parking problems. As a norm there are cars
parked on one side of the road so in effect it has become a single lane road, the additional of possibly another 58 homes would cause major traffic problems for all trafic on this road
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Mr Michael Stubbs Historic England

T Bradstreet

Clerk to Besthorpe Parish
Council Besthorpe Parish
Council

Environment Agency
Mr Stephen Hall

Orbit Homes Limited

LP[002] 001

Two Grade II listed buildings are located to the east of this site and protection of their setting would be a material issue here and with respect of the environmental indicators.

*

In commenting on the Local Plan consultation, Besthorpe PC also wishes to mention in passing some aspects of the draft Attleborough Neighbourhood Plan that it would support being
included in the former even if the latter were not adopted. Firstly, it feels that the Besthorpe Junction onto the A11 badly needs a London‐bound link to help relieve the town centre
traffic problems. It also supports the proposed ANP green belt (open space) from Decoy Common to Gaymers Field and then to Hargham Woods, to include a cycle path, ponds, green
walks and trees. Thiswould give Besthorpe a planned and useable green space, which the Council believes is more desirable than small pockets of potentially unusable green spaces.
The siting of this proposed swathe of green belt needs to be clarified as it appears to cut through existing properties rather than through the potential new development land as would
be appropriate. In recognition that such a project would needs funding, the Council would accept the following sites being considered for housing, with larger houses adjoining the
green open space and a mix of housing, to include affordable, further back : 'Reasonable Alternatives' : LP[008]002, LP[008]012, LP[008]013, LP[008]014, LP[008]015, LP[002]016.

LP(002)28

The final Strategic Flood Risk Assessment should be used to inform the next stage of site allocations within the District. It doesn t appear that all sources of flood risk have been used to
determine the appropriateness of the emerging sites. There are some sites in Attleborough (LP[008] 012 & 12, LP[002]019) and Watton that are listed as reasonable alternative sites
which are at risk of surface water flooding according to the update Flood Map for Surface Water. General comments Proposals for new development or redevelopment should
demonstrate the following: § assessment of landfill gas risk where it may be present; § assessment of contamination where suspected; § Preliminary Risk Assessment (PRA) to be
undertaken as a first stage of assessment of risk and be a requirement for validating planning applications; § all investigations to be carried out in accordance with CLR11 Model
Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination (which requires a risk based approach and remediation options appraisal) and the Council s Contaminated Planning
Guidance; § assessment of potential impact to natural water resources from dewatering activities during development works; § minimizing the use of landfill and encouraging re‐use of
waste, where appropriate; and, ï‚§ ensure protection of waterbodies (surface waters and groundwater) from deterioration.
Unsuitable. The new Government guidance says that sites should only be considered for 'nomadic travellers' and not the settled community. This site will be surrounded by the SUE and
is a permanent site. It is situated on a rural road with poor transport links and therefore unsuitable

LP[002]006
(150)

Object Land at Haverscroft House Farm, Attleborough, site reference number LP[002]006 (150) has been considered as a reasonable alternative which is supported, as is the site
assessment s conclusion that the site is developable . The land at Haverscroft House Farm is suitable, available and achievable and as such meets the requirements of the NPPF to
demonstrate that the site is deliverable within 0‐5 years. The site is under option to a developer (Orbit Homes (2020) Ltd) and a planning application is to be submitted early in 2016,
which follows extensive consultation with the District and Town Councils, and local residents. There are no constraints restricting the residential development of this site, and this is
evidenced through supporting information with regard to highways, ecology, archaeology, trees, landscape and visual impact, flood risk and drainage, and noise. The site has been
assessed as having a neutral impact overall in the Council s Interim Sustainability Appraisal; however, a number of sustainability objectives which the Council have currently assessed as
having a neutral or negative impact should score positively and as such we object to the assessment. For example the proposed development makes a positive impact in terms of
reducing contributions to climate change (SA Objective 5) by providing opportunities for sustainable transport methods including walking and cycling both through the development
itself and through the sites sustainable location, well connected to the town centre of Attleborough. The Sustainable Development Statement which accompanies this representation
concludes that the site is a sustainable form of development, representing a logical extension to the town, within easy reach of the town centre and its services and facilities.
Furthermore, energy efficiency measures in the form of a fabric first approach have been incorporated into the proposed design to reduce the development s impact upon climate
change while reducing running costs for future residents. The site should therefore score positively rather than negatively in relation to SA Objective 5. The Council also scored the site
neutrally in terms of the protection and enhancement of biodiversity (SA Objective 7) and green infrastructure (SA Objective 8). The design of the site incorporates a network of green
infrastructure into the development, providing enhanced opportunities for wildlife as well as recreational enjoyment, which benefits human health, both physical and mental;
therefore the site would score positively towards both of these SA Objectives. The assessment of the site should therefore score positively overall rather than neutrally as currently set
out in the Sustainability Appraisal and therefore we object as the appraisal has failed to properly assess the benefits of the site LP[002]006 (150). The Council describes the site as a key
gateway site to the town and states that given its site and location, its use as an employment site is preferable. Given the site s location adjacent to the settlement boundary and
adjacent to existing residential development, and close to the town centre, the site is well placed to provide sustainable and deliverable residential development. The proposal has
been designed to create an attractive entrance into the town, to provide a sense of place as you enter the town from London Road; this would not be easily achieved with employment
uses, which could have a detrimental impact upon the character of the area and its position as a gateway site. Employment should be directed to the south of the site north of
Breckland Lodge. The site has been given the capacity figure of 150 dwellings, however a masterplan has been worked up for the proposed allocation site which comfortably
accommodates 200 dwellings on the site with the provision of a network of green spaces. The masterplan accompanies this representation and should be considered when assessing
the capacity of the site. Land at Haverscroft House Farm compares favourably in comparison to the other edge of settlement site options. The table provided in Appendix A which
accompanies this representation provides a comparison of the edge of the settlement site options in terms of their distance to the town centre (Attleborough Town Hall) and any other
significant constraints to delivery. The table demonstrates that Land at Haverscroft House Farm is the closest site to Attleborough town centre without other significant constraints to
delivery, such as flood risk, access or remoteness from the existing settlement. The site LP[002]006 (150) should be allocated as a deliverable and sustainable site which makes efficient
use of land and can come forward within the next five years. In this regard, the settlement boundary for Attleborough should be amended to include Land at Haverscroft House Farm,
Attleborough.

*
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Andrew Parry

J E Watling

Mrs Leske

DLP Planning

*

3.1. Firstly e dispute the statement made in paragraph 2.2 that ...Evidence demonstrates that the land to the south west is the more suitable and supported location for this
development . It is not clear what evidence is being referred to here. No compelling evidence has been published alongside this consultation to supports the preferred site allocation of
the Attleborough SUE over the other options being considered. 3.2. As the SUE option is not assessed alongside the alternatives considered for Attleborough as set out in both the
Emerging Site Options Document and accompanying Sustainability Appraisal, it is therefore not possible to compare how the SUE option performs relative to the alternative options set
out. This lack of a robust justification for the SUE against all reasonable alternatives gives the impression that these alternative locations for growth have never been properly considered
as realistic alternatives to the SUE, and have been nominally included by the Council, when the SUE has always been the chosen development option for Attleborough. This approach is
not justified in the context of paragraph 182 of the FrameNvrk. 3.3. Our client s land to the east of Attleborough has been assessed by the Council to be a sustainable option and could
deliver a substantial number of houses within the plan period, without the significant infrastructure burdens that the SUE has to overcome. In this regard, DLP supports the Council s
assessment of sites LP[008]012; LP[008]013; LP[008]014; and LP[008]015 and conclusions that these are sustainable development options and classified as being Reasonable
Alternatives . 3.4. Specifically in respect of site ref: LP[008]012 my client fully supports the Council s assessment of the site as a reasonable alternative (deliverable) with a neutral
impact when measured against the sustainability framework. 3.5. Site LP[008]012 contains 3 separate parcels of land (identified as I, Ia and 3 in Appendix 1) totalling approximately
13.03 hectares, of which approximately 9 hectares would be developed for residential purposes. The site adjoins the eastern edge of Besthorpe and is bound by Norwich Road to the
north and Silver Street to the south. In total Phase A could provide in the region of 250‐275 dwellings, based on an indicative density of roughly 30 dwellings per hectare. 3.6. Given the
scale of development, a new principal vehicular access to the development would be taken off Norwich Road at the northern extent of the site. This main access road would form the
main spine road of the development, oriented on a north NW‐SE direction, and providing access to Phase B in the future. Additional potential secondary access points could also be
achieved into Parcel 1 at the southern end of Bickley Close to the north‐west and Silver Street to the south. The exact location and specification of accesses would be subject to the
necessary technical assessments. 3.7. A large area of existing woodland and the north eastern extent of the site would be retained within development parcels Ia and 3. Amenity
greenspace and structural planting would be provided throughout the development to maintain an appropriate green edge to the settlement. Children s play areas would also be
provided throughout the development as required. 3.8. To summarise, this is an available and deliverable parcel of land that could contribute in the region of 250‐275 dllings in the short‐
medium term and assist the Council in demonstrating a 5 year supply of deliverable sites going forward. 3.9. We also generally support the assessment of sites LP[008]013; LP[008]014;
and LP[008]015 as being reasonable alternatives (developable). These pieces of land are longer term development options than site LP[008]012 and would require a longer lead in time.
As demonstrated in Appendix 1, the main vehicular access road off Norwich Road would be extended further south to join with Silver Street. Internal access roads to parcels 2 and 4
would then be taken from this main spine road. 3.10. To conclude, whilst we support the Council s assessment of our client s land as one of a number of reasonable alternatives to the
SUE, we question the justification and evidence for selecting the SUE as the preferred growth option for Attleborough, when more deliverable and equally sustainable options for growth
have been proven to exist elsewhere in the town. 3.11. At the very least the Council must consider allocating additional sites within Attleborough and Besthorpe to provide contingency
and flexibility of supply should the SUE not be delivered within the plan period.

LP[008]005,
006, 007, 008

LP 008 005, LP008 006 & LP 008 007 Why has SHLAA determined the site to be 'non‐deliverable' due to severe highways constraints yet the field next to it LP (008) 015 deemed
deliverable, on the same road with no road junctions in between or close, possibly Rose lane has been taken into account but this road has been shut off at the crossing for many
years so this needs looking at again, the same with LP (008) 006 this does not make sense? LP(008) 005 deemed to have a flooding problem but the LP (008) 015 is lower and closer
to the river more likely to flood at the bottom end but has been deemed deliverable! Breckland Council has only just passed planning on LP (002) 019 a site with a flooding history so
decisions don't seem to be on a level playing field. LP (008) 005, LP(006) & LP(008) 007 the development of these site would not impact the monument as they are a distance away
and never been on any previous discussions or restrictions of any kind. The small monument or mound/moat is on private land which could be opened up to the public if development
on adjoining sites were accepted LP (008) 005, LP(006) & LP(008) 007 LP are between both Wymondham College and Attleborough Academy and would not impact on the severe
traffic restraints in Attleborough town centre as traffic from these site can access the A11 without using the town

LP[008]005,
006, 007, 008

LP 008 005, LP008 006 LP 008 007 Why has SHLAA determined the site to be 'non‐deliverable' due to severe highways constraints yet the field next to it LP (008) 015 deemed
deliverable, on the same road with no road junctions in between or close, possibly Rose lane has been taken into account but this road has been shut off at the crossing for many
years so this needs looking at again, the same with LP (008) 006 this does not make sense? LP(008) 005 deemed to have a flooding problem but the LP (008) 015 is lower and closer
to the river more likely to flood at the bottom end but has been deemed deliverable this decision that needs challenging! Breckland Council has only just passed planning on LP (002)
019 a site with a flooding history so decisions don't seem to be on a level playing field. LP (008) 005 LP (008) 006 LP(008) 007 The development of these site would not impact the
monument as they are a distance away and never been commented on any previous discussions or restrictions going back many many years . The monument is on private land which
could be opened up to the public if development on the adjoining sites were accepted even in part development nearer to silver street away from the monument LP (008) 005,
LP(006) & LP(008) 007 Are all between Wymondham College and Attleborough Academy and would not impact on the severe traffic restraints in Attleborough town centre as traffic
from these site can access the A11 without using the town
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Thetford
Name

Shadwell

Mr Anthony Poulter

Rosanna Metcaffe

Mr John Hiskett

Robert Bick

Organisation

Comment

The Shadwell Estate Company Ltd

a Strategic Urban Extension and provide for the net addition of 5000 new dwellings. This is confirmed by paragraph 3.3 which advises that "In 2014 the Council
resolved to grant outline planning permission for 5,000 dwellings in the Strategic Urban Extension to the north of Thetford. In line with the level of growth
identified in the emerging preferred direction, PD 04, the Local Plan does not seek further growth in this area at this time". This is clearly a very short sighted
proposal and will effectively exclude any additional growth in Thetford, despite the benefits that this could bring in enhancing the town centre and bringing true

Chairman Brettenham and Kilverstone
Parish Council

3 Thetford 3.1 & 3.3 Sustainable vice Strategic Urban Extension. The section states there are 2 other sites (other than the SUE) for 22+ new homes but only one
is shown. Agree site shown is unreasonable for development of more than 22 new homes Settlement Boundary The Thetford Settlement Boundary shown on the
map includes Arlington Way, which is in Brettenham. This should be redrawn to make this clear. Equally, the Thetford Settlement Boundary also includes the SUE
which lies in Kilverstone and Croxton “ this should also be redrawn to make this clear. It would be helpful to explain the numbering system “ e.g. LP[013] 001
(4863)? Page 149 Again the Thetford Settlement Boundary drawn includes Arlington Way which is in Brettenham and should thus be redrawn. 32
Brettenham has a settlement boundary around Arlington Way

Savills (UK) Ltd

On behalf of our clients, The Kilverstone Estate, The Crown Estate and Pigeon (Thetford) Limited, Savills UK (Ltd) has been instructed to submit representations in
relation to the above consultation. Officers will be aware that our clients are the applicants for the proposed development of the Thetford Sustainable Urban
Extension (SUE) to the north of the town. Those proposals are now the subject of an outline planning permission dated 27 November 2015 (3PL/2011/0805/O).
Our clients are in the continued process of delivering this development, which is a significant contributor to housing supply in the District. Clearly, it is therefore
essential that the Council s new Local Plan provides continued policy support for development of the Thetford SUE against which detailed proposals can be
brought forward. As the largest and most sustainable settlement in the District, we consider that the new Local Plan should direct additional growth to Thetford,
beyond that which is provided for by the current Development Plan and the Thetford SUE development that has been consented against that policy background.
We therefore disagree with the Council s Preferred Policy Direc on (PD04) concerning the ˜Level and Loca on of Growth in the District, which proposes that
no new allocations are made at Thetford within the new Local Plan. In addition to the above, the Thetford Area Action Plan (TAAP) allocated the development of
5,000 dwellings within the Thetford SUE, opposed to 6,500 dwellings as proposed by the Breckland Core Strategy, in light of detailed environmental evidence that
had emerged in the intervening period between the prepara ons of these respec ve documents. As such, it can be considered that there is a ˜shor all in the
provision of new homes at Thetford that should at least be accounted for in preparing the new Local Plan. This should be in addition to the sustainable
accommodation of further growth requirements going forward at the largest and most sustainable settlement in the District. In terms of locational
considerations, Thetford is constrained by the Special Protection Area to the south and east, and Thetford forest to the west. It can therefore be considered that
as there is limited capacity for substantial growth within the town itself, and coupled with the constraints that exist to the east, south and west, further
expansion of the town to the north would therefore represent the most sustainable direction for growth at Thetford.

Norfolk Wildlife Trust

We agree with the current location of growth in SUE as this is in line with need to protect the SPA. As a result we support the assessment of LP (013)001 as an
unreasonable alternative. Although the presence of internationally protected sites around the town is the key biodiversity issue, we believe that the Local Plan
should also recognise local biodiversity assets within the town. There is a network of areas of natural green space running along the rivers Little Ouse and Thet,
within the town that form a key a part of the green infrastructure of the town. Some of these areas are already designated as CWS and others are of CWS, or of
local biodiversity value. The value of these sites should be recognised and there should be an aspiration to protect and enhance these areas for biodiversity and
access. This is particularly relevant in view of the planned growth of the town and was recognised in the Thetford Green Infrastructure Strategy.
The 5000 homes to be built on the northern edge of Thetford are more than enough. Currently Thetford has between 24000 and 30000 residents, depending on
whose statistics you believe. When this new estate is completed, that alone with increase Thetford's population by about 50% on today's figures. This will have
an enormous effect on the character and culture of Thetford. Prior to the new GPs and dentists promised for the new estate, the residents will need these
services which will put great pressure on the existing services in the town centre (as well as parking). With such a large development, which will take a
considerable number of years to complete, we consider that any other applications for housing development (except for the occasional infill of one or two
houses) in or around Thetford would be unreasonable and unjustified at least until the 5000 th house has been finished.
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Dereham
Name

Organisation

Site

Mr David Cockburn

LP[025]023

Mrs Maxine Corder

*

Comment

This site is situated north & south of Swanton Road, the B1147, which is a very busy road already, connecting Dereham to Swanton Morely, Bawdeswell and the A1067
with a significant amount of heavy lorries using it as well as a considerable number of cars & vans. The road is currently subject to the National Speed Limit of 60mph
until it curves to the right on to the level crossing. It is the route of choice for travel between Dereham Town and the A1067 at Bawdeswell. The placing of a
roundabout on this road would inevitably cause congestion, especially at peak times and the 30mph speed limit would have to be moved north east beyond the
boundary of the development. The site is permanently separated from Dereham by the railway line of the Mid Norfolk Railway which has a narrow hump back level
crossing. Further west, Swanton Road ends at a dangerous junction with Cemetary Road, King Street and Theatre Street where visibility is so severely limited that the
owners of the house on the corner of Theatre Street & Kings Road cannot fence of their property as it would even more adversely affect sighting distance. Pedestrian
access to Dereham would also be over the level crossing and there is no footway here. I see from the site plan that they plan to widen the level crossing but this would
take up half the garden of the dwelling ˜Vandyke to the North West of the crossing. There is some men on of this in the Design & Access statement but the plans in
the statement do not show it or say whether they can negotiate to purchase the required land Between the level crossing and the junction with Cemetary Road the
road is narrow for some distance with side roads & driveways to Swanton Avenue, Lime Tree Close and Swanton Grove where there are a significant number of
dwelling. Also, to the north is Danesfort Drive leading to Sanford House Care Home which caters for up to 46 persons many of whom suffer from dementia. There is a
large amount of vehicular traffic generated by visitors plus that of staff members arriving and leaving at various times of the day. A significant number of vehicle
movements from this development would, inevitably, be going on to the A47 and having to travel through the town using probably either Cowper Road or Matsell Way
adding to the congestion on these two routes. Travelling north east from the level crossing there is a small development of about 45 houses on Swanton Drive to the
south of the B1147 and then open farmland. I believe that this site is inappropriate for development both in respect of vehicle and pedestrian access to the town and
for the detrimental effect on the open aspect of the countryside to the northeast of Dereham. Any further development in Dereham should be to the South of the town
with good access to public transport and the A47.
I am writing to you in order to raise my concerns at the proposals to add not one, but two new housing developments to the Toftwood area of Dereham, one on land
between Toftwood and Yaxham and the other on land adjacent to Rash s Green ‐ geographically not that far apart. Firstly, I would like to point out that I am very
aware of the need for the development of affordable housing across the UK, and I am not against this in any way, in fact I am the mother of two sons who could indeed
benefit from such schemes. No, I am not set against development in principle BUT, I have very real concerns for how these proposals are going to be progressed and
implemented. I have been a resident in Toftwood for most of my life having grown up, attended school and worked here. Over these 40+ years I have seen a massive
expansion in the area, but a common theme seems to be recurrent. Whilst more and more housing appears, there is a distinct lack of amenities and resources to match
this growth. You might think that this has not been an issue and that the increase in population created by this expansion has been naturally absorbed. Well to a degree
yes it has, but this surely is not sustainable. The fact that it appears we have, œgot away with it , for years is not an excuse to carry on regardless. The idea that these
new houses won t bring new families to the area from further afield is at best naive and in reality ridiculous! The cracks have already started to appear in the local
infrastructure and I cannot believe that these are invisible to those who grant planning permission for these developments. Let me assist. Firstly Schools. Both the
schools in Toftwood, and the High Schools they feed in to in Dereham, are already full to capacity. Year upon year their class sizes and pupil numbers have consistently
been well above the national average [Data taken from Ofsted reports published in 2015] “
SCHOOL
2012 2013 2014 PUPILS IN SCHOOL NATIONAL AVERAGE
PUPILS IN SCHOOL NATIONAL AVERAGE PUPILS IN SCHOOL NATIONAL AVERAGE Toftwood Infant School
294 251 290 257 294 263 Toftwood Community
Junior School
338 251 339 257 357 263 Dereham Neatherd High School
1256 990 1281 978 1270 957 Northgate high school
1206 990
1158
978 1165 957
So, where precisely are any other children going to be schooled? Being generous let s suppose that only two thirds of the 391 proposed
new properties will house people with children. With the UK average of children per family having increased in recent years let s estimate that each family has 3
children this would effectively mean that potentially a further 782 children would require a school place in addition to those already resident in the catchment area.
That leads me on to the roads and public transport network, or lack of it! If it is argued the children can take up places in other local schools clearly this becomes the
next issue. Anyone who lives in the Dereham area cannot fail to notice the frequent instances when they are trapped in the gridlock that is Dereham. Personally I have
sat on Tesco s car park for just short of an hour on one occasion unable to leave due to congestion caused somewhere in the centre of Dereham. The sad part is this is
becoming all too frequent. Quite simply the small roads of a market town cannot cope with the sheer volume of traffic already on them without adding more. Again the
numbers are frightening, on average in the UK each household has 2 cars [I would suggest this could be more in rural areas], so that s potentially another additional
782 cars on our roads from just these two developments. As for public transport, there is no point asking the residents of Toftwood to œtake the bus as we only have
a sparse service to begin with, especially as the First X1 no longer comes our way. On a more serious note the volume of traffic around the schools in Toftwood is
horrendous and clearly presents safety issues to the children now, even before adding more to the mix. Crossing any of the main roads in Toftwood requires a degree of
skill, and sometimes sheer bravery, because they are so busy. As for driving on them patience is a virtue as you can wait for several minutes to pull out, and not just at
œpeak times , then you join the slow crawl from A to B. On this delicate subject of traﬃc, I am also aware of a small local business in To wood having to cease trading
recently after they were told that a handful of cars pulling into and off their car park during the course of the day could cause congestion in the area. Surely it then it
goes without saying that the same principle should be applied to the planning applications for these developments? I would suggest that they should be declined on the
basis of there being approximately an additional 800 vehicles on our roads causing additional congestion, or is it one rule for one and another for others? Another issue
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mrs val pitt

Annie Green‐
Armytage

MRS KIRSTY HEATH
Danni Williamson

Ms Helen Frayer

Ms Helen Frayer

*

South of Dereham not sustainable (A) all of the objections made by others concerning, infrastructure, health facilities etc, but the flooding problem is endemic in this
area. The jolly farmer hundreds of years ago built well away from the river Tud and low lying land and the ponds down dumpling green must give a red light to any one
with common sense.all this concrete, whether there is a pump or not will mean flooding . Note the env agency or its employees, as shown by flooding in north etc. Are
not competent to assess flooding risks, and to build houses so close to a river, even a 10 year old could give you the answer. (B) to divert a river, put ponds near
children's play areas, suggest all this will enhance the area is orwellianspeak.Also, dumpling green existed for hundreds of years in a rural state and we do not want this
rural area urbanised. You had choice to put houses where McDonald's is now, so you have lost the plot. (C) it is questionable that a company accountable to
shareholders, worth billions, has the interests of Dereham people. Also it is questionable that they should now run the environmental dept.of council as well as
planning. I gather there are checks and balances by committee, but as quangos such as Ofsted, Ofcom are inadequate can we really be confident on the information
from this committee.all this large scale Planning proposals has materialised since CAPITA took hold of planning. as such I suggest a moratorium on all large scale
planning until CAPiTA is investigated. (D) only a few houses needed for locals anyway, all building is for others out of area, so best to build on eastern boundary of
Dereham of A47 Nearer Norwich.

Your selection of sites which are considered 'developable' or 'deliverable' in isolation have resulted in a band of potential development to the south of Dereham
totalling around 1500 dwellings. This must surely be considered cumulatively, as well as on a case by case basis? To concentrate so much development in this area,
which already has frequent traffic congestion issues (eg TESCO roundabout gridlocks) seems to defy common sense. In addition, constraints on other infrastructure
including health services, school places, drainage and surface water issues (some of these lie next to the River Tud) would seem to indicate that this many new
dwellings is unsustainable. Critically, this development would also seem to fly in the face of your ENV 01 policy. There is a real danger of the creeping coalescence of
settlements between Dereham and Yaxham, which must not be permitted. This is an opportunity to preserve and protect green spaces, and improve the current
and future wellbeing of Breckland people via the Breckland Local Plan? Surely we should take it?
not specific
Additional site references include LP 025 002 003 005 These sites should not be classed as deliverable due to the proximity of the River tud and SSSI sites such as
Badley Moor. Dereham already has serious sewerage issues which Anglian water do not seem to have a definitive plan for and as for the idea of upgrading Mattishall
wwtw to take Derehams foul water seems ludicrous. According to the figures displayed on the local plan at the memorial hall Dereham only needs another 158 houses
to complete their housing supply, given that 752 are already allocated including the Maltings site which is yet to be sold for development. There are other Brownfield
sites in Dereham that have no planning on why haven't these been included. Instead we are wasting top quality arable land that should be kept so that we can continue
LP (025)
to grow our crops. Traffic in these particular areas is already at capacity, around school times school lane and westfield road are often gridlocked. Shipdham rd is
006/011/017/018/01 extremely busy and often queued back from the Tavern traffic lights at weekends. These developments also encroach on Westfield and Yaxham settlement boundaries.
9
I am just sending this email as I received notice about possible development throughout the villages. As a resident of New Buckenham and I have grown up in this
*
village I believe New Buckenham should remain the same size and NOT be developed/expanded.

not specified

I object to the proposal to concentrat virtually all of the future development around Dereham to the South of the town in the Toftwood area. The amount of proposed
development will totally swamp the area. The roads in the area are already recognised at being at capacity and the main junctions in town gridlock regularly at peak
times and weekends. By concentrating most of the development on one side of the town the junctions by Roys and Tesco's will totally grind to a halt, increasing the air
pollution in the area significantly as well as the ongoing frustrations in trying to get anywhere. People will give up trying to get into town and will use the out of town
facilities as well thus leading to the further exodus of shops from Dereham town centre. The biggest proposed developments will also add additional strain on the
School Lane, Westfield Road areas which are already well over capacity and very dangerous for school children. I have personally seen some really dangerous
situations in this area when the traffic struggles to get past and has to go up on the pavements. Were the traffic surveys carried out during term time? If they took
place during school holidays they would show a totaly unrealistic result. Have the planning people ever been down Westfield Road at school times to see the chaos
there? I also dont believe that Dereham has sufficient employment opportunities for such a huge growth in population. Most of the employment seems to be of lower
salary retail and food outlets variety. An area identified as for industrial use has remained unused for years, and despite being recently saved from housing, is unlikely
to actually have any industry built on it. The residents of all these additional houses are therefore likely to join the ever more congested A47 to travel to Norwich for
work. Surely it would be better to focus large housing developments nearer Norwich and theA11 corridor which is being developed for work. There is insufficient
school capacity in Dereham to take this amount of development. Merely adding a classroom here and there is not sufficient. For a start it would need at least one
additional class per year group, and then there is the lack of space to build all these additonal classrooms, the children would be left with minimal outside play area.
This would also then make the traffic congestion outside the enlarged schools even worse. At the very least 3 new schools would be needed, one each for infant,
junior and senior age groups. This is a large amount of productive farm land that is proposed to be built on. Once lost it is gone for ever, along with the wildlife that
currently lives there. Several much smaller developments dotted around would spread the strain on the resources and infrastructure. Large developments on the
south of the town are outside the settlement area and are incroaching on the surrounding villages, therefore eroding their village identity and many of the things that
add to the charm of Norfolk

not specified

Further to my previous comment about the proposals around Dereham, I wanted to add my concerns re the sewage and waste water situation. As we are all aware,
Anglia Water is not able to currently cope with the additional sewage caused by the new development at Ettling Green and is having to daily send trucks to pump out
raw sewage. When there is heavy rain there is raw sewage coming out onto the street in Norwich Street. A third world problem in a first world country! This is a
serious public health concern and needs to be properly addressed before the housing stock is increased any further. These heavy trucks are also increasing the
congestion on the roads and the poor air quality. The proposal to base most of future development in the Toftwood area, will increase the risk of flooding from the
River Tud. More building increases run off as ground is covered in concrete. These proposals go almost to the edge of the river. The run off will surely pollute the
river which in turn risks the water supply to Badley Moor which is an SSSI and needs protection. The proposal to re‐route the river surely flies in the face of natural
conservation and will damage the wildlife green corridor
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Ms Helen Frayer

not specified

Further to my previous comment about the proposals around Dereham, I wanted to add my concerns re the sewage and waste water situation. As we are all aware,
Anglia Water is not able to currently cope with the additional sewage caused by the new development at Ettling Green and is having to daily send trucks to pump out
raw sewage. When there is heavy rain there is raw sewage coming out onto the street in Norwich Street. A third world problem in a first world country! This is a
serious public health concern and needs to be properly addressed before the housing stock is increased any further. These heavy trucks are also increasing the
congestion on the roads and the poor air quality. The proposal to base most of future development in the Toftwood area, will increase the risk of flooding from the
River Tud. More building increases run off as ground is covered in concrete. These proposals go almost to the edge of the river. The run off will surely pollute the
river which in turn risks the water supply to Badley Moor which is an SSSI and needs protection. The proposal to re‐route the river surely flies in the face of natural
conservation and will damage the wildlife green corridor

Mr Peter Thomas

LP(025)011,
LP(025)019,
LP(025)018,
LP(025)017,
LP(025)003,
LP(025)005,
LP(025)002,
LP(025)024.

I am suprised that these plots are considered as "reasonable alternatives" for the following reasons :‐ Existing surface water drainage in the adjacent developed areas
frequently fail to cope, likewise foul drainage is known to "back up" in the system. The bulk of the proposed area is a flood plain and outside the settlement boundary.
Existing amenities (schools, doctors surgeries etc.) are already overloaded and there are very few shops outside the town centre. Employment opportunities in the
immediate vicinity do not match the number of dwellings proposed, therefore residents would have to commute. Access to the east and west bound lanes of the A47 is
already jammed at key times and would require major re‐development through a large part of the middle of town to resolve the situation. The existing railway bridge is
single width and has a 3 ton limit. Development to the east of town would be less disruptive, and reasonable access to the A47 more achievable. The proposal puts
Badley Moor (a site of special scientific interest) at risk Dereham is at risk of losing it's identity as a market town and simply become part of a commuter belt for other
industrial regions. The quality of life for existing residents would be greatly reduced. My understanding is that consent for only a further 158 units is required to fulfil
the planning need.

Mr Peter Bush

LP(025)002,
LP(025)003,
LP(025)005,
LP(025)006,
LP(025)011,
LP(025)017,
LP(025)018,
LP(025)019

I note that there is no reference to the sites South of Toftwood or Dumpling Green as being in close proximity to the River Tud or Badley Moor SSSI. I understand that
Breckland has to consider the impact on habitats under 85B of the Habitat Regulations before deciding on sites as part of the Local Plan. Natural England have already
objected to the Lanpro 3PL/2015/1490/O application (South of Toftwood), on these grounds. I am extremely concerned that the sites I have identified are currently
allocated as being "Reasonable Alternative" for development despite habitats being at risk. Sites South of Toftwood: LP(025)006 LP(025)011 LP(025)017 LP(025)018
LP(025)019 Dumpling Green sites: LP(025)002 LP(025)003 LP(025)005 Main Concerns: Close proximity to River Tud. Naturally slope towards River Tud
increasing the risk of pollution from run‐off water. Close proximity to Badley Moor SSSI, designated as a Norfolk Valley Fens Special Area of Conservation. No
provision for sewerage in the area. Roads already highly congested in this area. Close proximity to the boundaries of Westfield and Yaxham, diminishing their
identities. Away from Town Centre and High Schools. Hope my comments will be considered.

Mrs Frances
Needham

Miss Jill Vergerson

Mr Peter Bush

Mrs Lisa Turner

Parish Clerk
Garvestone,
Reymerston &
Thuxton Parish
Council

LP[025]017, 018, 019, Garvestone, Reymerston & Thuxton Parish Council disagree with the œReasonable Alternatives sites to the south of Dereham which will detrimentally impact on the
003, 011
infrastructure for the surrounding villages (roads, schools, GP surgeries, sewage system etc.) A new access to the A47 would be needed.

LP[025]017

Comment also relates to sites in Dereham: LP[025]024, 018, 019, 011, 006, 005, 003 I fail to see why these plots are considered as "reasonable alternatives" for the
following reasons :‐ Amenities for exisiting residents stretched to almost beyond their tolerable limits Disruption of local areas of natural habitat, wildlife, rivers, arable
land, pockets of green space that give Norfolk its special character. Developers cannot replace this with their uniform patches of grass and their promises to care and
protect the landscape, when they have torn it up in the first place. Dereham will become another faceless town and hold no interest to visitors to our county Most of
the area designated is outside the settlement boundary Traffic, congestion, where is the employment for these people? There wil be heavier traffic through the
villages as a consequence. The entitlement of existing residents to have a quality of life and the right to enjoy their homes, privacy, surrounding and all that entails
According to the drop in session at the memorial hall, Breckland does not need all these planned homes in Dereham to fulfil its target (had to find another 158?). What
about other sites (brownfield), that are not taking away land for crops, public enjoyment and land that defines us from outlying villages. Sewerage and drainage issues
Environmental concerns look as if they will be overlooked

Re: Local Plan Emerging Sites (Dereham). First I would like to point out that notes for site LP(025)003 are missing. I do not consider sites LP(025)002, LP(025)003,
LP(025)005, LP(025)006, LP(025)011, LP(025)017, LP(025)018, LP(025)019 & LP(025)024, to be "Reasonable Alternatives", "Deliverable," or "Developable" for the
following reasons: In close proximity to Badley Moor SSSI (Special Area of Conservation). This is at odds with Regulation 85B of the Habitats Regulations in which
Breckland Council has to comply with. These sites are away from the Town Centre and High Schools. Sites LP(025)006, LP(025)011, LP(025)017, LP(025)018, LP(025)019
are on the River Tud Valley, sloping down towards the River Tud risking pollution and flooding. Sites LP(025)017, LP(025)018, LP(025)019 are currently in a higher level
LP(025)002 003 004 conservation scheme, where rare birds have been identified. No capacity to cope with more traffic on already gridlocked roads in the area. No capacity in the already
005 006 011 017 018 stretched sewerage system. No capacity in the already full schools, doctors and dentists. Limited jobs in the Dereham which means more traffic commuting through
Mattishall and Yaxham to access A47.
019 024
The sustainability of these three sites are very impractical as the road network in this area is highly strained at the moment as it is let alone with additional vehicles. The
local infrastructure would need serious investment and development ideally before any further developments are permitted. Doctors, schools and dentists are all full so
this is something that would need considering I feel before agreeing any further developments. It may be that surgeries aren't the problem there just aren't enough
LP025 009, LP025 008 doctors. More businesses would need to be attracted to Dereham for employment opportunities and to make it a nicer shopping town at the moment it seems there
& LP025 023
are just coffee shops and charity shops.
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These parcels have been put forward before and constraints at the nearby road access to the A47 have been listed as an issue, on this occaision we have been able to
add small parcels adjacent to this junction to enable Highways England and Norfolk County Council Highways department ( both informed of this along with Breckland
District Council) to improve this junction. The junction has been difficult ever since the Dereham bypass was created and still causes problems, we aware that Scarning
Parish Council has concerns over this. By promoting these fields collectively with these small parcels we hope that these issues can be overcome.Compared to other
sites put forward in the call for sites project, they will it appears generally add significantly to traffic movements on the Shipdham and Yaxham roads into Dereham, this
site offers a chance to improve vehicle movements directly onto the A47 trunk road. Other infrastructure issue should be able to be designed, it is a generally light free
083003/083008/0830 draining site with scope to add some greenspaces to existing green areas over the hedge in Toftwood. All of the land owners have put forward signed maps to the
Breckland District council except Scarning Parish Council as they meet shortly.
11/083004/083010

Mr Glenn
Buckingham

mr philip morton
Mr Michael Stubbs

Historic England

Mr Michael Stubbs

Historic England

Mr Michael Stubbs

Historic England

Mr Clem Maginniss

Andrew Parry

DLP Planning

All the 011‐019 sites present a problem due to the railway bridge and then having access through the Tesco roundabout to the A47.The sites are all far from the centre
and will increase traffic flow throughout the town. The developments cannot be judged as sustainable as they do not improve the environment and will not provide
sufficient affordable housing. Sites at Swanton morley Road will pose different traffic problems along Kings Road and will damage the Open Spaces around neatherd
Moor which for a town short of Open Space is a precious resource. Any development should be truly sustainable according to NPPF principles by making for better
Open Spaces distinctive local affordable housing. If thes dtargets are not met the project should not be considered sustainable. Housing is needed but needs to be
planned with improvements to the infrastructure , notably water and traffic to make sure the result is an improvement in quality of life. The issues around education
and health will also need to be managed properly to ensure existing shortages are not aggravated further. 007 is equally non sustainable as it will damage an integral
LP025011,017,018,19 part of the Green Infrastructure plan for Neatherd Moor to Etling Common and further add to the issues around sewage whereby tankers have been used to take away
sewage from the adjacent development.
,23,025,007
The Grange (Grade II) lies to the west and is located within an area of landscape sensitivity. It is noted that the SA considers this option as an unreasonable alternative.
Setting of the nearby heritage asset is material and the SA deals with the listed building in the SA.
LP[083]003
This allocation adjoins the conservatiuon area and potential exists to harm the setting of the boundary. This site is within the conservation area and with potential
to affect the character and appearance of the conservation area. Historic England recommend very close regard to our own guidance, 'The Historic Environment and
Site Allocations in Local Plans' (October 2015) as the recommended site selection methodology requires an identification of impact upon significance. At this point that
matter remains to be the subject of research and detailed appraisal
LP[025]004
We note this is considered an unreasonable alternative and that the SA addresses this. The site is close to the Railway Farmhouse (to the east) and potentially exerts
LP[025]006
an impact here on setting.

All

The Development Plan articulates, in detail, a range of key issues that affect future development within and immediately around East Dereham, for which we are
grateful. What I suspect concerns many Residents however, is the application of them and, in particular: 1.
The development of sites around East Dereham beyond
the agreed requirement, in order to satisfy the needs of Central Government and the acquisition plans of the Developers. 2.
The failure to ensure that the
supporting Hard and Soft infrastructure is in place BEFORE residential building development commences. This includes Schools, Primary Healthcare (PHC),
transportation, roads, water & sewerage and employment opportunities. These are serious issues, the failure of which, adversely affect the lives of Residents. As
examples, the fragility of PHC has only recently been all to clearly demonstrated, whilst the failure to fundamentally resolve the sewerage issue is not a hallmark of a
21st Century G7 Nation. 3. The perceived preference of Green Field over Brown Field sites.

*

3.1. Again, we welcome the Council s assessment of Dereham as a sustainable location for new growth and are pleased that it is recognised as an area for additional
housing growth in the new spa al strategy set out in policy PD04. 3.2. Our Client s land to the ˜West of Etling View has been assessed by the Council to be a
sustainable option and could deliver a suitable number of houses on a site adjacent to the existing settlement boundary, with good access to the existing road network.
DLP supports the Council s assessment of LP(025)007 and the conclusion that this is a sustainable development op on, classified as a ˜reasonable alterna ve . 3.3.
The 2014 SHLAA iden fies LP(025)007 as being a ˜deliverable site and we would like to reinforce this point. An outline planning applica on has been submi ed to the
Council and is currently pending consideration; it is therefore clear that our Client is committed to and capable of delivering residential development. The site offers a
suitable loca on for residen al development and it is achievable with a realis c prospect of coming forward. 3.4. We would, however, query the ˜colouring of the
Council s assessment of the site (page 32 of the Emerging Site Op ons: Part 2) whereby the site is highlighted ˜orange rather than ˜green . Given that the site is
iden fied in the SHLAA as being ˜deliverable , an applica on has been submi ed, and that the Council s assessment concludes the site is ˜developable it stands to
reason that the LP(025)007 should be highlighted ˜green . 3.5. Assessed against the other ˜reasonable alterna ves in Dereham, site LP(205)007 is clearly the
favourable option given its lack of constraints, its location adjacent to the settlement boundary and its proximity to the key services and facilities on offer in the Town
Centre. The site also has good footpath connections and access to public transport meaning residents will be able to utilise sustainable modes of transport. 3.6. My
client fully supports the Council s assessment of the site as a reasonable alternative (developable) with a neutral impact, scoring positively on access to services, health
and economic activities, when measured against the sustainability framework. 3.7. To summarise, this is an available and deliverable parcel of land that could
contribute in the region of 65 dwellings in the short‐medium term and assist the Council in demonstrating a 5 year supply of deliverable sites going forward. 3.8. As
demonstrated in Appendix 1, the main vehicular access road would be delivered directly from the adjoining, approved, development site at Etling View, from which
access is achieved directly off Norwich Road. 3.9. In general terms, the respective site is available, suitable and deliverable. It abuts the settlement envelope and
existing built development at Dereham and is within easy access to the town s range of services and facilities. 3.10. The site is not subject to any significant constraints
that would prevent the development for residential purposes, thus being suitable for residential allocation.
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The site has prompted 400+ objhections including various respected organisations, Dereham Town Council, NCC and many others. The descriptors used of "moderate
sensitivity" is clearly misleading ‐ it is high sensitivity the land adjoins a CWS and a medieval lane. How can the loss of this land and amenity 'improve' the health and
wellbeing of the population?
There are potential flooding, sewage and numerous other issues to be addressed it cannot at this stage be described as a reasonable
alternative The description of LO[025]007 as a "reasonable alternative" is clearly prejudicial to the existing application in that it pre judges an application that has yet
to reach C'tee stage. Subjective comments regarding it suitability should be removed and left in obeyance until such time as it has been to the C'tee.
LP[025]007
I wish to lodge my objection to the planned houses at Toftwood. My husband and I lived here 40 years ago but had to relocate due to my husbands job. We chose to
return here for our retirement as Toftwood has so many local amenities which are essential when you can no longer drive. I believe that before any bricks are laid for
houses, the road system has to be drastically improved, another doctors surgery built ( rather a problem as Toftwood cannot get a permanent doctor now) and at least
another school. The Shipdham Road is a nightmare in the mornings with the emergency vehicles struggling to get through the traffic. Yes new homes are desperately
needed but we also need new jobs to be created for these people. Please rethink your planning strategy and get the infrastructure in place before you give the go
LP[025]017, 018, 019 ahead to ANY NEW HOMES.

Mr Paul Walmsley

Ann Barlow

Mr John Hiskett
MRS KIRSTY HEATH

Norfolk Wildlife
Trust

*
LP 025 010

Mr Peter Herring

Map 4.1

Mr & Mrs Lloyd

*

We strongly support the assessment of LP(083)006 to 011, to the west of Scarning Fen SAC, as being non‐deliverable. Scarning Fen is a component part of the Norfolk
Valley Fens SAC and is a small and highly sensitive site of international biodiversity importance. It is currently surrounded by development on 3 sides and it is imperative
that sites to the west of the fen are not developed. In line with the above we also support the assessment of LP(083)003 and 004 as unreasonable alternatives, as this
area forms part of a green corridor linking Scarning Fen with Scarning Meadows CWS and Dereham Rush Meadows SSSI. We are happy to work with Dereham Town
Council with regard to green infrastructure around the town, as part of development of a Neighbourhood Plan, as this would help mitigate for impacts of all
development on County Wildlife Sites around the town, whilst enhancing public access.
This site has lay untouched for years after original plans for a 'service' station never happened. Perhaps this could be used as another potential employment area site as
its proximity to the A47 is surely ideal.
Whilst we are told that more housing is needed it is important that thought be given to the infrastructure first. Dereham has a lack of employment with many people
travelling to Norwich each day. The A47 needs upgrading urgently to cope with exisiting traffic let alone more. Every week we see reports of accidents on this road and
daily there are queues. Station road and Roys and Tesco junctions are usually gridlocked saturday mornings and every afternoon around 4pm. This traffic has got worse
since the openning of McDonalds despite the council planners saying it would have little impact. With all the new houses being built and proposed, the town needs an
North / South by‐pass. Whilst the planners will say traffic must cause serious delays before any thing is done, the dealys for a market town is bad. Land should be set
aside for more jobs in the area, which will help to attract more people into the town centre and fill empty shops. According to the County Council schools in the area
are full and can not cope with extra students. The plans should state what will be done to handle this. All the Doctors in the Dereham area have closed their books to
new patients, so where will the incomers go for treatment. Also the CEO of the N & N hospital has stated that the hospital is overstretched and we keep hearing of
delays in A&E and appointments beingt cancelled due to no beds. With all the building going on around Norwich, this problem needs addressing before adding to the
problem. I note that one builder is offering cash to help a doctors surgery, but that is not a solution, as somehow more doctors are needed to be recruited. Cash is not
the answer. Norwich Road has recently been made narrower and this now causes traffic delays especially for buses and larger vechiles. For traffic to move, adequate
roads ned to be built. We hear that homes are needed for people as they live longer. If this is the case, why don't the plans for housing include more single storey
properties so elderly people are on the level. The final issue is to do with sewage. The homes near the Football ground have tankers to take sewage away each day as
Dereham can't cope. With the extra homes planned for Greenfields Road and Toftwood, what is Anglia Water doing to resolve this issue. We have read of sewage
coming up in the street near the Fire Station on Norwich Road. This situation will only get worse unless the infrastrure is improved first.
We are writing to express our concerns at the proposed Town Plan for Dereham. Our view is that echoed by many others in that the proposed housing is totally
unsustainable. The main reasons are that the road network is at a standstill now and cannot cope with amount of traffic that the schemes will generate. Already our
town roads are full and I know from daily experience that the A47 grinds to a halt every day. It will only get worse. The doctors are already full and are not taking any
new patients. Even if funding is given for larger surgeries this does not address the issue of payment for employing GPs or additional nursing facilities which would not
just be required in the short term, these would be required for ever. The same applies to school places for children. Again, yes, money can be supplied for new
classrooms but equipment is needed and teachers need to be paid for out of an already overstretched council/government budget. Dentists are full, hospitals
overstretched, community care for the young and old is already broken beyond any hope of repair. There is no way that any of these facilities will cope with the
additional population that is being proposed for a town which is already split between being a dormitory town and one filling with people on benefits. There is also the
issue of who will maintain the proposed green spaces on these new developments. It will only add to the burden of the council to cut the grass, empty the bins,
maintain the street lights and roads. Of course this will mean an increase of council tax to those already living in the area. We appreciate that housing will be required
but please sort out the infrastructure first and put the houses in the right place so that it is acceptable to those of us who have lived our lives in Norfolk, contributing to
its economy and making it a great place to live. Dont ruin what we have for the sake of not having a proper sustainable plan in place first.
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Mr & Mrs Coggle

*

1. We have lived in in Mill Court Dereham for over twenty years. We moved to Dereham from the Midlands. During this period Dereham has grown considerably, has
become much more busy but, unfortunately the Town Council and Breckland Council has consistently failed to develop the infrastructure for the Town to cope with the
demands of the 21st Century. 2. Whilst we appreciate there is a need for every Town to grow and develop there is also the responsibility of the Town Council and
Breckiand Council to ensure ihat a local plan meets the needs of the citizens of the Town of Dereham, not just big developers and land speculators. By failing to properly
plan where future Homes should be and realistically could be built, and failing strategically to have an overview of what the future looks like in mid Norfolk, Breckland
Council and the Dereham Town Council have been reinise, They are in danger of making Dereham simply a very congested town with, a disprortionate level of charity
shops as compared to local retailers. Whereby the motor vehicle has priority and pedestrians and cyclists are poorly catered for. 3. In our opinion in the past there has
been little joined up thinking between the Town Council, Breckland Council, County Council, and the Statutory under talkers such as Water, Highways, Sewage,
Electricity, Gas, Fire and Policing. This local Plan is ill thought out missing key major issues and appears to be rushed and lacking in coordination and strategic thinking,
also the Plan lacks the imagination and the necessary internal planning structures and checks and balances which will position Dereham Town favourably as it enters
the mid part of this century. 4. What this Plan does do is to position the town to become a much bigger commuter Town, whereby new home owners travel to and from
Dereharn daily to go to their employment, leaving their families to attempt to gain access to Schools, Doctors Surgeries and Dentists which are non‐existent. As a result
the road infrastructure will become more clogged and essential services and statutory services will be put under greater strain. No forward planning or strategic view is
properly fully considered by either Council. 5. No consideration is given as to where any new jobs will come from, and in what new areas of industry they will be
generated from. No thought is given as to where any new jobs will be located, what schools places will be needed, and where and when doctor surgeries should be
expanded or be newly built. Dental surgeries, GP surgeries policing, fire, and social services are not catered for at all. To put it simply there is no coordination or joint
approach. 6. in our opinion both Dereham Town Council and Breckland Council are far too focussed on day to day council matters and have given insufficient regard
strategically as to what the citizens actually want the Town of Dereham to look like in the next 5 30 years or so. 7. Examples of this are poor road network development
characterised by the farcical junction layout of the junction at Tavern Lane and Shipdham Road and the ridiculous situation whereby, the Council have allowed to
operate on an ever increased basIs a private railway and unmanned railway crossing, which crosses a major arterial feeder road off the A47, this has no barriers or
mandatory legal stop lights to protect highway users, just an ineffective box junction which is set so close to traffic lights it is mainly ignored. Yet a small village of
Yaxham two miles up the road has a manned crossing barrier ? 8. There was an opportunity recently for the Council to sort the traffic flow out at the A47 Tesco Island,
by using some innovative forward thinking road design layout, but instead they have chosen to keep large swathes of grass, no filter lanes. It is inevitable that within
two years the Tesco Island will need to be controlled by traffic lights. Leading to further disruption. The laconic observer might think to themselves you couldn t make
it up ? The en re situa on is almost case study in ˜of the back of fig packet town planning , Does anyone from the Highways Department ever monitor the Traﬃc
coming off the A47? 9. Further during the time we have lived in Dereham the safety barriers at the junction at Tavern Lane been replaced or reset at least eight times, It
would seem to us that no person in the Highways Department has considered the fact the perhaps it is extremely difficult for very large very long and heavy road
equipment to negotiate traffic lanes that have not changed in width for over 50 years. Of course, a simplesolution would be to compulsory purchase a piece of land and
set the barriers further back, or build a traffic island? However, this solution is altogether too radical for Dereham Town Council; they would rather keep replacing the
barriers at an increased cost to the community! 10. One only has to stand at this junction and try to get across using the pedestrian crossings to see the scale of volume
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Jane Hunting

Hopkins Homes
Dereham Town
Council

Dereham Town
Council
Dereham Town
Council
Dereham Town
Council

A planning application (3PL/2015/1490/O) has been submitted for development on sites LP[025]017‐ 019. The proposed development of the approximately 41.3 ha site
comprising a minimum of 291 dwellings with access details included and all other matters reserved. The scheme also includes provision of a new link road between
Shipdham Road, Westfield Road and Yaxham Road, open space and recreation space, new accesses from Shipdham Road, Westfield Road and Westfield Lane and
habitat enhancement works. Please see enclosed set of planning application drawings. At the beginning of the project the local Councillors raised their concerns about
traffic flows in the south of Dereham with the project team and asked whether it would be feasible to provide a new link road from Shipdham Road to Yaxham Road.
This would be a major piece of infrastructure which would require District and County Councils to undertake land acquisition, road widening and bridge improvement
works along Westfield Lane. As such this application seeks to deliver a large piece of the jigsaw to improving traffic flows and within this part of Dereham by putting in
the road within the application site. This will provide the first part of a potential new link road which will allow people to move between Yaxham Road and Shipdham
Road without having to travel north to the Tavern Lane junction. In the longer term this could be extended further west from Shipdham Road if Norfolk County Council
and Breckland Council wanted to implement a full southern link road for the town. There will be four main points of vehicular access for the proposed development
connected by a single spine road (the Link Road) incorporating junctions with Shipdham Road, Westfield Road and Westfield Lane. The junction of the Link Road with
Shipdham Road will form a simple priority junction incorporating a belimouth with kerblines of radius 10.5m. The width of the Link Road carriageway will be 6.5m and
there will be provision for a 2.Om wide footway on one side and a 4.Om footway/cycleway on the other in accordance with the County Council s cross‐sectional
specification for a Type 1 Access Road. Where the Link Road meets Westfield Road its alignment is proposed to run alongside the existing line of Westfield Road for a
distance of approximately 180m. Since Westfield Road is a lightly‐used single lane carriageway, the Link Road rather than Westfield Road will take priority. As a
consequence the sections of Westfield Road to the north and south of the Link Road will form simple priority junctions with the Link Road. At its eastern end, the Link
Road connects with Westfield Lane at a priority junction. For the time being this is shown as providing priority for Westfield Lane however it is feasible for the
alignments of the Link Road and Westfield Lane to be modified so as to provide priority for the Link Road should appropriate circumstances, such as enhanced
connectivity across the railway line, arise. The scheme, importantly, delivers a significant amount of open and recreation space. The Dereham Green Infrastructure
Study and Implementation Strategy (September 2008) has an overall vision for Dereham to provide a œnetwork of wild places and green spaces which reconnects
local people with their cultural and wildlife heritage and provides an abundance of space for play and recreation. It iden fies that the south‐west of the town,
especially Toftwood, is particularly short of green space and access to green spaces. This vision is proposed to be achieved through the creation of six corridors and the
application site falls within the southern corridor and the central north‐south corridor. The application proposes around 12.63ha of open space which is publicly
accessible and an additional l3ha of low intensity grazing land. This is far in excess of the 1.63ha required by local planning policy. It is therefore considered that the
sites should score a positive within the Part 2 Emerging Site Options Interim Sustainability Appraisal in the biodiversity section (column 7). In addition the scheme also
proposes ecological enhancements to the wider area including the reversion of arable farmland and semi improved grasslands to species rich wildflower meadows and
new areas of alkaline fen. The package of habitat improvement works are likely to include the following: Reversion of some 13.35 ha (32.98 acres) of intensively
farmed and improved arable land to wildflower meadows and species rich grasslands for low intensity grazing under a management scheme; New scattered tree
planting (including Norfolk Biodiversity Action Plan priority Black Poplar); Further site management to encourage declining wetland and farmland bird species;
LP[025]017, 018. 019 Improved gazing management of internationally important and expanded fen habitats; Creation of new ponds, seasonal wetlands and ditches to develop habitat
Hopkins Homes would con nue to suggest that the land south of Dumpling Green, East of Yaxham Road (iden fied in light green as a ˜Reasonable Alterna ve under
Reference LP(025) 003 on Map 4.1, Dereham) provides the most suitable and sustainable location to accommodate the future strategic growth of Dereham. As is clear
from Map 4.1, this site provides the most sustainable location, closest to the town centre and strategic road network, whilst is of sufficient size and scale to enable
phased growth to occur throughout the proposed Plan period. The western‐portion of the site (as currently identified in light green shading on Map 4.1) is the subject
of a long‐standing Planning Application (3PL/2010/1361/F) for the erection of 255 dwellings with associated open space. This application was recommended for
Approval to the Council s Planning Committee in September 2014, with formal determination subsequently deferred pending receipt of further updated technical
information upon highway impacts, landscape & ecology impacts, an updated affordable housing mix and overall development viability. These additional elements of
information are currently being compiled, in order to enable further consideration by the Council s Planning Committee in the Spring of 2015, with a likelihood that
construction could then commence before the end of 2015. The remaining eastern‐most portions of the site, up to the existing access tracks serving Salt Lake Farm to
the east and south, are also available to accommodate further phase(s) of residential development in the medium to longer‐term, alongside and further open space
and/or additional community infrastructure that may subsequently be required. Given these factors, Hopkins Homes would suggest that the totality of this site should
now be iden fied for the residen al development of approximately 450 dwellings and associated open space within the forthcoming ˜Pre‐Submission Consulta on
Document.
Hopkins Homes Ltd LP[025]003
While there are major retail outlets within walking distance, the main cultural centre to the town is north of the A47 and would require increased usage of the private
car. The Yaxham road round about and the Tavern Lane junction are major barriers to the use of sustainable modes of transport. A large site which could not be
LP[025]003
delivered within 5 years and therefore should not be considered deliverable.

LP[025]004
LP[025]005

LP[025]006

The site is adjacent to a SSSI in addition to the County Wildlife Site and sits within the important Western Green Corridor. It is not clear how this site would connect into
the road network to create safe routes for sustainable modes of transport. Because of its potential impact on the SSSI and the Western Green Corridor This site should
be considered unsustainable. If the existing access to Cattle Arch Farm onto the A47 is used, then this should not be considered viable because this access is unsuitable.
Although there are some services nearby, there are a number of barriers preventing people being able to access services using sustainable modes of transport. A small
site which could be delivered in 5 years.
Too distant from the majority of services provided in Dereham with no realistic alternative for access to services other than private car. This site should therefore be
considered unsustainable. The site is unsustainable because of the distance from the main body of services. It would be uneconomic to make the site accessible for all
modes of transport.
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Mr Michael Stubbs

Historic England

LP[025]022

Mr Michael Stubbs

Historic England

LP[025]002

This site abuts the conservation area boundary and a Grade II Listed Building and appears harmful to those assets. This site is within the conservation area and with
potential to affect the character and appearance of the conservation area. The SA denotes an unreasonable alternative and we note this.
This site lies to the west of Borrow Hall (Grade II) and walls (Grade II). The SA summary deals with the landscape sensitivity here and the relationship to and setting of a
nearby heritage asset will need to be included in this assesment.
Whilst we support the identification of Dereham as a market town in the hierarchy of settlements, we are concerned that there is a significant bias towards the delivery
of a significant element of the growth needed in the District is towards Attleborough. I will make separate representations relating to Part 1, but we believe that
Dereham is well placed to accept further growth than it previously had under the current Core Strategy. The town has a wide range of services and facilities and good
access to Norwich. It is, therefore, well placed to locate sustainable growth. Whilst the map identifies 24 potential sites in the Dereham/Scarning area, we believe
that it would be appropriate to consider my clients site on the western edge of the built‐up area of the town. There is a central footpath/cycleway link through the
existing residential development through to the centre of the town and other open space areas. My clients land is well‐positioned to link to services in the centre of
Dereham, and closer than those sites iden fied as being ˜Reasonable Alterna ve “ Deliverable on the southern side of the town. We do not believe that there
would be any servicing issues which could simply be extended from the existing development. We have yet to undertake any masterplanning of the site, however, we
believe that there are opportunities to create community facilities associated with the development. We consider that the site is available and deliverable and would
assist the Council in bringing forward its 5 year housing land supply.
I would be grateful if these comments could be included into this stage of the preparation of the
new Local Plan.

Paul Clarke

*

P.W Ingoe

My concern is the area designated as œReasonable Alternative and shown in green on the Local Plan and is situated between the Shipdham and Yaxham Roads.
Reference: LP (025) 017
LP (025) 018
LP ((025) 019 This is the same area that is subject to the Lampro planning application which has already been
highlighted by numerous objections to it on the grounds of the lack of infrastructure therefore would be unsustainable. In addition to those concerns, I object to this
agricultural land being designated as an alternative site for development because it is in contradiction that, nationally, we must become less reliant on importing food
supplies. Therefore this would mean the use of this land for building houses to be unsustainable. My understanding of the National Planning Policy Framework is œit
should take into account the economic and other benefits of the best land and Planning Authorities should seek poorer quality land in preference to higher quality land
. The designated agricultural land in the plan is classed Grade 3, Good. Housing is a priority but its provision must be balanced with our ability to provide food for an
increasing population. The Local Plan for Dereham should only designate potential land for development where it allows for closer access to the Town Centre. The
LP[025]017, 018, 019 above alternative which is beyond what most people would consider as walking distance will only exacerbate the existing road traffic problems.

Ian Martin

Yaxham
Neighbourhood
Plan Group

*

There are some nine sites indicated as œReasonable Alternatives which may cumula vely add up to poten al more than 1,500 new homes. The general village
reaction is that this is completely unacceptable as it significantly encroaches on the rural Tud River Valley bringing ever closer the risk of Yaxham being subsumed into
Dereham as a suburb ” losing its identity. This point is expanded on in the rationale for the Green Gap Policy in section 3 below.
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Sylvia Preston

*

Sylvia Preston

*

I am sending this email and attachment on behalf of Toftwood Life Community a group formed in response to planning application 3PL/2015/1490/O, in order to
comment on Breckland Council s œPreferred Directions Local Plan document, prepared for public consulta on. The a achment was ini ally prepared in order to
comment on the planning application referred to and sent to Mr Moys at the end of January. However the observations we made in our document are equally valid for
the œEmerging Residential Site Options on the south and south‐east of Dereham, as set out in the œPreferred Directions document. We believe that the
difficulties we raise in our attachment would apply to any significant housing development on these sites, referred to in your document with the following reference
numbers: LP(025)006, LP(025)011, LP(025)019, LP(025)018, LP(025)17, LP(025)003 and LP(025)024. All of these sites, which lie outside the settlement boundary,
would present major difficulties with respect to waste treatment and sewerage connections to the treatment works. With respect to traffic, residential developments
would add to the problems highlighted in our document on the Shipdham Road, Westfield Road and Yaxham Road, all converging on the congested roads between the
Lynn Hill and Tesco roundabouts, for access to the A47 and to shops, supermarkets, doctors and dental surgeries and schools to the north of this congested area. They
would also add to the traffic burden on the single lane humped back bridge in Westfield Lane. Development on these sites would also have a serious negative impact
on the environment, from the surface run‐off to the river Tud, from the loss of natural habitats and from the reduction in the southern wildlife corridor. The river Tud
indeed runs through Badley Moor, just to the east of the proposed sites and is both a Site Of Specific Scientific Interest (SSSI) and a Special Area of Conservation (SAC).
We note in connection with these observations the extensive comments which have been made on planning application 3PL/2015/1490/0 and which are applicable to
all the sites we comment on, notably by Anglia Water, Norfolk County Council s Highway Authority and its Environmental Services, who also comment on flood risks,
and by Environmental Protection, Environmental Health Officers and Natural England. We do not therefore believe that any significant development on the sites can
be described as sustainable and we do not agree with their designation in the œPreferred Options document as, œReasonable Alternatives . We appreciate that
this designation came from a preliminary assessment, but we feel that this assessment should be revised, notably in the light of the extensive comments made in
relation to the planning application referred to above as well as through this present consultation exercise. The other œEmerging Residential Site Options rela ng to
Dereham should also be re‐examined in a similar manner. The other feature of Dereham at least is that, as shown in your documentation, the number of houses
completed or approved at 752 in relation to the estimated needs by 2036 of around perhaps 910 is well ahead of the Breckland average which would seem to indicate
that Dereham s housing needs are being easily met, all the more so when new employment in the town has been slow to materialise. Given the lack of infrastructure
such as sewage treatment, schools, health facilities and roads, it would seem reckless to significantly add to that level of growth. It can even be argued that the total
Breckland estimate of housing needs is excessive as it is based on a fall in average household size, requiring more houses for the population forecasts. If average
household size remained at about the same level or only fell moderately the housing need estimate becomes much less and the district may easily already have five
years of housing supply under such a scenario. We would welcome Breckland Council s ongoing development of a Local Plan and this consultation exercise and we
recognise the considerable efforts this involves. We also welcome that this process will lead to the proper planning of Dereham s development in line with its genuine
needs and character and we support the development of the town s own Neighbourhood Plan and those of neighbouring villages, which will feed into this process.
As a resident of Westfield Village for over 48 years, I am interested to know how you have arrived at Toftwood, Westfield and Dumpling Green as œReasonable
Alternatives I am par cularly concerned over LP(025)016,LP(025)017, LP(025)018, LP/0125/1490/0. To me these areas are extremely problema c, the lack of
infrastructure, such as narrow roads, which necessitate the mounting of footpaths to pass buses and trucks. The severe restrictions on the little hump‐back bridge in
Westfield Lane and the converging traffic at Tesco Roundabout and Tavern Lane are issues that cannot be avoided. Of more importance to the residents of Toftwood is
the lack of sewerage facilities, we can all see the chaos created by the Etling View housing estate and as Anglia Water have stated they will not be in a position to do
anything about this for many years, this development should not go ahead, especially as the Government has declared that no new houses should be occupied before
the sewage problem is resolved. The potential for flooding is evident, in this area even without the new houses.The potential for flooding and pollution is a real
possibility, the development would increase the flooding into the Tud and eventually into the River Wensum where flooding occurs regularly I am also concerned at the
lack of Doctors, Dentists, School Places, both Infant, Junior and Senior Schools. It is no use the developers saying they will put money into the Schools, Doctors etc, but
the money for the Doctors is not actually to provide extra Doctors, but to increase the size of the surgeries, what use is that if they cannot recruit Doctors to come to
this area. Another concern is where are the people who will eventually occupy these houses, where will they work, at present Dereham does not have enough industry
to support them, so they will have to work either in Norwich or Kings Lynn, which means more traffic on the already overcrowded A47. Dereham used to have quite a
few industries, Crane Fruehauf, Metamec, Jentique, Baldings, Hobbies and Dreiboltz, all gone and the minor employers now in Dereham, such as Greenstone,
MacDonalds , Lidl and Aldi, only employ part time workers on zero hours, they certainly could not afford even œAFFORDABLE HOUSES . Perhaps a more extensive
consultation period with community involvement should be encouraged.
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David Jones

Armstrong Rigg
Planning

LP(025)023)

On behalf of our client Avant Homes we wish to make representations to the current Breckland Local Plan Preferred Directions consultation. Previous representations
were made to the Local Plan Issues and Options Consultation Document and Call for Sites in January 2015 in support of further housing at the Market Town of Dereham
and specifically the promotion of land at Swanton Road, Dereham for residential allocation. Avant Homes wish to make specific comments on the inclusion of the site in
the Dereham: Emerging Site Op ons (reference LP(025)023) as an ˜unreasonable alterna ve for development. The assessment of the site as an ˜unreasonable
alterna ve is based on comments from the Highways Authority in response to the Call for Sites submission sta ng that there are ˜severe highways constraints to the
development of the site and the 2014 SHLAA assessment of the site as ˜Non‐Deliverable due to highways concerns rela ng to the suitability of Swanton Road to
accommodate additional traffic, in particular at its junction with Kings Road and at the level crossing. However, the site options assessment also recognises that the site
scores positively on access to services, health and economic activities due to its highly sustainable location within easy walking distance of Dereham Town Centre. The
highways comments in response to the Call for Sites submission are disappointing as the representation submitted at this time included an independent Highway and
Access Appraisal prepared by consultants WSP. This report appraises the access constraints for the site and potential measures which could facilitate the delivery of
development on it. It also assesses the potential development capacity and access feasibility based on junction capacity, including at the Swanton Road/Kings Road
Crossroad. The results of this show that with a residential development of up to 300 dwellings, the junction would continue to operate with a reserve capacity.
Furthermore, the WSP document identifies a number of measures which could be delivered at the level crossing to ensure that it does not present a constraint to
development on the site. Since the Call for Sites submission, an Outline Planning Application for residential development of up to 216 residential dwellings with
associated landscaping, open space, car parking and vehicular and pedestrian access from Swanton Road has been submitted for the site (Ref. 3PL/2015/1487/O). The
submitted Development Framework (AVAO129.01) is attached for reference. This application includes a detailed Transport Assessment which fully considers the
capacity and safety of the existing local road network, including the junction of Swanton Road with Kings Road, and concludes that subject to the delivery of an off‐site
junction improvement, improvements to the level crossing, the formation of a suitable site access and the implementation of the measures contained within the
Framework Travel Plan for the site, there are no highway or transportation reasons which would prevent the proposed development being granted outline planning
consent. Safe vehicle access into the site is achieved through a proposed new 4 arm roundabout on Swanton Road, suitable junction improvements are proposed where
necessary, an improvement scheme to the level crossing on Swanton Road has been agreed in principle with the Mid Norfolk Railway Preservation Trust and will be
formally agreed in the S106 agreement (to include new footpaths over the crossing where there currently aren t any and the provision of automated barriers replacing
manual ones) and the Framework Travel Plan includes detailed measures to encourage the use of sustainable modes of transport, which are enhanced by footpath
improvements on Swanton Road. It should be clear from the above that, in accordance with NPPF paragraph 32, the proposed development: has taken up opportunities
for sustainable transport modes; provides safe and suitable access to the site for all people; and identifies that improvements can easily be undertaken within the
transport network that can effectively limit the impacts of the development. There are therefore no highway or transportation reasons which would prevent the
proposed development being granted outline planning consent or coming forward as an allocation in the new Local Plan. In light of the above, it is clear that the site
does not present ˜severe highways constraints as all poten al highways issues are shown to be adequately dealt with. Avant Homes therefore request that the
Council revisit their assessment of the site which, in the absence of any other identified significant constraints to development, should focus on the site s sustainable
loca on. The site is just 800m away from Dereham Town Centre and as such is much closer than any of the sites iden fied as ˜reasonable alterna ves in the Emerging

First I would like to point out that notes for site LP(025)003 are missing. I do not consider sites LP(025)002, LP(025)003, LP(025)005, LP(025)006, LP(025)011,
LP(025)017, LP(025)018, LP(025)019 & LP(025)024, to be "Reasonable Alternatives" or "Deliverable" for the following reasons: In close proximity to Badley Moor SSSI
(Special Area of Conservation). This is at odds with Regulation 85B of the Habitats Regulations in which Breckland Council has to comply with. These sites are away from
the Town Centre and High Schools. Sites LP(025)006, LP(025)011, LP(025)017, LP(025)018, LP(025)019 are on the River Tud Valley, sloping down towards the River Tud
LP[025]002, 003, 005, risking pollution and flooding. Sites LP(025)017, LP(025)018, LP(025)019 are currently in a higher level conservation scheme, where rare birds have been identified. No
capacity to cope with more traffic on already gridlocked roads in the area. No capacity in the already stretched sewerage system. No capacity in the already full schools,
006, 011, 017, 018,
doctors and dentists. Limited jobs in the Dereham which means more traffic commuting through Mattishall and Yaxham to access A47.
019 & 024
Mark Mendham
Hopkins Homes would con nue to suggest that the land south of Dumpling Green, East of Yaxham Road (iden jiedin light green usa ˜Reasonable Alterna ve
underReference LP(025,) 003 on Map 4.], Dereham,) provides the most suitable and sustainable location to accommodate the future strategic growth of Derehani. As is
clear from Map 4.1, this site provides the most sustainable location, closest to the town centre and strategic road network, whilst is of sufficient size and scale to enable
phased growth to occur throughout the proposed Plan period. The western‐portion of the site (as currently identified in light green shading on Map 4.]) is the subject of
a long‐standing Planning Application (3PL/20 10/1361/F) for the erection of 255 dwellings with associated open space. This application was recommended for Approval
to the Council s Planning Committee in September 2014, with formal determination subsequently deferred pending receipt of further updated technical information
upon highway impacts, landscape & ecology impacts, an updated affordable housing mix and overall development viability. These additional elements of information
are currently being compiled, in order to enable further consideration by the Council s Planning Committee in the Spring of 2015, with a likelihood that construction
could then commence before the end of 2015. The remaining eastern‐most portions of the site, up to the existing access tracks serving Salt Lake Farm to the east and
south, are also available to accommodate further phase(s) of residential development in the medium to longer‐term, alongside and further open space and/or
additional community infrastructure that may subsequently be required. Given these factors, Hopkins 1‐lomes would suggest that the totality of this site should now be
iden fied for the residen al development of approximately 450 dwellings and associated open space within the forthcoming ˜Pre‐Submission Consulta on
Hopkins Homes
Document.
Hopkins Homes Ltd LP[025]003
The site is too distant from most services to be made accessible by sustainable modes of transport (as defined by the NPPF), Because of the lack of access, most
journeys would be by private vehicle, adding to the pressure on the Tavern Lane and other junctions. Some of the land is grade 2 and 3a Should be considered
unsustainable because: The distance from key services and that access to the services could not be made sustainably. Grade 2 and 3a land should be protected. A
DerehamTownCounci Dereham Town
large site and could not be delivered in 5 years.
l
Council
LP[025]018
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DerehamTownCounci Dereham Town
l
Council
Dereham Town
Council

LP[025]009
LP[025]010

LP[025]019

The site is too distant from most services and could not be made accessible by sustainable modes of transport (as defined by the NPPF) Because of the lack of access
most journeys would be by private vehicle, adding to the pressure on the Tavern Lane junction. The site is currently providing employment and should be classed as an
employment site rather than a brownfield site. If it is allocated as a Brown field Site then other employment land could be lost to housing. Should be considered
unsustainable because: The distance from key services and that access to the services could not be made sustainably. The site is providing much needed employment
and this should be protected. It should be zoned as employment land A large site and could not be delivered in 5 years.
The site is too distant from most services for it to be made accessible by sustainable modes of transport (as defined by the NPPF). Because of the lack of access most
journeys would be by private vehicle adding to the pressure on the Tavern Lane and other junctions. Some of the land is grade 2 and 3a Should be considered
unsustainable because: The distance from key services and that access to the services could not be made sustainably. Grade 2 and 3a land should be protected. A
large site and could not be delivered in 5 years.
The site is too distant from most services to be made accessible by sustainable modes of transport (as defined by the NPPF). Because of the lack of access, most
journeys would be by private vehicle, adding to the pressure on the Tavern Lane and other junctions. Some of the land is grade 2 and 3a Should be considered
unsustainable because: The distance from key services and that access to the services could not be made sustainably. Grade 2 and 3a land should be protected. A
large site and could not be delivered in 5 years.

LP[025]021

Difficult to understand how this site is unacceptable and LP[025]004 is acceptable? Both sites should be considered unreasonable. Unreasonable

Dereham Town
Council

LP[025]011

Dereham Town
Council

Lp[025]017

Dereham Town
Council
Dereham Town
Council
Dereham Town
Council
Dereham Town
Council
Dereham Town
Council
Dereham Town
Council
Dereham Town
Council
Dereham Town
Council
Dereham Town
Council
Dereham Town
Council
Dereham Town
Council
Dereham Town
Council

This area is severely constrained by highways. The main route into town would use Kings Road. Kings Road has an effective width of 4.8m which effectively classifies it
as a Type 3 road which limits the number of properties served by it to 100. Grade 2 Agricultural land Grade 2 land should be protected this and the constraints in the
highway makes this site undeliverable and unsustainable. A large site and could not be delivered in 5 years.
This site is too distant from the main services to make it sustainable Grade 2 agricultural land Unsustainable location. A large site and could not be delivered in 5
years.

LP[025]022

Difficult to understand how this site is unacceptable yet those sites on the southern edge of Toftwood are considered acceptable.
While the constraints associated with Swanton Road can be resolved there are also issues with Kings Road and junction with Wellington Road. There is only an
effective width of the highway of 4.8m Should be considered unsustainable because of being grade 2 agricultural land. A large site and could not be delivered in 5
years.
LP[025]023
Access would be off an industrial estate. This might be considered unattractive in amenity terms. Because of the Yaxham road roundabout and tavern lane junction is
LP[025]024
difficult to see how this site could be made attractive to sustainable modes of transport.
Site should be considered unreasonable because of its distance from the majority of services, it being grade 2 agricultural land and it is an unacceptable extension of
the settlement into the countryside. Say that this site is only constrained by the A47 acting as a barrier is a small problem to resolve, for this site. The site assessment
should be more strongly worded so that the land owner is not given false hope.
LP[025]025
The site would not provide access to key service by sustainable modes of transport in accordance with the NPPF. The site assessment should be more strongly worded
LP[083]003, 004, 005 so that the land owner is not given false hope.
LP[083]006, 007, 008, This site is distant from most services, would have a serious impact on the SSSI and western green corridor. The site assessment should be more strongly worded so that
009, 010, 011
the land owner is not given false hope.
The Neatherd Moor and Shillings Lane are important cultural assists. Any development should retain a buffer around the Common and Shillings Lane in order to retain
the feeling of being in the countryside. This area has very high visual amenity. Grade 2 agricultural land Deliverable but only with certain protections in place. Grade 2
agricultural land should be protected.
Lp[025]007
This area is severely constrained by highways. The main route into town would use Kings Road. Kings Road has an effective width of 4.8m which effectively classifies it
as a Type 3 road which limits the number of properties served by it to 100. Grade 2 Agricultural land Grade 2 land should be protected this and the constraints in the
LP[025]008
highway makes this site undeliverable and unsustainable. A large site and could not be delivered in 5 years.
This area is severely constrained by highways. The main route into town would use Kings Road. Kings Road has an effective width of 4.8m which effectively classifies it
as a Type 3 road which limits the number of properties served by it to 100. Grade 2 Agricultural land Grade 2 land should be protected this and the constraints in the
highway makes this site undeliverable and unsustainable. A large site and could not be delivered in 5 years.
LP[025]009
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Spaceward

LP[025]025

John B

LP[025]023

On behalf of our client Spaceward LTD, we wish to make representations to the current Preferred Directions Consultation. Previous representations were made to the
Local Plan Issues and Options Consultation Document and Call for Sites in January 2015 in support of further housing growth at the Market Town of Dereham and
specifically the promotion of land at Etling Green, Dereham shown on the attached location plan for allocation for up to 122 dwellings. We are disappointed to note
that the site (reference LP[025]025) has been assessed as an Unreasonable Alterna ve in the Preferred Direc ons Consulta on by reason that ˜Access would be
constrained by the A47 acting as a barrier between the site and the settlement. The site performs favourably otherwise in the Sustainability Assessment. The Council
s 2011 Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) and the 2014 update discounted the site (ref D15), principally by reason that the suggested access was
off the A47 which was considered unsuitable and unviable. Representations were made to the Local Plan Issues and Options Consultation Document and Call for Sites in
January 2015, where it was confirmed that a solution had been devised to provide a suitable access to the site directly off the B1147 to the north. This would utilise
vacant land which is publically controlled by the Highways Agency. Since the submission of the previous representations, our client has entered into formal
correspondence with the Highways Agency and submitted a Land Enquiry Form. Matters have now progressed such that it has been agreed that the land will be made
surplus to requirements and can therefore be sold or reverted to the frontage owners of which our client s vendor is the only one along this part of the land. The red
line plan (attached) now includes all the land necessary to deliver an access off the A47 to enable housing development on the site. There are considered to be no other
significant constraints (for example flooding, landscape, contamination or pollution) to development that would need to be overcome in relation to the site. Any noise
impact from the adjacent A47 could be adequately mitigated by a landscape buffer which can be considered as part of a planning application. Residential development
on the site would help contribute towards the housing need for the District and could include the provision of bungalows and housing to meet the needs of disabled
people. The site is well contained by existing roads and residential development. The settlement boundary of Dereham has been extended significantly to the north
west of the site by the Taylor Wimpey development and the site is located to the east of the town where development is being focused by reason of the close
relationship and accessibility to Dereham and its services and facilities. The site is considered to be deliverable, in accordance with the NPPF, in that is available now,
offers a suitable location for development and is achievable with a realistic prospect that a viable housing development will be delivered within five years which would
contribute towards achieving sustainable development. The allocation of this suitable and deliverable site will make a significant contribution to the District s identified
objectively assessed housing need established in Preferred Policy Direction 02 and will support the Locational Strategy as set out in Preferred Policy Direction 03 where
most new development needs are to be met through the proposed sustainable settlement hierarchy which includes the Market Town of Dereham. In terms of the Level
and Location of Growth, we would offer support for Preferred Policy Direction 04 which identifies that the Market Towns will receive some 18% of the required further
growth, however in order to sustain the vitality and viability of the sustainable higher order settlements it is suggested that a split more akin to that shown in Option 3
is progressed which would direct higher levels of growth to the Market Towns (30%).
If houses are built on the Swanton Road sites then then there will be an adverse effect on the local area.With the increase in traffic the roads will not be able to cope,
it is bad enough on normal days plus extra polution. The schools have not got the capacity to take any more pupils. Doctors surgeries have not the capacity to cope with
more patients. For the above reasons I object to any house building on the Swanton Road sites

LP[025]003

I object to the Dumpling Green Site being classified as "a reasonable alternative". The site is arable farmland consisting of small fields divided by mature hedges and
contains many mature trees. The area supports wildlife including protected species. The site is adjacent to environmentally sensitive areas including the Tud Valley and
Badley Moor. The site acts as a buffer between urban and rural areas and the present natural balance between nature and developed areas would be damaged by
development. Traffic congestion already exists in the Yaxham Road area any further development in the area would only exacerbate the problem. The main access
road to the site via Westfield Lane does not meet current traffic regulations. Providing access to the site would necessitate the removal of a significant amount of
mature hedging and mature trees. Another similar site with access to a busy road has become an accident black spot.
The site is on the side of a gently sloping hill,
would be obtrusive and have negative visual impact when approached from the village of Yaxham. A considerable number of people would be adversely affected by
the proposed development, not only those who live in Dumpling Green but also on Yaxham Road. The quality of life of these people would be diminished by the noise
and disturbance that such and development would bring.

Alan Kerrison

Charlotte Burton

Richard Warren

Senior Consultant
Beacon Planning Ltd *

LP[025]016

The site was considered in the 2014 SHLAA and put forward as a residential allocation in the Call for Sites in 2015, however it does not appear in Table 4.1 of Part 2
which contains the summary of site assessment options for residential development in Dereham. We have been unable to find any document or study that has
discounted this site as deliverable for housing and therefore no reason why the site should have been excluded from the assessment. The 2014 SHLAA concluded that
the site was deliverable as a residential site. The Council also stated in its Plan Issues and Options Consultation 2014 that, as the site is surrounded by houses, it could
delimit industrial development. The recent planning application for residential development gained officer recommendation for approval, which demonstrates that
officers support this use on the site. As a result of this, we would question the robustness of the Council s assessment of all sites before them. The site should be
considered for a residential allocation and the history of the site demonstrates that residential development would be appropriate.
I am very confused over your choice of reasonable alternatives as documented in your emerging development sites. I am particularly concerned over LP(025)016..
LP(025)017..LP(025)018.. These areas are described as developable yet appear to me as extremely problematic. The inadequate infrastructure, such as narrow roads,
which necessitate the illegal mounting of footpaths to pass buses and trucks, the severe restrictions of the Heritage Railway Bridge, and converging traffic at Tesco
Roundabout and Tavern Lane, are issues that can't be avoided. In your summery you don't mention the environmental factors critical to any development here, the
River Tudd flows through Badlymoor SSSI. The potential for the increased flooding and pollution is a real possibility, this area has a high landscape value, and is
habitat to many red list species, confirmed by the Higher level management scheme operated by the land owner. To develop these sites and create a sustainable
environment that is not detrimental to the people of Dereham, in my opinion is not possible under the current conditions. There must be alternatives that have better
transport links, and have less impact on the environment, and I believe it is in the best interests of Dereham as a whole, for the planning policy team to reassess these
emerging sites, and use more in depth criteria and local knowledge in coming to a conclusion. The Local Plan will have a major impact on Breckland, and I believe it will
be appropriate for an extended consultation period and community involvement to be encouraged.
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Richard Warren

Richard Warren

Julia Evans

LP[025]017

I am very confused over your choice of reasonable alternatives as documented in your emerging development sites. I am particularly concerned over LP(025)016..
LP(025)017..LP(025)018.. These areas are described as developable yet appear to me as extremely problematic. The inadequate infrastructure, such as narrow roads,
which necessitate the illegal mounting of footpaths to pass buses and trucks, the severe restrictions of the Heritage Railway Bridge, and converging traffic at Tesco
Roundabout and Tavern Lane, are issues that can't be avoided. In your summery you don't mention the environmental factors critical to any development here, the
River Tudd flows through Badlymoor SSSI. The potential for the increased flooding and pollution is a real possibility, this area has a high landscape value, and is
habitat to many red list species, confirmed by the Higher level management scheme operated by the land owner. To develop these sites and create a sustainable
environment that is not detrimental to the people of Dereham, in my opinion is not possible under the current conditions. There must be alternatives that have better
transport links, and have less impact on the environment, and I believe it is in the best interests of Dereham as a whole, for the planning policy team to reassess these
emerging sites, and use more in depth criteria and local knowledge in coming to a conclusion. The Local Plan will have a major impact on Breckland, and I believe it will
be appropriate for an extended consultation period and community involvement to be encouraged.

I am very confused over your choice of reasonable alternatives as documented in your emerging development sites. I am particularly concerned over LP(025)016..
LP(025)017..LP(025)018.. These areas are described as developable yet appear to me as extremely problematic. The inadequate infrastructure, such as narrow roads,
which necessitate the illegal mounting of footpaths to pass buses and trucks, the severe restrictions of the Heritage Railway Bridge, and converging traffic at Tesco
Roundabout and Tavern Lane, are issues that can't be avoided. In your summery you don't mention the environmental factors critical to any development here, the
River Tudd flows through Badlymoor SSSI. The potential for the increased flooding and pollution is a real possibility, this area has a high landscape value, and is
habitat to many red list species, confirmed by the Higher level management scheme operated by the land owner. To develop these sites and create a sustainable
environment that is not detrimental to the people of Dereham, in my opinion is not possible under the current conditions. There must be alternatives that have better
transport links, and have less impact on the environment, and I believe it is in the best interests of Dereham as a whole, for the planning policy team to reassess these
emerging sites, and use more in depth criteria and local knowledge in coming to a conclusion. The Local Plan will have a major impact on Breckland, and I believe it will
be appropriate for an extended consultation period and community involvement to be encouraged.
LP[025]018
This area is already struggling with local Hospitals,Schools,Doctors,Dentists and Nurseries not being able to cope with number of people requiring their services ‐ so the
above will only make this worse. Another concern is that of traffic congestion which is again already high in this area and in the town ‐ with the additional worry of
more traffic coming through Yaxham. We as local residents are and have been struggling with poor infrastructure and services ‐ rather than building more dwellings
LP[025]017, 018, 019 maybe you should look to improving things for the current residents.
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Name

Mr Richard Bishop

Mrs Claire Smith

Mike Sibthorp

R.P. Joyce

Organisati

Site

Comment

Town Clerk
Swaffham
Town Council LP097 001

At a planning committee Swaffham Town Council agreed with Breckland Officers view that this site is an Unreasonable alternative.

Deputy Clerk
Swaffham
Town Council LP097 001‐20

At a planning committee meeting Councillors discussed each site, the view of the planning authority was noted and comments made as to whether they were in agreement with this view or not. Where
Swaffham Town Council disagreed further comments were noted and are included below. LP097 001 “Unreasonable alternative “ Agree LP097 002 “ Unreasonable alternative “ Disagree. The Planning
Committee commented that this site had good access, footpaths and a play area nearby. It could provide an opportunity to soften the Town boundary with planting, improving on the existing hard edge
between Town and countryside. LP097 003 “ Unreasonable alternative “ Agree LP097 004 ‐ Unreasonable alternative “ Agree LP097 005 ‐ Unreasonable alternative “ Agree LP097 006 ‐
Reasonable alternative “ Agree LP097 008 ‐ Reasonable alternative “ Agree LP097 009 ‐ Reasonable alternative “ Agree LP097 0010 ‐ Unreasonable alternative “ Agree as an unreasonable
alternative in line with previous comments. ‐ The development is unsustainable economically, particularly as there is insufficient infrastructure to support the development. ‐ The development would affect
the rural and historical character of the Town and have a detrimental effect on the visual amenity of a gateway to the Town. ‐ The development would have a detrimental effect on the future health and
well being of residents. ‐ Breckland Council are urged to press the statutory consultees to respond to the specific concerns expressed and noted at the Town Council meeting on 20 August (attended by
those responsible for drainage matters), in respect of the relevant two planning applications regarding existing and potential further foul and surface water drainage issues. ‐ The geographical nature of the
land makes it unsuitable for development and would further exacerbate existing drainage problems. ‐ The increase in the volume of traffic would increase the risk of accidents to pedestrians, existing
footpaths are inadequate for current use and already cause concern. Further development would bring more traffic and pedestrians to the area. In particular concern was expressed regarding the lack of
footpath around the North Pickenham Rd Junction. The following conditions were agreed by the Council in the event that planning permission was granted by Breckland Council. ‐ The 30mph speed limit
should be extended further out along Norwich road. ‐ Improvements in footpaths along both sides of Norwich Rd, into North Pickenham Rd and Whitecross Rd LP097 0011 ‐ Unreasonable alternative “
Agree LP097 0012 ‐ Reasonable alternative “ Agree LP097 0013 ‐ Reasonable alternative “ Disagree in line with previous comments. The access road to the development is too narrow and limits
visibility and the passing space available for vehicles, especially vehicles turning into the proposed development. ‐ The development is bordered by the Old Railway line which is a well used public footpath
by local residents, dog walkers and also provides a habitat for local. It is within the buffer zone of a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). ‐ The development would affect the rural and historical character
of the Town and have a detrimental effect on the visual amenity of a gateway to the Town, specifically obscuring the view to St Peter & St Paul church tower. ‐ The proposal will adversely affect the
character of the landscape and result in a hard edge to the settlement boundary. The following conditions were agreed by the Council in the event that planning permission was granted by Breckland
Council. ‐ The specified green space allocated in the development should be increased, additional green space could taken from the developers two other developments located nearby, (Application
3PL/2014/1346/O and 3PL/2014/0358/O) and secured with an overarching Section 106 agreement covering the 3 developments. LP097 0014 “ Reasonable alternative Agree “ The Planning Committee
commented that members of the public had requested that any residential development should include a convenience shop. This may help to stop some of the vehicle movements in and out of the Town
centre, alleviating traffic congestion. LP097 0015, 0018, 0019 ‐ Reasonable alternative Disagree “ Comments to disagree with the reasonable alternative assessment on the same grounds as those issues
raised with the objections to sites 10 and 13. LP097 0016 ‐ Unreasonable alternative Agree LP097 0020 “ Unreasonable alternative Agree

Mike
Sibthorp
Planning

*

We note from the published documents that it is intended to revise settlement boundaries in due course to include allocated sites. It is however not clear when and how settlement boundaries more
generally will be reviewed and where necessary adjusted. It is not clear whether at this stage, the Council is seeking views on the modification of settlement boundaries. Nevertheless, we include, as part of
this submission, a recommendation that the settlement boundary for Swaffham be modified in the vicinity of The Antinghams and The Manor House on Norwich Road. The suggested revision is shown on
the attached plan. The existing settlement boundary, as shown on the proposals map is purposely drawn to exclude The Antinghams and The Manor House, from the settlement boundary. The inference of
this is that the land is classed as open countryside for planning policy purposes. In practical terms, in each case, the land is visually, physically and functionally part of the settlement, and we consider that
the plan should be modified to reflect this reality. Inclusion of the land within the settlement boundary does not guarantee that planning permission would be forthcoming (Para.3.77 Part 2) as there will be
other planning permissions and policies in play that will also need to be considered. However, the exclusion of these sites (and indeed further built development to the east along Norwich Road) is not
justified. We request therefore that as and when the settlement boundary is reviewed, that these areas are included within the revised boundary.

LP[097]018

Re: the 20 year plan there are numerous applications in the system to build on the north side off Norwich Rd, Sporle Rd, New Sporle Rd. This is the lowest part of town and is, in fact, a flood plain as you can
in my images it shows the flood plain at work. If you concrete over this side of town mature dwellings will be at greater risk of flooding as was shown in the recent heavy rainfall where Anglian water had to
pump water away to stop houses flooding and that's before any new developments have begun. I am aware the pressure Local Govt.s are under to provide new homes what I ask is that you take a
considered view of where new dwellings are built so as not to cause any detrimental effect to properties already built. My suggestion would be south of Brandon Road but stipulate that the deelopers in
partnership with a large supermarket change (not tescos, sainsburys etc.) but are of the discount supermarkets who are the only supermarkets expanding at the moment, also they should provide small
shpop sand a GP surgery this would negate the need for people to travel from south to north to get to the nearest large supermarkets. The town is gridlocked Saturdays and peak times when people are
commuting to and from work. as most people work outside of Swaffham due to the lack of suitabel employment in Swaffham. I recently had correspondence with a town councillor who mistakely beileves
that houses= Local employment. I wcan provideyou with a list of employment opportunties that have been lost to the town in the past 45 years. I can assure you that the list of lost employment far
outweighs those gained, during which time there have been major expansion of housing stock. I conclude whilst I am aware that development is a very contencious issue, managed properly by District
Council and not opportunistic propertly developers soloutions can be found that have minimal impacts on mature developments.
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Historic
Mr Michael Stubbs England
LP[104]009

Mrs Julia Cripps

Mike Sibthorp

Mike Sibthorp

Mike
Sibthorp
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Manor Oak Homes would like to support the inclusion of the site in the Swaffham: Emerging Residential Site Options (reference LP(097)018) as a Reasonable Alternative and the assessment that it would
deliver a significant number of residential dwellings which would improve choice and access to facilities. The site has been identified in the Councils 2014 Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (S‐
ILAA Site 9J1) as being a deliverable site for housing development with an unconstrained capacity of 176 dwellings. The Council is currently considering an outline planning application on the site for up to
165 dwellings with associated landscaping, open space, car parking and vehicular and pedestrian access (reference 3PL/2015,4J550/O). The wbmitted Lwid Use Plan (40198/003 B) is attached for reference.
There have been no obpctions from statutory consultees received during the course of the application. Matters are currently being finalised in respect of the proposed affordable housing provision
following which the application will progress to determination at Planning Committee. The site is entirely deliverable and in accordance with the NPPF is available now, offers a suitable location
development and is achievable with a realistic prospect that a viable housing development will be delivered within five years which would contribute towards achieving sustainable development. The
allocation of this suitable and deliverable site will make a significant contribution to the District s identified objectively assessed housing need established in Preferred Policy Direction 02 and will support
the Locational Strategy as set out in Preferred Policy Direction 03 where most new development needs are to be met through the proposed sustainable settlement hierarchy which includes the Market
Town of Swaffham.
Potential for impact on the setting of a Listed Building at the nearby Church of St Mary (Grade II*) and the gates and gateposts (II).

LP[097]014

All sites considered 'reasonable alternatives' in Swaffham will add to existing infrastructure problems. the roads through th town are already in poor condition due to heavy lorry traffic and congestion.
Flooding is becoming more frequent. A relief road to divert goods vehicles with new residential developments along the route would improve air quality and transport in the town,
We SUPPPORT the identification of site ref: site LP[097] 014 (292) as a Reasonable Alternative site. However, our investigations would suggest that there are no fundamental barriers to the delivery of the
site. The site can be sa sfactorily drained (via the development sites to the east), and u lity services are available. Not only is the site ˜Developable as stated in the document. It is also ˜Available and
Deliverable . We consider that the site should be flagged as a green ˜deliverable ˜ site.

LP[097]014

This representation is made in respect of the above documents. The first document (Part 1) seeks the views (inter alia) on the Council s preferred settlement strategy and proposals for the distribution of
future housing growth across the district. The Part 2 document seeks the views on a range of potential development sites. These representations speak directly in support of the proposed residential site
ref LP[097] 014 (292) situated on the western side of Brandon Road , Swa am. The Part 2 Emerging Site Op ons document iden fies this site as an amber coloured ˜Reasonable Alterna ve residen al
alloca on and is described as ˜developable . Whilst we would not disagree with the conclusion that site is ˜developable , we would argue that it is similarly ˜deliverable and ˜available . We
consider that the site should be elevated to the green traffic light colouring as a deliverable reasonable alternative. These submissions are made on behalf of the landowner. We are aware that the
prospective site purchaser, Abel Homes will be making similar representations. The existence of a recently concluded option on this site is evidence of the suitability of the site for development, and its
availability. It is demonstrably a site that is attractive to the market and one that can be delivered in a reasonably short time horizon. The proposals to develop the site have been the subject of a pre‐
application enquiry to the Council in late 2014. The response, which accompanies this submission, confirms the view of the Council that the site represents an appropriate location for development. The
site in total, has an area of approximately 11ha. The site has been defined in thiscase by reference to existing field boundaries. The site could potentially yield circa 200‐ 250 dwellings. The site is bounded
to the north by the existing built up part of the town, and to the east, across the A1065, by new residential development allocated as part of the current development plan. The land to the east is presently
in the course of construction, and is served from a new roundabout junction on the A1065. Our initial investigations have suggested that with relatively minor change, this roundabout junction could be
modified to serve the proposed development site. As part of any development, the principal spine road running through the centre of the site could offer potential connectivity to adjoining land to the west
and north‐west. As part of any longer term plan, such development could potentially combine to provide a relief road to the west of the town. The site is relatively level, and incorporates no features of
note save for a spinney area alongside the southern boundary. If considered appropriate this could be retained as part of any broader development. Likewise, existing boundary hedges are capable of
retention and enhancement. In this particular case we can identify no fundamental adverse impacts arising from the development of the site; ! Our initial investigations would suggest that there are no
technical barriers to the development of the site; the site can be accessed via the newly formed roundabout on the A1065 Brandon Road, and suitable arrangements can be made for foul and surface water
disposal. ! The site is bounded to east and north by existing residential development. Any development would suitably integrate with this existing development and give rise to no adverse or detrimental
environmental impacts. The client owns all adjoining land and there is scope to provide additional landscaping and screening to the site if required. ! The site falls outside the Stone Curlew SPA and its
associated buffer ! Any site development is capable of delivering necessary infrastructure and community facilities, including affordable housing, in line with development plan policies. By contrast, the
development would deliver substantive benefits in terms of increased housing land supply and affordable housing provision. We are confident that the site can be demonstrated to be suitable, available
and deliverable. An option agreement is in place for the development of the site. The landowner would welcome an early dialogue with the local planning authority to discuss the merits of the proposals.

LP[097]006
Mike
Sibthorp
Planning

The document appears to state that the land is an unreasonable alternative and yet the interim conclusion suggests that it may be deliverable. I would like to support the view that this site is an
unreasonable alternative because; There are recognised drainage problems and flooding The rural landscape approach to Swaffham from Norwich would be destroyed The site is outside the agreed
settlement boundary. There are issues raised by being close to a Natura 2000 site, a Breckland Special Protection area and a Breckland Forest Site of Special Interest and a Breckland Farmland site Access
on to the Norwich Road is dangerous because of known issues of speeding The footpath provision is poor to non‐existent The over development of Swaffham will place unsustainable burdens on the
infrastructure of the town in respect of doctors surgeries, schools, roads, parking. As an owner of a property in Hillside ( I am required to live in another property at the present time because of my work) if
development should be allowed on this site, in spite of the above, then I regard it as essential that any property built abutting the Hillside boundary should be a of a single storey nature and properly
screened by a bund and plantation
These 4 potential sites would generate a serious amount of additional surface water runoff. 013 & 006 would add to the current flooding at the duckpond to the west 019 Water would go bolt to the duck
pond and; 018 Would seriously increase the flooding of Norwich Road at the Western End of the development.
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LP[097]016

Chapter 5 of the Emerging Site Options Document deals with Swaffham and identifies Swaffham as being a mid‐sized market town with good transport links and a good range of services and facilities to
meet the day to day needs of the population. Swaffham was identified as a Market Town for growth in the former Core strategy and remains as such in the new spatial strategy. In considering the site
referenced above, the following response was made: ˜ The site is situated upon designated public open space. The 2015 SHLAA update determined the site to be ˜non‐deliverable due to highways
constraints and the designa on of public open space on the site. 2015 highways comments indicated ˜severe highways constraints . The SA concluded that the site is situated upon agricultural land and
that the site is currently designated as public open space .
The site forms part of an area designated as Open Space in the Proposals Maps of the Core Strategy (2009). It is unclear how the site came to
be included in this designation as Open Space in the previous Core Strategy however, as it is in private ownership and has never been used for recreational purposes. No rights of way exist on the land
and it is heavily screened along the boundaries resulting in limited views of the land and the landscape beyond. This means the land has little, if any, amenity value as designated open space. Breckland
District Councils Approach to the Selection of Allocations ‐ May 2015, sets out the proposed methodology for site assessment. Page 15 onwards deals with Open Space Designation and states:
The
Local Plan will identify open spaces. These include formal recreational open space, informal parks and gardens, cemeteries, allotments and other recreational open space but not private green spaces to or
through which there is no right of access [ my emphasis ] The report also outlines the requirements for Local Green Space designa on no ng that any LGS must be consistent with sustainable
development objectives and not conflict with the objectives of securing homes, jobs and the provision of essential services. In 2012, the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) introduced a new
designation of Local Green Space (LGS) as a way to provide protection against development for green areas of particular local importance. The NPPF goes on to say that such designation will not be
appropriate for most areas and should only be used where the green space is close to the community it serves, where the green area is demonstrably special to a local community and holds a particular
significance, and where the area concerned is local in character. Designation must be based on evidence to demonstrate why the green area holds particular significance and blanket designation of green
areas or open space is not appropriate.
Irrespective of land ownership, where there is restricted public access, land should only be considered for designation where it is valued for wildlife, historic
significance or beauty. (Para. 17 of Planning Practice Guidance “ Open space, sports and recreation facilities, public rights of way and local green space) Given the private ownership of the land and the
fact that there are no rights of way or access on or into the land, the Open Space provides no real benefit to the local community in terms of significance or amenity value. In accordance with the NPPF it is
therefore not appropriate to retain the designation of Open Space on this site unless evidence can demonstrate the particular significance of the land. Haut Ltd also reiterate the Councils methodology for
selec on of alloca ons (noted above) where it advises ˜green space designa on must be consistent with sustainable development objec ves and not conflict with the objec ves of securing homes, jobs
and the provision of essential services . Surely, therefore, as part of the preparation of the new Local Plan all pre‐existing designations should be review to determine whether or not they remain, or
indeed ever were, fit for purpose. Releasing this from its unsuitable designation as Open Space in favour of residential use would allow the delivery of homes in a very sustainable location. The
Sustainability Appraisal (SA) also concluded the site is agricultural land even though it is not in agricultural use. The site adjoins the current Settlement Boundary of Swaffham and is surrounded by
residential properties to the north and east, allotment gardens to the west and the bowls club and playing fields to the south. The NPPF expects local planning authorities to take into account the benefits
of the best and most versa le agricultural land by seeking to use areas of poorer quality where new development is necessary. The land is classified as Grade 3 ˜good quality on the Agricultural Land
Classification Maps, however given the size of the site and its contained nature, it would not a viable option to use the land for modern day agricultural purposes. Haut Ltd are of the view that the
character of the area has changed and is no longer agricultural in nature, therefore the loss of this parcel of agricultural land would not be significant or harmful. Turning to the issue of the highways
objection, since the original Call for Sites submission, Haut Ltd s advisors have since had discussions with the Highways Authority regarding the standard of access that would be considered acceptable
given the likely level of housing achievable at the site. Accordingly, attached herewith is an access drawing indicating a section of Princes Street upgraded to adoptable standard. This demonstrates that
an appropriate standard of access is achievable and adds further to the weight of argument that this is both a suitable and deliverable site for housing. It is therefore requested that the assessment of the
site be updated accordingly.
Conclusion As has been illustrated above, the interim conclusion that the site is ˜Unreasonable is based on an incorrect assessment of its status as open space and out of

LP[097]009

This site is the subject of a current outline planning application which has been submitted to Breckland Council and seeks approval for new residential development (LPA reference: 3PL/2016/0068/0). The
site is a continuation of housing allocation SW1 within the Council's existing Development Plan. It is the case that within the Council's existing Site Allocations DPD, Policy SW1 makes clear provision for the
extension of the housing allocation further to the east and consequently, pre‐application meetings, meetings with Swaffharn Parish Council and other stakeholders have promoted this new development to
assist with the continuing growth of the town. The Council's own assessment within the emerging Site Options Document states that the site situated within Grade 3 Agricultural Land and adjoins the
settlement boundary. The Council acknowledges that the site improves choice and access to local facilities and provides access to town centre and employment. The interim conclusion reached by the
Council within the Emerging Site Options documentation is that this site is a 'reasonable alternative'; we strongly support this position. In the context of Breckland Council being unable to demonstrate a
five year housing land supply as required by the NPPF we will be looking for Members to support the proposal at Planning Committee to assist with current five year land supply position.

LP[097]014

This site was the subject of representations made by the landowner and by Abel Hornes Limited during the 'Call for Sites' in 2015. The site is located on the southern edge of Swaffharn and has also been
the subject of pre‐application enquiries with Officers of the Council. The site has well defined boundaries which features areas of mature hedgerow and trees. The site comprises of Grade 3 Agricultural
Land. It therefore represents an opportunity for an extension to the existing strategic housing area to the south of Swaffharn with easy access into the town centre. The site adjoins the settlement
boundary and is situated opposite new residential development at Brandon Road in the form of the Taylor Wimpey scheme and the ongoing Abel Hornes Phase 1 development at housing allocation SW1.
Establishing itself as an area for growth in the southern part of the town close to the schools, it represents an important new residential community where sales are proceeding and development being
completed representing the clear strong demand for new residential development in this part of Swaffham. This site on the western side of Brandon Road thus provides an opportunity to not only secure
new residential development at the site, but also other uses which would assist in the overall provision of enhanced facilities in this area and could include retail opportunities, specialist housing e.g. care
home and other uses such as a petrol station. Importantly, this site has the opportunity to secure a new residential population along with new facilities to further enhance this residential development to
the south of the town. The Land to the west of Brandon Road represents an important and significant opportunity for new development to come forward. The interim conclusion reached by the Council
within the Emerging Site Options documentation is that this site is a 'reasonable alternative'; we strongly support this position.
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Natural England

LP[097]014

In accordance with the NPPF, the plan s development strategy should seek to avoid areas of high environmental value. Natural England expects sufficient evidence to be provided, through the Sustainability
Appraisal and Habitats Regulations Assessment, to justify the site selection process and to ensure sites of least environmental value are selected, eg. land allocations should avoid designated sites and
landscapes and consider whether proposals are likely to have an effect on any nearby designated sites when making their selection. The selection should also take biodiversity into account in areas that are
not designated, for example on sites where there are extensive areas of priority habitat or large populations of protected species. With this in mind, we are concerned that a few sites that are listed as
reasonable alternatives within the emerging site options document are in close proximity to nationally designated sites but effects to biodiversity in relation these sites have not been taken into account in
the selection, despite the protection afforded to designated sites in ENVO2. We consider that, if the following sites are to be selected, they will need to be assessed to evaluate whether there will be any
effects nationally designated sites and deleted as a potential allocation if adverse effects to these sites cannot be overcome with appropriate mitigation. Swaffham LP(097)014 ” this is within 400m of
Breckland Forest 5551 (the area within which we review effects to nightjar and woodlark, both qualifying species of Breckland SPA. Hockering LP(044)001 is in close proximity to Hockley Wood SSSI.
Kenninghall LP(051)005 & LP(051)004 are close to Kenninghall and Banham Fens SSSI and Quidenham Mere SSSI. Narborough LP(065)009 is next to Narbourough Railway Embankment SSSI. North
Elmham LP(070)001 is near the River Wensum SSSI and SAC. All selected sites to the north in Swanton Morley are near the river Wensum SSSI and SAC. Yaxham LP(1 13)005 is near Badley Moor SSSI, part
of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC. A similar approach should be taken to allocations next to or affecting local sites. If local sites are to be allocated, then your authority will need to ensure that there will be
appropriate mitigation or compensation measures or the selection should be deleted.
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Comments

LP(104)009

My client supports the identification of this site as a "reasonable alternative" and believes that the site should be allocated for development in the emerging local plan. My client is in discussion with adjoining
landowners about improving the vehicular access to the site with a view to bringing the site forward for development.

LP[104]012

Reference LP(104)012 Its good to see the above site hasnt been discounted out of hand during the consultation. Assuming highways comments are postive and replacement land can be found its great to see a
potential development site being offered which would redistribute ALL of the profit back into the enhancing Wattons already saturated and tired amenities.

LP[104]009

Ref LP(104)009 As the consultation is still ongoing wouldnt it be pertinent for Breckland to delay the outcome of planning applications (especially those marked only developable) until such time as the plan is
finalised? http://planning.breckland.gov.uk/OcellaWeb/viewDocument?file=dv_pl_files%5C3PL_2015_1191_O%5C3PL_2015_1191_O‐COMREP.pdf&module=pl

LP[104]016

We support the definition of LP[104]016 as an Unreasonable Alternative due to its location within the SPA buffer, and the availability of suitable alternatives elsewhere in the District which would avoid these impacts
entirely.

LP[104]006

Potential to impact on the setting of a nearby Listed Building. This will require further assessment as to impact.

LP[104]012

Potential Impact on the setting of a listed building at Lock House, accepting that this is set away from 012.

LP[104]009

Potential to affect the setting of nearby listed buildings at the Church of St Mary (II*) and gates and gateposts (II). This allocation is located to the immediate east and considerable attention will be required to
setting.

LP[104]012

This site is within proximity of Lock House (Grade II) on the Watton Dereham Road and to the east of this site. Matters of setting will need to be considered.

LP[104] 015 This allocation is within proximity of Rokeles Hall (Grade II) and will need to be given weight and attention.

Bowes Estates
Ltd
LP(104)007
Map 6.1
Mrs Jo Jacklin
Watton

Land east of Richmond Road, Watton site reference number LP(104)007 has been identified as a reasonable alternative as the Council s site assessment concludes that the site is developable . This proposal is
supported. The site is located adjoining existing residential development and is within walking distance of shops, services and facilities within the town centre. The site is suitable, available and achievable and as
such meets the requirements of the NPPF to demonstrate that the site is deliverable within 0‐5 years.
LP[104]016 ‐ Breckland Council should uphold the decision that this site is non‐deliverable due to the site being situated within the SPA buffer zone. As it states the site is "unreasonable".
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Committee
Member What Map 6 ‐
Watton Wants Watton

mrs bonnie
robertson

LP[104]016

Mr Stephen
Faulkner

Norfolk County
Council
LP[104]007

Mr John
Hiskett
Mrs Jane
Scarrott
Mrs Jane
Scarrott
Mrs Jane
Scarrott

Norfolk
Wildlife Trust
Clerk Watton
Town Council
Clerk Watton
Town Council
Clerk Watton
Town Council

Not against sustainable development if the infrastructure is in place to support this. Watton is completely restricted with its sports facilities due to the PFI arrangement with its exclusion zone which prevents Breckland council from
supporting any competing activity within 10 miles of their facilities for further 22 years. It would bring more people into Watton from the surrounding villages to use the facilities. Watton currently has no designated open space such as a
Town Park that all members of the community can use and enjoy. Members of the public have frequently commented to What Watton Wants about the lack of such an amenity. Watton has Wayland Wood within its boundary and the
habitat, flora and fauna of this very ancient woodland. It is all going to be affected by the increase of properties, people and vehicular movements currently being increased in Watton. We would also comment with regards to the Mallard
Road application the Breckland local plan should be upheld by the Council in contrast to the planning officer s report submitted in December that recommended approval. We would like to add that many people have commented to us
regarding the poor attendance last Tuesday s Breckland Emerging Local Plan meeting at the Queens Hall this was because very few knew about it. We would like to know where was it advertised?
Was enough done to give the event the
true attention it deserved? With the Local Plan due to be approved at the end of this year (hopefully) so more or less 'shortly', would it not have made sense to put on hold any new applications until these plans are finalised? Especially
considering the number of developments which have already been approved in such a short space of time? We would like to know how many more houses are going to be approved for Watton through the well‐known legal loophole? With
1200 new homes, between those proposed and approved, Watton is already seeing our quota of new houses for the next few years, aren t we? Does this mean that once the Local Plan is approved, we are back to square one and we will
still need to match the numbers in the plan? With all these houses now for sale or in the pipeline, is it true to say that Watton has received no support or improvements through the 106 agreements? It would appear that Breckland seems
to suggest (from official government statistics) that the population will increase by 15090 between 2016 and 2036. Breckland are allocating a percentage to Thetford and Attleborough, and a further percentage to be shared between
Swaffham, Dereham and Watton. What Watton Wants cannot see how Watton can be compared with Swaffham and Dereham. We are considerably further away from A11 and A47 and therefore Watton is at a disadvantage, as we are
not as accessible? Watton does not have a train station or a bus services running late into the evening from Norwich and public transport does not connect with Thetford s train station. The third percentage goes to larger villages, including
Saham Toney and the rest to the smaller villages. The allocation for Thetford for the next 20 years is zero, so everywhere else has to take more. The plan is for 15,784 new homes over the next 20 years: for 15,090 new people? The
figures do not add up. As the average for Breckland is actually more than 2 people per house, surely there really only needs to be about 7500 new homes? Drainage is another issue with several areas in Watton having been affected by
flooding and drainage systems not being able to cope with the demand. What provision is there to improve the systems for Watton now and in the future? What Watton Wants is seeing Developers building properties in Watton solely for
profit and not to satisfy local needs. Hardly any provision is made for improvement of the Watton area or to compensate the loss of open green spaces and trees. If provision does exist, then there doesn't seem anyone able to enforce it.
The Blenheim Grange Estate, for example; has anyone been down there recently? Apart from the front area where we are told a pond was going to be enhanced, currently it is definitely looking very derelict, the whole estate is a very sad
area indeed. Some residents are even in favour of the new application for 106 houses to be built in this area because they see that in return they will be able to receive a Community Centre!!!?? There are a number of traffic problems
which these developments are causing. For instance, in Saham Road the traffic density has doubled over the last 3 years. This and other minor roads are now being used as short cuts (rat runs) to avoid the High Street congestion especially
at peak times during the day 8‐9.30am and 3 “ 6pm. The recently approved Abel Homes site attracted criticism on this very point and the danger this imposed on school children walking to school on roads that have no footpaths. This
again is true of the Saham Road site for children attending Watton Junior Academy. Our Wayland Academy does not have a sixth form, so students will have to travel to Dereham, Thetford or further afield!!. We don't know how many of
you are on Streetlife, if not as a Council perhaps you should, as there are plenty of interesting comments being put on there! What Watton Wants has it s own Facebook page and we have received very interesting replies from people in
Watton who have just about had ENOUGH but feel totally powerless!! What Watton Wants is getting the feeling that as a Community we are literally being 'trampled' upon, with no possibility whatsoever to help make any change in the
course of the events (or applications.) which are pouring down on us. Many residents have written to Breckland, to our local MP and to Brandon Lewis MP, the Minister of State for Housing and Planning, to make them aware of our
comments. What Watton Wants have written press releases on a regular basis, been interviewed by Radio Norfolk, etc. but nothing seems to have shifted. Do we really need to take to the streets in protest?

6.1 Watton is centrally located within Breckland, it is a mid‐sized market town .The town is in close proximity to the SPA to the west. Watton has some service provision which can help meet day‐to‐day needs of
local residents. Watton town centre is relatively constrained, with the shopping area predominantly limited to the High Street, the whole area of which is covered by a conservation area. It seems to me that you
have already advised yourselves that further development in Watton is not advisable at this time. Your statement/observations above correctly say '' Watton town centre is relatively constrained, with the shopping
area predominantly limited to the High Street, the whole area of which is covered by a conservation area .'' It is barely adequate now but expansion at the rate proposed would stretch it to an unreasonable level. '
'some service provision '' is also lacking in confidence in the towns' ability to cope. A solution might be (yet)renewed estate application which includes a supermarket/cinema/youth service provider or some other
service which will help wiith social interaction as was the case in Carbrooke at the Spar site.

Located on the edge of the settlement. Located on the edge of the settlement. Access to the site is narrow and unsuitable for development of this size. The Highway Authority would object to this allocation

*

We disagree with the assessment of LP (104)005 as being a reasonable alternative. This allocation is subject to a planning hearing, following refusal of an application by Breckland Council. Norfolk Wildlife Trust
commented, with regard to housing on the southern edge of Watton, during the consultation for the Breckland Council Local Development Framework when this site was not allocated and at the Issues and Options
stage of the current Local Plan. We expressed our strong concern regarding recreational impacts that would result from development close to Wayland Wood SSSI (and ancient woodland). These concerns remain
and it is our view that further housing allocation in this area is undeliverable, from an environmental sustainability standpoint because it would not be possible to mitigate for impacts on Wayland Wood SSSI.
Paragraph 118 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) draws special attention to ancient woods and states œplanning permission should be refused for development resulting in the loss or deterioration
of irreplaceable habitats, including ancient woodland and the loss of aged or veteran trees found outside ancient woodland, unless the need for, and benefits of, the development in that location clearly outweigh the
loss; In addi on, The Communi es and Local Government (CLG) Select Commi ee has published a report: Opera on of the Na onal Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) , in which it has called on the Government
to increase protection for ancient woodland because of continued loss and damage to these sites. For the same reasons as that described above we support the assessment of LP (104)010 as being an unreasonable
alternative. In our view, all development in Watton needs to take account of increased recreational impacts on Wayland Wood SSSI.

LP[104]001

Reasonable as small future development with access from the Norwich Road NOT any access via Church Walk.

LP[104]002

Unreasonable. The Town Council supports Breckland Council s refusal of planning permission for development of this site.

LP[104]003

“ Part unreasonable as 10.5 acres of the site must be classified as green open space (s106 agreement). Some suitable development in keeping with the area could be considered reasonable.
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Lp[104]004

Site already under construction.

LP[104]005

Unreasonable as the site is situated in an area of high landscape sensitivity due to the proximity to Wayland Wood SSSI.

LP[104]006

Site already has permission for 98 houses.

Lp[104]007

Unreasonable as no adequate access to the site.

LP[104]008

Unreasonable. The Town Council would not want to see development in what is open countryside. Development would be out of keeping.

LP[104]009

Unreasonable “ out of keeping.

LP[104]010

Unreasonable due to issues with access and the close proximity to Wayland Wood SSSI.

LP[104]011

Totally unreasonable with reasons as stated in the interim site assessment.

LP[104]012

The site is currently in use as Watton Sports Centre and Playing Field. The Town Council as Custodian Trustee of Watton Sports Association had not been notified that this site had been submitted for consideration.

LP[104]009

An allocation here has potential to affect the setting of Listed Building at the Church of St Mary (Grade II) and gatehouse (II).

LP[104]011

This allocation is within close proximity of Rokeles Hall (Grade II) and consideration of setting is very material to the significance of the heritage asset.

LP[104]015

This allocation has potential to affect the setting of a listed building at Rokeles Hall (Grade II) and with a proposal for 66 units this has a considerable potential to impact setting.
The SA summary notes the potential to affect the setting of a nearby listed building. Historic England would welcome clarification as to which LB is identified. The nearest to site 006 are located to the west of
site 009 (Church of St Mary II* and gates and gateposts grade II) and at Green Farmhouse on Watton Green, which lies to the east. This may fall as a matter for clarification. Setting may be an important material
matter.

LP[104]006

Bowes Estates
Ltd
LP(104)008

Land east of Saham Road, Watton site reference number LP(104)008 has been identified as a reasonable alternative as the Council s site assessment has concluded that the site is developable . This proposal is
supported. The site is unconstrained by any statutory landscape, ecological or historical designations and is available for development within the early stages of the plan period. The site is located adjoining existing
residential development and is within walking distance of shops, services and facilities within the town centre. This land is suitable, available and achievable and as such meets the requirements of the NPPF to
demonstrate that the site is deliverable within 0‐5 years. In summary this site represents a highly sustainable and deliverable site for housing.

Hopkins
Homes Ltd

Hopkins Homes would continue to suggest that the land west of Saham Road ( identUled in light green as a Reasonable Alternative under Reference LP( 104) 002 on Map 6.1, Walton,.) provides the most
suitable and sustainable location to accommodate the future strategic growth of Watton. As is clear from Map 6.1, this site provides the most sustainable location, closest to the town centre and strategic road
network, whilst visually is contained within the landscape, enclosed for the most‐part by existing trees and hedging, with residential and leisure development beyond. The site is not within or adjacent to any
statutory landscape, ecological or historic designations, and is available for development immediately. The suitability of the site to accommodate residential development has previously been accepted both by
Officers of the Local Planning Authority and, in assessing a previous Appeal proposal, noted by a Planning Inspector that the council have stated that the site is generally suitable for housing would closely relate to
the existing builtforin of the town and be within easy reach of the town centre and localfacilities whilst the new development would change the character of the site, it would not result in a sign flcant visual intrusion
into the rural setting of the town Given these factors, Hopkins Homes would suggest that this site should be identified for the residential development of approximately 75 dwellings and associated open space
within the forthcoming Pre‐Submission Consultation Document.

LP[104]002
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LP[104]005

An outline application (application reference: 3PL/2014/1253/O) was submitted to BDC seeking permission for 1 80 dwellings and associated community infrastructure. The application was refused on 27th July2015.
A Location Plan is included at appendix 1 Gladman note that the Council s reasons for refusal acknowledge that the site is located within a sustainable location and within walking distance of a range of local services
and facilities. The decision notice also confirms that the proposals would not result in any significant harmful impact to the local transport network. It further notes that the proposed development would contribute
towards boosting the supply of housing where there is an acknowledged housing land supply shortfall and would increase levels of affordable housing and economic activity. Following the Council s decision notice
an appeal was submitted on 3rd November 201 5, a Hearing is due to be held on 8th March 2016. Gladman maintain that the site will contribute to the delivery of sustainable development. The following local
community benefits will be delivered as part of the allocation of the site: Improvements to the local economy and increased footfall to the existing business of Watton. The development of this site will help assist to
maintain a thriving and vibrant community and will ensure the longevity of local services such as shops, community facilities and schools. The proposals will assist the Council in significantly boosting the supply of
housing and will deliver up to 72 dwellings as affordable housing. The proposal will deliver a mix of housing types and sizes to meetstrategic development needs of the local housing market, including market and
affordable housing. This will demonstrably support and secure the current and future vitality of the local area. Further, new homes will enable people to access the housing market locally rather than being forced to
move away due to a lack of affordable housing. The site has been carefully designed to respond positively and sympathetically to its built and environmental context and the character and appearance of the
surrounding area. ‐ The development proposal will significantly increase the amount of Public Open Space provision including a LEAP. The Public Open Space together with strategic landscaping, buffer and
attenuation area total 2,76ha. This will result in significant areas of planting that will provide new green infrastructure and encompass ecological and wildlife benefits as a result. ‐ The proposal incorporates two main
vehicular access points to the site, both taken from Thetford Road. As demonstrated above the Council do not consider the proposed transport increase to sign ificantly harm the local highways network.

LP[104]012

On behalf of our clients, the Trustees of Watton Sports & Social Club, we submit that site LP[104]012 is suitable and deliverable for a mixed use development comprising dwellings and the reprovision of an enhanced,
modernised sports, recreation and community facility. The site is in a sustainable location and appears to be unconstrained. The allocation of some housing on this site will provide the necessary funds to ensure that
the Watton Sports & Social Club can invest in the maintenance and enhancement of the facility ensuring that it continues to provide a vital community facility for Watton and the surrounding area. Unfortunately,
without such investment it is unlikely that the Club will be able to remain open in the long‐term. The Interim Conclusion for site LP[104]012 in the Breckland Local Plan Emerging Site Options Part 2 Consultation
Version was that œThe site may be suitable for some residential development provided replacement facilities are found and further highways comments are favourable. Potential Developable site. The
proposed allocation for a mixed‐use development would include reproviding an enhanced, modernised sports and recreation building and maintaining some of the existing outdoor recreation space. Maintaining the
community facility on site would reduce the number of dwellings that could be accommodated, thus easing pressure on the highway. We submit that this proposed mixed‐use development would be deliverable and
should be allocated for a new sports and community building, retention of some outdoor recreation space and the erection of a minimum of 100 dwellings. Need for regeneration of community facilities The main
building at Watton Sports & Social Club is in a poor state of repair and deteriorating. A building condition survey in 2015 recommended an average minimum expenditure of £80,480 per annum over a five year
period to maintain the building. This does not include the money needed to refurbish the Astro turf, which will be a significant cost. All revenue received from the Club is fully committed to achieving the day to day
management and operation of the facility and there are no funds available to secure the future upkeep of the building. Unfortunately, the Club is unable to receive funding from Breckland District Council as it is
within ten miles of the P.F.I. funded Dereham Leisure Centre. Allocating the site for mixed use development including the provision of enhanced sport and leisure facilities would ensure the future provision of a
modernized viable community facility in Watton. The allocation of site LP[104]012 would enable the modernisation of the main building, enhancing the quality of the provision of the community facility and
improving efficiencies on site. The current building is very inefficient, partly because of the manner in which it has been extended over the years. As a result, five separate heating systems are required. The buildings
inefficiencies and deterioration mean that replacing the existing building with an enhanced, modernised provision is the best option for securing the long‐term sustainability and competitiveness of this facility.
Sustainability or the site ror mixed‐use residential and community development The site adjoins Watton s development boundary. It is ideally located to services and amenities in the centre of Watton, including
schools, a doctors surgery, bus stops, pubs and shops (including a large Tesco). It has excellent access on to the Norwich Road and, via theAlO75, theAll. The site appears to be largely unconstrained, subject to
technical assessments by appropriately qualified persons. The development would be well integrated into the community, protecting and enhancing public rights of way and access through the site either in their
current location or elsewhere to maintain and improve permeability.
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Lp[003]002

Land at Church Lane: discounted by Breckland as "unreasonable" due to conservation and access issues, agreed.

Lp[003]003

Land off Greyhound Lane: considered by BDC as "Reasonable": objection as 50% in flood zone, narrow lane, traffic congestion and insufficient access. A previous permission
(3PL/2014/0845/F) has increased the number of cars parked in Greyhound Lane, resulting in obstruction to farm vehicles, trucks and other larger vehicles, as well as local hostility.

Banham Parish Council

LP[003]004

Land at Butcher's Pit, Heath Road: considered by BDC as "Reasonable", objection as all water from Heath Road ditches and the field behind the site drain into the site and pond “ risk of
flooding.

Banham Parish Council

LP[003]005

Land in Mill Road, adjacent to Hillcrest: considered by BDC as "Reasonable". No objection .

Banham Parish Council

LP[003]006

Land in New Buckingham Road, 'Beckhall', considered by BDC as "Unreasonable" due to severe highway constraints and distance from services. Agreed .

Banham Parish Council

LP[003]004

Land in Kenninghall Road near Wash Lane; (43 dwellings) considered by BDC as "Reasonable", objections as previously stated. (Copy enclosed). Over 140 written objections were submitted,
many warning of local flooding and sewage contamination. Despite Anglian Water's statement to the Consultant Engineer, that there were no problems in Banham, my archives prove that
there have been incidents of the sewage infrastructure being unable to cope with volume, causing flooding from sewers on several occasions, including one of land at Church Hill, causing
contamination of two wild life meadows and the nearby river. Residents in adjacent Wash Lane and Kenninghall Road can attest to local flooding in wet weather. The decision at the
Planning Committee meeting on 16 March 2015 was carried by a single vote by a very recently elected Councillor who had never attended a Planning Committee meeting before. I also have
records of several previous Heads of the Planning Department categorically stating that such a size of development would be unsustainable in Banham.
This site is within the Banham conservation area. This potential site allocation has considerable potential to be harmful to the character and apppearance of the conservation area. The
conservation area includes a large section of open land to the west of the settlement and this allocation would appear harmful to the setting of the boundary when viewed from the west (i.e.
looking east) Whilst this issue is not contingent on public views / access, a footpath on the boundary of the conservation area affords views of this relationship (open landscape and village).
Historic England agree this constitutes an unreasonable alternative.
This site is within the conservation area and with potential to affect the character and appearance of the conservation area. The SA denotes a reasonable alternative and 'developable' but
the point that it is within / adjoins the conservation area will have to be given considerable weight and attention. Historic England recommend very close regard to our own guidance, 'The
Historic Environment and Site Allocations in Local Plans' (October 2015) as the recommended site selection methodology requires an identification of impact upon significance. At this point
that matter remains to be the subject of research and detailed appraisal

LP[003]007

Land adjacent to previous entry, considered by BDC as "Unreasonable" for the same reasons. Agreed.

Historic England

LP[003]003

This site is entirely located within the Banham conservation area and in similar fashion to land to the west of the conservation area, such open land shares a relationship with the character of
the village conservation area. The SA denotes a reasonable alternative and 'developable' but the point that it is wholly within the conservation area will have to be given considerable weight
and attention. Historic England recommend very close regard to our own guidance, 'The Historic Environment and Site Allocations in Local Plans' (October 2015) as the recommended site
selection methodology requires an identification of impact upon significance. At this point that matter remains to be the subject of research and detailed appraisal.

Historic England

LP[003]005

This site is beyond the conservation area boundary and sits to the north‐east of Hillcrest on Banham Mill Road (Grade II and Group Value). Setting of this heritage asset will be material.

Geraldine Sayers
Cowper
Banham Parish Council
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Mr Robert
Taylor

LP(004)003

Mr David
Cockburn

LP[004]002 &
LP[004]003

Any development on Plot (004)003 Map 9.1 to the West of Paradise Lane would destroy this wilderness area (known locally as Adam & Eve Meadow) inhabited by wildlife and enjoyed by those who
walk around the lane to the pond, on which public money has been spent developing it as a wildlife conservation area. It has proved unsuitable for agricultural use because it is too wet. It is therefore
probably totally unsuitable for building. Further Comment:‐ other Bawdeswell sites Below is a link to the 2008 Site Specific Policies and Proposals Issues and Options Consultation
https://www.breckland.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Uploads/sspapiocorrect.pdf There are other possible sites to the North and South of Bawdeswell detailed in the 2008 document but omitted in the
2016 options.
I cannot believe that the person who wrote these comments actually looked at the plots shown. Site 3 is often waterlogged and acts as a flood plain for Paradise Lane. Plot 2 has a pond. Both plots
have an abundance of wildlife. Paradise Lane is in part very narrow from its juction with Dereham Road to Paradise Road with a footpath that is shared with vehicles. The rest of Paradise Lane and
Dereham Road down to the closed off junction with the A1067 where they meet are single track roads with limited passing places. I can only describe the idea of developing these two plots as
MORONIC. I would think however that a very small development on the part of plot 2 that is inside the current development boundary would be OK. What I cannot understand is why the plot known
as the 'Two Fields Way site has not been shown as I understand that there are proposals in the offing for some 30‐35 houses there and this would be a much more appropriate site giving in one place
the additional houses proposed for the village.

LP[004]002

It appears that the person who designated the two areas on the Bawdeswell map for possible development must have thrown a dart at the map and went with where it landed. Clearly no research
whats so ever has been done in designating these two plots of land. They are low lying and in the area of Adams Pit. This area floods and several years ago flooded that badly that raw sewage was
running down the road. It is not so bad now that the pit has been dredged, however should houses be built on the land designated this will cause more run off and hence serious flooding.

LP[004]003

It appears that the person who designated the two areas on the Bawdeswell map for possible development must have thrown a dart at the map and went with where it landed. Clearly no research
whats so ever has been done in designating these two plots of land. They are low lying and in the area of Adams Pit. This area floods and several years ago flooded that badly that raw sewage was
running down the road. It is not so bad now that the pit has been dredged, however should houses be built on the land designated this will cause more run off and hence serious flooding.

LP[004]002

Turning briefly to the Part 2‐ Emerging Site Options paper, the title itself ( œemerging ) raises ques ons over the eﬃcacy of commen ng at this stage on what is very much a first stab at finding
suﬃcient ˜deliverable land to meet the 5‐year housing need. Moreover, it is not clear from the paper what the word œdeliverable actually means? The danger, however, given that the
document is now in the public domain, is numerous premature planning applica ons for ˜deliverable sites, with sympathe c treatment by planning staﬀs and premature expecta ons of planning
approval. Of the 2 site options currently considered for Bawdeswell, the rationale making them œdeliverable is weak. While one (LP 002) might be a possible op on, most of it lies outside the
current settlement boundary and access to and from the area is via an adopted but largely overgrown road, so access is a problem despite the Highways advice. The other site (LP 003) is owned by
two different landowners, and is prone to flooding and sewerage problems. It also abuts a recently developed NCC‐sponsored wildlife conservation area, which is of high environmental value. Given
the nature of the problems existing within Bawdeswell at the moment, it is important that consideration of any future potential sites take particular account of the road safety/access and drainage
difficulties in certain areas of the village, along with the limited support facilities on offer.

LP[004]003

Turning briefly to the Part 2‐ Emerging Site Options paper, the title itself ( œemerging ) raises ques ons over the eﬃcacy of commen ng at this stage on what is very much a first stab at finding
suﬃcient ˜deliverable land to meet the 5‐year housing need. Moreover, it is not clear from the paper what the word œdeliverable actually means? The danger, however, given that the
document is now in the public domain, is numerous premature planning applica ons for ˜deliverable sites, with sympathe c treatment by planning staﬀs and premature expecta ons of planning
approval. Of the 2 site options currently considered for Bawdeswell, the rationale making them œdeliverable is weak. While one (LP 002) might be a possible op on, most of it lies outside the
current settlement boundary and access to and from the area is via an adopted but largely overgrown road, so access is a problem despite the Highways advice. The other site (LP 003) is owned by
two different landowners, and is prone to flooding and sewerage problems. It also abuts a recently developed NCC‐sponsored wildlife conservation area, which is of high environmental value. Given
the nature of the problems existing within Bawdeswell at the moment, it is important that consideration of any future potential sites take particular account of the road safety/access and drainage
difficulties in certain areas of the village, along with the limited support facilities on offer.

LP(004)002

Although the site lies mainly outside of the current Settlement Boundary, some limited development in this area might be possble, but access to it via a very overgrown but still adopted Old Dereham
Rd could pose problems, as could the southern area of the possible site because of its proximity to Adam's Pit ‐ a NCC‐sponsored wildlife conservation area of high environmental value. There is also a
lake in the middle of the site.

LP(004)003

This site, owned by 2 landowners, is unsuitable for development. Despite the somewhat simplistic initial appraisal, the area is prone to flooding, and has acute sewerage problems. Moreover, any
development of it would seriously impact an the NCC‐sponsored wildlife conservation area known as Adam's Pit. This was created from an old sink pit and is maintained by local volunteers ‐ it is of
high environmental value and a significant asset to the village.

LP[004]003

In my submission I mentioned the wildlife value of this site and attach a photo I took this morning of a wild deer, quite often seen here in this tranquil spot.

Dan Taylor

Dan Taylor

Bawdeswell
Parish
Council

Bawdeswell
Parish
Council
Mr David
Michael
Shannon
Mr David
Michael
Shannon
Mr Robert
Taylor
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We draw your attention to the following major concerns regarding the proposed housing development of 36 dwellings at the above site. 1.
The increased volume of traffic in the village would
cause even greater congestion than at present (i.e. school runs/heavy traffic around the Garden Centre/around the shop on the Street. 2.
The access for buses in the village is already constrained
and services are limited and infrequent. 3.
There are no medical facilities in the village and no public transport to access surgeries/hospital in nearby Dereham, North Elmham, Swanton Morley
and Reepham. 4. Should further families live in Bawdeswell, the current primary school is inadequate due to lack of capacity. 5. The site in question has only sufficient drainage/sewerage for
the current houses and already there are problems with existing demands from existing homes (blockages/back‐up have already been experienced) 6.
The village has virtually no scope for
increased employment as the current businesses are mainly sole traders. 7.
Bawdeswell certainly has inadequate facilities for more families to live here as one shop closed down last year; the
post office is very limited and only functions a few hours a week and then only when communication allows. 8.
At present there is minimal light pollution. This goes a long way towards
creating dark sky opportunities for the area. I am a Technology/Science teacher in the process of forging a link with the Observatory at Reepham College in order to promote astronomy in
Bawdeswell. Any additional housing will exacerbate the light pollution and spoil the potential for developing an interest for the whole community. 9. If the site was acquired it could be a useful
area for allotments. The advantage being that each plot would produce long term rental revenue, plus the land would be cleared on a plot by plot basis by the people working it. This would provide
a useful community asset ‐ a simple survey would assess the viability of this option rather than building houses on it. Finally, based on all of the above facts, we would strongly advise against
Mr John
Bawdeswell becoming a Local Service Centre.
More specifically, these facts are also strong evidence that the development proposal for 36 dwellings on the Two Fields Way site would certainly
have insufficient infrastructure to make this scheme viable (as outlined above). We would reiterate, that building on this field would be detrimental to the village of Bawdeswell.
Consadine
*
This site is in part located within the Bawdeswell conservation area (designated 1975) The SA denotes a reasonable alternative and 'developable' but the point that it is partially within the
conservation area will have to be given considerable weight and attention. Historic England recommend very close regard to our own guidance, 'The Historic Environment and Site Allocations in Local
Mr Michael
Plans' (October 2015) as the recommended site selection methodology requires an identification of impact upon significance. At this point that matter remains to be the subject of research and
detailed appraisal.
Stubbs
Historic England LP [004] 002
This site adjoins the Bawdeswell conservation area (designated 1975) The SA denotes a reasonable alternative and 'developable' but the point that it is partially within the conservation area will have
to be given considerable weight and attention. Historic England recommend very close regard to our own guidance, 'The Historic Environment and Site Allocations in Local Plans' (October 2015) as
Mr Michael
the recommended site selection methodology requires an identification of impact upon significance. Historic England seek that this is added to the SA and setting of the conservation area will need
to be considered.
Stubbs
Historic England LP [004] 003
Whilst we appreciate the need for development within the Breckland area, we would question the suitability of this site for large scale residential development. We would understand, however, if the
current owners would like to build one property on the edge of the boundary to enjoy its beautiful setting. Our property borders this site and having lived here for nearly 30 years know from
experience that this land is easily prone to flooding. It is also an area of outstanding beauty with an enormous array of wildlife, trees and plants. It would be imperative that all relevant
sustainability/environmental studies are conducted to ensure that any endangered wildlife or protected plantation/trees are not effected. In particular, newts, bats, toads and badgers which are
regularly seen in this area, plus any plants and trees. It would also be essential to ensure that the water tables are thoroughly checked, as the lake and waterways on this site act as a drain for road
surface water from Foxley Road. The ditches which feed the lake run along side both of our properties, (not all of these waterways are clearly shown on the map). This drainage system would also
impact properties further down the system, as the drainage system travels onto Swanton Morley. It is clear that the planners are aware of the impact of any development on the aquafier, however are
they fully aware of the significance of this area of land, with its lake and drainage system, to the water table in the wider area? The garden to the rear of our property is very 'boggy' for the majority
of the year and during particularly wet periods can completely flood, despite drainage having been installed. It can be assumed that planning of further properties within this area was considered at
the time the 3 houses bordering this land were built in the late 1970's, but rejected due to water table issues. Finally, there are clear questions to be asked about the inclusiveness of
Mrs Tracy
communities/economic development as there are no clear identifiable benefits of how this site would improve choices and access to facilities. Could planners please advise how residential
Colman
LP (004) 002 (16) development of this site would provide access to town centre and employment?

Mrs Tracy
Colman

Whilst we appreciate the need for development within the Breckland area, we would question the suitability of this site for large scale development. As mentioned by other commentators this land is
prone to flooding. It is an area of outstanding beauty with an enormous array of wildlife, trees and plants. It is also our understanding that NCC has identified this site as a wildlife conservation area. It
would be imperative that all relevant sustainability/environmental studies are conducted prior to any decision making to ensure that any endangered wildlife or protected plantation/trees are not
effected. In particular, newts, bats and badgers which are regularly seen in this site, together with plants and mature trees. Access to this site would also be an issue with only a single track entry/exit
route. Finally, there are clear questions to be asked about the inclusiveness of communities/economic development as there are no clear identifiable benefits of how this site would improve choices
LP (004) 003 (15) and access to facilities. Could planners please advise how development of this site would provide access to town centre and employment?
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Wendy
Cottrell

Stuart
Williamson Albanwise Ltd

T Emslie

*

in ref to the dwellings proposed on the field between hall road/two fields way and paradise road in bawdeswell I would like to state my objections, 1. The roads leading to the site and around the
site are in no way suitable for more traffic. The surfaces are damaged and as a small estate more traffic on heighten the problem. 2. At present the school has spaces but not many, with the
proposed housing in the catchment area the school is in no way big enough to accommodate this volume of extra children. 3. Doctors surgeries in the area are full now, getting appointments is hard
enough, more people from these dwellings will just worsen the problem. 4. The local shop, well yes we have one but extra houses mean extra cars meaning extra traffic at the shop. All well and
good for the shop but not so good for residents trying to exit the village. 5. local bus services. The local buses have stopped services from every hour to every 2 hours due to problems getting past
local shop, yes the buses go to Norwich however to go to Dereham a once a week bus is not good. How are the people in the new dwellings and current residents needing to get to work supposed to
do it yes by car which means more traffic on our already bad roads. 6. There are many businesses in Bawdeswell however they are mainly small individual companies no extra employment for local
people or people moving to the area. 7. THE SEWERS AND DRAINS well what can I say to this............................as a resident of paradise road who backs on to said proposed site I am concerned. I
have a Anglian Water drain in my garden. Which over the course of the 18 years I have lived here has blocked every year without fail. Rendering us with no sewerage removal until we have rang the
water company to get them to come out to Check the drain to then have to wait for a bowser to come and jet said drains out as blockage is so bad due to, to many drains running into main sewer.
Said drain in my garden didn't exist according to Anglian water till about 3 years ago. But they told us and I quote, "anymore houses built and fed into these sewers will cause a lot more bigger
problems" the drains and sewers are out dated causing back up and a potential health hazard. 8. Are the residents backing onto this field going be compensated as from what I have been told our
houses will decrease in value. as when we bought the property we was told the field would never be built on. We as in Bawdeswell are a village that in the heart of breckland are not apposed to
change, however change is only acceptable if the grounds on which the changes made are changes for the better, and update currently out of date problems. In summary I object to the building of
dwelling on the grounds that the roads, schools and amenities are unsuitable to substain such dwellings of this site and others proposed.

*

Albanwise Limited feels that land within its ownership at Bawdeswell should be considered as an alternative, or in addition to, the two sites in the village already identified, to assist in boosting supply.
Albanwise is willin to bring land forward. We have submitted part of their land ownership for consideration (see plan 37106‐ LEA64 in Appendix A ). The site area is approximately 2ha and it could
deliver around 60 new homes. Smaller or larger options nearby in this location can be considered to assist in meeting housing needs. The site provides a highly deliverable and developable location
in line with guidance in the NPPF. In particular, the site is available now, it offers a suitable location for development and is achievable with a realistic prospect that housing will be delivered within five
years. The site is deliverable because: It is not covered by any strategic constraints which would prevent development. The site is not at risk of flooding and the area proposed for development is
entirely located in Flood Zone 1 (lowest probability of flooding). It is located outside of the Conservation Area and comprises an agricultural field of limited ecological value. It presents a logical and
sustainable location for new housing provision and it is well related to the facilities in the village. The site is also directly adjacent to the recreation ground. It has a favourable topography and strong
existing landscape boundaries which screen the site from the surrounding countryside. A suitable access can be provided onto Reepham Road. The proposed area of land would square off the
settlement in this location. There is also an opportunity to improve the appearance of the northern edge of the Conversation Area. This is currently defined by a substation which does not provide an
attractive approach from the north. Albanwise Limited is willing to bring the site forward. The site can deliver a quality development to assist in meeting the Local Plan requirement, including a mix of
dwellings as well as a proportion of affordable homes to meet local needs. The two sites identified in the Plan at Bawdeswell (LP (004) 002 16 and LP (004) 003 15) submitted by other land owners
are heavily wooded and are likely to have higher ecological, amenity and landscape value compared to Albanwise s option at Bawdeswell. In addition, the two proposed options are shown to have
significant surface water drainage issues according to Environment Agency data and site observations. Amec Foster Wheler provides a sustainability assessment for the land at Reepham Road in
Appendix B . In addition, suggested alternative sustainability scoring in relation to the two sites identified as potential allocations, LP (004) 002 16 and LP (004) 003 15), is presented. This highlights
where we do not agree with the Council s assessment and we have suggested an alternative sustainability score. We have provided comments and explanation to justify why we have made
recommendations to the sustainability score for each site.

LP[004]002 and
LP[004]003

1. I enclose a downloaded Environment Agency map showing clearly that these two sites are subject to a high risk of surface water flooding. In the nearby Paradise Road area there has for many years
been a serious problem with both surface water and sewerage flooding, and it seems that further development can only worsen this situation by the removal of open land which acts as a flood plain.
2. The SA describes both sites as ˜mainly wooded . The felling of trees would exacerbate surface water flooding, and lead to a loss of habitat and biodiversity. In addi on, the A1067 is a busy road
and the trees have a value in traffic noise attenuation for existing development in parts of Bawdeswell village, quite apart from their considerable contribution to the landscape. 3. The SA describes
both areas as Grade 3 agricultural, but does not specify whether they are grade 3a or 3b. Agricultural land classifica on defines Grades 1, 2, and 3a as the ˜best and most versa le land, and na onal
policy requires that the planning system should protect these soils. Paragraph 112 of the NPPF should therefore be considered in connection with these sites.. 4. The SA for both sites highlights the
impact upon the aquifer. 5. When the ˜on the ground situa on is considered, the SA comment that both sites have good access is diﬃcult to understand and needs further considera on.
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Name

Organisation

Beetley

Site

Comments

Mrs F J
Richmond

LP[007]006

Mr David
Addison

LP/007/001(26)

I wish to challenge the Interim Site Assessment comment for the site LP[007]006, that this site to be non deliverable due to being distant from key services . I note from the Local Plan
Emerging Sites Options documents, that the term Key Services is not defined within the glossary of the document. Within the Parish of Beetley, the village of East Bilney, has three businesses,
East Bilney Renault Car Garage, East Bilney Coachworks and Bilney Hall Care Home. In a rural district, where people usually have to commute to work by car and there is a high demographic of
elderly people, surely a residential care home, a car body maintenance business and a car dealership would all count as key services and/or facilities ? It is worth noting these three
businesses are not within the settlement boundary of Beetley and are a further distance away from the settlement boundary for Beetley than the site LP[007]006 is. These three businesses are all
in much closer proximity to the site LP[007]006 than they are to settlement boundary for Beetley. Between East Bilney Renault Car Garage, East Bilney Coachworks and Bilney Hall Care Home, an
estimated 106 people are employed within East Bilney. An estimated 158 people live within East Bilney. How can it be sustainable to not encourage residential growth within a rural village with
such a high number of employed people within a rural village? Would it not be right to advance the opportunity of living closer to places of work within a village, where so many people have to
commute to work? Would this not support the Key Services and Facilities within the village and the wider local area? The Interim Site Assessment for the site LP[007]006 also includes the
Highways comment that the local road network is narrow and inadequate . The B1146, the road providing access to the site, is arguably one of the widest B classified roads in the district of
Breckland, especially at the stretch within Beetley and East Bilney. How can the local road network be deemed narrow and inadequate given the width and linkage provided by the B1146? The
B1146 is the main road between the market towns of Dereham and Fakenham and provides the main means for people who work within East Bilney, to commute to work. The site therefore has
good road linkage between the nearest urban settlements of Dereham and Fakenham. If the local road, the B1146, was narrow and inadequate would the settlement of East Bilney have three
active businesses, employing an estimated 106 people within it? Notably, these three businesses are all served by the same road at different points within East Bilney as the site LP[007]006.
I fail to understand why there are considered to be highways issues. Both roads which adjoin this land are adequate for two way traffic and Elmham Road is considered to be suitable as a bus
route. The land is bounded by a garden centre on Elmham Road which has recent activity towards opening and a bus depot on Green Lane. The land abuts the present boundary for
development. These have to be adjusted to cope and cater for our increased population. Both roads are covered by a 30 mph speed limit. By way of comparison I refer to the Cemetary Road from
Dereham towards the B11110. A very busy road with a development along its route and no speed limit. The present access to the land is at the crossroads which I agree is not suitable but this
would be repositioned to meet with highway requirements.

LP[007]007

The Parish Council agrees with the assessment of this site.

LP[007]006

This site like others does not appear on the map on‐line. The Parish Council agrees with the assessment.

LP(007)003

The site was previously deemed to be undeliverable under SHLAA 2015 ‐ re it being good agricultural land,had major highway concerns and was outside the settlement boundary ‐ what has
changed in that short time to change? I object to the site being deemed to be deliverable and have the following concerns: 1. The site is outside the settlement boundary 2 Beetley as a Parish has
inadequate infrastructure for further development of this scale : ‐ the primary school is full to overflowing with major parking issues and vehicle safety issues on the Fakenham and Elmham Roads ‐
there is not a GP surgery and the other nearest local doctor surgeries in North Elmham and Dereham are full ‐ apart from the pub/restaurant on the Fakenham Road which has limited opening
times, there are no shops within easy access 3 There are major concerns about the speed of vehicles using the Fakenham Road in both directions and although this has a 30mph limit, a high
proportion of vehicles regularly exceed this limit by quite large margins ‐ please refer to Norfolk Constabularly for detailed information through the Norfolk Camera Partnership team ‐ any
additional access points directly onto the road will only make this worse and increase the concerns about highway safety 4 There is also a risk to residential amenity.This is a very quiet and
peaceful part of the village ‐ any further development so close can only do harm both visually and environmentally with increased noise and other pollution including run off of excessive rain
water.Also with the increase in height of the land opposite the current houses on the Fakenham Road there is concern about properties being overlooked. Based on the above I object to this site
being included and believe it still to be an Unreasonable Alternative George Hayes

LP[007]001

The Parish Council agrees with this assessment.

LP[007]003

The Parish Council agrees with the assessment of this site.

LP[007]005

This site is in Gressenhall and therefore the Parish Council does not wish to comment on this at this stage.

LP [007] 005

Union House (Grade II) lies to the south and any implications on setting will be material.

LP[007]003

I reiterate others' concerns about the village infrastructure being able to sustain a substantial increase in population as schools and surgeries are already at full capacity. However, my major
concern is the increased traffic on Fakenham Road. It is already difficult, and potentially dangerous, to get out of one's drive at peak times, and the roads into Dereham are already highly
congested at rush hours. Traffic noise in the village has increased over the last few years, spoiling the pleasures of living in a rural village and some drivers continue to speed.

Leigh
Leigh

Clerk Beetley
Parish Council
Clerk Beetley
Parish Council

Mr George
Hayes
Leigh
Leigh
Leigh
Mr Michael
Stubbs
Mrs Julia
Richards

Clerk Beetley
Parish Council
Clerk Beetley
Parish Council
Clerk Beetley
Parish Council
Historic England
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Garboldisham
Name

Organisation

Site

Norfolk Wildlife
Trust
LP[031]002
Historic
Mr Michael Stubbs England
LP [031] 003
Historic
Mr Michael Stubbs England
LP [031] 002
Mr John Hiskett

Diocese of
Norwich

Iain Hill

Breckland
Bridge

Comments
We support the assessment that LP[031]002 is an unreasonable alternative, owing to its immediate proximity to two County Wildlife Sites and the Little Ouse, all of which would require buffering and may
require mitigation for hydrological impacts.
This site adjoins the conservation area boundary. Historic England note it is deemed an unreasonable alternative and appears to have a very negative impact on the conservation area.
Historic England note this site is deemed an unreasonable alternative and we note the Grade II* Garboldisham Windmill is located to the east. Development here would exert an impact on setting which
appears negative.

*

Land off Harbour Lane, Garboldisham, has not been identified in the Site Options Document. The site is, however, considered suitable, available and deliverable within the next 5 years and it is our view that it
should be allocated for development in the forthcoming plan period. The site is located to the south of Elm Grove and it is considered that its development would round off the existing settlement in this
location. The site is located in Flood Zone 1 and is not subject to any designated landscape constraints. Garboldisham has been newly identified as a new Local Service Centre in the new Local Plan and it is
considered an appropriate amount of development should be identified to reflect its status and the role it plays in servicing the local community. Previous planning policies sought to restrict development in the
settlement and thus limited development has occurred in the last 10 years. It is noted that no dwellings are proposed for allocation in the forthcoming plan period which we strongly disagree with, as noted in
our response to Policy PD04. Our client s site extends to approximately 1.3ha and could accommodate approximately 35 dwellings, based on 30 dwellings per hectare. It is located adjacent to the existing
settlement boundary near the centre of the village and thus is in walking distance of key facilities including the Primary School, Post Office and Village Hall.

LP[031]003

We wish to challenge the Council s Interim Conclusion that this site is an Unreasonable Alternative, and recommend that the Council allocate part of the wider site for residential development. We propose
that approximately one third of the site should be allocated for development, as shown on the attached plan. The proposed allocation of a smaller part of site LP[031]003 for residential development would
assist in supporting the services that already exist within the village, helping ensure that the rural community remains sustainable, and that the services do not decline, as has been the case in so many villages
across the District. It would also ensure that, in accordance with the spatial strategy (Preferred Direction of Growth), development would be accommodated in the most sustainable locations. It is understood
from the Local Service Centre Review Topic Paper, published in May 2015, that the Parish Council considered that some small scale development would be appropriate, potentially along Back Street. Our
proposal would be in line with these comments, and would ensure that the Council are planning positively for the plan period, whilst working cooperatively with the Parish Council. Table 11.1 of the Emerging
Site Options Part 2 document advises that the site was determined to be non‐deliverable within the SHLAA (2015 Addendum) due to the severe highways constraints. However, having undertaken detailed
research on this matter, it is evident that highways issues can be addressed and the existing position improved for the local community as part of any development, and accordingly should not preclude
development on the site. The attached overview, prepared by Richard Jackson Engineering Consultants, provides a detailed assessment of the access and transportation issues affecting the site, together with
details as to how the previously raised concerns can be addressed. Whilst Back Street is relatively narrow in the vicinity of the site, an opportunity exists to widen the carriageway, using land within the highway
boundary, to allow a pedestrian route to be provided connecting to the existing footway opposite the Primary School. Whilst the pedestrian facility would be of limited width, and may include a shared surface
arrangement, there are examples across the county where this type of arrangement works well and is supported by Norfolk County Council Highways. It would be of wider benefit to existing residents on Back
Street, providing a safe access to the Primary School, Village Hall, and facilities beyond. Alternatively, other routes through Water Lane and along the existing footpath to Church Road could be investigated for
improvement and potential creation of a safer route to school. In all other respects, the site is suitable for development. The 2015 SHLAA Addendum concludes that the site is well related to existing services and
facilities in the village, including the Primary School and Village Hall. Whilst the playing field, shop/post office and bus stop are located on the opposite side of the A1066, the main road runs through the middle
of the village, and there is consequently no ideal location for development in this regard, as services are located on both sides of the road. The School currently contains a significant proportion of pupils from
outside its catchment area, which suggests that there would be ample capacity to accommodate any children from modest‐scale new development in the village. The site currently comprises Grade 2
Agricultural Land, and whilst any loss of such land is regrettable, there are no sites of lower grade land, or previously developed land, available within the village, which would be suitable for development. In
addition, its loss would not prejudice the ability of the wider site to be continued to be used for agricultural purposes. The site represents a logical extension to the village, and the Emerging Site Options
document acknowledges that the site would, potentially, conform to the development guidelines set out within the Landscape Character Assessment. Similarly, the site can be developed without any adverse
impact on heritage assets (the adjacent Conservation Area and nearby Listed Buildings); this can be controlled through the detail of any full planning application. The additional research undertaken has
demonstrated that the reasons for the site not be identified as a Reasonable Alternative are not justified, and accordingly it is evident that the site is deliverable and should be allocated for residential
development. Summary In summary, we request that part of the wider site should be redefined as a Reasonable Alternative for residential development, within the Local Plan Part 2 (Site Options), and that
the allocation for Garboldisham within Local Plan Part 1 Preferred Policy Direction PD04, should be revised accordingly. The site is available for development now, offers a suitable location for development, and
could be delivered within 5 years; it can therefore be considered Deliverable in accordance with the NPPF.
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Great Ellingham
Name

Organisation

Site

Comments

Mrs Calyn
Keohane

LP(037)016

Mrs Calyn
Keohane

LP(037)020

Highly cynical division of this field. Has the developer hung onto a ransom strip? This area of this agricultural field has already been through the planning system and has been refused. Why has it appeared on this listing
as a 'reasonable alternative' when clearly it has been found to be unacceptable for 39 houses by the Planning Committee in 2015? Are the Planning Officers overuling the Planning Committee's decision? Sustainable
Development? ‐ NO As Great Ellingham fails on 4 of the 5 criteria of being a Local Service Centre, this large scale development will be unsustainable. Road System The B1077 Attleborough Road bypasses the majority of
the village. The road is a main distributor route and carries heavy traffic, usually travelling over the 30mph speed limit. Any large scale development on the north side of this road will cause the main road to effectively
run through the centre of the settlement. This would be madness! The staggered junction of Hingham Road and Chequers Lane with the B1077 is notoriously dangerous. Indeed my car was written off at this junction
by someone in a hurry. The siting of the primary school at this junction was probably a sensible decision in 1896 but now it has been quoted by a school safety officer as the most dangerously sited schools in Norfolk.
HGVs and farm vehicles add to the chaos as Hingham Road becomes a single carriageway when the school bus is parked up. The amount of tyre skidmarks along Hingham Road is testiment to the crazy driving that
happens at this junction. Any development along this part of Hingham Road would exacerbate the situation as there has never been any pedestrians or vehicular traffic coming from this side of Hingham Road. I suspect
that the Highways safety manual cannot take into account all of the dangers at this junction in one flowchart or matrix. If this corner is ever developed, I certainly would not want to cross it with small children at peak
times to get to the school. Scale of Development Clearly, the developers will want to make their millions on this whole site. The LDF SHLAA identified the whole field as a 315 house development which was considered
by Breckland Planning Officers as 'Undeliverable' due to the scale. Surely the Officers cannot be so naive as to support many small chunks that will end up being a huge site that they did not support in 2014. Open
Countryside One of the pledges our MP had in his acceptance speech was that he would help protect the Breckland countryside from ruthless developer. Well, this site is open countryside with stunning views over to
Spooner Row and Deopham. Our MP supported the villagers against the urban sprawl last time in 2015 and we will expect him to support us again when the developer puts in the next set of plans for 80 houses coming
soon.
Clearly this is phase two of LP(037)016 and as such would make 81 house development. Sustainable Development? ‐ NO As Great Ellingham fails on 4 of the 5 criteria of being a Local Service Centre, this large scale
development will be unsustainable. Road System As this site is land‐locked and not abutting the public highway, it is reliant on an access through phase one to get onto either Attleborough Road or Hingham Road.
This will create an unacceptable addition to the traffic onto the already busy B1077 Scale of Development Clearly, the developers will want to make their millions on this whole site. The LDF SHLAA identified the whole
field as a 315 house development which was considered by Breckland Planning Officers as 'Undeliverable' due to the scale. Surely the Officers cannot be so naive as to support many small chunks that will end up being a
huge site that they did not support in 2014. Open Countryside One of the pledges our MP had in his acceptance speech was that he would help protect the Breckland countryside from ruthless developer. Well, this site
is open countryside with stunning views over to Spooner Row and Deopham. Our MP supported the villagers against the urban sprawl last time in 2015 and we will expect him to support us again when the developer
puts in the next set of plans for 80 houses coming soon.

Mr Stephen Norfolk County
Faulkner
Council

LP[037]003

NCC Highways Comments It is located in an unsustainable location. The Highway Authority would object to this site in being in the local plan

Mr Stephen Norfolk County
Faulkner
Council

LP[037]005

It is located in an unsustainable location. The Highway Authority would object to this site in being in the local plan

Mr Stephen Norfolk County
Faulkner
Council

LP[037]009

Deopham Road in its current form is inadequate to cater for further development by way of limited width, lack of pedestrian provision and substandard junction with Attleborough Road. Whilst improvements can be
made to vehicular access without suitable pedestrian links to local school and other services The Highway Authority would object to this site in being in the local plan

Mr Stephen Norfolk County
Faulkner
Council

LP[037]010

Not suitable for allocation. Concerns raised regarding the suitability of the Hingham Road / Attleborough Road junction to cater for additional development. The Highway Authority would object to this site in being in
the local plan

Mr Stephen Norfolk County
Faulkner
Council

LP[037]012

The Highway Authority would object to this site in being in the local plan. It is located in an unsustainable location.

LP[037]017

Not suitable for allocation. Concerns raised regarding the suitability of the Hingham Road / Attleborough Road junction to cater for additional development. The Highway Authority would object to this site in being in
the local plan

Mr Stephen Norfolk County
Faulkner
Council
Mr Stephen Norfolk County
Faulkner
Council
Chairman Great
Ellingham Parish
Mr Tim
Council
Betts
Chairman Great
Mr Tim
Ellingham Parish
Betts
Council

Mr Tim
Betts

Chairman Great
Ellingham Parish
Council

LP[037]002

There is no clear means of access to the local highway network. The site should only come forward as a part of a comprehensive scheme together with 019. The Highway Authority would object to this site in being in
the local plan
The GEPC does not support any development to the North of the B1077 (Attleborough and Watton Roads). It believes this would only serve to make the village less sustainable and cohesive. It would also increase the
highway safety issues caused by housing located on the 'other' side of the B1077 whilst the majority of the village s amenities is to the South. The GEPC therefore wishes to encourage sustainable housing to the South
of the B1077; especially on land that adjoins the village boundary and thus creating a cohesive community.
The GEPC does not support any development to the North of the B1077 (Attleborough and Watton Roads). It believes this would only serve to make the village less sustainable and cohesive. It would also increase the
highway safety issues caused by housing located on the 'other' side of the B1077 whilst the majority of the village s amenities is to the South. The GEPC therefore wishes to encourage sustainable housing to the South
of the B1077; especially on land that adjoins the village boundary and thus creating a cohesive community.

LP[037]017

The GEPC does not support any development to the North of the B1077 (Attleborough and Watton Roads). It believes this would only serve to make the village less sustainable and cohesive. It would also increase the
highway safety issues caused by housing located on the 'other' side of the B1077 whilst the majority of the village s amenities is to the South. The GEPC does not support any development along the Hingham Road. It
believes this would make worse the issue of school and highway safety; especially at the staggered junction (Attleborough/Watton/Hingham Roads and Chequers Lane). The GEPC therefore wishes to encourage
sustainable housing to the South of the B1077; especially on land that adjoins the village boundary and thus creating a cohesive community.

LP[037]018

LP[037]001
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Mr Tim
Betts

Chairman Great
Ellingham Parish
Council

LP[037]010

The GEPC does not support any development to the North of the B1077 (Attleborough and Watton Roads). It believes this would only serve to make the village less sustainable and cohesive. It would also increase the
highway safety issues caused by housing located on the 'other' side of the B1077 whilst the majority of the village s amenities is to the South. The GEPC does not support any development along the Hingham Road. It
believes this would make worse the issue of school and highway safety; especially at the staggered junction (Attleborough/Watton/Hingham Roads and Chequers Lane). The "Summary of SA" indicates that this land is
Brownfield. This is odd as upon it is a residential bungalow and extensive gardens. It is next to AgroVista an agrochemicals distribution business ‐ we think the two plots may have been confused. The GEPC therefore
wishes to encourage sustainable housing to the South of the B1077; especially on land that adjoins the village boundary and thus creating a cohesive community.
The GEPC does not support any development to the North of the B1077 (Attleborough and Watton Roads). It believes this would only serve to make the village less sustainable and cohesive. It would also increase the
highway safety issues caused by housing located on the 'other' side of the B1077 whilst the majority of the village s amenities is to the South. The GEPC does not support any development along the Hingham Road. It
believes this would make worse the issue of school and highway safety; especially at the staggered junction (Attleborough/Watton/Hingham Roads and Chequers Lane). The GEPC therefore wishes to encourage
sustainable housing to the South of the B1077; especially on land that adjoins the village boundary and thus creating a cohesive community.
The GEPC does not support any development to the North of the B1077 (Attleborough and Watton Roads). It believes this would only serve to make the village less sustainable and cohesive. It would also increase the
highway safety issues caused by housing located on the 'other' side of the B1077 whilst the majority of the village s amenities is to the South. The GEPC therefore wishes to encourage sustainable housing to the South
of the B1077; especially on land that adjoins the village boundary and thus creating a cohesive community.
The GEPC does not support any development to the North of the B1077 (Attleborough and Watton Roads). It believes this would only serve to make the village less sustainable and cohesive. It would also increase the
highway safety issues caused by housing located on the 'other' side of the B1077 whilst the majority of the village s amenities is to the South. In addition this site would have to be given access from the Deopham Road
which is predominantly a single track country lane and therefore inadequate to receive yet more traffic. The GEPC therefore wishes to encourage sustainable housing to the South of the B1077; especially on land that
adjoins the village boundary and thus creating a cohesive community.

Mr Tim
Betts

Chairman Great
Ellingham Parish
Council
Chairman Great
Ellingham Parish
Council

LP[037]020

Mr Tim
Betts

Chairman Great
Ellingham Parish
Council

LP[037]014

Mr Tim
Betts

Chairman Great
Ellingham Parish
Council

Whilst the GEPC does not support any development to the North of the B1077 (Attleborough and Watton Roads), as this would only serve to make the village less sustainable and cohesive, we believe this site should be
considered as an exception to that rule. It is a Brownfirld site and operates as a scrap metal business. This business brings to the village a great number of additional vehicles, most of which are commercial including
many HGVs. Added to which the location of the access/egress to the business is near to a bend in the road, which limits visibility and makes the entrance to / exit from the village less safe. The operation of the business
LP[037]004A also emits a great deal of noise and in view of the fact that the GEPC wishes to promote the development of LP[37]019, we believe that this site should be considered for residential development.

Mr Tim
Betts

Chairman Great
Ellingham Parish
Council

LP[037]015

Mr Tim
Betts

Chairman Great
Ellingham Parish
Council

LP[037]019

Orbit Homes
(2020) Ltd

LP (037)020
and LP
(037)016

Mr Tim
Betts

Mr Tim
Betts
Mr Tim
Betts
Mr Tim
Betts
Mr Tim
Betts
Mr Tim
Betts

Chairman Great
Ellingham Parish
Council
Chairman Great
Ellingham Parish
Council
Chairman Great
Ellingham Parish
Council
Chairman Great
Ellingham Parish
Council
Chairman Great
Ellingham Parish
Council

LP[037]016

LP[037]006

The GEPC supports the development of this site but would like it to be considered for a development of housing for older people. Great Ellingham contains a high number of bungalows and consequently a high number
of older people. Without appropriate alternatives, these old people have little choice but to stay in their bungalows, despite finding their upkeep difficult and expensive. This situation also leads to a shortage of housing
for younger people with families. The PC wishes to create a development of sheltered housing within the village.Plot No. 015, being in the centre of the village, would appear ideal for such a development.
The Residential Site Option Ref. LP(037)019 is the GEPC s preferred option for development. It lies to the South of the B1077. An access/egress onto the road would offer good visibility; although the 30mph limit would
need to be extended toward Attleborough to calm traffic prior to the crossover. However the GEPC would require vehicular access to the development to be limited to the B1077, with no vehicular access to Church
Street being allowed. The GEPC would require a large area of Open Space, say 3 acres, to be donated to the village to enable the creation of an informal games area. This should be to the Western edge of the field,
where it adjoins and has access to Church Street; thus allowing safe pedestrian access to the Open Space from the heart of the village and, likewise, to and from the development. The village has Open Space to the
North of the B1077 but it is inaccessible safely to village children.
Great Ellingham LP (037)020 and LP (037)016 EJW Planning Ltd on behalf of Orbit Homes (2020) Ltd support the designation of this site as a reasonable alternative as identified in the emerging site options plan.
The sites LP (037) 020 and LP (037)016 when taken together extend to approximately 4.17 hectares and could provide for up‐to 100 new dwellings. There are no constraints restricting the residential development of this
sit and this is evidenced through supporting information with regard to archaeology, landscape and visual impacts, ecology, highways, flood risk and drainage which has been prepared in support of a planning
application for this land. A masterplan has been prepared to show how the site might be developed to provide circa 90 homes together with a network of green spaces. The masterplan is provided with this
representation and should be considered when assessing the merits of this site. The sites are sustainably located in terms of its proximity to the existing settlement and access to services and facilities. Existing built
development to the south and west and east frames the site and will ensure that the development consolidates the organic growth of the settlement. These sites are available, achievable and suitable for residential
development and are thereforedeliverabl e. The sites when taken together can make an important contribution to the housing land, by providing much needed market and affordable housing within a sustainable
location.
The GEPC does not support the development of this site. It marks the beginning of the Breckland Plateau, which gives the village its Brecks Landscape Character of openness and rolling vistas. Additional considerations
which go against this site are the fact that access would either have to be gained from Penhill Road (a single track country lane) which already struggles to accommodate the traffic, or via Town Green (again single track);
the latter would bring more traffic to the complcated junction at The Pyghtle, where Town Green meets Glebe Meadow and Long Street. This junction is also between two open spaces i.e. The Pyghtle and the new
gardens to be created as part of the development recently approved on a triangle of land between Long Street and Town Green, where the safe movement of pedestrians, especially children, from one open space to the
other must be safeguarded.

LP[037]011

Given the size of the GEPC's preferred site for development LP[037]019; the fact that access to this plot could only be gained through the LP[037]019 development and the proximity of this plot to the properties in Long
Street, the GEPC does not support the development of this site.
The GEPC does not support the development of this site. The first issue against it is that access could only be gained via a narrow driveway to Penhill Road, which already struggles to accommodate the traffic using it,
plus the fact the driveway is close to the junction of Penhill Road and Long Street. The second issue against it is the fact that it lies to the rear of several properties, which would result in the loss of their privacy and
quiet.

LP[037]013

The GEPC does not support this site for development. It is remote from the village and therefore lacks sustainability. It is also in a very wet location, which is prone to flooding.

LP[037]003

The GEPC supports this site for development. It is within the GEPC's settlement boundary, has good access to Long Street and would complement the other developments in this part of the village, all of which have been
supported by the GEPC.

LP[037]018
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Mr Michael
Stubbs
Historic England

LP[037]004a

Alan
Presslee

Cornerstone
Planning Ltd

LP[037]004a

Views to Church across this site are material. Historic England note that the site is deemed an unreasonable alternative
The Interim Site Assssment identifies ref. LP [o71oo4a (Mellor Metals site, Great Ellingham) as being n unreasonable alternative/undevelopable. This is an incorrect assessment, for the following reasons: Agricultural
land: T14 site put forward comprises approximately 2.9 hectares. More than half of the site isbrownfield; the remainder green field, being identified as Grade 2 on the published PLC plans. The vast majority of the
farmed area of Norfolk is focussed on combinaiple crop production, due to its climate, landscape and suitability of soils. Sugar beet, otatoes and field scale vegetables are also grown in the region. The majority of farmrs
in the area operate large machinery, it is the norm for sprayer boom widths to be 24 metres and combine harvester cutting widths up to 12 metres. The field in question is 1.34 ha (3.31 acres) in size which is well below
the average field size in Norfolk and cmbined with the awkward field shape does not lend itself well to modern agriculture. The shape of the field would necessitate numerous short operating runs for machinery and
great deal of turning on headlands which would make the efficiency of utilising the field for commercial production purposes uneconomic. It is for this reason that the field is currently down to pasture, being unable to
be farmed alternatively. We suggest that the grade of the land under the Agricultural Land (tlassification criteria is therefore of little relevance when considering whether br not this parcel of land is valuable and
productive agricultural land that should be peserved. It should be noted that a number of the sites identified in the SA as Reasonable Alternative‐Delivera le are similarly classified, yet this has not precluded that
assessment from finding them potentially developable. Employment: Emp1orment will not be lost; the owner intends to relocate and re‐invest in the business in a more appropriate location (within Breckland). The
recycling plant/scrap yard us i an historcial legacy, not generally suited to a village/residential location. Redevelopment of the site would facilitate relocation and investment in the business in a more
si.itable/viable/sustainable location. Vehicular Access: Ekgineers have been engaged and in consultation with NCC Highways have estabilished that vehicular access can be provided to Attleborough Road and designed so
that it is safe and meets relevant standards. Contrary to the SA s indication that œthe site has severe highway constraints , developent of the site can be accessed to a safe an proper statndard, without detriment.
Viability/Contamination: The Interim Site Assessment indicates that the site is non‐ deliverable due to contamination of the land and issues that this would have surrounding viability from the existing use of part of the
site. Most brownfield sites ” which both the Goveriment and Council priori se for redevelopment ” will have some contamina on issuesL This is acknowledged in the case of a scrap yard site; however, to dismiss it as
undeelopable simply because of this is a nonsense. The landowners has undertaken preliminary site investigation work and engaged consultants in relation to viability; n the basis of which we are confident that the site
is developable and deliverable. General: The site rep esents an opportunity to provide sustainable growth in a Local Service Centre, parti4ularly as it will involve the redevelopment of a non‐conforming use on
brownfield land. It is anticipated that development could take place at appropriate densitiesL providing between 6o and 75 new dwellings to meet identified housing needs. Th allocation of the site would contribute
towards meeting the Council s five year housing land (and buffer) supply as the site is œdeliverable as defined in the NPPF footnote to Paragraph 47), in that it is: Available now: the site is owned by Mellor Metals
Ltd, which has been promoting th site for some years. The landowner is willing to release the land for deve1opmnt at the earliest opportunity; Offering a suitable location for development now: it is an appropriate and
sustainable 1 cation for housing development, well defined/screened, well related to the settlement and with a modest impact upon the landscape and its character; Achievable wi h a realistic prospect that housing
will be delivered on the site within five veirs: as indicated above, the site is available and there are no mints ‐ save for the likely remediation of the scrap yard site ‐ to f housing or associated infrastructure. Subject to
planning material consideration the delivery permission, The site would commence in the delivery of housing within the next five years. Development of the site is viable: There are no other constraints to the viable
development f the site. In summary: The site is available/deliverable in the short term; The site can deliver between 60 and 75 dwellings to meet identified housing need; The site presents an opportunity to
ensure redevelopment of brownfield land and uccessful relocation of a non‐conforming use in an otherwise residenti.l area; The site is visually well contained, with minimal wider landscape impact. We have
established that vehicular access can be designed so that it is safe and meets relevant standards; Redevelopment of a brownfield site (in part) is an opportunity: meeting Government policy for the re‐use of such land;
redevelopment will facilitate removal of the scrap yard from this village location; decontamination of the land; Employment will not be lost: the owner intends to relocate and re‐invest in the business in a more
appropriate location (within Breckland). Finally, I note that rdevelopment of the site has gained community support. In its representations to the emerging Plan, Great Eflingham Parish Council ” notwithstanding that t
generally does not support any development north of the B1077 road ” identifies th Meilor Metals site as suitable for development. The Parish Council s representation notes: œ... we believe this site should be
considered as an exception to that rul. It is a Brownfield site and operates as a scrap metal business. This business brings to the village a great number of additional vehicles, most of which are commercizl including many
HGVs. Added to which the location of the access/egress to the business is near to a bend in the road, which limits visibility and makes the entrance to/exit from the village less safe. The operation of the business also

Alan
Presslee

Cornerstone
Planning Ltd

LP[037]019

It is questionable whither providing an entire allocation of 170 houses in one location is appropriate/sustaiable, given the relative scale of the settlement and the impact this would have upor it. The site is entirely green
field and visually prominent on the approach to the villae along the Attleborough Road. Further, it is ” substantially ” of the same agriculture and classification as the green field part of the Mellor Metals site, against
which this isue has been identified as a constraint. Consequently, far more, higher grade agricultural land would be lost with the development of the 019 preferred site.

Alan
Presslee

Cornerstone
Planning Ltd

LP[037]016 & The SA identifies thse sites as deliverable, yet the Council has recently refused planning permission (ref. 3PL/2014/0683/F ” 27 July 2015) for housing development of the site ” in part for reasons of being
020
unsustainable development and adverse impact upon the lanscape. It is inconsistent for the emerging plan to identify its development as sustanabIe, yet at the same time refuse planning permission because it is not.

Diocese of
Norwich

Carey
Moore

Carey
Moore

LP[037]015

As noted in our response to Policy PD04, Great Ellingham is considered to be a wholly sustainable settlement suitable of accommodating additional growth over the plan period. The settlement has been identified as a
Local Service Centre with a housing target of 170 additional dwellings over the plan period. Land at Glebe Meadow has been assessed as a Reasonable Alternative for development in the Site Options Document, with
which we would concur. The site is within the sole ownership of our client and is considered suitable, available and deliverable in the next 1‐5 years. The site extends to approximately 0.4ha and could therefore
accommodate approximately 12 dwellings, based on 30 dwellings per hectare. Development would represent a logical extension to Glebe Meadow from which access to the site could be obtained. The site is well
contained by its surroundings and it is not considered that it would represent an encroachment into the countryside. To the south and east of the site is existing residential development whilst to the west is a large
residential garden separated from the site by a dense tree belt. The majority of the northern site boundary is defined by a mature hedgerow beyond which is agricultural land. Although located outside the current
settlement boundary, the site is located centrally within the village and thus sits in close proximity to existing services and facilities.

LP[037]001

The GEPC does not support any development to the North of the B1077 (Attleborough and Watton Roads). It believes this would only serve to make the village less sustainable and cohesive. It would also increase the
highway safety issues caused by housing located on the other side of the B1077 whilst the majority of the village s amenities is to the South. The GEPC therefore wishes to encourage sustainable housing to the
South of the B1077; especially on land that adjoins the village boundary and thus creating a cohesive community. Carey Moore Additional Comments. 1. The GEPC comments above are fully supported.

LP[037]002

The GEPC does not support any development to the North of the BI 077 (Attleborough and Watton Roads). It believes this would only serve to make the village less sustainable and cohesive. It would also increase the
highway safety issues caused by housing located on the other side of the BI 077 whilst the majority of the village s amenities is to the South. The GEPC therefore wishes to encourage sustainable housing to the
South of the B1077; especially on land that adjoins the village boundary and thus creating a cohesive community. Carey Moore Additional Comments. 1. The GEPC comments above are fully supported.
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Carey
Moore
Carey
Moore

LP[037]003

The GEPC supports this site for development. It is within the GEPC s settlement boundary, has good access to Long Street and would complement the other developments in this part of the village, all of which have
been supported by the GEPC. Carey Moore Additional Comments. 1. Where the GEPC comments in favour of development. We would suggest that such development should not have a greater density (properties per
Hectare) than in the village generally.

Carey
Moore

Presumably in filling and already built up. Ensure existing density is not exceeded.
Whilst the GEPC does not support any development to the North of the BI 077 (Attleborough and Watton Roads), as this would only serve to make the village less sustainable and cohesive, we believe this site should be
considered as an exception to that rule. It is a Brownfirld site and operates as a scrap metal business. This business brings to the village a great number of additional vehicles, most of which are commercial including
many HGVs. Added to which the location of the access/egress to the business is near to a bend in the road, which limits visibility and makes the entrance to / exit from the village less safe. The operation of the business
also emits a great deal of noise and in view of the fact that the GEPC wishes to promote the development of LP[37]019, we believe that this site should be considered for residential development. Carey Moore Additional
LP[037]004A Comments. 1. The GEPC comments above are fully supported.
The GEPC does not support the development of this site. It marks the beginning of the Breckland Plateau, which gives the village its Brecks Landscape Character of openness and rolling vistas. Additional considerations
which go against this site are the fact that access would either have to be gained from Penhill Road (a single track country lane) which already struggles to accommodate the traffic, or via Town Green (again single track);
the latter would bring more traffic to the complcated junction at The Pyghtle, where Town Green meets Glebe Meadow and Long Street. This junction is also between two open spaces i.e. The Pyghtle and the new
gardens to be created as part of the development recently approved on a triangle of land between Long Street and Town Green, where the safe movement of pedestrians, especially children, from one open space to the
other must be safeguarded. Carey Moore Additional Comments. 1. The GEPC comments above are fully supported.
LP[037]006
The GEPC comments for this plot seem to be missing. The plot is on the corner of Deopham Road and Attleborough Road, and is currently used for horses. originally a meadow. Carey Moore Additional Comments. 1. In
the absense of any comment from GEPC, and being next to our own property, we would like to see this remain as a meadow or field if possible which would be in line with GEPC policy not to develop land north of
Attleborough Road. 2. There could be an argument for a one or two property in fill here between Manderley and the other properties the other side of Deopham Road, which we could look at and comment on should
the matter arise. 3. We would oppose any major development here.
LP[037]009

Carey
Moore

The GEPC does not support any development to the North of the BI 077 (Attleborough and Watton Roads). It believes this would only serve to make the village less sustainable and cohesive. It would also increase the
highway safety issues caused by housing located on the other side of the B1077 whilst the majority of the village s amenities is to the South. The GEPC does not support any development along the Hingham Road. It
believes this would make worse the issue of school and highway safety; especially at the staggered junction (AttleboroughiWatton/Hingham Roads and Chequers Lane). The œSummary of SA indicates that this land is
Brownfield. This is odd as upon it is a residential bungalow and extensive gardens. It is next to AgroVista an agrochemicals distribution business ‐ we think the two plots may have been confused. The GEPC therefore
wishes to encourage sustainable housing to the South of the B1077; especially on land that adjoins the village boundary and thus creating a cohesive community. Carey Moore Additional Comments. 1. This is a small
prefab type bungalow surrounded by a small garden. If the bungalow is to be demolished as seems to be suggested, then some of this plot should be reserved for road improvements. See Maps. On the other hand if the
bungalow is to remain then the proposed road could be shifted a little further East to bypass it. 2. The GEPC comments above are fully supported, however it is not clear whether the GEPC is referring to the same plot as
there are no extensive gardens which they refer to.

Carey
Moore

Carey
Moore

Carey
Moore

LP[037]004

LP[037]010

LP[037]016

The GEPC does not support any development to the North of the BI 077 (Attleborough and Watton Roads). It believes this would only serve to make the village less sustainable and cohesive. It would also increase the
highway safety issues caused by housing located on the other side of the B1077 whilst the majority of the village s amenities is to the South. The GEPC does not support any development along the Hingham Road. It
believes this would make worse the issue of school and highway safety; especially at the staggered junction (AttleboroughlWatton/Hingham Roads and Chequers Lane). The GEPC therefore wishes to encourage
sustainable housing to the South of the B1077; especially on land that adjoins the village boundary and thus creating a cohesive community. Carey Moore Additional Comments. 1. A large proportion of this site needs to
be reserved for road improvements in the future. For diversion of the Attleborough to Hingham Road to do away with the present dangerous cross roads. Also for need to be reserved for improved parking and drop off
points for the school. See Map. 2. In general the GEPC comments are fully supported, but in addition the proposed road improvements will be necessary in the future without any doubt.
The GEPC does not support any development to the North of the BI 077 (Attleborough and Watton Roads). It believes this would only serve to make the village less sustainable and cohesive. It would also increase the
highway safety issues caused by housing located on the other side of the B 1077 whilst the majority of the village s amenities is to the South. The GEPC does not support any development along the Hingham Road. It
believes this would make worse the issue of school and highway safety; especially at the staggered junction (AttleboroughiWatton/Hingham Roads and Cheq uers Lane). The GEPC therefore wishes to encourage
sustainable housing to the South of the B1077; especially on land that adjoins the village boundary and thus creating a cohesive community. Carey Moore Additional Comments. 1. Part of this land must be reserved for
future road improovements. See Maps. 2. The GEPC comments above are fully supported.
Given the size of the GEPC s preferred site for development LP[037]019; the fact that access to this plot could only be gained through the LP[037]O1 9 development and the proximity of this plot to the properties in
Long Street, the GEPC does not support the development of this site. Carey Moore Additional Comments. 1. The GEPC comments above are fully supported.
The Residential Site Option Ref. LP(037)019 is the GEPC s preferred option for development. It lies to the South of the B1077. An access/egress onto the road would offer good visibility; although the 30mph limit would
need to be extended toward Attleborough to calm traffic prior to the crossover. However the GEPC would require vehicular access to the development to be limited to the B1077, with no vehicular access to Church
Street being allowed. The GEPC would require a large area of Open Space, say 3 acres, to be donated to the village to enable the creation of an informal games area. This should be to the Western edge of the field,
where it adjoins and has access to Church Street; thus allowing safe pedestrian access to the Open Space from the heart of the village and, likewise, to and from the development. The village has Open Space to the
North of the B1077 but it is inaccessible safely to village children. Carey Moore Additional Comments. 1. Where the GEPC comments in favour of development. We would suggest that such development should not have
a greater density (properties per Hectare) than in the village generally.
The GEPC does not support any development to the North of the B1077 (Attleborough and Watton Roads). It believes this would only serve to make the village less sustainable and cohesive. It would also increase the
highway safety issues caused by housing located on the other side of the Bi 077 whilst the majority of the village s amenities is to the South. The GEPC therefore wishes to encourage sustainable housing to the South
of the B1077; especially on land that adjoins the village boundary and thus creating a cohesive community. Carey Moore Additional Comments 1. Part of this plot needs to be reseived for future road improvements. 2.
The GEPC Comments above are fully supported
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LP[037]018

Carey
Moore

LP[037]019

Carey
Moore

LP[037]020

Carey
Moore

LP[037]020 &
LP[037]018
See Attachments

LP[037]017
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Harling
Name

Organisation

Site

Mrs J Bird

LP[042]011

Mrs J Bird

LP[042]014

Mr&Mrs Ledcar

LP[042]011

Comments

I was born and brought up in East Harling and lived there for over 20 years (now reside in Great Hockham) so I feel I am entitled to say. I feel the land designated as
LP(042)011 and LP(042)014 (an alternative option), could be developed in a way that would actually enhance the south side of the village. It appears that up to 34 houses
on LP(042)011 and 44 on LP(042)014 could be located with road frontage adjacent to the Lopham Road quite easily, especially if the design had a paved "arc" similar to the
one that already exists at "The Cresent". The land is capable of supplying all the houses required if necessary, and although there appears to be concern of any
development here adversely affecting the houses opposite known as The Crescent, I see no reason why this should be the case, as long as any development is done in an
aesthetically sensitive way.
I was born and brought up in East Harling and lived there for over 20 years (now reside in Great Hockham) so I feel I am entitled to say. I feel the land designated as
LP(042)011 and LP(042)014 (an alternative option), could be developed in a way that would actually enhance the south side of the village. It appears that up to 34 houses
on LP(042)011 and 44 on LP(042)014 could be located with road frontage adjacent to the Lopham Road quite easily, especially if the design had a paved "arc" similar to the
one that already exists at "The Cresent". The land is capable of supplying all the houses required if necessary, and although there appears to be concern of any
development here adversely affecting the houses opposite known as The Crescent, I see no reason why this should be the case, as long as any development is done in an
aesthetically sensitive way.
I am writing this letter as it came to our attention that the above area of land had little local support. I don't believe this to be the case. Just because an areas has not
received much support don't not mean it is not supported, just that people are not offended by it. People generally will write to complain or object far quicker than they
will write to support and even though there has been very little objection to the above site I wish to show my support for LP[041]011. There are of course good and bad
points for all proposals, but I feel this one in particular to have more for it than against.

mr simon osborne

LP[042]011

mr alan stammers

LP(042)011 and LP(042)014

Mr Leslie Osborne

LP(042)andLP(042)014

The proposed site (LP[042]011) is flat, free draining and non‐flooding. It presently abuts the village envelope but LP[042]011 has houses on three sides and so would not
give the impression of being 'out on a limb' like some recent developments. This site is approximately only a 400m walk to the school grounds or doctors, and just over
500m to the market place. Current traffic congestion in the village would not be affected, especially if the Lopham Road junction was improved, or site access was taken
directly onto the B1111 some 80m or so south of the current Lopham Road junction. Being partly opposite The Crescent (which is listed), a detailed Heritage Statement
would need to be produced, but with careful considera on would not be a barrier, something Breckland Council now recognise and so have labelled the site ˜Deliverable'.
These in my opinion would be by far the most acceptable sites concerning new development in the village , and would alleviate the congestion which is a major concern ,
this development being on the outskirts of the village , i do believe the drainage is also good and accessability is also not a problem leading to a safer enviroment for the
residents of this expaning village .
With the current development in the village, larger volumes of traffic have been forced along roads that are reasonably congested at certain times already. By spreading
future homes around the village instead of concentrating them in one place, the burden of congestion can be limited. LP(042)011 and LP(042)014 could both have access to
the Lopham road. However, Highways have indicated that 014 has moderate highways constraints with maybe limited access to the Lopham road. Access to the road could
be achieved via the 011, which if highways agreed could join the B1111 with a new access some 100 metres south of the Lopham road junction. This would give much
improved visibility in both directions. Vehicles going East,South and West would have no need to venture into the village, thus reducing expected pressure on the centre of
the village, unlike other proposed sites. The presence of the listed buildings nearby would be a 'material consideration' in the plans for 011 and would actually help in the
design of the new properties.

LP(042)001 ‐LP(042)015

While exceptional proposals for development outside the Settlement Boundary might be considered on a case by case basis, the infrastructure problems existing within
the community of Harling must be resolved before any such further plans could receive the blessing of the Parish Council. These include the impacts on local schools and
High Schools, health facilities, highways and parking. The school is already at capacity and some children, even those whose siblings and parents attended Harling school,
were originally turned down for the new 2015 academic year. The Doctors' surgery is already grossly over‐subscribed due to recent developments within the Village and
large influxes of patients from Watton and other surgeries. Currently, non‐urgent waiting times regularly exceed 4 weeks. . Any increased expansion of the village would
impact upon local services, in particular the effect on surface water drainage and sewerage, both of which are already at maximum capacity. Bus routes have been reduced
in all local areas, yet demand is still high. Once again, a further influx in residents will cause those more in need of transport to suffer. At Larling station only 2 trains stop
each day and this station is 1.5 miles from the village centre anyway. Parking is already inadequate within the village. Local residents in the centre of the village frequently
encounter problems parking in the Market Square. Further development will only exacerbate this problem. The issue of traffic passing through the B1111 is becoming a
well‐known issue regionally. It is a major problem. Further development within the village will only add to these problems. East Harling lies at the edge of Norfolk
Constabulary's over‐stretched police patch. Expansion of the village can only exacerbate the problems we currently encounter with burglary and vandalism. For any
developments in East Harling the Parish Council would expect a meaningful contribution from the developer in respect of play and parking areas as well as sports, medical
and educational facilities. . LP[042]001 ‐ This site received PP for forty properties in 2015. LP[042]002 ‐ Concerns over access and this area also suffers from regular
flooding LP (042) 003 ‐ Agree that this site is unreasonable LP (042) 004 ‐ Agree that this site is unreasonable LP (042) 005 ‐ The Council do not wish for any more
development towards the river area outside the settlement boundary LP (042) 006 ‐ As above LP (042) 007 ‐ This site would be a suitable alternative with access via The
Park for Social Housing (not affordable) LP (042) 008 ‐ If developed, the developer would need to lay a footpath for the safety of pedestrians. No reason why this small
site could not be sympathetically developed LP (042) 009 ‐ Agree this site is unreasonable LP (042) 010 ‐ Planning permission already agreed LP (042) 011/14 ‐ The PC
has seen the original LDF plans from October 2009, the Parish Council would support this type of development. We would suggest the developer made changes to the route
layout onto Garboldisham Road and a mini round about being laid on the Lopham Road/Garboldisham Road junction. LP (042) 015 ‐The PC agree with this site being
unreasonable

LP[042]007

Located on the edge of the settlement. Access narrow and unsuitable for development. The Highway Authority would object to this allocation

Mrs Kate Filby
Mr Stephen Faulkner

Clerk Harling Parish
Council
Norfolk County
Council
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Mr John Hiskett

Norfolk Wildlife
Trust

LP[042]002

East Harling Fen SSSI and a County Wildlife Site lie immediately downstream of LP[042]002 and may represent a constraint on development.

Mr Michael Stubbs

Historic England

LP[042]009

Mr Michael Stubbs

Historic England

LP[042]011

Mr Michael Stubbs
Mr Michael Stubbs

Historic England
Historic England

LP[042]014
LP[042]015

Mr Michael Stubbs
Mr Michael Stubbs

Historic England
Historic England

LP[042]002
LP[042]008

Mr Michael Stubbs

Historic England

LP [042] 002

Mr Michael Stubbs

Historic England

LP [042] 011

Site impacts on fewest residents, opens onto Wretham Road which is probably the widest of the village access roads, so we would agree with some residential
development, but not at the density indicated as this is too great for a rural community. We would suggest the southern half of the plot, perhaps extending a little further
towards the A1075 would enhance the village. It could incorporate 001, but that would impact on the space enjoyed by existing bungalows. The northern half together
with 008 would impact on the countryside landscape of houses in Vicarage Road and is effectively a crowded infill. The density of housing proposed would lead to small
plots, so no trees or hedges and no room allowed for an open space. The need for parking would inevitably lead to a high proportion of built/paved land which in turn
would impact on drainage. Water from the north drains through this land and Vicarage road is often subject to flooded areas already.
Impact on conservation area and listed buildings are noted in the SA and the site shares a considerable part of the boundary. This site is within the conservation area and
with potential to affect the character and appearance of the conservation area. The SA denotes an unreasonable alternative and harm to the conservation area would be a
reasonable part of this appraisal.
May impact upon a number of listed buildings around The Crecent (Grade II) and designed in 1919‐20 by George Skipper. Thw wider setting and appreciation of group
value will be an important matter to consider.
May impact on a number of listed buildings is noted and will require further assesment as to the impact on significance. From initial research it is not that clear which
listed buildings are being referred to
This allocation may impact on the wider setting of the settlement but we note it is deemed an unreasonable alternative.
Impact on conservation area is material and Historic England recommend reference to our own guidance, 'The Historic Environment and Site Allocations in Local Plans'
(October 2015) as the recommended site selection methodology requires an identification of impact upon significance.
Impact on conservation area and listed buildings requires further assessment as to impact.
This allocation in part wraps around the conservation area boundary and this will require careful assessment as to significance and the impact on character and appearance.
This requires reference to Historic England 'The Historic Environmnet and Site Allocations in Local Plan' (October 2015) which sests out a 5 step methodology to assess
impact on significance.
An important group value 'The Crecent' comprising 1919‐20 housing development by George Skipper, is located to the immediate north. Impact upon significance
requires a detailed investigation and appraisal here.

LP(042)011

Before there is any further development in East Harling there must be an increase in capacity at the doctors and school, and the poor provision for parking addressed ‐ this
has offered far too little for far too long, and is a large factor in the decline of retail businesses in the village centre. East Harling is the hub for many villages around; retail
opportunities should be encouraged and it should become a destination village, not a 'dormitory' that people live in but don't support local shops, businesses and
activities. I feel that the site LP(042)011 is by far the best of all those suggested as suitable, and I would question suitability of LP(042)002 which has a very real flood risk.
(What about providing some additional parking areas here instead?) Access to my preferred site is not via roads which are already clogged with on‐street parking, leading
to a main street that is overwhelmed by heavy traffic. In fact, leaving the site and travelling in the direction of Thetford, Diss or Bury St. Edmunds would not involve going
through the village at all and, if as suggested, an exit can be located further out on Garboldisham Road, visibility and ease of negotiation is greatly improved. I am also keen
to see more amenity and recreational areas (open spaces) which the village lacks, and I believe this site may offer these additional benefits.

Mrs Hazel Dunn

LP[045]/002

Mrs Liz Jones

Mr Matthew Hustler

lP(042)007

Mr Matthew Hustler

LP(042)005

Mr Matthew Hustler

LP(042)006

This site would naturally lend itself to an extension of the social housing currently offered in the Park, with access directly through from their existing road infrastucture ;
this obviously would rely on the agreement of all relevant stakeholders. This lovely site has the benefit of being one of the highest points in the village as well as being one
of the most sheltered and least known! The deep sand and gravel geology offer great drainage and affordable construction. It currently has the benefit of a single track
access which could offer sufficient access to a small number of houses of high architectural merit and also hypothetically, could gain a wider access through the purchase of
one of the existing road side dwellings which could further open up it's potential for a more standard mixed dwelling site.
A small development site, with existing splayed access. This site has access to existing utilities including gas. Would offer the opportunity to develop a small number of
houses of high architectural merit, constructed with traditional materials. Excellent sand and gravel subsoil for drainage, which by contrast offer this site a very poor
agricultural potential.
This small site lies within the 30mph zone of the village And has the benefit of an existing splayed access through site LP(042)005. It also conveniently has direct access to all
utilities including gas. It would offer a great opportunity to develop a small group of houses that could mirror those opposite and therefore not look out of place. It is
proposed that these would be architect designed properties beautifully constructed from the brick and flint common to this area. The underlying sand and gravel subsoil
would offer great drainage as well as strait forward construction techniques. This site also offers access to the A11 corridor without the need to go through the village and
therefore would not be adding to current congestion problems.

Mr Graeme Robertson

LP[042]008

Please see written submission dated 22 Febraury 2016 prepared by Maddox Associates and accompanying Revised Suatainability Appraisal.

LP[042]008

See Attachments

Thomas Darwall‐Smith

Maddox Associates
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Hockering
Name

Organisation

Natural England
Mr Michael
Stubbs
Historic England
Mr Michael
Stubbs
Historic England

Mrs Penelope
Hawker

Parish Clerk
Hockering Parish
Council

Site

LP[044]001

Comments
In accordance with the NPPF, the plan s development strategy should seek to avoid areas of high environmental value. Natural England expects sufficient evidence to be provided, through the
Sustainability Appraisal and Habitats Regulations Assessment, to justify the site selection process and to ensure sites of least environmental value are selected, eg. land allocations should avoid designated
sites and landscapes and consider whether proposals are likely to have an effect on any nearby designated sites when making their selection. The selection should also take biodiversity into account in areas
that are not designated, for example on sites where there are extensive areas of priority habitat or large populations of protected species. With this in mind, we are concerned that a few sites that are listed
as reasonable alternatives within the emerging site options document are in close proximity to nationally designated sites but effects to biodiversity in relation these sites have not been taken into account
in the selection, despite the protection afforded to designated sites in ENVO2. We consider that, if the following sites are to be selected, they will need to be assessed to evaluate whether there will be any
effects nationally designated sites and deleted as a potential allocation if adverse effects to these sites cannot be overcome with appropriate mitigation. Swaffham LP(097)014 ” this is within 400m of
Breckland Forest 5551 (the area within which we review effects to nightjar and woodlark, both qualifying species of Breckland SPA. Hockering LP(044)001 is in close proximity to Hockley Wood SSSI.
Kenninghall LP(051)005 & LP(051)004 are close to Kenninghall and Banham Fens SSSI and Quidenham Mere SSSI. Narborough LP(065)009 is next to Narbourough Railway Embankment SSSI. North
Elmham LP(070)001 is near the River Wensum SSSI and SAC. All selected sites to the north in Swanton Morley are near the river Wensum SSSI and SAC. Yaxham LP(1 13)005 is near Badley Moor SSSI,
part of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC. A similar approach should be taken to allocations next to or affecting local sites. If local sites are to be allocated, then your authority will need to ensure that there will be
appropriate mitigation or compensation measures or the selection should be deleted.

LP [044] 001

Impact on setting of listed buildings is noted and an assessment as to the impact on significance will be required.
This allocation appears to include two historic assets within the site as the Tithe Barn and Manor House (Grade II).
setting if this allocation is to be the subject of greater analysis.

LP[044]001
LP[044]002

REPORT AND COMMENTS FROM HOCKERING PARISH COUNCIL ON THE BRECKLAND LOCAL PLAN
Hockering Parish Council considered the Local Plan, with regard to Hockering village, at their
meeting on 9 th February 2016, having circulated the plans and reviewed them over the past month. The unanimous feeling of the parish council and the village is that no more developments or an
extension to the size of the village is desired. LP[044]001(38) lies outside the village boundary. Water pressure in this area is poor and residents in this area complain of only receiving a trickle at certain
times of the day. There is also a listed building on this site and building around it will destroy the character of the area. Three applications in Heath Road have already been approved and this therefore
meets the desired quota for Hockering of approximately 40 houses. These applications also mean that Hockering is in danger of losing its rural character. Hockering does not wish to be a service centre
and see further expansion. The doctor s surgery that parishioners in Hockering attend is in Mattishall which requires a car to reach. The surgery here is already oversubscribed. Further housing in the area
would absolutely necessitate more facilities, including a doctor s surgery. Developments are purportedly meant to provide a range of choice that will provide and instil vitality into an area , to quote
the report. This is not the case in Hockering as there is more low‐cost housing than anything else. This has already created an imbalance in the village and led to segregating certain members of the village.
More housing would inevitably mean more lower‐cost housing which Hockering cannot support if it is to retain its personality. The landscape and natural features of a village should also be borne in mind
when permitting new housing. Hockering feels that Breckland Council has ignored this in allowing the three developments on Heath Road. The third “ LP[044]002(5) extends out of the village into rural
fields and sits on a dangerous bend. It will require an extension of the 30mph speed limit, thus extending the village beyond its original boundary. Hockering are not happy about this. Again, the rural nature
of the village is being gradually eroded. The report also states that density of housing will be borne in mind. There are no open spaces left in Hockering where new developments could be built. Any further
housing would again have a huge effect on the village landscape as a whole. The whole identity of the village would change. It is in danger of doing so already.
Although the report states that
consideration will be given to preservation of natural features on the site, in the case of the potential site of LP[044]001(38), any building in or around the area of the existing listed building would not sit
well with the character of the listed building and the surrounding environment. We do not think that the need for new housing has been adequately proven in this document. Reference is made to
further reports but without any supporting evidence ‐ which presumably is supplied in those reports “ the argument is not convincing. District councils should be scrutinising these reports very carefully to
check whether they are reasonable and should be challenging central government to introduce measures which will reduce the need for housing, i.e. reducing population increase, rather than destroying
communities in an effort to cater for a growing population. And of course, there is no point in allocating housing land, and approving planning application, if those houses will remain unoccupied or used
as second homes. If the predictions in the reports are proved wrong, then that is exactly what will happen. To sum up: Hockering was a small rural village with a close community. It aims to retain this.
However, the recent approval of new, and, mostly inappropriate, applications has led to an imbalance in the community, some change in the character of the village and some division. The parish would like
to stem this change and try to regain its sense of community and original character. This will be difficult enough at it is, without further housing. Hockering asks that you make no additional changes to the
ones already made. Hockering Parish Council 10 February 2016

LP[044]001
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Mrs Penelope
Hawker

Mr Richard
Hawker

Parish Clerk
Hockering Parish
Council

All sites on
map

REPORT AND COMMENTS FROM HOCKERING PARISH COUNCIL ON THE BRECKLAND LOCAL PLAN
Hockering Parish Council considered the Local Plan, with regard to Hockering village, at their
meeting on 9 th February 2016, having circulated the plans and reviewed them over the past month. The unanimous feeling of the parish council and the village is that no more developments or an
extension to the size of the village is desired. LP[044]001(38) lies outside the village boundary. Water pressure in this area is poor and residents in this area complain of only receiving a trickle at certain
times of the day. There is also a listed building on this site and building around it will destroy the character of the area. Three applications in Heath Road have already been approved and this therefore
meets the desired quota for Hockering of approximately 40 houses. These applications also mean that Hockering is in danger of losing its rural character. Hockering does not wish to be a service centre
and see further expansion. The doctor s surgery that parishioners in Hockering attend is in Mattishall which requires a car to reach. The surgery here is already oversubscribed. Further housing in the area
would absolutely necessitate more facilities, including a doctor s surgery. Developments are purportedly meant to provide a range of choice that will provide and instil vitality into an area , to quote
the report. This is not the case in Hockering as there is more low‐cost housing than anything else. This has already created an imbalance in the village and led to segregating certain members of the village.
More housing would inevitably mean more lower‐cost housing which Hockering cannot support if it is to retain its personality. The landscape and natural features of a village should also be borne in mind
when permitting new housing. Hockering feels that Breckland Council has ignored this in allowing the three developments on Heath Road. The third “ LP[044]002(5) extends out of the village into rural
fields and sits on a dangerous bend. It will require an extension of the 30mph speed limit, thus extending the village beyond its original boundary. Hockering are not happy about this. Again, the rural nature
of the village is being gradually eroded. The report also states that density of housing will be borne in mind. There are no open spaces left in Hockering where new developments could be built. Any further
housing would again have a huge effect on the village landscape as a whole. The whole identity of the village would change. It is in danger of doing so already. Although the report states that consideration
will be given to preservation of natural features on the site, in the case of the potential site of LP[044]001(38), any building in or around the area of the existing listed building would not sit well with the
character of the listed building and the surrounding environment. We do not think that the need for new housing has been adequately proven in this document. Reference is made to further reports but
without any supporting evidence ‐ which presumably is supplied in those reports “ the argument is not convincing. District councils should be scrutinising these reports very carefully to check whether
they are reasonable and should be challenging central government to introduce measures which will reduce the need for housing, i.e. reducing population increase, rather than destroying communities in
an effort to cater for a growing population. And of course, there is no point in allocating housing land, and approving planning application, if those houses will remain unoccupied or used as second homes.
If the predictions in the reports are proved wrong, then that is exactly what will happen. To sum up: Hockering was a small rural village with a close community. It aims to retain this. However, the recent
approval of new, and, mostly inappropriate, applications has led to an imbalance in the community, some change in the character of the village and some division. The parish would like to stem this change
and try to regain its sense of community and original character. This will be difficult enough at it is, without further housing. Hockering asks that you make no additional changes to the ones already made.
Hockering Parish Council 10 February 2016

Lp[044]001

I endorse all that has been submitted by Hockering Parish Council regarding specific site allocations for the village. In addition, regarding site LP(044)001, it is described as within close proximity to key
facilities which would improve the health and well‐being of the population . Which facilities are referred to, and how would they improve the well‐being of which population? Constant building on sites
adjacent to existing settlement has NOT improved well‐being, but very often has led to conflicts between individuals, due to lack of parking places (cars are necessary because public transport is so poor),
and flooding problems, due to there being so much hard standing. The ironic situation is that there is more open, attractive, recreational space in many towns than in many Norfolk villages, (certainly
Hockering) because so much green space has now been taken for housing. This does nothing for a persons well‐being.
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Kenninghall
Name

Organisation

Mr Steve
Gordon

Chairman
Kenninghall
Parish Council

Chairman
Kenninghall
Parish Council

LP[051]005

Please refer to the generic comments made on site LP[051]003 that refer to all three sites deemed 'deliverable' justifying why Kenninghall Parish Council is not in favour of any further development. With regard
the development of site LP[051]005 after discussion Kenninghall Parish Council voted unanimously AGAINST development of this site for the following reasons. a) it is a greenfield site well outside the current
settlement boundary of the village. The current settlement boundary has worked well for many years to constrain the development of housing in the village. Allowing development of this particular site would
set a precedent that could lead to an explosion in speculative development of other adjacent greenfield sites. b) vehicular and pedestrian access to the site would be of a major concern with the only access point
from the road being on a a blind bend in the Quidenhem Rd opposite the entrance to the doctors' surgery.

LP[051]004

Please see comments on site LP[051]003 outlining why Kenninghall Parish Council is not in favour of any further development in Kenninghal other than the ongoing piecemeal development that takes place
through infill and permitted development of barns etc. With regard to this particular site LP[051]004, after discussion a split vote of the {arish Council was 3:2 in favour of developing this site if further developent
was to be forced on Kenninghall. The decision was made with the proviso that the abandoned house that fronts the land on the Market Place should be done up as part of the development. NB: In the past
Kenninghall Parish Council has more than once unsuccessfully asked the property owners to do the property up and sell or rent it as required by law. Furthermore the Parish Council has asked Breckland Council
to enforce the regulations requiring this to be done to no avail. At the very least this property should be developed for sale or rent as it currently presents an eyesore withn the conservation area Market Place.

LP[051]003

Kenninghall Parish Council would like to point out that over the past 10 years some 60 new houses have come on stream in the village.Two large developments have been the Bennets developent site of Crown
Meadow comprising 35 houses and 12 houses completed on the site of the previous Memorial Hall. These 47 dwellings in combination with some other small developments of 5, 4 and 3 houses infill amount to
some 60 + new dwellings. In addition changes in Permitted Development regulations have led to further small additions. Over this period of time there has been no improvement in infrastructure to deal with this
influx and parking and traffic in the village are a particular concern as are pressures on the village primary school and doctors' practice. For this reason Kenninghall Parish Council it is not in favour of any further
development taking place in Kenninghall other through the piecemeal housing development that goes on through infill etc. When the Parish Council discussed the three 'Reasonable alternatives' presented as
deliverable, it concluded unanimously that IF any of the three sites should be developed it should be LP[051]003 but only with the proviso that the dwellings should all be designated as social housing and not for
private sale. The site is next to Powell Close where Suffolk Housing Trust already manage 10 social housing dwellings and development of this site in a similar manner would seem appropriate and also go towards
supporting the housing of young families and the elderly who are not in the position to afford to buy their own homes.

Mr Steve
Gordon

Chairman
Kenninghall
Parish Council
Chairman
Kenninghall
Parish Council

Mr Michael
Stubbs

Historic England LP [051] 005

Mr Michael
Stubbs

Historic England LP [051] 004

Mr Steve
Gordon

Mr Michael
Stubbs
Mr Michael
Stubbs

Comments

In accordance with the NPPF, the plan s development strategy should seek to avoid areas of high environmental value. Natural England expects sufficient evidence to be provided, through the Sustainability
Appraisal and Habitats Regulations Assessment, to justify the site selection process and to ensure sites of least environmental value are selected, eg. land allocations should avoid designated sites and landscapes
and consider whether proposals are likely to have an effect on any nearby designated sites when making their selection. The selection should also take biodiversity into account in areas that are not designated,
for example on sites where there are extensive areas of priority habitat or large populations of protected species. With this in mind, we are concerned that a few sites that are listed as reasonable alternatives
within the emerging site options document are in close proximity to nationally designated sites but effects to biodiversity in relation these sites have not been taken into account in the selection, despite the
protection afforded to designated sites in ENVO2. We consider that, if the following sites are to be selected, they will need to be assessed to evaluate whether there will be any effects nationally designated sites
and deleted as a potential allocation if adverse effects to these sites cannot be overcome with appropriate mitigation. Swaffham LP(097)014 ” this is within 400m of Breckland Forest 5551 (the area within
which we review effects to nightjar and woodlark, both qualifying species of Breckland SPA. Hockering LP(044)001 is in close proximity to Hockley Wood SSSI. Kenninghall LP(051)005 & LP(051)004 are close
to Kenninghall and Banham Fens SSSI and Quidenham Mere SSSI. Narborough LP(065)009 is next to Narbourough Railway Embankment SSSI. North Elmham LP(070)001 is near the River Wensum SSSI and
SAC. All selected sites to the north in Swanton Morley are near the river Wensum SSSI and SAC. Yaxham LP(1 13)005 is near Badley Moor SSSI, part of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC. A similar approach should
LP[051]004 & be taken to allocations next to or affecting local sites. If local sites are to be allocated, then your authority will need to ensure that there will be appropriate mitigation or compensation measures or the selection
should be deleted.
005

Natural England

Mr Steve
Gordon

Site

LP[051]001

Historic England LP [051] 003

Kenninghall Parish Council fully supports the categorisation of this site as unreasonable.
This site adjoins the conservation area and this impact will require very careful attention to teh duty to preserve and enhance the conservation area and including its setting. The configuration of the site ‐
running east‐west is material to that assessment. This site is within the conservation area and with potential to affect the character and appearance of the conservation area. The SA denotes a reasonable
alternative and 'developable' but the point that it is within / adjoins the conservation area will have to be given considerable weight and attention. Historic England recommend very close regard to our own
guidance, 'The Historic Environment and Site Allocations in Local Plans' (October 2015) as the recommended site selection methodology requires an identification of impact upon significance. At this point that
matter remains to be the subject of research and detailed appraisal
This site is within the conservation area and with potential to affect the character and appearance of the conservation area. The SA denotes a reasonable alternative and 'developable' but the point that it is
within / adjoins the conservation area will have to be given considerable weight and attention. Historic England recommend very close regard to our own guidance, 'The Historic Environment and Site
Allocations in Local Plans' (October 2015) as the recommended site selection methodology requires an identification of impact upon significance. At this point that matter remains to be the subject of research
and detailed appraisal
This site is within the conservation area and with potential to affect the character and appearance of the conservation area. The SA denotes a reasonable alternative and 'developable' but the point that it is
within / adjoins the conservation area will have to be given considerable weight and attention. Historic England recommend very close regard to our own guidance, 'The Historic Environment and Site
Allocations in Local Plans' (October 2015) as the recommended site selection methodology requires an identification of impact upon significance. At this point that matter remains to be the subject of research
and detailed appraisal

Historic England LP [051] 001

Historic England note thatthis site is deemed an unreasonable alternative
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Iain Hill

Breckland Bridge LP[051]003

We also wish to support the Council s assessment of this site as a Reasonable Alternative for development within section 16 of the Local Plan Part 2 (Emerging Site Options), and consider that this site is the
preferable loca on for the addi onal growth iden fied within Preferred Policy Direc on PD04. The site represents a logical extension to the village, and would ˜round oﬀ the exis ng development on School
Close and Powell Close. There is a clear and defensible boundary which runs along the southern edge of the site, and which screens the site when viewed from outside the settlement boundary on North Lopham
Road. The site is well located in relation to the village s facilities and services. It is approx. 500m walking distance from the village centre where the shop, pub and other services can be found, which is well
within the 800m‐1200m journey distance specified by the Institute for Highways and Transport within their Guidance for Journeys by foot. Furthermore, the site is almost directly opposite the site of the new
village hall, and very close to the Primary School. The site could be developed without any adverse impact on the Conservation Area; sensitive and appropriate design can be ensured through any detailed
planning application. An initial assessment of the highways and transportation issues affecting the site has been undertaken by Richard Jackson Consulting Engineers, which concludes that there are no significant
issues in providing access to the site (see attached). The site is preferable to the other alternatives (LP[051]005 and 004) as it represents a more logical extension to the village, and the site is more contained.
Development of the other sites would represent a more obtrusive incursion into the countryside. Summary In summary, the designation of Kenninghall as a Local Service Centre is supported, as is the intended
allocation of a minimum of 11 additional dwellings. Site LP[051]003 represents the most logical extension to the village, and is close to the services offered within the village, and is therefore considered to be the
most appropriate site to deliver the planned growth.
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Litcham
Name

Organisa
tion

Site

LP[054]004

Although this site is listed as not deliverable it is a mystery to me as a resident why. It is close to the ammenity of the Primary school, in an ideal location with existing mixed social and private housing. Litcham desparatley
needs a thought‐through development to see it into it's future as a services hub and this is the only location of the three which is viable for family housing. The pavements to the High school and shop are well‐maintained
from the junction of Weasenham and Wellingham road into the village and it would be little trouble to add paving alongside Wellingham road (where council maintain and therefore presumable own a 2m verge outside of
the properties). There is already a rough vehicluar access from Wellingham Road which could be adapted to a highway, and access over the land by Litcham Close would also be viable. These roads can take the extra
traffic, which the centre of the village cannot. There is no chance of ever getting permission of extracting gravel here, so close to residents. Roads in the centre of Litcham are already seriously congested around school
time, so it makes developmental sense to position a housing development close to the primary school to encourage walking to school from the new development. There has been an identified serious need for a village
recreation/play area, with the residents of Weasenham and Wellingham road suggesting the proposed development area as an ideal site. It would be a fantastic opportunity to consider this as part of the development ‐
perhaps on the area where the land narrows, this would reduce the impact of the housing on exisitng properties and provide residents with something they much desire alongside the much‐needed re‐juvenation of our
village. The area should in my opinion contain a mix of social and affordable housing, with gardens in keeping with the character of the area and attracting a compatible social diversity for the existing community. The
residents of Litcham have expressed their wished to keep the village 'alive' and to see it develop succesfully, so I do not feel I am alone in my view.
How can 3 houses on prime agricultural land be 'viable' and 'deliverable' Traffic congestion in the centre of Litcham is serious, with residents near to the Centre struggling to pass through the village, or even leave their
driveways at school times, just 3 dwellings in the Centre could only add to the problem. Litcham needs a properly though‐through development of sufficient dwellings to keep it as a thriving village with it's 2 schools and
excellent amenities. 3 houses (presumable not social or affordable housing) would not answer this need. Prime Agricultural land is of it's own use and value, and should not be built on when viable and better alternatives
exist
This area is a little far outside the settlement key facilities to be reasonable ‐ residents would have a long walk to facilities, and if social housing were included it is a long way from the primary school which could encourage
residents to drive to school ‐ always an issue in Litcham. However it presents a viable development of sufficient houses to keep Litcham as a thriving village going forward. Pavement and highway improvements would
make this area viable.

LP[054]001

Not suitable for allocation. The local road network is narrow and inadequate. The Highway Authority would object to this site in being in the local plan

LP[054]002

The Parish Council supports this representation and as was stated previously would wish to see some growth within the vilalge and contributions from any development could be used to provide play area whcih is sadly
lacking in the village through lack of land.

LP[054]002

Accordingly, we wish to challenge the Council s Interim Conclusion that this site is an Unreasonable Alternative, and recommend that the Council reconsider allocating this site for residential development. The non‐
deliverable conclusion within Table 17.1 contradicts the findings of the 2014 Strategic Housing Land Assessment, which considers that the site (ref LI04) is deliverable. Table 17.1 suggests that "severe highways
constraints" are the key factor in determining the Council s interim conclusion that the site is non‐deliverable . An assessment of the highways and transportation issues affecting the site has been undertaken by
Richard Jackson Consulting Engineers, and is attached in support of this representation. It demonstrates that the highways constraints are not severe, and do not preclude development and delivery of this site for housing.
A satisfactory access with necessary visibility can be achieved, together with a pedestrian footway to link in with existing provision and provide safe access to the services within the village. This would be of wider benefit to
the community, providing a safe route into the village for existing residents on Wellingham Road. An initial viability assessment has been undertaken, which demonstrates that the provision of the necessary highway
improvements does not render development of the site unviable. This can be supplied on a private and confidential basis if required. In all other respects, the site is suitable for development. The village provides a good
level of services, which, with the proposed footway provision, would be accessible on foot; the site is approximately 800m from the village centre, within the 800m‐1200m journey distance specified by the Institute for
Highways and Transport within their Guidance for Journeys by foot. The primary school is located approx. 250m from the site. The site represents a logical extension to the village, and would infill an area enclosed by
housing on three sides. Its allocation for residential development is supported by the Parish Council (comment ID:145). The site falls within an area that is partially underlain by a Mineral Safeguarding Area allocation (sand
and gravel); accordingly, it would be necessary to undertake investigations to understand whether it would be possible to use any material extracted during the course of development for re‐use either on site or
elsewhere. The attached letter from Richard Jackson Consulting Engineers sets out the methodology and details of the Minerals Safeguarding Assessment that would be undertaken, to ensure that development would not
sterilise a resource viable for mineral extraction. The site currently comprises Grade 2 Agricultural Land, and whilst any loss of such land is regrettable, the village is surrounded by land of Grades 2 and 3, so any
development will, in theory, result in the loss of high quality agricultural land. However, the site is not currently in agricultural use, and has not been for some time and will not prejudice the ability of adjacent land to be
used for such purposes. The site is located within Flood Zone 1, and can be developed without any adverse impact on heritage assets. Summary In summary, it is considered that the site should be redefined as a
Reasonable Alternative for residential development, within the Local Plan Part 2 (Site Options), and that the allocation for Litcham within Local Plan Part 1 Preferred Policy Direction PD04, should be revised accordingly.
The site is available for development now, offers a suitable location for development, and could be delivered within 5 years; it can therefore be considered Deliverable in the context of the NPPF.

Mrs Nita
Jackman

LP[054]002

Mrs Nita
Jackman

LP[054]001
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Comments
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Mattishall
Name

Organisation

Trevor
Cursow

Mrs Anne
Jackson

Dr Andrew
Maule

Dr Andrew
Maule
Dr Andrew
Maule

Roy Payne

Secretary
Mattishall
Neighbourhood
Plan Working
Group

Site

Comments

LP[061]020

Although this is classed unsuitable it already has a good entrance and a few houses here would be a nice infill.

LP061019

The Mattishall Neighbourhood Plan Working Group has undertaken extensive consultations within the village by questionnaire and through face‐to‐face events. These comments are based on what villagers have
told us and are, mainly, not specific to any particular site. The vast majority of villagers wish developments to be no larger than 12 dwellings per site; some supported developments of up to 25 dwellings on a site.
We had no support for large developments. So although sites included in this consultation may have been deemed as having the potential to be developed with much larger numbers “ our Neighbourhood Plan
will be very clear that developments in Mattishall must be small to medium in size. Villagers are also clear that development must be phased over the 20 year planning period to enable the development of
infrastructure to support the needs of the growing population living in newly developed housing. As Mattishall is a service centre, which provides services for communities outside our boundary, this is particularly
important as the demands on our village are increasing as a result of growth elsewhere. We think there is inconsistency in the site assessments as shown in this document. Some sites are deemed unreasonable
because of access issues whilst at least one site has been deemed reasonable despite being on a small lane. There is great concern about one site (LP 061 019) being deemed reasonable despite being highly
susceptible to flooding. This site is subject to an appeal against planning refusal. We would like to point out that a site is missing from the map shown in this document “ it is a residential development for 11
dwellings (planning ref. 3PL/2014/0495/F)

LP(061)010

I agree that with the assessment that this site is not reasonable. As shown, the only access point for the site is onto Thynnes Lane, a small lane that has severe constraints on traffic passage without significant
hazard to the frequent foot, horse and cyclist users. The adjacent site for four house to the south has just been refused planning permission citing traffic hazard as a major reason. In addition the number of houses
indicated (22) is high in relation to the preferred site size as shown from the evidence gathered as part of the emerging neighbourhood plan for Mattishall. On a more general note I would ask the Planning Dept. to
consider the value of the land bounded by Thynnes Lane, South Green, Dereham Road, and Welgate for its amenity value to a large and growing village. This area contains the school playing fields, invaluable to
child development and exercise and community cohesion, and the most extensive network of footpaths close to the centre of the village that allows rapid and direct access to the countryside. This is an area that is
used regularly by the community for walking and dog exercise and for appreciation of the countryside. If Mattishall is to expand further this area should be preserved as agricultural land or green amenity land that
can be appreciated by the wider community with the associated health and quality of life benefits. The alternative could be a creeping encroachment upon this land that would ultimately create a small town‐size
conurbation with very restricted access to the rural benefits of a Norfolk village. The recent approval of the application for 36 houses at the top of Cedar Rise indicates how easily this could happpen.
This site has been assessed as providing a reasonable alternative with a potential for 122 houses. This is a most surprising outcome. Highways raised accessibility objections in 2014 but none now. and yet nothing
has changed in terms of road layout or design through the village in that time. For a large number of houses on this site access to the Dereham/Norwich can only be via west Thynnes Lanes/Welgate or East
Thynnes Lane. The former would take significant amounts of traffic through the residential area of Welgate. The lattter would be much worse taking large amounts of traffic down the hazardous layout of East
Thynnes Lane. This lane, much used by walkers, cyclists and horse riders, is already a hazard to these groups and other drivers and accidents/near accidents on the obscured bends are not uncommon. The road is
also used by heavy farm machinery. For traffic from the proposed site heading to Norwich and confronted with the congestion and traffic‐calming restrictions prevalent through the centre of Mattishall, this would
become a 'rat‐run' to the Norwich Road/A47 with all the encumbent hazards. Further, the size of the site (122 houses) is completely out of proportion with recent development in the village and would severely
distort the organic growth pattern typical of most rural villages. It would also be out of proportion with the community preferences for the size village development as evidenced from the emerging neighbourhood
plan for Mattishall.

LP(061)001

I agree with the assessment that this is an unreasonable option. The site is too far from the existing settlement boundary especially for a large number of houses and will distort the organic nature of village growth.

LP[061]010

Further to the presentation at the Memorial Hall Dereham and our subsequent conversion of January 28th 2016,I have re‐visited the site and taken some basic dimensions of the area around the barn which has a
separate vehicle access from Thynnes Lane. The site of the barn to the East of Al‐Mahbrook House is approximately 38 metres wide and 51 metres deep from the edge of the highway and offers existing visibility
of between 65 and 70 metres on the non traffic side and up to a 100+ metres on the traffic side could be achieved as the owner can trim the hedge to suit the conditions. With a width such as this an access to
any development could contain both road and houses if carefully considered, and so visually draw the eye in and relate it to Thynnes Lane, rather than just having a road squeezed in and not knowing where it leads
or what is at the end. The owner has confirmed that he would relocate the barn elsewhere on the farm in order to facilitate ease of access from the highway.

LP(061)020

Urban
Hawkins

*

Mr Peter
Blanshard

LP[061]010

Mr Michael
Hall

LP[061]014

I am surprised to find that the areas marked in blue described as" site options" on the Nov 2015 plan have almost all been described as "unreasonable entitlement" in the winter 2015 plan, excluding LP(061)010.
Since a similar planning permission application was refused comparatively recently why is this site even being considered as a " reasonable alternative ", there being no change in the circumstances surrounding
the area, and the application is being made by the same non‐resident speculative land owner? Further, I should like to view the minutes of the meetings at which these decisions were made .
I became aware of this planning issue only last weekend after a friend asked "Are you selling up?". I circulated a note amongst the residents of this end of Thynnes Lane and found very few were aware of it. They
are furious. Noting several years ago that the field was in the local plan, I discussed it with a planning officer. He was dismissive, suggesting that lack of access, infrastructure and services meant that the field
would never be used for housing development. Also, the searches carried out by our solicitor before we bought the property raised no potential development concerns as the building boundary runs along the
Southern edge of our garden. Until recently, the proposal was rated "Unreasonable". Now, it has been upgraded to "Reasonable" and "Deliverable" for a 122 dwelling development, 40% of which would be low
cost, starter homes. There has been no change to the environment, lack of access, infrastructure and services to warrant this. It is still a farm field producing a useful arable crop annually and is outside Mattishall's
Southern building line. Any access would, somehow, have to be onto Thynnes Lane, a narrow, country lane used by walkers and horse riders as well as vehicles. To the East, there are only three relatively safe
passing points. To the West, there is dangerous right‐angle bend outside our property leading into Welgate, which, in turn, has a T‐junction onto the main road. The land falls from South to North and, after rainfall,
water flows through our garden onto the lane. There is almost always water lying outside our drive entrance. During heavy rainfall, the storm drain in Welgate can't cope and overflows. Local flooding caused by
run off from housing developments is a well documented phenomenon. In general, the comments and objections raised by Mattishall Matters about the proposed Gladman development also apply, with added
intensity, to this proposed development, as, if given the go ahead, it will overwhelm the already strained infrastructure and oversubscribed services, and increase the road hazards in Thynnes Lane, Welgate and
the main road. It is a ridiculous proposal and should be rescinded immediately.
I would make the following comments in respect to this site: Unsuitable Highways: Road network is not suitable for increased traffic Flooding : The field floods, development would affect the surrounding area “
increased flooding risk to wider community Proximity to Mattishall : Development would create a remote settlement, dis‐connected from central amenities Grade 2 Listed building (Mattishall Hall): The site is
immediately next to a Grade 2 listed building Change Character of area: Loss of open space and change character and views in the rural area
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Mr Michael
Hall
Mr Michael
Hall
Mr Michael
Hall
Mr Michael
Hall
Mr Michael
Stubbs

Historic England

I would make the following comments in respect of this site: Unsuitable Highways: Road network is not suitable for increased traffic Proximity to Mattishall : Development would create a remote settlement, dis‐
connected from central amenities Grade 2 Listed building (Mattishal Hall): The site is opposite a Grade 2 isted building Change Character of area: Loss of open space and change character and views in the rural
LP[061]017 area
I would make the following comments in respect of this site: Unsuitable Highways: Road network is not suitable for increased traffic Proximity to Mattishall : Development would create a remote settlement, dis‐
LP[061]002 connected from central amenities Change Character of area: Loss of open space and change character and views in the rural area
I would make the following comments in respect of this site: Unsuitable Highways: Road network is not suitable for increased traffic Proximity to Mattishall : Development would create a remote settlement, dis‐
LP[061]018 connected from central amenities Change Character of area: Loss of open space and change character and views in the rural area
I would make the following comments in respect of this site: Unsuitable Highways: Road network is not suitable for increased traffic Proximity to Mattishall : Development would create a remote settlement, dis‐
LP[061]003 connected from central amenities Change Character of area: Loss of open space and change character and views in the rural area
This site is wholly within the conservation area and has a potential impact upon the listed building at 2+4 Burgh Lane. The indicative potential for 6 units will require an assessment of significance and requires
reference to 'The Historic Environment and Site Allocations in Local Plans' (October 2015) as the recommended site selection methodology requires an identification of impact upon significance. At this point that
LP [061] 015 matter remains to be the subject of research and detailed appraisal

Paul Clarke

*

Avril
Blanshard

LP[061]010

Janet and
Alan Elden

LP[061]010

Mike and
Jenny Davies

LP[061]010

Mr John
Fleming

Gladman

LP[061]019

My comments relate to Map 18.1 Mattishall and I attach a copy of this plan to identify the parcel of land in my clients ownership. We support the District Council in identifying Mattishall as a Local Service Centre.
The village benefits from a range of services/facilities that would support sustainable forms of development. Whilst the map (Map18.1) assesses 19 potential sites where development should occur, we believe
that my clients site could provide a small limited residential development that could potentially enhance this part of the village. I would emphasise that we haven t, as yet, sought to design the proposed
development, however, we believe it could be grouped around the existing pond and the built form could reflect the architecture of the farmhouse. My clients would welcome the opportunity to enter into a
dialogue with the Parish and District Councils to explore how this site could come forward which is currently on the edge of the existing settlement boundary. We believe that the site is available and deliverable
and would assist the Council in bringing forward its 5 year housing land supply.
I would be grateful if these comments could be included into this stage of the preparation of the new Local Plan.
With reference to the latest residential site options for Mattishall l wish to make a few points. The villagers have filled in various questionnaires and have made their wishes known. These wishes have been
completely disregarded. I live at number 2 Thynnes Lane and l am completely bemused to see the suggestion that there is a proposal from Breckland that 122 houses could be built in the field at the back of our
property. In 2015 the field was found to be unsuitable due to highway problems. I find it incredible that early in 2016 this unsuitability has disappeared. The turn into Thynnes Lane is a very sharp turn and as we
have seen only this week when it is frosty it gets covered with sheet ice. When it is not frosty it suffers with cars who do not know the road taking the corner too quickly and it is not unknown for one to land up in
our garden. I have only touched on the traffic here, but l must point out that this is an incredibly rural part of the village, the people who live here have chosen this type of life. Looking at the proposed plan with the
coloured green piece LP(061)010 making a completely new built up area, away from the village centre,down a country lane, it does not seem to make sense. I had better mention, in case this idea goes ahead that
although Norfolk can look quite flat the field at the back of us does slope towards us,hence the water that drains from our garden could if the field is concreted over become localised flooding, as happens already
at the corner of Thynnes Lane and in Welgate.
It has been brought to my attention that a plot of land at Thynnes Lane, Mattishall, has been upgraded from unreasonable alternative to deliverable alternative for 122 dwellings. This is one of the most rural
areas of the village with 23 bungalows, I understand that the application is for houses. This is a totally astonishing idea. I have lived in the Lane for 32 years and have lost count of times that I have been nearly
run over walking or cycling. There is no way that this Lane could cope with extra traffic and the ones that use it as a rat run to avoid the main road. Flooding of the Lane has also happened on several
occasions since living here. Power cuts have been numerous too.
We recently attended the consultation meeting for development plans at Mattishall and viewed that map showing areas that have been identified in response to your call for sites. One area that was noted was
land to the south of Thynnes Lane ‐ Ref f LP(061)010(122), and we wish to make the strongest representation against this. ã Apart from the fact that Thynnes Lane forms a natural bounday of the village envelope,
the road itself is a narrow country lane with drainage ditches either side, and is totally unsuitable for taking a lot of additional traffic. ã The building boundary of the village should not move beyond (ie south of)
Thynnes Lane.
An application for up to 90 residential dwellings and associated community infrastructure was submitted to BDC and was validated on 2gth October 2014 (application reference: 3PL/201 4/1143/0). The outline
application was refused by BDC on 19th July 2W 5. An appeal against the Council s refusal was submitted on 2gth April 2015 and a Hearing was held on 1 0th February 201 6 ” 12th February 2016. A Location Plan
is contained in Appendix 2. The site is subject to a second planning application (application reference: 3PL/201 5/0498/0) and was validated on 24th April 2015. The second planning application seeks permission for
the developmentof up to 65 dwellings with associated community infrastructure. This application was due to be heard at the Council s Planning Committee in December 2015 but was removed from the agenda.
The Officer s Report dated 1 4th December 2015 confirms that the site should be approved subject to conditions and LLFA removing their objection on flood risk grounds. Gladman submit that given the
sustainability credentials associated with the site and the acceptance of the Council s recommendation for approval, we submit that this site should be included as a potential allocation given that it is only one of
two identified reasonable alternatives recognised in the emerging Local Plan. The development proposal will provide the following material benefits: ‐ The scheme will secure the provision of a policy compliant
level of housing to meet identified housing needs. The proposal includes an over provision of 0.4ha of Amenity Green Space provision which includes 0.1 7ha for allotments and 0.1 Sha for a community orchard. ‐
The proposal will result in increases to the local economy. The delivery of new homes is a key component that will enable the Council to promote and sustain a strong, responsive and competitive economy for both
Mattishall and the wider area. The increased demand and spending will result in annual increase of £1.6 million to the economic activity in the area and will help maintain and enhance the vitality of the local area
ensuring their longevity. ‐ The proposal will result in an additional £780000 of council tax revenue over a 10 year period and provide a New Homes Bonus of £620000 over a 6 year period. The submitted FRA as
part of the first planning application demonstrates that the proposals, in terms of surface water drainage? seek to achieve a significant betterment over the existing greenfield run off rates. This will beachieved by
including additional attenuation pond capacity and other storage solutions.
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Comments
We support assessment of proposed allocations as unreasonable alternatives because of proximity to the SPA buffer.

LP[064]002
&
We support the definition of these proposed allocations as Unreasonable Alternatives due to their location within the SPA buffer, and the availability of suitable alternatives elsewhere in the District which would avoid
LP[064]003 these impacts entirely.
I fully support the interim conclusion for these site s being unreasonable. Not only are the sites within the SPA buffer, but development would affect precious wildlife that this area is either home to or surrounds. There
LP[064]002 are bats living in this area for certain as well as grass snakes. Other species closeby include red deer, frogs & toads, otters and a variety of wild birds. I have fond memories of seeing a golden oriole a few hundred
&
metres away, with buzzards, kestrels and even the odd red kite known to be closeby. Whilst a smaller development may be possible with VERY cautious planning. Anything larger would impact on the landscape
LP[064]003 around it, and would be totally inapropriate given the listed building closeby.
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Narborough
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Mr David
Burchell

Mr Roger
Sheldrake

Comments

I write as the Chairman of the Narborough Parochial Church Council to make representation re: the apparent change of opinion which now suggests that this land is not suitable for development because of it being a
public space. I have made several representations over the years that is an incorrect description and I was under the impression that this had been noted and accepted. It was originally included in the land offered up by
the Parish Council in the earlier Local Development Framework proposals. This land is not governed by any Allotment Acts. It is a private piece of land owned by Narborough Parochial Church Council which has been
rented out on an individual basis to people in the village to use as allotments. All the allotment holders are aware that it is the church's hope and intention that this could be used for further development in the village.
Ideally the Parochial Church Council would wish to see single storey properties established on it ‐ particularly as properties for the elderly to move into before having to move to the Swaffham Retirement Homes and at
the same time this would free up larger properties for family use within the village. Such single storey development would blend well from a landscape point of view with the neighbouring properties on Old Vicarage
Park. We do not see this land as good agricultural land because of it's small triangular nature. It has not been noted for flooding ‐ there is a drainage ditch that runs alongside it. It is comparable to the quality of land that
is being developed along Chalk Lane in Narborough. The suggestion that there would be highway issues suggests a lack of knowledge of this site. The roadway that runs alongside the land and joins up with Denny's Walk
could easily be made up into a proper road surface and a junction formed with Denny's Walk and Old Vicarage Park. Highways did nor raise an issue when four cottage type dwellings were built next door to the school, in
Denny's Walk, with an entrance way exiting immediately adjacent to the school gate. Highways said there were no issues. I cannot see therefore that there would be highway issues as visibility at any such properly
LP(065)003 formed junction would be good. I therefore encourage the Planning Committee to accept this parcel of land as deliverable for development.
The Site Option states that the land is a designated public space. This is not the case, a fact that the Parish Council alerted the District Council to following the Green Space review a couple of years ago. The landis
privately owned by th Parochial Church Council and the allotmennts are rented privately to local residents. This land awas identified by the Parsih Council as a second option during the LDF consultations that preceded
LP(065)003 these consultations.

Revd
Canon
Stuart
Nairn

Mr John
Hiskett

Site

Norfolk
Wildlife
Trust

LP[065]008 We are disappointed that no reference is made in the assessment to the close proximity of the sites assessed as reasonable, to the Narborough Railway Embankment SSSI (LP[065]008 and 9). We have not objected to
&009
current housing proposals on these sites but have made clear our view that development should only proceed if there are conditions to mitigate for recreational impacts on the SSSI.
The Trustees of the pension fund which own the land LP[065]O1O(18), LP[065]003(11), LP[065]OO1(71), and the allotments located between LP[065]OO1(71) and LP[065]003(11) which have been deemed
œunreasonable alternatives for residen al development, would like to put forward the reasons why they believe that the land should be re‐evaluated as not only an en rely reasonable alterna ve for the balanced
expansion of the village but one that would afford the opportunity to recreate a historically inhabited area of the village. They will discuss the œsite in reference to the amalgama on of the aforemen oned sites,
including the allotments, into one large developable parcel. The adjoining allotments, owned separately, can be incorporated into the proposed scheme should the owners agree to the amalgamation. Firstly, the Trustees
would like to address the concerns raised in the summary of site assessments. Land, water and soil resources: Concerns about the surrounding water quality and water consumption could be resolved through thoughtful,
calculated mitigation and care taken during design and construction. The site isn t visible from the village unless viewed from Meadow Road, so its development would visually be of no impact on the current landscape
or townscape. While the sites are greenfield agricultural land, this does not appear to be an insurmountable factor as sites LP[065]008 and LP[065]009 which are deemed œreasonable alternative sites are of a similar
quality, and highly visible when approaching the village from Chalk Lane. The site has an open dike currently running through the property, which is presumed why the site is described as ˜par ally subject to flooding . It
is considered that the dike could be piped to carry the water underground, thus eliminating any flood risk. They are awaiting further information in response to the consultation to address any further flood issues. Part of
the site to the foot path is deemed as ˜within a groundwater source protec on zone , they are awai ng further response to the consulta on to understand how one could mi gate this issue and if needed are prepared
to constrain development outside the protection zone. Climate change and air pollution: The site would be developed in keeping with local and national standards so as not to negatively impact the climate or air
pollution. Additionally, the intention would be to aim to have as green and eco responsible a development and community established as possible to enhance and improve the lives of those who would eventually live in
the homes. Population and human health: There are no concerns about the air quality for the area, and the site is well located close to the local amenities of the village which would enable inhabitants of the site to walk
or cycle to local facilities. Of particular note is the site s close proximity to the local primary school and there is a need for housing in the village for young families who wish to remain in the village but can not do so due
to lack of aﬀordable opportuni es. Anglian Water has a 400m ˜cordon sanitaire that covers areas of the proposed site, but it is understood that this does not necessarily reflect any actual health/safety/environmental
issues, and are therefore not prohibitive to this proposal. Other development sites have been approved immediately next to Anglian Water waste management sites recently in East Anglia and they don t believe the
issue is insurmountable. They await further comment from Anglian Water 2014 SHLAA: There are concerns about the access to the site as the road is currently not ˜made up , however the site could be easily accessed
by improving Meadow Road to a adequate highway standard. They are awaiting a more detailed response to the current consultation by Highways to further address access issues. The site borders an existing boundary
of the village, and its close proximity to the local primary school make it an ideal site for housing. New families could move to the area and further support the school by providing students within a short, pedestrian
friendly walk to the school, rather than the potentially more hazardous route on the busy road to RAE Marham on Chalk Lane. In addition to addressing the concerns of the site assessment report, the Trustees would also
like the Council to consider how the land could be divided to meet both the need for general housing, but also for self build land as discussed in point 10.23. A portion of the land located furthest west could be allocated
and kept aside for self build properties(as shown in the attached drawing below). A location such as this would be ideal as the properties would be located in a semi rural location, close to the village amenities, but would
remain unobtrusive. Part of this land could also be given over to the provision of new allotments to compensate for those that would be lost by the development. It is the Trustees vision that a large proportion of the
remaining land could be developed as a œpocket neighbourhood scheme as they feel it would be best suited to meet Narborough s needs and visions described in the Local Plan Part 1 ‐ Preferred Directions. Pocket
neighbourhoods focus on creating new developments of clusters of between 8 and 12 homes, gathered around a shared open space, in much the same way our villages original grew around a Common and a Church. By
creating clusters of homes in a quantity which is neither claustrophobically small, nor so large one feels anonymous, neighbours are more easily able to know one another, and pensioners and young families are able to
interact and better fill the gaps each group currently struggle to fill in modern society. By creating pocket neighbourhoods one would address points 2.2, 10.1 and 10.2, as the communities are laid out in such a way to
create a strong sense of community through useful, shared communal areas. Homes are laid out facing one another around a communal space, with parking areas clustered away from communal areas and homes. If the
LP[065]001 land available were distributed within the site so that there was a balance of smaller homes with little to no private outdoor space, with pensioners in mind who neither want nor tend to be able to manage private
, 003, 010 outdoor space, with the needs young families have for safe, secure outdoor space, one would better serve the families the houses are intended for. The lack of private outdoor space would be counteracted by the
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In accordance with the NPPF, the plan s development strategy should seek to avoid areas of high environmental value. Natural England expects sufficient evidence to be provided, through the Sustainability Appraisal
and Habitats Regulations Assessment, to justify the site selection process and to ensure sites of least environmental value are selected, eg. land allocations should avoid designated sites and landscapes and consider
whether proposals are likely to have an effect on any nearby designated sites when making their selection. The selection should also take biodiversity into account in areas that are not designated, for example on sites
where there are extensive areas of priority habitat or large populations of protected species. With this in mind, we are concerned that a few sites that are listed as reasonable alternatives within the emerging site options
document are in close proximity to nationally designated sites but effects to biodiversity in relation these sites have not been taken into account in the selection, despite the protection afforded to designated sites in
ENVO2. We consider that, if the following sites are to be selected, they will need to be assessed to evaluate whether there will be any effects nationally designated sites and deleted as a potential allocation if adverse
effects to these sites cannot be overcome with appropriate mitigation. Swaffham LP(097)014 ” this is within 400m of Breckland Forest 5551 (the area within which we review effects to nightjar and woodlark, both
qualifying species of Breckland SPA. Hockering LP(044)001 is in close proximity to Hockley Wood SSSI. Kenninghall LP(051)005 & LP(051)004 are close to Kenninghall and Banham Fens SSSI and Quidenham Mere SSSI.
Narborough LP(065)009 is next to Narbourough Railway Embankment SSSI. North Elmham LP(070)001 is near the River Wensum SSSI and SAC. All selected sites to the north in Swanton Morley are near the river
Wensum SSSI and SAC. Yaxham LP(1 13)005 is near Badley Moor SSSI, part of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC. A similar approach should be taken to allocations next to or affecting local sites. If local sites are to be
LP[065]009 allocated, then your authority will need to ensure that there will be appropriate mitigation or compensation measures or the selection should be deleted.

Mr Michael Historic
Stubbs
England

LP [065]
002

Historic England note that this is deemed an unreasonable alternative. The impact on the setting and appreciation of the Grade I Church of All Saints is harmful.
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Comments

The Parish Council undertook some market research with 2 regular village clubs. This is their reponse to the 6 site locations identified on the map (not just the site reference above). Necton Bowls Club (approx 30 village
residents) ‐ They have a view that no further development should be undertaken until there is a village‐wide upgrade of the existing surface and foul water drainage systems. The existing Anglian Water pumping station on
North Pickenham Road is no longer fit for purpose, with regular flooding affecting significant properties across the village. Parents & Toddler group (approx 20 families) ‐ The village roads are narrow, congested with parked
cars, damaged from heavy traffic and unsuitable for current use. Any development within the village should provide contributions to village road improvements. The high water table and drainage systems must be considered
in new development ‐ new systems and not feeding into existing broken systems. The A47 junction is a nightmare, very dangerous and a roundabout or other suitable alternative must be incorporated into future development.
LP[067]001 The school is full, again this needs to be extended to accomodate new village children. There is concern about the type of houses that will be built ‐ will they include affordable properties for young families.
Necton Parish Council consider this site at their meeting 1 Feb 2016 and agreed to register their disagreement for the following reasons: This parcel of land is bounded on three sides by church, school and community playing
field and it would be better allocated for community provision rather than residential development. There is a need to consider school car‐parking issues, there may be a requirement to extend the school building and indeed in
time there will be a requirement to exend the cemetery. This land provides for any of these possibilities. Additionally, there is a known flooding issue at this point of School Road, where the houses opposite are directly affected
LP[067]004 with water ingress. Development of this site and removal of green space is likely to increase this problem.
Necton Parish Council at their meeting 1 February 2016, agreed to register the following points regarding this site: The scale of this development is concerning. Members would want to see a mixed selection of property types,
recognising that the majority of properties on Brackenwoods are bungalows. Any development would need to the preserve rural nature of Ramm s Lane, maintaining this area as a facility for residents to continue to enjoy.
Access to this site is through narrow, congested roads and there is no direct route to Hale Road. Improvements in such infrastructure must be incorporated in any scheme. Note must be taken of the already inadequate drainage
LP[067]005 systems and appropriate improvements incorporated into any proposal.

Necton Parent & Toddler group response ‐ Ramm's Lane is used to enjoy our rural landscapes. It is an ideal place to bring young children to walk and cycle. This development would destroy this village amenity. Also, Ramm's
LP[067]005 Lane is not currently suitable for regular traffic as it's a single lane track. Developments should prioritise provision for existing village residents seeking housing.
Necton Parish Council received these comments by email from Mr Campbell, resident. "Dear Sir With reference to the above highlighted in the February Parish Link, i was unable to attend the meeting on 11th. February. I have
viewed the proposed planning details for Necton displayed outside the village shop and was extremely concerned with the proposed locations for future housing development. As a resident of Ramms Lane I was surprised and
alarmed to see the farmers field adjacent to Brackenwoods/Ramms Lane is to be a considered sight for 98 properties. My objections to this proposed developement ref: LP(067)005 is : 1. A high yielding field producing a
variety of crops for food consumption would be lost. 2. Ramms Lane being a very narrow and winding road would not support the volume of traffic associated with this development. 3. If the exit is via Brackenwood ‐
Chantry Lane is also not suitable to a take the volume of traffic. 4. The drainage for this area is of Victorian standard and would not take further increase. Ramms Lane already has major problems with drainage at the
moment. 5. There is also concern for local wildlife. (Barn owls) 6. The number of properties under consideration for this village is unsubstainable. Schools & Doctors do not have the capacity to take any more. 7. More
concern should be given to the developement of the Diner and the Garden Centre to improve the entrance to the village. 8. Access onto the A47 is already of major concern and these future developements would only
increase the congestion. 9. The number of properties proposed is excessive. Objections to the future development of the fields next to the Vicarage in School Road. 1. Added volume of traffic which would cause danger to the
children attending the local primary school. The road is too narrow. 2. Parents already have a problem parking in School Road ‐ this would only increase. 3. Could the school accommodate any more pupils. 4. Our understanding
regards Roy Campbell
LP[067]005 is that this field is on a flood plane ‐ proposed housing would be disastrous. Whilst we are not against developments ‐ it should be within keeping of the village.
As a resident who would adversely affected by such a large scale development, I wish to raise the following points about this site: The land currently providing good agricultural return would be lost. There are other less
productive sites that should be considered first. Access to this land would be either via Ramm's Lane or through one current cul‐de‐sac route from Brackenwoods. Ramm's Lane is narrow and winding, only suitable for single lane
traffic. It is currently a very popular walking route for residents. A significant upgrade would be necessary to support such a large development, plus appropriate footpaths to ensure the facilities for walking are maintained. The
route from Brackenwoods is inadequate to support traffic access for 98 new homes. Any such development must incorporate alternative accesses to ensure this did not become a rat run. Brackenwoods is mostly bungalows and
an older population group, this should be considered in any new development proposal, ensuring a mix of house types, to help keep a balance and maintain quality of lives for existing residents. The village already has significant
planning commitments and should be provided time to allow these 200+ new homes to be built and new residents to settle. The village infrastructure (drainage and roads) and facilities (school and surgeries) are buckling under
current demand and need time and investment to adjust to the committed development. Residents within Brackenwods understand that there was a 25 year restriction provided by Breckland Council on any development of
LP[067]005 that land. This restriction was placed back in 1993 and your records should confirm this as it was minuted by the Parish Council at the time.
This site already has residential buildings on it, so difficult to understand why the 2014 SHLAA considered that it is undeliverable. The road caters for heavy farm vehicles and another potential 14 cars (2 cars in each of the 7
dwellings) is unlikely to make a significant difference. Indeed Chapel Lane is a better grade road than Ramm's Lane, which this LP considers suitable for access for a 98 dwelling development. This site is within walking distance of
all the services of Necton village, granted such a walk would be difficult for those with mobility issues, but a property on this site would appeal to many who are keen to be close to a village but ensure they have a rural aspect.
This is surely a healthy living option and why not provide for such an option. Impact upon the landscape can be determined by a design, so as this is an agricultural setting, a planning condition could be that design reflects the
LP[067]001 immediate landscape.
This site with 10 dwellings would not have an adverse impact on neighbouring properties if the current boundary trees were maintained. The site is very central and assuming access from Brackenwoods (by foot or car) would
make easy access to the village's surgeries, shopping facilities and local bus stops. However, it is some distance from the established childrens' play area and a development should incorporate consideration of this, through
LP[067]003 allocation of community land on site.
I would also like to add that any development on this site should incorporate adequate facility for community space ‐ children's play, adult seating, meeting, social green space ‐ all of which help to ensure nurturing of a
LP[067]005 community spirit.
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This site has a natural woodland aspect and this should be retained in any development. It is at the far end of the village and whilst easy walking distance to the shop, surgery and local school, the children's play area is too far to
LP[067]007 be considered a suitable green space for this development. Green community space should be incorporated in this development ensuring new residents have opportunities for healthy outdoor activities close to their home.
As a resident of Ketts Hill who would be directly and adversely affected by such a large scale development, I wish to raise the following points about this site development ref: LP(067)005 of 98 properties on farmland adjacent
to Ramms Lane, Ketts Hill and Backenwoods. The scale of this development is concerning My objections to this proposal are: Any development would need to the preserve rural nature of Ramm s Lane, as this area is a
facility for residents to enjoy nature s beauty and wildlife. Access to this site would be through narrow, congested roads. The exit is via Brackenwood ‐ Chantry Lane is also not suitable to a take the volume of traffic. A high
yielding field producing a variety of crops for food consumption would be lost.
Access onto the A47 is already of major concern and these future developments would only increase the congestion. The infrastructure cannot
cope with existing problems, an already overfull school, poor antiquated sewage control, and unsuitable traffic conditions at peak and school times. The council s priority should be to address the current problems including the
old garden centre and cafe making the village more welcoming. Although we have no objections to development, this should be done in keeping with the nature of the village and in consultation with its residents. Regards R
LP[067]005 Boris Sowinski
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MISS
HAZEL
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Dear Sir or Madam Before any further development is considered for Necton I am of the belief that the major issue of access to the A47 must be addressed. The queues getting onto the A47 from the Hale (Tuns) Road at peak
times are legendary. Traffic turning left off the A47 into Necton, if large vehicles are involved ie buses, are obstructed by cars making their way to the A47 junction. Vehicles trying to turn left have obstructed visibility from those
trying to turn right and vice versa. This set of circumstances has been increased due to the rising population of Necton without thought to the infrastructure which is inadequate. The negative visual impact of the entrance to
Necton is huge both from the vast and unsightliness of the Hungry Horse site and now the former garden centre. Every effort, when discussing residential development, should be made to improve these sites now! I know of
no other village in Norfolk which has such an ugly aspect. People have said to us, "why would you want to live there?" The site LP(‐67)001 in in the small hamlet of Ivy Todd and is not part of the settlement of Necton. People
who wish to live in a developed large village are welcome to do so but there are those of us who chose to be part of a SMALL rural hamlet and should retain the right to do so without erosion of this right by developers. I might
add that not only is visibility poor along Chapel Road for vehicular movement but in severe winters, due to the elevation of the fields on either side of the road at the point of the proposed site, the wind blows snow off the fields
and completely fills the road to a depth of 5'. We have experienced this on occasion and have been unable to leave our properties to get supplies (except by foot) or receive mail for as much as 10 days. I am of the opinion that
LP(067)001 development would be more suitable near the present Kingfisher Estate on the Hale Road. This area has already been 'suburbanized' and has access to a main road and near local amenities. Yours Leda Hayton
I understand that housing must increase whether that be Necton or elsewhere but the planning on the plot described surely there are more appropriate plots around Necton that are currently not being used as agriculture
fields.
There is also concerns 1. on proposed access to this plot which will have an adverse effect on my property let alone traffic in Brackenwoods. 2. Infrastructure issues such as adequate drainage as Necton especially
Brakenwoods and Chantry Lane that has really poor drainage which results in major flooding. My son lives at 69 Brakenwoods and has had two major flooding issues in the past year. Thus causing major damage to property in
LP[067]005 his garage and also having to raise his back garden by nearly a 12" in height to stop the garden being a marsh area.
Necton Parish Council received this comment from resident, Ms Woodall. Dear Sir I was unable to attend the meeting on 11th. February. I have viewed the proposed planning details for Necton displayed outside the village
shop and was extremely concerned with the proposed locations for future housing development. As a resident of Ramms Lane I was alarmed to see the farmers field adjacent to Brackenwoods/Ramms Lane is to be a
considered site for 98 properties. My objections to this proposed developement ref: LP(067)005 is : 1. A high yielding field producing a variety of crops for food consumption would be lost. 2. Ramms Lane being a very
narrow and winding road would not support the volume of traffic associated with this development. 3. If the exit is via Brackenwood ‐ Chantry Lane is also not suitable to a take the volume of traffic. 4. The drainage for this
area is of Victorian standard and would not take further increase. Ramms Lane already has major problems with drainage at the moment. 5. There is also concern for local wildlife. (Barn owls) 6. The number of properties under
consideration for this village is unsubstainable. Schools & Doctors do not have the capacity to take any more. 7. More concern should be given to the developement of the Diner and the Garden Centre to improve the
entrance to the village. 8. Access onto the A47 is already of major concern and is getting worse at certain times of the day and therefore these future developements would only increase the congestion. 9. The number of
properties proposed is excessive and would spoil the village for those already residing here. Objections to the future development of the fields next to the Vicarage in School Road. 1. Added volume of traffic which would
cause danger to the children attending the local primary school. The road is too narrow. 2. Parents already have a problem parking in School Road ‐ this would only increase. 3. Could the school accommodate any more pupils, it
seems to be at capacity at the moment judging by the traffic 4. Our understanding is that this field is on a flood plane ‐ proposed housing would be disastrous. I am not against developments but it should be within keeping of
the village. I really cannot understand why so many houses are needed in this rural area. A huge development is already taking place the other side of Swaffham which I understand are not all selling as fast as they would like,
so to decimate villages unnecessarily seems unreasonable. Watton is already being destroyed and as in the papers a few months ago Doctors had to move long standing residents from their lists which has also had a knock on
LP[067]005 affect in Necton and Swaffham. Yours faithfully Margaret Woodall
The Parish Council has been advised by Necton Primary School that its current capacity is 2. It has capacity for 210 children and it currently has 208 children attending. Indeed there is a NCC funded bus provided to take 6
children out of the village to neighbouring schools. There is space to develop and extend the school, however the decision to extend is based upon the current understanding of development within the village. The present
decision is that there is no requirement to extend. The Parish Council beleive that this decision should be reviewed with NCC Schools given the current 2019 committments and possible extra developments which may arise
LP[067]005 before the Local Plan is finalised.
LP [067]
004

This site is the subject of several historic environment constraints, being close to the Grade I Church of All Saints and adjoining the conservation area. These matters will require further assessment if this site were to progress
Having lived in Brackenwoods for the past 20 years I am somewhat upset to see that our beautiful views overlooking fields could become a thing of the past! The whole reason for buying our bungalow was the location and the
quiet little corner that we have. This site will de‐value our properties and if I wanted to live on a "Legoland" site then I would have bought on place in Scarning or Swaffham! This is meant to be a quiet rural village but seems to
be growing at a fast rate; however the school and doctors surgeries are already full. I understand that one of the proposed access roads is going to come straight past our home which is a major concern as my children play
outside the front of our home and it will then become dangerous with cars zooming past! There is also a major problem with floading in the area and the drains already struggle so surely more houses means more drainage
LP
[067]005 issues. Also this will mean more vehicles in the village trying to get out onto the A47!! Total nightmare!
As a resident of Ketts Hill I would be directly affected by the building of properties on this land. However, the large scale of development would affect a great many of the residents of our village due to increased traffic, pressure
on the school and GP surgeries. The majority of the roads in Necton are narrow, just about allowing two cars to pass, and many are single carriage. The land has been identified as high grade agricultural land which should surely
be reason enough to discount it from any development. The access would presumably be via Brackenwoods, and a walk around this area at school drop off/ pick up times makes it patently obvious the current traffic causes
congestion and inconvenience. The A47 access is a bottle neck at present. One can only imagine the situation following the build and occupation of such a huge development. The dwellings that have already been planned need
to be completed and occupied before any agreement on further development. By this I mean the old Garden Centre and Diner sites. I feel the Kingfisher Close area should be considered first as there is the land there, it's on the
main road in the village with good access. I appreciate this land is a flood plain but as it has already been partially developed, this cannot be unsurmountable. I believe only five properties will be needed to meet Necton's
LP(067)005 commitment to providing necessary housing.
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I have the following concerns for this proposed development next to Ramms Lane and the Brackenwoods estate: Based on the Office for National Statistics figures, 98 houses would house 225.4 people. The majority of residents
in Brackenwoods are in the main retired living in bungalows with one or no cars. The new estate would probably be two storey properties housing work age residents, who due to the rural location would require two cars in the
main. The current infrastructure is not suitable for the increased level of traffic. The school is at capacity and would require an extension at significant cost. It is a green field site and there should be focus on developing pockets
of land within the village before building on quality agricultural land. The focus should be on getting rundown areas developed such as the old diner, garage and garden centre adjacent to the A47. The link to the A47 is
inadequate and needs surveys to look at junction reconfiguring options. New development along the Pickenham road would be more suitable as it is more centrally located within the village and has better direct access. More
people could potentially bring with it higher rates of crime and anti social behaviour, are there enough facilities and community interest groups in the village. The field, trees and ditches are an established ecosystem for a wide
LP[067]005 variety of native wildlife. Ramms lane is a popular walkway and cycle route for residents.

Mr Keith
Nash

I do not believe tha the site proposed is at all suitable for developement on the following grounds: The inferstructure of the village is not up to the increase in properties proposed. The school is not big enough to entertain a
possible 200 plus extra children. The roads leading to the site could not take the increase in traffic, especially the northern end of Ramms Lane, where there is no room for widening, it is also on a blind bend. The land is prime
agricultural land which is fast deminishing in this country but is needed to continue us to grow our own food. Developers are already struggling to sell the houses that do get built around the village so why have more. The A47 is
already a nightmare to get onto, whats it going to be like with all the extra cars. The use of this land would deprive the local wildlife of their habitat. It is used by Barn owls and other birds of prey, pheasants, deer to name a few.
LP[067]005 It would also redfuce the quality of life of a large number of residents of the village who live adjacent to the land.

Rowe

As a resident of Necton for more than 40 years it is with deep concerns for our village that I feel the need to comment on the proposal of further developement in our local area. The idea of possible building off Ramms Lane has
surely not been considered in any depth? 98 new buildings on a quiet lane used frequently by people for their enjoyment of the countryside and recreation would be very depremental to the village and the people who live here.
Where would newcomers find emplyment in the area? We are a rural community, gone are the days of local employment on the land! Would any new manage children get education in Necton, a village which has already had
one of it's school closed and the other filled almost to the brim, both for pre‐school and primary education. There are problems with drainage in Necton and it is not unknown for roads to be flooded with sewerage in certain
areas. I have litte doubt that any further building would worsen this problem. The roads in the village especially near to the school and access to the A47 are dire. At school times cars are parked along roads (and on a junction)
which are not wide enough to pass when meeting other cars. Safety of children is a huge concern especially with the lack of pavements on some of the roads used for parking. Access into and out of the village on the A47 can be
both dangerous and frustrating. Turning towards Norwich safely can take several minutes at times. leaving people behind very frustrated. I can remember countless injury accidents. We have two Doctors surgeries in the village,
used by the local area. More patients would add extra pressure to what we already have. (Cars parking at both surgeries is difficult, leaving cars parked often in dangerous spots). All in all I think the village is already being pushed
LP[067]005 to full capacity and any futher devolopement would leave Necton in a place I would no longer wish to live......

Mr. Andy
Brown

My concerns with development on this site mirror other comments about this site and many of those about sites surrounding the village. The site in question is on School Road and as the name suggests, this road is subject to
heavy traffic at specific times of the day. At the moment the road is near impassable twice a day and cannot bear any more traffic ‐ certainly not without a significant likelihood of a serious accident, and one which could involve a
child. In terms of drainage, there is a recognised problem with this in this area and taking away agricultural land and covering it with surfaces which rainwater runs off of will obviously not help. I was informed many years ago
that the land in question was intended for use by the Church when the current graveyard is full and other comments back this up. The school is also full and not only does this mean that new housing would add to the current
national problem of parents finding school places, building on the land in question would add a need for the school to be expaned whilst taking away potential land for this to happen on. It would make little sense. In respect of
major development in Necton in general, at some point someone whose authority counts needs to realise that this is a village. Not a town ‐ it does not have the roads, amenities or infrastructure to be such and developers will
LP[067]004 not be adding to this if previous such projects are any example.

Diocese of
Norwich
Maureen
Mendham

Land to the north of School Road is within the sole ownership of our client and is considered suitable, available and deliverable within the next 1‐5 years. The site fronts School Road and sits between The Rectory and Necton
Church of England Primary School. Development of the site would continue the frontage along School Road and would not enduly encroach into the open countryside. Adjacent to the south of the site is existing residential
development and thus residential development of this site would not be out of context. The site extends to 0.4ha and it is considered that it could accommodate approximately 5 high quality dwellings along the frontage of
LP[067]004 School Road. In addition to the school and church, the site is located in close proximity to existing services and facilities in the village including the Post Office and Pre‐School.
Reasons why this land should not be developed. Not big enough schools to accommodate more children. Roads totally unsafe especially near schools. Exit out of village very difficult major rta awaits. Ramms lane road not wide
enough to take more traffic. Sewerage problems. Flood problems. Doctors in this area have already taken overflow from Watton, they would not coup. Basically Necton has all I can beal with children wise, traffic wise. Not that
LP[067]005 we will be listened tooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Comments

LP[070]003 Located on the edge of the settlement. Poor footways. No new access onto B1145 ‐ likely visibility issues
Ref: BDC Local Plan Consultation ” Parish of North Elmham In response to the Local Plan consultation, the North Elmham Parish Council held a public meeting attended by approximately 120
parishioners and invited all households in the Parish to complete a questionnaire to ascertain opinions about how much the housing land allocation should be increased in the village. The
questionnaire requested views on the sites marked on the consultation document and also asked for suggestions for additional areas for development. The questionnaire asked people to indicate the
total number of new houses which could be erected. The questionnaires produced 117 responses as follows: Results are as follows:‐ ito 15 houses 19 votes 16 to 30 houses 38 votes 31 to 50 houses 28
votes Over 50 houses 29 votes Votes for LP(070)00i Brookside Farm 88 Votes for LP(070)006 Station Road 68 The Parish Council have discussed these results and have formed the opinion that the
village would find between 40 ” 50 houses as a reasonable target for future development. We are also in favour of the Brookside development. However we are aware of planners comments and
many parishioners views that the Station Road site (006) would present a serious flood risk on the northern half of the site. There was also a high number of comments that there was a need for
more œaffordable houses such as œpart owned I part rented homes for first me buyers. Other Suggested Sites: Eastgate Street. Land opposite Old Hall Farm 21 votes Sta on Road. Land between
station Yard site and LP(070) 006 6 votes Back Lane. East of Orchard Close 4 votes A site also mentioned that would also fit into our plan was:Larch Grove. Land at the southern end of Larch Grove. All
these sites are shown on a copy of the map enclosed We hope you will take these findings into account and we look forward to seeing the next stage of the consultation process
*
Area designated would be most unsuitable for development as this floods now and with climate change will only get worse. Furthermore Station Road in not really part ofã N Elmham as we have no
shop ,post office ,school or doctors, a car is a must as all these facilities are at least a mile away. Traffic is very heavy now with also the the addition of traffic from established businessesã such asã
kebabã shop,garage,body shop for vehicles,pub,dealer etc .Speeding is an everyday occurrence and it is dangerous to even cross the road at times, which many of us have to as the pavementã is on
LP[070]006 the other side of the road.ã Access from the lane is a great problem also as it goes straight onto the main road.
LP [070]
Historic England would report that a Roman roadside settlement exists to the south‐east of this site and an appropriate assessment of archaeology may be required but further work will be needed if
this allocation progresses.
006
This site adjoins the conservation area boundary and will require an assessment as to impact. A potential allocation of 48 dwellings will be relevant to this assessment and Historic England
recommend reference to the 5 step analysis promoted in the 'Historic Environemnt ad Site Allocations in Local PLans'. The registered park and garden at Elmham Hall is located to the west of the
LP [070]
conservation area.
001
With regard to the Local Plan for North Elmham, I wish to make the following comments: No more building should be allowed outside the village envelope, especially on agricultural land adjacent to
a Conservation Area and within a moderate “ high Landscape Sensitive Area. Breckland's Policy PD01: 'to protect and enhance natural, built and historic environment'. Nevertheless, planning has
been granted on LP(070)002, despite opposition by the Parish Council. Furthermore, it was granted just ahead of the Local Plan details being brought out which clearly show the site marked
'unreasonable alternative'! Future Planning applications on similar sites must be refused to protect the charm and individuality of this historic and attractive village. I understand thirty‐seven
properties are required to fulfil our quota. However, to date in North Elmham thirty‐five properties have been granted Planning Permission with a further thirty undetermined (including Brookside
with just 4 'affordable' and the remainder detached). Brookside, with approval by the Parish Council, is deemed essential for the village, despite being outside the boundary settlement, mainly for the
extra off‐road parking facility. All these (more than 60 if Brookside is passed) should be included in numbers for development over the next twenty years. In fact, at the Village Meeting held on 21st.
January, the Councillor agreed that those properties already granted Planning Permission would be included in the final total for the village. Surely it would be sensible to wait until these houses are
built and sold “ it would then be clearer if there is a need in North Elmham for more housing. One has to ask why developers are not taking the opportunity to build on these sites “ perhaps they
are wondering if the properties will sell. I am all in favour of more housing if a need is proven, but it may be that studio and one‐bed flats are more necessary for young singles, young couples, over
60's downsizing, those living alone, divorcees etc. rather than the executive 3/4 bed detached properties costing over £300,000 currently under consideration. Impossible for first‐time buyers but not
so profitable for developers! Every community needs a balance of wealthy and not so well off. Where is the local employment if mortgages are to be advanced? With more villagers, infrastructure
has to be improved, especially public transport for young and old alike who do not have a car or who do not drive. Policy PD01: 'To sustain local services and help rural communities adapt and grow
proportionately to enhance their social and economic sustainability'. I need hardly mention pressure here on the Doctor's Surgery and School (just 15 places a year). There is no train station, few
buses, a need for improved underground drainage etc. Talking to local folk, it is clear they want North Elmham to remain a close‐knit, active and friendly community, retaining its character and
preserving amenity value for residents and visitors alike. Please bear this in mind when making future decisions on Planning matters for the next twenty years. Clearly, applications to the Council are
not going to stop when the Plan is published. I would add that I found the Local Plan document complicated, lengthy and unclear in parts. Likewise, making these comments to Breckland was not
straightforward. I'm sure I am not alone in this, which may explain why there has not been a high response from this village.
*
we are broadly in favour with the above, with the exception of site ref. LP(070)001(48). Wefeel that the access to this site and the extra traffic it would generate would add to the chaos already
created by the school run twice a day. Whilst the proposed car park would help with the school parking to a deegree. it would not be used by the mothers dashing straight off to work in the mornings
and it would do nothing to assist the problem of people parking in Holt Rd. for the surgery. In additiontothe above comments we would ask you to take into account that the amount of development
LP[070]001 in the village already approved, exceeds the target of 37 properties in the plan without this site.
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Old Buckenham
Name

Organisation

mrs emma
rix
Mr John
Goode
Mr & Mrs
Mr & Mrs
Simington
Mr & Mrs
Mr & Mrs
Simington

James
Watling
James
Watling

Comments

LP[074]001

There is a major error in this planning consultation. I own 75% of barbers yard...as the road is privately owned by the residents. I would NEVER give permission to allow developement in that field...using MY
privste driveway as its entrance!!!! Whoever has proposed this really should have asked us before wasting their time. The driveway is 3 metres wide... barely wide enough to take a car. Or were they thinking
they could churn my front lawn up to make their drive????? Our neighbours are all over 70... so they cant comment online but they would be even more aganist it than me as they own bits of the drive too. Part
of the proposed field is owned by bob...who cultivates vegetables in it and there is NO way he will allow this. This is never going to happen using my driveway. All you have done is upset the residents of barbers
yard. Rosemary who owns and has lived in the house all her life doesnt even know about the planning consultation...shes 90 years old!!!!! End of consultation I think !!!!!!
This site, together with others on Fen Stree, is correctly considered to be unreasonable. This is a narrow country lane, and the highway is sub standard, unlit and unpaved, and vehicles already cause damage to
verges of properties. The road cannot cope with more traffic.

LP[074]001

1 ‐ Fen street is too narrow to cope with any more traffic ‐ already the volume of traffic causes problems. When anyone is getting a delivery of oil or similar the road is blocked. Walking is dangerous. 2‐ The
drains cannot cope now‐ Flooding still occurs. 3‐ Water supply is not great at the moment‐ more houses would cause problems

lp074012

1 ‐ Fen street is too narrow to cope with any more traffic ‐ already the volume of traffic causes problems. When anyone is getting a delivery of oil or similar the road is blocked. Walking is dangerous. 2‐ The
drains cannot cope now‐ Flooding still occurs. 3‐ Water supply is not great at the moment‐ more houses would cause problems
Agree the site is an Unreasonable Alternative In agreement the site is non‐developable due to the severe highways restriction, the road is already designated a 'Quiet Lane'. The development site would be
LP(074)005(10 detrimental to the area as it would impinge on an area of High Landscape Sensitivity it is an important environmental asset for the preservation of wildlife, flora and fauna, the outstanding rural area and views
should be preserved for the appreciation of future generations.
)

LP[074]010

Tweddle
James
Watling

Site

Parish Clerk Old
Buckenham Parish
Council
Parish Clerk Old
Buckenham Parish
Council
Parish Clerk Old
Buckenham Parish
Council

LP[074]004

Old Buckenham Parish Council at it's Parish Council Meeting of 4th February following open meeting with residents discussed the above documents and would wish to reply as follows:‐ LP(074)004 site Mill
Street, Parish Council deem this site also as Unreasonable Alternative as this is on a single road with very limited access.

LP[074]008

Old Buckenham Parish Council at it's Parish Council Meeting of 4th February following open meeting with residents discussed the above documents and would wish to reply as follows:‐ LP(074) 008 Parish
Council think this site could sustain a small development and would suggest Reasonable Alternative grading for the site subject to access and highways approval on any future planning application.

LP[074]012

Old Buckenham Parish Council at it's Parish Council Meeting of 4th February following open meeting with residents discussed the above documents and would wish to reply as follows:‐ LP(074)012 Site. Parish
Council deem this site Unreasonable Alternative as access is via an unadopted private road which does not provide good access.

Mr & Mrs P
Fleckney

LP[074]004

MR
Michael
Bartlett

All sites

Old Buckenham Parish Council at it's Parish Council Meeting of 4th February following open meeting with residents discussed the above documents and would wish to reply as follows:‐ Breckland Local Plan
Part 2 Emerging Site Options .LP(074)012 Site. Parish Council deem this site Unreasonable Alternative as access is via an unadopted private road which does not provide good access. LP(074)004 site Mill
Street, Parish Council deem this site also as Unreasonable Alternative as this is on a single road with very limited access. LP(074) 008 Parish Council think this site could sustain a small development and would
suggest Reasonable Alternative grading for the site subject to access and highways approval on any future planning application. All other site options has the agreement of the Parish Council With regard to
settlement boundary of the Parish the Parish Council are happy with the boundary as shown page 107 Emerging Residential Site Options Winter 2015.
Breckland seem to have deliberately selected the narrowest lane in Old Buckenham to give a potential green light to this development. Therefore will highways be required to widen Mill Road from beyond the
existing houses? What would happen to the mature Oak Tree fronting Mill Road? P.S. I was planning to submit my comment online until I saw the vast amount of unncessary information that I needed to
submit.
I agree with comment on sites shown as Unreasonable Alternative. The three sites shown as Reasonable Alternative, would provide no safe access to schools, if residences in question included children of
school age. Surely some concern that no sites in Old Buckenham at the present time are suitable for development. The reason is because no investment in infrastructure within the village for many years.
During that time Pre School has been established, High School enlarged with some twenty coaches, mini buses, and taxis in addition to private cars coming into Old Buckenham twice daily during term times. No
money invested in safety, or community benefits, resulting in decline of quality of life. Understand Chapel Road School to be transferred to Old Buckenham in near future. All above circumstances contribute
to lack of any site within Old Buckenham suitable for development.

LP[074]012

As any building on this land would be so close to the Grade 2 listed building and the conservation area, I feel it should be in keeping with the visual environment. I believe that 9 properties would be far too
many. The bigger issue is access. Barbers Yard is a private, non adopted road. It has a brick weave surface, totally unsuitable for more cars than currently use it. It is single track width and, due to the nearby
properties, cannot be widened. When planning permission for the conversion of the garage at Number 1 Barbers Yard was approved highways asked that it be restricted to incidental use of the main
dwelling , œReason: In the interests of highway safety, such that vehicle movements are restricted to the use associated with the development. They obviously didn t feel the road was suitable for more
vehicles. The proposed access to the site would be through part of our garden and our neighbour s vegetable plot. Neither of which is desirable to us. Barbers Yard leads into Crown Road. It has no
pavement and is also barley more than single track in places. It is used as a pedestrian school route. I consider extra vehicles in the area would be dangerous.

LP[074]012

I would like to follow up from Highways stipulation that " Barbers Yard would need to be brought up to an adoptable standard" upon which this entire development site rests. Barbers Yard is a private brick‐
weave drive built to accommodate the traffic needs of 3 houses and two bungalows. It is curved and has pinch‐points which already restrict the use of any vehicles larger than cars. On numerous occasions our
posts and walling have been knocked over by delivery vehicles attempting to access the existing resinences. Even if the entire brickweave drive were stripped and a heavy metalled access road built, the
maximum width available could never permit pedestrian footways. In addition the access point from Crown Road is very restricted and comes under intense pressure twice daily at School start and finish times
and also at weekends when the Ox & Plough hosts events. I submit that access to this site is not a feasible option and that Highways should conduct a far more all‐encompassing evaluation.

James
Watling

Ms
Catherine
Bramwell

Mr Roger
Peacock

Parish Clerk Old
Buckenham Parish
Council

*
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Mr Chris &
Karen
Woodward

We agree with comment on this site that is shown as Unreasonable Alternative. Crown Road already suffers from severe highway constraints and verges are being eroded on a daily basis with extreme measures
LP[074]005(10 now having to be taken to ensure that traffic stays on the tarmac and not in gardens. The entrance to this part of Crown Road is already an accident blackspot being extremely narrow and any further traffic will
exaserpate this problem.
)

Mr Michael
Stubbs
Historic England

LP [ 074] 004

Mr Howard
Marshall

LP[074]012

mr nick
wastell

LP(074)006

Mr Andrew
Jaggard

Mrs Trish
Jaggard

This site is close to the Windmill (II*) and Granary (II) and an assessment as to setting and its impact upon the significance of these listed buildings will be required.
Barbers Yard, which would constitute the access for this proposed development, is an unadopted, single‐track, brickweave road. It serves only the five properties on its length, the owners sharing the
responsibility for its maintenance. In the past, any other planning requests have been declined on the basis of this limited access. To widen the roadway would require encroaching on land at present occupied
by a cottage on the Green adjacent to the Ox and Plough pub, a section of the pub's rear garden and another privately‐owned garden area. The highway which allows access to Barbers Yard is The Green.
Although it is a no‐through road, it is frequently congested with traffic. This arises from pub customers, church visitors, commercial deliveries and parents collecting school children or awaiting them as they use
the playground nearby, all of whom park in this area close to the junction with Barbers Yard. I believe the Highways assessment needs to be seriously reviewed before considering this proposed development
site as valid. I understand from my neighbour, Mrs R. West of West View Farm, the probable historical reason that this site has been put forward at all is that she once put forward a proposal to build a
bungalow on this land, at present of agricultural use. The access, in this case, would have been through her own property on the opposite side of the Ox and Plough.
I think that this site is an unreasonable development for numerous reasons : 1.The Breckland Local development plan Old Buckenham has an allocation of 17 houses covering the 2011‐36 period. This has
already been met with existing properties built or with planning already agreed.This development has an additional 8 houses provisionally planned. 2.The Local infrastructure is at over capacity. The Infant and
high schools are full and or oversubscribed.It is not unreasonable to predict that 8 new houses with give rise to more children in the village which will only add to the over subscribed schools.The lure of good
schools for peoples children will be a factor to attract people into the village. 3. The Parish Council are not unanimous over this decision and there were stated reservations over Highways and access in this
proposal. 4. Old Buckenham does not need further housing particularly as Attleborough will dramatically increase in size up to a mile away.It is vital that Old Buckenham retains its integrity over its boundaries
and should remain within its current northern boundary. 5. This development is outside of the existing parish development boundary and the Parish Council has not incorporated any village views on the desired
development in its Neighbourhood Plan and therefore no decision should be made without the Parish views. 6.The localised infrastructure to allow this potential development does not exist . There is no street
lighting and it is located on a bend on the B1077 at the entrance of the village at the start of the 30 mph zone.There is no pavement. 7. Safety. This development will create more traffic turning out on to the
reoad within 50 yards of a new jucntion being put in place with the new school being built. The B1077 will have increased traffic due to the southern expansion of Attleborough and the new Chapel Road school.
8. Safety. There have been two car crashes at this site in the last 10 years with several near misses.Regardless of the 30mph zone entrance the overwhelming majority of vehicles are driving in excess of this at
this location when travelling north to south into the village. There is also a bend in the road at the eastern perimeter of this developemnt where vehicle speed is also an issue. Simply crossing the road is a
precarious adventure that is simply dangerous. Crossing the road from east to west with vision obscured with two bends and speeding vehicles is a danger to pedestrians. To locate a development where this is
located is simply irresponsible. 9.Safety. Parking of the terraced housing opposite this development is limited and hazardous. Many park up onto the pavement on the eastern side and many on the verge on the
western side.These vehicles will be displaced into even more hazardous locations in an area of darkness and limited visbility. This will only be increased if an allocated footpath will be built to the entrance of
Chapel Road school. 10.Quality of life and benefits of living in a village. This development will have a negative impact on the residents in the immediate vicinity and would would obstruct the afternoon sunshine
to the historic Sunnyside Terrace. The countryside views would be greatly diminshed as well as the local residents identity and enjoyment of our surroundings

This site is unreasonable for development for a number of reasons: Access is on the already busy B1077, which is due to become much busier with the development of 4000 homes 2 miles away in Attleborough,
and the imminent building of Chapel Rd school with access on this road just a few yards away. There have been at least two accidents in front of the terraced housing opposite this plot in the past 10 years.
Access to and from this site would be onto a bend on the B1077. Vehicles from residents on the side of the existing properties opposite and those in the proposed site would be pulling onto this road against
each other ‐ greatly increasing the existing dangers. Parking for residents is already very limited and sometimes hazardous in this part of the B1077. Residents that park on the verge on the plot side of the road
would be displaced into potentially more hazardous highways locations. (Parking could already become more treacherous if the allocated footpath for Chapel Road school into the village passes in front of the
existing properties, as this would displace further vehicles to other parking options). This site is outside of the existing parish development boundary. Old Buckenham Parish Council is in the process of
developing a Neighbourhood Plan which would incorporate the village views on desired development policies and approaches. Fundamental questions such as whether the parish would want to develop
further, outside of these established boundaries should not be made until the parish opinion and direction is established. (Note: I was present at the Parish Council meeting on 4th Feb where the Parish Council
took a view that this site could be considered as reasonable. However, it is worth noting too that this was not a unanimous decision, and there were noted reservations about the current access and highways
factors). Within this Breckland Local Development Plan Old Buckenham has been given an allocation requirement of 17 homes covering the 2011‐36 period. This allocation has already been met with properties
built or with planning agreed. Therefore, there is no reason at all for Old Buckenham to deliver further housing. The argument that Old Buckenham may need further housing is very weak. With Attleborough
due to increase southwards to within a mile of this site in the period up to 2036, as proposed within this plan, all necessary local housing will be available on our parish doorstep. It is important that Old
Buckenham can retain it's integrity as a separate parish from Attleborough. With it developing south towards Old Buckenham, and permission just granted for the development in between at the Shrublands
site, it is vital that Old Buckenham does not develop northwards outside of it's development boundary towards Attleborough. A line should be drawn at the current northern parish development boundary.
There is no footpath on the side of the road where this plot stands that would allow safe access into the village, or to services such as schools, and there seems to be no easy option for creating such a space
either. As mentioned, this already sits on a bend in the road. Finally, there is also the negative impact on the quality of life, and well being of the residents opposite or adjacent to this development to consider.
Some of us living opposite this site would lose our only remaining countryside view from our property. Our terrace is named 'Sunnyside Terrace' as a result of the open view across the field that delivers our
LP(074)006(8) afternoon sun and evening sunsets. These would be lost with housing opposite, and consequently significantly diminish the identity and enjoyment of our properties.
Here are my comments in relation to site number LP(074)006(8) in Old Buckenham: I strongly disagree that this site would be reasonable for housing development. It is already a busy road, and traffic pulling in
and out of this plot opposite other traffic pulling in and out from the other side would be dangerous for us all. Would the new residents be crossing this busy road where the speed limit is regularly broken as
cars accelerate in and out of the village, in order to reach a safe footpath? We would lose our lovely view across the fields. This is one of the best features of our location. We would also lose our privacy. Houses
would be directly opposite our property. Where would all the neighbours park in the future, who currently use the verge on this plot for parking? We will soon have plenty of housing available when
Attleborough expands, so there is no need at all to build extra homes in Old Buckenham when the village has already committed to it's new housing requirements. The main people who seem to be in a position
LP(074)006(8) to benefitting from extra housing in the village are opportunistic landowners."
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Mrs Trish
Jaggard

LP[074]006

"I strongly disagree that this site would be reasonable for housing development. It is already a busy road, and traffic pulling in and out of this plot opposite other traffic pulling in and out from the other side
would be dangerous for us all. Would the new residents be crossing this busy road where the speed limit is regularly broken as cars accelerate in and out of the village, in order to reach a safe footpath? We
would lose our lovely view across the fields. This is one of the best features of our location. We would also lose our privacy. Houses would be directly opposite our property. Where would all the neighbours park
in the future, who currently use the verge on this plot for parking? We will soon have plenty of housing available when Attleborough expands, so there is no need at all to build extra homes in Old Buckenham
when the village has already committed to it's new housing requirements. The main people who seem to be in a position to benefitting from extra housing in the village are opportunistic landowners."

Mr David
Mason

LP(074)04

J Wastell

LP[074]006

Rob Curtis

LP[074]006

Old Buckenham: Site LP[074]004 (9) The Interim Site Assessment indicates that NCC Highways advice is that subject to a safe access and adequate visibility and improvements to the footpath network, the
Highway Authority would not object. However, it is apparent that given the very narrow nature of Mill Road (two vehicles being unable to pass along much of its length eastwards, including along the site
frontage and to the south‐west), it is entirely unsuited to accommodating addition residential development. Furthermore, mature oak trees occupy the site frontage, precluding the provision of adequate
visibility splays onto Mill Road without removing them. This would be completely unacceptable as they are important landscape and ecological assets that ought to be retained/protected. The reference to
œimprovements to the footpath network as a pre‐requisite is noteworthy. There is no footpath along Mill Road nor for 600 metres or so, rendering any such provision imprac cal and unviable in the context of
any development of the site, even assuming that such could be provided within the highway boundary and without requiring third party land. The site is not well related to the main part of the settlement, its
community facilities and services. The absence of suitable pedestrian links would encourage vehicular movement to access these (see also above point re footpaths). It is not therefore sustainable. The
nearby mill is a listed building; the development of the site, extending the village here, would have an unacceptable and adverse impact upon its setting and significance. The site is not well related to the
main, built form of the settlement, extending it in a linear form into the open countryside, to the detriment of the form, character and setting of the village and the character of the countryside .
I am strongly opposed to the development.
There are a number of factors, these include Lack of local facilities, schools are already full, Old Buckenham High School needs to be redeveloped we were
advised during our own planning application. Lack of street lighting, the village has no street lighting, it s a busy road and not lit at all. Lack of pavements. The village has a 30 mile an hour speed restriction, this
is a dangerous road, people often exceed the limit when coming into the village at speed, I have on several occasions tried to cross the busy road and had to step back as cars speed into the village from
Attleborough. There are so many developments going on along the A11 corridor why develop green belt land in a village. Our property would be overlooked as a result, when we bought and extended our house
we were assured there would be no development on the fields surrounding us. Any new build will not blend in with the already existing property. A number of our neighbours use the land to park there cars, as
there is no parking outside the row of cottages.
1.The Breckland Local development plan Old Buckenham has an allocation of 17 houses covering the 2011‐36 period. This has already been met with existing properties built or with planning already
agreed.This development has an additional 8 houses provisionally planned. 2.The Local infrastructure is at over capacity. The Infant and high schools are full and or oversubscribed.It is not unreasonable to
predict that 8 new houses with give rise to more children in the village which will only add to the over subscribed schools.The lure of good schools for peoples children will be a factor to attract people into the
village. 3. The Parish Council are not unanimous over this decision and there were stated reservations over Highways and access in this proposal. 4. Old Buckenham does not need further housing particularly as
Attleborough will dramatically increase in size up to a mile away.It is vital that Old Buckenham retains its integrity over its boundaries and should remain within its current northern boundary. 5. This
development is outside of the existing parish development boundary and the Parish Council has not incorporated any village views on the desired development in its Neighbourhood Plan and therefore no
decision should be made without the Parish views. 6.The localised infrastructure to allow this potential development does not exist . There is no street lighting and it is located on a bend on the B1077 at the
entrance of the village at the start of the 30 mph zone.There is no pavement. 7. Safety. This development will create more traffic turning out on to the reoad within 50 yards of a new jucntion being put in place
with the new school being built. The B1077 will have increased traffic due to the southern expansion of Attleborough and the new Chapel Road school. 8. Safety. There have been two car crashes at this site in
the last 10 years with several near misses.Regardless of the 30mph zone entrance the overwhelming majority of vehicles are driving in excess of this at this location when travelling north to south into the
village. There is also a bend in the road at the eastern perimeter of this developemnt where vehicle speed is also an issue. Simply crossing the road is a precarious adventure that is simply dangerous. Crossing
the road from east to west with vision obscured with two bends and speeding vehicles is a danger to pedestrians. To locate a development where this is located is simply irresponsible. 9.Safety. Parking of the
terraced housing opposite this development is limited and hazardous. Many park up onto the pavement on the eastern side and many on the verge on the western side.These vehicles will be displaced into even
more hazardous locations in an area of darkness and limited visbility. This will only be increased if an allocated footpath will be built to the entrance of Chapel Road school. 10.Quality of life and benefits of living
in a village. This development will have a negative impact on the residents in the immediate vicinity and would would obstruct the afternoon sunshine to the historic Sunnyside Terrace. The countryside views
would be greatly diminshed as well as the local residents identity and enjoyment of our surroundings

LP[074]006

How could Planning Permission to develop the above site even be considered. Many cars and motor bikes coming through the Village treat the B1077 like a Race Track, often I have had to stop in the middle of
the road to wait for traffic, which appears from around the bend coming so fast, I dare not pull out in front of them and those coming from Attleborough do not seem to see the 30 M.P . H. until they get well
into the Village . In all my time living in Old Buckenham (36 years) I have never seen a Speed Camera set up on the edge of the Village to monitor vehicles coming and leaving, the only ones have been across The
Green. With the proposed development for Attleborough (4,000) homes the Traffic flow through Old Buckenham could be horrendous with both cars and H.G.v's travelling along a very narrow road, making
entrances and exits on to the road very dangerous. Chapel Road School is re‐locating to Old Buckenham and this in turn will increase traffic if the proposed access road is granted, adding to the volume of traffic
on to a minor road. Would granting permission for the front of the site to be developed open the flood gates for the rest of the 'field'? Apparently, Old Buckenham has already been given their allocation of new
builds, so do we need any more? Are the services (sewerage, water, electrics etc) good enough to allow for more people in the Village? Are the schools big enough for more children? Surly the amount of homes
to be built in Attleborough would more than allow for the housing requirement in the local vicinity? Lots of questions to be addressed before any decisions are made.

LP[074]012

Barbers Yard, which would constitute the access for this proposed development, is an unadopted, single‐track, brickweave road. It serves only the five properties on its length, the owners sharing the
responsibility for its maintenance. In the past, any other planning requests have been declined on the basis of this limited access. To widen the roadway would require encroaching on land at present occupied
by a cottage on the Green adjacent to the Ox and Plough pub, a section of the pub s rear garden and another privately‐owned garden area. The highway which allows access to Barbers Yard is The Green.
Although it is a no‐through road, it is frequently congested with traffic. This arises from pub customers, church visitors, commercial deliveries and parents collecting school children or awaiting them as they use
the playground nearby, all of whom park in this area close to the junction with Barbers Yard. I believe the Highways assessment needs to be seriously reviewed before considering this proposed development
site as valid. I understand from my neighbour, Mrs R. West of West View Farm, the probable historical reason that this site has been put forward at all is that she once put forward a proposal to build a
bungalow on this land, at present of agricultural use. The access, in this case, would have been through her own property on the opposite side of the Ox and Plough.

Keith
Clayton

Coffey
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Saham Toney
Name

Organisatio
n

Site

Norfolk
Mr John Hiskett Wildlife Trust LP[082]012

Mr David
Stubbings

Trish Thorpe

Martin and Mary
Davey

Comments
In our view LP(082)012 should not be assessed as a reasonable alternative. Development of this site will lead to Saham Mere County Wildlife Site being surrounded by housing and is likely to lead to impacts on the
hydrology of the Mere and isolation of the mere from surrounding habitat. Great‐crested newt is known to occur in the locality and is likely to be present in Saham Mere. We have commented above on the failure
of the assessment to adequately allow for impacts on CWS and in our view the assessment in the table that this site is reasonable, as long as there is mitigation with regard to the CWS, is wrong. At the very
minimum there would need to be a substantial buffer of semi‐natural habitat around the CWS, with corridors of habitat connecting to the wider countryside, leading to a constraint on housing numbers.

Dear Sir / Madam Ref: LP(082)010 (85)and LP(082)012 (100) I write in connection to the inclusion of these two sites in Saham Toney for consideration in the Breckland Local Plan as suitable for future development, I
wish to object strongly to any development at this location. Saham Toney is a small village where development proposals should be considered very carefully, recently we have had a development of 29 homes in
Cley Lane and a planning application has been made for a residential development of 65 dwellings on Richmond Road (Ref: 3PL/2015/0976/O) any further development would not only overwhelm but also ruin the
character of the village. The protection of the visual, historic and environmental qualities of this area are apparent in the emerging Local Plan for Breckland, and paragraph 64 of the National Planning Policy
Framework states that permission should be refused for development of poor design that fails to take the opportunities available for improving the character and quality of an area and the way it functions. This
development flies in the face of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) that contains a presumption that any development should not only be environmentally sound but also œsustainable . Whilst I
appreciate that there is no definition of this term in law the framework states that local planning authorities should positively seek opportunities to meet the development needs of their area and that local plans
should be determined based on the needs of the local community. These local plans should meet objectively assessed community needs and having sufficient flexibility to adapt to rapid change, unless: any adverse
impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies of the Framework taken as a whole; The local infrastructure of both Saham Toney and our local
small market own of Watton is already struggling to adapt to the already extensive development taking place in this area. Pressure for the development in Breckland is considerable; however I am concerned about
the impact of any future reduced bus services. This could limit opportunities for the residents of any new development to travel by public transport andwould therefore resort to car transport resulting in increased
pressures on transport links and the potential to influence attempts to reduce carbon emissions. The proposal of any development at these sites is particularly ill‐considered ‐ Saham has at its centre a mere which is
a natural and very rare habitat, both in the UK and internationally. Many meres in Norfolk are home to specialised species of plants and animal, including rare pondweeds and stoneworts. Saham mere has several
kinds of fish including eels, one unusual species particular to Saham mere has an unusually large head. (Information ‐ Norfolk Wildlife Trust). Any development would block water from taking its natural drainage
course into the mere and potentially cause huge environmental damage to the biodiversity of this area. Additionally with the amount of current development already approved by Breckland District Council in
Watton I believe that there is no need for further open market housing in Saham Toney. I evidence this statement by referring to the Site Specific Policies and Preferred Sites Consultation paper (
LP(082)012/LP( http://democracy.breckland.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.aspx?ID=10487 ) and draw your attention to the comments contained in chapter œ10 Watton Site Allocations Page 73 of the document. I strongly urge
082)010
Breckland District Council Planning Department to reject these areas as suitable for inclusion into the Breckland Local Plan of preferred sites. Thank you for the opportunity to present my views. David Stubbings
The first is the Piggery Site in Chequers Lane and the second an adjoining site which runs from Pound Hill round the back of the school and down to the Mere. The total number of houses proposed for these is 185 .
This village is regarded as a Local Service Centre but it does not meet the criteria, the local surgery and school are at capacity and there are many other reasons why this number of houses should NOT be built in
LP[082]010,
Saham Toney.
012

LP[082]010,
LP[082]012

John Simmons

LP[082]010

Mr A J Currell

LP[082]010 &
LP[082]012

We object to the proposed preferred options shown as LP(082)010 (85 units) and LP(082)012 (100 units) on the map of Saham Toney for the following reasons:‐ Whilst Saham Toney is regarded as a Local Service
Centre it does not meet the criteria for an LSC. There are no shops or a full time post office in the village. The local medical practice is already overwhelmed. The only school in the village is oversubscribed. The
narrow roads in the village are already very busy and being used as rat runs. The proposed sites are remote from services and even further from areas which might offer employment opportunities, consequently the
˜development would become a commuter village within Saham Toney thus substan ally increasing the volume of traﬃc on the already over burdened village roads. The smaller parcel of land (85 units) is already
the subject of many objec ons on various grounds amongst which are ˜liable to flooding and unsustainable The larger parcel (100) units is valuable as cul vated agricultural land and if developed would
completely change the rural nature of the village. The preferred options are unsustainable.
Saham Toney “ Local Plan Consultation. I write to OBJECT to the location of the two sites shown in the Draft Local Plan and believe they are 'Unreasonable' for the following reasons :‐ The considerable problems
with the Piggery site in Chequers Lane are already well documented in the objections and flooding photographs submitted in connection with the ongoing application for 10 bungalows. Further extension into the
adjoining open field would also be unacceptable for the same reasons. The field adjacent to Pound Hill, at present productive farmland, has all the same problems. Both sites are remote from local services and
facilities. SHLAA 2014 ‐Piggeries site ST07 states the nearest shop is 0.9 km. This measurement is of course no longer correct as it seems to be taken from the position of the old shop/post office which is now closed.
I suggest the correct distance should be about 2.5 km. The Piggery site (010) has been considered Non‐conforming and Un‐deliverable by Breckland Council on at least two occasions in the past. (the Site
Consultation of Feb 2009 and the Strategic Housing Land Availability Review 2014.) Nothing has changed in 2016 apart from the fact that the local shop/post office is closed, the village school is full to capacity and
the doctor's in Watton is so over subscribed that a large percentage of Saham residents have been de‐listed. It is clear Saham Toney should not be a Service Centre Village ! In your 'Summary of SA' you state the
sites would 'improve the health and wellbeing of the population'. I can think of no reason for this opinion unless you think it would be a healthy option for families to take the long walk to distant facilities. The
shortest route involves walking on narrow and busy unlit roads with no footpaths.
I wish to object to the above planning proposals on the following grounds;‐ 1. Residential development of these sites would be totally inappropriate as there is no infrastructure in place to support the
development. 2. Saham Toney has no shops or other services. 3. The local school is already at capacity. 4. The local medical practice at Watton is already at capacity, and with the residential developments already
taking place in
the Watton area this situation will only get even worse, especially as the N.H.S. have advised that they will not support
another surgery. 5. There is no employment facility in the area. 6. The
drainage system is at capacity and could not cope with this development on what is essentially agricultural land. 7. The area already suffers from flooding at times of heavy rain. 8. The road structure in the area has
no footpaths, and in most cases are not wide enough to provide for them.
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Bowes Estates
Ltd
LP(082) 010

Land at Grange Farm, Chequers Lane, Saham Toney site reference LP(082)010 has been iden fied as a reasonable alterna ve , as the Council s assessment of the site concludes that the site is developable .
This proposal is supported. The site is located approximately 500 metres north of Saham Mere and the village of Saham Toney, which is designated as a Local Service Centre Village as it is served by a pre‐school,
primary school, sports ground, social club and a community centre as well as a church, public house and an hotel. The village of Saham Toney lies two kilometres north of Watton where a full range of shops and
services, schools and employment opportunities can be found. The northern part of this site is the subject of a planning application 3PL/2015/1430/F for ten dwellings. The southern part of the site could provide
for a further circa 50 dwellings. As part of the preparation for the current application detailed survey work has been carried out in respect of highways, contamination, archaeology, flood risk, drainage, ecology and
trees. This has shown that there are no constraints to the early development of this site. The site is suitable, available and achievable and as such meets the requirements of the NPPF to demonstrate that the site
deliverable
within
0‐5 years.
Iishave
read and
considered
the paper submitted by the Resident s Association and the existing Settlement Boundary and Rural Land Representations Winter 2015 for Stow Bedon and Breckles, mindful of the

Jane Brodie

*

K G Price

*

considerable concern in rural areas nationwide of the over‐development taking place in many villages. At the same time realistically, homes need to be built where suitable. With reference to the proposed
potential areas for development in Stow Bedon, the points put forward by the Resident's Association : Protection of the character and natural surroundings of the village. Damage to our Mere, its ecology, protected
species, bio‐diversity and uniqueness. Lack of infrastructure in the village: no shops; community facilities;no play areas for children and schools. Increased cars if further building development is granted, hence
increased pressure on the roads and verges, also noise pollution. Lack of public transport, no pavements, street lighting, or public rights of way to insure villagers safety on increasingly busy roads. Lack of NHS
services and local GP care in overfull surgeries. Lack of employment for young people. No mains drains or gas. Inability of land drains to cope with increased use and the possibility of increased local flooding,
especially on the historically flooded South side of Mere Road. More building will increase run‐off on an already very high water table. seem relevant with particular concern for LP[095] 002/ LP[095] 001 and
LP[095]004 as these areas could contain unspecified and possibly multi‐housing grouping that would not be in keeping with previous developments in Stow Bedon and could also be of detrimental effect to nearby
dwellings.
I am objecting to the development of sites LP(095)001, 002,004,005,006,003&007 For the following reasons, lack of infrastructure in the village,schools,shops and community facilities , increase use of the lane,
extra traffic ,further breakdown of the grass verges, more noise pollution, lack of local public transport, no street lighting , no pavements, its very difficult now to walk along the lane ,always keeping ears and eyes
open for vehicle's, lack of mains drainage foul and surface , or gas the increase in surface water will only overload the existing drainage which at times cannot cope leading to area's of the lane flooding, lack of
NHS services, some local GPs have already closed their registers, and it is almost impossible to get a NHS dentist locally further properties will damage the rural area, the mere and its ecology and its protected
species. Could you please forward my objection to the relevant department.

*

The ˜Interim Site Assessments for References LP (082) 010 (85 houses) and LP(082)012 (100 houses) as being Reasonable alterna ves is not accepted by the Parish Council. Local feeling from a high number of
residents and the Parish Council is that the ˜Housing Alloca on for a further 108 houses is grossly over inflated and should be reduced drama cally. Building a 100 house Urban Development on ˜Site LP (082)
012 which currently is open space farmland on a highpoint at the centre of the village would dramatically damage the character of the area and significantly spoil the panoramic landscape. Reasoning in the Local
Plan for building sites, is not consistent, three Sites; LP (082):‐ 001, 011 and 013 are classified ˜Unacceptable with severe highways constraints, whereas Site LP (082) 010 is considered ˜Deliverable with minor
highways constraints and yet it is on the same highway as the other three, plus the access is on a ˜T‐junc on. The adjoining road, Chequers Lane is also prone to serious flooding. The proposals for Saham Toney in
the Breckland Local Plan are incompatible to the guidelines set out in the Government s National Planning Policy Framework. They are not sustainable developments (economic, social or environmental). They will
increase the carbon footprint. They will add to the traffic congestion already on the increase in Watton. They will put an additional burden onto the overloaded local medical practice. They will put an additional
burden onto the local education facilities with its already full schools. They access onto poor quality roads with no pedestrian thoroughfares. They do not maintain the character of the village and encroach on open
country. There are few employment opportunities locally with no new industrial sites proposed up until 2036. Surface Drainage is a serious problem in the proposed area.

Mr Trevor Bunce
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Andy
Kynasand@gmail
.com

C.R. Wilcox

LP[082]002

As landowners of the above site we write to object to the finding of Site LP[082]002 as an ˜Unreasonable Alterna ve for residen al development. The site is achievable, available and deliverable. U lising the
summary of the Sustainability assessment we believe the plan to exclude this land is unsound as set out below why: Land, Water and Soil resources The land extends to approx 1.1 acres and is surrounded
en rely but bounded features including, ditches, the fencing of exis ng development and hedges. Un l recently the land was par ally covered in 5‐8 year old saplings and has for the last 10 years been ˜unmanaged
. The land is neither large enough for agricultural use, particularly give the current constrained physical access which would need to be improved for agricultural vehicles, nor suitable given its proximity to existing
residen al development. Development abuts the property to the east and west and as such the land is ˜infill . There are no constraints in terms of the water consump on and quality and ground water can be
protected through development processes. The site is Greenfield and there are no contamina on issues associated with the development of the land. As the SA suggests, and ˜Issues surrounding water quality
and water consumption are dependent upon the type and design of the development, not location . Thus these are NOT a barrier to development. The land is rectangular and ideally suited for development.
Climate Change and Air Pollution Waste and recycling do not present negative issues preventing this site from being considered from residential development. The dwellings proposed here would make a
contribution to the energy efficient stock within the village and would be designed to meet the climate change requirements of the Environment Agency. Population & Human Health As the SA states, œThe site
is not within an AQMA and is situated within close proximity to key facilities that would improve the health and wellbeing of the population. Issues related to the reduction and prevention of crime would be
dependant on the design of the development The proposals for the development of this land would include a range of housetypes and include single storey bungalows, small homes for local people and some
smaller family homes. These are in stark contrast to the homes provided elsewhere in the village. This would make a positive contribution to the village on an area of land situated in between housing development.
A residential development would remove the uncertainty people have over leaving the land open for travellers, or occupation by those with criminal intent. Currently existing rear gardens of bungalows are left
exposed to the public and only a ˜heras fence currently prevents this, which is NOT a permanent feature. Cultural Heritage and Human Health The SA states the site is within an area of moderate to high
landscape sensitivity yet has development either site and a high hedge/trees to the rear/northern boundary. It faces south and looks out toward Watton. There are trees that have been retained along the site
frontage that would provide for screening of the development and a scheme that permits a sensitive form of development in terms of height, massing and scale will ensure minimal impact on the landscape.
Landscaping is a key component of the development proposals here. This can be a neutral component of the SA and is not a negative as it can be designed out of the proposals. The site is an infill form of
development and the frontage is already included within the development boundary. Inclusive Communities & Economic Activity As the SA suggests the site falls directly adjacent to the settlement boundary and
has direct access to the road network. The site abuts highway ownership and thus adequate vision splays exist or can be formed (2.4m x 43m) to deliver safe access to the road network. Highways comments from
Adrian Jacklin, Highways Officer at Norfolk County Council inspected the site and locality and determined that depending on the number of dwellings proposed, NO highways objection would exist. A development
of up to 3 dwellings would only require footpath provision along the frontage. A development of up to say 6‐8 dwellings, (see Plan 1) would require footpath provision along the frontage of bungalows in Mill View.
This all falls within highway ownership. Email correspondence is also attached. Planning Policy Objectives The site delivers well against planning policy objectives and can provide a mix of dwelling types on an
infill site in a Key Service Centre. The land could be developed with limited impact on adjoining neighbours and provide valuable affordable housing to the village alongside a mix of dwellings that would deliver an
inclusive community that included valuable bungalows, rarely developed. The nature of the adjoining bungalow development will ensure this will occur. The site can is viable and can deliver against CiL and policy
requirements in terms of planning policy. Thus in summary the land can deliver: Highways compliant access A valuable mix of new homes on a site size proportionate to the size of the village Affordable housing
No impact or loss of valuable agricultural land Viable No impact on land or water resources Improve and enhance footpath provision in this part of the village. Limited impact on the landscape and mitigation
possible INFILL site with development to the east and west. Achievable, Available and Deliverable. Please ensure our representation is properly considered in the assessment of emerging site options. Evidence
has been provided as part of the Call for Sites submission in November 2014 “ January 2015 that this site is deliverable from a highway perspective and this appears not to have been considered in detail. The SA
is describing the site as ˜neutral in terms of impact and with the highways constraint overcome this site should be found as ˜posi ve . Please ensure the informa on submi ed has been appropriately
considered.

*

All areas marked on the map, whether Breckland Council believe they are viable for development or not, are quoted as being "Within close proximity to key facilities that would improve the health and well‐being of
the population". If you look at recent rejected planning applications you will see that a common reason given for rejection is "The proposal is remote from local service centre provision conflicting with the aim of
sustainable development". I therefore believe you are incorrect in concluding that sites ref. LP(082)010 and LP(082)012 are indeed reasonable alternatives as the majority of services are only found in Watton,
some two miles away and are only reached by a restricted public bus service. In 2009 and 2014 I believe Breckland Council looked at the two sites to ascertain if they were considered acceptable for future
development and reached the conclusion that they were not deliverable The only thing that has changed over time is our greater awareness of the risk of flooding and both these sites pose a considerable flood
risk. I fully appreciate that this is a consultation document and not a planning application in itself but would point out the following. A planning application has been submitted on the site LP(082)010, planning
application ref. 3PL/2015/1430/F. If you look into the submissions made by the developer in support of the application you will see that their own flood risk assessment ranks the risk of flooding as medium and
high. They feel that the flooding risks are so high that they propose building the ten bungalows on raised rafts in an attempt to overcome the flood issue!! Local residents have supplied numerous photographs of
recent floods along Chequers and Pages Lane to the Planning Department regarding this recent application because if this land is built on the risk will obviously increase and threaten the existing properties in the
general local. Should both the areas LP(082)010 and LP(082)012 be developed water will run off from the high agricultural grounds from the direction of the Saham Mere and would not have the "slowing effect" of
agricultural land to act as a sponge and slow it's progress. As a result of this the natural flow of water will terminate in the vicinity of Chequers/Pages Lane with inevitable results. I fully understand the need to
build more houses but in my opinion you could not have chosen two worse locations in our village to develop. I hope you will listen to local residents and the Saham Parish Council who are preparing our own Local
Plan that will cater for our needs. We certainly do not want large estate type developments that will destroy the very urban appearance of our village.

Rachel Goddard

LP[082]010 &
012

R T Goddard

LP[082]010 &
LP[082]012

With regards to the above sites listed as Breckland Council's preferred options for future development, I would like you to consider the following points taking into account each of the above sites has a proposed
development of at least 85 residential houses:‐ Road structure ‐ vehicles going into Watton via Chequers Lane will have to use a route involving a single file bridge, approached via bends which have no pavements or
street lights for pedestrians. Traffic going towards East Dereham will use Hills Rd and Long Rd of which at least two miles is single file and a single file railway bridge on a bend has to be negotiated. Both these routes
out of the village are unsuitable for high volumes of traffic which will be caused by such large developments in a completely inadequate location. Many people now use online shopping facilities, encouraging one
vehicle to deliver one item at a time to households. These delivery vehicles are usually working against time. These proposed developments will lead to disaster on the roads of Saham Toney. Saham Toney Primary
School is currently at full capacity. There are no pavements or streetlights. All local GP surgeries are all at full capacity. There is no village shop or Post Office. There are flooding problems at the junction of Hills Rd
with Pages Lane/Chequers Lane. The proposed sites are totally unsuitable for the village of Saham Toney and the proposed vast developments are totally out of character for this village.
It appears that Breckland Council have initially considered two sites as suitable locations for future development in our village. First the piggery site in Chequers Lane (85 houses proposed) and a second adjoining
site that runs from Pound Hill down to the mere. This is a 34 acre arable field and on no account should we be building on good Agricultural land. There are many sites in the village where roadside development
has taken place leaving derelict land behind it. This is where future development should take place, being smaller sites and any larger scale house building would be more suitable on the recently proposed
Richmond Road site.
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Vicki Hislop &
Chris Sussams

Gillian Christian

*

As a resident of Saham Toney we understand that there is number of planning applications being submitted and we would like to submit our comments: We live on Richmond Road and in the years that we have
lived here both the top of the road near the bridge and the bottom of the road near Bell Lane have flooded. We do not have children, but we are aware that the local school is at capacity, and the Head now
oversees another school. Doctors surgery, we understand from experience that this is now at capacity having tried to book an appointment recently and being told if it gets worst comeback over the telephone 24
hours later, and were informed after trying to make contact with then for an 1 hour and a half and them visiting the surgery that they now switch there telephones off in the afternoon. We have no local shop or
post office with it recently closing, and on visits to collect items from Watton it appears they are struggling as on some days you can queue for over an hour. Living on Richmond Road we see and hear plenty of
HGV and heavy traffic (which we aware of when we bought the house), but we have concerns over the increased traffic new housing would bring with it as the road infrastructure may not be able to cope. Part of
the appeal of moving to Richmond Road beside the house itself was the fact that we have no street lighting, with the increases housing this may bring the need for sufficient footpaths and lighting as required.

LP[082]010

I would like you to consider my points below in connection with the above sites as Breckland Council's preferred options for future development; Traffic travelling towards East Dereham will use Hills Road and
Long Road, bearing in mind that at least two miles of the road is single file, including a single file railway bridge which is on a bend. Traffic travelling into Watton via Chequers Lane will also have to use a road with
bends and negotiate a single file bridge. This route has no street lights or pavements for pedestrians. I feel both of these routes are unsuitable for large amounts of traffic caused from such large developments.
Also bearing in mind that all local GP surgeries are at full capacity. There is no shop or Post Office. The local school is currently at full capacity. There are also flooding problems at the junction of HIlls Road with
Pages Lane/Chequers Lane. There are no footpaths or street lights. These proposed developments are totally unsuitable for the village of Saham Toney and will lead to a vast amount of problems.

Gillian Christian

LP[082]012

Betty Curtis &
Dorothy Avory

LP[082]002

I would like you to consider my points below in connection with the above sites as Breckland Council's preferred options for future development; Traffic travelling towards East Dereham will use Hills Road and
Long Road, bearing in mind that at least two miles of the road is single file, including a single file railway bridge which is on a bend. Traffic travelling into Watton via Chequers Lane will also have to use a road with
bends and negotiate a single file bridge. This route has no street lights or pavements for pedestrians. I feel both of these routes are unsuitable for large amounts of traffic caused from such large developments.
Also bearing in mind that all local GP surgeries are at full capacity. There is no shop or Post Office. The local school is currently at full capacity. There are also flooding problems at the junction of HIlls Road with
Pages Lane/Chequers Lane. There are no footpaths or street lights. These proposed developments are totally unsuitable for the village of Saham Toney and will lead to a vast amount of problems.
As landowners of the above site we write to object to the finding of Site LP[082]002 as an ˜Unreasonable Alterna ve for residen al development. The site is achievable, available and deliverable. U lising the
summary of the Sustainability assessment we believe the plan to exclude this land is unsound as set out below why: Land, Water and Soil resources The land extends to approx 1.1 acres and is surrounded
en rely but bounded features including, ditches, the fencing of exis ng development and hedges. Un l recently the land was par ally covered in 5‐8 year old saplings and has for the last 10 years been ˜unmanaged
. The land is neither large enough for agricultural use, particularly give the current constrained physical access which would need to be improved for agricultural vehicles, nor suitable given its proximity to existing
residen al development. Development abuts the property to the east and west and as such the land is ˜infill . There are no constraints in terms of the water consump on and quality and ground water can be
protected through development processes. The site is Greenfield and there are no contamina on issues associated with the development of the land. As the SA suggests, and ˜Issues surrounding water quality
and water consumption are dependent upon the type and design of the development, not location . Thus these are NOT a barrier to development. The land is rectangular and ideally suited for development.
Climate Change and Air Pollution Waste and recycling do not present negative issues preventing this site from being considered from residential development. The dwellings proposed here would make a
contribution to the energy efficient stock within the village and would be designed to meet the climate change requirements of the Environment Agency. Population & Human Health As the SA states, œThe site
is not within an AQMA and is situated within close proximity to key facilities that would improve the health and wellbeing of the population. Issues related to the reduction and prevention of crime would be
dependant on the design of the development The proposals for the development of this land would include a range of housetypes and include single storey bungalows, small homes for local people and some
smaller family homes. These are in stark contrast to the homes provided elsewhere in the village. This would make a positive contribution to the village on an area of land situated in between housing development.
A residential development would remove the uncertainty people have over leaving the land open for travellers, or occupation by those with criminal intent. Currently existing rear gardens of bungalows are left
exposed to the public and only a ˜heras fence currently prevents this, which is NOT a permanent feature. Cultural Heritage and Human Health The SA states the site is within an area of moderate to high
landscape sensitivity yet has development either site and a high hedge/trees to the rear/northern boundary. It faces south and looks out toward Watton. There are trees that have been retained along the site
frontage that would provide for screening of the development and a scheme that permits a sensitive form of development in terms of height, massing and scale will ensure minimal impact on the landscape.
Landscaping is a key component of the development proposals here. This can be a neutral component of the SA and is not a negative as it can be designed out of the proposals. The site is an infill form of
development and the frontage is already included within the development boundary. Inclusive Communities & Economic Activity As the SA suggests the site falls directly adjacent to the settlement boundary and
has direct access to the road network. The site abuts highway ownership and thus adequate vision splays exist or can be formed (2.4m x 43m) to deliver safe access to the road network. Highways comments from
Adrian Jacklin, Highways Officer at Norfolk County Council inspected the site and locality and determined that depending on the number of dwellings proposed, NO highways objection would exist. A development
of up to 3 dwellings would only require footpath provision along the frontage. A development of up to say 6‐8 dwellings, (see Plan 1) would require footpath provision along the frontage of bungalows in Mill View.
This all falls within highway ownership. Email correspondence is also attached. Planning Policy Objectives The site delivers well against planning policy objectives and can provide a mix of dwelling types on an
infill site in a Key Service Centre. The land could be developed with limited impact on adjoining neighbours and provide valuable affordable housing to the village alongside a mix of dwellings that would deliver an
inclusive community that included valuable bungalows, rarely developed. The nature of the adjoining bungalow development will ensure this will occur. The site can is viable and can deliver against CiL and policy
requirements in terms of planning policy. Thus in summary the land can deliver: Highways compliant access A valuable mix of new homes on a site size proportionate to the size of the village Affordable housing
No impact or loss of valuable agricultural land Viable No impact on land or water resources Improve and enhance footpath provision in this part of the village. Limited impact on the landscape and mitigation
possible INFILL site with development to the east and west. Achievable, Available and Deliverable. Please ensure our representation is properly considered in the assessment of emerging site options. Our agent
is: Jamie Bird Blubird Land & Planning Ltd 16 Mere Close Saham Toney Thetford Norfolk IP25 7HS Jamie@blubirdland.co.uk Evidence has been provided as part of the Call for Sites submission in November 2014
“ January 2015 that this site is deliverable from a highway perspec ve and this appears not to have been considered in detail. The SA is describing the site as ˜neutral in terms of impact and with the highways
constraint overcome this site should be found as ˜posi ve . Please ensure the informa on submi ed has been appropriately considered.
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LP[082]002

Introduc on This statement forms part of the submission for the Emerging Sites Submission Local Plan Consulta on Part 2 . This submission seeks to object to the finding of Site LP[082]002 as an
˜Unreasonable Alterna ve for residen al development and respec ully suggest the land is considered carefully and with the informa on already submi ed should be reclassified in the SA as ˜posi ve . This
proposal seeks the sensitive and sustainable development of new homes on land partially within and adjoining the settlement boundary to the North of Ovington Road, Saham Toney. The purpose of this statement
is to set out the proposals for the site and how this land can be brought forward to deliver new homes to help meet the District Councils shortfall in land supply and is appropriate, available and deliverable.
Background The land submitted as part of the call for sites in early 2015 extends to approximately 1.1 acres. As can be seen from the extract from the adopted policy proposals map (January 2012) the land in
question has approximately 0.3acres (roughly a third) of the entire land put forward as part of the submission within the settlement boundary. The site frontage was been included to permit, subject to material
considerations some level of development and thus as part of the Core Strategy review the site has been considered sustainable and capable of delivering some level of development. Saham Toney as part of the
Core Strategy adopted in 2009 has been identified as a Service Centre Village which is defined as those that œ ¦.contain adequate services and facilities to meet the day to day requirement of their existing
residents. These services and facilities include some or all of: a convenience shop, public transport, health care, primary school and access to employment opportunities . The proposal is sensi ve to landscape
character and seeks to retain existing established hedges where possible. The site has been subject of unmanaged and unsustainable tree growth, some ash trees on site have exhibited signs of ash dieback. Young
trees on the site have been removed in accordance with advice from a qualified aboriculturalist. Site Location Saham Toney is a well served village and is designated a Service Centre Village under the Core Strategy
adopted in 2009. Saham Toney is a village a short distance from the town of Watton (approx 1 mile) and is spread in a linear pattern following the existing road network. The site is well located in the context of the
village, situated between the in‐depth development of Mill View to the west and Brick Kiln House to the east. The site is only a matter of approx 300m from the Wells Cole Community Centre and less than a mile
from the Primary School in Saham Toney. This the site is INFILL. The site is also within 300m of the nearest bus route. The site has frontage to Ovington Road which would permit the sensitive development of new
homes of similar massing and scale to those to the east and west of the land and as such is an infill site capable of being developed with little impact on the visual appearance of the locality. The site frontage has
been included within the development boundary and thus if developed ˜in‐depth would present li le or noapparent diﬀerence or impact on the landscape. No footpaths exist to the frontage of the site on
Ovington Road, however the highway ownership plan identified the site has the ability to create a footpath link to the existing footpath which meets with the footpath for the Mill View development., this has been
recommended by Norfolk County Highways Authority. Physical Context This end of the village is characterised by an open front garden aspect to the bungalows which we estimate were constructed in the 1970 s.
The site frontage provides for a scrubland appearance and would benefit from some work to clear and improve the land. A semi‐landscaped frontage is required to replicate the semi‐rural nature of this part of the
village. An existing established hedge exists to the frontage of Brick Kiln House and it is suggested that the proposal replicates this to the eastern end of the frontage of the site. Existing trees have been retained
where possible. The land is rectangular in shape and has road frontage to Ovington Road and an open vista across the fields opposite toward Watton town. No clear views of the site are possible from Watton and
private landscaped grounds exist to the north of the site which belong to Brick Kiln Farm. Thus the site is well contained and the only views possible of the site are front the road (limited because of overgrown
foliage) and from some of the rear gardens of four bungalows from Mill View which border the site to the west. The proposal intends a hedge and fence buffer from these buildings and dwellings to be of an
appropriate scale. Existing overhead power lines cross the western part of the site, however these are the subject of a long standing wayleave and discussions with UKPN have confirmed that these can be
undergrounded as part of the proposal at no cost to the landowner and thus are neither a threat to the deliverability of these scheme nor would they impact on the laying out of the development site. An indicative
layout for 8 dwellings accompanies this submission. Amount/Scale A total of 8 dwellings are proposed on the site and represents a density of approximately 19 dwellings to the hectare. This reflects a similar density
of surrounding development along Ovington Road. A mix of dwellings would be proposed to meet housing need requirements and to make the site attractive to developers. 40% affordable housing to comply with
policy is supported. The dwellings provided would be sensitive to the surroundings and reflective of the scale of adjoining development. It is expected that the development provide for some bungalows, 1.5 storey
and 2 storey accommodation and thus provide a mix of dwelling types and sizes to deliver arobust proposal for new homes in the village. Access/Highways The levels of the finished development will permit Disabled
access to the dwellings in accordance with the Disability Discrimination Act and current Building Regulations. The highway access to the site can be provided directly from Ovington Road and vision splays of 2.4m x
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Shipdham
Name

Organisation

Site

Comments

Mr Geoff
Hinchliffe

*

Mr John Hiskett

LP[085]010

Mr & Mrs Mark
Crane

LP (085)006

Breckland District Council, with Breckland Bridge, is presently actively pursuing development of its own land (the OSPF) directly opposite the proposed access to the coalyard development application. It is
essential that there should be no irretrievable decisions made regarding either application until both have reached the stage where they can be simultaneously considered in the planning for the whole
village, particularly considering the implications for access and road(s) development. The potential combined effects of traffic to and from both sites may require a considerable road development,
including either a roundabout or traffic lights. This also poses a major threat to the "zebra" pedestrian crossing which is presently, along with the linking footway, a well‐used safe route for the school‐
children, as well as for many local residents walking from the southern side of the village to the doctors' surgery, the buses and the Post Office. There is a clear need for some constructive "joined‐up
thinking", rather than a disconnected piecemeal approach.
We support the assessment of LP[085]010 as an unreasonable alternative, owing to impacts on biodiversity. The site is shown as mature woodland, scrub, and rough grassland on air photos and may be
Priority Habitat as defined in the NERC Act2
Land north of Chapel Street, Shipdham site reference number LP(085)006 has been iden fied as a reasonable alterna ve as the Council s site assessment concludes that the site is developable . This
proposal is supported as the land north of Chapel Street is suitable, available and achievable and as such meets the requirements of the NPPF to demonstrate that the site is deliverable within 0‐5 years.
The site has the potential to accommodate up to 50 new dwellings and would provide a logical extension to the previously approved residential development of the former coal yard. The site is centrally
located within the village, within walking distance of all of the existing services and facilities within the village, particularly the primary school and playgroup. In summary the site represents a highly
sustainable and deliverable site for housing.

LP (085)009

Land north of Chapel Street and east of Swan Lane, Shipdham site reference number LP(085)009 has been iden fied in the emerging site op ons plan as a ˜reasonable alterna ve . However, the text of
the plan concludes that the site is an ˜unreasonable alterna ve . This inconsistency between the plans annota on and the text requires clarifica on. This site oﬀers a logical extension, well related to
existing development as well as existing services and facilities within the village, particularly the primary school and playgroup. County Highways has confirmed that subject to safe access and adequate
visibility splays together with improvements to the footpath network the Highway Authority would not object to the site being identified as strategic housing site. The land north of Chapel Street and east
of Swan Lane is suitable, available and achievable and as such meets the requirements of the NPPF to demonstrate that the site is deliverable within 0‐5 years.

Mr & Mrs Mark
Crane
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Sporle
Name

Mr
Stephen
Faulkner

Organisa
tion

Norfolk
County
Council
Ebony
Holdings
Ltd

Site

Comments

LP[092]002 Not suitable for allocation. There is no clear means of access to the highway. The Highway Authority would object to this site in being in the local plan
Object. THe site has highway constraints and is of insignificant size to deliver a reasonable level of housing in the village. It is considered that land to the west of Ebony House The Stree Sporle, which lies between
Ebony Hose and Love Lane is a more apprpriate allocation, lying opposite a bus stop, and Newlands Estate and will create a sensible roundng off the village. The site has the ability to accomodate up to 10 dwellings
LP[092]002 with additional landscaping to the west adjacent to the poultry houses.
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Swanton Morley
Organi
Name sation
Jason
Large
Mr John
Hiskett

Natural
England

Site

Comments

Just to confirm the situation regarding our land ‐ the application for 9 dwellings has been a long term project on the bottom section of lane. There is also a further section to the top rear of tour site which we submitted for consideration
LP[098] for the local plan once we became aware of it, however plans were already in progress for the nine. All of the land remains available for development if required and hence a total of 73 properties, as indicated in your documents. The
planning application provides a foot way from the site to local services. Further highways access information attached.
009

Norfolk
Wildlife LP[098]
Trust
006
We support the assessment of LP[098]006 as an unreasonable alternative, owing to potential impacts on adjacent County Wildlife Site, which at a minimum would lead to a constraint on numbers of dwellings,
In accordance with the NPPF, the plan s development strategy should seek to avoid areas of high environmental value. Natural England expects sufficient evidence to be provided, through the Sustainability Appraisal and Habitats
Regulations Assessment, to justify the site selection process and to ensure sites of least environmental value are selected, eg. land allocations should avoid designated sites and landscapes and consider whether proposals are likely to
have an effect on any nearby designated sites when making their selection. The selection should also take biodiversity into account in areas that are not designated, for example on sites where there are extensive areas of priority habitat
or large populations of protected species. With this in mind, we are concerned that a few sites that are listed as reasonable alternatives within the emerging site options document are in close proximity to nationally designated sites but
effects to biodiversity in relation these sites have not been taken into account in the selection, despite the protection afforded to designated sites in ENVO2. We consider that, if the following sites are to be selected, they will need to be
assessed to evaluate whether there will be any effects nationally designated sites and deleted as a potential allocation if adverse effects to these sites cannot be overcome with appropriate mitigation. Swaffham LP(097)014 ” this is
within 400m of Breckland Forest 5551 (the area within which we review effects to nightjar and woodlark, both qualifying species of Breckland SPA. Hockering LP(044)001 is in close proximity to Hockley Wood SSSI. Kenninghall
LP(051)005 & LP(051)004 are close to Kenninghall and Banham Fens SSSI and Quidenham Mere SSSI. Narborough LP(065)009 is next to Narbourough Railway Embankment SSSI. North Elmham LP(070)001 is near the River Wensum
norther SSSI and SAC. All selected sites to the north in Swanton Morley are near the river Wensum SSSI and SAC. Yaxham LP(1 13)005 is near Badley Moor SSSI, part of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC. A similar approach should be taken to
n sites allocations next to or affecting local sites. If local sites are to be allocated, then your authority will need to ensure that there will be appropriate mitigation or compensation measures or the selection should be deleted.

Swanton Morley Parish Council has identified two preferred sites for development in Swanton Morley, LP[098]013 and LP[098]014 for 98 and 73 dwellings respectively. These sites alone would meet the housing allocation for Swanton Morley (145 dwellings) and
allow for sustainable developments, giving residents access to local services and children a safe route to school without having to cross a main road. Children from this development would only have to cross Manns Lane and would in fact benefit from the
highway improvements of a crossing point already agreed to be installed by Hopkins Homes as part of the current Rectory Road development. All other sites in the village have been deemed as unsustainable, many observations of which have been made based
upon reports created by Breckland District Council itself, such as the Open Space Assessment and Landscape Sensitivity Assessments. Community engagement via an open meeting on Saturday 13 th February gives further strength to the Parish Council s
decisions. We would draw your a en on to the following statement: ˜Local people are o en the best source of informa on about their local area and be er decisions can be made by tapping into this wealth of knowledge. Statement of Community
Engagement “ Breckland District Council 2013 p2 Our own community engagement public meeting has shown support for the below proposals. Details of each site follow: LP[098]001 ‐ Objection Swanton Morley Parish Council objects to this area of land
being developed for open market housing. This is on the grounds of Highway Safety (due to the new Liberator Close development being almost opposite the main vehicular access and the new BT junction box on the entrance to Bedingfield Road restricting
visibility). Furthermore, there are no areas of green open space or play areas within this vicinity. Breckland District Council has used FIT s own definition and audit of play provision for its local plan. In page 34 of Breckland District Council s Open Space
Assessment it specifies: LAP (Local Areas of Play) “ A small area of open space specifically designated and laid out for young people to play, close to where they live. The threshold for a LAP is a 1 minute walk time for young people up to six years (100 metres by
pedestrian route and 60 metres in a straight line). LEAP (Locally Equipped Areas for Play) “ A piece of open space that is designated and equipped for children of early school age. The threshold for LEAP is a 5 minute walk time for children between four to eight
years (400 metres by pedestrian route and 240 metres straight line). The pedestrian route to the local play area on Gooseberry Hill (measured from the closest boundary of the submitted area of land) is 685 metres walking distance, meaning that this area of land
is not suitable from a social aspect of open space and play provision. Currently, Swanton Morley has 87% of dwellings which are outside NPFA, LAP, LEAP and NEAP catchments (Breckland District Council Open Space Parish Schedule 2015 page 255). The
proposed 55 dwellings would exacerbate this unenviable statistic. In addition to this, at a public meeting held on Saturday 13 th February in Swanton Morley Village Hall where in excess of 100 members of the public attended, 98% of persons who chose to
comment on this area of land objected to a proposed 55 dwellings on this land. This overwhelming public objection should be taken into account, particularly where there was support for areas of land which would accommodate the housing allocation proposed
for Swanton Morley. This land should remain outside of the settlement boundary for Swanton Morley. LP[098]002 and LP[098]003 ‐ Objection The Parish Council raised concerns about highway safety for both these sites, particularly at school run times. In
addition to this, Manns Lane is a route used by heavy agricultural traffic and beet lorries and addition residential traffic would make movement of traffic down this road difficult. In addition to this, development of these areas of land would affect the social
sustainability of Swanton Morley Village Hall. Swanton Morley Village Hall has a generous license to facilitate events for local people, due to its distance from residential dwellings. Development of these areas of land is likely to result in the reduction of the time
that music is allowed to the played at the hall and on the fields (as is often done at music festivals) and a reduction in time where alcohol can be served. This will reduce the appeal of the hall as an events venue and as a result reduce its income. To replace this
income, charges will have to be increased for daytime hirers, which include groups for young children and the elderly, jeopardising the sustainability of these groups. LP[098]004 “ Objection The Parish Council concurs with Breckland District Council s
assessment of this land as being ˜unreasonable due to 'severe highways constraints' and an ˜Inadequate road network'. This land should be discounted. LP[098]005 “ Objec on The Parish Council objected to this area of land being developed. Breckland
District Council has set a precedent about development around Kesmark House. In the refusal of planning applica on 3PL/2012/0076/O the oﬃcer quotes: ˜There is a Grade II listed building in the vicinity of the applica on site. Paragraph 128 of the Na onal
Planning Policy Framework states that applicants should describe the significance of any heritage assets affected including any contribution made by their setting. The Historic Houses Association has twice called for Breckland District Council to protect Kesmark
House from neighbouring development in letters dated 25 th October 2008 and 28 th July 2010 (both letters addressed to Mr D. Spencer). The plot is currently landlocked with no identifiable highways access. Breckland District Council suggests this area of land
could be considered with site LP[098]009, however the Parish Council has also objected to his site, with other sites in the village being greater suited to satisfying the village s proposed housing allocation. LP[098]006 “ Objection This site is in an area of
˜moderate to high landscape sensi vity (Breckland District Council “ Breckland District Se lement Fringe Landscape Assessment) as Woodgate Enclosed Tributary Farmland. Pages 295 to 297 of Breckland District Council s own assessment states that ˜ The
All Sites landscape is largely intact and of a managed character and as such would be sensi ve to change. And ˜Elements such as the hedgerows and the hedgerow trees indicate historic landscape character and landcover pa ern. They would take considerable me to
replace if lost and are therefore inherently sensi ve. And ˜Much of the northern se lement edge [of which this development forms a part] comprises tradi onal red brick terraced co age development, da ng primarily from the 19th Century and earlier. In view
Put
Parish
of its intact historic character and built pa ern the northern se lement edge is considered most sensi ve to change. And ˜Elsing Road forms the north eastern gateway into the se lement, approached via a semi sunken lane bordered by dense na ve hedges,
Forward and including a number of tradi onal red brick and le vernacular co ages. This gateway creates a posi ve approach to the se lement which is generally historically intact and would therefore be sensi ve to change . And ˜The junc on of Elsing Road and
Clerk
Swanton in
Gooseberry Hill creates the principal node within the local character area, with a range of traditional red brick cottages drawn tight to the street frontage to the west of the Elsing Road gateway. This node in relatively intact in terms of historic built character and is
Morley Swanto considered to be inherently sensitive to change. It should also be noted that since this assessment was published, considerable work has been done by Norfolk County Council to improve and enhance the Wensum Way to encourage people to walk our beautiful
n
Mrs Faye Parish
Norfolk countryside. People walking the Wensum Way in Swanton Morley will have their views of our historic red brick buildings marred by modern large ˜block housing. Furthermore, there would be an environmental impact by developing on this land, in the
Council Morley form of this site being a valuable environmental asset to the village as it forms a natural wet marshland which is regularly inhabited by barn owls. According to the RSPB, The barn owl is on Schedule 1 of both the Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981 therefore the
LeBon
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Mr
Geoffrey
Curran

Mr
Geoffrey
Curran

Jason
Large

Jason
Large
Mr
Michael
Stubbs

Objections to this site on the following grounds: Adjacent to a large existing development, further building would considerably unbalance the geographic population distribution of the village with a concentration of housing at one end.
No green space allocated for the existing development let alone an increase in housing. Access via Bedingfield Road is limited as the road is narrow and does not allow two vehicles to pass safely any increase in traffic will contribute to
this road safety issue. Access to the main road will be at an offset cross road with limited visibility due to the proximity of BT equipment, a bus stop, a hill and a bend in the road. Bedingfield Road is already a feeder route for a number of
cul‐de‐sacs. Wildlife will be displaced including deer, for which the Dereham locality is famed. In wet weather there is considerable surface water on the field that does not drain, tarmac and concrete will prevent any drainage and add to
LP[098] surface water problems in the roadways of Swanton Morley A recent small close of houses nearby already causes sewage problems near the village shop, further development will exacerbate this problem. Properties on the existing
estate will be devalued if there is loss of a countryside view thus affecting the wellbeing of current residents.
001
LP[098]
013,
LP[098]
014,
LP[098]
Recommendations for these sites are: Development balances geographic population distribution of the village by allowing an even spread Access is not through adjacent developments There is greater potential for creating suitable
002,
LP[098] access roads The proximity to the school will enable residents to walk rather than using cars that have a negative environmental contribution. These sites have the potential for small business development to provide employment for the
local population. There is less effect on current residents as there are no close neighbouring properties. These sites have the potential for green space allocation.
003
Highways Swanton Morley Parish council have objected to this site on the basis of children making road crossings. Due to the dispersed location of the key village facilities within Swanton Morley, every site which has been offered up for
development requires pedestrian crossings. Visibility splays and regrading of the banks which are proposed as part of the existing planning application for this site, will make this a safer crossing than many other locations in the village
e.g. opposite the church, and both crossing points at the bottom of Harker s Lane. A footway is also included within the proposed application to enable pedestrian access to the shop, butchers and pub with no crossings. A direct
pedestrian access can also be granted via an exis ng track to the south of the site leading directly to the play area. Landscape Sensi vity Swanton Morley Parish council have objected to site LP(098)009 as it is in an area of ˜moderate to
high landscape sensitivity ‐ SM2 Woodgate Tributary Farmland. The site is not in it s entirety within this classification and has a section of land which is also of a lower grade of sensitivity. That said, the purpose of Breckland Council
s Settlement Fringe Landscape Assessment is to outline General Landscape Management and Principles in Relation to development. It our understanding that these principles are to be considered as part of planning issues and changes
to land use, not to prevent development per se. Indeed, the existing development on Rectory Road which is already under construction, and was a site favoured by the Parish Council under the LDF, is also located in an area of land
which is subject to the same “ ˜moderate to high classifica on. Breckland Council s assessment document provides clear direc on on how to minimise impact and develop areas of land sensi vely. e.g. addi onal screening can assist
in meeting the measures outlined for SM2 Woodgate Tributary Farmland. A quotation has already been obtained from a contractor to gap up the hedgerows as part of the existing application on part of this site, the principles of which
could be applied to any further development. ˜General Landscape Management Through appropriate arboricultural management, conserve and enhance the exis ng hedgerows which form the approach to the se lement and help to
set it within its landscape (e.g. Elsing Road/Pye s Lane); Gap up hedgerows where appropriate with native species to ensure habitat connectivity; Principles in relation to Development Development should create a
porous/transitional and well integrated edge, making use of native species to create an appropriate interface with the wider landscape; Avoid the use of coniferous/gardenesque species which could have a sub urbanising influence.
LP[098] Deliverability Site LP(098)009 has been classified as ˜developable . The site should also be deliverable as there is direct access onto the main road through the village and the site is currently available. Developers or builders will not
009
need to provide any upgrades to roads to deliver this development.
Swanton Morley ‐ LP(098)014 The Parish Council objected to Site LP(098)005 on the basis that it is next to a Grade 2 listed building. LP(098)014 and LP(098)003 are both opposite the school which is also a grade 2 listed building. Swanton
Morley ‐ LP[098]014 & LP[98]013 The Parish Council s preferred sites are in an area of ˜moderate landscape sensi vity. In par cular the road upgrades required to develop these sites would inevitably require the removal of several
veteran oak trees. This does not conform to the landscape management guidelines for Northall Green Enclosed Arable Farmland within Breckland Council s Settlement Fringe Landscape Assessment. "The intactness and managed
LP[098] character of the landscape and the fact that a number of the landscape elements contributing to quality (such as hedgerow oaks, including some veteran trees) would take considerable time to replace if lost, render the landscape
013 & sensitive in terms of condition and quality." Thus requiring œappropriate and sympathetic arboricultural management to the mature and veteran hedgerow oaks, particularly where these form a positive approach to the settlement e.g.
014
at Mann s Lane. And "These elements would take significant time to replace and are therefore inherently sensitive."

Laurie
Brooks

Historic LP [098]
England 009
This allocation is near to Kesmark House (Grade II) and an assessment as to impact will be required.
Objections to this site on the following grounds: Adjacent to a large existing development, further building would considerably unbalance the geographic population distribution of the village, isolating other smaller areas of housing.
Currently there is no green space allocated for the existing development. Access via Bedingfield Road is limited as the road is narrow and in places two cars pass with difficulty. The increase of traffic would raise serious safety issues for
road users and pedestrians. Access to the main road is already at an offset cross road, with limited visibility due to the proximity of BT equipment, a bus stop, a hill, and a bend in the road. Bedingfield Road is already the access for
several cul‐de‐sacs with no alternative entry or exits. Much wildlife will be displaced including deer, for which the Dereham locality is famed. In wet weather there is considerable surface water on the field that does not drain, more hard
surface building will prevent drainage and divert the surface water to the roadways of Swanton Morley A recent build of a small close of properties nearby has already caused sewage overfill, and unpleasant smell, close to the village
LP[098] shops, further development in this area will exacerbate this problem. Properties on the existing estate were valued taking the countryside view into account. Development on this site will deprive home owners of their view and cause a
devaluation of house prices of the adjacent properties.
001

Laurie
Brooks

LP[098] Development balances geographic population distribution of the village by allowing an even spread Access is not through adjacent developments There is greater potential for creating suitable access roads The proximity to the school
002,003, will enable residents to walk rather than using cars that have a negative environmental contribution. These sites have the potential for small business development to provide employment for the local population. There is less effect on
013,014 current residents as there are no close neighbouring properties. These sites have the potential for green space allocation.

Zoe
Footer

The interim conclusion for this site is œunreasonable primarily on highway grounds. The highway comments are misleading as It has been assumed as part of this assessment that access will be provided via Hoe Road East. This is not
Brecklan
the case. Any development would be accessed off of Middleton Avenue. Any extension or modification required to the end of Middleton Avenue to facilitate a development on this site can be provided as Breckland Council are in
d District LP[098] control of the land. Existing drop kerbs at the turning head already provide vehicular access on to the site for maintenance vehicles. Any development would be a natural extension to the existing housing. Breckland Council also
Council 011
have available land to improve the highway footway if required. In the circumstances, this site is developable for housing and should be considered favourable.
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Development of the site LP(098)013 represents a logical extension of the existing settlement and the proposed development of 52 dwellings (3PL/2014/0083/F), which was granted permission in January 2015. The site could
accommodate a development of 98 dwellings; however the site could accommodate a smaller development at lower densities to mirror the density level of the neighbouring sites and the settlement. The interim conclusion is that the
site is ˜developable and a ˜reasonable alterna ve development site. Safe access from the site to Rectory Road could be achieved and furthermore access to the adjacent site could also be achieved because the plans show that to
the south east of the site ˜Land oﬀ Rectory Road (3PL/2014/0083/F), there is an access road which could link the two sites. Although the site was listed as ˜developable , it was not listed as ˜deliverable . The only site that was
listed as ˜deliverable in Swanton Morley in the Sustainability Assessment was site LP(098)014, the only discernible diﬀerence between the two sites sustainability assessment was that site LP(098)013 is ˜subject to achieving safe
access onto Rectory Road ¦. and improvements to the footpath network including Harkers Lane PRoW ; compared with LP(098)014 which states that ˜highways improvements will be necessary . A safe access onto Rectory Road
could be achieved and improvements to the footpath network would be undertaken on commencement of development of the site. It is recognised that the Parish Council is seeking for a safe means of access to be created from the
development site to the Primary School. It is clear that such a route could be provided on Highway land adjacent to Hoe Road and be funded via a S106 legal agreement. This would not only benefit the set but the wider community.
Paragraph 47 of the Na onal Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) explains that for sites ˜to be considered deliverable, sites should be available now, oﬀer a suitable loca on for development now, and be achievable with a realis c
prospect that housing will be delivered on the site within five years and in particular that development of the site is viable.
As stated above, it is our understanding that the highways issues regarding site LP(098)013 can easily be
resolved, therefore the site can be considered deliverable in line with the NPPF s definition because the site is currently available for development, is a suitable location for development, housing on the site can be delivered within the
next 5 years and the development on the site is considered to be financially viable. Additionally, both the Parish Council and the local community support development on site LP(098)013. Paragraph 17 of the NPPF places emphasis on
Organic
the importance of engaging and empowering local communities through the plan making process. Although Swanton Morley does not have a Neighbourhood Plan, due consideration should be given to the development sites that the
Organic Pig
Compan LP[098] Parish Council and the local community are in support of. Therefore the Council should consider site LP(098)013 to not only be ˜developable but also ˜deliverable . Given that the site is deliverable and has garnered the support of
Pig
013
Company y
the local community as a housing site, site LP(098)013 should be allocated for residential housing in the Breckland Local Plan.
Development of the site LP(098)012 represents a logical extension of the existing settlement of Swanton Morley. The site area that was submitted in the Call for Sites and which has been assessed in the Emerging Site Options
Document could accommodate a development of 15 dwellings. However, if the site is considered favourably it could be extended to a larger site area which could accommodate a residential development, contributing to fulfilling
Swanton Morley s housing alloca ons in the preferred policy direc on. The interim conclusion is that the site is ˜developable and a ˜reasonable alterna ve development site. The assessment concludes that subject to a safe
access and adequate visibility being achieved on the site, coupled with improvements to the footpath network, the site could be considered to be deliverable. It is our understanding that the concern regarding the highways access and
visibility issues and footpath network improvements at site LP(098)012 can be mi gated. As aforemen oned in paragraph 3.5 of this report, paragraph 47 of the NPPF explains that for sites ˜to be considered deliverable, sites should be
Organic
available now, offer a suitable location for development now, and be achievable with a realistic prospect that housing will be delivered on the site within five years and in particular that development of the site is viable. The site can be
considered deliverable in line with the NPPF s definition because the site is currently available for development, is a suitable location for development, housing on the site can be delivered within the next 5 years and the development
Organic Pig
Compan LP[098] on the site is considered to be financially viable. Therefore, the site should be considered to be a deliverable site option that is appropriate site for residential development within Swanton Morley. Hence, the site should be allocated in
Pig
012
the Breckland Local Plan for residential development.
Company y
The focus of these representations is in support of the allocation of site reference LPFO971O1O ‐ identified as a Reasonable Alternative in the consultation document ‐ for residential development. These representations are submitted
on behalf of MLN (Land and Properties) Limited who are actively promoting the bringing forward of this site for housing development by way of these representations to the emerging local plan (and representations earlier on in the plan
preparation process) and the preparation and submission of the current outline planning application for up to 185 dwellings on the site (LPA ref: 3PL/2015/0917/O). Firstly we would like to highlight an error in the consultation
document. Site reference LP[097]O1 0 is shown as a Reasonable Alternative on the map of sites on page 47 and shaded green accordingly. The site is also therefore shaded green in the Interim Site Assessment column of the schedule of
sites on page 43. However, the text in the Interim Site Assessment column incorrectly reads ˜Unreasonable Alterna ve , which is plainly incorrect (given the content of the Interim Site Assessment and the map of sites in Swa am) and
misleading. We therefore request that this is corrected in any future records/consultation documents. It is clear that previous growth of Swaffham, predominantly to the north and south of the town centre, has resulted in the elongated
settlement that exists today. Furthermore we are aware that more (as yet unbuilt) homes have been granted planning permission at the northern and southern edges of the settlement, as shown on the map at page 47 of the
consultation document, therefore this pattern of growth is set to continue. The result of this recent and ongoing pattern of growth of the town is that a good proportion of its current and future residents live quite some distance
(relative to the size of the town) from the town centre. This in turn results in an increased likelihood of trips to work and the good range of shops, services and amenities available in the town centre by the private car rather than more
sustainable methods of transport. It is not considered that further north/south expansion of the town would be a sustainable strategy, particularly given that there are plainly reasonable and deliverable alternative options in more
accessible and sustainable locations. The emerging local plan presents the opportunity to facilitate a more sustainable pattern of growth of Swaff ham during the plan period. To that end we support future east/west expansion of
Swaffham, as this would result in homes being closer and more accessible to local services, in preference to further development to the north or south of this already elongated settlement. However, we agree with the LPA s previous
analysis on landscape sensitivity insofar as the eastern edge of the settlement is less sensitive, hence there being no Reasonable Alternatives identified on the west side of the town. We therefore assert that the growth of Swaff ham to
the east would be the most appropriate and sustainable option to pursue via the emerging local plan ‐ and support LPA s designation of potential sites to west of town as being Unreasonable Alternatives accordingly. Furthermore, it is
submitted that of all the sites that have been identified to the east of town, the land to the south of Norwich Road ‐ site reference LP[097]010 ‐ is the best placed in terms of the combination of distance to the town centre/sustainability
of its location and its relationship to the existing settlement edge, with both the north west and south west site boundaries being alongside existing residential properties. We assert its development for housing purposes would be a
more logical and sensible extension to the existing settlement than the alternative sites on the east side of Swaffham that are identified in the consultation document. The extensive range of supporting documentation that has been
submitted in connection with the current outline planning application (ref: 3PL/201 5/0917/0) for the development of up to 185 dwellings on site reference LP[097]010 demonstrates the suitability of the site for residential development.
This includes documents that confirm the acceptability of the site s development for housing in relation to highways, landscape, urban design, ecology, heritage, flood risk and drainage considerations. The Interim Site Assessment
includes the comment that the cumulative highway impacts of the potential development of this site and others in the vicinity needs to be considered. On this point, our client s highway consultant has prepared an addendum to their
Transport Assessment in support of the current planning application demonstrating that the cumulative impact of the proposed housing development of sites LP[097]010 and LP[097]018 (also the subject of a current outline planning
application) would be acceptable. Moreover the highway authority (Norfolk County Council) have subsequently confirmed they have no objections to our client s current planning application, subject to conditions and a Section 106
Agreement. Similarly, an addendum to the Landscape and Visual Appraisal that accompanied our client s planning application has been prepared and submitted to the LPA to demonstrate that the cumulative landscape impact of the
development of these two sites would be acceptable. It has also been demonstrated within the planning application submission that the proposed development of the site, including 40% provision of affordable housing, would be viable.
Therefore this is plainly a deliverable housing site that could accommodate a good proportion of the dwellings to be allocated to the market towns in a highly sustainable location, within walking and cycling distance of a vibrant town
centre. Rather than repeat the contents of all the documents submitted in support of our client s current planning application within these representations, we encourage the LPA to review the supporting documentation submitted in
connection with the current planning application in tandem with their review of these representations and the suitability of this site for allocation for housing development. However, a document that has been prepared to summarise
the key merits of the site s development and benefits that may result from its development and accompanies these representations. With all the points above and the content of the accompanying document and supporting
Ben
Weatherl
LP[097] documentation in connection with planning application reference 3PL/2015/0917/O in mind, it is asserted that site reference LP[097]01 0 is the most suitable of all the potential sites for allocation for residential development that have
been identified. We therefore encourage the LPA to support its allocation for residential development in Part 2 of the local plan accordingly.
ey
010
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GJ
Curran

GJ
Curran

Laurie
Brooks

Laurie
Brooks

Objections to this site on the following grounds: Adjacent to a large existing development, further building would considerably unbalance the geographic population distribution of the village with a concentration of housing at one
end. No green space allocated for the existing development let alone an increase in housing. Access via Bedingfield Road is limited as the road is narrow and does not allow two vehicles to pass safely any increase in traffic will
contribute to this road safety issue. Access to the main road will be at an offset cross road with limited visibility due to the proximity of BT equipment, a bus stop, a hill and a bend in the road. Bedingfield Road is already a feeder
route for a number of cul‐de‐sacs. Wildlife will be displaced including deer, for which the Dereham locality is famed. In wet weather there is considerable surface water on the field that does not drain, tarmac and concrete will
LP[098] prevent any drainage and add to surface water problems in the roadways of Swanton Morley A recent small close of houses nearby already causes sewage problems near the village shop, further development will exacerbate this
problem. Properties on the existing estate will be devalued if there is loss of a countryside view thus affecting the wellbeing of current residents.
001
LP[098]
013,
LP[098]
014,
LP[098] Site number LP[0981013, LP[098]014, LP[098J002, LP[098]003 Recommendations for these sites are: Development balances geographic population distribution of the village by allowing an even spread Access is not through adjacent
developments There is greater poten al for crea ng suitable access roads The proximity to the school will enable residents to walk rather than using cars that have a nega ve environmental contribu on. ˜ These sites have the
002,
LP[098] potential for small business development to provide employment for the local population. There is less effect on current residents as there are no close neighbouring properties. These sites have the potential for green space
003
allocation.
Objections to this site on the following grounds: Adjacent to a large existing development, further building would considerably unbalance the geographic population distribution of the village, isolating other smaller areas of housing.
Currently there is no green space allocated for the existing development. Access via Bedingfield Road is limited as the road is narrow and in places two cars pass with difficulty. The increase of traffic would raise serious safety issues for
road users and pedestrians. Access to the main road is already at an offset cross road, with limited visibility due to the proximity of BT equipment, a bus stop, a hill, and a bend in the road. Bedingfield Road is already the access for
several cul‐de‐sacs with no alternative entry or exits. Much wildlife will be displaced including deer, for which the Dereham locality is famed. In wet weather there is considerable surface water on the field that does not drain, more
hard surface building will prevent drainage and divert the surface water to the roadways of Swanton Morley A recent build of a small close of properties nearby has already caused sewage overfill, and unpleasant smell, close to the
LP[098] village shops, further development in this area will exacerbate this problem. Properties on the existing estate were valued taking the countryside view into account. Development on this site will deprive home owners of their view and
cause a devaluation of house prices of the adjacent properties.
001
LP[098]
013,
LP[098]
014,
LP[098] My preferred options for development would be Site numbers LP[098]013, LP[098]014, LP[0981002, LP[098]003 for the following reasons: Development balances geographic population distribution of the village by allowing an even
spread Access is not through adjacent developments There is greater potential for creating suitable access roads The proximity to the school will enable residents to walk rather than using cars that have a negative environmental
002,
LP[098] contribution These sites have the potential for small business development to provide employment for the local population. There is less effect on current residents as there are rio close neighbouring properties. These sites have
the potential for green space allocation.
003
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Weeting
Name

Organisa
tion

Mike Jones
RSPB
RSPB

Natalie
Winspear

Comments

On behalf of our client we wish to object to the exclusion of land adjacent Weeting Primary School (SHLAA 2014 ref. WEO9) from inclusion within the Council s Emerging Residential Site Options (Autumn 2015). Based on the
2014 SHLAA site assessments it is unclear why this site has not been taken forward for Sustainability Assessment with other sites appearing in the Emerging Residential Site Options Document (Autumn 2015). The site was
assessed in the 2014 SHLAA as undeliverable by virtue of its location within the Breckland Special Protection Area (SPA) buffer and as a result of highway access concerns. However, it is noted that all sites in Weeting are located
within the SPA buffer and have been assessed as having moderate to high landscape impacts, yet other sites with similar constraints to site WEO9 have been taken forward for consideration in the current Emerging Residential
Site Options (Autumn 2015) document. Site LP[107]004 (SHLAA 2014 ref. WE1O) was considered undeliverable in its SHLAA assessment by virtue of its location within the SPA buffer, its location within Flood Zone 2 as well as
highway concerns. Similarly, site LP[107]001 (SHLAA 2014 ref. WEO1) was also assessed as undeliverable due to its location within the SPA buffer, Flood Zone 2 and its negative landscape impacts. Despite these sites being
considered undeliverable against the criteria of the SHLAA 2014 assessment they nonetheless appear in the Emerging Residential Site Options (Autumn 2015) document and it is unclear why this is not also true of site WEO9. In
addition, site LP[107]002 (SHLAA 2014 ref. WEO2) was also assessed as undeliverable due to its location within the SPA buffer, landscape impacts and highway constraints. This site nevertheless appears in the current Emerging
Residential Site Options (Autumn 2015) document as a residential commitment as planning permission for 35 houses on this site was granted on appeal in August 2012 (APP/F2605/A/12/2172205). This development was largely
permitted as the appeal inspector concluded the applicant was able to comply with adopted policy CP1O. This policy allows for development within a SPA buffer where it can be demonstrated that the development will not
adversely affect the SPA s integrity and where it can be shown that proposals to mitigate the effects of development would overcome an adverse impact on the integrity of the SPA. It is clear that in the case of site LP[107]002
the applicant was able to comply with policy CP1O and the same could be true of site WEO9 following completion of appropriate assessments. Site WEO9 would therefore be able to overcome the assessed constraint relating to
its location in the SPA buffer. In addition, highway concerns regarding access onto Park View could be overcome by appropriate design. The development of site WEO9 for 14 dwellings would represent a modest but significant
contribution to the 14% housing growth proposed in Weeting (as a Local Service Centre) by preferred policy direction PDO4. Indeed, the Council would not be in a position to deliver any growth in this Local Service Centre based
on its assessment criteria for residential site allocation and is only able to demonstrate the provision of 84 dwellings within the plan period as a result of the approval of appeal APP/F2605/A/12/2172205 in which its approach to
development within the SPA buffer was successfully challenged. On behalf of our client we therefore object to the omission of site WEO9 from the Emerging Residential Site Options (Autumn 2015) document on the basis that
the development constraints identified for this site are no more significant than those identified for similar sites brought forward. We also object on the basis that the Council s assessment criteria in relation to the SPA buffer
Robinson &
are flawed and would result in the Council not being able to deliver its desired 15% growth in this Local Service Centre had its approach not already been successfully challenged at appeal.
Hall LLP
*
Partner
We note that site LP(107)002 has been classifed as un‐deliverable due to its location within the SPA buffer zone. This is the only reason given for the sites non‐inclusion within the local plan. The landowner has had commissioned
Childerhou
a Ecological Site Suitability Appraisal carried out by Wild Frontier Ecology Limited which concludes that there is no evidently significant or potentially insurmountable ecological reasons why this proposed site should not be
se Lodge
considered for development. In the absence of any alternative site specific ecological evidence provided by Breckland Council the site should therefore be included within future iterations of the Local Plan and identified as
Farms
LP(107)002 suitable for development. A copy of the above Site Appraisal has been emailed to planningpolicyteam@breckland.gov.uk

Sandra
Walmsley
Sandra
Walmsley
Sandra
Walmsley

Graham
Connell

Site

LP001,004,
006,002,00 We support the definition of these proposed allocations as Unreasonable Alternatives due to their location within the SPA buffer, and the availability of suitable alternatives elsewhere in the District which would avoid these
3
impacts entirely.

WYG

Lp[107]003 Site LP (107) 003 is far from the existing settlement and encroaches on the SPA buffer.
Site LP(107) 002 when considered in conjunction with the existing planning agreements would create a further encroachment into the SPA buffer. The phased application process has meant that inadequate green space and
Lp[107]002 social amenity space has been agreed. This site could ensure there is open space if it were left undeveloped.
LP[107]006 Site LP (107)006 and LP (107)004 are both brownfield sites but are within the SPA buffer zone. The existing planning approvals will place considerable strain on local facilities. The school does not have capacity and there are
& 004
significant shortages in GP provision.
We wish to make representations on these documents on behalf of owners of land on Fengate Drove, Brandon (Site ref LP(107)004). Brandon lies within Forest Heath and it is noted that an Inspector assessing the Duty to Co‐
operate as carried out by that authority found that there had been co‐operation among relevant parties relating in particular to the Breckland SPA. It remains our contention that Breckland and Forest Heath (to whom
appropriate representations are made at other times) continue to fail to investigate fully the scope for additional development associated with Brandon, in both authority areas. Given that significant urban extensions are
proposed within the area it is contended that more rigorous assessment should be made in relation to potential for expansion at Brandon as development here could contribute to meeting the development needs of both
authorities; assist in creating a sustainable pattern of development; continue to maintain the existing settlement and its facilities helping create a mixed and sustainable community; reduce the pressure on other urban areas;
assist in early delivery by increasing the options for phased delivery of dwellings and economic development.
The Local Plan Part 2 considers a series of sites in Weeting Parish, the majority of which are more closely related
with Brandon. It dismisses them essentially on the grounds of incompatibility with the Breckland SPA and its buffer zone. The ecological interests that these are designed to protect are acknowledged constraints. However,
they do not inevitably prohibit development. We would refer to planning permission 3PL/2014/1361/F for 64 dwellings at Fengate Drove. Natural England accepted that, notwithstanding the site location, the development
could take place without negative impacts on the SPA. Moreover, a further cross boundary application for up to 1,650 dwellings and extensive related and ancillary development to the west and north of Brandon remain under
consideration by both local planning authorities. It can only be assumed that no conclusion has yet been reached on whether or not the constraints of the SPA can be addressed and/or adequate mitigation provided. It is
considered that until this position is resolved, the dismissal of the Weeting Parish sites (including Site ref LP(107)004) has not been justified and is not soundly based. Consequently the sites cannot be coded red until the scope
for resolving ecological impacts has been fully investigated and resolved. More generally we consider that consulting on site options before preferred strategic directions have been established is premature. The preferred
directions could be progressed, including an option essentially as that put forward now although we would consider (in response to Questions 3, 4 and 6 posed in relation to Part 1 for example) that the scope for urban
extensions to accommodate development needs at Brandon could also be included. The ecological matters are likely to be capable of resolution during the process relating to Local Plan Part 1 and so full technical assessments
LP[107]004 available to assess site options through Part 2.
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Yaxham
Name

Peter Wallis

Peter Wallis

Graham Howe

T J Mackintosh
Annie Green‐
Armytage

Organis
ation

Site

Comments

*

The bulk of the feedback has related to the two sites in Clint Green. LP[113]004 Reasonable Alternative and LP[113]003 Unreasonable Alterna ve . There is frank disbelief that the recorded view for LP[113]004 The
SHLAA 2015 update determined this site to be non‐developable due to the severe highways constraints. has been ignored. This is because that statement directly reflects the local views of the highway at this loca on.
There are two major highway points put by local residents in their feedback to NP4Yaxham. The proposed access from Norwich Road is on what is already regarded as nasty blind‐bend only metres to the west of the
access to Paper Street. The Paper Street/Norwich Road junction is already a challenging junction for traffic emerging onto Norwich Road. The idea that cars related to up to 35 properties emerging only metres to its west
only strikes dismay into the users of Paper Street. There is associated great concern that if 004 is accepted as Reasonable then this could provide access to 003 which could then be seen as Reasonable and thereby
exacerbating the concerns already felt about 004 In Yaxham itself there is recognition that LP[113]005 already has outline planning permission. The main concern here is density and addressing sewerage and surface‐
water run‐off issues. There is no support in Yaxham recorded in the consultation for the sites LP[113]001 and 002 to be considered Reasonable as the highway issues would be seen to rule these out.

*

LP[113]004 and LP[113]003 in Clint Green Both these sites are unsuitable for development specifically on Highways grounds. The corner from Norwich Road and Paper Street is dangerous enough as there is little
visibility emerging from Paper Street and going in the Clint Green direction. Paper Street itself is a single track rural lane in rural Norfolk and quite unsuitable for "estate type" development which would result in a
detrimental effect on the gentle open landscape leading down to the River Tud. Historically there are also major drainage problems with surface water at this end of the village which results in flooding on a regular basis.
LP[113]001 and LP9113)002 ‐ Yaxham, Norwich Road. Severe Highways restraints on any potential access to and from these sites was put forward by NCC Highways and is an accurate description of that part of the
B1135. Despite speed sign indicators, cars still speed through this slight corner and is of great concern to pedestrians and cyclists particularly as the footpath is on the opposite side of the road. To avoid these problems
on the "main "road, the present access to this site is on a blind corner on the single track Cutthroat Lane which would be even less suitable.

*

In 1999 my partner and I applied for planning permission to convert a small barn in our garden into a one bedroomed holiday let but at that time the highways department raised concerns regarding one vehicle entering
and leaving our property onto the Norwich Rd and recommended the application be refused “ however permission was eventually granted. Now it seems 17 years later there is a possibility of 50 or 60 vehicles joining
Norwich road from the paper Street junction if planning permission is granted for 35 houses on clint green. Traffic has already increased with various building works in Mattishall with several other schemes in the
pipeline. There are no facilities in Clint Green apart from a primary school so driving is essential either to mattishall or Dereham for shopping etc. Getting into Dereham is something of a challenge these days with so much
traffic and the road to Mattishall is getting wider day by day as large vehicles try ot pass each other causing erosion to the banks and verges. Consequently the drains fill up with site and the road floods.

*

I would like to express my concerns at the proposed housing development in my village of Clint Green, LP(113)004. Access to and from the site would be hazardous to all road users. Using the Paper Street junction is
already a risky undertaking and increasing traffic flow would heighten the danger by a large margin. It just should not happen if road safety is at all in question. I have witnessed cars trying to gain access to Norwich Rd
from the proposed site and approaching cars on the main road have narrowly missed crashing and have had to break sharply. I don't think there is a worse place in the village for increased traffic flow. These are my
main objections but others include lack of school places and no preschool provision in the village and doctors surgeries unable to cope with existing patients.

*

We think the new houses that are about to be built in Caston and those that have already been built is sufficient for this village. We certainly think that the Settlement Boundary in Caston should NOT be enlarged.

Mr Neale Gale

I am sending you this email as we would like to lodge an objection to the proposed planning permission LP(113)003 16 HOUSES AND LP(113) 004 35 HOUSES in Clint Green. ã Ref: LP(113)003 ‐ The site access is onto a
narrow lane (Paper Street) which is not at all suitable for any increased vehicles and pedestrians as there are no footpaths. This also would mean that vehicles will join Norwich Road on a blind bend which is already
difficult to negotiate. ã Ref: LP(113)004 ‐ This also means an even more dangerous access and exit just short of Paper Street. We feel that both these projects are accidents waiting to happen. ã Another 51 houses in
the village will put a big strain on the resourcesã e.g. the school ‐ which is almost at full capacity and also the Doctor s Surgery at Mattishall, plus all the extra traffic travelling on roads which are greatly overdue for
repair. ã I hope you will consider these points and try not to spoil the character of the SMALL village of Clint Green.
*
This site sits to the south of the Yaxham conservation area and an assessment of impact upon significance will be required. This site is within the conservation area and with potential to affect the character and
appearance of the conservation area. The SA denotes a reasonable alternative and 'developable' but the point that it adjoins the conservation area will have to be given considerable weight and attention. Historic
LP [113]
England recommend very close regard to our own guidance, 'The Historic Environment and Site Allocations in Local Plans' (October 2015) as the recommended site selection methodology requires an identification of
005
impact upon significance. At this point that matter remains to be the subject of research and detailed appraisal
I am pleased to see that some common sense has been brought to bear on this site which is clearly unsuitable for development. The existing junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road has poor visibility to the right for
LP(113)004 emerging traffic made worse by the lack of a junction warning sign on the approach from the Dereham direction. This is in addition to the narrow nature of Paper Street.
The location of the site access as shown is too close to the bend to the east and precludes the possibility achieving satisfactory visibility to the east for emerging traffic. The proximity to the Paper Street junction is a
further complication. It is to be assumed that most of the residents on this site will commute to Norwich which will increase the traffic passing the Paper Street junction, emerging from which is a somewhat stressful
LP(113)004 experience at times.
With reference to the above planning application as a resident of Clint Green I wish to object for the following reasons. 1.The proposed site entrance/exit is 200yds from a blind bend and with increased traffic this a
serious accident waiting to happen.In the past the Highway Dept has always declined planning,I would like to know why the criteria has changed.The main road through the village is already used as a rar run to avoided
the A47. 2.The site in question is backland development which is not suitable for a village location,the site is also land locked with the only access being made by destruction of a perfectly dwelling. 3.The infrastructure
within the village is totally inadequate there is a constant smell of drains in the summer months and raw sewage has already flooded properties.The school and doctors is at full capacity,it has been known that children
form the same household in the village are at different schools. 4.Yaxham is a village and development of this size would be excessive and would create a disproportionate density in Clint Green. I trust you will take
LP(113)004 these comments into consideration.

Mr & Mrs
Girling

I am writing to oppose development on the proposed site behind Firside, Norwich Road, Clint Green. It it my understanding that this site has been turned down for planning before due to 'severe highway constraints'. I
therefore cannot understand why this land is now being considered when it remains close to a busy blind bend and junction. Like many other residents I have seen many near misses increasing over the years due to
LP(113)004 additional traffic travelling through our village into Dereham and Norwich. Most families have at least two cars and the addition of 35 new homes will cause utter mayhem putting lives at risk.

Mr Gary
Osborn

Miss Jill
Vergerson
Miss Jill
Vergerson

Mr Neale Gale
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Mr RFJ
Chillingworth

Susan Rowles

LP(113)004 I live on Norwich Rd Clint Green & the ever increasing traffic is only going to get worse with all the development in Dereham as they seem to use this road as a cut through.To build more properties as above exiting onto
LP(113)003 an already bad junction seems madness also doctors /school etc are already at full stretch.
In accordance with the NPPF, the plan s development strategy should seek to avoid areas of high environmental value. Natural England expects sufficient evidence to be provided, through the Sustainability Appraisal
and Habitats Regulations Assessment, to justify the site selection process and to ensure sites of least environmental value are selected, eg. land allocations should avoid designated sites and landscapes and consider
whether proposals are likely to have an effect on any nearby designated sites when making their selection. The selection should also take biodiversity into account in areas that are not designated, for example on sites
where there are extensive areas of priority habitat or large populations of protected species. With this in mind, we are concerned that a few sites that are listed as reasonable alternatives within the emerging site options
document are in close proximity to nationally designated sites but effects to biodiversity in relation these sites have not been taken into account in the selection, despite the protection afforded to designated sites in
ENVO2. We consider that, if the following sites are to be selected, they will need to be assessed to evaluate whether there will be any effects nationally designated sites and deleted as a potential allocation if adverse
effects to these sites cannot be overcome with appropriate mitigation. Swaffham LP(097)014 ” this is within 400m of Breckland Forest 5551 (the area within which we review effects to nightjar and woodlark, both
qualifying species of Breckland SPA. Hockering LP(044)001 is in close proximity to Hockley Wood SSSI. Kenninghall LP(051)005 & LP(051)004 are close to Kenninghall and Banham Fens SSSI and Quidenham Mere SSSI.
Narborough LP(065)009 is next to Narbourough Railway Embankment SSSI. North Elmham LP(070)001 is near the River Wensum SSSI and SAC. All selected sites to the north in Swanton Morley are near the river
Wensum SSSI and SAC. Yaxham LP(113)005 is near Badley Moor SSSI, part of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC. A similar approach should be taken to allocations next to or affecting local sites. If local sites are to be allocated,
LP(113)005 then your authority will need to ensure that there will be appropriate mitigation or compensation measures or the selection should be deleted.

Mrs Lisa
Goldsmith

LP[004]002
and
All or most of these sites are waterlogged for much of the year. During the last 40 years local residents have never known them dry even in summer. If becoming a built up area where does all this water go? Access very
LP[004]003 poor on to the street as it is on a bend and already an awkward junction to cross on foot.

Mr Andrew
Taylor

I have been appointed to act on behalf of the owners of land in the Village of Yaxham with reference numbers LP [113]001 and LP [113]02. The comments against the sites in terms of the SA are ˜posi ve with the
exception of highways. The interim site assessment states: The SHLAA 2015 update determined this site to be 'non‐developable' due to the severe highways constraints. The SA concluded that development of the site
would have impact positively when assessed against the sustainability appraisal framework. 2015 Highways comments highlighted severe constraints regarding the site. The site is, however, within close proximity to
Dereham. Interim conclusion: 'Unreasonable'. I cannot find the details of what highways has said but in the SHLAA 2015 appraisal for both sites it states: Highway constraints are severe enough to prevent
development of this site. As part of an exercise associated with a possible outline applica on I consulted with highways and had the following reply from Kay Gordon: Dear Graham Without specific details concerning
location and the number of dwelling involved is difficult to indicate whether this Authority would support the proposal and I can therefore only respond in general terms having carried out a desk top assessment. I am
under the impression that traffic travels above 30mph in this location and, unless any formal submission includes a speed survey suggesting otherwise, I would require any access to be provided with visibility splays
measuring 2.4m x 59. Subject to the number of accesses involved, direct access from Dereham Road may be acceptable provided access points are paired with the adjoining property. If access gates are to be provided
these must be set back 5m from the carriageway edge. It would be essential that sufficient room is provided for vehicles to turn within the site and this must be independent of parking areas. I am aware that a footway
exists on the holiday park side of Dereham Road and would require a footway to be provided along the site frontage to link into this. I hope that this provides an idea of our requirements but please be aware that given I
do not know the scale or location of the development the principle of the proposal may not be acceptable regardless of you being able to achieve my requirements. I will be happy to comment on any detailed proposal
prior to you submitting any planning application. The contents of this letter are an informal officer opinion. No detailed consultation or assessment has taken place and therefore this should not be taken as a formal
response to a planning application. It may not reflect the contents of any formal reply made by the Highway Authority in response to an official consultation from the Local Planning Authority on a planning application
for a similar proposal; particularly if in the opinion of the Highway Authority highway safety, efficiency and accessibility standards cannot be achieved. Regards K Gordon Kay Gordon Highways Development
Management Oﬃcer (Breckland) While the reply contains the usual caveats it is not nega ve or in the words of the SA ˜severe and seeks to ensure that technical requirements are fulfilled. These requirements could
be achieved on the site and could be demonstrated in any applica on. There appears to be a ˜contradic on between the comments in the Local Plan Assessment and those supplied by an oﬃcer of highways. It is
LP[113]001 submitted that based on the comments of the highways officer there is no reason, based on highway grounds, for the land not to be included as a residential site in the Local Plan.

Natural
England

LP[113]001
&
These two sites are outside the village settlement boundary. They encroach into the narrow green gap between Yaxham and Dereham, they extend "linear/ribbon development" rather than consolidating existing
LP[113]002 developed areas and the only access would be off the very busy Dereham Road on the northern approach to the village. For all these reasons these sites are rightfully classed as "unreasonable".

Mr Gary
Osborn

Lp[113]001 Yaxham Parish Council voted in favour of development of the following sites proposed Site references LP[113]001; LP[113]002 and LP[113]005 The council considered that both LP[113]OO1 and LP[113]002 had better
, 002 & 005 access than others identified.
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Mr Gary
Osborn

I have been appointed to act on behalf of the owners of land in the Village of Yaxham with reference numbers LP [113]001 and LP [113]02. The comments against the sites in terms of the SA are ˜posi ve with the
exception of highways. The interim site assessment states: The SHLAA 2015 update determined this site to be 'non‐developable' due to the severe highways constraints. The SA concluded that development of the site
would have impact positively when assessed against the sustainability appraisal framework. 2015 Highways comments highlighted severe constraints regarding the site. The site is, however, within close proximity to
Dereham. Interim conclusion: 'Unreasonable'. I cannot find the details of what highways has said but in the SHLAA 2015 appraisal for both sites it states: Highway constraints are severe enough to prevent
development of this site. As part of an exercise associated with a possible outline applica on I consulted with highways and had the following reply from Kay Gordon: Dear Graham Without specific details concerning
location and the number of dwelling involved is difficult to indicate whether this Authority would support the proposal and I can therefore only respond in general terms having carried out a desk top assessment. I am
under the impression that traffic travels above 30mph in this location and, unless any formal submission includes a speed survey suggesting otherwise, I would require any access to be provided with visibility splays
measuring 2.4m x 59. Subject to the number of accesses involved, direct access from Dereham Road may be acceptable provided access points are paired with the adjoining property. If access gates are to be provided
these must be set back 5m from the carriageway edge. It would be essential that sufficient room is provided for vehicles to turn within the site and this must be independent of parking areas. I am aware that a footway
exists on the holiday park side of Dereham Road and would require a footway to be provided along the site frontage to link into this. I hope that this provides an idea of our requirements but please be aware that given I
do not know the scale or location of the development the principle of the proposal may not be acceptable regardless of you being able to achieve my requirements. I will be happy to comment on any detailed proposal
prior to you submitting any planning application. The contents of this letter are an informal officer opinion. No detailed consultation or assessment has taken place and therefore this should not be taken as a formal
response to a planning application. It may not reflect the contents of any formal reply made by the Highway Authority in response to an official consultation from the Local Planning Authority on a planning application
for a similar proposal; particularly if in the opinion of the Highway Authority highway safety, efficiency and accessibility standards cannot be achieved. Regards K Gordon Kay Gordon Highways Development
Management Oﬃcer (Breckland) While the reply contains the usual caveats it is not nega ve or in the words of the SA ˜severe and seeks to ensure that technical requirements are fulfilled. These requirements could
be achieved on the site and could be demonstrated in any applica on. There appears to be a ˜contradic on between the comments in the Local Plan Assessment and those supplied by an oﬃcer of highways. It is
LP[113]002 submitted that based on the comments of the highways officer there is no reason, based on highway grounds, for the land not to be included as a residential site in the Local Plan.
In addition to my objection to site LP[113]004, I would like to lodge a separate objection to any proposed development on the above site. Access to and from this site would be onto Paper Street, which is a single track
road, close to the very dangerous and challenging T junction leading on to Norwich Rd in Clint Green. No doubt this junction is what Breckland would deem as giving 'access to the road network', but it is a junction with
severe vision limitations for drivers as they join it to turn left towards Mattishall or right for Dereham. Extra cars, lorries etc. joining Norwich Rd in whatever direction would pose many dangers for residents of the village.
Paper Street is a very narrow country road, used daily by dog walkers (to improve their 'heath & wellbeing', something Breckland stresses is very important), as well as being a general leisure and recreation area for
visitors to the village, children cycling and individuals enjoying the varied amount of wildlife present in the vicinity. However, there are no footpaths so walkers etc have to take extra care as it is. This road has already
become much busier in the past year with increased and ever faster, larger and speeding traffic and will continue to do so if the developments in Dereham proceed, as it wil be used as a 'cut through'. Allowing more
vehicles to join this road would be a reckless decision and also ruin the rural nature and fabric of the surroundings which we are, at this moment in time, fighting desperately to hold on to and preserve. Any construction
of housing on this site would inevitably damage the current character of the village, that is a small rural location surrounded by agricultural land. It may be that Breckland's decision to put forward site LP[113]004 in Clint
Green as a possible development site for 35 houses is somehow connected to the possiblity of this smaller site on Paper Street being 'linked together' with the larger site, making one large development and eliminating
the need to access the site via Norwich Rd (highly dangerous) and the access being on Paper Street itself. As I have stated above, this would be entirely unsuitable and Highways themselves have said there are 'severe
LP[113]003 constraints'.

Miss Jill
Vergerson

I wish to object to any development on the land off Paper Street, Clint Green, listed as LP[113]003 for the following reasons:‐ Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane enjoyed by
many dog walkers, cyclists etc therefore this is not a suitable road to provide access to a development of this kind. Development here is likely to increase traffic, including HGV's which is inappropriate for a single track
road and would create further danger due to the additional volume of vehicles using the Junction to Norwich Road which is located on a very dangerous double blind bend. This site is classed as "undeliverable" due to
Highways stating on the SHLAA2015 report that it has "severe constraints" and therefore should never be considered for development. There are no footpaths on Paper Street. It is possible that should this site be
approved it would provide access to LP[113]004 with a combined housing total of 51 should the two sites be merged. This would be wholly inapropriate as it would not only create a housing estate that is not in keeping
LP[113]003 with the local area, the access to these sites either via Norwich Road or Paper Street are extremely dangerous for the reasons previously stated.

Miss Jill
Vergerson

I would like to object to any development, either now or in the future, on land off Paper Street, Clint Green, Yaxham, listed as LP[113]003. The reasons for my objections are as follows:‐ Access to this site would be from
Paper Street which is a single track country lane enjoyed by many dog walkers, cyclists etc therefore this is not a suitable road to provide access to a development of this kind. It should also be noted that there are no
footpaths on Paper Street. Development here is likely to increase traffic, including HGV's which is inappropriate for a single track road and would create further danger due to the additional volume of vehicles using the
Junction to Norwich Road which is located on a very dangerous double blind bend. Development here would lead to Cutthroat lane becoming a Rat run It is possible that should this site be reconsidered and approved
at some point in the future it would provide access to LP[113]004 with a combined housing total of 51 should the two sites be merged. This would be wholly inappropriate as it would not only create a housing estate
that is not in keeping with the local area, the access to these sites either via Norwich Road or Paper Street are extremely dangerous for the reasons previously stated. This site is classed as "undeliverable" due to
Highways stating on the SHLAA2015 report that it has "severe constraints" and is also classed as an unreasonable Alternative on the Local Plan Consultation website, therefore it should never be considered for
LP[113]003 development either now or in the future In conclusion I consider that the proposed site LP[113]003 should not be approved as it is entirely unsuitable for any development due to the reasons listed above.

Mr Gary
Osborn
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Mr Paul
Goldsmith

Although this site is listed as an ˜unreasonable alterna ve , should it ever be considered for development in the future, I wish to object to this for the following reasons: 1)
Access would be from Paper Street “ a
narrow, single track country lane with very limited access. It has already been noted by Highways as ˜undeliverable , with ˜severe constraints on the SHLAA2015 report. It should never be considered in any form as
suitable for development, it is in no way a reasonable option for any housing. 2)
There is already a significant increase in the volume of traffic on this road which is connected to Cutthroat Lane, and this will surely
continue as developments in Dereham and Mattishall are proposed. It is a popular shortcut route and travelled on at considerable speed. 3)
Paper Street has no footpath or pavement so pedestrians have to be extra
vigilant and extra traffic will increase the accident risk. 4)
Paper Street (and then continuing along Cutthroat Lane) is frequently used by dog walkers, cyclists and many people enjoying a walk in lovely rural
surroundings of open fields, meadows and woodland. It is a real community asset and provides the village with the therapy, health and wellbeing that village life is renowned for. To limit this or make it unsustainable is
working against the very aims Breckland purports to uphold.
5)
In conjunction with these concerns, the very busy junction at Paper Street is notoriously risky, and vehicles from this site (some larger and slower
than others) would have to negotiate an already treacherous entrance onto Norwich Road. The blind bend on Norwich Road also contributes to this danger at the Paper Street junction and additional traffic would
increase the risk of an accident.
6)
I feel that if any development is approved on the site LP[113}004 on Norwich Rd, Clint Green, this could then lead to the site on Paper St. becoming feasible as an option for
development also, as the two parcels of land, although owned by different landowners, could be connected. It may be that to avoid the significant issues of access onto Norwich Road from the 004 site, attention will then
be given to possible access on and off the 003 site onto Paper St. This is frankly not a viable option due to the size of the road and all the other points outlined above.
7) There is a target of 75 houses required
in Yaxham and with 23 already in place this leaves 52 to find, however there is already another development in Yaxham with outline planning permission, LP[113]005, which has safe access on to Norwich Road and
according to your proposal can take up to 65 proper es, therefore the site LP[113]003 should con nue to be an ˜unreasonable alterna ve , as it shouldn t be necessary for considera on to be given to any addi onal
development sites, particularly one that causes a great deal of risk to lives caused by dangerous access and destruction of green space. 8)
In addition, the drainage system which has been highlighted as insufficient
to cope with properties on LP[113}004 (and existing neighbouring properties along Norwich Rd) would also struggle to meet the needs of new homes on LP[113]003. Building more houses here would increase the risk of
flooding in these homes and adjacent properties and also contribute to the already stretched drainage facilities. In conclusion, I consider that any future development for housing on this site should not be approved as
LP[113]003 it is entirely unsuitable due to all the reasons listed above. I would be very grateful if you would give careful consideration to my comments.

Mr Michael
Stubbs

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including H&Vs) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper Street
Historic
from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views of
England LP[113]003 oncoming traffic, especially from the Dereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths, pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.

Mr and Mrs
Smithson

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including H&Vs) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper
Street from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views
LP[113]003 of oncoming traffic, especially from the Dereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths, pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.

Mr James
Millard

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including H&Vs) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper Street
from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views of
LP[113]003 oncoming traffic, especially from the Dereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths, pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.

James Sullivan

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including H&Vs) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper Street
from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views of
LP[113]003 oncoming traffic, especially from the Dereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths, pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.

Mr Ian Martin

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including H&Vs) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper Street
from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views of
LP[113]003 oncoming traffic, especially from the Dereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths, pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.

Mr Ian Martin

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including H&Vs) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper
Street from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views
LP[113]003 of oncoming traffic, especially from the Dereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths, pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.

Mr Peter
Smith

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including H&Vs) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper Street
from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views of
LP[113]003 oncoming traffic, especially from the Dereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths, pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.

Mrs Jennifer
Smith

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including H&Vs) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper Street
from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views of
LP[113]003 oncoming traffic, especially from the Dereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths, pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.

Ian Martin

Yaxham
Neighbo
Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including H&Vs) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper Street
urhood
from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views of
Plan
Group
LP[113]003 oncoming traffic, especially from the Dereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths, pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.
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Mr Richard
Dye

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including H&Vs) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper Street
from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views of
LP[113]003 oncoming traffic, especially from the Dereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths, pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.

Mrs Higgins

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including HGV s) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper
Street from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views
LP[113]003 of traffic especially from the Dereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths they have to share the road with traffic.

Mrs Carole
Beavis

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including HGV s) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper
Street from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views
LP[113]003 of traffic especially from the Dereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths they have to share the road with traffic.

Mrs Driscoll

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including HGV s) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper
Street from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views
LP[113]003 of traffic especially from the Dereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths they have to share the road with traffic.

Mr Myhill

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including HGV s) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper
Street from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views
LP[113]003 of traffic especially from the Dereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths they have to share the road with traffic.

Ms Anne
Cormie

Mr King

Access to this site would be via Paper Street, this is a single track country lane which has limited access. An increase in traffic on this road would cause a real danger to safety. Any traffic entering Paper Street of
Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for oncoming traffic to clear before proceeding. Due to limited views of traffic at the T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road makes this an especially challenging
LP[113]003 junction to enter and exit. Paper Street is used daily by children, pedestrians and dog walkers. There is no footpaths so this means they have to share the road with any traffic.
a)
Paper Street is a very narrow country road, very popular with dog walkers, cyclists young and old, and people visiting to enjoy our village surroundings of open fields, meadow and woodland, wildlife such as deer,
kestrels, swans, frogs and toads and the many other creatures we share the environment with. It leads onto Cutthroat Lane where many residents of the village stop to chat on their walks and this contributes to our
community life. b) However, there are no footpaths so walkers etc have to take extra care on these narrow roads as it is, and jump onto the verge to avoid an accident, because both Paper Street and Cutthroat Lane
have already become much busier in the past year and if the big housing estates in Dereham and Mattishall are built it will get even busier. Lots of cars and other bigger vehicles use it to take a short cut through to/from
Mattishall and beyond. They all then have to get from Paper Street onto the Norwich Rd and see my comment b) above as to the dangers of this junction. c)
I use this road to walk to catch my school bus. As I approach
the Paper Street junction I do feel unsafe as it is always busy and it is hard to anticipate when the cars are coming round the bends as I can t see them and only hear them at the last minute. d) If the site on Paper
Street was to be used for houses this would be a very unwise move because more cars (and construction traffic) would then come on and off the site. I have a feeling that the two sites would be joined up, then the
people living in the houses would not come out onto Norwich Road but onto Paper Street itself. It is far too small a road to take extra traffic and would not be suitable site at all for any housing. e)
I would also like to
point out that losing green space in a village does have a negative effect on how people feel about where they live. It is good to have some respect for the countryside as it keeps us healthy and well balanced, mentally
and physically, that is why we live here and I do think that we should be entitled to not have these good points taken away. If the meadow becomes a development then we will lose all the character that makes Clint
LP[113]003 Green where we want to live. Please refer to my point f) above (in respect of LP[113]004 which also applies to this particular site objection.

Mrs King

Access to this Site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including HGVs) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper Street
from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views of
LP[113]003 oncoming traffic, especially from the bereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths, pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.
Any increase in traffic (including HGVs) on this road causes a real
‐
Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access and poorly maintained kerbs. ‐
LP[113]003 danger to safe

Mrs King

‐ Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with
limited access.
‐ Any increase in traffic (including HGVs) on this road causes a real danger to safety
as
traffic entering Paper Street from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to
clear before proceeding.
‐ The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a
challenging junction to
enter and exit because of limited views of oncoming traffic, especially from the Dereham
direction.
‐ Paper Street is used daily by children, dog
walkers etc and as thee are no footpaths,
pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.
‐ Cars already use this lane as a rat run to cut out the bends and 30 speed limit in Yaxham
to get to Dereham via Cutthroat Lane and speed from the top of Paper Street with no
regard for any cars or pedestrians exiting any property in Paper Street.
2
‐
Paper Street has had a recent problem with drains overflowing and sewage propelling up
of the drains. If more houses are built this would then escalate into a regular occurrence. If these developments
are allowed to go ahead, where are all of the children expected to go to school as Yaxham school is already full. Residents cannot now register with any Doctors in Dereham or Mattishall, where will these people go for
medical treatment. Our hospitals are already inundated with patients while more development will put more of a strain on already stretched resources. We have bats and owls using these fields for their feeding
LP[113]003 grounds and would hate to lose these beautiful creatures from our area.

Mr King
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Mr & Mrs
Bennett

a) Paper Street is a very narrow country road, very popular with dog walkers, cyclists young and old, and people visiting to enjoy our village surroundings of open fields, meadow and woodland, wildlife such as deer,
kestrels, swans, frogs and toads and the many other creatures we share the environment with. It leads onto Cutthroat Lane where many residents of the village stop to chat on their walks and this contributes to our
community life. b) However, there are no footpaths so walkers etc have to take extra care on these narrow roads as it is, and jump onto the verge to avoid an accident, because both Paper Street and Cutthroat Lane have
already become much busier in the past year and if the big housing estates in bereham and Mattishall are built it will get even busier. Lots of cars and other bigger vehicles use it to take a short cut through to/from
Mattishall and beyond. They all then have to get from Paper Street onto the Norwich Rd and see my comment b) above as to the dangers of this junction. c) I use this road to walk to catch my school bus. As I approach
the Paper Street junction I do feel unsafe as it is always busy and it is hard to anticipate when the cars are coming round the bends as I cant see them and only hear them at the last minute. d) If the site on Paper Street
was to be used for houses this would be a very unwise move because more cars (and construction traffic) would then come on and off the site. I have a feeling that the two sites would be joined up, then the people living
in the houses would not come out onto Norwich Road but onto Paper Street itself. It is far too small a road to take extra traffic and would not be suitable site at all for any housing. e) I would also like to point out that
losing green space in a village does have a negative effect on how people feel about where they live. It is good to have some respect for the countryside as it keeps us healthy and well balanced, mentally and physically,
that is why we live here and I do think that we should be entitled to not have these good points taken away. If the meadow becomes a development then we will lose all the character that makes Clint Green where we
LP[113]003 want to live. Please refer to my point f) above (in respect of LP[113]004 which also applies to this particular site objection.

Mr Lidy

I would like to object to any development, either now or in the future, on land off Paper Street, Clint Green, Yaxham, listed as LP[1 13]003. The reasons for my objections are as follows: ‐ 1. Access to this site would be
from Paper Street which is a single track country lane enjoyed by many dog walkers, cyclists etc therefore this is not a suitable road to provide access to a development of this kind, It should also be noted that there are
no footpaths on Paper Street. 2. Development here is likely to increase traffic, including HGV s which is inappropriate for a single track road and would create further danger due to the additional volume of vehicles
using the Junction to Norwich Road which is located on a very dangerous double blind bend. Development here would lead to Cutthroat lane becoming a Rat run 3. It is possible that should this site be reconsidered and
approved at some point in the future it would provide access to LP[1 13]004 with a combined housing total of 51 should the two sites be merged. This would be wholly inappropriate as it would not only create a housing
estate that is not in keeping with the local area, the access to these sites either via Norwich Road or Paper Street are extremely dangerous for the reasons previously stated. 4. This site is classed as undeliverable due to
Highways stating on the SHLAA2O15 report that it has severe constraints and is also classed as an unreasonable Alterna ve on the Local Plan Consulta on website, therefore it should never be considered for
LP[113]003 development either now or in the future In conclusion I consider that the proposed site LP[1 I 3]003 should not be approved as it is entirely unsuitable for any development due to the reasons listed above.
Although this site is listed as an unreasonable alterna ve , should it ever be considered for development in the future, I wish to object to this for the following reasons: 1) Access would be from Paper Street a narrow,
single track country lane with very limited access. It has already been noted by Highways as ˜undeliverable , with ˜severe constraints on the SHLAA2O15 report. It should never be considered in any form as suitable
for development, it is in no way a reasonable option for any housing. 2) There is already a significant increase in the volume of traffic on this road which is connected to Cutthroat Lane, and this will surely continue as
developments in bereham and Mattishall are proposed. It is a popular shortcut route and travelled on at considerable speed. 3) Paper Street has no footpath or pavement so pedestrians have to be extra vigilant and
extra traffic will increase the accident risk. 4) Paper Street (and then continuing along Cutthroat Lane) is frequently used by dog walkers, cyclists and many people enjoying a walk in lovely rural surroundings of open
fields, meadows and woodland. It is a real community asset and provides the village with the therapy, health and wellbeing that village life is renowned for. To limit this or make it unsustainable is working against the very
aims Breckland purports to uphold. 5) In conjunction with these concerns, the very busy junction at Paper Street is notoriously risky, and vehicles from this site (some larger and slower than others) would have to
negotiate an already treacherous entrance onto Norwich Road. The blind bend on Norwich Road also contributes to this danger at the Paper Street junction and additional traffic would increase the risk of an accident. 6) I
feel that if any development is approved on the site LP[113)004 on Norwich Rd, Clint Green, this could then lead to the site on Paper St. becoming feasible as an option for development also, as the two parcels of land,
although owned by different landowners, could be connected. It may be that to avoid the significant issues of access onto Norwich Road from the 004 site, attention will then be given to possible access on and off the
003 site onto Paper St. This is frankly not a viable option due to the size of the road and all the other points outlined above. 7) There is a target of 75 houses required in Yaxham and with 23 already in place this leaves 52
to find, however there is already another development in Yaxham with outline planning permission, LP[113]005, which has safe access on to Norwich Road and according to your proposal can take up to 65 properties,
therefore the site LP[113]003 should con nue to be an ˜unreasonable alterna ve , as it shouldn t be necessary for considera on to be given to any addi onal development sites, par cularly one that causes a great
deal of risk to lives caused by dangerous access and destruction of green space. 8) In addition, the drainage system which has been highlighted as insufficient to cope with properties on LP[113)004 (and existing
neighbouring properties along Norwich Rd) would also struggle to meet the needs of new homes on LP[113]003. Building more houses here would increase the risk of flooding in these homes and adjacent properties and
also contribute to the already stretched drainage facilities. In conclusion, I consider that any future development for housing on this site should not be approved as it is entirely unsuitable due to all the reasons listed
LP[113]003 above.

Mr Lidy

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including HGVs) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper Street
from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views of
LP[113]003 oncoming traffic, especially from the bereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths, pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.

Mr Culitt

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including HGVs) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper Street
from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views of
LP[113]003 oncoming traffic, especially from the bereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths, pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.

Mr Culitt

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including HGVs) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper Street
from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views of
LP[113]003 oncoming traffic, especially from the bereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths, pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.

Mr & Mrs
Bennett

Mr & Mrs T
King

Mr & Mrs T
King

Access to this site would be from Paper Street which is a single track country lane with limited access. Any increase in traffic (including HGVs) on this road causes a real danger to safety as traffic entering Paper Street
from Norwich Road has to wait at the T‐junction for traffic to clear before proceeding. The T‐junction of Paper Street with Norwich Road is already a challenging junction to enter and exit because of limited views of
LP[113]003 oncoming traffic, especially from the bereham direction. Paper Street is used daily by children, dog walkers etc and as there are no footpaths, pedestrians have to share the road with traffic.
I attended the meeting room,Yaxham village Hall recently to view the development plans and was very concerned at the proposal for Clint Green; the access does not appear to be adequate ,being far too close to Paper
Street.Paper Street itself is quite a dangerous junction,I have had several close shaves here due to poor visibility. I'm also concerned at the number of houses proposed; I believe it is almost 50 % greater than
LP[113]003 recommended. There is a local opinion that the sewerage system is inadequate; with frequent back flow of faecal smells. Please take these issues into consideration . Personally I live closer to the school & would be
& 004
devastated if any building took place to the rear of our property as we chose the residence due to its outlook.
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Mr & Mrs
Meredith

LP[113]003 Yaxham Parish Council voted to reject the following sites proposed for development: Site references LP[113]004 and LP [113]003 These sites are considered unsuitable in view of the severe highway constraints, water
& 004
drainage concerns and the fact that it would constitute Backland Development.

Mr & Mrs
Meredith

LP[113]003
and
LP[113]004

Mr Myhill

LP[113]003
and
LP[113]004

I am wri ng to oppose the proposed development in Clint Green. I would like to raise the following concerns: The SHLAA 2015 update determined this site to be 'non‐developable' due to the ˜ severe highways
constraints .The access to the proposed site is on a dangerous bend. Despite the village having a 30mph speed restriction, the majority of motorists exceed this. Even with the current traffic flow, we find it difficult
joining Norwich Road from our property and have seen many near misses. The infrastructure for drainage and sewerage is not sufficient to cope. Cutthroat Lane and Paper Street are already used as a rat run and this
single track lane is not suitable for increased traffic flow. All the local schools are full. GP surgeries in Mattishall and the surrounding area are all full. Our small village setting will be compromised with many residents
losing their outlook onto open countryside and also the loss of habitat to many forms of wildlife with the addition of 35 new houses
I am sending you this email as we would like to lodge an objection to the proposed planning permission LP(113)003 16 HOUSES AND LP(113) 004 35 HOUSES in Clint Green. Ref: LP(113)003 ‐ The site access is onto a
narrow lane (Paper Street) which is not at all suitable for any increased vehicles and pedestrians as there are no footpaths. This also would mean that vehicles will join Norwich Road on a blind bend which is already
difficult to negotiate. Ref: LP(113)004 ‐ This also means an even more dangerous access and exit just short of Paper Street. We feel that both these projects are accidents waiting to happen. Another 51 houses in the
village will put a big strain on the resources e.g. the school ‐ which is almost at full capacity and also the Doctor s Surgery at Mattishall, plus all the extra traffic travelling on roads which are greatly overdue for repair. I
hope you will consider these points and try not to spoil the character of the of Clint Green.
I object to the planning sites LP [113] 004 and LP [113] 003 on the following grounds. 1] Clint Green is a small village with no amenities. 2] Schools, Doctors surgeries, Dentists are already full. 3]] the infrastructure
does not allow for excess traffic. There are four bends through Clint Green. A] All the campaigning to get 20mph outside the school because of the bend has resulted in school run drivers parking on the road either side
of the school making this bend more dangerous than before. B] Drivers passing through and school run drivers, travel at a greater speed than the designated speed of 20mph or 30mph. As a result this makes exiting Well
Hill a risk in both directions. As one bend already experiences problems I fail to see how a development of 35 to 61 houses exiting just before the 3 rd bend which leads almost into a junction on a 4 th bend can ever be
deemed safe. 4] Tesco roundabout is already a traffic jam which at times can back up into the 40mph zone. The traffic jam also backs into Dereham. Where a journey once took 10minutes it now can take twice as long
and sometimes even longer.
5] So many villages are eroding and becoming more like towns. Clint Green offers us the quietness and village life we wish to live in. This development is a large expanse in a small
countryside area and would alter this lifestyle. With regard to the application of 250 houses on marsh land south of Clint Green / Yaxham it would appear that it is more important to have a football pitch, than to sort
out amenities and the infrastructure. Getting the priorities correct comes to mind. Should Planning officers accept these proposals our village life will be eroded, make Clint Green a potential accident spot and Dereham
even more of a traffic jam.
We note with interest the proposed development site LP(113) 04 in Clint Green. We live at Drifters Norwich Road, which is immediately adjacent to the entrance to the proposed site. This part of Norwich Road is at
the beginning of an S Bend and is often difficult for us to access when leaving home. It is totally unsuitable for the location of an access to a new estate comprising of 35 dwellings. If this site is to proceed then it would be
far safer and more practical to incorporate an access onto Paper Street, which already has a T junction onto Norwich Road. I would be more than happy for you to visit to witness the difficulties the proposed access
would pose.
I would like to register my objection to the above proposal for the following reasons: 1) I believe that ingress/egress for the proposed estate will be unsafe as the access road will be between blind bends from both
directions. 2) The erection of the proposed number of dwellings will represent an increase of around 25‐30% in the total number of dwellings, which will destroy the existing rural character of the hamlet. 3) There will be
a detrimental effect on the wildlife currently living and feeding on the proposed site. 4) I believe that the existing sewage system will be unable to cope with the waste from the additional dwellings as it is not unknown
for there to be problems at present during inclement weather. 5) I believe that the existing schools and doctors are already running at full capacity and would have extreme difficulties coping with the addition of 35
more families.

Mr Myhill

LP[113]003
and
LP[113]004

Mr Street

LP[113]004

Mr Street

LP[113]004

Mr & Mrs Fox

29 Yaxham ˜The SHLAA 2015 update determined this site to be 'non‐developable' due to the severe highways constraints. How then has this site been classed as ˜deliverable ? Anyone who lives in this area will
LP[113]004 attest to the current road access (Paper Street) onto Norwich Road being dangerous enough. The proposed new access is in a much worse position, blind to oncoming traffic and way too close to the existing access.

Mr & Mrs Fox

I would like to object to the proposed development of LP[113]004 for the following reasons:‐ This is a classic "backland development" which is not appropriate given its village location, the volume of houses suggested
and its close proximity to many other dwellings. This site is currently land locked as it has no frontage to Norwich Road and would require the destruction of a perfectly good dwelling to gain access. Destruction of a
dwelling would seem rather ironic given the apparent need for more homes. Access to the site is in a very dangerous location as stated by others on this comments page and this view is shared by many loal residents
who use this road daily. It is located on a blind bend and has previosuly been classified by Highways as having "severe constraints" Failure by Breckland council to heed the warnings of local residents who know the area
well and that of Highways would be reckless and is very likely to put lives at risk. The Parish Council unanimously rejected this proposed site ‐ enough said! There is a distinct lack of infastructure locally, such as doctors,
schools and other local amenities which are already stretched and therefore could not cope with further developments in this area. Cutthroat Lane is likely to become a rat run as people attempt to take a short cut to and
LP[113]004 from Dereham to access this site, thus adding further danger along this single track road and the junction of Paper Street

M Sears

I would like to register my objection to the above proposal. My reasons are outlined below: 1) Access to and from the proposed site is situated on a blind and very dangerous bend. Vehicles are travelling at high speeds
at this point, on entering and exiting the village, and the Highways dept. have already indicated that there are 'severe constraints', and planning has already been declined in the past due to the dangerous location. This
point has already been made by others registering their objections to this site, so is clearly of great significance and has grave safety implications. 2) This type of development is termed 'back land development', wholly
inappropriate for a village location such as Clint Green. Breckland has stated on the planning pages of its website that it will ' protect the form and character of a settlement from inappropriate proposals, including
backland development'. The site has no access on to Norwich Rd. so is 'landlocked' with no frontage on to Norwich Rd itself. It would also involve the demolition of a perfectly habitable bungalow and removal of hedge
and mature trees. 3) More vehicles will be using this road once the additional housing is built in Easton, Dumpling Green, Westfield and Mattishall, therefore the volume of traffic will increase the accident risk. The
junction on Paper Street onto Norwich Road is already proving a danger, with many 'near misses' occurring, so a development of any size close to this would be reckless to approve. 3) The quality of life of residents
would be adversly affected by the loss of the natural environment surrounding their homes. The loss of this green space would directly impact on our right to enjoy our homes and all that surrounds them. The
meadow is rich in wildlife (soon to be lost when other developments take place in Dereham), such as deer, owls, thrushes and woodpeckers to name a few. 4) Flooding has been noted on the site, with many
waterlogged back gardens that run along the edge of the meadow. The sewerage plant on Stone Road is already struggling to cope with existing dwellings, let alone any new builds. 5) The infrastructure in the area is
LP[113]004 already stretched to full capacity, with local residents themselves struggling to access medical and dental care as well as local schools unable to take more pupils, with little or no expansion options available.
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M Sears

I wish to object to the proposed site listed above for the following reasons. 1. I believe this site has had planning applications declined in the past, due to its dangerous location, and the Highways bepartment has
previously commented that it had Severe Constraints . I would like to add the following points; To approve this development would be reckless due to its loca on close to a busy blind bend. The likelihood of a serious
accident (possibly a fatal one) occurring is very high. The blind bend also has the additional danger of the junction from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a very serious risk of numerous
accidents. There have been numerous ˜near misses as it is, so to increase the volume of traﬃc and pedestrians is unacceptable. Vehicles exi ng the development and turning right to travel from Clint Green towards
bereham will cause vehicles already travelling along Norwich Road from Mattishall towards bereham, to slow down and subsequently any queue of traffic will back up on blind bend, creating an extrcmely dangerous
situation. Access to the site would be gained via the current front garden but this would not create a sufficient visiÃ n splay and the access would be in a very dangerous position as it is situated very close to the blind
bend. 2. With a higher volume of road traffic due to the extra homes being built in Easton, Mattishall and bereham, it is likely that many vehicles will not only travel through Yaxham and Clint Green, but they will also use
Cutthroat Lane as an alternative route, and it will become a rat run . This single track road is not suitable for high volumes of traﬃc and we have already no ced it is busier than ever. By adding traﬃc to Cu hroat Lane
this will further increase the risk of accidents with people using the junction from Paper Street on to Norwich Road. 3. In addition to the above I am also very concerned about the lack of infrastructure, such as doctors,
schools and other local amenities which are already stretched and therefore could not cope with further developments in this area. Yaxham Primary School is full to capacity and the area around the school becomes
congested as it is, with many vehicles driving through at unsafe speeds, so further traffic through the village would be extremely dangerous to pupils and residents alike. Our local surgery is struggling to cope with
additional patients, as are those in bereham, so this would be an extra burden on an already stretched service. The surgery is already finding it hard to cope with serving existing residents of Yaxham and surrounding
villages, therefore additional homes in Clint Green would create major problems. 4. The sewerage works on Stone Road were built over 50 years ago and would not be able to cope with extra homes in this area. There are
already lorries regularly at the works removing excess waste, so a large number of extra properties close by could have to rely on septic tanks 5. Rain water flows directly into a ditch to the back of our property and
behind all those along Norwich Road, down into and along Paper Street, under a property at the top of ˜Gooseberry Lane . These ditches have not been maintained for many years and as a consequence the risk of
flooding on this site is very high. 6. Wildlife such as deer, woodpeckers, thrushes, hawks and owls can be seen regularly on the land marked as LP[113}004. It is a natural, unspoilt meadow which is what the Norfolk
countryside is all about and why we want to protect the rural character of our village. I believe I have a right to enjoy the quality of life provided by the quiet surroundings adjacent to my home, however, with a
development such as that proposed behind my bungalow, I consider that my private and family life would be adversely affected by the loss of these surroundings. I would like to make the additional points also: I am very
concerned that should LP[113)004 be approved for development, this will then lead to LP[113)003 (on Paper Street), also being developed, which could then lead to a total of 51 dwellings. This is too excessive and also
this volume of houses would create an even greater amount of traffic coming to and from this dangerously located access point onto Norwich load. The Parish Council unanimously rejected this development at their
meeting on 11th February, which I attended. Breckland planning department is already aware I believe, of the dangers caused by unsuitable access to this development and therefore given the significant feeling amongst
local residents that also point out these dangers, I would request that this site is turned down for any development. I consider that the proposal should not be approved as it is entirely unsuitable for the proposed site
LP[113]004 due to all the reasons listed above.

C Richardson

I wish to object to the proposed site listed above for the following reasons. 1. I believe this site has had planning applications declined in the past, due to its dangerous location, and the Highways bepartment has
previously commented that it had Severe Constraints . I would like to add the following points; To approve this development would be reckless due to its loca on close to a busy blind bend. The likelihood of a serious
accident (possibly a fatal one) occurring is very high. The blind bend also has the additional danger of the junction from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a very serious risk of numerous
accidents. There have been numerous ˜near misses as it is, so to increase the volume of traﬃc and pedestrians is unacceptable. Vehicles exi ng the development and turning right to travel from Clint Green towards
bereham will cause vehicles already travelling along Norwich Road from Mattishall towards bereham, to slow down and subsequently any queue of traffic will back up on blind bend, creating an extrcmely dangerous
situation. Access to the site would be gained via the current front garden but this would not create a sufficient visiÃ n splay and the access would be in a very dangerous position as it is situated very close to the blind
bend. 2. With a higher volume of road traffic due to the extra homes being built in Easton, Mattishall and bereham, it is likely that many vehicles will not only travel through Yaxham and Clint Green, but they will also use
Cutthroat Lane as an alternative route, and it will become a rat run . This single track road is not suitable for high volumes of traﬃc and we have already no ced it is busier than ever. By adding traﬃc to Cu hroat Lane
this will further increase the risk of accidents with people using the junction from Paper Street on to Norwich Road. 3. In addition to the above I am also very concerned about the lack of infrastructure, such as doctors,
schools and other local amenities which are already stretched and therefore could not cope with further developments in this area. Yaxham Primary School is full to capacity and the area around the school becomes
congested as it is, with many vehicles driving through at unsafe speeds, so further traffic through the village would be extremely dangerous to pupils and residents alike. Our local surgery is struggling to cope with
additional patients, as are those in bereham, so this would be an extra burden on an already stretched service. The surgery is already finding it hard to cope with serving existing residents of Yaxham and surrounding
villages, therefore additional homes in Clint Green would create major problems. 4. The sewerage works on Stone Road were built over 50 years ago and would not be able to cope with extra homes in this area. There are
already lorries regularly at the works removing excess waste, so a large number of extra properties close by could have to rely on septic tanks 5. Rain water flows directly into a ditch to the back of our property and
behind all those along Norwich Road, down into and along Paper Street, under a property at the top of ˜Gooseberry Lane . These ditches have not been maintained for many years and as a consequence the risk of
flooding on this site is very high. 6. Wildlife such as deer, woodpeckers, thrushes, hawks and owls can be seen regularly on the land marked as LP[113}004. It is a natural, unspoilt meadow which is what the Norfolk
countryside is all about and why we want to protect the rural character of our village. I believe I have a right to enjoy the quality of life provided by the quiet surroundings adjacent to my home, however, with a
development such as that proposed behind my bungalow, I consider that my private and family life would be adversely affected by the loss of these surroundings. I would like to make the additional points also: I am very
concerned that should LP[113)004 be approved for development, this will then lead to LP[113)003 (on Paper Street), also being developed, which could then lead to a total of 51 dwellings. This is too excessive and also
this volume of houses would create an even greater amount of traffic coming to and from this dangerously located access point onto Norwich load. The Parish Council unanimously rejected this development at their
meeting on 11th February, which I attended. Breckland planning department is already aware I believe, of the dangers caused by unsuitable access to this development and therefore given the significant feeling amongst
local residents that also point out these dangers, I would request that this site is turned down for any development. I consider that the proposal should not be approved as it is entirely unsuitable for the proposed site
due to all the reasons listed above. My main concern in regards to development at the rear of my property is of flooding and the ability of the present sewage pipes to cope with the extra demand placed on it. This is not
just an unfounded worry but a very real one. One night in January 2014 the main sewer became overwhelmed by the extra demands placed on it. Water and raw sewage began to back up into my drains and eventually
overflowed into my back garden,being the lowest point. The gentleman that came out to deal with this,was here until the early hours,pumping out the foul water that had entered my garden pond threatening the
aquatic life. Worse than this is the thought that the sewage very nearly came over the toilet basin and into my property. Also have enclosed a copy of a reciept from my solicitor, in regard to past flooding at the rear of
my property. At the time the land owner was obliged to reopen the ditch that had been erroneously filled in. Since this i have purchased a small piece of land that has extended my back garden and the land owner has
placed a pipe under his land to take the ditch water. The location of this is LP(1 13)003 on your proposed site plan. Also see a copy of the plan enclosed, that was eventually approved. So you can see that the worry i have
LP[113]004 about where the drainage water is going, should houses be built, is not unfounded.
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C Richardson

Mr Beavis

I wish to object to the proposed site listed above for the following reasons. 1. I believe this site has had planning applications declined in the past, due to its dangerous location, and the Highways bepartment has
previously commented that it had Severe Constraints . I would like to add the following points; To approve this development would be reckless due to its loca on close to a busy blind bend. The likelihood of a serious
accident (possibly a fatal one) occurring is very high. The blind bend also has the additional danger of the junction from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a very serious risk of numerous
accidents. There have been numerous ˜near misses as it is, so to increase the volume of traﬃc and pedestrians is unacceptable. Vehicles exi ng the development and turning right to travel from Clint Green towards
bereham will cause vehicles already travelling along Norwich Road from Mattishall towards bereham, to slow down and subsequently any queue of traffic will back up on blind bend, creating an extrcmely dangerous
situation. Access to the site would be gained via the current front garden but this would not create a sufficient visiÃ n splay and the access would be in a very dangerous position as it is situated very close to the blind
bend. 2. With a higher volume of road traffic due to the extra homes being built in Easton, Mattishall and bereham, it is likely that many vehicles will not only travel through Yaxham and Clint Green, but they will also use
Cutthroat Lane as an alternative route, and it will become a rat run . This single track road is not suitable for high volumes of traﬃc and we have already no ced it is busier than ever. By adding traﬃc to Cu hroat Lane
this will further increase the risk of accidents with people using the junction from Paper Street on to Norwich Road. 3. In addition to the above I am also very concerned about the lack of infrastructure, such as doctors,
schools and other local amenities which are already stretched and therefore could not cope with further developments in this area. Yaxham Primary School is full to capacity and the area around the school becomes
congested as it is, with many vehicles driving through at unsafe speeds, so further traffic through the village would be extremely dangerous to pupils and residents alike. Our local surgery is struggling to cope with
additional patients, as are those in bereham, so this would be an extra burden on an already stretched service. The surgery is already finding it hard to cope with serving existing residents of Yaxham and surrounding
villages, therefore additional homes in Clint Green would create major problems. 4. The sewerage works on Stone Road were built over 50 years ago and would not be able to cope with extra homes in this area. There are
already lorries regularly at the works removing excess waste, so a large number of extra properties close by could have to rely on septic tanks 5. Rain water flows directly into a ditch to the back of our property and
behind all those along Norwich Road, down into and along Paper Street, under a property at the top of ˜Gooseberry Lane . These ditches have not been maintained for many years and as a consequence the risk of
flooding on this site is very high. 6. Wildlife such as deer, woodpeckers, thrushes, hawks and owls can be seen regularly on the land marked as LP[113}004. It is a natural, unspoilt meadow which is what the Norfolk
countryside is all about and why we want to protect the rural character of our village. I believe I have a right to enjoy the quality of life provided by the quiet surroundings adjacent to my home, however, with a
development such as that proposed behind my bungalow, I consider that my private and family life would be adversely affected by the loss of these surroundings. I would like to make the additional points also: I am very
concerned that should LP[113)004 be approved for development, this will then lead to LP[113)003 (on Paper Street), also being developed, which could then lead to a total of 51 dwellings. This is too excessive and also
this volume of houses would create an even greater amount of traffic coming to and from this dangerously located access point onto Norwich load. The Parish Council unanimously rejected this development at their
meeting on 11th February, which I attended. Breckland planning department is already aware I believe, of the dangers caused by unsuitable access to this development and therefore given the significant feeling amongst
LP[113]004 local residents that also point out these dangers, I would request that this site is turned down for any development.
I am wri ng to oppose the proposed development in Clint Green. I would like to raise my following concerns: The SHLAA 2015 update determined this site to be 'non‐developable' due to the ˜ severe highways
constraints . The access to the proposed site is on an S bend which is extremely dangerous. Norwich Road in Clint Green is a busy main road which is bound to get even more congested with all the development
proposed in Mattishall to the east and Toftwood to the west. Despite the village having a 30mph speed restriction, the majority of motorists exceed this. Even with the current traffic flow, we find it difficult joining
Norwich Road from our property and have seen many near misses. It seems ludicrous that this site has now been classed as ˜deliverable . The proposed development of 35 new homes is classified as backland
development which is not suitable for a small rural village like Clint Green. The infrastructure for drainage and sewerage is antiquated and cannot sufficiently cope with the current situation let alone from an additional
35 homes. Cutthroat Lane and Paper Street are already used as a rat run and this single track lane is not suitable for increased traffic flow. It is my understanding that Yaxham Primary School, Mattishall Primary School
and Toftwood Infant and Junior Schools are already at capacity and cannot accept any more children. Yaxham Primary School does not have a School Crossing Supervisor and children's lives will be put at risk as they
cross an even busier main road. GP surgeries in Mattishall and the surrounding area are all full. The Yaxham Neighbourhood Plan committee have been working tirelessly collating all the views of local residents. Despite
NP4Yaxham providing evidence to the Yaxham Parish Council that the village consultation stated that 'it only wanted small organic development of the type it has seen in recent years', the Parish Council opted to become
a Local Service Centre which will see the allocation of new development of at least 52 new dwellings. I believe our small village setting will be compromised with many residents losing their outlook onto open
LP[113]004 countryside and also the loss of habitat to many forms of wildlife with the addition of housing estates. In addition, noise and air pollution will increase.
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Mr Beavis

REF: LP[113]004 ‐ Land behind Firside, Norwich Road, Clint Green, Yaxham
I wish to object to the proposed site listed above for the following reasons. A development of this type is classified as backland
development which is not appropriate for a village loca on and to create a housing estate is not in keeping with the exis ng surroundings. The site is currently land locked and has no access to Norwich Road. Destruc on
of a perfectly good dwelling is required to gain access. Without demolition of a house this site has no frontage to Norwich Road and it is only by coincidence that the landowner happens to own a house that fronts
Norwich Road Access to the site would be gained via the current front garden but this would not create a sufficient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous position as it is situated very close to a blind
bend. The blind bend also has the additional danger of the junction from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a very serious risk of numerous accidents, heaven forbid any are fatal. I believe
this site has previously had planning applications declined due to highways issues and its dangerous location, with the recent SHLAA2015 also listing severe constraints from Highways therefore to ignore the views of
local residents and a previous highways report would be unwise. I would like to make further comments on each of the points above. Ref Points 1,2 & 3 This site is a classic example of backland development, in that it
has no frontage to a road. Clint Green is by nature a linear village and has developed piecemeal over the decades as the requirements of the area dictated. In allowing this you will not only be introducing a housing
estate with no visible links to the village but it will also pay no respect to the way the area has grown over time. Many applications have been refused by Breckland District Council over the years and 'inappropriate
backland development' has been cited on numerous occasions as the reason for refusal because the sites either did not relate to their surroundings or have no street frontage, or both. It is difficult to understand why
that premise has not been applied to this site. When approval of back land development is granted it is usually for a very small number of houses, e.g. 1 or 2 and not the significant amount suggested on this proposal.
Breckland also refer to backland developments on their planning section as follows: Sustainable Rural Communities Rural Settlement Boundaries h. To protect the form and character of a settlement from inappropriate
proposals, including backland development.
Ref Points 4,5 & 6 To approve this development would be reckless as due to its location close to a busy blind bend and junction, the likelihood of a serious accident
occurring is very high. I suspect that by approving LP[113}004 this will then lead to LP[113]003 also being developed, which could provide a total of 51 dwellings which would be excessive and create a disproportionate
amount of density for Clint Green. Also this volume of houses would create a significant amount of traffic coming to and from this dangerously located access point onto Norwich Road. When I first met the land owner,
she told us, and I quote, I know the right people at Breckland Council and will get planning permission on my meadow in the future . These were her words, but I took no no ce of such a crass remark at the me,
however I sincerely hope that no internal influence is being applied. With a higher volume of road traffic due to the extra homes being built in Easton, Mattishall and Dereham, it is likely that many vehicles will not only
travel through Yaxham and Clint Green, but they will also use Cutthroat Lane as an alternative route, and it will become a rat run . This single track road is not suitable for high volumes of traﬃc and I have already
noticed it is busier than ever. By adding traffic to Cutthroat Lane this will further increase the risk of accidents with people using the junction from Paper Street on to Norwich Road. Vehicles exiting the development and
turning right to travel from Clint Green towards Dereham will cause vehicles already travelling along Norwich Road from Mattishall towards Dereham, to slow and any queue of traffic will back up into a blind bend,
creating an extremely dangerous situation. I have provided a picture showing how difficult it is to see vehicles coming from the left whilst positioned in the entrance to the proposed site, as vision of oncoming traffic is
severely impeded by the blind bend, therefore manoeuvring across two lanes as previously stated is very dangerous. Please also refer to the enclosed drawing which provides rough measurements between the access
point to LP[113]004 and the blind bend / junction of Paper Street. This clearly shows that there is not sufficient distance to make this a safe place for approximately 50 “ 60 vehicles to come and go on a daily basis. I
have spoken to many local residents, family and friends who visit this area frequently and the overwhelming consensus is that the junction to Paper Street off Norwich Road and the blind bend is already extremely
dangerous, with all of us experiencing frequent near misses and close shaves. Accidents on and close to this bend have occurred in the past and therefore to ignore the warnings of local residents who experience this on a
daily basis would be unwise and frankly reckless by any council official to approve this development. The planning department are already aware of the dangers caused by unsuitable access to this development as laid
out in their own SHLAA2015 document and therefore given the significant feeling amongst local residents that also point out the dangers I would request that this site is turned down for any development. There is a
target of 75 houses required in Yaxham and with 23 already in place this leaves 52 to find, however there is already another development in Yaxham with outline planning permission, LP[113]005 which has safe access on
to Norwich Road and according to your proposal can take up to 65 properties, therefore I see no need for consideration to be given to any additional development sites, particularly one that causes a great deal of risk to
LP[113]004 lives caused by dangerous access, plus as a back land development it is simply not appropriate. It would of course be more financially viable and environmentally sustainable to develop just one site instead of two. I
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Mrs Taylor

Mrs J Taylor

REF: LP[113]004 ‐ Land behind Firside, Norwich Road, Clint Green, Yaxham I wish to object to the proposed site listed above for the following reasons. A development of this type is classified as backland development
which is not appropriate for a village loca on and to create a housing estate is not in keeping with the exis ng surroundings. The site is currently land locked and has no access to Norwich Road. Destruc on of a perfectly
good dwelling is required to gain access. Without demolition of a house this site has no frontage to Norwich Road and it is only by coincidence that the landowner happens to own a house that fronts Norwich Road
Access to the site would be gained via the current front garden but this would not create a sufficient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous position as it is situated very close to a blind bend. The blind
bend also has the additional danger of the junction from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a very serious risk of numerous accidents, heaven forbid any are fatal. I believe this site has
previously had planning applications declined due to highways issues and its dangerous location, with the recent SHLAA2015 also listing severe constraints from Highways therefore to ignore the views of local residents
and a previous highways report would be unwise. I would like to make further comments on each of the points above. Ref Points 1,2 & 3 This site is a classic example of backland development, in that it has no
frontage to a road. Clint Green is by nature a linear village and has developed piecemeal over the decades as the requirements of the area dictated. In allowing this you will not only be introducing a housing estate with
no visible links to the village but it will also pay no respect to the way the area has grown over time. Many applications have been refused by Breckland District Council over the years and 'inappropriate backland
development' has been cited on numerous occasions as the reason for refusal because the sites either did not relate to their surroundings or have no street frontage, or both. It is difficult to understand why that premise
has not been applied to this site. When approval of back land development is granted it is usually for a very small number of houses, e.g. 1 or 2 and not the significant amount suggested on this proposal. Breckland also
refer to backland developments on their planning section as follows: Sustainable Rural Communities Rural Settlement Boundaries h. To protect the form and character of a settlement from inappropriate proposals,
including backland development.
Ref Points 4,5 & 6 To approve this development would be reckless as due to its location close to a busy blind bend and junction, the likelihood of a serious accident occurring is
very high. I suspect that by approving LP[113}004 this will then lead to LP[113]003 also being developed, which could provide a total of 51 dwellings which would be excessive and create a disproportionate amount of
density for Clint Green. Also this volume of houses would create a significant amount of traffic coming to and from this dangerously located access point onto Norwich Road. When I first met the land owner, she told us,
and I quote, I know the right people at Breckland Council and will get planning permission on my meadow in the future . These were her words, but I took no no ce of such a crass remark at the me, however I sincerely
hope that no internal influence is being applied. With a higher volume of road traffic due to the extra homes being built in Easton, Mattishall and Dereham, it is likely that many vehicles will not only travel through
Yaxham and Clint Green, but they will also use Cutthroat Lane as an alternative route, and it will become a rat run . This single track road is not suitable for high volumes of traﬃc and I have already no ced it is busier
than ever. By adding traffic to Cutthroat Lane this will further increase the risk of accidents with people using the junction from Paper Street on to Norwich Road. Vehicles exiting the development and turning right to
travel from Clint Green towards Dereham will cause vehicles already travelling along Norwich Road from Mattishall towards Dereham, to slow and any queue of traffic will back up into a blind bend, creating an extremely
dangerous situation. I have provided a picture showing how difficult it is to see vehicles coming from the left whilst positioned in the entrance to the proposed site, as vision of oncoming traffic is severely impeded by
the blind bend, therefore manoeuvring across two lanes as previously stated is very dangerous. Please also refer to the enclosed drawing which provides rough measurements between the access point to LP[113]004
and the blind bend / junction of Paper Street. This clearly shows that there is not sufficient distance to make this a safe place for approximately 50 “ 60 vehicles to come and go on a daily basis. I have spoken to many
local residents, family and friends who visit this area frequently and the overwhelming consensus is that the junction to Paper Street off Norwich Road and the blind bend is already extremely dangerous, with all of us
experiencing frequent near misses and close shaves. Accidents on and close to this bend have occurred in the past and therefore to ignore the warnings of local residents who experience this on a daily basis would be
unwise and frankly reckless by any council official to approve this development. The planning department are already aware of the dangers caused by unsuitable access to this development as laid out in their own
SHLAA2015 document and therefore given the significant feeling amongst local residents that also point out the dangers I would request that this site is turned down for any development. There is a target of 75 houses
required in Yaxham and with 23 already in place this leaves 52 to find, however there is already another development in Yaxham with outline planning permission, LP[113]005 which has safe access on to Norwich Road
and according to your proposal can take up to 65 properties, therefore I see no need for consideration to be given to any additional development sites, particularly one that causes a great deal of risk to lives caused by
LP[113]004 dangerous access, plus as a back land development it is simply not appropriate. It would of course be more financially viable and environmentally sustainable to develop just one site instead of two. I was informed at
Having seen the proposal being considered by the authority for possible development in Clint Green, and owning a property which effectively backs onto the land in question I wish to express my objections to this site
being considered beyond this initial stage. At the present time I currently enjoy views over open fields to the rear of the property which was a significant factor when purchasing the bungalow approx. five years ago. I do
not want to lose this vista. My initial reaction was shock at the sheer number of proposed dwellings ” it s completely out of keeping with the existing characteristics of the area. This is a rural location and the 35 is
unquestionably urban densities. The notion of building behind established dwellings, the majority of which are detached (mainly bungalows) larger style properties with driveways and front and rear gardens is inherently
flawed and deeply inconsiderate to the existing property owners. The development site itself can hardly be described as a good potential location. The applicant s property would have to be demolished, the existing
hedge and at least one established tree would have to be felled and removed. This is the only tree on that line of boundaries for some distance. This proposed site could be classed as ˜backland development where
new residential environments are supposedly integrated behind existing properties. Typically these would I believe be much smaller scale developments (than what is proposed) on primarily garden plots, but my
understanding is the term can be applied to development on farmland behind existing developments. I m well aware that this is only an emerging option so do not intend to use this letter to elaborate on specific
principles surrounding these types of development; suffice to say there are criteria which I believe a development on this site would fail to satisfy. Hopefully it will be clear that this option is not really an option; it s an
opportunity being explored by the applicant which is inappropriate in its backland location, out of character with its surroundings in terms of the number of proposed dwellings and inconsiderate to all those who have
proper es around the cur lage of the site whose rear facing views would be ˜removed and whose privacy would inevitably be substan ally compromised. Given the suggested number of houses, my understanding is
that the required new road would have to be built to an adoptable standard, and then offered for adoption with Breckland obliged to accept on behalf of the county council via means of a s38 Highways Act agreement
with the developer. This would create a second main junction within 50 metres of the existing Paper Street turn. Those of us who live off Paper Street know that turning out towards Mattishall is tricky enough, it s an
uphill junction, traffic emerges from around the bend to the right quite quickly and visibility is limited by the existing planted boundaries. I understand the minimum vehicular visibility splay would be 2.Om x 45m within a
30mph zone? Potentially having other vehicles trying to exit onto the main road as well can only make the situation worse. Then there is the issue of vehicles turning into this proposed site potentially having to come to a
complete stands ll (if they are approaching from Ma shall) which could result in subsequent vehicles having to brake rela vely hard as they come around the bend, opposite the Paper Street turning. As an ˜unclassified
road (I assume?) the volume of traffic is already quite considerable, especially at peak times with a significant number of larger vehicles (buses, oil tankers, farm machinery etc,) all of which have to drive with their offside
wheels on or over the central white lines, especially when entering/exiting the village at the Paper Street end. To suggest that even more traffic in this location would not be problematic and potentially dangerous is
disregarding the safety of all road users and pedestrians. I m not opposed to development by any means, and my profession means that I have experience of various forms of development and the associated processes.
What I find frustrating and annoying is that in a rural location such insensitive proposals are put forward. This particular proposal is indicative of previous applications in and around this area, and seems to demonstrate a
real lack of understanding about the existing communities and what is appropriate in terms of location, density and sustainability. We all know that more housing is required but rural communities must not be forced into
losing their identities by development that distorts the immediate local context and removes existing landscape features to the detriment of the established residents. I urge you to remove this option from the emerging
Lp[113]004 plan.
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Mr & Mrs Sims

It is with frank disbelief that the recorded view for LP[113]004 The SHLAA 2015 update determined this site to be 'non‐developable' due to the severe highways constraints. has been ignored. This is because that
statement directly reflects the local views of the highway at this location. There are two major highway points that make this site unreasonable. The proposed access from Norwich Road is on what is already regarded
as nasty blind‐bend only metres to the west of the access to Paper Street. The Paper Street/Norwich Road junction is already a challenging junction for traffic emerging onto Norwich Road. The idea that cars related to
up to 35 properties emerging only metres to its west only strikes dismay into the users of Paper Street. There is associated great concern that if this site is accepted as Reasonable then this could provide access to
LP[113]004 LP[113]003 which could then be seen as Reasonable and thereby exacerba ng the concerns already felt about this site.

Mr & Mrs Sims

Access to this site is dangerous. this is near to the bend accessing the Village from the East on Norwich Road. Vehicles entering the village even at 30mph, which is a rarity, would be in danger from traffic exiting this site,
visibility is also limited with regard to traffic from the west side of the Village. Any proposals for development on either side of the Norwich Road in this area are prone to road traffic safety issues. Sewerage is also an
issue, when a comparison with Venice on a crowded summer's day is not amiss Flooding in Paper Street and on the Norwich road is an issue as well Sorry the term 'reasonable' is out of order. Any development would be
LP[113]004 unreasonable and added to all of this, the local infrastructure cannot cope in terms of required support services for extra housing in this area.

Cathryn
Osborn‐
Vergeson

LP[113]004

Cathryn
Osborn‐
Vergeson

LP[113]004

Susan Farrow

LP[113]004

Maggie
Oechsle

LP[113]004

Jason Lake

LP[113]004

Stuart Wilson

LP[113]004

L Aston

LP[113]004

L Aston

LP[113]004

L Aston

LP[113]004

Alison Tankard

LP[113]004

David Tankard

LP[113]004

With reference to the above planning application, as a resident of Clint Green, Yaxham I would like to make the following comments: The proposed site entrance onto Norwich Rd is 200yds from a blind bend, and whilst
the highway agency cannot see with the greatest respect they do not live and have not seen all the near misses, with vehicles travelling at speed round the entrance cannot be seen until you are on top of it. With all the
extra vehicles exi ng from there it is very dangerous. The other op on for an exit in Paper Street is a blind spot for people travelling from Dereham. Traﬃc is already increased due to the cars using the village as a ˜rat run
to avoid the A47. The drainage is also an issue, as there is a constant smell from the drains at Clint Green, and the planned site has raw sewerage overflow onto the garden in the summer. This can be verified by the land
owner and Anglian Water. In the past people have complained that Yaxham and Clint Green are like two separate villages. Why cant the Council in fill along the main Norwich Road, where there are plenty of fields to the
two places more. I would like to point out that Clint Green & Yaxham are villages not housing estates. The School and doctors surgery is totally inadequate and are already almost full capacity. The Council seem
determined to lose all the small villages in Norfolk and create housing estates. My family did not want to live on a housing estate otherwise Queens Hills would have been our choice.
I wish to object to the proposed site Merging onto Norwich Road from this site would be very dangerous as there is a blind bend, even if the exit is extended to the full width of the property The land you are proposing
building on has not been cropped for over 20 years, it has only been topped for organic hay so there is a large number of wildlife who have made it their home and hunting ground. We regularly see deer, woodpeckers,
thrushes, hawkes, and owls I am worried the sewage system serving this area will not be able to cope with extra homes, as it regularly floods over at the bottom of paper street and has to be pumped out and moved by
tanker lorries The school and doctors will not be able to cope with extra children and residents.
Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, ˜Firside , but this would not create ci suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situated close to ci
blind bend. The blind bend also has the addi onal danger of the junc on from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as ˜back
land development , which is not appropriate for a village location. The site is landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demolition of a perfectly good bungalow. To create a housing estate here is
not in keeping with the rest of Clint Green
Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, ˜Firside , but this would not create ci suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situated close to ci
blind bend. The blind bend also has the addi onal danger of the junc on from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as ˜back
land development , which is not appropriate for a village location. The site is landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demolition of a perfectly good bungalow. To create a housing estate here is
not in keeping with the rest of Clint Green
Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, ˜Firside , but this would not create ci suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situated close to ci
blind bend. The blind bend also has the addi onal danger of the junc on from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as ˜back
land development , which is not appropriate for a village location. The site is landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demolition of a perfectly good bungalow. To create a housing estate here is
not in keeping with the rest of Clint Green
Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, ˜Firside , but this would not create ci suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situated close to ci
blind bend. The blind bend also has the addi onal danger of the junc on from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as ˜back
land development , which is not appropriate for a village location. The site is landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demolition of a perfectly good bungalow. To create a housing estate here is
not in keeping with the rest of Clint Green
Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, ˜Firside , but this would not create ci suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situated close to ci
blind bend. The blind bend also has the addi onal danger of the junc on from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as ˜back
land development , which is not appropriate for a village location. The site is landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demolition of a perfectly good bungalow. To create a housing estate here is
not in keeping with the rest of Clint Green
Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, ˜Firside , but this would not create ci suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situated close to ci
blind bend. The blind bend also has the addi onal danger of the junc on from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as ˜back
land development , which is not appropriate for a village location. The site is landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demolition of a perfectly good bungalow. To create a housing estate here is
not in keeping with the rest of Clint Green
Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, ˜Firside , but this would not create ci suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situated close to ci
blind bend. The blind bend also has the addi onal danger of the junc on from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as ˜back
land development , which is not appropriate for a village location. The site is landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demolition of a perfectly good bungalow. To create a housing estate here is
not in keeping with the rest of Clint Green
Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, ˜Firside , but this would not create ci suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situated close to ci
blind bend. The blind bend also has the addi onal danger of the junc on from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as ˜back
land development , which is not appropriate for a village location. The site is landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demolition of a perfectly good bungalow. To create a housing estate here is
not in keeping with the rest of Clint Green
Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, ˜Firside , but this would not create ci suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situated close to ci
blind bend. The blind bend also has the addi onal danger of the junc on from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as ˜back
land development , which is not appropriate for a village location. The site is landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demolition of a perfectly good bungalow. To create a housing estate here is
not in keeping with the rest of Clint Green
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David Tankard

Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, ˜Firside , but this would not create ci suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situated close to ci
blind bend. The blind bend also has the addi onal danger of the junc on from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as ˜back
land development , which is not appropriate for a village location. The site is landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demolition of a perfectly good bungalow. To create a housing estate here is
LP[113]004 not in keeping with the rest of Clint Green

J Hughes

Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house ˜Fireside ; but this would not create a suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situa on close to a
blind bend. The blind bend also has the additional danger of the junction from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as
LP[113]004 ˜backland development which is not appropriate for a village loca on. The site is currently landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demoli on of a perfectly good house.

Bob Gust

Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house ˜Fireside ; but this would not create a suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situa on close to a
blind bend. The blind bend also has the additional danger of the junction from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as
LP[113]004 ˜backland development which is not appropriate for a village loca on. The site is currently landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demoli on of a perfectly good house.

Tony and Fran
Grimsdell

Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house ˜Fireside ; but this would not create a suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situa on close to a
blind bend. The blind bend also has the additional danger of the junction from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as
LP[113]004 ˜backland development which is not appropriate for a village loca on. The site is currently landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demoli on of a perfectly good house.

Paula Benson

Yaxham
Parish
Council

Paula Benson

Yaxham
Parish
Council

Mr and Mrs
Joyner

Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house ˜Fireside ; but this would not create a suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situa on close to a
blind bend. The blind bend also has the additional danger of the junction from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as
LP[113]004 ˜backland development which is not appropriate for a village loca on. The site is currently landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demoli on of a perfectly good house.
Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden of the property known as ˜Firside , this would not create a suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it would be
situated close to a blind bend. The blind bend in question already has the added danger of the T‐junction from Paper Street, therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. The site is
currently landlocked. There is no access to Norwich Road, demoli on of a perfectly good house would be required. This type of development is classified as ˜backland development which is not appropriate for a
LP[113]004 village location.
a)
The road is already very dangerous “ I walk to catch my school bus along it and see the traffic increase every day. Coming on and off the site would add to this situation and it is very hard to see traffic approaching
at that point. b) When my parents pull out of the Paper Street junction it is very risky as traffic comes from the right at speed and it is a blind bend. Additional cars etc on the road due to the site being developed and
also the planned homes in Easton, Mattishall and Easton would certainly create a lot more traffic through my village. c)
The houses proposed for the site would be built on a meadow behind the existing row of houses
and there is only one way on/off. We should be proud of the many meadows and green spaces we have and preserve as many as possible, or we will become just another part of Dereham and then eventually join up with
Mattishall and Norfolk will lose its character altogether, which will put tourists and visitors off. d) The area around Yaxham Primary School is always busy with cars and is also situated on quite a dangerous stretch of
road where vehicles travel at speed. I feel it won t be long before there is a serious accident here. The school is also full so where would any children new to the village go? e)
With possibly some extra secondary
school age children coming from the development as well as those from new developments in Mattishall, there would have to be extra school buses arranged to take them to the nearest high schools (which may be full
anyway). My bus and that of the other high school in Dereham is already full, so that already puts extra large vehicles on the road, and it is a very small road anyway. f)
I think that a development of this size would not
suit a village. It is totally inappropriate addition where it is proposed to be placed and would definitely have a negative impact on village life, because Clint Green is a small rural hamlet surrounded by agricultural land.
LP[113]004 The people who live in it enjoy the green spaces, the wildlife and the natural surroundings.
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Mr and Mrs
Smith

LP[113]004

Mr and Mrs
Smith

LP[113]004

Amy
Goldsmith

LP[113]004

Mr & Mrs
Jessup

LP[113]004
LP[113]004

We reside in a bungalow approx 30yds from proposed development site LP[113]004 and should like to express the following opposition. The road access is in a dangerous position. The lack of local services in the village
and surrounding areas, i.e. doctors, dentists, schools etc. The proposed site/field has been known to flood and the current drainage system for the area is inadequate. A perfectly good dwelling will need to be demolished
to allow development of the site. We have expanded on the above points below. The biggest issue with allowing this parcel of land to be a development site would be the extreme danger on the highway. Our
driveway is a mere 30yds from the site entrance; we have lived here in excess of 20 years and are fully aware of the dangers that exist with traffic along this stretch of road. This is a narrow country road barely suitable
for an HGV/bus and car to pass in places! When travelling from Mattishall in a westerly direction, on entering the village of Clint Green the speed limit drops from the national speed limit to 30mph on a double blind
bend. It is immediately after this double blind bend that traffic entering the proposed development site would need to slow and possibly come to a complete standstill before safe to turn right into it. From experience,
we can confirm that this is a very dangerous position for this manoeuvre because traffic following, is not prepared to slow to this extent, i.e. from the 60mph to 30mph and there have been many near misses. As the
proposed site is approximately 30yds nearer to this double blind bend then this dangerous situation could only be exacerbated. When travelling from Dereham in an easterly direction towards the site the same problem
occurs as when travelling in the opposite direction, i.e. when indicating a left turn traffic is not prepared to slow to allow you to enter your driveway and will often speed up and overtake your vehicle whilst you are
turning left. This manoeuvre is highly dangerous from the position of our driveway, with no vision of any vehicles proceeding around the double blind bend, and therefore to put an entrance to a proposed site of several
houses even closer to this hazard would be an extremely foolhardy decision. At present only single driveways open onto this dangerous section of the highway therefore the likelihood of an accident is less with single
cars turning. However we feel that should Breckland permit this development site to proceed, with several vehicles entering and leaving in this position on the highway, the possibility of a near‐miss incident increases
exponentially with the inevitability that there will one day be a fatality in this spot. The Highways Division has repeatedly in the past turned down development proposals along Paper Street for this exact same reason,
with due cause in our opinion. It is necessary when exiting Paper Street onto the main Norwich Road to open the driver's window in order to also hear any traffic approaching from the right and to keep a vigilant lookout
whilst manoeuvring onto the main road. Vehicles travelling in an easterly direction come around the double blind bend in excess of the 30mph and a collision has to be rapidly avoided. Therefore making the site on
Paper Street, LP[113]003 an unsuitable site entrance/exit for the proposed site LP[113]004. Should this development site proceed it is inevitable that the traffic taking a 'short cut' from Dereham to the site via Cutthroat
Lane and Paper Street would be extensively increased to avoid the current sections of road through Yaxham village and Clint Green where a 30mph speed limit is in force (20mph near to the Clint Green Primary School).
Thus creating a type of 'rat run' effect from Dereham to the site and increasing the traffic along these roads. As you are aware, Cutthroat Lane is extremely dangerous towards its exit onto the main Norwich Road
(almost opposite Yaxham Waters) due to several very sharp blind bends. We see Cutthroat Lane becoming a 'rat run' to this site. We should like to point out that this single country track stretch of road along with
Paper Street, Norwich Road, Spring Lane is a regular 'dog walking' and rambling route with several public footpaths off across the surround Tud Valley. If, as we suspect, vehicles will be using these roads as a 'short cut'
to get to the site then there would also be a danger to pedestrians and animals. This is a country lane with grass verges (sometimes in excess of 1ft) where it would be impossible for a person/animal to rapidly seek
refuge from fast moving vehicles. Regarding the proposed development around Dereham LP[025]017 and the Dumpling Green site LP[025]003 we feel that the main Norwich Road through the villages of East
Tuddenham, Mattishall, Clint Green and Yaxham will become a further 'rat run' as the volume of traffic build‐up from the Easton roundabout to the Dereham bypass is regularly at a standstill at peak times and people
find alternative routes to avoid this. There are two primary schools along this route that we consider would be in extreme danger from the increased volume of traffic flowing along this road. We have not only
considered the proposed development site when complete, i.e. cars, delivery vans etc entering and exiting, but during the course of construction also. We know from experience that this road, being very narrow, is not
capable of allowing large construction vehicles to turn into it without stopping traffic travelling from both directions for a period of time to allow their manoeuvre. In the position of the proposed development site we
believe that this would no doubt lead to collisions, yet again more hazardous for local traffic. We also feel that due to the restricted width of the road at this position it is more than likely that erosion of the public
pathways and private property banks would occur to facilitate the larger than average vehicles to turn into site. This would cause a great deal of distress to landowners fronting the highway but also create another
hazard with mud/site detritus being deposited as vehicles exit, thus causing the possibility of skidding to occur. We note that the adjoining parcel of land, LP[113]003 has been provisionally rejected by Breckland
Council. We should like to express our agreement with this decision as the majority of the above points also apply here regarding the access/egress from Paper Street, i.e. a very dangerous position for additional traffic.
I am writing to object to the proposed development behind Firside off Norwich Rd, Yaxham. My objection to the proposed development is centered around poor access/egress (vehicular) to/from the proposed
development. There will be no way to safely provide access to Norwich Rd from the frontage of 'Firside' as it is located on the centre of a bend facing the property in a concave fashion. The above situation will potentially
lead to an increase in road traffic accidents as a result of poor visibility and resultant stopping distances. Reducing speed limits in this area to facilitate increased reaction times would only shift the problem elsewhere,
Paper St/Cutthroat lane (a single track rd) would then become a 'Rat run' with drivers attempting to bypass the imposed restriction. I work for the Construction Industry Training Board (CITB) training construction site
managers in site set up procedures. The above development would never be considered even if only for temporary access on the grounds of public safety. I hope that my objection will be given due considoration as
part of your selection process
I would like to lodge formally my objection to the proposed development plan behind 'Firside' on Norwich Road.
This location is not suitable for a number of reasons, starting with the Highways Department has
previously stated that it had 'severe constraints' ‐ how has this changed?
There is a lack of infrastructure to cope with the additional residencies.
Wild life can be regularly seen on this land and this development
would be detrimental to their habitat.
I believe I have the right to enjoy the quality of life provided by the quiet surroundings of our village without additional properties being added and the stresses on the local
community and services that this would add.
Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, ˜Firside , but this would not create a suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situated close to a
blind bend. The blind bend also has the additional danger of the junction from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as
˜back land development , which is not appropriate for a village loca on. o The site is landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demoli on of a perfectly good bungalow. To create a housing
estate here is not in keeping with the rest of Clint Green
‐
Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house of ˜Firside , but this would not create a suﬃcient vision on exit of the access road and the access would be in a very dangerous
position as it is situate

Jackie Cook
PR & BR
Bennett

LP[113]004 ‐

Cathryn
Osborn‐
Vergerson

We would like to draw your attention to the fact that Norwich Road is a busy road and feel not enough is being said about buses, HGVs, coaches, agricultural machinery, traffic at peak times, school drop off and pick up
times travelling along this road. If all the proposed building takes places between here and Dereham and Mattishall this will create vastly increased traffic. The proposed development with access onto Norwich Road
coming out on a corner close to a blind bend is going be very dangerous and should not be considered. The Junction at the top of Paper Street close to the access of the proposed development is already an extremely
LP[113]004 dangerous junction to come out of. On the above grounds with mention also of infrastructure, schools, drainage etc we hope that this application will not be approved.

Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, 'Firside', but
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Cathryn
Osborn‐
Vergerson

a) The road is already very dangerous ‐ I walk to catch my school bus along it and see the traffic increase every day. Coming on and off the site would add to this situation and it is very hard to see traffic approaching at
that point. b) When my parents pull out of the Paper Street junction it is very risky as traffic comes from the right at speed and it is a blind bend. Additional cars etc on the road due to the site being developed and also
the planned homes in Easton, Mattishall and Easton would certainly create a lot more traffic through my village. c) The houses proposed for the site would be built on a meadow behind the existing row of houses and
there is only one way on/off. We should be proud of the many meadows and green spaces we have and preserve as many as possible, or we will become just another part of bereham and then eventually join up with
Mattishall and Norfolk will lose its character altogether, which will put tourists and visitors off. d) The area around Yaxham Primary School is always busy with cars and is also situated on quite a dangerous stretch of road
where vehicles travel at speed. I feel it won t be long before there is a serious accident here. The school is also full so where would any children new to the village go? e) With possibly some extra secondary school age
children coming from the development as well as those from new developments in Mattishall, there would have to be extra school buses arranged to take them to the nearest high schools (which may be full anyway). My
bus and that of the other high school in bereham is already full, so that already puts extra large vehicles on the road, and it is a very small road anyway. f) I think that a development of this size would not suit a village. It is
totally inappropriate addition where it is proposed to be placed and would definitely have a negative impact on village life, because Clint Green is a small rural hamlet surrounded by agricultural land. The people who live
LP[113]004 in it enjoy the green spaces, the wildlife and the natural surroundings.

Gary Osborn

Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, ˜Firside , but this would not create a suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situated close to a
blind bend. The blind bend also has the additional danger of the junction from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as
LP[113]004 ˜back land development, which is not appropriate for a village loca on. The site is landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demoli on of a perfectly good bungalow.

Jill Vergerson

Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, ˜Firside , but this would not create a suﬃcient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous posi on as it is situated close to a
blind bend. The blind bend also has the additional danger of the junction from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidents. A development of this type is classified as
LP[113]004 ˜back land development, which is not appropriate for a village loca on. The site is landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demoli on of a perfectly good bungalow.

D High

I wish to object to the proposed site listed above for the following reasons. 1. I believe this site has had planning applications declined in the past, due to its dangerous location, and the Highways department has
previously commented that it had Severe Constraints . I would like to add the following points: To approve this development would be reckless due to its loca on close to a busy blind bend. The likelihood of a serious
accident (possibly a fatal one) occurring is very high. The blind bend also has the additional danger of the junction from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a very serious risk of numerous
accidents. There have been numerous ˜near misses as it is, so to increase the volume of traﬃc and pedestrians is unacceptable. Vehicles exi ng the development and turning right to travel from Clint Green towards
berehczm will cause vehicles already travelling along Norwich Road from Mcittishall towards bereham, to slow down and subsequently any queue of traffic will back up on blind bend, creating an extremely dangerous
situation. Access to the site would be gained via the current front garden but this would not create a sufficient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous position as it is situated very close to the blind
bend. 2. With a higher volume of road traffic due to the extra homes being built in Easton, Mattishall and bereham, it is likely that many vehicles will not only travel through Yaxham and Clint Green, but they will also use
Cutthroat Lane as an alternative route, and it will become a rat run . This single track road is not suitable for high volumes of traﬃc and we have already no ced it is busier than ever. By adding traﬃc to Cu hroat Lane
this will further increase the risk of accidents with people using the junction from Paper Street on to Norwich Road. 3. In addition to the above I am also very concerned about the lack of infrastructure, such as doctors,
schools and other local amenities which are already stretched and therefore could not cope with further developments in this area. Yaxham Primary School is full to capacity and the area around the school becomes
congested as it is, with many vehicles driving through at unsafe speeds, so further traffic through the village would be extremely dangerous to pupils and residents alike. Our local surgery is struggling to cope with
additional patients, as are those in bereham, so this would be an extra burden on an already stretched service. The surgery is already finding it hard to cope with serving existing residents of Yaxham and surrounding
villages, therefore additional homes in Clint Green would create major problems. 4. The sewerage works on Stone Road were built over 50 years ago and would not be able to cope with extra homes in this area. There are
already lorries regularly at the works removing excess waste, so a large number of extra properties close by could have to rely on septic tanks 5. Rain water flows directly into a ditch to the back of our property and
behind all those along Norwich Road, down into and along Paper Street, under a property at the top of ˜Gooseberry Lane . These ditches have not been maintained for many years and as a consequence the risk of
flooding on this site is very high. 6. Wildlife such as deer, woodpeckers, thrushes, hawks and owls can be seen regularly on the land marked as LP[113}004. It is a natural, unspoilt meadow which is what the Norfolk
countryside is all about and why we want to protect the rural character of our village. I believe I have a right to enjoy the quality of life provided by the quiet surroundings adjacent to my home, however, with a
development such as that proposed behind my bungalow, I consider that my private and family life would be adversely affected by the loss of these surroundings. I would like to make the additional points also I am very
concerned that should LP[113)004 be approved for development, this will then lead to LP[113]003 (on Paper Street), also being developed, which could then lead to a total of 51 dwellings. This is too excessive and also
this volume of houses would create an even greater amount of traffic coming to and from this dangerously located access point onto Norwich Road. The planning department are already aware I believe, of the dangers
caused by unsuitable access to this development and therefore given the significant feeling amongst local residents that also point out these dangers, I would request that this site is turned down for any development. I
LP[113]004 consider that the proposal should not be approved as it is entirely unsuitable for the proposed site due to all the reasons listed above.

D High

Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, 'Firside', but this would not create a sufficient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous position as it is situated close to a blind
bend. The blind bend also has the additional danger of the junction from paper street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidnets. A development of this type is clasified as 'back land
LP[113]004 development', which is not appropriate for a village location. The site is landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demolition of a perfectly good bungalow.

Richard Piacell

Access to this site would be gained via the current front garden and house, 'Firside', but this would not create a sufficient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous position as it is situated close to a blind
bend. The blind bend also has the additional danger of the junction from paper street and therefore approval of this development creates a serious risk of accidnets. A development of this type is clasified as 'back land
LP[113]004 development', which is not appropriate for a village location. The site is landlocked and has no access to Norwich Road and would require demolition of a perfectly good bungalow.
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Richard Piacell

I wish to object to the proposed site listed above for the following reasons. 1. I believe this site has had planning applications declined in the past, due to its dangerous location, and the Highways department has
previously commented that it had Severe Constraints . I would like to add the following points: To approve this development would be reckless due to its loca on close to a busy blind bend. The likelihood of a serious
accident (possibly a fatal one) occurring is very high. The blind bend also has the additional danger of the junction from Paper Street and therefore approval of this development creates a very serious risk of numerous
accidents. There have been numerous ˜near misses as it is, so to increase the volume of traﬃc and pedestrians is unacceptable. Vehicles exi ng the development and turning right to travel from Clint Green towards
berehczm will cause vehicles already travelling along Norwich Road from Mcittishall towards bereham, to slow down and subsequently any queue of traffic will back up on blind bend, creating an extremely dangerous
situation. Access to the site would be gained via the current front garden but this would not create a sufficient vision splay and the access would be in a very dangerous position as it is situated very close to the blind
bend. 2. With a higher volume of road traffic due to the extra homes being built in Easton, Mattishall and bereham, it is likely that many vehicles will not only travel through Yaxham and Clint Green, but they will also use
Cutthroat Lane as an alternative route, and it will become a rat run . This single track road is not suitable for high volumes of traﬃc and we have already no ced it is busier than ever. By adding traﬃc to Cu hroat Lane
this will further increase the risk of accidents with people using the junction from Paper Street on to Norwich Road. 3. In addition to the above I am also very concerned about the lack of infrastructure, such as doctors,
schools and other local amenities which are already stretched and therefore could not cope with further developments in this area. Yaxham Primary School is full to capacity and the area around the school becomes
congested as it is, with many vehicles driving through at unsafe speeds, so further traffic through the village would be extremely dangerous to pupils and residents alike. Our local surgery is struggling to cope with
additional patients, as are those in bereham, so this would be an extra burden on an already stretched service. The surgery is already finding it hard to cope with serving existing residents of Yaxham and surrounding
villages, therefore additional homes in Clint Green would create major problems. 4. The sewerage works on Stone Road were built over 50 years ago and would not be able to cope with extra homes in this area. There are
already lorries regularly at the works removing excess waste, so a large number of extra properties close by could have to rely on septic tanks 5. Rain water flows directly into a ditch to the back of our property and
behind all those along Norwich Road, down into and along Paper Street, under a property at the top of ˜Gooseberry Lane . These ditches have not been maintained for many years and as a consequence the risk of
flooding on this site is very high. 6. Wildlife such as deer, woodpeckers, thrushes, hawks and owls can be seen regularly on the land marked as LP[113}004. It is a natural, unspoilt meadow which is what the Norfolk
countryside is all about and why we want to protect the rural character of our village. I believe I have a right to enjoy the quality of life provided by the quiet surroundings adjacent to my home, however, with a
development such as that proposed behind my bungalow, I consider that my private and family life would be adversely affected by the loss of these surroundings. I would like to make the additional points also I am very
concerned that should LP[113)004 be approved for development, this will then lead to LP[113]003 (on Paper Street), also being developed, which could then lead to a total of 51 dwellings. This is too excessive and also
this volume of houses would create an even greater amount of traffic coming to and from this dangerously located access point onto Norwich Road. The planning department are already aware I believe, of the dangers
caused by unsuitable access to this development and therefore given the significant feeling amongst local residents that also point out these dangers, I would request that this site is turned down for any development. I
LP[113]004 consider that the proposal should not be approved as it is entirely unsuitable for the proposed site due to all the reasons listed above.

Paul and Jillian
Downing

I strongly object to the planning application number LP(113)005) 1 the number of houses to be built on this site will be far in excess of the amount originally proposed,I believe it would have a far more detrimental effect
on the village than envisaged by the parish council.My objections are as follows. 1 the amount of surface water produced by this volume of houses,would be in excess of the ability of the river Tudd to remove it causing
more flooding down stream towards Clint Green and other villages.Has a survey been in place to monitor the affect this would have on the river. 2 Instead of being a small housing development in keeping with the
village,it will be more like a large housing estate,putting pressure on the already over subscribed facilities. I realise there is a need for more housing to be built,but needs to be in keeping with the village to avoid it
LP[113]004 becoming an urban sprawl.I have been given the impression by Councillor Dimoglou at the last Parish council meeting,that the allocation for Yaxham Village is fifty two houses.The application for this development alone
is already in excess of that. I also object to application LP(113)004 for thirty five houses to be built in Clint Green,for the above reasons, plus the access on to Norwich Road.
&5
I wish to object to the proposed development Sites listed above for the following reasons. 1 The development LP[1 13]004 is close to a blind bend and also the junction of Paper Street where there has been many near
misses also a bus stop is nearly opposite which could cause a fatal accident 2 I understand this proposal is a backland development and has no frontage to a road, all the properties in Clint Green have been built over the
years on road frontage. 3 Vehicles leaving the proposed site turning right into the road travelling to Dereham will cause vehicles having to slow down travelling from Mattishall and will cause hold ups to the blind bend. 4
It seems a shame a property has to be demolished to gain access to the site. 5 The vehicles leaving the site wanting to go to Dereham could turn left & left again into Paper Street & along Cutthroat Lane using this road as
rat run which is a single track road. 6 I am also concerned about the lack of infrastructure such as Doctors, Dentists & Schools Doctors & Dentist in Dereham & Mattishall have closed their books for new Patients. 7 If the
proposed site LP[1 131004 was to go ahead I feel the proposed site LP[1 131003 would also go ahead making a total of 51 houses causing a serious problem with water drainage. I live in Paper Street with an open ditch
going through my garden and throughout the winter and wet summers the ditch is full to the brim with water unable to flow away. These extra houses would only increase the problem which could cause flooding in my
garden Sewerage is also a big problem as the sewer system can not cope with the village at the moment for instance last year 2015 I had raw sewerage flowing down Paper Street with a constant smell in the village all the
time. Wildlife is another of my concerns with Deer, Barn Owls, Tawney Owls, Kestrels and on occasions Red Kite are seen hunting on these meadows We also have a colony of Bats around our property which use these
LP[113]004 meadows to find insects throughout the summer evenings In conclusion if these proposals went ahead it would effect the rural character of our village and feel these proposals LP[1 13]004 and LP[1 131003 should not go
ahead
and 003

Paul and Jillian
Downing

LP[113]004
and
With reference to the above planning applications as a regular visitor to my parents in Clint Green I must object to the proposed sites as both exits on Norwich Rd/Paper Street are dangerous. As I travel from Norwich
LP[113]003 coming round the blind bend on many occasions cars have either pulled out in front of me or come out of nearby drives. I consider this an accident waiting to happen

Mr and Mrs
Crisp

LP[113]004
and
LP[113]003 The sewer network cannot cope, it is up to capacity now. Exit from site is a no go. If you give these sites planning permission you must be brain dead. Please use your common sense

Mrs Street
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Mr and Mrs
Crisp

Simon Beavis

Mrs Frances
Needham

Please provide your comments here. I object to expansion of houses in the parish of Yaxham LP[113]002; LP[113]005; LP[113] 004; LP[113]003. 1. Until the current l oopehole in development of small villages, very
definite settlement boundaries were in place, which offered protection. Now the floodgates have opened. We are threatened with an extraordinary number of houses in the corridor between the Honningham
Roundabout on the A47 and the Tesco Roundabout on the edge of Dereham. 2. The road, also runs through many quiet villages and is narrow. Upkeep of this road by Norfolk Highways has been poor and through the
winter months there have been many potholes and the edges of the road are particularly bad. . The No.4 Konnectbus runs through this area and cars are often almost forced off the road by double decker buses and cars
travelling at speed. The road between villages varies between 40 and 60mph, but people ignore the 30mph speed limit when entering each village. Our house is about 50 yds from a bend and it is not unusual for traffice
to speed making it dangerous for us to pull onto the road. 3. These proposed developments are "backland development" and are totally inappropriate for a small village location. Until recently I was a Governor at the
local Primary School. The school has had to close its doors to any new pupils. Parking for the school spills into Well Hill opposite, which angers residents, but there is nowhere else for all the cars to park as children now
attend from Dereham and adjoining villages. Parents are scared to walk young children from Yaxham to Clint Green because of the speed of the traffice. Indeed, we were told by Norfolk County Council Highways that
the road was too dangerous for a school crossing patrol person. 4. Local doctors surgeries have closed to new patients. It is now impossible to get a doctors appointment for several days. The Norfolk and Norwich
Community Hospital is also struggling to cope with the amount of patients and emergency situations.. 5. It is not unusual to walk through the village and smell sewage. If permission is given for all these new houses, this
will only add to the problem. The road and adjoining fields are often flooded and I have seen Paper Street, Spring Lane and Cutthroat Lane looking more like rivers at times. Similar situations have arisen recently in
Mattishall. 6. To make Yaxham a Local Service Centre is absolutely ridiculous. We are 2 miles from Mattishall in one direction and a similar distance from Dereham. Yaxham currently has none of the facilities of other
Local Service Centre villages. With two settlements in the village with a population of less that 1,000, this simply does not make any sense. 7. The building of new homes is not sustainable with the current
LP[113]004 infrastructure, which is not sufficient for the residents who live in the village now, let alone the potential of several new developments. 8. I support the draft NP4Yaxham Strategic Green Gaps Policy. 9. Objections
; 005, 003; and comments to planning issues on this site is difficult and complicated for the majority of people living in this area. Many of the residents are elderly and do not have internet. A review of the system, which is open
001; 002 to all ages and abilities should be considered.
1 .1 ‐ Millard Tuddenham are acting on behalf of the Landowners of LP(1 13)005, Land off Elm Close Yaxham. We have been involved in the promotion of part of the Site through the means of a planning application which
resulted in an outline planning permission being granted (ref: 3PL120141082010 dated 1 1th January 2016). 1 .2 ‐ We support the proposed allocation of LP(1 13)005 for 65 dwellings, and confirm that the Site is
deliverable in terms of the Na onal Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) footnote 11 and is ˜available , ˜suitable and ˜viable . The Site would also meet the 3 roles of sustainable development as set out in NPPF
Paragraph 7. 1 .3 ‐ We would welcome proactive discussions with Breckland District Council (BDC) and Yaxham Parish Council (YPC) to ensure the allocation is comprehensively aligned with the currently granted planning
permission on part of the site and beneficial for local needs. 2.0‐ LP(113)005. The Site 2.1 ‐ The Site has, in part, already been considered by BDC, and was concluded to be suitable and sustainable for residential
development through the granting of outline planning permission under reference 3PL/201 4/0820/0. 2.2 ‐Whilst an indicative figure of 65 dwellings has been proposed for the Site, we believe that until a detailed
application and analysis of the Site has been considered, reference should be made for up to 65 dwellings or approximately 65 dwellings . 2.3 ‐ We have engaged with YPC and a ended the Parish mee ng of 11th
February 2016 where the Emerging Local and Neighborhood Plans were discussed, as well as the Site. At this meeting, the allocation of the Site to which these representations refer to, were unanimously supported by
YPC. 3.0‐ Conclusions 3.1 ‐ The Site represents sustainable development as set out in NPPF Paragraph 7 and is deliverable in terms of NPPF Footnote 11. 3.2 ‐ The Site would provide much needed market and affordable
housing to meet the housing requirement of BDC. 3.3 ‐ The Site has, in part, been considered by BDC and was considered to represent sustainable development and as a result, was granted outline planning permission in
LP[113]005 January 2016. 3.3 ‐ The proposed allocation is unanimously supported by YPC.

Parish
Clerk
Garvesto
ne,
Reymerst
on &
Thuxton
Parish
LP(113)005
Council (65)
Garvestone, Reymerston & Thuxton Parish Council disagree with site LP(113)005(65) in Yaxham as it will increase traffic pressure on the B1135 and increase speeding on this road.
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Attleborough Employment & Retail
Name

Organisation

Site

Comments

I wish to objected to the proposed development LP(007)003. The proposed access is to be the current site of Number 8, Station Road, Eccles, which is situated near the village hall and childrens park. This access is also
near a dangerous blind bend and even thou there is a 30 mph speed limit through the village, this is something that is not stuck to by cars driving through the village..Station Road and the village of Eccles is totally
unsuitable for heavy traffic and workers going in and out at peak times. the roads through the village are already in a poor condition with pot holes and standing water. The entrance has a supposed protected tree on
Mr Richard
Tansley
LP(077)003 the road side (Black Walnut). The site is also higher than Station Road, Eccles and drainage would be an issue with probable flooding.
LP(002)002 Not suitable. Highways constraints and distant from key facilities and services LP (002)007 Suitable. Close proximity to A11, adjoining LP(002)029. Good access to South of Attleborough due to link road
access LP(002)017 “ Now has planning permission for residential LP(002)021 “ Suitable. Adjoining existing Employment Area LP(002)022 ‐ Suitable. Adjoining existing Employment Area LP(002)023 ‐ Not suitable.
Highways restraints and distant from key facilities and services LP(002)029 “ Suitable for Employment. Close proximity to A11, adjoining LP(002)029. Good access to South of Attleborough due to link road access. Not
suitable for Retail due to distance from settlement boundary and poor 'Smarter Choices' transport infrastructure. LP(002)031 “ Not offered. Land owner has never offered this site for development other than as a land
Attleborough Town
swap with land next to Victory Park. Not deliverable
Gina Lopes Council
*
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Dereham Employment & Retail
Name
Val Baker

Organisation

Site
*

Comments
It is important that Sites D4 and D5 remain. Other sites should be looked at as well with the hope of some higher end employment being encouraged. We have plenty of supermarkets and minimum wage/short term
contract employment.
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Harling Employment & Retail
Name

Organisation

Mr & Mrs Cross

Site

Comments

Having lived in East Harling for many years, we are in favour of some development in the village, and the land to the south adjacent to Garboldisjham Road and Lopham Road seems a practical place for some
LP[042]011 houses at least to go. The land is level, not prone to flooding, has good access and infills between existing housing.
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Snetterton Employment & Retail
Name
Mr David
Wright

Mrs Julie
Pullum

Ms Janet
Balaam

Mrs
Gwendolin
e Switzer

Mr Daniel
Fitt

Mr Daniel
Fitt

Mr Daniel
Fitt

Organisati
on

Site

Comments

LP(077)003

This site will bring industrial units too close the village of Eccles. There must be a gap between residential and employment area. By looking at the map it looks like access to this site will be next to the village hall on Station
Road which will mean the demolition of a residential property. This is totally unaceptable and will have a major adverse impact on the local residents. Overall I support development of Snetterton Heath but you must
protect the local community in ensuring there is a gap between the two. There is enough land at Snetterton for employment without encroaching this close to the residential area.

LP(077)003

I feel that with what I assume is the demolition of one of my neighbours houses to provide access to this site, and units being built right behind the houses on Station Road, this will be to the detriment of village life. When
we moved here some 20 years ago we appreciated that the industrial estate was where it is and that it provides employment both locally and for people outside the Breckland area, but that according to the plans there
would be nothing built any closer than in line with Gallows Lane, and even along this line it is too close to the back of the houses on Station Road, Eccles, and there certainly would not have been access to the site in
between the houses! I feel we need the break between people's homes and industry to protect communities like this one from the point of view of noise pollution and air pollution from Lorries delivering and collecting
loads from the various units and the extra cars and Lorries, who despite the 7.5 tonne limit would come through the already overburdened road through our village. It is totally unacceptable. I, to a degree, support further
development of the land on Snetterton Heath but keeping it away from the communities surrounding this area. Using access from the A11 and not through small villages or next door to play areas. There is so much land at
Snetterton which could be used without affecting peoples use and enjoyment of their homes and villages.

LP(077)003

Regarding the "employment area" or Industrial area behind our homes. (1). The industrial development will be outside, what we have been told is the building line of the village. (2) It would allow undesirable to drive
around the back of the gardens of the homes that are on the Snetterton track side of our road. As the gardens are so long, undesirables would have very easy access to the tool sheds and to the backs of our homes. At
the moment they do not have access for a Vehicle across the farm land. (3) When the Builder named Tye built our houses, we understood that he wanted to build two rows of houses , but was advised not to as the
ground was not good drainage for septic tanks. Nothing has changed the ground is still unable to cope properly with septic tanks, it is a constant problem for us. I take it that the industrial units would have toilets. (4) It is
down hill from the proposed area, to the road that runs through our village , Rain water often floods the road during heavy rain fall, which then floods the houses on the other side of the road . If the proposed area is
covered in concrete, roadways and roofs, the water problem could be increased. (5) I understand that it is proposed to demolish the house next to the village hall in Eccles to allow a road way to be built into the proposed
site. This would allow large heavy haulage lorries and other vehicles into the proposed site. Firstly this would be very close to a tight blind bend in the road, secondly it would be right next to the village hall and children's
play area. The village hall is used for many functions, including children's parties and of course the play area is used by children all the time,

LP(077)003

I am appalled to hear to hear that Richard Johnston wants at turn the green, farm field at the end of my garden into an industrial area (employment site as he calls it). I moved to Eccles 30 years ago, I have lived here all this
time without, street lights, pavements or public transport, because I love the peace of living in a quite, little hamlet. So 'NO' I do not want an industrial area quite literally in 'my back yard'. Access, by vehicle, to the backs of
our properties, at night, will be an open invite to theives and burglars, they would have a 'field day'. This small hamlet has more than it's fair share of burglary and theft, my own son had a car taken some time ago. The
house opposite was burgled a few weeks ago and another neighbour had an attempted theft of a caravan very recently. How foolhardy would it be to open up a back alley for the criminals. The constant noise of lorries
bleaping and men shouting all day will drive us mad, we except that we hear the Snetterton Track, when the wind is in the right direction, and the railway, they were here befor we came. But this would be practically in our
back gardens all day. This is a comlete nightmare. Money seems to be all that matters to some people, for instance, when Johnston put the spur railway line across this field, many years ago, we were promised that our
railway crossing would always be 'manned', which would have ment that the 'man' could watch our hamlet all day from the signal box. We now have auto barriers and no man. I say no more.

LP[077]003

I have some concerns with the development of this site, particularly around a ccess. The map suggests that access would be from Station Road next to the current Garnier Hall social club site and would presumably be used
by heavy construction traffic initially and then by HGVs and similar once the site is built. This access would be directly in the middle of a quiet, rural village and alongside a communal park and childrens play area. The
entrance would also be directly opposite a school bus stop used daily by a number of school children (my own included). The upper stretch of Station Road (between the proposed entrance and Gallows Lane) is narrow
with no street lights or pavement. This is already dangerous enough for children (and adults for that matter) to use as it is, never mind with the addition of construction and goods traffic that this development would bring.
A serious accident would be almost inevitible. Generally, the access route from the heart of a small village seems pretty crazy and not in‐line with the village's development (i.e. more family housing being approved and
built currently which will result in more children being put at risk from additional heavy traffic). Clearly this will also impact the quality of life in the village, with the fields, woods and open areas in the proposed area being
replaced by industrial buildings. This will be a dominant feature and ruin the look and feel of the surroundings.

LP[077]003

I have some concerns with the development of this site, particularly around a ccess. The map suggests that access would be from Station Road next to the current Garnier Hall social club site and would presumably be used
by heavy construction traffic initially and then by HGVs and similar once the site is built. This access would be directly in the middle of a quiet, rural village and alongside a communal park and childrens play area. The
entrance would also be directly opposite a school bus stop used daily by a number of school children (my own included). The upper stretch of Station Road (between the proposed entrance and Gallows Lane) is narrow
with no street lights or pavement. This is already dangerous enough for children (and adults for that matter) to use as it is, never mind with the addition of construction and goods traffic that this development would bring.
A serious accident would be almost inevitible. Generally, the access route from the heart of a small village seems pretty crazy and not in‐line with the village's development (i.e. more family housing being approved and
built currently which will result in more children being put at risk from additional heavy traffic). Clearly this will also impact the quality of life in the village, with the fields, woods and open areas in the proposed area being
replaced by industrial buildings. This will be a dominant feature and ruin the look and feel of the surroundings.

LP[077]003

I have some concerns with the development of this site: Access: The map suggests that access would be from Station Road next to the current Garnier Hall social club site and would presumably be used by heavy
construction traffic initially and then by HGVs and similar once the site is built. This access would be directly in the middle of a quiet, rural village and alongside a communal park and childrens play area. The entrance would
also be directly opposite a school bus stop used daily by a number of school children (my own included). The upper stretch of Station Road (between the proposed entrance and Gallows Lane) is narrow with no street lights
or pavement. This is already dangerous enough for children (and adults for that matter) to use as it is, never mind with the addition of construction and goods traffic that this development would bring. A serious accident
would be almost inevitible. Generally, the access route from the heart of a small village seems pretty crazy and not in‐line with the village's development (i.e. more family housing being approved and built currently which
will result in more children being put at risk from additional heavy traffic). Environment: Clearly this will impact the quality of life in the village, with the fields, woods and open areas in the proposed area being replaced
by light industrial buildings. This will be a dominant feature and ruin the look and feel of the surroundings.
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Mrs
Michelle
Makin

LP077003

I am concerned with the proposal to demolish a residential property to allow a through road for haulage lorries and other vehicles. I live directly opposite the house In question and a main concern would be the significant
increase in traffics volumes, especially as this is unnessary when there is perfect road links via the snetterton area, the concern of traffics directly next to a childrens park, which is currently a safe haven for children to play
ans be able to walk to themselves from in the village, would this still be the case if the permission was to be granted, sadly I think not. The drainage is also already at breaking point with the roads already flooding easily
with anything more than normal rainful, and with either tarmac or concrete placed opposite this significantly increases the flood risk tenfold and puts a very real risk of both my house and my neighbours house at risk
from flooding, this is surely deemed unacceptable. I agree that snetteron is a site for development however not at the cost of a rural village such as Eccles, and not to increase the volume of traffic when it is unnecessary,
especially because good link roads already exist.

Mr Rose

LP(077)003

I support local employment area but it should remain north of the A11 where there is plenty of room for development. Demolishing avhouse next to the village hall where the children play is frankly stupid . To have an
access to industrial units in the middle of the village where we fought for years to have a weight limit, which is ignored already is unbelievable. Keep it away from us, and Richard Johnston sell the house. In

LP(077)003

I strongly object to the proposal for expansion of the Snetterton employment zone towards the village of Eccles. Eccles serves purely to provide residential accommodation; the proposal to use LP(077)003 to expand the
employment zone is contrary the wider strategies in the proposed Local Plan most notably: a. A grossly disproportionate increase in noise pollution to local residents ‐ LP(077)003 provides a buffer from the current noise.
The increase is noise is against the Local Plan's Strategic Vision for a high qualityof life. b. A key part of the Local Plan is to protect the rural nature of Breckland villages. Approval of LP(077)003 would see Eccles' rural village
nature being degrared ‐ at best it would be an impact on the quiet life enjoyed by residents (contrary to COM02 ‐ Protection of Amenity), more likely is a reduced sense of local community due to loss of the village identity.
Snetterton is an ideal site for controlled growth ‐ there is significant open land in areas E.SN1, LP(087)010 and some further growth in LP(087)009 ‐ all of these can meet the Local Plans proposal for a 20 Hectare growth of
Snetteron and will do so without impact on residents. Finally, I note other comments about access to LP(077)003 from the road adjacent to Garnier Hall ‐ I am assuming this must be an error on the map. It really would be
quite innapropriate to build an access road from a small village road next to a children playground.

Mr Ian
James

Mrs Sarah
Walker

LP[077]003

Mrs Sarah
Walker

snetterton
30.7

I am extremely concerned about the proposal for industrial units accessed via station road in Eccles, and do not understand the rationale behind it. This road can already be dangerous with speeding cars and access to the
playground is limited as there are no footpaths. We live in Whitworth house the first house on the left as you enter the village from the Attleborough end and have young children who do try to access the playground, the
increased traffic by lorries and vans accessing a commercial site will make this simply too dangerous. This proposal will bring an unacceptable increase in traffic to a road structure not fit for this purpose, crumbling curbs
and flooding on the corner. The council should take into consideration that building a commercial site in the middle of a village completely changes the dynamics of the settlement and therefore impacts greatly on all
residents. Commercial units will operate from early in the morning to late into the evening potentially including the weekends. The noise pollution for all home owners on this road will increase hugely particularly for the
poor souls living opposite the proposed entrance. I feel this completely unacceptable when there are so many good quality alternatives nearby. My husband and I are all for the additional housing currently being built in
the village and would potentially support more but commercial units will simply spoil another country village and have a detrimental effect to all residents. If there were no alternatives in the locality I may understand this
proposal but in relation to where this small village is to the rest of Snetterton there are many options. I do hope you reply and reconsider this proposal, is it possible to log a formal rejection of this proposal.
We are extremely concerned about the proposal to add commercial units into the heart of a small Norfolk village. The current proposal will add commercial vehicles to a small B road that is not fit for purpose, this road is
already a problem due to the excessive speed of vehicles, the increase in traffic volume of commercial vehicles will make the road dangerous. We have young children, access to the park is problematic at best this will
make it unusable. Noise pollution will increase to unacceptable levels with commercial unit operating hours being dawn till dusk with weekends included. I feel particularly sorry for the poor souls that live opposite the
proposed entrance which is just not a sensible option. Allowing development in any area changes the dynamics of that area, proportionate control must be given to any development proposal. This is a tiny village where
any development commercial or not will have a level of impact, allowing a commercial development with access through and in the middle of the village is not balanced. Consideration must be given to the level of impact
that this will incur surely housing would be more proportionate!. Basically this village would no longer be the lovely Norfolk village that it is, there are alternatives in many areas within a very short distance to Eccles.
Attleborough for example already has an unused area near to the Skoda garage with suitable drainage and electrical substation, would this not be a better alternative for commercial enterprise with just as easy access
from the A11.

Mrs Lynne
Razavi

LP (077) 003

Mr David
Wright

LP(077)003

We strongly object to the outlined proposal for a large employment area in what is essentially a very small villiage that hasn't even got a shop. The road is not suitable for commercial vehicles and traffic, the new level
crossing is already having enough trouble with lorries clipping the warning lights now. I would hate to think what would happen if the number of large vehicles is increased. Having a larger flow of traffic, heavy or otherwise
adjacent to the children's playground is simply unacceptable and will undoubtedly endanger lives. The proposed site is actually outside the settlement area of the village. Security and privacy will be very severely
compromised for the properties which back onto this "employment area" if it gets built. Lastly, there has never been enough land drainage for existing properties so we cannot afford to have any more built, as the houses
and gardens of the properties on the opposite side of the proposed new road get flooded during heavy rainfall anyway.
Adding further to my original comment. I read in your assessment that Highways have no objection. I wonder what assessment has taken place as looking at the plan it is plain to see access will be either from Station Road
or from Heath Road. Both these accesses will mean demolition of residential properties and especially the Station Road access will be in the heart of the residential area, adjacent to the community playing field and
childrens playgroud. This goes against your objective in improving and protecting community areas. Because of this I call to question this whole process if as it appears Highways have not performed a detailed assessment
and I wonder what other assessments can be relied upon when you make the final decision as they appear to weighted heavily towards the developer than the advers impact this will have on the local residential
community.

LP[077]003

I have just found out that a planning application has gone in to demolish a neighbouring house (Wychwood) to gain access into the field behind us, to create some sort of light employment area, I do not know exactly what.
I wish to object to this for several reasons. 1. The house (Wychwood) is next to the village park, lorry s entering or leaving could endanger the children as we do not have foot paths along that stretch of road, 2. The
entrance into that property is very narrow. 3. On exiting this property one direction is a bad bend the other direction is a level crossing for main line trains. 4. If warehouses or industrial units were built on the land behind
our property we would no longer have a buffer between the existing units and the village. At present we hear the forklifts etc. from those units especially at night plus we have the noise from Snetterton race track, the
extra noise would be horrendous. 5. Extra traffic through the village. 6. We had a transport firm in the village which moved to Snetterton industrial estate many many years ago, with I believe help from the council so why
would you now let another one into the village. 7. The field concerned has a tumulus in it. 8. If you purchase a house next to an employment area warehouses etc. it is your choice but if on the other hand someone builds
warehouses behind or next to your home this is totally unacceptable. 9. On your œEmerging employment site options winter 2015 you have 3 areas which are marked unreasonable, all of theses areas would have quick
and easy access to the All so why are they not considered. I do understand that we need more employment lii Norfolk but I believe it would be better for everyone if these developments were purpose built away from
residential property and with quick and easy access to MAIN ROADS both for the people going to work at these premises and the business transport to the various buildings. Please Please turn down this application which
will have major effects on local peoples lives.

A M Offer
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Mr Clive
Offer

Mr Paul
Wincote

Mr
Laurence
Moses

LP[077]003

I wish to object to the proposal of turning the land on LP(077)003 into an industrial area, I live adjoining that land and have lived here for almost 34 years, 1 can already hear noise from the existing industrial estate 24
hours a day which has got worse since we moved here, obversely if its right behind us the noise will increase we already have to put up with the noise from Snetterton race circuit, the increase in noise will make our lives
intolerable. At the moment people have to cross fields to get to the back of our property, with an industrial estate there they would be able to drive right up to the back of our gardens and break into our sheds etc. The
proposal to demolish a perfectly good house and put in an access route to the site which is right next to the children s play area, is dangerous. ft would mean you have increased traffic at a point where the children cross
the road and there are no paths at that point. We need to keep a buffer between the village and the industrial estate. At the moment we have a pleasant view of fields and trees with the industrial estate behind that and if
it goes ahead our view will be of industrial units, if close enough they will block the sun. Please Please don t do this to us. On your map you have 3 sites LP(087)005 ‐ LP(087)008 and LP(087)006 which you have as
unreasonable alternative, I can not understand this as they are right next to the All it would be more logical to have the traffic going to those sites than through a small village road.

LP(077)003

I have moved into the village of Eccles just over a year ago for its rural views. To find that there is consideration to build an industrial area so close to the village is outrageous. the concerns I have are as follows:‐ 1. The
access road to the site from station road next to Garnier Hall is unacceptable. The road through the villiage is of poor quality with no lighting. It would not sustain use by heavy vehicles due to its size and condition. The
access from the A11 is also inadequate for such vehicles. The road is bad enough as heavy vehicles already use it as a run though to areas around Diss. 2. The village is a residental area with families having to get there
children to school transport along roads with no or poor footpaths and you want an entrance to an industrial site used by heavy vehicles in the village. not the brightest dicision I've heard of. 3. More information on the
type of unit to be built is require to give a more informed decision. For instance if they are of a similar nature to those already on the site near snetterton curcuit then you would have a lot of vehicle movement but very low
employment benefit as maybe only 3 or 4 people are required to operate the building. if you have smaller units you will have a large increase in heavy to light vehicles and employment. we all see how the van drivers drive
though our villages and that is fast with very little caution. 4. If large industrial units are being constructed there needs to be consideration on light and environmental polution. the construction of banking to make it more
visually appealing and drainage/services needs to be considered as flooding in the village is a regular occurance. I am disappointed on how there was very little information brought to the attention of the people in the
village as it would have a massive impact on this quiet country village. This is only a few of my concerns and I feel a more appropiate way to show our concerns should be sort, say a meeting in the villiage hall as soon as
possible.

LP(077)003

I object to the prposed construction of an access road from Station Road, Eccles, leading to a greenfiled site to the west of the houses in Station Road. 1. We moved to Eccles 35 years ago for the peace and uninterrupted
scenery it offered. 2. Since our moving here a considerable amount of industry has arrived, thankfully confined to the general Snetterton Heath area, despite population protests that it should not come at all. No doubt
council tax revenue played an important part in decisions to ignore residents' concerns. 3. It surely is high time to give Eccles a break and not to continue to use it as an easy target. 4. The granting of permission to construct
a road/roads into the greenfield to the north of the railway line, and to permit subsequent building of industrial units would bring the industry into the village, destroying forever our unfettered views over fields nearest to
our houses, and replacing our perception of living in a village with one of living on an industrial estate. 5. The construction of any new access roads would increase local road/lane usage, which is already straining under the
pressure of ever‐increasing road traffic, commercial and farming. The regularity of the appearance of potholes is staggering, the speed of rerpair appalling, and it will not be long before accidents occur, especially to cyclists,
of which there are many, at the weekends. Additional heavy traffic would exacerbate this problem, not to mention the noise and pollution surrounding our properties. 6. The Garnier Hall would be compromised for visitors
both adults and children who use the playground. The whole of Station Road would also become more dangerous for the secondary school children walking to and from their bus stops. 7. All in all the disruption to our
village life would be untenable and the unproven employment benefits would not compensate. What price peace and the life of a child?

Miss Jeni
Lentin

LP[077]003

Mrs Paula
Layzell

LP(077)003

Mr Jeff
Leaver

LP[077]003

I am strongly opposed to the proposed employment development area on Map 30.7 for the following reasons: "is situated within close proximity to key facilities that would improve the health and wellbeing of the
population" I fundamentally disagree with this staggeringly incorrect statement. In no way would reducing the natural greenfield site barrier between the village of Eccles and the industrial zones around the area improve
the health and wellbeing of the population. There would be an increase of noise, traffic, discontent, disruption and pollution within a (reasonably) quiet village. This would apply to both ends of the application ‐ the
proposed entrance on Heath Road and on Station Road. Both access areas are within areas of the village that have condensed housing. Forcing these sites to become access points for HGV traffic is dangerous and
unreasonable for the village population. Furthermore, knocking down suitable housing in order to create these access points for the warehousing business seems illogical when the village of Eccles is increasing its housing
development. "Development of the site would provide employment opportunities" As the business of the proposed development is warehousing, any increase in employment opportunities would be minimal and would
not actually benefit the village. There would be no temporary employment for construction, as outside companies would be used, and the warehouses themselves would not provide anything noteworthy in terms of
employment numbers. The proposed site is fundamentally flawed in terms of access and of the wellbeing of the population. Any further development should be kept to the A11 corridor, which has better access for HGV
traffic and keeps the greenfield site barrier between that area and the residential area of Eccles.
I believe that the demolition of the adjacent residential property to provide access to development land is misplaced and that it will have a detrimental effect on the residents of Eccles. To install an access road next to a
children s play area will be an accident black‐spot. The frontage of the proposed access land is very narrow and I believe, has a tree with a preservation order making heavy plant access very difficult and dangerous with
overhead slung power cables and in close proximity to a sharp bend. There is plenty of access from the A11 side of the proposed development Development of the area to the rear of my property would lead to a loss of
light to my property as the ˜sun sets are towards the direc on of the development area causing shadows to be cast in our direc on. Also there would be a loss of privacy and security to my property depending on the
development type. Demolishing the adjacent property would open up two of my property boundaries to ˜public access and a possible invasion of privacy. Removal of a number of large trees along the boundary would
have to be undertaken to provide access, which I believe would have a negative impact visually as well as causing potential surface water problems (due to poor drainage) that is soaked up by these large trees, also
impacting on the local wildlife. At present Eccles is a very quiet area which is one reason for moving to this location many years ago, however, the proposed development of this area, I believe, would create a source of
constant noise and disturbance.
I wish to object to the possibility of extending the Snetterton Industrial Area into the village of Eccles. Firstly I feel that there is already sufficient available land already designated for industrial use in Breckland. Secondly
the only way of getting access to this is be demolition of a residential property and creating a road through, putting it next to the village hall and the only play area in the village. This field provides a buffer between a
residential area and an industrial area and since I have lived in the village has always been cultivated which I believe should continue. The proposed entrance as I have said is next door to the village hall and play area and
would also be very close to a sharp bend so I would hope that it would be unacceptable from that point of view.
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Mr Matt
Ingram

LP[077]003

J Godden

LP[077]003

I am wishing to show my very strong objection at the proposal of the industrial site / employment area in the village of Eccles. I feel this is completely inappropriate to encroach the industrial area into the heart of such a
small village. While I understand the desire to expand the existing employment area surely it would be far more sensible to do this around the Snetterton area and accessing via the A11 not via a small, narrow, quiet B road.
The reasons I object are almost too many to list but..... We are a small village with a quiet B road which is narrow, lacks pavements, has no street lights, already suffers from speeding drivers and is certainly unsuitable for
regular heavy traffic and/or lorries. This will make the road very dangerous and this would need to be addressed. I have heard the plan is to demolish the house adjacent to the children's play area and village hall, and this
would provide access to the proposed site. Doing this would ruin the play area and hall as it would become to dangerous to use next to a busy, commercial site. I cannot believe this will be allowed to happen. Access via
A11 to any expansion is a must and not destroying small village communities. I feel it is important to maintain a gap between the village and the industrial site. Surely there are more suitable alternatives in the Snetterton
area, near and around the A 11, and in south Attleborough (between Breckland Lodge and the Skoda garage). Areas such as LP(087)010, LP(087)003, LP(087)006 and expanding on E.SN1 & E.SN2 for example. I cannot see
why LP(087)005 & LP(087)002 have been deemed "Unreasonable", they are next to A11 and would surely cause less destruction to the quality of life of communities. Increase in noise pollution ‐ we already get some noise
from Snetterton race track but accept this as its not constant and we were well aware it was there when we moved to the village. We also get noise (day and night) from the existing warehouses mainly clattering of heavy
metal and vehicle reversing beeps, but at least while close it doesn't back onto our properties. I think if there was no gap between these areas and the village then the noise would be unbearable. I concur with many of the
other comments around security of our properties and the drainage/flooding issues that would inevitably be incurred.
1) Why knock down a beautiful house just to make an entrance to a site 2) The road would be next to a children's playing area, 'dangerous'. 3) The entrance will be on the corner off the road. You must be able to go
through Johnstone's yardor somewhere in that area.

LP(077)003

There are a number of worrying aspects to this application: Firstly, this is a residential village and unsuited for industrial purposes. Giving a large area of the village adjacent to the centre of the residential area permission
for 'light engineering' purposes is detrimental to the fabric of village life. 'Light engineering' covers a multitude of possibilities “ we should have some knowledge of what this entails. There is already an ever‐increasing
amount of industrial development at the Snetterton site. The distant view from the rear of our property is now one of warehouses and other industrial buildings, many of which are brightly lit at night. The light pollution
from a new development so close to residential properties would be very unpleasant for the residents. There would also no doubt be an issue with noise, which would unnecessarily add to the already existing problems
with noise from Snetterton. The access to the site could not be in a more inappropriate position “ beside the Garnier Village Hall with a children's play area in its grounds. As I understand this would mean the demolition
of an already existing residential property. Further, would there also be a possibility of the residential property at the southern end of the proposed site “ the Heath Road end “ being demolished to provide more access.
This village is most certainly not adapted for what no doubt would be a considerable increase in probably industrial traffic. Access would be from a B road, which already has too much heavy traffic through it. We do not
want our village to become an industrial site, and we strongly oppose this application.

LP(077)003

I am writing this commentary as Chairman of Quidenham Parish Council, which is totally opposed to the land in question being designated for possible commercial development. As a progressive council we realise the
need to find additional land for employment given the expected housing expansion in our area. However, this cannot just be at any cost to the local community. LP(077)003 is a very sensitive site given that it sits between
the vast warehousing complex and the village of Eccles . As such it has always provided a kind of buffere between the industrial and the village settlement. It is unfortunate that the map does not show the railway spur,
which dissects this site. It also chooses to allow the demolition of the last dwelling next to the village Hall in order to gain access to the site. We have no choice therefore but to comment on the site as shown on the plan.
Allowing commercial development so close to the village is almost insane given the problems that mixing the two will bring. If we look at the industrial area close by we already have 24/7 activity. This is a fact of like. You
cannot surely impose this on the community and claim it will be beneficial. Especially, in a working community where people rely on some peace and quiet because of varying work patterns.
C reating a commercial
access at this point in the village will cause untold disruption 24 hours per day. We know this from when a transport company(Foulgers) operated out of the village. We are staggered that Highways are seemingly happy for
this to happen. T he road through the village has a 7 Ton weight limit and is completely unsuitable for extra commercial traffic. We already suffer from excessive traffic given the close proximity to Snetterton Heath. Again
the Highways assessment is substantially flawed. One of the main supports of thr BLP is to protect what services are left in our smaller communities. It is a fact that people wishing to move into the village will see such
commercial development on their door step as a negatve factor. This seems to have been ignored in this assessment. The area in question sits next to the Village Hall and play area. Part of the strategy underpinning the BLP
is to preserve our green open spaces, not just from physical intrusion but also from excessive noise which can ruin such a beautiful area. (P75 of Part1 “ Preferred directions) The inevitable noise and pollution that will
result from such commercial development must have a negative impact on the quality of life enjoyed by those around the proposed site. QPC is astounded that this does not seem to carry more weight. It is claimed that
this commercial development will enhance the wellbeing of the community. This is of course omplete nonsense and nothing but a box ticking assessment, which bears little resemblance to the real world. There is ample
land still to be developed on Snetterton Heath. There is no need to destroy the well being of this village for what is a relative small site. Whilst we accept that jobs will be created it is a fact that commercial development of
the sort already close to the site will generate very few extra jobs. Quidenahm Parish Council has had many representations on this issue. Everyone agrees that there needs to be a balance between creating jobs and
preserving some of the qualities of our rural villages. Recent events have shown that QPC is always ready to look at new ideas in order to enhance our community. As you will appreciate this is never an easy task and all we
ask is for Breckland to listen to the local community/ The close proximity of the site to housing and the demolition of an existing good quality house makes it totally unsuitable for commercial development.
We are
therefore asking that this piece of land be re‐designated as ˜inappropriate .

Mr Crispin
de Boos

MR Peter
Lotarius

MR Peter
Lotarius

LP(077)003

Mrs Carol
Lotarius

LP(077)003

I am totally opposed to this site being designated for commercial use. Eccles is a small village, which is having to endure constant pressure from a number of sources. The road through the village is becoming busier almost
daily. We also sit next to Snetterton Heath, which we tolerate because it provides much needed employment. However, we must maintain a sense of balance. You cannot just create employment and ignore the well being
of the community. There must be a balance. This is an 'innappropriate' site for commercial development for the following reasons. 1. It requires the demolition of a perfectly good dwelling, which is not shown on the map.
2. The access is onto the 30 mph , 7 ton weight limit minor road throug the village. This makes no sense at all. I cannot understand the lack of Highways cencern. What planet are they living on? 3. THe land is next to the
Village Hall and playing field. The Beckland Plan seeks to protect these green areas. Putting a commercial venture next to a site used by children makes this a complete nonsense. 4. I cannot undrstand the assessment,
which actually says that allowing commercial development would enhanc the well being of the community. This looks like someone is just ticking boxes and has no idea of what affect this will have on Eccles. 5. We already
suffer from increasing volumes of traffic through the village. Adding any addtionallet alone HGV's will be a disaster. 6. The commercial premises close to the village already operate 24/7. They are close enough. We do not
want them closer. 7. The number of jobs that will be created are relatively small and certainly does not outweigh the many negaive points. 8. Commercail development will stop people wanting to move to the village. We
need to maintain the viability of our communities as per the strategy underpinning the Breckland Local Plan. This will do nothingto help this. 9. We have always supported development at Setterton Heath. In return we
would like our voice to be heard for a change. Please listen to the community on this very sensive issue.
I oppose the proposal for commercial development of this area. The area in question is situated next door to the local village hall and childrens play area. To spoil this area with extra traffic and noise pollution should not be
allowed. The access to the site is in a 30mph speed limit zone, in the centre of housing. The road through the village of Eccles is already at saturation point at times during the day, extra commercial traffic generated by
this site can only cause further problems. A 7 ton weight limit is also in place. Land at Snetterton Heath is available which has perfect access to the A11 dual carriageway, and will not inconvenience villagers at all. I am
unable to make any sense of this planning application given the above.
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Mrs
pauline
Langstaff

LP(077)003

I am horrified to discover that land adjacent to the village hall and playing field has been earmarked for commercial development. For many years the community have worked tirlesly to make the Garnier hall and play area
a local hub where children are safe and can enjoy village life. The effects of a commercial development with trafic including large lorries will make this area dangerous and therefore unusable for families and local chidren.
Access to this site would be no more than 30m from the only entrance to the hall and park, on a narrow B‐road that floods exactly at the point where the proposed entry would be. We have been fighting for many years
with the highways department to improve drainage for this point of the road as it has flooded our and neighbouring properties on numerous occasions,causing us to sandbag our driveways, a new road opposite our
property would make the flooding even worse due to the slope of the land. Bringing a commercial access road into the village would highten noise polution and increase the likleyhood of accidents on an already busy road
where just getting of the drive at times is a nightmare as there is already a speeding problem. This development would completely spoil the lovely quiet nature of the village, de‐value the houses directly effected and
make life intorerable.There must be alternative land available around land that is already specified for comercial development.

Miss Linda
Vickers

LP (077) 003

Mr Nick
Heffer

LP(077)003

We moved to Eccles village in 2014 as we wanted to live in a quite village, and enjoy village life. I cant believe you intend to knock down a house right next to the village hall and childrens play area, to have access to an
industrial area. Surely there must be an alternative access area from the snetterton area rather than spoil a village. The excess road would be very dangerous for the village causing more traffic, and right next to the
childrens play area. THERE NEEDS TO BE MORE CONSIDERATION FOR THE RESIDENTS OF THE VILLAGE. There are so many reasons why this is just not acceptable, you only have to read all the other comments. There needs
to be consideration of the residents whose property will be overlooking this industrial area, not only the extra noise, but no longer looking over fields.
As a resident on the bend of Station Rdjust opposite the childrens play area I object to the proposal ‐ The main reasons for this are the safety of children and others ‐ the road is too narrow for more
commercial vehicles and there are no pavements A bona‐fide risk assessment would easily identify that the village and it's roads are totallyunsuitable and unsafe for this development Any any official or
professional who wants to go ahead without adressing this would be guiltyof wilful negligence‐ ie it is foreseeable that this is a high risk becauseof the inadequacy of the roads ,insufficient payments ,
sharp bend and unsuitability of the location.

LP(077)003

I can not see why anyone would agree to turn the small field that is at the bottom of our gardens into an industrial area (employment zone). We live in Eccles because we want to live in a small rural hamlet, people that
want to live within a community that has good schools, pavements, streetlights, employment areas and a good bus service, do not move to Eccles. We are here because we want a quite life, I have lived here 30 years. This
plan would devalue our properties we would become neither rural or urban. There are industrial units standing empty at Bunns Bank in Attlebourgh, why can't these be used instead? Safty would be compromised, we
have no pavements on the proposed 'entrance' corner, people have to walk in the narrow road. There is also plenty of space along the A11 and around Foulgers Transport (in an industrial area) for more industrial units, it
is very unfair to expect the people of this lovely little hamlet to look at ugly units all day and all night. It would ruin the countryside.

Mr Brian
Balaam

mr Derek
Switzer

LP(077)003

Mrs Angela
Lentin

LP(077)003

Mrs Aimee
Lentin‐
Davis

LP(077)003

I can not understand why there has been an application to bring lorries and traffic back into Eccles when the council helped us to remove lorries from our village, Forgers transport was moved out of the village and a
weight restriction is now in place. Our children will be in danger from the heavy traffic coming into the site next to their play area. The ground here does not drain well at all, our septic tanks do not work well, and the road
through the village floods when there is heavy rain. the proposed industrial site will make matters worse. The area, where the house stands that it is proposed to demolish and thereby the entrance to the industrial site,
is just across the road to the school bus stop.. (children have to be bused as our little school was recently clossed). Our village life would be distroyed just to make a few wealthy people even more wealthy.
I am commenting on the Employment Site Options‐specifically LP(077)003. I live at the bottom of Heath Road (the southerly tip of the area in question) My husband is severly disabled (blue badge holder) and can only get
around by wheelchair or car, Heath road is not suitable for wheelchair. The road is not suitable (width & structure) for anything other than family car, having been made‐up during the war for running of gun carriages.
Looking at the Employment site map, the 'green area' goes right behind & right beside our house! presumably to connect to the railway siding that has been built there. (Please note‐we did object to this also, on the
grounds of close proximity) I wish to OBJECT, most strongly to this proposal as my husband and I are retiring we would like to enjoy our surroundings, having spent the last 40 years building our home & family in our house.
This development comes within 20 yards of our property. It would completely destroy the enjoyment that we have now, of our home & surroundings. It would be noisy (the beeping of lorries & forklifts reversing) it would
create smell & fumes, again from the lorries. Heath Road is not suitable, it is a single‐track (unclassified) road, pot‐holed & unmantained. Also it is an area without street lighting, the light pollution from this development
will be completely out of character for such a rural 'haven'. We are surrounded by undisturbed acres of woodland & attract wildlife, rare birds (grey shrike, wryneck, Woodcock, nuthatch etc.) & a wide variety of bat
colonies 'would improve the well being of the local population' would it??? this would not improve MY well being. It is too close to our house. The noise, & diesel fumes will be detremental to mine & the 'local populous's'
general & mental health. Surely you are aware of the Health & Safety Executive's guide lines on Diesel emissions. 'Close proximity to Key Facilities' there is no way for the employees to get to the site other than by road
vehicle (car). There are no shops or facilities within walking distance. Please look on this application & bear us in mind. It will be unbelievably close to our home, & to have an industrial site within 'spitting' distance will be
depressing, to say the least. Thank you, Mrs Angela Lentin
I am writing to OBJECT to the proposed employment development area because:‐ Heath Road is a single track road, in poor condition, with only one entrance/exit. This means that all lorry movements will be condensed
down this country lane; thus increasing the deisel fumes being emitted. The Health and Safety Executive has published guidance ‐ "http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg286.htm" ‐ detailing the harm to ones health such as
"irritation to your eyes or respiratory tract". We are already subjected to stationary goods trains in the siding, the increase of lorries is only going to make these effects worse. Not very inkeeping with health and
wellbeing is it? The increase of lorries would also be detrimental to our safety because there is no pavement or adequate footpath for pedestrians. I have a vintage Silver Cross Pram which is unable to get up the banks
when I take my baby for a walk. As per the Cambridge English Dictionary, a village is defined as "a group of houses and other buildings that is smaller than a town, usually in the countryside". Whereas industrial translates
as "a lot of industry and factories". It is for this very reason that Breckland Council should throw out this particular proposed development area. My husband and I made the decision to raise our young family in a quiet
village, of which we expect that Breckland Council would respect this and ensure there to be a clear and respectable boundary between that of the proposed Snetterton Industrial Area and the already defined village of
Eccles. Having lived in the village of Eccles since I was 6 hours old, I have been privelidged to experience no light pollution ‐ star gazing is amazing and teaching the different consellations has proved very educational to our
children. Tim Peake has certaintly fuelled the children's interest in our night sky! Noise pollution is also something very close to our hearts ‐ especially after Breckland Council Environmental Health Department served a
Noise Abatement Order on Snetterton Racing Track. Down Heath Road, we are also very lucky to have several active Bat Colonies ‐ of which are a Protected Species as defined:‐ In England and Wales, the relevant
legislation is the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981) (as amended); the Countryside and Rights of Way Act, 2000; the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act (NERC, 2006); and by the Conservation of Habitats and
Species Regulations (2010). I would also like to draw your attention to the events of Thursday 25th June 2009 when the Wood Yard had a major fire. We were trapped in our homes as Heath Road has, as previously
mentioned, only one entrance/exit. We have very limited public transport, so if one of the lorries were to block the road, we would be "trapped". I work full‐time as a midwife in Norwich and phoning up to say "I can't
get to work because a lorry is blocking my way" would result in me being subjected to disciplinary proceedures. The area in question should be refused permission based on the unsuitability of the above reasons. Thank you
for taking the time to read my comments.
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Mr James Kilverstone
Macswiney Ltd

LP(077)003

I am writing to OBJECT to the proposed employment development area because:‐ Heath Road is a single track road, in poor condition, with only one entrance/exit. This means that all lorry movements will be condensed
down this country lane; thus increasing the deisel fumes being emitted. The Health and Safety Executive has published guidance ‐ " http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg286.htm " ‐ detailing the harm to ones health such as
"irritation to your eyes or respiratory tract". We are already subjected to stationary goods trains in the siding, the increase of lorries is only going to make these effects worse. Not very inkeeping with health and
wellbeing is it? The increase of lorries would also be detrimental to our safety because there is no pavement or adequate footpath for pedestrians. I have a vintage Silver Cross Pram which is unable to get up the banks
when I take my baby for a walk. As per the Cambridge English Dictionary, a village is defined as "a group of houses and other buildings that is smaller than a town, usually in the countryside". Whereas industrial translates
as "a lot of industry and factories". It is for this very reason that Breckland Council should throw out this particular proposed development area. My husband and I made the decision to raise our young family in a quiet
village, of which we expect that Breckland Council would respect this and ensure there to be a clear and respectable boundary between that of the proposed Snetterton Industrial Area and the already defined village of
Eccles. Having lived in the village of Eccles since I was 6 hours old, I have been privelidged to experience no light pollution ‐ star gazing is amazing and teaching the different consellations has proved very educational to our
children. Tim Peake has certaintly fuelled the children's interest in our night sky! Noise pollution is also something very close to our hearts ‐ especially after Breckland Council Environmental Health Department served a
Noise Abatement Order on Snetterton Racing Track. Down Heath Road, we are also very lucky to have several active Bat Colonies ‐ of which are a Protected Species as defined:‐ In England and Wales, the relevant
legislation is the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981) (as amended); the Countryside and Rights of Way Act, 2000; the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act (NERC, 2006); and by the Conservation of Habitats and
Species Regulations (2010). I would also like to draw your attention to the events of Thursday 25th June 2009 when the Wood Yard had a major fire. We were trapped in our homes as Heath Road has, as previously
mentioned, only one entrance/exit. We have very limited public transport, so if one of the lorries were to block the road, we would be "trapped". I work full‐time as a midwife in Norwich and phoning up to say "I can't
get to work because a lorry is blocking my way" would result in me being subjected to disciplinary proceedures. The area in question should be refused permission based on the unsuitability of the above reasons. Thank you
for taking the time to read my comments.

LP[087]010

The land is classed as Grade 3 agricultural land; the District Council consider that it will have a beneficial effect on health and well‐being because it is within close proximity to key facilities and not within an AQMA. The
rationale for these comments is refuted as there are currently no services at the site, nor adjacent facilities; hence the PC does not accept the Council s Interim Site Assessment.

LP[087]003

The land is classed as Grade 3 agricultural land; the District Council consider that it will have a beneficial effect on health and well‐being because it is within close proximity to key facilities and not within an AQMA. The
rationale for these comments is refuted as there are currently no services at the site, nor adjacent facilities; hence the PC does not accept the Council s Interim Site Assessment.

LP[087]004

The land is classed as Grade 3 agricultural land but was not assessed as developable for residential because of its distance from the settlement; the District Council consider that it will have a beneficial effect on health and
well‐being because it is within close proximity to key facilities and not within an AQMA. The rationale for these comments is refuted as there are currently no services at the site, nor adjacent facilities, and the location was
deemed unsuitable for housing; hence the PC does not accept the Council s Interim Site Assessment.

LP(077)003

The land is classed as Grade 3 agricultural land; the District Council consider that it will have a beneficial effect on health and well‐being because it is within close proximity to key facilities and not within an AQMA. The
rationale for these comments is refuted as there are currently no services at the site, nor adjacent facilities; hence the PC does not accept the Council s Interim Site Assessment.
Why put comercial premises in the village. Foulgers moved out,and now it is proposed to put a road through right next to a childrens play area.I thought Breckland seeks to preserve open spaces.As frequent walkers it is
difficult enough trying to walk through the village as it is,we already have enough tractors/lorries going through without adding more. Yours sincerely Rod & Ann Griffin

LP(077)003

Please note my objection to creating an access road to an Industrial Estate off Station Road, Eccles. The reasons for my objections are as follows: Eccles is a very small village. The road and what pavements there are, are
poorly maintained. There are no street lights, The road is relatively narrow and the access point would be very close to a sharp bend, An increased amount of industrial vehicles or traffic in general on this road would
increase the risk of danger to local inhabitants of the village. In particular, the sharp bend in the road and the proposed access point is next to the village hall and recreation ground where there is anadequate paving and
lighting, there is therefore an increased danger to children. We already have new housing developments in the viallge, which will bring more families into the area. Mixing the increased population with greater traffic
could well be a receipe for disaster. The village is also used extensively by cyclists and increased traffic on this road would pose increased risk to safety. Whilst there is a 30 mph speed limit, this seems to be consistently
ingnored by many travelling through it. I understand the development falls outside the boundaries of local planning? Industrial units would not be in keeping with the character of the village. I have concerns about drainage
as the village already floods in heavy rains. In summary, I feel the proposed access point will cause severe safety concerns for local residents, particularly children who use the recreation ground, is not in keeping with the
local area and could create a greater risk of flooding in the village.

Lp[087]002

This states that there is no access to the A47 (it is in fact next to the All). If you look at site ownership drawing sent to you in January 2015 you will note that land was retained by us when the All was dualled to enable
vehicular access into site LP(087)003 and hence to the All. We would clearly not have wished this area of our land to be land locked by the new All road construction. Do we assume it is unreasonable for this reason alone
as the land immediately to north is now occupied by Biomass Power Station and Bernard Matthews turkey site. Could you therefore please reconsider your assessment.

lp[087]006

Lp[087]004

LP[077]003

These two small sites have permission to develop and foundations have been dug as shown on our Consultants Drawing No.7370/012B. They should, using your legend colours, be brown in colour.
The allocation of this site for employment generating use is inappropriate in terms of traffic movements as well as the location of the site. The site has poor vehicular access and would lead to unacceptable lorry
movements through narrow rural roads due to their size. The main road through Eccles is not suitable for heavy commercial vehicles due to its width and condition. Likewise access from the A11 is also inadequate. Any
further commercial development should be kept to the A11 corridor and centred around Snetterton Heath. Snetterton Heath has direct access from the A11 without drawing traffic through quieter rural roads. The
allocation of the site would exacerbate urban creep and lead to the coalescence of settlements i.e. Eccles and Snetterton Heath would be joined by continuous development. The exclusion of the site from the Local Plan
would ensure the separation of the 2 areas which in planning term is more appropriate.
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Mr James Kilverstone
Macswiney Ltd

LP[087]010

Site LP[087]010 lies on the western side of the A11. The site can be broadly identified as comprising 2 distinct areas. The northern half lies to the rear of the existing commercial area. The second area comprises the
southern half of the allocation, the eastern boundary of which fronts the A11. The western boundary of both areas is formed by a field boundary. The entire site currently comprises agricultural land. In January 2016
Breckland Council granted planning permission (ref 3PL/2015/0967) for the erection of a pet food manufacturing plant on part of site LP[087]010, (part of the northern half of the site as identified above). The approval
allows for a floor space of 8760m ² located on 2.9ha of agricultural land. In granting consent the Council clearly considered that the importance of securing an employment generating use within Snetterton outweighed i)
a substantial number of objections ii) the site s use as agricultural land iii) an identified adverse effect on the rural landscape. Although the reasons for granting the consent are accepted, it is considered that the further
loss of agricultural land, even land of medium quality should be avoided particularly in the light of the existence of brown field sites in the immediate vicinity on the opposite site of the A11 located at Snetterton Park. The
western boundary of the site is not formed by a strong physical feature and as such is not easily defendable and could lead to further œcreep into agricultural land. It is therefore proposed that the area of site
LP[087]010 is reduced in order that the southern area of the site, which has direct road frontage to the A11 is maintained as agricultural land. The site covered by planning permission 3PL/2015/096 and the area on its
western boundary can still be allocated, which in planning terms will result in a logical squaring of this part of the commercial area .

Mr Henry
Lentin‐
Davis

LP(077)003

Mr
Mehernosh
Lentin

LP087 003

I am writing to OBJECT to the proposed employment development area because:‐ Heath Road is a single track road, in poor condition, with only one entrance/exit. This means that all lorry movements will be condensed
down this country lane; thus increasing the deisel fumes being emitted. The Health and Safety Executive has published guidance ‐ "http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg286.htm" ‐ detailing the harm to ones health such as
"irritation to your eyes or respiratory tract". We are already subjected to stationary goods trains in the siding, the increase of lorries is only going to make these effects worse. Not very inkeeping with health and
wellbeing is it? The increase of lorries would also be detrimental to our safety because there is no pavement or adequate footpath for pedestrians. My wife and I have a vintage Silver Cross Pram which is unable to get up
the banks when we take our baby for a walk. As per the Cambridge English Dictionary, a village is defined as "a group of houses and other buildings that is smaller than a town, usually in the countryside". Whereas
industrial translates as "a lot of industry and factories". It is for this very reason that Breckland Council should throw out this particular proposed development area. My husband and I made the decision to raise our
young family in a quiet village, of which we expect that Breckland Council would respect this and ensure there to be a clear and respectable boundary between that of the proposed Snetterton Industrial Area and the
already defined village of Eccles. Since living in the village of Eccles, I have been privelidged to experience no light pollution ‐ star gazing is amazing and teaching the different consellations has proved very educational to
our children. Tim Peake has certaintly fuelled the children's interest in our night sky! Noise pollution is also something very close to our hearts ‐ especially after Breckland Council Environmental Health Department served
a Noise Abatement Order on Snetterton Racing Track. Down Heath Road, we are also very lucky to have several active Bat Colonies ‐ of which are a Protected Species as defined:‐ In England and Wales, the relevant
legislation is the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981) (as amended); the Countryside and Rights of Way Act, 2000; the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act (NERC, 2006); and by the Conservation of Habitats and
Species Regulations (2010). I would also like to draw your attention to the events of Thursday 25th June 2009 when the Wood Yard had a major fire. We were trapped in our homes as Heath Road has, as previously
mentioned, only one entrance/exit. We have very limited public transport, so if one of the lorries were to block the road, we would be "trapped". My wife works full‐time as a midwife in Norwich and phoning up to say
"She can't get to work because a lorry is blocking my way" would result in her being subjected to disciplinary proceedures. As a lorry driver, I would also be subjected to disciplinary proceedures if I were to say the same.
The area in question should be refused permission based on the unsuitability of the above reasons. Thank you for taking the time to read my comments.
I would like to formally object to your document using the various points that you have used: LAND, WATER & SOIL RESOURCES: I would like to disagree with your observations. This is neither a Greenfield or Brownfield
site. The area in question countains a wealth of natural resources ranging from Bat colonies, Owls, Deer colonies and is an area of natural sustainable beauty. It is used extensively by locals as an amenity for waks, children
cycling, jogging, horse riding and represents a significant investment for future families that you would chose to obliterate. CLIMATE CHANGE AND AIR POLUTION: Surrounded as we are by various inustries (at a respectful
distance). The inclusion of this area will have a degrading impact on sustainability and therfore should not be encouraged. POPULATION AND HUMAN HEALTH: As mentioned above the Health impact will be severly
negative and toxic. The local population has had facilities taken away by Govt. After all the same council shut down the local school and now our children and grand‐children are bussed all over the county. The last feature
we have remaining is two trains a day from the local station. I am at a loss to belive how you state that somehow this will not impact the local population or is this a devious strategy to push villagers out to cities and towns
for a full scal industrilisation. INCLUSIVE COMMUNITIES: I am not sure that industrilaisation in the areas of warehousing, storage and distribution with a higher and higher level of automation will assist the flowering of local
communities. For heaven's sake ‐ you deliberately took the school away, you cancelled the mobile library, local manufacturing shut‐down, shops do not exist and even the nearest post‐office is now 5 miles away. Are you
sincerely saying that you would invest to bring all these things back and grow some more. Seems like we have an absence of joined‐up planning. As an industrial planning professional maybe you could use some of my help.
EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITY: Not too sure I understand your logic at all. Manufacturing has gone, Education has disappeared, Transport facilities have been removed ‐ investment in the roads and infrastructure is completely
lacking and degrading year upon year. Even the current distribution sites ‐ away from this area suffer from lack of availability of sufficent power; water has to be extracted through bore holes. The long term
underinvestment means that a major reversal of policy would be required and I fail to see the R.O.I. of such an investment. Sorry too little and certainly too late to remedy. Thank you from a long term local resident. Nosh
Lentin

LP[077]003

I am wishing to lodge my very strong objection at the proposal of the industrial site / employment area in the village of Eccles. I feel this is completely inappropriate to encroach the industrial area into the heart of such a
small village. While I understand the desire to expand the existing employment area surely it would be far more sensible to do this around the Snetterton area and accessing via the A11 not via a small, narrow, quiet B road,
with a very tight, blind bend. The reasons I object are almost too many to list. Eccles is a small village with a quiet B road which is narrow, lacks pavements, has no street lights, already suffers from speeding drivers and is
certainly unsuitable for regular heavy traffic and/or lorries. This will make the road very dangerous and would need to be addressed. I understand the plan is to demolish the house adjacent to the children's play area and
village hall to provide access to the proposed site. Doing this would ruin the play area and village hall as it would become too dangerous to use next to a busy, commercial site. I cannot believe this will be allowed to
happen. We should be encouraging the next generations to be playing outside in such areas. Access via A11 to any expansion is a must and not destroying small village communities. I feel it is important to maintain a gap
between the village and the industrial site to allow the residents to enjoy the quality of life they currently have, and which, for many is the reason the moved to Eccles in the first place. Surely there are more suitable
alternatives in the existing industrial area around Snetterton, near and around the A 11, and in south Attleborough (between Breckland Lodge and the Skoda garage). Areas such as LP(087)010, LP(087)003, LP(087)006
and expanding on E.SN1 & E.SN2 for example. I cannot understand why LP(087)005 & LP(087)002 have been deemed "Unreasonable", they are adjacent to the A11 and would surely cause less destruction to the quality
of life of rural communities such as Eccles. Increase in noise pollution ‐ we already get some noise from Snetterton race track but accept this as its not constant and we were well aware it was there when we moved to the
village. We also get noise (day and night) from the existing warehouses, mainly clattering of heavy metal, vehicles reversing and voices, but at least while fairly close it doesn't back onto our properties. If there was no gap
between these areas and the village the noise would be unbearable and would seriously impact on the quality of life currently enjoyed by the residents. I also concur with many of the other comments posted around the
security of our properties and the drainage/flooding issues that would inevitably be incurred. Eccles already suffers from a relatively high crime rate (in proportion to the size of the village), no doubt aided by the lack of
street lighting, opening up areas that do not currently have any vehicular access would give rise to the potential for further criminal activity.

Miss Sue
Sturman
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Cllr Cowen

LP(077)003

I would like to take this opportunity to place my objection regarding the intention of making an access road to the new employment area.The people in the local area would not benefit from this venture, they could walk to
the existing site and I, peronally do not know anybody in our area that actually works for them now or in the recent past, (only one temp, which was not for long)... Not doing us any favours Thank You Very Much. NOT IN
OUR VILLAGE, they allegedly bought a house a few years ago, put short term tennant in with the intention of eventually demolishing it to build another road... There is already a road that can take traffic from Jonstons
almost directly onto the A11 near the Snetterton racetrack site that can easily be used by the companies new venture. There is no need for an access road to be constructed next to the site of the Garnier Village Hall and
Playground, opposite a school bus stop. The village is in the process of building several new properties which will, as it stands attract young, small families... If there is a road which leads to this commercial area right next
to ehat is a safe plae for families and childre to use and enjoy in relative safety as it is at the moment. People will not wish to move here at all, or our own growing families where they have grown and enjoyed all their live
would not wish to have their own childrens safety in jeopardy. They may as well move to Attleborough or suchlike as they might as well take their chances in town where there are schools and shops to hand, that way they
have controlled traffic. People live in a village to enjoy what is left of a rural existance such as it is in Eccles. If we dont object and let these people do what they feel like (even in their underhanded way) we would be saying
to other so called future employment enterprises to come and help yourselves to do whatever you like to our area. No Thanks as they will not be interested in our community at all. BUSINESS BEFORE WELFARE. The road
would be very close to a very sharp, blind bend and there is potential for a very nasty accident on this part of the road. We have a number of cycling clubs that cycle through the village which seem to have a well mapped
route that these clubs adhere to and like ourselves are in no doubt about the intention that this company have to ues the village as their own access. Not only the disruption that this project would cause but it will destroy
the hedgerows and verges alongside our already deteriorated roads. Our house backs onto the rail tracks beside the station car park. We have not had anything to worry about the tracks for many years until recently.
When the heavily laden goods trains come by lately, I can now physically feel the concrete floor rippling underneith us due to the weight of the heavily laden trains. If this has anything to do with what goes onto Jonston's
sidetrack to their yard, I hope they are willing to pay for repairs or reconstuction of the properties due to the damage that these trains may eventually cause.

I agree with all the comments given so far and strongly voice my objection to the proposed developement however I would also add the following ‐ The roads into the village are inadequate for an increase of traffic
required for this development, the roads are unlit, have soft verges and no foot paths ‐ it would be hazardous to cyclists and paedestrians moving about the village during the day and especially at night during the winter
months. The weight of such traffic would also have an impact on the required maintenance of the roads, (a larger number of pot holes created ) There would be a significant increase of noise. The demolition of the
LP(077)003 property would have a severe detrimental effect on my properity as it borders with the proposed access road ‐ This proposal would have a severe impact on everyone living in the village, keep Eccles a quite rural village.
As a resident of over 10 years in the village of Eccles I'm strongly opposed to this new development, we have seen many bad decisions for the village emerge and some good, The loss of our wonderful primary school being
so far the hardest pill to swallow The council helped us to remove the large HGVs from travelling down our tiny road , introducing an industrial employment site would only bring the heavy traffic back through the village ,
and to do it alongside a children's play area is frankly ridiculous. there is also a perfectly good house there which is not on the plans? The overdevelopment of this small village is going too far , We as a village have really
LP ( 077 ) 003 been listen to, I do hope our voice is heard this time. mr & mrs Goodacre
As the terrain slopes downwards towards the properties, we currently suffer from water run‐off from the fields adjacent to the railway line and are extremely concerned about any potential increase of this if the fields are
built upon. Increased traffic with associated noise and risk of potential danger to other road users and pedestrians. We are already plagued with the beeping noise of fork trucks from Johnsons warehouses, sometimes late
into the evening. Increased traffic could cause a build up at the railway gates blocking access to properties Industrialisation of the countryside conflicts with why individuals choose to live there, and destroys the natural
habitat of the indigenous wildlife. The above will reduce the appeal of the village for future generations.
LP077003
With reference to the above plan I wish to register my objections to the use of the b road, which is the centre of the small village of Eccles, as an access into this employment site. While I understand the need for
employment, and the proximity of the rail line making this site desirable, I feel it is totally inappropriate to allow traffic to and from such a site immediate access through a small residential village. It is only a few years since
the Haulage yard of Fouglers was removed from the village as being inappropriate, the road is entirely unsuitable for turning lorries, and the proposed access is next to the only village playground. While I realise we cannot
LP(077)003 halt progress, this access is unnecessary and would be to the detriment of such a small and quiet residential area.

Mr Graham
Layzell

Stuart
Bizley

LP (077) 003

Re: LP (077) 003 Firstly, my family and I are totally opposed to this site being designated for commercial use. These are the following points we would wish to raise: 1.
Access to the site. a.
Destruction of a
perfectly good detached family home. b.
Dangerous entrance turning (approx. 8m width) from existing busy B road. c.
School bus stop position would be undermined significantly by risk of danger. d.
The existing location already suffers from flooding (please check with the Highways Dept for complaints) and would suffer further from any development. e.
Destruction of woodland and nature habitat. f.
Proximity to children s play area and Village Community Centre. g.
Air pollution. h.
Noise pollution. 2.
Commercial site. a.
Development of the site is on land that was designated as outside the
building line of the village. b.
Site location would provide access to back of residential properties increasing risk of crime. c.
Air pollution. d.
Noise pollution. Obviously, when this property was purchased
by one of the existing businesses that back onto Eccles, the owner had ideas to develop the site for his own profit to the detriment of the local community. How this idea got onto a Breckland Council (Emerging
Employment Site Options) Local Plan is of great interest, particularly as it is listed as a reasonable alternative without any justification, whilst other plausible sites are listed as . unreasonable alternative without any
explanation whatsoever!

SMB
Property
Consultancy
Ltd

LP[087]010
*

I am wri ng on behalf of the owners of the site in support of its alloca on as an Employment Site. The Interim Site Assessment concludes that the site is ˜Developable and that the site scores posi vely on economic
activity and this is acknowledged by the owners. The site relates well to the established employment area, has excellent access to the A11 being located adjacent to and fronting the northbound slip road, and has the
benefit of existing infrastructure serving the site. There is established demand for the site as evidenced by the recent approval of planning permission for construction of a new factory for Natures Menu together with the
associated site works (2015/0982 and 2015/0967). Construction works will start imminently therefore proving that the site is both developable and deliverable. The recent publicity around the A11 Growth Corridor
Feasibility Study further underlines the importance of allocating the site to ensure the availability of suitable employment sites in support of this important economic development strategy.
I neglected to add to my previous e mail that the Snetterton Emerging Site Options Map does not show the Power Station complex that has been under construction for the past 6 months and which received planning
approval in 2012. This is a key component of the area that its omission should be corrected immediately
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Swaffham Employment & Retail
Name
Mrs
Christina
Galletly

Mr Brian
Balaam

Organisation

Site

Comments

LP(077)003

This proposal would allows someone who already has units on Snetterton Industrial Area to extend their business into our village. We can see what that will look like just being viewing the current buildings and
haulage involved. Eccles is a village, Snetterton Industrial area is not; why is the merging of the two even being considered? Other villages now have restrictions on their roads to heavy vehicles (eg East Harling) but
this will be an open invitation to far more heavy traffic and right beside a children's play area! I am astounded that it's even being suggested. By agreeing this planning request our children's safety will be
compromised, homes immediately adjacent will be more vulnerable to crime and our sense of well‐being will be threatened. Let's hope our council recognises the negative impact of this planning request far
outweighs any benefit.

LP(077)003

I can not see why anyone would agree to turn the small field that is at the bottom of our gardens into an industrial area (employment zone). We live in Eccles because we want to live in a small rural hamlet, people
that want to live within a community that has good schools, pavements, streetlights, employment areas and a good bus service, do not move to Eccles. We are here because we want a quite life, I have lived here
30 years. This plan would devalue our properties we would become neither rural or urban. There are industrial units standing empty at Bunns Bank in Attlebourgh, why can't these be used instead? Safty would be
compromised, we have no pavements on the proposed 'entrance' corner, people have to walk in the narrow road. There is also plenty of space along the A11 and around Foulgers Transport (in an industrial area)
for more industrial units, it is very unfair to expect the people of this lovely little hamlet to look at ugly units all day and all night. It would ruin the countryside.

Mrs Kate
Bunton

LP 077 003

mr Derek
Switzer

LP(077)003

mr Derek
Switzer

LP(077)003

As this is a proposal, I would like to see what the Highways comment and guidance is on the location of a new road into and out of Eccles that will be for commercial vechiles. Will there be a weight restriction and
or time restrictions? Has due consideration been given to the volume of traffic that will impact on the village of Eccles? Why is this road needed? If there is to be new commercial development why does a new
road need to be created? Surley it makes sense for the commecial traffic to head directly back to the roundabouts and the main A11? Could a "green field area/site" be kept to keep a field/green land barrier to
be the demarkation of commercial buildings from Eccles, perhaps fenced securley so children and walkers could enjoy some safe space? Surley if there is to be building, then a compromise could be sought? I am
against the building of more commercial buildings in the above reference area but do accept that sometimes we have to accept change ‐ but only for good sound reasons and I can think of none that have been
mentioned that would keep Eccles as a pleasant village or enhance it, but only be to its detriment and that of its villagers. There are sensible alternatives ‐ Planners at Breckland ‐ please look at them.
I can not understand why there has been an application to bring lorries and traffic back into Eccles when the council helped us to remove lorries from our village, Forgers transport was moved out of the village and
a weight restriction is now in place. Our children will be in danger from the heavy traffic coming into the site next to their play area. The ground here does not drain well at all, our septic tanks do not work well, and
the road through the village floods when there is heavy rain. the proposed industrial site will make matters worse. The area, where the house stands that it is proposed to demolish and thereby the entrance to
the industrial site, is just across the road to the school bus stop.. (children have to be bused as our little school was recently clossed). Our village life would be distroyed just to make a few wealthy people even
more wealthy.
I can not understand why there has been an application to bring lorries and traffic back into Eccles when the council helped us to remove lorries from our village, Forgers transport was moved out of the village
and a weight restriction is now in place. Our children will be in danger from the heavy traffic coming into the site next to their play area. The ground here does not drain well at all, our septic tanks do not work well,
and the road through the village floods when there is heavy rain. the proposed industrial site will make matters worse. The area, where the house stands that it is proposed to demolish and thereby the entrance
to the industrial site, is just across the road to the school bus stop.. (children have to be bused as our little school was recently clossed). Our village life would be distroyed just to make a few wealthy people even
more wealthy.

LP(077)003

OBJECTIONS TO PROPOSED PLANNING IN ECCLES. 1. WE DONT NEED ANY MORE HARD STANDING OR BUILDINGS IN THE VICINITY OF MY PROPERTY AS IN HEAVY RAIN PERIODS OUR PROPERTY SUFFERS WITH
FLOODING. 2. ANY INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS BUILT ALSO COME WITH FORK LIFT TRUCK OPERATION WHICH USALLY WORK FROMEARLY MORNING TO LATE EVENING AND FORK LIFT TRUCKS GO BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP
BEEP WHEN IN REVERSE. THIS NOISE CAN BE HEARD CLEARLY FROM EXISTING BUILDINGS AT SNETTERTON. WE DONT NEED ANY MORE EXTRA NOISE AS WE ALL IN THE VILLAGE HAVE TO PUT UP WITH SNETTERTON
RACE TRACKS NOISE AS IT IS. 3. WE ALSO DONT NEED ANY MORE HEAVYTRAFFIC AS MOSTLY THE 30MPH LIMIT IS IGNORED THRU THE VILLAGE. 4. WITH THE PROPOSED DEMOLITION OF THE HOUSE NEXT TO THE
CHILDRENS PLAY AREA AT THE VILLAGE HALL, WHAT PARENT WOULD LIKE THERE CHILD PLAYING NEXT TO A BUSY ACCESS ROAD WITH HEAVY PLANT AND LORRIES IN AND OUT.

LP(077)003

I live on Station Rd Eccles and I am the mother of a 6 year old child who regularly plays in the playground opposite. There are no pavements, the road is narrow & unsuitable for large lorries.It has an extremley
sharp and dangerous bend oposite the village hall and childrens playground. Any commercial use will seriously reduce the quality of life in Eccles and represents a very serious safety danger. Any genuine
survey and assessment of danger will quickly show this and therefore any council official who alows this development is sonally iable if a child is run over .

LP[097]014

In accordance with the NPPF, the plan s development strategy should seek to avoid areas of high environmental value. Natural England expects sufficient evidence to be provided, through the Sustainability
Appraisal and Habitats Regulations Assessment, to justify the site selection process and to ensure sites of least environmental value are selected, eg. land allocations should avoid designated sites and landscapes
and consider whether proposals are likely to have an effect on any nearby designated sites when making their selection. The selection should also take biodiversity into account in areas that are not designated, for
example on sites where there are extensive areas of priority habitat or large populations of protected species. With this in mind, we are concerned that a few sites that are listed as reasonable alternatives within
the emerging site options document are in close proximity to nationally designated sites but effects to biodiversity in relation these sites have not been taken into account in the selection, despite the protection
afforded to designated sites in ENVO2. We consider that, if the following sites are to be selected, they will need to be assessed to evaluate whether there will be any effects nationally designated sites and deleted
as a potential allocation if adverse effects to these sites cannot be overcome with appropriate mitigation. Swaffham LP(097)014 ” this is within 400m of Breckland Forest 5551 (the area within which we review
effects to nightjar and woodlark, both qualifying species of Breckland SPA. Hockering LP(044)001 is in close proximity to Hockley Wood SSSI. Kenninghall LP(051)005 & LP(051)004 are close to Kenninghall and
Banham Fens SSSI and Quidenham Mere SSSI. Narborough LP(065)009 is next to Narbourough Railway Embankment SSSI. North Elmham LP(070)001 is near the River Wensum SSSI and SAC. All selected sites
to the north in Swanton Morley are near the river Wensum SSSI and SAC. Yaxham LP(1 13)005 is near Badley Moor SSSI, part of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC. A similar approach should be taken to allocations next
to or affecting local sites. If local sites are to be allocated, then your authority will need to ensure that there will be appropriate mitigation or compensation measures or the selection should be deleted.

MR
TERENCE
DYE

Miss
Groome

Natural
England
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I would like to formally object to your document using the various points that you have used: LAND, WATER & SOIL RESOURCES: I would like to disagree with your observations. This is neither a Greenfield or
Brownfield site. The area in question countains a wealth of natural resources ranging from Bat colonies, Owls, Deer colonies and is an area of natural sustainable beauty. It is used extensively by locals as an amenity
for waks, children cycling, jogging, horse riding and represents a significant investment for future families that you would chose to obliterate. CLIMATE CHANGE AND AIR POLUTION: Surrounded as we are by various
inustries (at a respectful distance). The inclusion of this area will have a degrading impact on sustainability and therfore should not be encouraged. POPULATION AND HUMAN HEALTH: As mentioned above the
Health impact will be severly negative and toxic. The local population has had facilities taken away by Govt. After all the same council shut down the local school and now our children and grand‐children are bussed
all over the county. The last feature we have remaining is two trains a day from the local station. I am at a loss to belive how you state that somehow this will not impact the local population or is this a devious
strategy to push villagers out to cities and towns for a full scal industrilisation. INCLUSIVE COMMUNITIES: I am not sure that industrilaisation in the areas of warehousing, storage and distribution with a higher and
higher level of automation will assist the flowering of local communities. For heaven's sake ‐ you deliberately took the school away, you cancelled the mobile library, local manufacturing shut‐down, shops do not
exist and even the nearest post‐office is now 5 miles away. Are you sincerely saying that you would invest to bring all these things back and grow some more. Seems like we have an absence of joined‐up planning.
As an industrial planning professional maybe you could use some of my help. EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITY: Not too sure I understand your logic at all. Manufacturing has gone, Education has disappeared, Transport
facilities have been removed ‐ investment in the roads and infrastructure is completely lacking and degrading year upon year. Even the current distribution sites ‐ away from this area suffer from lack of availability
of sufficent power; water has to be extracted through bore holes. The long term underinvestment means that a major reversal of policy would be required and I fail to see the R.O.I. of such an investment. Sorry too
little and certainly too late to remedy. Thank you from a long term local resident.

Mr
Mehernosh
Lentin

LP(077)003

mr
Jonathan
Fisher

I have gown up in eccles and been able to enjoy the safety of playing in the childerens play park and have an amazingly great childhood in eccles. being able to go out and play for hours on end without my parents
having to worry about my safety where i was playing. If this inlet road for lorrys is built and they start consuming the village not only are the roads going to get gridlocked due to traffic of overly large vehicles trying
to turn the tight corner onto said road but the new generations of childeren will not be able to grow up playing in the local park without fear of being hit by constantly busy traffic. i also feel strongly against this
proposal due to the amount of disturbance it will create to not only the people living across and next to the proposed area but the rest of the village because as it stands heavy vehicles are limited to the few farm
LP (077) 003 vehicles in the surrounding area. this will cause much distress to the village and i fear could potentially damage property value not only in the near future but in many years to come
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Organis
Name ation Site

Committ
ee
Member
What
Watton
Wants

Watton Employment & Retail
Comments

What Watton Wants is not against sustainable development being provided in Watton, if the necessary infrastructure is there to support the increase of properties, people and vehicles. This includes schools, doctors, leisure facilities,
drainage, services and employment opportunities. Watton is completely restricted with its sports facilities due to the PFI arrangement with its exclusion zone which prevents Breckland council from supporting any competing activity
within 10 miles of their facilities for further 22 years. What Watton Wants to know is what forward thinking authority could possibly claim to be serving the community, when it fails to anticipate even a modicum of social change and
infrastructure requirements over 30+ year period? We would like to know why children from the local schools have to travel to Dereham for swimming lessons, which takes extra travelling time of 60 minutes, which the Children could be
spending 30 minutes of that time learning in lessons at school. Surely a swimming facility in Watton would be more beneficial, especially for the wellbeing of the community? It would bring more people into Watton from the
surrounding villages to use the facilities. Watton currently has no designated open space such as a Town Park that all members of the community can use and enjoy. Members of the public have frequently commented to What Watton
Wants about the lack of such an amenity. Watton has Wayland Wood within its boundary and the habitat, flora and fauna of this very ancient woodland. It is all going to be affected by the increase of properties, people and vehicular
movements currently being increased in Watton. We would also comment with regards to the Mallard Road application the Breckland local plan should be upheld by the Council in contrast to the planning officer s report submitted in
December that recommended approval. We would like to add that many people have commented to us regarding the poor attendance last Tuesday s Breckland Emerging Local Plan meeting at the Queens Hall this was because very few
knew about it. We would like to know where was it advertised? Was enough done to give the event the true attention it deserved? With the Local Plan due to be approved at the end of this year (hopefully) so more or less 'shortly',
would it not have made sense to put on hold any new applications until these plans are finalised? Especially considering the number of developments which have already been approved in such a short space of time? We would like to
know how many more houses are going to be approved for Watton through the well‐known legal loophole? With 1200 new homes, between those proposed and approved, Watton is already seeing our quota of new houses for the next
few years, aren t we? Does this mean that once the Local Plan is approved, we are back to square one and we will still need to match the numbers in the plan? With all these houses now for sale or in the pipeline, is it true to say that
Watton has received no support or improvements through the 106 agreements? It would appear that Breckland seems to suggest (from official government statistics) that the population will increase by 15090 between 2016 and 2036.
Breckland are allocating a percentage to Thetford and Attleborough, and a further percentage to be shared between Swaffham, Dereham and Watton. What Watton Wants cannot see how Watton can be compared with Swaffham and
Dereham. We are considerably further away from A11 and A47 and therefore Watton is at a disadvantage, as we are not as accessible? Watton does not have a train station or a bus services running late into the evening from Norwich
and public transport does not connect with Thetford s train station. The third percentage goes to larger villages, including Saham Toney and the rest to the smaller villages. The allocation for Thetford for the next 20 years is zero, so
everywhere else has to take more. The plan is for 15,784 new homes over the next 20 years: for 15,090 new people? The figures do not add up. As the average for Breckland is actually more than 2 people per house, surely there really
only needs to be about 7500 new homes? Drainage is another issue with several areas in Watton having been affected by flooding and drainage systems not being able to cope with the demand. What provision is there to improve the
systems for Watton now and in the future? What Watton Wants is seeing Developers building properties in Watton solely for profit and not to satisfy local needs. Hardly any provision is made for improvement of the Watton area or to
compensate the loss of open green spaces and trees. If provision does exist, then there doesn't seem anyone able to enforce it. The Blenheim Grange Estate, for example; has anyone been down there recently? Apart from the front
area where we are told a pond was going to be enhanced, currently it is definitely looking very derelict, the whole estate is a very sad area indeed. Some residents are even in favour of the new application for 106 houses to be built in
this area because they see that in return they will be able to receive a Community Centre!!!?? There are a number of traffic problems which these developments are causing. For instance, in Saham Road the traffic density has doubled
over the last 3 years. This and other minor roads are now being used as short cuts (rat runs) to avoid the High Street congestion especially at peak times during the day 8‐9.30am and 3 6pm. The recently approved Abel Homes site
attracted criticism on this very point and the danger this imposed on school children walking to school on roads that have no footpaths. This again is true of the Saham Road site for children attending Watton Junior Academy. Our
Wayland Academy does not have a sixth form, so students will have to travel to Dereham, Thetford or further afield!!. We don't know how many of you are on Streetlife, if not as a Council perhaps you should, as there are plenty of
interesting comments being put on there! What Watton Wants has it s own Facebook page and we have received very interesting replies from people in Watton who have just about had ENOUGH but feel totally powerless!! What
Watton Wants is getting the feeling that as a Community we are literally being 'trampled' upon, with no possibility whatsoever to help make any change in the course of the events (or applications.) which are pouring down on us. Many
residents have written to Breckland, to our local MP and to Brandon Lewis MP, the Minister of State for Housing and Planning, to make them aware of our comments. What Watton Wants have written press releases on a regular basis,
been interviewed by Radio Norfolk, etc. but nothing seems to have shifted. Do we really need to take to the streets in protest?
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Weeting Employment & Retail
Name
Mr John Hiskett

Organisation
Norfolk Wildlife
Trust

Site
*

Comments

Sandra Walmsley

LP[107]001

We fully support the assessment of all proposed allocations as unreasonable alternatives, due to being within the SPA buffer.
Site LP (107)001. This site is affected by flood risk. This risk is likely to be increased when flood risk zones are updated to take the changing climate into account. It does not form a contiguous extension to
the village. There is no demonstrable need for development of greenfield sitesÂ clearly outside the settlement boundary.

Robert
Childerhouse

LP[107]002

I attach an Ecological report to support comments made on parcel LP (107) 002 ‐ Land to the North of Cromwell Rd, Weeting
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Ashill
Name

Organisation

Site

Mr John Hiskett

Norfolk Wildlife Trust

LP[001]002

Ms Jean Sangster

Ashill Parish Council

LP[001]003

Ms Jean Sangster

Ashill Parish Council

Ms Jean Sangster

Ashill Parish Council

LP[001]004
Lp[001]001 &
LP[001]002

Mr Ian Reed
Ian Reed

LP [001] 001‐
004
*

Comments
Part of Rural Land Representation LP[001]002 appears to currently be orchard. We recommend consultation with the East of England Apples and Orchards project with regard
to assessing the value of this area.
It is pointed out that this is outsie the settlement boundary and the Rectory orchard is at present used as the Church car parkl and if this was sold for development then cars
would have to park along the Swaffham Road which is already extremely dangerous. The adjoining barns in Mr Tufts yard would automatically qualify as brown field site so
boundary would need to be extended. LP[001]004 ‐This peice of land forms part of the large allotment area owned by Norfolk County Council and has been leased to the
Parish Council in perpetuity and is only accessed by a track from the Community Centre. The parish Council also has this area earmarked for additional small allotment plots
for individuals if the need arose. Both the above areas are considered to be an asset to the Parish and we would not wish to see the settlement boundary changes to
incorporate them. This matter has been raised at the last two Annual Parish Meetings and those in attendance agreed that the boundary should not be extended. It will also
be discussed at the next Annual Meeting in April.
It is pointed out that this is outsie the settlement boundary and the Rectory orchard is at present used as the Church car parkl and if this was sold for development then cars
would have to park along the Swaffham Road which is already extremely dangerous. The adjoining barns in Mr Tufts yard would automatically qualify as brown field site so
boundary would need to be extended. LP[001]004 ‐This peice of land forms part of the large allotment area owned by Norfolk County Council and has been leased to the
Parish Council in perpetuity and is only accessed by a track from the Community Centre. The parish Council also has this area earmarked for additional small allotment plots
for individuals if the need arose. Both the above areas are considered to be an asset to the Parish and we would not wish to see the settlement boundary changes to
incorporate them. This matter has been raised at the last two Annual Parish Meetings and those in attendance agreed that the boundary should not be extended. It will also
be discussed at the next Annual Meeting in April.
considered to be far too large for any development and again we would not wish to see any part included within the boundary
Map 32.1. Ashill: Existing Settlement Boundary & Rural Land Representations. We would like to draw your attention to the following two key points regarding Ashill village as
part of this public consultation. 1. Local Service Village Hierachy The Breckland policy PD04 is incorrect in its current assessment of the services and amenities provided within
the village of Ashill. We would like to highlight that Ashill is in fact very well served with the following:‐ Shop; Pre‐School/Nursery; Primary School; Pub/Restaurant; Social
Club/Drop‐in centre; re cycling centre; Village Hall & grounds; 2 x Children s play areas; dedicated dog‐walking paddocks and paths; regular bus service to the local towns of
Watton (3 miles away) and Swaffham (10 miles) and further on to Norwich and Kings Lynn; 3 x Farm Shops; Bowling club; Badminton Club; Squash Club; Care Home for the
elderly; 3 official Churches. We therefore strongly feel that Ashill s status should be changed to local service village and be considered favourably in relation to the Breckland
Local Plan. 2. Settlement Boundary The current settlement boundary for Ashill village does NOT include the significantly built up area of the Southern side of the village. There
are approximately 85 houses currently œoutside of this specified se lement boundary with an exis ng footpath linking the two parts of the village. It is of our strong opinion
that the settlement boundary for Ashill should include this significant area as per the included plan. We feel that any development within this Southern area would have
significantly lower impact on traffic, noise and access than any other area potentially being proposed for development in or around Ashill.
See Attached Map
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Beeston
Name
Mr Bryan
Leigh
Mr Bryan
Leigh
Mr Bryan
Leigh
Mr Bryan
Leigh
Mr Bryan
Leigh
Mr Bryan
Leigh
Mr Bryan
Leigh
Mr Bryan
Leigh
Mr Bryan
Leigh
Mr Bryan
Leigh
Mr Bryan
Leigh
Mr Bryan
Leigh
Mr Bryan
Leigh
Mr Bryan
Leigh
Mr Bryan
Leigh
Mr Bryan
Leigh

Samantha
Jones

Organisation
Beeston with
Bittering PC
Beeston with
Bittering PC
Beeston with
Bittering PC
Beeston with
Bittering PC
Beeston with
Bittering PC
Beeston with
Bittering PC
Beeston with
Bittering PC
Beeston with
Bittering PC
Beeston with
Bittering PC
Beeston with
Bittering PC
Beeston with
Bittering PC
Beeston with
Bittering PC
Beeston with
Bittering PC
Beeston with
Bittering PC
Beeston with
Bittering PC
Beeston with
Bittering PC

Ingleton Wood
LLP

Site

Comments

LP[006]002 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
LP[006]003 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
LP{006
]003
The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
LP[006]004 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
LP[006]001 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
LP[006]005 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
LP[006]006 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
LP[006]007 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
LP[006]007 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
LP[006]008 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
LP[006]008 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
LP[006]009 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
LP[006]009 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
LP[006]010 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
LP[006]011 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
LP[006]012 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
We propose a revision to the Settlement Boundary for the village of Beeston, which we believe meets the criteria specified within PD05. As shown on the attached plan, we propose that the Settlement Boundary
is extended to include an area of land measuring approximately. 1.36 hectares on Syers Lane as this represents an opportunity to ˜round oﬀ the se lement in this loca on and accommodate any future
development in the village during the plan period in a coordinated manner. It should be highlighted that an area to the west of the site is situated within the existing Settlement Boundary for Beeston. The attached
aerial view of the site shows that the site is clearly located within close proximity of the existing built up area of Beeston. The site is separated from the agricultural land to the south‐east and east, by a mature
boundary hedge, and its development will provide a logical extension to the village, and which will create a clear and defensible boundary to the settlement. An initial review of the highways and transportation
issues affecting the site has been undertaken by Rossi Long Consultants. Pre‐application discussion has also been had with the Planners at Breckland District Council identifying that, in principle, development of the
proposed site would be considered acceptable. In relation to highway matters, it has been noted that any development of the site will demonstrate that safe access can be provided for vehicles and pedestrians. For
pedestrians, safe access to the nearby school would clearly be best secured by extending the existing footway up to the proposed development site. However, given the limited width of Syers Lane hereabouts, it
seems unlikely that this could be achieved. It has been noted that as forward visibility here appears to be good and traffic speeds are likely to be low, it may nonetheless be possible to provide a safe access by other
means, including appropriate pedestrian refuges, surfacing treatments and signage. The site is located within Flood Zone 1 (Low Risk) and there are no heritage assets in the immediate vicinity. As previously
described, the site is enclosed by a mature hedge, which provides a defensible boundary, and would screen views of the development from the surrounding countryside. Small‐scale development of the nature
proposed on this site would assist in supporting the existing services provided within the settlement, including the Primary school with 64 pupils enrolled. The village also benefits from a Public House (The
Ploughshare). Beeston also has an employment area. The employment provision within the Parish represents one of the better ranges of employment within the rural settlements. It is understood that the village is
not served by public transport and the shop and Post Office has closed. Without any expansion of the population, facilities of this nature will not be sustainable, and rural communities will continue to lose their
services. It is noted that as part of the Local Service Centre Topic Paper (2015), Beeston was considered for upgrade to Local Service Centre status. A key factor in determining that the village would not be
designated as a Local Service Centre was its lack of public transport; whilst public transport options are limited, it is not correct that there is none. The Swaffham Flexibus service operates providing access to Kings
Lynn and Swaffham Monday to Friday. There are onward connections available from Swaffham. Whilst the village has not been considered appropriate for designation as a Local Service Centre, it is clear that it is
amongst the more sustainable of the Smaller Villages, and does offer a good level of services locally with a range of employment provision. In summary, it is considered that the site at Syers Lane constitutes
˜rounding oﬀ of the se lement, as defined within PD05, and consequently, the Se lement Boundary of Beeston should be revised to include this land. The site is available for development now, oﬀers a suitable
LP[006]009 loca on for development, and could be delivered within 5 years; it can therefore be considered ˜Deliverable in the context of the NPPF.
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Mr Bryan
Leigh

Beeston with
Bittering PC

LP[006]001 The Parish Concil does not support any land representations that have been made that are outside the settlement boundary.
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Bradenham
Name
Mr John
Hiskett

Organisa
tion

Norfolk
Wildlife
Trust

Site
*

Comments
Rural Land Representations for this settlement are adjacent to County Wildlife Site 996, which will require buffering, if these are taken forward as allocations.
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Carbrooke
Name
Nick
Hartley

Organisa
tion
Carbrooke
Parish
Council
*

Site

Comments
1. The Council would like to keep the Settlement Boundary for Carbrooke unchanged. 2. The Parish Council believes that Carbrooke has had its fair share of development and does not believe there is sufficient
infrastructure to sustain more development.
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Caston
Name

Mr & Mrs
Farmbroug
h
Mr & Mrs
Farmbroug
h
Mr & Mrs
Farmbroug
h

Organisa
tion

Site

Comments

LP[018]006

Unsuitable site/outside settlement boundary, next to school could possibly and is used as extra school parking. Loss of green space and interesting nature site. In flood plain and has flooded.

LP[018]003

Suggestion to extent settlement boundary

*

Blue areas behind properties should not be built on as backfilling is not agreed in the village

Mr & Mrs
Farmbroug
h

*

I wish to register with you my strongest objections to enlarging the settlement boundary in our village of Caston. In the last few years the village has seen a number of new builts and has plans in progress for a
further 15 new homes and I think that when these homes have been constructed the village will be at its limit for absorbing new properties. In addition to this the local services cannot cope with the present
population with the 2 local surgeries, at Watton and Hingham, not taking on new patients. The village itself has no facilities in the way of a shop or post office and the local education and employment is very
limited, as is the local bus services. The flood plain must also be taken into consideration and I note that at least one of the sites under consideration wpould be affected should flooding occur. Having talked to
lots of people in out village I know that I am not alone in my views so I ask you to please take in all objections before ruining the beautiful character that Caston village has at the moment.

Lesley
Crostwaite

*

Mark
Goodwin

*

The Deadline for this response is 4pm Monday 22nd February 2016 so I am responding to say that I do not wish to have any new housing developments in the village of Caston.
I have read your document and I am not able to understand the purpose of building more houses in a village that does not have any local services or any employment opportunities. ã I can only assume that the
properties are for people who have sufficient funds to buy suitable transport that will allow them to travel to Doctors, Dentist and other amenities. ã In other words these properties are not designed to cater
for people with limited funds.ã Is this private enterprise and purely for the purpose of property developers cashing in on low cost land? ã The issue it seems according to your Strategic Housing Market
Assessment Final part 2 is that in Breckland (as in other authorities) there is a trend in the need for one bedroom purpose built flats and that there are still not enough. ã One bedroom properties normally go
hand‐in‐hand with low income and tenants/owners of such property will need access to public transport and be near to all types of amenities. On the basis of above I am against the building of any new
properties in Caston.

*

I am writing to state my opinion that the Settlement Boundary in Caston village and the surrounding villages of Rocklands and Stow Bedon should NOT be enlarged. Our villages have little or no amenities and
have very few employment opportunities. The amount of unsold properties within the villages indicates there is housing stock available and I believe any infilling on green plots within the villages would spoil the
rural nature of the charming Breckland villages. The huge estates on the outskirts of Watton surely fulfill Brecklands quota for extra housing without spoiling the beautiful countryside. Watton has amenities and
good transport services. In our village every house NEEDS at least one car ‐many have 2 or more ‐ and our lanes and roads are already a mass of potholes and few are gritted in winter.ã

*

I wish to register my strong objections to any proposed enlargement of the settlement boundaries for Northacre and Caston. Apart from a primary school, there are no other facilities in the village. Watton,
which serves as our nearest town, is struggling with the housing expansion that is already occuring. The connecting roads into Caston, Northacre are unsuitable for the speed, volume sized traffic that is already
using them. Lastly, the character of Caston & Northacre will be irrevocably damaged by sprawling housing development of the outskirts of the village.

Tim Smith

Jill Collison

Alan Porter

*

Amanda
Goldsmith

*

Leslie
Nightingale

*

I have reviewed the map submitted concerning the village of Caston where I m fully aware that there are agreed planning permission for a further 15 houses in our village which has approximately 180 plus
houses. My feeling that this should be sufficient for a village of our size and to increase the number of houses would destroy the fabric of the village. In recent years we have had closed, a post office, and local
shop, leaving us with no local amenities, we have a fine village hall and local pub, and a bus service which comes through the village five times a day so apart from that we have nothing. The road through the
village is narrow currently used as a rat run due to the fact that it is now showing on Stat Navs as the shortest route from Attleborough to Watton, where as the road designated by the Highways has been
ignored by Norfolk Council who it appears do not have the funds to implement the re routing of the designated road via Carbrooke, and to put more houses in our village will only increase the volume. I am
fully aware that there is a directive from the government to increase the number of new houses in the East of England, however I can not see the point of just randomly building housing unless there is a full
infrastructure to support them, for example the residents of Caston are supported by two doctors surgeries, both of whom and now are full and have closed their books for further patients, and there is many
new houses being built in Watton, so what will happen to those people when they fall ill. If you build more houses where are the jobs in this area to support them, the majority of jobs available are for lower
paid worker who will not be able to afford to purchases these properties, the whole scheme appears very ill conceived with next to no thought behind it.
I believe the Settlement Boundy in Caston should not be enlarged. Caston is a small village with no amenities. 15 new builds have already been approved. We have no GP, post office or shop. The eventual new
residents to these 15 homes will all need a car/cars, medical facilities, dentists, school places etc. It looks to me from the 'Rural Land Representations' highlighted that if all sites were built on it would mean at
least 40 or 50 more homes which I feel is unacceptable for a village of this size.
I wish to register my objection to any enlargement to the Settlement Boundary on the following grounds: 1. Given the new houses recently built in the village and those as yet unbuilt but with planning
permission there has been more than sufficient development for the size of the village. 2. There is insufficient local infrastructure, such as the Watton and Hingham GP surgeries that are already operating
beyond reasonable capacity; no local shop or post office, and no 6th form provision at Wayland Academy.

*

I think that this consultation should also have to take into account the limit of sustainability the Village of Caston can uphold. We are a small rural village, surrounded by working farm land. It's a linear village
so with a few exceptions, all the houses front onto the main road. We do not have a village shop. We do not have street lighting ‐ not that I would want any. We have a primary school but no 6th Form in the
immediate area. We are already committed to building 15 more houses in the village. We do not, I feel, have the infrastructure to support any further increase in population.
With an additional 15 more
dwellings there will be an impact on road traffic through the village. The local doctors surgeries in Watton and Hingham are taking no new patients. The nearest Post Office is 1.5 miles away. There are no
new businesses that I'm aware of, to offer local employment. Limited in choice of dentist ‐ ie ‐ one.
I feel therefore, that the Settlement Boundary in Caston should not be enlarged.

Fiona
Edwards
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*

It has just been brought to my notice that a development review is taking place which may affect Caston. I live at No 2 Hunters Ride. I strongly believe that the existing settlement boundary should be
maintained. We have had considerable brown field development and this is putting pressure on the current infrastructure which is very modest. I am not against development itself but the infrastructure must
be upgraded. Should there be further development consideration needs to be given to: .
School provision and the dangerous parking we currently experience .
Parking restrictions on the main road
especially at the bend .
Heavy goods vehicle restrictions .
Maintaining the feel of a proud Breckland village .
Play areas for children. There are none .
Public transport and safe cycle routes
to Watton I can be contacted on this email or at the above address.

Mrs Denise
Trussell

*

The settlement boundary in Caston village should not be enlarged. The village is already experiencing significant development which is changing its character: three houses have been built in the centre of the
village in 2015 (The Street/Dukes Lane) replacing one previously there, four houses are planned for the Attleborough Road on a green field site, and eight houses are planned for the site opposite the village
school, replacing one house previously there. Three more are planned for Dukes Lane. Open spaces and views are already being lost and additional housing within an enlarged settlement boundary would only
reduce the quality of life for current residents. Any housing development required in Breckland should be limited to those towns and larger villages that have services and facilities to offer residents.

MRS KATIE
BAILEY

LP(018)002.
LP(018)003,
LP(018)004,
LP(018)005,
LP(018)006,
LP(018)007,
LP(018)008,
LP(018)009,
LP(018)010,
LP(018)011

With respect to the review of village settlement boundaries, my opinion is that the Caston settlement boundary should not be enlarged. The village has seen new housing recently being built and also planning
approvals for 15 more houses on 3 sites in the village. The village character will change with the development of these houses, which bring no direct benefit to the current residents, and which will lead to the
loss of green space and open views. Caston neither wants nor needs an enlargement of the settlement boundary “ new housing in Breckland should be restricted to those towns and villages with direct access
to services.

Andrew
Boothby

Clerk
Clerk to PC Caston
Parish
Alison
Council
Skipper

*

Mrs
Margaret
Vincent

*

Mrs
Harrand

*

In response to the Breckland Local Plan dated December 2015, Caston parish council consulted with parishioners in the village and a meeting was held to seek the views of Caston Parishioners on the way in
which they would wish to see their village shaped in future. Caston Village The village of Caston is a traditional Norfolk rural village of some 480 souls. Historically it was a village providing housing for the
farm workers who worked on the two main local farms, Church Farm and Chase Farm, but also on several smaller farms. At that time the village was serviced by a baker, small shop with post office, a
wheelwright for cart and trap repairs and a blacksmith facility. There were three public houses. Over the years with the modernisation and mechanisation of the farms Caston has gradually changed its shape.
In recent years the village has changed to providing domestic housing for commuting workers to surrounding towns and in later years has become predominantly occupied by folk retiring from other parts of the
country who have occupied newly built up‐market houses priced beyond the incomes of established local inhabitants. Nowadays the village is essentially one comprising of some farm workers and their
families, retired owner occupiers, residents of folk working in surrounding towns and involved in a daily commute and a few internet based businesses which serve clients from all over the world. However the
poor coverage of a Broadband internet service greatly restricts businesses of this nature. We await further information, promised in March, regarding the date of any improvement. Community buildings consist
of a well used village hall, a public house and an historic parish church. There is no shopping facility and the nearest post office is in the village of Rocklands, some 2.5 miles distant. The only regular public
transport at this time is a service bus which operates between Thetford and Watton and passes through the village four time a day during the week with no service at weekends. This service is currently
supported by Norfolk County Council. There is also a Flexi‐Bus service. ã ã Breckland Local Plan “ December 2015 Consultation Caston Parish Council circulated parishioners advising that the Breckland
Plan was now available for consultation. The plans were made available at the regular Friday community coffee morning and were available for scrutiny and comments at the Caston Parish Council meeting held
on 3 rd February 2016. Much interest was shown by parishioners who were present and comments received. It was explained that the areas of land shown in blue on the Caston map on page 166 of the
document, Part 2, was land for which an interest in use for building had been expressed, not that it had been approved nor denied for building. Many parishioners were concerned that it may be implied that
these areas were agreeable to the community for future development. There is great opposition to building on several of these areas which could be construed as backfilling developments and the parishioners
are greatly opposed to such development. Currently Breckland Planning has approved the building of 17 new dwellings within the village of which nine are executive type houses. While these dwellings have yet
to be completed, this figure represents an increase of just under 10% of the current housing stock. Consideration must be given to the lack of support infrastructure and poor public transport when considering
planning applications. The Future Shape of Caston Village The parishioners are keen to ensure that the nature of Caston as a Norfolk rural village is generally unchanged and the street scene is maintained.
There is no desire for shopping or similar businesses to be established within the village. All development should be essentially linear and the establishment of estate housing and backfill developments would be
fiercely opposed. A small growth in housing stock through individual houses on individual plots is envisaged provided the current street scene is generally maintained. The nearest service centres for medical and
dental services are situated in Watton and Attleborough some four and eight miles distant respectively. As no adequate transport services exist it must be assumed that all housing increase must result in an
increase in traffic movement and volume on already crowded local roads. Recent surveys have concluded that there is no requirement for social housing within the village and this is also supported by there
being no public service or transport to support social needs. ã Summary Caston residents wish to see their village largely unchanged and that any development and growth should be carried out in a way that
maintains the character of the village.
Why do Planners and Councillors minds not direct themselves to the situation which presently exists on the ground before extending into the countryside and producing more chaos in destroying the character
of Breckland villages and making life more difficult for people who have chosen a rural style of living and/or were born there. Already the services supplied for council tax payments are negligible down to
fortnightly collection of rubbish, non existent police, no street lighting, pitiful poor roads through the village centre and damaged and inadequate path to children who use it between school and church and
road damage. When I came to Caston in 2008 and brought the road drainage situation to the attention of the Council s engineers I was told there was no money available for a number of years and they could
do nothing. Nothing has been done. The Caston settlement boundary in particular should not be extended. Your development already agreed amounts to 15 dwellings which will cause more pressure on existing
housing and residents.
As a resident of the village, I do not think that Caston should have any further development than which has already taken place, and those which are currently to happen are more than adequate for a village the
size of Caston. Further to this, the services i.e. GP, shop or post office present another reason for this. In addition to the above I would request that the blue land indicated on the current plan be withdrawn
from consideration
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Mr & Mrs
Prince

*

Deni
Davies

*

The village of Caston is already at its limit for any more new properties. The infrastructure in unavailable to absorb any more buildings. No available GP services “ dental practices “ schools are more than full.
Employment opportunities low, virtually non existent. Public transport poor. Traffic already at bursting points at certain times of day. Road capacities inadequate for local and transient traffic “ road
maintenance poor
First the justification of building nearly 15,000 new homes has not been addressed. I assume that the influx of people in the area creates a housing need but building more and more houses is not sustainable. To
simply grant panning without any thought as to the infrastructure is short sighted and ignores the wider issues of traffic congestion the consequent air pollution, the strain on schools and doctor s surgeries.
You have already stated that both Watton and Hingham surgeries are not taking on new patients, so where are they to go? Are there plans to fund other surgeries and schools? Will any Section 106 Agreement
make provision for this? To sum up I do not agree that the Settlement boundary of Caston should be enlarged.

*

I accept that new houses have to be built but there have to be jobs for the new home owners, infrastructure for those owners to get to work (roads buses trains), services such as doctors dentists and schools
and local facilities such as shops, pubs, post office, places of worship. For people in Caston the doctors surgery in Hingham is accepting no more people on their books and the doctors in Watton have shed
1500 patients (I believe) and are accepting no more people onto their books. The planning on Caston has gone well to date with only infilling between existing houses. I believe we should continue with linear
development only and no incursions beyond the settlement boundary. A similar settlement boundary should be established around Northacre.

*

We do not feel it is appropriate to extend the existing boundary in Caston. There are due to be 15 new houses built and we feel the village has already reached its limit for new properties. There are no available
Gp surgeries for new patients, no shop or post office, no 6th form provision and very few local employment opportunities.

Malcolm
Valentine
Frances‐
Robert
Whiting
Jennifer
Morphew
Mr & Mrs
Horner

Isabella
Cooper

*
*

LP[068]001 and
LP[068]002

The settlement boundary in Caston should NOT be enlarged. We don t have any facilities here and are already threatened by lack of interest in keeping this village a pleasant place to live and be taken over by
people with seemingly no interest in the well being of the present owners and what we want . Please don t spoil this anymore than has already happened by poor decision making.
In our view the settlement boundary in Caston should not be enlarged. There is already permission granted for 15 new properties within the village and other properties up for sale. We have no services
within the village and the Doctors surgery in Watton, the nearest town, is overwhelmed.
I recently heard of the proposed plans to build new houses around New Buckenham across many acres of fields and ancient meadows. I moved to New Buckenham 18 years ago, when I was 3, and so I have
grown up in the village and I strongly disagree with the proposed changes. I believe that it would completely change the community in New Buckenham by turning it into a small town and would also ruin the
landscape by building on fields and meadows where many people and their dogs walk. New Buckenham is known for being a beautiful village in the Norfolk countryside and this would no longer be the case
should these plans go ahead. Furhtermore, Having only one store and two pubs, New Buckingham is not currently able to provide for all these new residents that would move in, meaning new shops would
have to eventually be opened turning the village into a much more commercial town.
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Cockley Cley
Name

Organisa
tion

Natural England

Site

*

Comments
Constraints to the amendment of settlement boundaries evidently include Breckland SPA, Breckland SAC, the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC and River Wensum SAC (and their associated 55515), with sites in Thompson, Stow Bedon,
Cockley Cley, Foulden, Gooderstone, Guist, Lyng, lckburgh and Little Cressingham all in close proximity to the above European sites or their associated SSSIs. Natural England advises that development within such areas may not
be deliverable unless it can be satisfactorily demonstrated that suitable mitigation can be provided. We would advise Habitats Regulations screening of potential development sites, at an early stage, to help minimise risks to
their deliverability at the detailed stage. In addition, the following designated sites are in close proximity to the current settlement boundaries and therefore may be affected by changes to the boundaries: Foxley: The
existing settlement boundary is already very close to Foxley Wood SSSI which is also a National Nature Reserve. This wod represents the largest area of ancient Noodland in Norfolk and is susceptible to recreational pressure.
Stow Bedon: This settlement is surrounded by locally designated sites which adjoin Thompson Water, Carr & Common (a component of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC). Sandwade Mere County Wildlife Site is situated adjacent to
the southern boundary of this settlement and is a valuable area for biodiversity.
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Colkirk
Name

Organisa
tion

Diocese of Norwich

Iain Hill

Site

LP[020]002

Breckland B LP[020]004

Comments
As noted in our response to Policy PD 03, Colkirk is a wholly sustainable settlement and it is our view that it should be identified as a Local Service Centre. The settlement is located 3km south of the town of Fakenham and
has a range of local services including a Primary School. Furthermore, whilst not passing directly through the village, the nearest bus station is located within 1km of the village providing connections to the key towns of
Fakenham and Dereham. It is noted that the Council is proposing to amend the settlement boundary of the village. Our client s site sits adjacent to the existing boundary and it is considered that the boundary should be
amended to include this site and the west of the village. Our client s site is well contained by existing development and enclosed between residential development to the east and west. The site is located near the centre
of the village and is in walking distance of key services including the Primary School and bus sta on ˜Opposite Hall Lane .
We wish to propose a revision to the Settlement Boundary for the village of Colkirk, which we believe meets the criteria specified within PD05. As shown on the attached plan, we propose that the Settlement Boundary is
extended to include an area of land measuring approx. 0.95 hectares on Whissonse Road, as this represents an opportunity to ˜round oﬀ the se lement in this loca on and accommodate any future development in the
village during the plan period in a coordinated manner. The attached aerial view of the site shows that the site is clearly separated from the agricultural land to the south and east by a mature boundary hedge, and its
development would balance the estate‐style development on the opposite side of Whissonsett Road (Timperley Estate), providing a logical extension to the village, with a defensible boundary. Furthermore, the village
facilities continue further south on Whissonsett Road, with both the allotments and playing fields located beyond the site. An initial review of the highways and transportation issues affecting the site has been undertaken
by Richard Jackson Engineering Consultants, and is attached. This highlights that it is possible to provide a pedestrian footway along Whissonsett Road, to link in with the existing provision on School Road. The site is
located within Flood Zone 1 (Low Risk) and there are no heritage assets in the immediate vicinity. As previously described, the site is enclosed by a mature hedge, which provides a defensible boundary, and would screen
views of the development from the surrounding countryside. Small‐scale development of the nature proposed on this site would assist in supporting the existing services provided within the settlement, including the
school. It is understood that the village pub (The Crown) has recently closed, but the hope is that this will re‐open. Without any expansion of the population, facilities of this nature will not be sustainable, and rural
communities will continue to lose their services. It is noted that as part of the Local Service Centre Topic Paper (2015), Colkirk was considered for upgrade to Local Service Centre status. A key factor in determining that the
village would not be designated as a Local Service Centre was its lack of public transport; whilst public transport options are limited, it is not correct that there is none. A shopper service operates providing access to
Fakenham on a Tuesday, and Dereham on a Friday. There is also a bus service to Fakenham High School. Whilst the village has not been considered appropriate for designation as a Local Service Centre, it is clear that it is
amongst the more sustainable of the Smaller Villages, and does oﬀer a good level of services locally. Summary In summary, it is considered that the site at Whissonse Road cons tutes ˜rounding oﬀ of the se lement, as
defined within PD05, and consequently, the Settlement Boundary of Colkirk should be revised to include this land. The site is available for development now, offers a suitable location for development, and could be
delivered within 5 years; it can therefore be considered ˜Deliverable in the context of the NPPF.
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East Tuddenham
Name

Organisa
tion

Site

Comments
I am Chairman of East Tuddenham Parish Council and have received many comments from our Villagers. Our Parish Council will be responding to you but I thought I should add some of the comments I have received. Ref
nos “ LP (026 ) 001 “ 005. East Tuddenham is a small rural village with no facilities “ no shop, pub, school, doctor, dentist etc. If 001 to 005 were implemented, this would increase by 30 “ 40% which is excessive for a
rural village with no amenities. The road through the Village ( Mattishall Road ) is already extremely busy with traffic from Mattishall and Dereham using as a cut‐through to avoid the A47 . There are plans to increase the
housing in Mattishall which will have a great effect on us. East Tuddenham have to use Mattishall for the Doctor Surgery and primary school “ these are already full . 001, 002 and 004 would impact heavily on Common
Road which is a single track rural road. The only passing places are in private driveways. 001 “ this is behind a recent development of 2 houses which was hotly disputed. There are trees with TPOs on this plot and no
access. 002 “ is outside the settlement boundary. Apparently this has been refused before. 004 “ is now a private garden with no access. 003 “ is outside the settlement boundary and the visual grouping of houses. It
is also adjacent to All Saints Church and the graveyard. Our Parish Council will be sending a more detailed report but I hope these comments will be of use to you.

Ian Payter

*

Mr
Anthony
Richardson

It has been commented that there are trees with TPOs on this plot and that there is no access. The site, which is only partially behind the recent development, is accessible over land adjoining Common Road to the west of
the site and which the site abuts. The site is regularly accessed by vehicles from Common Road, which is wide enough at this point for two cars to pass one another. The location of trees subject to TPOs does not preclude
LP[026]001 such access or development on the site.
The omission from the RLR for East Tuddenham of the land fronting Common Road and immediately to the south of LP[026]004 does not seem rational as, in most respects, it is similar to the land at LP[026]002. But in it's
favor, it already has access directly from Common Road,it is a meadow and represents an infill in the ribbon development. It is far closer to the residential developments by which it is flanked to the north and south than is
much of the land designated at LP[026]002. Accordingly it is at least as worthy of inclusion as that land and, and it could be argued, more so. Furthermore it's northern boundary joins with the land at LP[02]004 and the
development to the west of it and, not only is it infill, if the land at LP[02]004 is included it will also represent "rounding off". It's inclusion also provides the possibility of improved access to the land at LP[02]004.
LP[02]004 Accordingly its non‐designation appears illogical
The omission from the RLR for East Tuddenham of the land fronting Common Road and immediately to the south of LP[026]004 does not seem rational as, in most respects, it is similar to the land at LP [026]002. But in it's
favor, it already has access directly from Common Road,it is a meadow and represents an infill in the ribbon development. It is far closer to the residential developments by which it is flanked to the north and south than is
much of the land designated at LP[026]002. Accordingly it is at least as worthy of inclusion as that land and, and it could be argued, more so Furthermore it's northern boundary joins with the land at LP[02]004 and the
development to the west of it and, not only is it infill, if the land at LP[02]004 is included it will also represent "rounding off". It's inclusion also provides the possibility of improved access to the land at LP[02]004.
LP[02]004 Accordingly its non‐designation appears illogical
The omission from the RLR for East Tuddenham of the land fronting Common Road and immediately to the south of LP[026]004 does not seem rational as, in most respects, it is similar to the land at LP[026]002. But in it's
favor, it already has access directly from Common Road,it is a meadow and represents an infill in the ribbon development. It is far closer to the residential developments by which it is flanked to the north and south than is
much of the land designated at LP[026]002. Accordingly it is at least as worthy of inclusion as that land and, and it could be argued, more so. Furthermore it's northern boundary joins with the land at LP[02]004 and the
development to the west of it and, not only is it infill, if the land at LP[02]004 is included it will also represent "rounding off". It's inclusion also provides the possibility of improved access to the land at LP[02]004.
LP[02]004 Accordingly its non‐designation appears illogical

Mr B Page

Mr B Page

Mr B Page

Chantel
Childs

Martin
Hickling

*

We do not have appropriate infrastructure or service provisions to support further development in the village. The total proposed Rural Land representations LP(026)001 “ 005 would increase the existing settlement
boundary of East Tuddenham by around 30 “ 40% and this considered excessive for a small village. East Tuddenham s settlement boundary is based around The Street and the north end of Common Road. Existing
development is fairly compact with predominantly dwelling houses built quite densely together. There is a marked visual change from a built environment of houses fronting the road to a rural environment of native
hedgerows and arable fields when leaving the settlement boundary and the 30mph speed limit in each direction, and this contrast contributes to the wider visual character of the village. Any outward expansion of the
settlement is therefore of significant concern. Rural Land representations LP(026)001 is the remaining plot of land to the rear of the recently developed garden of The Beeches house, which was objected to by local
residents. The remaining plot includes several mature trees with TPOs. Other mature trees of significant amenity value were removed at the front of the site before TPOs could be applied, and to facilitate the road front
development. We see no reason to incorporate this parcel of land into the settlement boundary other than to create additional development land and this is objected to by the Parish Council.

*

I wish to comment and object to LP(26)001, 002, 003 of the Rural Land Representations for East Tuddenham. East Tuddenham does not have appropriate infrastructure or service provisions to support any additional
developments. We have recently seen significant development of 7 new dwellings in the village over the last 2 years and a total of 12 new dwellings in the past 6 years. The total proposed Rural Land representations
LP(026)001 “ 005 would increase the existing settlement boundary of East Tuddenham by close to 40%, excessive and unacceptable for a small village. East Tuddenham s settlement boundary is based around The Street
and the north end of Common Road. Existing development is fairly compact with predominantly dwelling houses built quite densely together. There is a marked visual change from a built environment of houses fronting the
road to rural environment of native hedgerows and arable fields when leaving the settlement boundary and the 30mph speed limit in each direction, and this contrast contributes to the wider visual character of the village.
Any outward expansion of the settlement is therefore of significant concern. Rural Land representation LP(026)001 is the remaining plot of land to the rear of the recently developed garden of The Beeches house, which was
strongly objected to by local residents. The remaining plot includes several mature trees with TPOs. Other mature trees of significant amenity value were removed at the front of the site before TPOs could be applied, and to
facilitate the road front development. Development of this remaining parcel of land will add nothing to the village, and add everything to the coffers of the developers, who have marketed the new properties at circa
£650,000. I see no reason to incorporate this parcel of land into the settlement boundary other than to create additional development. Rural Land representation LP(026)002 is situated at the north end of Common Road.
Heading out of the village along Common Road as the existing settlement boundary ends and the 30mph speed limit ends, the appearance of the road takes on a far more rural character. The road narrows so that there is
insufficient width for two cars to pass and residents driveways get used as passing spaces. Grass verges are wide and flanked by high native hedges, teeming with wildlife, with arable farmland beyond. Traffic here is limited
to mainly residents accessing their properties further down Common Road, dog walkers and pedestrians walking the short highway lengths which connect nearby footpaths. The road is also not adequate to take the
additional traffic this would generate. Rural Land representation LP(026)003 is situated outside the visual grouping of houses at the east end of The Street and the plot contributes to the rural character of the village. It s
plot size is over 10% of the existing Settlement Boundary so if included and developed it would have a significant visual impact on the character of the east end of The Street and dilute the contrast between village and
countryside. The site is quite overgrown and is therefore a site of potential Protect Species interest. We have nesting kites and buzzards in the village, often sighted around the church, to which this land is adjacent. Any
development adjacent to the All Saints Church and development is likely to have a negative impact on the setting of the historic church and its grounds. This area of Norfolk needs to be protected in order to keep its rural
identity. There is currently plentiful development happening around Longwater and Dereham, and the unnecessary œinfilling of the villages between the two is both unnecessary and unsustainable. Ma shall is already
straining under the number of households catered for by the schools and doctors surgery. East Tuddenham has no amenities and further development would further add to the strain. I have already lodged objections to
development proposals for 90 houses in Mattishall. I would ask that the above be taken into consideration, when reviewing the above.
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Anna‐
Marie High

Sarah
Garton and
Sam
Mugford

Mr & Mrs
Thatcher
P Glithro
P Glithro
P Glithro
P Glithro
P Glithro

I wish to comment and object to LP(26)001, 002, 003 & 004 of the Rural Land Representations for East Tuddenham. East Tuddenham does not have appropriate infrastructure or service provisions to support any additional
developments. ã We also have problems with the amount of commuter traffic coming through the village and speeding. We have recently seen significant development of 7 new dwellings in the village over the last 2 years
and a total of 12 new dwellings in the past 6 years. The total proposed Rural Land representations LP(026)001 “ 005 would increase the existing settlement boundary of East Tuddenham by around 30 “ 40% and I consider
this to be excessive and unacceptable for a small village. ã East Tuddenham s settlement boundary is based around The Street and the north end of Common Road. Existing development is fairly compact with
predominantly dwelling houses built quite densely together. There is a marked visual change from a built environment of houses fronting the road to rural environment of native hedgerows and arable fields when leaving
the settlement boundary and the 30mph speed limit in each direction, and this contrast contributes to the wider visual character of the village. Any outward expansion of the settlement is therefore of significant concern. In
particular: ã Rural Land representation LP(026)001 is the remaining plot of land to the rear of the recently developed garden of The Beeches house, which was strongly objected to by local residents. The remaining plot
includes several mature trees with TPOs. Other mature trees of significant amenity value were removed at the front of the site before TPOs could be applied, and to facilitate the road front development. ã I see no reason to
incorporate this parcel of land into the settlement boundary other than to create additional development land. ã Rural Land representation LP(026)002 is situated outside the main part of the village at the north end of
Common Road. Heading south along Common Road as the existing settlement boundary ends and the 30mph speed limit ends, the appearance of the road takes on a far more rural character. The road narrows so that there
is insufficient width for two cars to pass and residents driveways get used as passing spaces. Grass verges are wide and flanked by high native hedges with arable farmland beyond. Traffic here is limited to mainly residents
accessing their properties further down Common Road, dog walkers and pedestrians walking the short highway lengths which connect nearby footpaths. If the land is included in the Settlement Boundary and thereby gains a
presumption in favour of development, such development would have a significant detrimental visual impact on the character of this section of Common Road and would create an undesirable outward expansion of the
settlement. The road is also not adequate to take the additional traffic this would generate. ã Rural Land representation LP(026)003 is situated outside the visual grouping of houses at the east end of The Street and the
plot contributes to the rural character of the village. It s plot size is over 10% of the existing Settlement Boundary so if included and developed it would have a significant visual impact on the character of the east end of The
Street and dilute the contrast between village and countryside. This site is quite overgrown and is therefore a site of potential Protect Species interest. This land is immediately adjacent to All Saints Church and runs
alongside the graveyard, so any development is likely to have a negative impact on the setting of the historic church and its grounds.
*
We live on Common Road in East Tuddenham and wish to comment on the Rural Land Representations Winter 2015. We live next door to the area of land shaded LP[026]001. Planning was granted a little over a year ago
for two large houses to be built despite extensive local opposition from us and our near neighbours. These houses are now complete and resulted in the removal of a large area of woodland. These houses are not marked on
the Existing Settlement Boundary & Rural Land Representations map of East Tuddenham. The area shaded contains several mature trees and a group of trees subject to a TPO (2014 no.10, Hugh Coggles) which would make
any building very tricky. Furthermore access to this site would be difficult without encroaching on the land belonging to the new houses or indeed The Beeches (the original house on that plot of land). The building of the
two houses at LP[026]001 caused a large amount of disruption to us and our near neighbours with builders and contractors vehicles needing to park on the road causing hazards to other vehicles passing through and
potential damage to the pavements and verges. It is also on a bend. Further along Common Road, right on the edge of the village where the 30mph speed limit becomes 60mph there are two further sites. LP[026]002 and
004. Common Road is narrow and is used mainly for people accessing the cluster of properties on the corner and towards Barnham Broom. It is also used extensively by people cycling and walking, often with dogs and
occasionally with horses. The road surface is in poor repair and it is difficult for two cars to pass each other. There are grass verges, hedges and ditches on either side. We don't believe Common Road can absorb more daily
vehicular traffic. There is also a reasonable level of heavy farm traffic along this stretch particularly during the sugar beet harvesting period. Common Road has a tendency to flood during periods of heavy rain at the top
end near LP[026]001. Removal of more vegetation and surfacing with houses, garages and driveways will not help this problem. More general comments relating to the village are that we are a small village, we rely on the
facilities in Mattishall for shop, post office, surgery, pharmacy and school. The surgery is over‐stretched already and with housing developments in Mattishall already underway this will also not improve. Mattishall Road /
The Street that runs through the centre of East Tuddenham is very busy especially when there is heavy traffic on the A47 as drivers try to cut through to use the roundabout at Honingham. Motorists tend to speed through
LP[026]001 the village despite the 30mph limit.
The comments concern proposals LP(026)001, LP(026)002, LP(026)003, LP(026)004, and LP(026)005 We wish to comment on Breckland District Council s proposals for building development over the next 20 years,
particularly as they relate to the village of East Tuddenham. 1.
East Tuddenham is located close to boundaries with two other District Councils. Decisions by those councils may impact on people who live in East
Tuddenham. This leads to the conclusion that a higher authority (Norfolk County Council) should scrutinize proposals that affect communities that are close to District Council boundaries. 2.
East Tuddenham lies
between the fast‐developing villages of Matttishall and Easton. If a vast suburban conglomerate stretching from Costessey to East Dereham is to be avoided, development in East Tuddenham must be restricted. The
proposals {LP(026) 001, 002, 003, 004, and 005} to include 5 sites within the settlement boundary would extend the settlement boundary of East Tuddenham by over 30%. This is excessive for a small rural village.
East Tuddenham does not have the facilities or infrastructure to support such development
the proposals would materially impair the rural character and visual amenities of the village 3.
The proposals to
include 5 areas within the development boundary of East Tuddenham (proposals LP(026)001, 002, 003, 004, and 005) lack coherence and would contribute to scatter of development in the area and village. 4.
In
particular, proposals LP(026)001, 002, and 004:
encourages development along Common Road, an area that has a rural character and provides rural amenities.
would lead to substantially more traffic on
Common Road, a road that is unsuitable for increased traffic flow, being single carriageway for much of its length, and when large vehicles are involved becomes dangerous 5.
It is difficult to see the logic for proposal
LP(026)001. This would take the settlement boundary out beyond that for adjacent houses. Is this proposal related to development just coming to an end in the front part of what used to be the garden of The Beeches? 6.
Proposal LP(026)001 would raise important questions of access, add significantly to traffic congestion and loss of amenities at the north end of Common Road, and would exacerbate the environmental damage already
done by granting development agreement for two large houses there (Till House and Brook House). 7.
Proposal LP(026)001 would also threaten a number of mature trees (several subject to TPOs) and the wild life
habitat there. We hope that these comments will encourage the Council to reflect carefully on the delicate and threatened rural environment of the village of East Tuddenham and the surrounding area, and amend its
proposals accordingly.
*
LP[026]001 The plan does not indicate two large houses recently built on the plot within the current boundary. The area shown on this proposal is mostly woodland and subject to a Tree Protection Order.
Mostly outside the 30 m.p.h. limit, the road is very narrow and 2 cars cannot pass without using the verge. There is no footpath for pedestrians to walk to the village [bus stops, visiting, etc.]. Large farm and delivery vehicles
LP[026]002 often create an obstruction.
LP[026]004 This proposal is well beyond the 30m.p.h. area, and comments made for LP026/002 also apply.
The entrance to Church Lane is outside the 30 m.p.h. limit and joins, what is at times a very busy road. Development here will increase the road safety risk. It would also require the clearance of established trees and a shrub
LP[026]003 covered area, affecting wildlife and also the peace of the adjacent graveyard. The village has already lost a significant number of trees to recent development.
This looks to be a small ˜infill area and our comments are reserved for when further informa on is available. Any further development within the village would add strain on all local services, the doctors surgery at
LP[026]005 Matishall in particular.
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Foulden
Name

Natural England

Organisation

Site

*

Comments

Constraints to the amendment of settlement boundaries evidently include Breckland SPA, Breckland SAC, the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC and River Wensum SAC (and their associated 55515), with sites in
Thompson, Stow Bedon, Cockley Cley, Foulden, Gooderstone, Guist, Lyng, lckburgh and Little Cressingham all in close proximity to the above European sites or their associated SSSIs. Natural England
advises that development within such areas may not be deliverable unless it can be satisfactorily demonstrated that suitable mitigation can be provided. We would advise Habitats Regulations screening of
potential development sites, at an early stage, to help minimise risks to their deliverability at the detailed stage. In addition, the following designated sites are in close proximity to the current settlement
boundaries and therefore may be affected by changes to the boundaries: Foxley: The existing settlement boundary is already very close to Foxley Wood SSSI which is also a National Nature Reserve. This
wod represents the largest area of ancient Noodland in Norfolk and is susceptible to recreational pressure. Stow Bedon: This settlement is surrounded by locally designated sites which adjoin Thompson
Water, Carr & Common (a component of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC). Sandwade Mere County Wildlife Site is situated adjacent to the southern boundary of this settlement and is a valuable area for
biodiversity.
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Garvestone
Name

Organisation

Mr
Jonathan
Woodruffe
Mrs
Frances
Needham

Parish Clerk Garvestone,
Reymerston & Thuxton Parish
Council

Site

LP(032)003
LP[032]003,
LP[032]002,
LP[032]001,
LP[032]004

Comments
Garvestone is a sustainable location near to Dereham and some modest development growth in the parish will help to maintain its sustainability. Site 003 is the most suitable site for
development in the parish and should therefore be allocated to development in the local plan.
Garvestone, Reymerston & Thuxton Parish Council would like to see a small extension of the Garvestone settlement boundary, with the extension within the overall current limits (i.e. between
two of the current three separate areas, or infilling of these areas) rather than outside the current areas all together. Agree with continuing with no settlement boundaries for Reymerston and
Thuxton.
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Gooderstone
Name

Organisa
tion

Natural England

Site

*

Comments
Constraints to the amendment of settlement boundaries evidently include Breckland SPA, Breckland SAC, the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC and River Wensum SAC (and their associated 55515), with sites in Thompson, Stow
Bedon, Cockley Cley, Foulden, Gooderstone, Guist, Lyng, lckburgh and Little Cressingham all in close proximity to the above European sites or their associated SSSIs. Natural England advises that development within such
areas may not be deliverable unless it can be satisfactorily demonstrated that suitable mitigation can be provided. We would advise Habitats Regulations screening of potential development sites, at an early stage, to help
minimise risks to their deliverability at the detailed stage. In addition, the following designated sites are in close proximity to the current settlement boundaries and therefore may be affected by changes to the boundaries:
Foxley: The existing settlement boundary is already very close to Foxley Wood SSSI which is also a National Nature Reserve. This wod represents the largest area of ancient Noodland in Norfolk and is susceptible to
recreational pressure. Stow Bedon: This settlement is surrounded by locally designated sites which adjoin Thompson Water, Carr & Common (a component of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC). Sandwade Mere County Wildlife
Site is situated adjacent to the southern boundary of this settlement and is a valuable area for biodiversity.
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Great Dunham
Name
Brenda
Upton

Organisa
tion

Great
Dunham
Parish
Council

Site

*

Comments

At our Parish Council meeting last evening, it was felt that the Settlement Boundary for the village of Great Dunham, left no opportunity for any further individual house building development. Whilst we don't want any large
scale building, the village would stagnate without the chance of individual plots being available. We have a popular small school and vibrant village hall with easy access to shops, doctors etc at Litcham and Necton. Whilst
North Street is part of the village and has old well as more modern houses, it does not fall within the new Settlement Boundary. It is a quiet lane and would provide the opportunity for individual building plots which may
become available in the future. I await your response with interest.
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Gressenhall
Name

Organisation

Site

Comments

Mrs Leanne Clerk Gressenhall Pa LP[038]005 Following a discussion at the last parish council meeting, it was agreed that this site be included within the settlement boundary and recommended for suitable affordable housing.
Following a discussion at the last parish council meeting, it was agreed that this site and the fields adjacent (north/west) be included within the settlement boundary and recommended for suitable affordable
Mrs Leanne Clerk Gressenhall Pa LP[038]001 housing.
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Guist
Name

Natural
England

Organisa
tion

Site

*

Comments
Constraints to the amendment of settlement boundaries evidently include Breckland SPA, Breckland SAC, the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC and River Wensum SAC (and their associated 55515), with sites in Thompson, Stow
Bedon, Cockley Cley, Foulden, Gooderstone, Guist, Lyng, lckburgh and Little Cressingham all in close proximity to the above European sites or their associated SSSIs. Natural England advises that development within
such areas may not be deliverable unless it can be satisfactorily demonstrated that suitable mitigation can be provided. We would advise Habitats Regulations screening of potential development sites, at an early
stage, to help minimise risks to their deliverability at the detailed stage. In addition, the following designated sites are in close proximity to the current settlement boundaries and therefore may be affected by changes
to the boundaries: Foxley: The existing settlement boundary is already very close to Foxley Wood SSSI which is also a National Nature Reserve. This wod represents the largest area of ancient Noodland in Norfolk and
is susceptible to recreational pressure. Stow Bedon: This settlement is surrounded by locally designated sites which adjoin Thompson Water, Carr & Common (a component of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC). Sandwade
Mere County Wildlife Site is situated adjacent to the southern boundary of this settlement and is a valuable area for biodiversity.
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Hockham
Name
mr gerry
grant

mr gerry
grant
Mr Leslie
Osborne

Mr and Mrs
Trevor
Mason

Mr Donald
McColl
Mr Alex
Humble

Organisation

Site

lp(045)009

Comments

The site is situated directly next to the school and so is well placed 1 An additional 59 homes in the village and being close to the school will hopefully bring in new children to help sustain the school 2 It is on the edge
of Hockam and so has no other housing on the other side of the Watton Road, therefore entering and exiting the site would be quite easy 3 As these homes are past the school when you leave the village adding them will
bring the school more into the centre of the village 4 The only negative is that at this time a small business supplying Xmas trees operates from this site and even if they could find another site to operate from it would
take some years before there trees could be harvested

LP(045)008

This site is situated behind a bungalow currently there I can understand that to make full use of the site (you are saying 8 homes) access would have to be via another proposed site lp(045)0002 which would be accessed
of the Wretham Road but this may be trying to make to much out of this site At this time access to the bungalow is down a private lane with in total 4 propertys using it There is space to go to the side of the bungalow to
access the site at the rear This would allow easy access and if then 3 or 4 new properties were built it would not cause the private lane to be over used and they would come onto the Wretham road at the village green If
access is not allowed off the existing private lane I feel that the construction of up to the 8 houses would be held to ransom by whoever owned the site that access was required over
The map of Great Hockham provides all of the proposed sites for development. To me 008 could have access through 002 (as the I.S.A have suggested). With good planning ths could work very well with the traffic
emerging onto the Wretham road, this in turn would not necessarily create extra traffic through the village. Other site positions seem to be out on a limb.

LP(045)009

We are instructed by our Client to clarify that it would be their intention, should this parcel of land acquire a housing allocation and be included within the amended settlement boundary, to divide the plot into two
portions thereby allowing for a section of land along the southern boundary adjacent to the school to be reserved for car parking and drop off facilities for the school and for additional land for the school to allow for
expansion. The car parking and drop off would alleviate a problem that is encountered at school peak times whilst the land to the east would provide for overspill play areas for the school thus releasing land on the
current school plot for future expansion. Such a proposal would deliver circa 1.9 hectares of potential residential and close to one hectare of land for car parking and additional school facilities. The existing car park on
land donated by our Client would be subsumed into the overall scheme. Our client does not believe that it is appropriate to contemplate this parcel of land having an allocation of 59 homes particularly given the normal
densities within the village and their desire to provide a positive land contribution for the school to improve its facilities

ip(045)001

LP[045]007
LP(045)001

Mr Alex
Humble
Mr Alex
Humble

LP(045)008

Mr Alex
Humble

LP(045)009

LP(045)002

I would like to object strongly to the inclusion of site LP[045]007 as a reasonable alternative site in the planning proposals as it is perhaps the least appropriate of the sites identified for a number of reasons: It sits on the
southern edge of the village in an area previously acknowledged as an Area of Important Landscape Quality where it provides an important open aspect toward agricultural land and woodland and adds to the
essentially rural quality of Hockham. The majority of villagers, and walkers passing through, use and enjoy Little Hockham Lane for regular country walks and the site forms a key part of the surrounding open rural aspects.
Access via Little Hockham Lane to the potential development would be impractical as it is very narrow and already results in issues through damage arising from difficult turning points and lack of passing space even with
the current low traffic levels. Access from Harling Road would also be problematic as currently the unavoidably large number of vehicles parked outside residents houses overnight has resulted in vehicle collisions and
other access issues and street parking and traffic on Harling Road would presumably increase if this site were to be developed. The site abuts the village Conservation Area and major development would be likely to have a
negative impact on this protected area. Sewerage may prove to be problematic on the site as issues have arisen with the complexity and costs when investigating potential connection to the main sewer in Harling Road
due to the poor sub‐structure beneath the road and surrounding properties.
This piece of land has no access unless LP(045)002 is available . This land is not suitable for building unless substantial foundations are provided as the water table is very high and you have to go deep to find stable
ground.
This currently has no access and would require a road to join into the small road that leads off the 1075 into Great Hockham. This is only a small road and would require widening. This land is not suitable for building as it
has a very high water table and properties would require very deep foundations to reach stable footings. As there is only one potential access to this land I agree with the local parish councli that only half of this plot
should be considered ie the half that is adjacent to the small road into Hockham.
This plot is unsuitable due to its very high water table. It also is land locked and has no access to Vicararge Road. Any buildings would require very deep foundations to reach stable ground. There are two drains on two
sides of this plot which need to be retained to prevent flooding to Vicarage Road area.
I agree with this plot proposal except that a portion should be reseved for school expansion and car parking. Acess out of the village is reasonable but would require widening. It also has two blind bends. The land on the
opposite side of the road to this plot would also be very useful if available and the two areas in total would not require any other areas to be considered in Hockham. This would also help reach the house numbers require
for affordable housing scheme to keep young people in the village. Additional facilities will be required in Hockham eg better bus service, larger school, village shops, post office, doctors surgery (all which have been lost
over the years).
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Ian
Hamilton

LP[045]007

Recent and previous planning documents from Breckland District Council are wri en against the backdrop of ˜significant concern for the maintenance of and respect for the character and landscape of the district. The
area of Li le Hockham Lane was previously and oﬃcially designated as oﬀering views of ˜important landscape quality . While this descrip on has more recently been changed the quality and character of the landscape
most definitely remains. ...the District Council attaches greatest weight to the need to protect and enhance the environment and quality of life..." ...the quality of Breckland landscape is a combination of natural
features and man s management of the land.... many of the features are in need of positive management to maintain and enhance them.... The Council states that the landscape character should be protected for the
sake of its own intrinsic beauty and benefit to the rural character and biodiversity land will be released where the landscape impact is at a minimum. Any development should be sympathetic and give high protection for
the Brecks landscape. There should be no provision where there is harm to the landscape or a resul ng change in landscape character. ˜By 2036 Breckland will have improved the quality of life protect and conserve the
rich environment, quality of life 4.1 ProtectIon of amenity. Policy DC 1. For all new development, consideration will be given to the impact on amenity. It will not be permitted where there are unacceptable effects on the
residential amenity of neighbouring occupants. There should be regard for privacy, dominance/overshadowing, important features/characteristics, quality of landscape. Impact needs to be carefully controlled so the
natural environment and wellbeing of communities is not adversely affected by the changes. Protection will ensure that people can continue to enjoy unique amenities of the District. This protection is key to the social
wellbeing of the district . In a recent report on the Breckland landscape (Breckland District Character Assessment May 2007 by Land Use Consultants) the sec on including Li le Hockham Lane, recommended that there
should be: conservation of rides in plantations and parkiand which provide attractive vistas or historic features. conservation of the sparse settlement patterns and low population density. conservation of remaining
parkland features. considera on of the eﬀect of tall structures within the exposed landscape. conserva on of the exis ng rural road network. The District Council has also provided clarity on its meaning of ˜amenity :
Those desirable features of a place that should be protected in the public interest. This might include protection of visual appearance of the landscape or townscape or privacy. It will include the effect of increased heavy
goods traffic . In further support of the amenity concerns some responses to the Issues and Op ons considera on were: Greater emphasis on the environment and historic protec on . Healthcare and wellbeing should
be protected By 2036 Breckland will have improved the quality of life by protecting and conserving the rich environment, quality of life etc. A need to protect key environmental sites . The following and more specific
reasons against any development must be considered against the foregoing oﬃcial and authorita ve policies of Breckland District Council. The proposed Li le Hockham Lane site would extend like an ˜incongruous finger
into the vista of the lane, forest, parkland and general ˜characterful landscape. Any development would be most inappropriate assessed against the published environmental policies. The incongruity of any development
would be obvious to any rational person approaching the village either from the east along Harling Road or for those approaching from the south along Little Hockham Lane; whether these were local residents, hikers,
walkers or tourists (there are a great many hikers and walkers regularly using the lane when following officially sited walking routes). Other approaches to the village have been adversely affected by modern development
and the existing approaches from the east (Harling Road) and south (Little Hockham Lane) must not be similarly and irrevocably damaged. An intrusion of housing would be contrary to all the avowed policy statements by
the Council and provide a disdainful blow to the public deliberations and the expected advice of professional planning staff. Development of any kind on the proposed Little Hockham Lane site would completely destroy
the full amenity value for existing residents, neighbours and other villagers and walkers. It would be an unwarranted intrusion into the character and visual amenity of this scenic part of the village. Development would
be too close to the conservation area of the village and it would seriously impair the historic and aesthetic value of that significant and delineated area. There currently exists a manoeuvring/turning problem into Little
Hockham Lane with the increasing number and scale of farming and commercial vehicles. Additional traffic volume and size of vehicles would be intolerable and quite inconsistent with the preservation of any amenity
value. The physical limitations of existing land and properties would make for a dangerous mix as would any access onto a development site off Little Hockham Lane. Vehicular access from the A1075 and past the old
school is currently quite dangerous and often demands a confined manoeuvre. This would be aggravated by additional traffic flow into Harling Road and from there into Little Hockham Lane. Similar comments apply along
the Harling Road where the speed and volume of traﬃc is currently a problem with ˜through vehicles. Vehicular access oﬀ this road would make the situa on more dangerous and problema c. The wide variety of bird
and wildlife includes: barn owl, skylark, kestrel, sparrowhawk, and buzzard. These are regularly visible only a short distance into Little Hockham Lane. The removal of hedgerows, trees and bushes along with a
concentration of human population can only be damaging to these essential and valued species in Little Hockham Lane. Little Hockham Lane leads to large 13th century and 14th century rabbit warrens, the name was
previously known as Warren Lane. It also has some of the more interesting village features such as Devil s Pit, Hills and Holes and Knights Fen. The attractiveness and historic appeal of Little Flockham Lane was sufficient

MR CHRIS
GARROD

CHAIRMAN
HOCKHAM
PARISH COUNCIL All

Hockham Parish Council held two public meetings to present the Local Plan and to allow Parishioners to publically question and discuss the implications for the village. The consensus of opinion from these meetings is
that the village would like some growth as most of the available land within the settlement boundary has already been developed. Whilst the Parish Council appreciates that the sites that have been submitted are shown
in their entirety, we would like to emphasise that as potential plots the sizes of these sites is far too large and the full scale development of the sites as shown is not supported by the Parish Council or Parishioners The
Parish Council would like to see an allocation of approximately 50‐60 properties to ensure that we retain the existing services. Emphasis should also put on the construction of some smaller properties to satisfy the
requirements of both younger parishioners wanting to stay in the village and older residents wanting to down size. Hockham Parish Council have submitted their own map via email showing both the location and size of
the sites that the Parish Council would like to see go forward for development and would appreciate a face to face meeting with the Planning Department to discuss these proposals further.

MR CHRIS
GARROD

CHAIRMAN
HOCKHAM
PARISH COUNCIL LP[045]002

Hockham Parish Council would support some development on this site but feel that 62 properties is far too large a number. A more sensible number would be 20‐30 properties on the southern part of the site.

MR CHRIS
GARROD

CHAIRMAN
HOCKHAM
PARISH COUNCIL LP[045]008

Whist this site could be accessed via LP[045]002, Hockham Parish Council believes that this site should be excluded as any development here would create more properties than the village currently wants.

MR CHRIS
GARROD

CHAIRMAN
HOCKHAM
PARISH COUNCIL LP[045]009

Hockham Parish Council would support some development (20 properties) on this site. It would bring the Primary School more into the village and could also provide an opportunity for future expansion of the school
(additional classroom facilities, off road parking and play space).

MR CHRIS
GARROD

CHAIRMAN
HOCKHAM
PARISH COUNCIL LP[045]007

Hockham Parish Council believes that this site is undeliverable due to the access issues from both the Harling Road (which is narrow and already has significant on‐road parking issues outside of working hours) and Little
Hockham Lane (which is just a narrow single track lane). This site is part of the southern aspect of the village which Breckland District Council designated as an Area of Important Landscape Quality (AILQ) and
development of this site would destroy this unique vista.

MR CHRIS
GARROD

CHAIRMAN
HOCKHAM
PARISH COUNCIL LP[045]001

Hockham Parish Council would support some development on this site but feel that 8 properties is too large a number. If the allocation for this site was scaled back to 3 or 4 property's the existing track in the village
centre could be used for access.
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009 This site has the advantage of being next to the school and does not impact on other houses. However, again the density is wrong for the village and not in character. The Watton Road is narrow and there is a
double bend to the northern edge of this plot, to the south is the school with increased traffic and parking at key hours. If the site is to be developed it should include extra space for the school “ which will need to grow
to accommodate an increased population. It should also provide an open space for general enjoyment. Currently the land serves two important functions. One is the agricultural specialism of growing Christmas trees
which as well as being a pleasant contribution to the landscape, contributes to village enterprise and community spirit at Christmas. It also serves as an important though unofficial public space. The western side next to
the Watton Road provides villagers with a much needed dog walking space “ perhaps one of the few open spaces, the only other being the playing fields which are situated at the far side of the village. The much used
˜footpath through the area links to the northern end of the Pightle to provide a pleasant circular walk. For these reasons although we would support a small, low density development on the site we would suggest that
part of the area is retained as a valuable open space and that a solution is found for the trees.

Mrs Hazel
Dunn

LP[045]009

Mrs Hazel
Dunn
Mrs Hazel
Dunn

The proposal to increase Great Hockham by 50% makes no sense, either for the health and sustainability of the village community or in the context of the Local Breckland Plan. In Part I it is stated that the population of
Breckland would grow from the current 138,230 to 153,313 by 2036 , i.e. 15,000, or 11%. Yet the target new housing is almost 16,000 “ why? Elsewhere the paper recommends that growth in market towns is 18% and
in Service Centres it is averaged to 14% ‐ so where did Hockham s massive projection come from? It is obvious that it is not our target at all. It is the maximum number of houses which can be crammed into the land
which our (partly absentee) landowners so kindly offer up to be converted from our natural agricultural landscape to become valuable building developments. If the process had started at village level then most of those
plots would not have been chosen and the unsuitable density would not have been suggested. Again, one of your principles elsewhere is to harmonise with current buildings. Dense estates do not do this. This plan
shows a village crowded on all sides by new housing estates, smothering the heart of the village, spoiling outlooks, the landscape, and offering nothing more than creating a dormitory settlement. The roads and lanes are
too narrow for current traffic, pavements and footpaths do not join and do not extend to the ends of the current building line. Building an estate opening onto and exit road may look suitable on paper, but it is naÃˉve to
think that the large number of people living there would not cross through the village on a daily basis to travel in the opposite direction. The village would be better served by much smaller developments by extending the
boundaries along the main roads “ Wretham, Watton, Shropham & Harling (which needs widening), continuing past the playing fields. The development should not exceed the 14% target. The development must
include public open spaces. It should also improve local infrastructure “ widen roads, provide pavements and footpaths, suggest planning space for a commercial enterprise whether shop or technical centre if the
community is to thrive in the future. We have no public transport to Doctors, or in the evenings to cultural events, and a very limited service between 9‐5 to only Watton & Thetford “ not to Snetterton.
LP[045}
LP[045]/001 001 An example of over density not in keeping with village norms. The area is approximately half of that occupied by the 6 bungalows in front of it, yet it is expected to take 8 houses! 008 Disagree with this proposal in
& 008
density and in location. It is infill and would impose a crowded estate overlooking houses in Vicarage Road and Watton Road & Kingshill “ itself infill.

Mrs
Christine
Woodsford

003,004,010 While a smaller development in 003 would not impact on the situation of existing houses, we agree that the plots are not suitable for such a large development. Any increased traffic in Vicarage Road, which
is single carriageway and supposed to be a ˜no through road is not feasible; it is subject to flooding; the impact of current farm and other traﬃc is obvious from vehicle tracks on the verges and front gardens. Delivery
trucks find difficulties in navigating & turning. The exit into Watton Road is blind and currently can be dangerous, increased traffic through the village and along vicarage Road which is really a lane is just not practical.
Density is too high: 010 shows 9 houses on same size plot as the 5 bungalows which they would be behind. 004 Again this has the effect of closing in the desirable open spaces behind existing houses in Vicarage Road
LP[045]003, and Watton Road. The number of cars from 23 houses emerging into Vicarage Road would be dangerous, and the same would be true if the site was extended north to the Watton Road which would bring it into conflict
004 & 010 with the School. Combined with 010 this would lead to loss of a designated open space footpath “ ˜The Pightle .
005 We find it hard to understand why this plot is considered unreasonable. It would exit onto the Shropham Road which is wide enough to be passable and does not suffer from parking which other areas do. If it was
developed at a lower density than suggested it would have little impact and would not crowd the village centre. The road has a shallow curve, so is not as dangerous as site 009 which is next to a sharp double bend.
Residents would have walking access to the school, and to the village centre if a footpath is provided. 007 This is probably the most ill‐judged of the so‐called Deliverable options. Little Hockham Lane is single‐file, no
passing places, difficult exit into the Harling Road, floods, subject to very large farm traffic. It is currently agricultural specialising as an equine unit which adds character to the village. There is a much used footpath
leading to the only Open Space of the village “ the playing fields. The lane is used by walkers who appreciate the space and countryside views (when they are not leaping into the hedge to avoid large truckloads of pigs),
LP[045]005, and when they can gain access through the flood water. The field to the east of the playing fields would make a better addition to the village, subject to improvement of the Harling Road, and bring the playing field site
and village hall into a more central position.
007
The three large plots (002/007/009) are on the periphery of the village and each individually would effectively become mini‐estates and do nothing to enhance the character and compact nature of the village. The other
seven sites should be re‐examined and Highways look again at those sites they have rejected on the grounds of access. The redrafting of the settlement boundary, together with modest housing development, would
seem an ideal opportunity (via S.106 agreements) to address some long‐standing highway problems ‐ notably access from Vicarage Road onto the A1075 and also on to Watton Road (possibly a mini‐roundabout at the
LP(045)001‐ junction). Some roads in the village are not wide enough to accommodate heavy farm traffic and large delivery vehicles. Verges have already been eroded in many places due to the lack of passing places and the increase
010
in traffic from large scale construction will only make this problem worse.
This should be removed from the reasonable plots, it is designated by Breckland District Council as being an 'Area of Important Landscape'. Little Hockham Lane is very narrow and has few passing spaces, farm plant gets
bigger and there is already a problem of safety for walkers, dog walkers and cyclists. Some growth in the vilage is attractive, if the plots sizes are reduced by 50% it would creat a future possibility of a development
programme in 20 years time. Development should be along the village ribbons which would keep the heart of the village in the centre and limited to 20% of the current village volume ‐ 52 houses ‐ over the next 20 years.
LP(045)007 Building density of 17% or less per hectare would be acceptable.

Mrs
Christine
Woodsford

LP(045)005

Mr Michael
Stubbs
Historic England

LP [045] 003 Lucree (grade II) listed building lies to the south and setting and impacts upon this will need to be considered.

Mr Michael
Stubbs
Historic England

LP [045] 004 This allocation would impact upon the boundary and setting of the conservation area and this could be harmful to the significance of the conservation area.

Mr Michael
Stubbs
Historic England

LP [045] 006 Historic England note this allocation is to the north‐east of the conservation area and this impact would require careful assessment as to the impact upon the significance of the asset.

Mrs Hazel
Dunn

Mrs Hazel
Dunn

Mr Graham
Pitcher

This plot is marked as unreasonable. It has good access onto Shropham Road and is acceptable because it is on a village ribbon. I have been unable to acquire any information on why Highways have rejected it
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Mr Michael
Stubbs
Historic England

LP [045] 007 The Thatch Cottage (Grade II) is located to the immediate north and an assessment of impact upon settinga nd significance will be required.

Mr David
Nicholls

LP[045]009

This area is the only one in Great Hockham which I feel is suitable for future development. My reasons for this are that it is adjacent to the local school and assuming some of the houses are to be affordable housing this
will provide easy access to the school. The centre of Great Hockham is subject to heavy traffic movement of mainly agricultural vehicles and as such would be a hazard to children moving to and from school. This site also
does not interfere with any existing properties in the village or the conservation areas.It also would provide easy access to and from the development without going through the centre of the village.

Mr David
Nicholls

Lp[045]002

This site is NOT suitable for development as it will affect the conservation area in the centre of the village. Extra traffic will be a hazard to an already busy central junction in the village thus affecting the conservation
area.Access to this site would be via a small private road off the conservation area or from Thetford Road which is already the main access into the village and would be a dangerous option.

Mr David
Nicholls

LP[045]007

MR Chris
Garrod
MR Chris
Garrod

LP(045)008

MR Chris
Garrod

ALL

This site is NOT suitable for development due to being too close to the village centre and would upset the existing balance of old and new housing. It would also have a detrimental effect on too many existing properties.I
belive drainage would be a problem in the surrounding area as minor flooding has already occurred and as such any extra development would compound the problem. Thank you David Nicholls.
This submission has several issues 1) Access. Little hockham Lane is not of sufficient size for access so Harling Rd is the only potential access point. Harling Rd has a large amount of on street parking due to the older
properties with no designated parking areas. This street is a very different animal at varying parts of the standard working week, so if Highways assessed the road at midday, there would be far fewer cars then than at 7pm
in the evening. This needs to be taken into account. 2) Landscape. The area to the south of Gt Hockham towards Little hockham was always protected under previous Landscape Assessments. This protection should be
retained and any building undertaken should be confined to areas to the North of the Harling/ Wretham Road divide. The vista is one of the best that the village has and it needs protecting. 3) Services. The sewerage
system at the join with Harling Rd is at great depth and a previous application for connection had serious issues of which Breckland Planners are aware of. This needs to be considered against the apparent ease of
connection of other sites. 4) Other Sites. Other potential sites are simply far better for development than this one and do not suffer from the issues mentioned. This site should be dropped from the Reasonable Alternative
Catagory.
This site is mentioned as requiring to be tied up with site LP(045)002 for access, however this is surely just because of the proposed high density that Breckland Planners have put into this consultation. If the property
density were reduced, access could be granted by the lane that already connects 5 other properties to the village centre.
The potential allocation of 136 properties to Hockham is 50% of the current housing number. This is far too high a proportion in one hit and would seriously affect the character of the village. Plots LP(045)002 and
LP(045)009 are both of sufficient size to accomodate the largest proportion of any village expansion and can easily be reduced in size to accomodate a more reasonable number, whilst having little affect on most of the
village. These plots would not dramatically affect the landscape character either. An allocation of 50‐60 properties would be much more accepatable, providing they were built sympathetically to blend with the current
village environment.

LP(045)007

Difficult and unsafe access is the overwhelming reason for this site to be removed altogether. Little Hockham Lane, (a very popular dog walking and cycling route to the forest) is far too narrow with problems enough
from large farm vehicles turning into and out of the junction with Harling Road. Little Hockham Lane already serves 15 houses; several of which are large and have more than two cars per property. The situation at the
junction is not helped by the large number of vehicles parked along the north side of Harling Road, due to the age of the properties and lack of garages/off street parking. Even during the working day a significant
number of parked cars can add to the already restricted access to Little Hockham Lane. For the same reason, safe access to the site on its northern boundary would also be compromised.

Mr Harry
Stebbing

Mr Harry
Stebbing
Mr Chris
Wiltshire

LP(045)007

All
LP[045]009

Can I say from the start that I am broadly speaking in favour of limited development in Great Hockham. Indeed I was in full agreement with the Parish Council when they requested the same. However I feel that the
numbers proposed by Breckland DC far and away exceed the desire for limited development; the village only has 260 houses at present and a further 149, including the 13 already with approval, represents an increase of
57%. This figure is totally unacceptable, and I feel sure I speak for the majority of the villagers when I suggest a 20% increase ie 54 houses would be a far more appropriate number. The allocation figures seem to have
been based solely on the proposed sites with a view to merely providing a ˜number towards Breckland s grand total, with li le or no regard to the present size of the village. A simple request by the Parish Council to
extend the se lement boundary in order to provide limited development seems to have backfired, as we now find ourselves likely to become a ˜Service Centre when in actual fact we do not qualify for such status. The
question must therefore be asked is this really the best way to achieve limited controlled development for the next 20 years AND beyond ~ see later proposals. If public consultation was at the forefront in Breckland DC s
thinking, then an open meeting with the Parish Council would have gone a long way to establishing what they/we meant by limited development. Regarding the proposed sites: ‐ LP(045)009 Since approximately one third
of this site (1 hectare) to the south is likely to be earmarked for school expansion the remaining 1.9 hectares, (if divided in half north to south) the western half would provide 18 to 20 houses and could be conveniently
served by the A1075 Watton Road. An additional site of similar size to the west of the A1075, opposite LP(045)009 although not currently included, I m quite sure will be put forward in the near future and would
provide a further 20 to 24 building plots. Added to this, the very important benefit will be to bring the school into the village and not leaving it on the outskirts as it is at present. LP(045)002 A further site, where if only
the southern one third were to be developed at the moment, this would provide a further 20 plots and give good access onto the A1075 Wretham Road. LP(045)001 It has been suggested that access can only be gained
through LP(045)002, which I m presuming has been based on the density of all the other sites. It is my understanding that the owner only wishes to build 3 to 4 houses so the current access to the 5 existing properties,
would still be acceptable. This would therefore provide a possible grand total of up to 68 properties. Furthermore if the settlement boundary was extended to take in an additional one third of LP(045)002 (total two
thirds) and LP(045)009 (total two thirds) for later development; this would futureproof way beyond 2036. LP(045)005 I would like to see this site re‐considered as I find it difficult to understand Highways comments.
LP(045)008 I see no reason to include this site at this point, if only one third of LP(045)002 is developed. In my opinion the above proposals will not only impact on the minimum number of people, but will go a long way to
providing a reasonable number of properties for the foreseeable future and beyond. If public opinion really is important to Breckland District Council and we ve been encouraged to voice our thoughts then please
remember that many of us have lived here for much of our lives, and we, therefore, know the village better than anyone who hasn t lived here at all. We really don t want to see the village die, but neither do we want
it to be spoilt with over development that will change the character and community that makes Hockham special, and the very reason why so many of us have no desire to move away. You may recall that the community
showed its ˜true spirit and determina on when opposing the proposed quarry a few years ago and to this end would therefore appreciate their thoughts being taken into considera on.
I feel that this site together with the land opposite (not currently submitted) provides a good opportunity for some village growth. The A1075 is easily accessed and development here would embrace the school, bringing
it into the village.
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Mr Chris
Wiltshire
Mr Will
Wright

Mr Will
Wright

Mr Will
Wright

Mr Will
Wright

Mr. Terry
Hawkins
Mr. Terry
Hawkins

Savills (UK) Ltd

I feel that development of this site would have a very detrimental effect on the southern edge of the village : Landscape The southern aspect of Great Hockham village is quite unique with open vistas stretching
southwards from both the Wretham and Harling Roads. This site was part of the land designated by Breckland District Council as an Area of Important Landscape Quality (AILQ) providing uninterrupted views from the
Harling Road southwards across the arable fields to the forest, approximately 900 metres away. Development of this site will destroy these views for ever and is an unwarranted intrusion into this rural landscape to the
detriment of the character and visual amenities of the area. Cultural Heritage Development of this site would also have an impact upon the adjoining Conservation Area. The Conservation Area was set up in 1967 to
provide protection against intensive development. Whilst the site is not within the Conservation Area this potentially large development directly adjoins it and would be an intensive development which would not
enhance this part of the village. Access Harling Road is not wide and already suffers with issues from on street parking (particularly in the evening and weekend) dramatically reducing the width of the road which has
resulted in a number of vehicle collisions. Development of this site would increase the on street parking, further exacerbating this problem. Little Hockham Lane is a very narrow lane and consequently already has
problems with the large vehicles that use it to access the forestry and agricultural land it serves, resulting in damage to both the wall at the end of the lane and the street signage. Additional vehicle movements would
aggravate this and cause further damage to the structure of the lane. Sewerage When a new property was built on the southern side of the Harling Road in 2013 Breckland requested that the house be connected to the
main sewer rather than have a processing unit, or septic tank. The property developer consulted with two approved contractors and both were very reluctant to undertake the work. The sewer on the Harling Road is 4
metres deep and in the centre of the road. This is well below the water table and under running sand. The contractors had serious concerns that the underground works would affect the stability of the properties on the
northern side of the Harling Road many of which have little or no foundations. Plus the Harling Road would have to be completely closed for approximately 2‐3 weeks which would totally disrupt traffic through the
village. When this information was brought to Breckland s attention permission was given to connect the new property to a septic tank, which is the same method used for the other two property s on the southern
side of the Harling Road. Given the above history, connection of this site to the sewerage system could prove to be both difficult and disruptive, plus the existing homeowners would probably want written assurances that
LP[045]007 there would be no risk of damage to their property s foundations as a result of this work. In conclusion I believe that this site is unsuitable.
We understand that the village would not support large scale development on this site. We do however consider that the site may be suitable for development along the road frontage to the north of the site, adjacent to
LP [045] 007 the existing new build.

Savills (UK) Ltd

We understand that this site is currently considered to be ˜non‐deliverable due to highways constraints regarding the speed limit. An extension of the village boundary to the north east on Shropham Road may require
the relocation of the speed limit change further from the village centre, which is likely to be supported by village occupiers. The Great Hockham Estate would also be willing to extend the potential allocation further north
(as per plan below), which may help to facilitate a pedestrian access from the Shropham Road to the Watton Road, and potentially creating a direct access to the School. The revised boundary extends to approximately 2.5
LP [045] 005 hectares, capable of supporting 50 dwellings. We recommend that this revised site is identified as a preferred location for growth within the village.

Savills (UK) Ltd

This site has been considered as an unreasonable alternative due to highways constraints. The landowner, the Great Hockham Estate, also owns the land immediately to the north and would be willing to incorporate this
for future growth. Although no representations have been made on the land to the north, it belongs to the Great Hockham Estate and could be incorporated into site reference LP [045] 004. By incorporating additional
land to the north, as per the plan below, access off the Watton Road can be achieved. This would negate the highways constraints and provide a suitable extension of the village to the north. A revised area incorporating
land to the north with access off the Watton Road is shown on the attached plan and should be considered a reasonable alternative, as it presents an opportunity for sustainable growth. The revised boundary extends to
LP [045] 004 approximately 2.76 hectares, capable of supporting 55 dwellings. We recommend that this revised site is identified as a preferred location for growth within the village.

Savills (UK) Ltd

On behalf of our client, The Great Hockham Estate, we welcome the delivery of homes in sustainable locations within the village. We support the Council s assessment of LP [045] 002 as a reasonable alternative and
consider that the site should be the preferred location for additional growth within the village. The site represents a logical and planned phased extension to the village, as it currently adjoins the existing settlement
boundary and is in close proximity to the centre of the village. The site represents the most sustainable location in terms of highways, with good access to the A1075, thereby minimising the traffic through the village. The
site extends to approximately 3.10 hectares, and within the Emerging Site Options has a potential capacity for 62 dwellings. Whilst it has the potential to deliver this many dwellings, the Great Hockham Estate would not
LP [045] 002 welcome overdevelopment of the site but insist that any development would need to be in keeping with, and respectful of, the form and nature of the surrounding area.

LP[45]007

The considered development of site LP[45]007 should be reclassified as undeliverable due to the poor accessibility of the site: ‐ From Little Hockham Lane ~ the lane is narrow with no designated passing places for the
current level of vehicular movements, Emergency Service Vehicles would struggle greatly to access any new development. From The Harling Road ~ this road suffers from unavoidable on street parking resulting in
significant narrowing of the road width and thus access issues to site development. The proposed site would also be critically close to current areas of significant widlife habitats and would destroy the vista on this side of
the village add to this the significant issue with sewerage connection along the Harling Road and the site becomes more and more unviable..

LP[45]007

Mr Hudson

LP[045]002

Rodney
Beckwith

LP[045]007

Think its very wrong to take farm land to build houses on Wretham Road, all traffic to use Wretham Rd which is wrong has tractors & trailers per day already use it. There s no facilities in the village or sewerage to cope
with more housing. There is no crime in the village. Very quiet and peaceful village by building the houses in the village will cause trouble and problems I think it is absolutely disgusting.
The overall number of properties being proposed is excessive. The areas put forward indicates housing estate size developments, highly inappropriate for Gt. Hockham. Would prove problematic for sewerage and
drainage. The main sewer is situatedã 4m below the Harling road andã the topography is running sand requiring shoring up to ensure the safety of the listed cottages along the road side. Bothã Little Hockham Lane and
Harling Road are single track roadsã that would be unable to sustain the probable increase of trafficã created by the proposed development of 58 houses. Little Hockham Lane would have to be shutã at times during
development, this is the only access to Little Hockham Hall which is a working farm.ã ã ã This development is also out on a limb, contrary to the planning development framework which has said that developments
should be contained within the village mantle. The site the parish council and some ã residents of the village feel would be suitable ã The Parish Council have proposed sites that would be suitable in size and numbersã
and inclusive.
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Jamie Kidd

LP[045]007

Mr & Mrs
Lawrence

LP[045]007

We would like to comment in particular on proposed site number LP[045]007. As residents of Harling Road we can confirm that it would not be fit for purpose as a road to serve as an entry point to this site. Even at the
village end of the road, it is narrow and cars cannot pass due to the parallel parking along the road. At the other end of the road (leading to Harling) it is a single track road. Harling Road itself (ie. that part within the
village) is already inadequate to cope with the agricultural vehicles and large lorries which use it on a daily basis. We are aware that neighbours have had their cars damaged by passing traffic when they have been parked
along Harling Road, and the grass verges of the properties along the road are constantly being churned up. Listed property We also feel that development of the scale and density proposed for site LP[045]007 would
permanently alter the rural landscape and village feel which is currently so attractive. Our property is grade 2 listed. It would be completely dwarfed by this proposed development, making it look out of place and
completely altering the context of this and the other historic buildings along this road. Summary 1.
1. The village should not be treated or designated as a Service Centre. 2.
2. The scale and density of the
proposed development is too great and is inappropriate for the context of the village. 3.
3. The village itself does not have sufficient infrastructure for the proposed development “ particularly so on Harling Road. 4.
4. We consider that some development in the village would be reasonable but we would favour ad hoc development on a smaller scale and we would like to see more individual developments which are of
architectural merit and in‐keeping with the village.
We live on Harling Road, Great Hockham and are writing today to express our concerns about the Harling Road/Little Hockham Lane area as a potential site for housing development. Firstly, we'd like to mention that the
road access to Harling Road and Little Hockham Lane is far from ideal. Little Hockham Lane is a narrow single track busily used by large farm machinery with extra congestion caused by the on street parking at the
cottages. Secondly, this part of the village is held in high regard as an area of natural beauty and readily used by dog walkers and nature lovers alike. Of particular beauty are the views seen across the fields and the
popular circuit/loop around the park leading onto Little Hockham Lane itself.

LP[045]009

Since approximately one third of this site (1 hectare) to the south is likely to be earmarked for school expansion the remaining 1.9 hectares, (if divided in half north to south) the western half would provide 18 to 20
houses and could be conveniently served by the A1075 Watton Road. An additional site of similar size to the west of the A1075, opposite LP(045)009 although not currently included, I m quite sure will be put forward in
the near future and would provide a further 20 to 24 building plots. Added to this, the very important benefit will be to bring the school into the village and not leaving it on the outskirts as it is at present.

LP[045]002

A further site, where if only the southern one third were to be developed at the moment, this would provide a further 20 plots and give good access onto the A1075 Wretham Road.

LP[045]001

It has been suggested that access can only be gained through LP(045)002, which I m presuming has been based on the density of all the other sites. It is my understanding that the owner only wishes to build 3 to 4
houses so the current access to the 5 existing properties, would still be acceptable. This would therefore provide a possible grand total of up to 68 properties. Furthermore if the settlement boundary was extended to
take in an additional one third of LP(045)002 (total two thirds) and LP(045)009 (total two thirds) for later development; this would futureproof way beyond 2036.

LP[045]005

I would like to see this site re‐considered as I find it difficult to understand Highways comments.

LP[045]008

I see no reason to include this site at this point, if only one third of LP(045)002 is developed. In my opinion the above proposals will not only impact on the minimum number of people, but will go a long way to providing
a reasonable number of properties for the foreseeable future and beyond. If public opinion really is important to Breckland District Council and we ve been encouraged to voice our thoughts then please remember that
many of us have lived here for much of our lives, and we, therefore, know the village better than anyone who hasn t lived here at all. We really don t want to see the village die, but neither do we want it to be spoilt
with over development that will change the character and community that makes Hockham special, and the very reason why so many of us have no desire to move away. You may recall that the community showed its
˜true spirit and determina on when opposing the proposed quarry a few years ago and to this end would therefore appreciate their thoughts being taken into considera on.

Mr & Mrs
Stebbing
Mr & Mrs
Stebbing

Mr & Mrs
Stebbing
Mr & Mrs
Stebbing

Mr & Mrs
Stebbing
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Ickburgh
Name

Natural
England

Organisa
tion

Site

*

Comments
Constraints to the amendment of settlement boundaries evidently include Breckland SPA, Breckland SAC, the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC and River Wensum SAC (and their associated 55515), with sites in Thompson, Stow
Bedon, Cockley Cley, Foulden, Gooderstone, Guist, Lyng, lckburgh and Little Cressingham all in close proximity to the above European sites or their associated SSSIs. Natural England advises that development within such
areas may not be deliverable unless it can be satisfactorily demonstrated that suitable mitigation can be provided. We would advise Habitats Regulations screening of potential development sites, at an early stage, to help
minimise risks to their deliverability at the detailed stage. In addition, the following designated sites are in close proximity to the current settlement boundaries and therefore may be affected by changes to the
boundaries: Foxley: The existing settlement boundary is already very close to Foxley Wood SSSI which is also a National Nature Reserve. This wod represents the largest area of ancient Noodland in Norfolk and is
susceptible to recreational pressure. Stow Bedon: This settlement is surrounded by locally designated sites which adjoin Thompson Water, Carr & Common (a component of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC). Sandwade Mere
County Wildlife Site is situated adjacent to the southern boundary of this settlement and is a valuable area for biodiversity.
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Little Cressingham
Name

Organisa
tion

Natural England

Site

*

Comments
Constraints to the amendment of settlement boundaries evidently include Breckland SPA, Breckland SAC, the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC and River Wensum SAC (and their associated 55515), with sites in Thompson, Stow Bedon,
Cockley Cley, Foulden, Gooderstone, Guist, Lyng, lckburgh and Little Cressingham all in close proximity to the above European sites or their associated SSSIs. Natural England advises that development within such areas may
not be deliverable unless it can be satisfactorily demonstrated that suitable mitigation can be provided. We would advise Habitats Regulations screening of potential development sites, at an early stage, to help minimise risks
to their deliverability at the detailed stage. In addition, the following designated sites are in close proximity to the current settlement boundaries and therefore may be affected by changes to the boundaries: Foxley: The
existing settlement boundary is already very close to Foxley Wood SSSI which is also a National Nature Reserve. This wod represents the largest area of ancient Noodland in Norfolk and is susceptible to recreational pressure.
Stow Bedon: This settlement is surrounded by locally designated sites which adjoin Thompson Water, Carr & Common (a component of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC). Sandwade Mere County Wildlife Site is situated adjacent to
the southern boundary of this settlement and is a valuable area for biodiversity.
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Lyng
Name

Natural
England

Organisa
tion

Site

*

Comments
Constraints to the amendment of settlement boundaries evidently include Breckland SPA, Breckland SAC, the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC and River Wensum SAC (and their associated 55515), with sites in Thompson, Stow
Bedon, Cockley Cley, Foulden, Gooderstone, Guist, Lyng, lckburgh and Little Cressingham all in close proximity to the above European sites or their associated SSSIs. Natural England advises that development within such
areas may not be deliverable unless it can be satisfactorily demonstrated that suitable mitigation can be provided. We would advise Habitats Regulations screening of potential development sites, at an early stage, to help
minimise risks to their deliverability at the detailed stage. In addition, the following designated sites are in close proximity to the current settlement boundaries and therefore may be affected by changes to the boundaries:
Foxley: The existing settlement boundary is already very close to Foxley Wood SSSI which is also a National Nature Reserve. This wod represents the largest area of ancient Noodland in Norfolk and is susceptible to
recreational pressure. Stow Bedon: This settlement is surrounded by locally designated sites which adjoin Thompson Water, Carr & Common (a component of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC). Sandwade Mere County Wildlife
Site is situated adjacent to the southern boundary of this settlement and is a valuable area for biodiversity.
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New Buckenham
Name

Mr Daniel
Williams
Janet Ovens
Mr & Mrs
Baker

Organisa
tion

Site

Comments

Selling off farm land and green belt will only impact on the enviroment, the speed of global warming with floods, storms and droughts all becoming a larger threat, especially in Norfolk country side with farming and it's
beautiful villages. We are going to need more arable land to grow crops to feed our country, which make's farm land and country side priceless, so let's keep it and not sell it Re subject in question, proposal for possible
building land beyond New Buckenham village boundry which is identified as an historic village boundry and moat which is still open and should not be, in my opinion, compromised or built on, after all this is a heritage
village. The amount of land that's been identified north and north west of the village boundry is so massive the village could sit in it, twice over, I cannot believe that Breckland council have identified such a large area
adjacent to a small village. I know it is only consultation at this stage, but these views must be considered, firstly any building that may or may not go on the land in question, housing or what ever type will set presidence and
could eventially end up as a large estate. Highways ‐ The village streets are very narrow, and the roads adjacent to the proposed area are just narrow lanes and cannot take heavy traffic whether building or local traffic once
built. Drainage & Sewerage ‐ Is very old,I believe is mainly from the victorian era and any new build of any type would impact greatly and could lead to flooding. At least one plot under option is an unploughed meadow which
is essential for wild life and fauna, a great rarerity. The village itself is and will always be a succesful village because of it's proximity to the countryside and not encroaching into it. The village itself will never die out, the
population has gone up and down over hundreds of years, it will always remain a small beautiful, historic, heritage village, very succesful with tourism. Let's keep the countryside and farm land as is in this area, we all feel
better, healthier, less stressed after a walk in the countryside, whether you are young or old, it is well documented regarding health benefits. We must balance our views as well, there is a need for more housing, social,
affordable, council, trust housing, who know's what to call it, let's say housing for all walk's of life, especially for the young and less well off, there is a massive untapped area for building on brown field sites whether it's a run
down cottage, or farm house to renovate with in the boundaries of small villages to accomadate so called social and affordable housing, especially in towns and cities where work and transport are more likely to be. Why has
LP(068}001 New Buckenham been put in this position, when it was never in Breckland Councils settlement plans from the begining. P.S. New Buckenham village is not a service center as described by Breckland District council. Regards,
Mr & Mrs D C Williams.
&2
*
New
Buckenha
m

Mr and Mrs
Womack
Aileen
Richmond‐
Shaw

LP[068]001

Joyce Little

LP[068]001
, 002

*

This email is to agree that New Buckenham should remain the same size as it is.
Please receive this email as confirmation that my wife and I strongly oppose any future development of New Buckenham village including any green field sites within close proximity to the village boundaries. We are not able
to attend the Parish council meeting on 16th February but offer our full support to ensure that New Buckenham remains the same size!
We are appalled to hear that the building of new houses in our village is considered on Ancient meadowland, round the village hall and across fields. New‐Buckenham is a medieval village that doesn't need extra houses as it
would upset greatly its village stability and life, which is too often damaged in big developments. People buying or renting those new properties are not interested in joining in the village social life and therefore use our
beautiful villages as dormitories. Also, to reach those sites would create extra traffic through the village and through unsuitable roads, too narrow, past the Cemetery! Cuffer Lane is a lane used by dog walkers, horse riders,
parents&children, etc The allotments also board that lane... To finish with expressing our opinion on the matter, we would like to say that the houses usually built on those sites are always cheap and ugly looking, and not
meant to last centuries like the majority of New‐Buckenham listed properties. You just have to look at what is being built around Wymondham and Attleborough; and Old‐Buckenham, our neighbouring village, as a closer
example! So let's keep our village free of such cheaply built houses that serve no purpose but to fill landowners bank account with money, in disregard of the people living there.
May I please register my opposition to an increase in the size of the village envelope with regard to proposal to consider land either side of Cuffers Lane, numbered as above. I might though support modest social housing
within the village envelope or using a small part of field LP (068) 001 adjacent to St. Martin's Gardens ...enough for 5 or 6 housing units, built to passiv haus or similar standards to be let to those with long standing village
connections..
I write as a resident of New Buckenham. Whilst I realise that New Buckenham has not been identified for development I note with concern that two areas LP[068]001 & LP[068]002 outside the village boundary have been
offered for consideration for future development. I am concerned: a) because the areas are outside the boundary of the village which is an important 'planned' settlement of historical interest and value. It's integrity should
be maintained. b) the fields straddle a narrow lane which is quiet and a favourite route for walkers, cyclists and dog walkers. This is an important feature of life in the village and any development would necessitate the
destruction of this amenity. I acknowledge the urgent need for more housing and realise that my objections could be construed as NIMBY‐ism, but surely some areas deserve to be respected as 'special' I also must confess
that I haven't yet had time to read the entire draft of the local plan but I hope that wihitn it there is some consideration of the needs of the elderly. many of us have considered 'downsizing' & do not necessarily need low‐cost
housing, but smaller units adapted and designed to meet our needs.
Both of these sites are completely unsuitable for development. Both would ‐ Ruin the historic setting of New Buckenham. Destroy a valuable landscape which adjoins a scheduled ancient monument, cemetery, and
village church. Be completely unsuitable in terms of access and village infrastructure. The result would be that the built area of the village would more than double!! There has been no attempt to seek local views or to seek
parish council opinion ‐ it is quite clear that the absentee landowners involved are motivated purely by personal greed in this case. I hope that you will not consider these ridiculous proposals as in any way suitable.
On
a separate matter ‐ one of the landowners involved ‐ re. LP(068)001 ‐ has already put forward a proposal for a small area to the north of St Martins Gardens to be made available for an affordable housing scheme currently
being considered by the parish council and others in the village. In the light of the above, it now becomes clear that even a small and worthwhile development such as this should be strongly resisted, given that the
landowner involved has now rather foolishly revealed the true scale of his ambitions !!

Mr Charles
Oxley

LP[068]001
&
LP[068]002
LP[068]001
, 002
WE WOULD BE COMPLETELY AGAINST IT
New Buckenham has not been identified for development in Breckland Council s draft local plan. I support this. The local plan s map shows two large areas of land LP[068]001 & LP[068]002 that have been offered for
considera on for development. I note that these are discounted as they are in a ˜rural loca on outside the se lement hierarchy . I support this on grounds of poor access, services and drainage, loss of amenity and
breaching of the village s historic medieval boundary. There may be a case for minor development, hopefully for lower cost housing, but this must be within the village boundary if there is space at all. I note the proposed
LP[068]001 garage redevelopment in Castle Hill Road (3PL/2015/1441/O) on which I have commented on this separately. This is within the village boundary and would be an ideal site for a terrace of smaller houses rather than that
which is proposed.
& 002

Mr
Christopher
Jewell

LP[068]001
and
We have viewed the proposal for expansion of New Buckenham and are against expansion on anything other than a small scale. Particularly we do not wish to see building as outlined on the plan at LP[068]001 and
LP[068]002 LP[068]002.

Mr Steve
Highton
T
Woodhouse
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Micheal
Boswell
Mr Mark
Greenhow
Mr Mark
Greenhow

Karen Bird

Mr & Mrs
Thompson

Gordon
Andrew

Kevin & Jo
Aston

Elly Newport

Mr Robert
Cooper

New
Buckenha
m Parish
Council

I am opposed to extending the current settlement boundary of the village to any degree. A recent survey revealed that just five affordable homes were desired, these could I believe be achieved within the settlement
boundary New Buckenham is an almost unique example of a medieval town with its streets laid out in an original grid, dating from the 12th century. It is surrounded in a large part by a medieval Town Ditch which would be
at least partly destroyed by works to support the necessary infrastructure. An important site is the Norman castle whose round keep remains within the spectacular motte and bailey, views o and from which would be
severely compromised by residential development. t especially to the west of Cuffer Lane. The land immediately to the north of the village includes (LP[068]002) ancient meadows. unploughed for centuries, and is a haven for
wildlife including barn owls and the small mammals and invertebrates which directly and indirectly form their food chain. Other raptors are sen in this location together with many species of other birds. Owls are also to be
seen flying over the area to the west of Cuffer Lane (LP[068]001), although this is currently arable land. Cuffer Lane which runs adjacent to both defined areas is a favourite route for walkers (with and without their dogs,
horse riders and cyclists. I often encounter families cycling together, taking advantage of the relatively traffic‐free situation of the lane. Creration of any residential development in either these defined areas would
LP[068]001 necessitare many journeys in Cuffer Lane, includsing a substantial number by HGV's for which the lane is too narrow and lacking suitable sub structure. The access to any proposed site would include Church Street, flanked
by old properties and also lacking sub structure clearly illustrated by the frequency of repairs due to existing traffic. THis traffic and that throughout the village would permanently increase as a result of any development to
&
LP[068]002 the north of the village.
LP[068]002
,LP[068]00 I formally OBJECT to any expansion on this scale. Both of these sites are completely unsuitable for development. We have viewed the proposal for expansion of New Buckenham and are against expansion on anything other
1
than a small scale. Particularly we do not wish to see building as outlined on the plan at LP[068]001 and LP[068]002.
LP[068]001 I have lived here for many years and OBJECT to any expansion on this scale. I suspect an absent landowner is driven by greed. The infrastructure is unstable ‐ drainage, 20 MPH speed limit due to very narrow and windy
& 002
road. There is a lot of history ‐ Castle, Church, Jousting field etc Of course more modest schemes are tastefully welcome
LP[068]001
&
LP[068]002 I would be opposed to any such development in these areas and think that New Buckenham should remain the same size
We, that is Trevor Thompson and myself Sallyann Thompson agree that New Buckenham should remain the same size. We live on Church Street and there is already far two much traffic using the street, as we have the village
hall at the end. Also no one has a garage so everyone has to park on the street, and most people have two cars. It has just taken me six months of phone calls to get some enormous holes in the road filled up, what ever
would it be like with even more traffic using it. Plus the speed they go when leaving the hall, it can be a dangerous road. Who ever suggested building opposite the cemetery has no respect for the people buried there, nor
there relatives who wish to pay there respects in peace. Yours sincerely Sallyann Thompson and Trevor Thompson.
*
We attended the Parish Council Meeting last night and were convinced that the mood of the meeting was AGAINST any further enlargement of New Buckenham, which we endorse. We were disappointed that a proposal
from the floor to allow a straw poll to be taken either for or against, suggesting that the NB Council were, perhaps, quietly in favour of going ahead with the building of social housing within the LP(068)001 site. This is
contradicted by the revelation that Breckland Council had already invalidated housing on either the 001 site and 002 site within the current 20 year plan! A decision that we strongy endorse. We would comment,
however, that we suspect that the owner of the 001 site, having lost the potential of having it declared a site for further housing has resorted to the age old policy of 'creeping in' the back door by plugging the need for social
housing. Our understandng is that around 7 local residents expressed an interest in this being made available which would be the 'thin edge of the wedge' as other ordinary housing would doubtless follow. How can you
discount having housing on a site and, at the same time, agree to just 4‐5 social housing units. All we have to endorse adopting this policy is five pieces of paper with a tick on each. There is no commitment by the box
tickers and they may well be built in New Buckenham but occupied by people from adjacent villages if not sold locally. This is, presumably, a common happening in other villages. The feeling of some residents at the
LP[068]001 meeting felt, quite rightly, that we liked living in such a small village (otherwise why should we have all chosen to live here) despite having lost over the last nine years a butcher and post office/general store. Fortunately,
King's Store seems to be building a viable business. Other services just do not exist to justify the development of site 001 or 002 which would virtually double the size of our village. Leave us as we are, please.
, 002
We write in reference to literature recently received regarding the proposed development plans for New Buckenham and the area immediately beyond the Parish Boundary. unfortunately we were not able to attend the
Parish Council meeting last night to discuss these.
We would like to register our objection to these plans in their current form owing to the absence of any clear indication of how they seek to address those existing issues
listed below: Parking ‐ the vehicle population in the village is rising and existing issues with insufficient suitable parking spaces are evident. Vehicles are now regularly parked on pavements. This is anti‐social, potentially
dangerous and damaging to the aesthetics of the village. The current problem could be alleviated by some residents making better use of existing unused off‐road parking, but as a long‐term strategy this is unlikely to
address the upward trend vehicle populus. Further development will only server to compound this as developers normally focus on maximising their investment return at the expense of providing adequate off‐road
parking. With no clear indication of how this is going to be addressed in these proposals our expectation is that this development is likely to exacerbate an already unsatisfactory situation.
Traffic ‐ aligned to the
increase in vehicle population is an increase in traffic using the main routes through the village, often ignoring the 20mph speed limit in place. This coupled with the size and weight of some of the regular freight traffic now
passing through the village, which has also increased in volume, is putting stress on many of the older listed/historical properties. With the current routing of traffic through the village any new developments will only serve
to compound this issue and would ideally need to be addressed through re‐routing of traffic in a way intended to reduce rather than increase the traffic passing through the centre of the village. We would welcome visibility
of any plans in this regard.
Public Transport ‐ current public transport options are woeful, but not uncommon for a community of this size. We would expect any increase in village population to come with some indication
of how this might be addressed to provide more frequent weekday services and weekend services. This in turn would help alleviate the two issues raised above.
In conclusion any future development plan needs to be
detailed and must cover more than a proposal for where to site new homes profiting the landowners at the expense of village residents. It must come with a social development plan for the village and surrounding area
indicating how any development will benefit all existing residents and not just those profiting from the land sale or the new housing.
*
We understand that fields LP[068]001 and LP[068]002 have been offered for consideration for development. As village residents we oppose any development on this land. It could potentially double the size of the village
Lp[068]001 and we feel that it would be inappropriate because of poor access, lack of services, loss of amenity and as being development outside the historic boundary of this conservation village. Cuffer Lane, which adjoins the two
& 002
sites, is a quiet narrow country lane much used by walkers, cyclists and familieswith children.

*

I live in New Buckenham and have been made aware that 2 green field sites have been offered for building in the future. The references are LP(068)001 and LP(068)002. PLEASE can I ask you to reject these applications ‐ I
am strongly opposed to the further building / expansion of our village. As you know New Buckenham is a unique and beautiful village that still retains its medieval grid pattern / layout and the development on these two
site will break the village boundary and spoil one of the, as a national newspaper puts, "20 idyllic villages you MUST visit". In addition the village has narrow lanes / roads, no schools, no post office, no GP, almost no bus
services etc etc. Also, I believe the parish council is considering affordable housing on the corner of one of these sites, LP(068)001. Please do not allow this to happen as it would break the village boundary and could open
the flood gates for further development on this site! Please reject these applications and preserve this village for future generations. Please do not let this happen.
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Sarah
Highton
Don
Crossman

Both of the above are completely unsuitable for development for the following reasons: lack of access, lack of village infrastructure, detrimental effect on landscape, breaking the historic and unique boundaries of New
LP[068]001 Buckenham; also, New Buckenham has not been identified by yourselves as a village appropriate for further development, and nor should it be. Additionally, and for the same reasons, NO PART of either LP(068)001 or
LP(068)002 should ever be considered as in any way suitable for a projected small scale "affordable housing" development.
& 002
*

New Buckenham is a peice of hitory,and a small village.With Attleborough,wymondham and Diss expanding so rapidly

it must make sense to keep New Buckenham the same size.

With reference to this Consultation document and the status of New Buckenham, I note that there are currently no proposals for development outside the Development Boundary, however it is of some concern that there
are two big sites ‐ LP[068]001 and LP[068]002 ‐ marked as having been submitted by the owners as available for purchase. New Buckenham is unique in the country as a village remaining largely on its original Mediaeval
layout and the entire village is a conservation site. It would be a tragedy if in the future the boundary were to be breached and houses built, for whatever purpose, outside the present limits. This desecration of the character
of the village would be the more undesirable owing to the lack of amenities ‐ transport, roadways, drainage, shops etc to support a greater population, and all traffic would have to go through the existing village network,
which would ruin the whole character it now enjoys, and which is appreciated by many who visit it for what it now is. I would object strongly to any plans to develop anything outside the present boundary.

Mrs Violet
Highton

*

Ms Sarah
Germany

These comments are representative of Sarah Germany and Brian Grindley, residents of New Buckenham. We wish to STRONGLY OPPOSEthe suggested expansion of New Buckenham on the two sites above identified for the
following reasons: 1) The integrity of New Buckenham as a historic village will be permanently lost. 2) There is no road or service infrastructure to support a development that would more than double the size of the village.
For example the village has no primary school. 3) The residents of New Buckenham, visitors and ramblers regularly use the smaller roads around the village because they are so quiet. Heavy traffic is uncommon. The road
leading through the village to Cuffer's Lane is one such road. The residents of this road have no alternative other than to park their cars along it effectively making it a single track road. This increases the risk of accidents ‐
especially on the corner of Lovells and the Inn on the Green where we have frequently witnessed cars and heavier vehicles ignore the Give Way priority. 4) We use the public footpath along the village's boundary ditch and
cuffers lane daily to walk our dogs. The proximity of this wonderful, almost traffic‐free countryside to our house was a key reason we chose to move here. This morning we were honoured to guide holiday makers who have
come from Kent around the castle. They were blown away by the views that will be irreversibly destroyed by development of the sites. 5) Our house, constructed in 1600, sits on the main route to and from the proposed
LP[068]001 site. We fear the vastly increased traffic (both domestic and construction) may pollute and damage the fabric of our home ‐ which we chose deliberately for its quiet position in the village. 6) Other development sites with the
village boundary have been identified (e.g. the garage on Castle Hill) and would be able to accommodate any affordable housing needs without the village needing to expand beyond its boundary. We fear a development,
and
LP[068]002 even if small on either of these sites (001 and 002 above), would set a precedent that we would not approve of.

John
Newport
Susan and
Danny
Williams

Jane Ling

Mrs Elizabeth
Rutledge

Mr Geoffrey
Gildersleeve

Ms Annie
Dalton

Patricia Oxley

LP[068]001 As village residents we oppose any development on this land. It could potentially double the size of the village and we feel that it would be inappropriate because of poor access, lack of services, loss of amenity and as being
& 002
development outside the historic boundary of this conservation village. Cuffer Lane, which adjoins the two sites, is a quiet narrow country lane much used by walkers, cyclists and families with children.
I believe Breckland council have rejected potential building sites LP[068]001&2 but still have identified
001 and tanning lane as exception sites for affordable housing well this is not a rejection it is still Breckland
Council identifying land for building which I strongly oppose because its outside village settlement boundaries 001 compromising an ancient village boundary moat, and tanning lane site far to close to the protected common,
*
both sites with restricted roads and paths. I STRONGLY OPPOSE BOTH SITES IN THIS HISTORIC HERITAGE VILLAGE
I am writing to express my views on possible planning in New Buckenham. I am totally in favour to New Buckenham expanding. There have been several extensions to many of the existing housing in New Buckenham
which has made it all the more difficult to encourage first time buyers to get on to the property market. I recognise the necessity of more housing across the country and feel we should all accept the burden and allow some
new affordable housing in the village. I would expect proper access to any developing would be sorted.
*
I am writing to endorse Breckland Council s decision not to recommend development at New Buckenham outside the existing settlement boundary and, in particular, the decision to discount development on sites LP[068]001
and 002. There are many points in support of this decision that you will already have taken into account. New Buckenham is a small settlement without school, surgery, permanent post office or other similar amenities, with
only one small general shop and little public transport. However in the case of New Buckenham there is another relevant factor. New Buckenham is of national importance as a twelfth‐century planned town that has retained
its original layout and more or less kept within its medieval boundaries. Together with Buckenham castle to the west and the common to the east it is part of an almost unique historical landscape. Development beyond the
existing settlement boundary would put this unique landscape at risk. This would particularly apply to development on sites LP[068]001, and 002 which are outside the town moat running along St Martins Gardens and Moat
Lane.
*
LP(068)002 We (Geraldine Walsh & Geoff Gildersleeve) fully support and endorse the decisions by Breckland Council that the above sites have been rejected as unsutable and inappropriate for development and will be removed from the
local plan While we support New Buckenham continuing to be designated as having a Settlement Boundary, i n order for the village to maintain diversity and sustainability we consider that there may be a need for
&
LP(068)001 exceptions to be made, for small specific developments, such as an identified need for affordable housing, where no suitable land can be identified within the village boundary.
Like almost everyone I have spoken to in New Buckenham, I passionately oppose the suggested expansion of our village on the two sites above. 1) If this were to go ahead, the integrity of New Buckenham as a historic
village would be lost forever. New Buckenham is a unique example of a medieval town with a street pattern that dates from the 12th century. The proposed development would swamp and thus effectively destroy the
current landscape which adjoins an ancient monument, a peaceful country cemetery and the village church. 2) There is absolutely no road or service infrastructure to support a development that would more than double
(DOUBLE!) the size of the village. Since New Buckenham no longer has a village school or a doctors surgery,nor any means of local employment aside from our one village shop, the newcomers would basically be living in a
dormitory. 3) The residents of New Buckenham, visitors, dog‐walkers, horse‐riders and ramblers regularly use the smaller roads around the village because they are so quiet. Heavy traffic is uncommon. The road leading
through the village to Cuffer's Lane is one such road. The residents of this road have no alternative other than to park their cars along it basically reducing it to a single track road. This increases the risk of accidents ‐
especially on the corner of Lovells and the Inn on the Green. 4) I use the public footpath along the village's boundary ditch and Cuffers lane daily to walk my dogs through ancient meadows that have not been ploughed for
centuries. I often see barn owls hunting, sometimes I see deer and hares, and this time of year the woodpeckers begin drumming in the trees. I regularly meet walkers from outside the area who can hardly believe that I am
lucky enough to live with so much wonderful, almost traffic‐free countryside on my doorstep. The thought of it being wantonly destroyed ‐ and forever ‐ is hearbreaking. . 5) I would be very much in favour of the building of
LP(068)001 four or five affordable homes within the village boundaries, but they should be homes that are in keeping with the rest of the village, unlike the brutal new developments currently mushrooming in Attleborough and Old
Buckenham which are being built with no real consideration of the quality of life either for those who live in them or who have to look at them. 6) Please, please don't ruin our lovely village by agreeing to this appalling
LP
(068)002 proposal.
While I would welcome new affordable housing within the boundary of New Buckenham, I strongly object to any new developments outside the parish boundary. Development on the greenfield sites LP[068]001 and
LP[068]002 just outside the boundary would shatter the important historical position New Buckenham holds as a conservation village ‐ even if there was the infrastructure to support it. I therefore support Breckland s draft
local plan for no expansion whatsoever outside the parish boundary.
*
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Whilst the proposed development of New Buckenham would/could be our neighbours I think the access would be difficult for more traffic. At the moment we have 4 lorries “ belonging to residents “ but also many vehicles
belonging to the owners of the grazing animals in the meadows. Hardly any amenities here “ visits to doctors and dentists very difficult if car less. Quite a few houses for sale as well. We do not need development in New
Buckenham.
Any development outside New Buckenham s medieval boundaries would be an act of historic vandalism. The proposed sites LP[068]002 and LP[068]001 would double the size of the village destroying a planned medieval
town, a unique survivor of national importance

Mrs Webb

*

Mr Smith

*

Ms Paterson

LP[068]001
and
I am against proposed developments LP[068]002 and LP[068]001 in New Buckenham Reasons: Access “ difficult and dangerous Populations “ Already one of the most densely populated villages in England Amenities “
LP[068]002 lacking would only attract commuters Historic “ would destroy 800 years of history

Adrian
Thomas

I found this whilst reading residents comments it applies to wissonett Part of this site very recently received full planning for a dwelling (3PL/2015/0401/F) outside of the current settlement boundary. Assurances were
given by the landowner during a meeting of the Parish Council that no further development of this site, (now referenced as LP[111]001), would be sought. In fact the landowner, following a suggestion by the chairman of the
Parish Council, seemed prepared to consider creating a covenant pertaining to the land to prevent such further development. Since such verbal assurances were made in the public domain, it is extremely disappointing to see
LP[068]001 the whole site being under consideration for future development just a few months later. This could so easily happen to New Buckenham if the door is opened on LP[068]001 or LP[068]002 I suggest a door to door survey
with a for, against or "don't care" so residents actually are aware of what is at stake, and the reasons they moved here in first place, as there seems to be a overwhelming opinion against expansion.
& 002

Nick Cook

Meryl
Anderson

*

As a resident of New Buckenham, I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed new housing development in the village at Tanning Lane and opposite St Martin's Gardens. I do not believe the village is an
appropriate location for these new developments for a number of reasons: The village lacks amenities such as schools, a GP, a post office and regular public transport There are no employment opportunities in the village
The village is a unique medieval Conservation village with SSSI and we need to be careful to protect this for future generations I am extremely concerned about the proposals for housing, including Affordable housing, on the
plot opposite St Martin's Gardens. If some houses are built on this land, it seems to me that it would be very difficult for local government to reject future planning applications from private investors or building companies to
build more houses. Building here would break the village boundary and, if this happens, we will not be able to go back. We risk opening the door to many more houses in a unique and special conservation area that lacks the
amenities necessary to support a large influx of people. Thank you very much indeed for the opportunity to give my views.

*

I am a resident of New Buckenham and I care deeply about this beautiful village. It is compact and has a strong sense of community and I believe this sense of community exists because we are all living so close to each
other, looking inwards as it were, all within the village boundary. As I'm sure you are aware, the Parish Council has recently proposed two green field sites for possible future development for affordable housing. I feel very
strongly that, on no account, should building occur outside of the village boundary. I feel it to be extremely likely ( almost a certainty) that a small parcel of land built upon now will be allowed to expand and fill the many
acres of land available in the future. The landowner concerned is desperately keen to sell his land for housing as it will increase its value so greatly. He does not live in the village, or even in the county, and has no care for our
future here. As a resident today I feel a responsibility to protect New Buckenham and to preserve its beauty and unique character for the future. I ask that the planning team at Breckland support us in our endeavours to
protect and preserve this village and thus oppose any possibility of building on fields and ancient meadows outside the village boundary.

*

I have lived in New Buckenham for the last 18 years, in King Street where the through traffic (especially the large modern tractors and long, heavy lorries) is a large problem owing to our narrow roads and on‐road parking.
Recently there have been some new builds in various parts of the village which has put extra pressure on the traffic. If any of the so called village extension is built this will add to the problem with the majority of homes
having one or two cars per family. This winter all the surrounding fields have been under water, a problem that will be exaserbated with buildings and roads and insufficient drainage (until fairly recently the village was
regularly flooded and we don't want to go back there). There is only one small general store and the post office visits on a Wednesday morning; the local doctors lists are over subscribed; schools are already overcrowded,
with children having to be bussed out of the village; there are only two early morning and three afternoon buses at inconvenient times to and from Norwich; the road from the church is very narrow and used by dog walkers
... need I say more? I am not opposed to a sensible suggestion for a small rental and social housing build but, should the existing proposal be permitted the village will be doubled in size and will also lose it's ancient historical
importance. I love this ancient village and the traditions some of which have been here for generations and realise we have to move on but don't destroy our identity!

Frances
Collecott‐Doe
Mr and Mrs
Thomas

*

Mrs Buckle

*

John and
Felicity
Thomas

*

Gary Buckle

*

We support Breckland s draft local plan for no expansion whatsoever outside the parish boundary.
I wish to confirm that I am totally against the idea of 2 green field sites being offered for building in the future. The sites being 10 acres opposite st martins gardens (lp(068)001) and 16 acres around the village hall
(lp(068)002) new buckenham, Norfolk. This village does not have the facilities to cater for anymore housing as its in a conservation area with ancient meadowland and footpaths, and the sites in question do not have good
access as these are only village roads.
I am concerned at the draft Local plan for New Buckenham and the surrounding land which may be available for development. I am not against some affordable housing which is for villagers to access but feel this draft plan is
not about this for the following reasons. New Buckenham is a small rural community built in an historic pattern. It is the first planned village after the Norman Conquest and as such has huge historical significance and
interest nationally as well as locally New Buckenham is a conservation village which has never been allowed to build outside its boundaries and it would be unfortunate if this building is allowed to take place as it would set
a precedent. The surrounding area is an SSSI area with wildlife interest. New Buckenham has no infrastructure to support this kind of development. New Buckenham has only one leasehold shop which could close if the
lease was terminated. It has no other services apart from a very limited bus service and this is only to Norwich The roads around the proposed development are poor with no drainage, lighting and rare maintenance. They
are all single track The field opposite St Matins gardens in liable to flooding and the drain at the end of St Martins gardens is often flooded due to possible collapse where the ditch runs under the road. This development
would at the very least double and possibly treble the size of the village and would open the door to building creep. There is no guarantee in terms of Government proposals or Local government proposals to keep this
housing for affordable rent Government policy is not transparent in this area, no one seems to know what the outcome of the Housing and Planning Bill 2015 will be. We should therefore not be committing ourselves to
something we don t know and cannot understand. We are strongly opposed to this draft plan.
I would like to express that I am totally against the idea of the proposed 2 sites being proposed for building in new buckenham Norfolk. Ref lp(068)001 and lp(068)002 this village does not need these as it is a village and we
do not need it over developed .
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Mr Williams

Byrony Lloyd

These are my main objections to exception site on proposed LP(068)001 “ 1.
Traffic to and from the village hall especially from larger events, with parking on pavements and small green areas with the proposed site
adding to more traffic and congestion. 2.
Pensioners living mostly in and around the area of proposed exception site, at least three or four homes all with pensioners living in them actually looking straight onto the site
making a possible five road junction with traffic very close to their homes and having close up views of heavy vehicle traffic whilst any building that would be going on, also more traffic post build again with very narrow lanes
and roads in the whole area unable to cope, also by the nature of the homes directly affected being low rise and bungalows, their bedrooms in some cases in close proximity as well. 3.
Breckland council hopefully will
visit this site to see our concerns and speak to some local people hopefully in the next few months. 4.
I do not think all the parish councillors amongst themselves are in agreement over proposed exception site. 5.
I hope Breckland council do not think the views of the New Buckenham parish council are necessarily the views of the villagers, because at the last New Buckenham parish council meeting it was quite clear the majority of
the people who attended did not want this development in the areas of the exception sites. 6.
The affordable housing survey which was taken approx. two years ago prompted by the New Buckenham parish council
was not forthcoming in my opinion by not making clear what the survey could lead to and has eventually led to. 7.
I think there is room for some affordable housing within the village boundaries, Breckland council just
have to view small historic heritage villages with more thought especially after New Buckenham was never identified originally for development and is not a service centre. 8.
It might be an eye opener if Breckland
council was to review a comment/letter/email of a view against a proposed pig farm/unit north of New Buckenham approx. two years ago made by the land owner who has put up the land for development on this latest
issue, site LP(068)001 approx. ten acres. 9.
I am not against affordable housing, it just seems Breckland council are in such a rush mistakes can and will be made on some decisions. 10. In conclusion, land and
LP[068]001 property will come up eventually for small developments within the village boundaries, and small villages should be scrutinised more closely regarding likely impact on residence.
I am writing to express my objection to draft plans for the building of houses in and near to New Buckenham. I live at 13 st martin s gardens, new Buckenham so part of the proposed site is directly opposite my bungalow.
I want to strongly express my dismay and anxiety about these new developments. The roads in new Buckenham, particularly the access road to the proposed site (cuffer lane, st Martin's gardens, church street and moat
lane) are not wide enough to allow access to increased traffic. Larger volumes and larger vehicles will be impossible. The historic boundary of the village runs along the edge of the field opposite our bungalow and it is
LP[068]001 wrong to build on an ancient site connected to a historic monument (new Buckenham castle). We ( my husband and I) own the land up to and including the moat/ ditch as do all the residents on our road so the new
and
developers would be required to buy that land from the residents. None of the residents want to sell. Much important wild life would be destroyed. Thank you for reading my concerns, I hope you will take these and the
LP[068]002 concerns of other villagers very seriously indeed.

Laura
Crossley

LP[068]001 I do not agree that housing should be built on LP[068]001 and LP[068]002 sites. Green fields and farm land are diminishing rapidly. Soon there will be no green fields or land to grow crops that will feed an ever growing
population. Land will be lost for future generations and all the things that go with it. I have no objections to building on brown sites. Another point, with street lighting we will lose the wonderful night skies. If I wanted to live
and
LP[068]002 in a built up area I would be living in a town or city not a village.
As a resident of New Buckenham, I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed new housing development in the village at Tanning Lane and opposite St Martin s Gardens. I do not believe the village is an
appropriate location for these new developments for a number of reasons: The village lacks amenities such as schools, a GP, a post office and regular public transport There are no employment opportunities in the village
The village is a unique medieval Conservation village with SSSI and we need to be careful to protect this for future generations I am extremely concerned about the proposals for housing, including Affordable housing, on
LP[068]001 the plot opposite St Martin's Gardens. If some houses are built on this land, it seems to me that it would be very difficult for local government to reject future planning applications from private investors or building
and
companies to build more houses. Building here would break the village boundary and, if this happens, we will not be able to go back. We risk opening the door to many more houses in a unique and special conservation area
LP[068]002 that lacks the amenities necessary to support a large influx of people.

Jean Martin

I am writing to express my concern that your revised plan for future development over the next twenty years includes two plots of agricultural land in New Buckenham that lie outside the existing village envelope: your
reference for these plots are LP(068)00l and LP(068)002. Aware though I am that this land offered for consideration for development does not presently have official development status and does not form part of your
current proposals, I am also aware that this could be subject to future change in policy or circumstance. The parish of New Buckenham ‐ the smallest in Norfolk ‐ survives, almost wholely, within moated boundaries which
were a distinct feature of it s planned nature as a support for the Norman castle, and it s street plan remains unchanged despite a great deal of decay and infihling over the centuries. While not unique this is a rare survival.
LP[068]001 I strongly oppose any development that mars this inheritance of which we are all custodians, whether residents or not. It must also be considered that Cuffer Lane which runs between these proffered plots forms part of the
Tas Valley Way and is an access for walkers to the Norman castle and the common at New Buckenham (SSI). There would be many issues consequent upon any development of New Buckenham beyond the present envelope
and
LP[068]002 such as poor access, lack of services, loss of amenity but these I think cannot be aired without particularity at this time.

Mr & Mrs
Vale

Further to the Breckland Council draft local plan showing land that may be available for development over the next 20 years. We write to express our wishes as residents of New Buckenham within Moat Lane that New
LP[068]001 Buckenham should remain the same size. We feel that the possible expansion of the village would not be a positive step for the village or its current residents due to poor access, particularly along Church Street and the
already busy Kings Street road used by many passing through the village where speeding is already an issue. Our concerns also are of the lack of services within the village to cope with expansion. Finally, we believe the village
and
LP[068]002 will potentially lose its historic village boundary. Expansion could encourage existing residents to move out of the village in our opinion.

Jenny
Thomas

Sally Minns

Sally Minns
Associates LP[068]001 See Attached File
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Quidenham
Name

Quidenha
m Parish
Council

Nosh
Lentin

Organisa
tion

Site

Comments

Existing Settlement Boundary & Rural Land Represetations I am writing to you on as Chainnan of Quidenham Parish Council, regarding the settlement boundary around the village of Eccies. PLEASE NOTE: This continues to
shown as Quidenham but is the village of Eccies. I have attached a copy of the relevant document in rdcr to clarify matters. Quidenharn Parish Council has carried out an extensive exercise in the community in order to
gauge opinion on future development. The village is adjacent to Snetterton Heath employment area but is predominantly rural in character. This makes the job of QPC a bit of a balancing act. On the one hand we realise
the need to preserve this i.ural character but at the same time allow the village to grow organically, to avoid stagnation. This is especially true as Eccies enjoys good communication by roadlrail. OPTION 1: Appendix A: This
shows the existing settlement boundary, which has been in existence for many years and no longer reflects what is actually happening in the village. Quidenham Parish Council has challenged this on a number of occasions
since we felt that it provided an artificial banier to further development, in particular, we were desperate to see the two parts of the village brought together. The two parts of the settlement have largely been seen as two
communities to date. OPTION B: The community could opt to delete all settlement boundaries. However, the vast majority of residents were uneasy at this since it could allow inadvertently allow large scale development
and spoil what is essentially rural village, This option was therefore immediately dismissed. OPTION C: Appendix B: This shows the existing settlement boundary but modified to reflect the planning applications over the last
two years. In addition, there are currently seven units under construction at Station Farm. When completed, the village will see an additional 35 units of housing. This will give the village some shape and bring together the
community. The vast majority of inhabitants believe that this is sufficient expansion at present and that we should now seek to control any future prospective development. This is especially true as we are so close to
Quidenha
road/rail links and an expanding Attleborough with all the pressure that this brings. IN SUMMARY: Quidenham Parish Council would like the settlement boundary amended to reflect the 2016 position within Eccles. Any
m Parish
additional development would rely on its individual merits.
Council
*
I would Iike to formally object to your document using the various points that you have used: LAND.WATER &SOIL RESOURCES: I would Iketo disagree with your observatons. This is neither a Greenfield or Brownfield
site.The area in queston countairs a wealth of natural resources ranging from Bat colonies, Owls, Deer colonies and is an area of natural sustainable beauty. It is used extensively by locals as an amenity tor w ¤s, children
cycling, jogging, horse riding and represents a significant irwestmentfor future families that youwould chose to obliterate. CLIMATE CHANGE AND AIR POLUTION: Surrounded as we are by various industries (at a respectftil
distance).The inclusion of this area will have a degrading impact on sustainability and therfore should not be encouraged. POPULATION AND HUMAN HEALTH:As mentioned above the Health impact will be severly negative
and toxic. The local population has had facilities taken away by Gwt. After all the same council shut down the Iocal school and now our children and grand‐children are bussed all over the county. The las tfeature we have
remaining is two trains a day from the local station. I am at a loss to beleive how you state that somehow this will not impact the local population or is this a devious strategy to push villagers out to cites and towns for a full
scal industrialisation. INCLUSIVE COMMUNITIES: l am not sure that industilaisaton in the areas ofwarehousing,storage and distribution with a higher and higher level of automation will assist the flowering of local
communites. For heaven sake you deliberately took theschool away, you cancelledthe mobile library, local manufacturing shut down,shops do not exist and even the nearest post‐office is now5 miles away. Are
yousincerelysaying thatyou would irwestto bring all these thin back and grow some more. Seen6 Ike we have an absence of joined up planningfis an industrial planning professional maybe you could use some of my help.
OSM
EMPWYN1ENTACTIVITY: Not too sure I understandyour logic at all. Manufacturing has gone, Educaiion has disappeared, Transportfacilities have been removed ‐ irwestment in the roads and infrastructure is completely
Consulting LP[077]003 lacking and degrading year upon year. Even the current distribution sites
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Rocklands
Name

Organisa
tion

Site

Comments

Mrs A
Cotes

Changing settlement boundaries. This land is mainly isolated from other agricultural land as it has only 1 border with another field and there is a very deep ditch between them. On 2 sides it is bordered by roads which
already have housing development, the 3rd side has a playing field with a club house and pitches with illumination for use after dark. The land is close to: school, shop, village hall, pub, church and playing field. Villages need a
varied population and are dying or becoming commuter land for those who can afford 4 bed detached houses or bungalows, so there is a need for inexpensive starter homes like 2/3 bed houses and maisonettes, This
would enable more people to afford to live in a village near to their families. I think that soon Councils will have to do this to provide much needed housing, I therefore submit that this land would be suitable to include
LP(079)009 within the settlement boundary as an ideal place for a mix of property to keep the village thriving.

Mr William
Childerhou
se

LP(079)
010

Rockland is a sustainable settlement close to Watton & Attleborough. Some growth in this parish will help to keep the village sustainable and retain the main services currently availalbe. The site 010 is considered the most
suitable to deliver a modest amount of additional housing, including some social housing for local people and should be allocated for development under the local plan.
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Scarning
Name
Mr Nick
Hartley

Organisa
tion

Scarning
Parish
Council

Site
*

Comments
With regard to the Local Plan, the Parish Council would like to keep the current Settlement Boundary for the village as it is. The Parish Council supports the overall levels of growth in the area.
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Shropham
Name
Mr John
Hiskett

Organisa
tion

Norfolk
Wildlife
Trust

Site

Comments

*

Rural Land Representation LP[086]011 should not be taken forward, owing to adverse impacts on biodiversity. A large part of this area consists of County Wildlife Sites on land that was formerly used for mineral extraction
and has developed to be of county ecological importance, hence their recognition as CWS (all of these sites have been designated as CWS since 1984). Much of the CWS would be destroyed, if this allocation proceeds. In
addition the proposed site lies immediately upstream of Swangey Fen SSSI, which will provide a further constraint on development.

*

Although nothing has yet been designated for developments in Shropham I am writing in the hopes that my comments may give an insight to the area shown on Map 32.32 ” Shropham; an area in the centre of the village.
By allocating this area for future development, and to have more traffic moving in, out and through the village wouldn t be a very safe option in my opinion. The Watton Road has already become a rat run by vehicles
coming from Watton through to the All and beyond and also the return journeys. It is used constantly by fast track tractors and trailers and still abused by large lorries despite having a weight restriction on it, using it as a cut
through route. It is a narrow road with limited pathways on one side of the road that are often mounted by vehicles passing each other. These paths are used by pedestrians taking children to the play area at the Village Hall,
people walking their dogs etc., and are meant for pedestrians, not speeding vehicles getting from A to B. (The 3 0mph speed limit seems rarely observed.) The safety aspect of more traffic doesn t bear thinking about. Just
how much this is used as a through route was obvious when cable laying took place by B.T. and they installed temporary traffic lights when laying the cables creating a stop/go system. The traffic passing through became
minimal. Just a few vehicles who were patient enough to wait in a queue for light changes. I can only assume that all the other vehicles couldn t be bothered to stop and wait and used alternative routes with no stops or
hold‐ups. The prospects of possible industrial units in the Eccies Road area and extra traffic when the Biomas Plant is fully functional will all render yet more traffic through the village, to say nothing of more driveways from
new build housing all entering the Watton Road. Please take time to come and view the roadway between the village crossroads and Foxes Farm, particularly round the bends ” very little paved area; narrow winding road;
churned up banks ” not exactly ˜safe new build areas. I am aware of a number of accidents on these bends. My house, which sits on the pavement, has been hit twice by vehicles, with a few other very near misses, A
fence has been demolished twice on a property opposite. An overturned van around the corner. Our overhead phone cables being pulled down and catapulted around overhead electricity cables by a tall large lorry, to list but
a few. Please carefully consider all the proposed future developments as they arise for our village and bear in mind there is only so much extra traffic our village roadway can endure especially when speed limits and weight
restrictions are ignored. Perhaps B.T. got it right ” traffic lights ” creating alternating one way traffic. No need to put pedestrians at risk, no need to mount paved areas to pass other vehicles and maybe, just maybe, an
alternative rat run found by drivers using this as a cut through route. Thank you for taking the time to read this. I appreciate no definite decisions have been made yet.

Lynn
Mounsey
Mrs
Jacqueline
Osborne

In my opinion, this site would not impact on traffic or services in Shropham. It would give work to small construction companies, not the big developers and would add to the housing stock in Breckland. It is in a small group
LP(086)002 of houses, and as such, is an infill situation on a piece of land that has already been developed by sub‐division.

Mr Richard
Osborne

All villages need to evolve and grow in a controlled way. Without limited small developments in villages like Shropham, the village will stagnate, potentially losing young people to other areas. This would thereby raise the
LP(086)002 average age of inhabitants. Villages like Shropham need a mix of ages and income to thrive.

Diocese of
Norwich

Our client s site extends to approximately 2ha and could accommodate up to 60 dwellings, based on 30 dwellings per hectare. The site is within the sole ownership of client and is available for development in the next 1‐5
years. The site is currently used for agricultural purposes. It is not considered that its development would have a significant impact on the open countryside. It is contained on all four sides by existing infrastructure and
features in the landscape, and surrounded by a dense hedgerow intercepted with trees. North of the site is Hargham Road which is lined by residential properties within the existing settlement boundary. The eastern
boundary of the site is formed by Church Road. South and west of the site are two large residential properties and their respective gardens. The site could also be developed in part, either as frontage development along
Hargham Road or as a small group of dwellings in its northern area. Shropham is iden fied as a ˜Rural Village with a Se lement Boundary and thus development will need to comply with Policy PD 05 which seeks to see
development concentrated on suitable sites available within the defined settlement boundary. Should the Council consider that the site is unsuitable for development in full, it is considered that the settlement boundary
should be amended to include the part of the site which fronts Hargham Road. This area of the site is enclosed by the settlement boundary to the north, east and west. Frontage development along Hargham Road would
round oﬀ the exis ng se lement in accordance with Policy PD 05 which defines ˜rounding oﬀ as; œthe comple on of an incomplete group of buildings on land which is already par ally developed and in such a way which
will either complete the local road pattern or finally define and complete the boundaries of the group. Such rounding off should not change or distort the character or tradition of the group or the settlement in any
LP[086]012 undesirable way.
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Snetterton
Name

Mr Andrew
Thornton

Organisa
tion

Site

Comments

Site LP(086) 007 “ this site would fit with the policy of rounding off and as such would even up the village despite it currently lying outside the village envelope. Site LP (086) 010 “ this site would fit with the policy
of infill if development was to occur along Hargham Road. Site LP(086)011 “ This site is made up of an agricultural land but the majority is an area that was previously used for mineral extraction and is currently in a
period of aftercare a County Wildlife Site accounts for 25% of the total area.The aim of proposing this site was not for use as a residential area, rather we would aim to preserve the existing natural environment and
LP[086]007 promote biodiversity whilst at the same time developing an area that would allow the wider public to experience and enjoy this area of conservation. We aim to protect and enhance the existing landscape and create
, 010, 011 an area for quiet recreation, small scale tourist accommodation and local employment opportunities.
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Stow Bedon
Name Organisation

Mrs
Karen
Fitch

Mrs Lisa
Rolfe

Mr
Mark
Reed

Site

Comments

We appreciate Breckland need to find more land to meet the housing supply, but undoubtedly there are better, safer and more appropriate sites in the district than Stow Bedon. The village is just that, a small
rural, quiet, leafy hamlet. The settlement boundary gives some protection that the village we moved into over 20 years ago to bring up our family remains a village we would like to continue to live in. The
issues we would like the planners to take into account when considering the extension of the proposed boundaries are as follows: a) The amount of extra traffic further development would bring to the village
and the size of the exisitng roads, mostly single track. b) The scope already available in the existing boundaries to build further properties. c) The impact additional development outside the exisiting
boundaries would have on the feel of the village. d) Whether the proposed extensions are in keeping with the current size and layout of the village Given the current boundries and the fact that Stow Bedon is
a quiet hamlet our view is that the exisitng boundaries remain to ensure Stow Bedon remains a leafy, quiet place to live.
LP(095)004
There is no reason this land should be considered for development. The village has land already within the development envelope that hasn't been touched. This development will completely overshadow
the farm cottage adjacent to the proposed development area. A spoken agreement was given to the owners of the farm cottage that this land would not be used for development. It's completely unacceptable
LP[095]001, 002, 003, 004, to build seven houses on this unspoilt countryside so close to the Mere, with valuable wildlife surrounding. Much more investigation regarding conservation and wildlife should be carried out before any sort of
005, 006, 007
permission is granted for any further development, anywhere along Mere road.

LP[095]001, 002,
004,005,006,007,003

Enough building on Mere Road in Stow Bedon, there have been 7 houses built in 6 years within the settlement boundary and there is still room to build within the boundary. It is destroying the character of the
village, it is beginning to look like a street. Mere Road is not wide enough, we don't even have a path or a streetlight. Drainage is terrible, the water table is ridiculously high already and every garden is backed
up with sewage. There is no infrastructure for any more houses and the people that want to build only want to make money, the intention is not to build for families or locals. Stow Bedon and Lower Stow
Bedon have no village hall, no shop, no school, no street lights, no paths, no community facitilty, no public transport to speak of and no paths to walk to the bus stop anyway. If each house has at least 2 cars,
then the roads will suffer, the verges will become more damaged. Mere road is very narrow and there is not room for cars to pass in some places, so how can we cope with more cars. The Mere is a County
Wildlife Site and SSSI and that is being destroyed and whittled away at. There are protected species including Great Crested Newts which are commonly seen in gardens. Future housing will destroy the
character of the village and damage our wildlife. Where are more people to go for medical care? Watton surgery has closed it's doors to new patients, Hingham will not accept new patients from Stow Bedon
and Lower Stow Bedon, East Harling is already nearly full as is Attleborough and both are about to have massed building under this policy so will also be full. It has already got to the stage where if you don't
have your own transport then to get to the nearest doctors in East Harling is a £60 round trip by taxi, how can you pay for that on a pension? Why should every old village be exploited and turned into a
housing
estate?
Pleaserural
keepvillage
the Settlement
Boundaries
of Stow
Bedon SSSI
and Lower
Stownumber
Bedon and
do not
extend
do not include
these
have
beencentre.
rejected
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past!
Stow
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is a small
that has part
of Thompson
Common
and a large
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Mrs
Susan
Tanner

LP(095)001, 002,005, 006

Mrs
Elaine
Allcorn

LP[095] 001, 002, 003,
004,005,006,007

the village represents a constraint on development and (as is the case for all development) any allocations would need to ensure no loss of biodiversity. LP(095)001 and 2, are adjacent to County Wildlife Site
852 and, if this area is taken forward as an allocation, there needs to be a buffer of at least 20m between the CWS and any development, which would particularly affect LP(095)002 . CWS 852 is water
dependent and any development would also need to ensure no adverse impact on the hydrology of the CWS. In addition other sections of this proposed allocation within LP(095)001 appear to be made up of
rough grassland habitat, which may be Priority Habitat and are also likely to provide foraging areas for barn owl. This could represent a constraint on development. LP (095)004 is adjacent to CWS 851. If this
representation site is taken forward this should be on condition that there is a buffer of at least 20m between the development site and the CWS LP(095)005 and 6 form part of CWS 835 and should not be
zoned for development as this will lead to loss of that part of the CWS covered by these land representations. However, if it is decided to take these areas forward as allocations, despite impacts on the CWS,
the remainder of the CWS would represent a constraint on development and would require a buffer of at least 20m and any development would need to ensure no adverse impact on the hydrology of the
CWS.
Stow Bedon is a rural village in Breckland and new houses have been built over the years to add to the residential charm of the village but I think further housing will not add to the character of the village and
will spoil it's rural charm, the village has had enough building. The ecology of the Mere may be damaged if there is further housing being built near it, there are protected species in the Mere. The drainage in
Stow Bedon is suffering from increased use, will further building add to this problem ? More than likely. Stow Bedon does not have street lights, pavements, no shop, no school or community facilities. The
settlement boundary should stay where it is for the next 15 years.
Stow Bedon & Lower Stow Bedon are rural Breckland villages that have seen and continue to see organic growth within the constraints of the current boundaries. The growth has come about in the main by
families that have an association with the village and its values, building single homes for their use “ be it rental or occupation and has been undertaken with an appreciation of the local environment both
positive and negative, which in turn helps preserve the character of the village. Sandwade Mere ‐ a County Wildlife site, SSSI and winner of numerous awards, although providing a recognised central wildlife
area, due to the nature of many properties in the village (large gardens, sympathetic hedges, grazing land etc), the wildlife is able to extend out across the area, which is vital to allow a natural, diverse and
thriving ecosystem. The sympathetic nature of the properties & land in the village also in turn protects the delicate wetland of Sandwade Mere and woodland. The village has none of the services that
majority of the UK would deem ˜necessary “ we have narrow roads, no pathed paths, no street ligh ng, poor internet, no community facility / shop / school, no public transport links and a par cular worry
a very high water table and difficulty with drainage “ this is the reality of a rural village. The proposed Breckland Local Plan has not taken into account the reality as I have described. The proposed plan would
allow growth for profit, to maximum utilisation of land for housing “ something that is not present in the village, which would change the character of the village in all aspects from community, aesthetics,
environmental impact on wildlife ecosystem and on current residence from traffic etc The village can t support an increased growth rate with current services / drainage etc. The potential for a developer to
maximise the building opportunity putting in standard minimum services would severely jeopardise the current balance of drainage & water table leaving the current residences with the problems. A maximum
growth rate in numbers and nature of building seen in the last 10 years, should be used the guide the next 15 years for the village, i.e no change to the current settlement boundary and careful consideration
of each planning application submitted within this boundary.

LP[095]001, 002,
004,005,006,007,003

I think it will destroy the character of the village to extend the settlement boundary, there is no bus service to speak of, no pavements to walk safely on, I don't want more cars that will come with more
houses. I used to be able to cycle safely nearby but the traffic has increased so much that it became very dangerous. Where are young people to walk and cycle safely if there are more cars due to more
houses? There are no longer any village shops, no community centre like some villages and not even a village hall! It would cause problems with drainage, if there were more houses and not even any mains
drains. Where would all the sewerage go with no mains drains and lots more houses? Where would they go to the doctors? Watton is full, you can't get into Hingham and as East Harling is going to get more
houses they will be full soon. I think we should keep the settlement boundary and not change it as if we don't then it will also damage the wildlife countryside and the Mere and will forever change the village
as we know it. I've spent my adult life here and don't want it to be a village where no one knows each other, more houses may not be be local people and will change the character of the village.

Mr John Norfolk Wildlife
Hiskett Trust
*
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I am replying to the Breckland Local Plan consultation in that I am concerned about the possibility of new building work in the future on site reference no LP(095) 001, 002, 005 and 006. I am concerned for the
natural wildlife and the endangered species in the Mere. There are Great Crested newts in Stow Bedon, frogs and toads in abundance and bats are regularly seen. The Mere has won awards as a biodiversity
site. The sites to be included in the new planning envelope will have new builds which will encroach on the land around the Mere and effect the ecology and wildlife therein. Stow Bedon is a charming rural
LP(095) 001, 002, 005, 006 village and will be spoilt by over development with additional human noise, cats and dogs noise, distressing and killing the wildlife.
Dear Sir, I would like to comment on your proposed local plan. Whilst I understand that there is a need for housing across the Breckland area I feel it is important that the Council meets its stipulated goals
and that these should focus on the key issues that need to be addressed and be aspirational but realistic in what they propose. The Local Plan should aim to meet the objectively assessed development and
infrastructure needs of the area. With this in mind I think it is important to reiterate that Lower Stow Bedon is a charming rural village that takes the form pretty much of an in‐line hamlet. The village has
minimal infrastructure (which is part of its charm and amenity but leads to limitations) and is built along a narrow lane which already has traffic issues with pedestrians/bicycles and cars/local farm machinery
struggling to accommodate one another. Anyone living in this village is dependant on a car(s) and extra housing can only add to these traffic problems. There is no provision for recreation in the village (ie no
village hall/play areas etc) and the nearest vets/dentists/doctor's surgeries are all a car journey away. I would particularly like to object to LP(095)007 which sees a proposal for a second tier of housing to exist
outside of the line of the hamlet of Lower Stow Bedon This particular proposal would not be in keeping with the historic shape of this village and would seem to unnecessarily attack the amenity of several of
the existing home owners. In closing I would like to say that Norfolk is a rural county that should be proud of its small rural villages and their associated amenity and that Breckland Council should not feel it
LP(095) 001, 002, 003, 004, necessary to impose unsustainable developments on areas that are poorly supported by services and which would struggle to accommodate any growth. It is important that each and every new development
area is carefully chosen and that they all pass stringent criteria tests and should not impact negatively or be against the wishes of local populations.
005, 006, 007
I want the settlement boundary for Stow Bedon to remain the same. I am against Breckland Council reassessing the existing settlement boundaries in Stow Bedon to include the above numbered sites
outlined in blue on the plan. My reasons are as follows: These potential development sites threaten to destroy the fact that Stow Bedon is a rural village and the residents would like to retain that. There has
already been infilling: more infilling and adjacent building would threaten this character. LP[095]005, 006, and 004 mean development on greenfield sites. The surrounding countryside is a mixture of
agriculture and woodland which should not be destroyed. The proposed development sites threaten the bio‐diversity, wildlife and environment of the local area, of particular concern are sites LP[095}002 &
001 adjacent to the Mere‐ a precious wildlife environment which should not be threatened in any way. Construction, and construction traffic, would be damaging to the Mere. There is a total lack of
infrastructure to support more development in Stow Bedon and lower Stow Bedon.
No public transport means more cars and more pollution as well as danger to pedestrians with no pavements and
street lighting. There is a lack of local amenities e.g. shops, (local), school places, dentists etc. In particular, there is no local GP surgery to take on more and more residents. My own experience of this is a
perfect example. I had been with the surgery in Watton for over 10 years and was thrown off their lists because they could not recruit enough GP's . As I don not drive and there is no public transport I now
have a round trip to East Harling which costs me £60 by taxi each time I need to visit my doctor. There are no mains drains or gas services. 5. The huge developments in Watton are already having a massive
impact causing increasing pressures on the local area/ facilities. 6. The potential construction traffic would be a danger on small local roads. 7. The potential construction traffic and building will cause dust
and noise pollution to the local inhabitants and wildlife. 8. Building on all these greenfield sites will set a precedent in a village environment; will open the door to more future development ; and will destroy
the village and countryside which will be a loss of visual amenity. 9. More concrete over surfaces will cause more run‐ off & increased risk of flooding, more destruction of bio‐diversity , the environment and
LP[095]001, 002,
the rural nature of the village.
004,005,006
Clerk Stow
Bedon &
Breckles Parish
Council
LP[095]003

Clerk Stow
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BJ & JD
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d
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In excess of 30 parishioners attended the meeting at which my Council considered this consultation. The view of the Council, which was supported by those parishioners, was that this proposed site is outside
any settlement boundary, and therefore contrary to PD05, where it says that development in the countryside is "unlikely to be acceptable." My Council agrees with this view. My Council requests that this site
is excluded from future consideration.
Part of this site now has planning permission. My Council objected to that development saying that this site was put forward for potential development during the LDF process, and rejected as being
˜Unreasonable . This was confirmed in the Stow Bedon Adopted Plan 2012, which shows it being outside the Se lement Boundary, and no extenua ng circumstances had been put forward to jus fy this
deviation from Policy. The Council also said that it was the clear intention of the developer to extend buildings right to the end of Mere Road, thus totally changing the aspect of the road. At the time the
Council was, of course, unaware that the whole plot had been put forward as a Rural Land Representation, but this proves that it was absolutely right. In fact, when coupled with LP[095]006, this would extend
the scope of the village almost to the A1075. This is against PD05, where it says that development in the countryside is "unlikely to be acceptable." My Council agrees with this view and requests that this site is
excluded from future consideration.
we are concerned at the possibility of any change in the existing settlement boundary as stated in your proposed policy direction PD05. Our main concern is the drainage situation on the south site of the
village which has caused problems in the past of which Breckland Council are aware. As reference LP[095]001 and 2 are situated close to Stow Bedon Merre this may cause future drainage problems within the
village.
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I wish to object to the proposal to extend the existing settlement boundary within the village of Stow Bedon ref numbers: LP (095) 001 LP (095) 002 LP (095) 004 LP (095) 005 LP (095) 006 I make my comments
by referring to the National Planning Policy Framework. I am given to understand that the NPPF provides a framework within which local people and their accountable councils can produce their own
distinctive local and neighbourhood plans, which reflect the needs and priorities of their communities. Achieving sustainable development An economic role ¦ ¦ensure sufficient land of the right type is
available in the right places and at the right time to support growth and innovation ¦..including the provision of infrastructure. I believe that the land subject of the above references has been identified for
inclusion in the settlement boundary purely based upon the fact that the landowners have expressed their desire to Breckland Council to seek planning permission. I am not sure how this fits in with the
requirements to identify the right type of land in the right place or how this approach ensures any thoughtful coordinated overall plan for Breckland or Norfolk residents, businesses or visitors. There is
currently no recognised infrastructure in Stow Bedon “ no pavements, no street lights, no play areas, no open public areas, no school, no communal areas, no mains drainage, no main gas ¦.obviously
acceptable and manageable to the current residents as we choose to move to the village but an increasing issue and danger if the village population increases beyond its sustainable capacity. I include danger
as the roads serving Stow Bedon are narrow, poorly maintained with no pavements and in places no verge to walk on “ increased housing would see a related increase in road traffic and due to the conditions
outlined above an increase risk to residents and other road users. I cannot accept that the planning proposals for Stow Bedon meet the NPPF requirements in this regard. A social role ¦.with accessible, local
services that reflect the communi es needs and supports its health, social and well‐being The nearest ˜services to Stow Bedon are located at Wa on, a town with iden fied parking issues and facing a large
increase in housing itself therefore even more demand for its limited service provision. As a resident of Stow Bedon, my local Doctors practice is located at East Harling over eight miles away. There are
surgeries nearer but Stow Bedon either does not fall into their catchment areas or they have closed their books to new patients. How long before East Harling is operating at capacity as it too, like Watton,
have extensive house building proposals. I would welcome evidence as to how the overall Breckland proposals for the District will address this issue for all of its communities. I cannot accept that the planning
proposals for Stow Bedon meet the NPPF requirements in this regard. An environmental role ¦contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and historic environment; and as part of this, helping
to improve biodiversity. ¦..moving from net loss of bio‐diversity to achieving net gains for nature. Currently the areas identified as potential building areas in Stow Bedon are predominantly open grasslands
supporting a variety of wildlife and in some cases joining onto County Wildlife Sites. Grasslands provide a very important but unfortunately dwindling habitat for a large variety of wildlife predominantly
unseen by passers‐by. To build houses on this land would by any definition be a net loss to bio‐diversity with absolutely no net gains for nature. I would welcome evidence as to how the overall Breckland
proposals for the District will address this issue for all of its communities. I cannot accept that the planning proposals for Stow Bedon meet the NPPF requirements in this regard. Core Planning Principles —
proactively drive and support sustainable economic development to deliver the homes, business and industrial units, infrastructure and thriving local places that the country needs. Every effort should be
made objectively to identify and then meet the housing, business and other development needs of an area, and respond positively to wider opportunities for growth. Plans should take account of market
signals, such as land prices and housing affordability, and set out a clear strategy for allocating sufficient land which is suitable for development in their area, taking account of the needs of the residential and
business communities; Again the NPPF mentions infrastructure as detailed previously Stow Bedon has none. The needs of the residential and business community are that Stow Bedon does not need and
cannot support additional housing on the sites proposed “ as evidenced during a parish Council Meeting that took place on the 15 th February (attended by Local and County Councillors) where many local
residents objected to an increase in the settlement boundary. I fully acknowledge the wider need for Breckland to provide more homes but would argue that there are sites far more appropriate to these
proposals than to force additional homes on sites without the infrastructure to support them and no intention to provide such.
— take account of the diﬀerent roles and character of diﬀerent areas,
promoting the vitality of our main urban areas, protecting the Green Belts around them, recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside and supporting thriving rural communities within it;
LP(095)001 ‐ LP(095)002 ‐ The proposal takes no account of the character and beauty of Stow Bedon. Stow Bedons whole character is one of space and gaps in development; it is a village not just a street which the proposals would
LP (095)004 ‐ LP (095)005 ‐ seek to make it.
— contribute to conserving and enhancing the natural environment and reducing pollu on. Alloca ons of land for development should prefer land of lesser environmental value, where
LP(095)006
consistent with other policies in this Framework; I refer to my previous response ¦.. Currently the areas identified as potential building areas are predominantly open grasslands supporting a variety of

LP[018]011,012

The indication as on the local future planning maps of yet more possible housing in Stow Bedon is of great concern. Yet more and potentially concentrated building woudl completely change the character of
the settlement area within Stow Bedon. The entire area is of a very rural nature with no ingrastructure to support more development. Furthermore, change of character would totally destroy the habitats of
wild‐life of Stow Bedon Mere. In particular it is home to the East Anglian Black Water Vole and Great Crested Newt. We write there to register strong objection to development in this area. ‐‐‐‐ We write to
remind Council that is is there green spaces that give character to villages that have evolved slowly and naturally to reult in the present mix of rural Norfolk with housing needs. We aregue strongly that
modern building potential as indicated for Caston should not be fully pursued for that would destroy the existing housing pattern that has eveolved over time and would entirely change the character of the
village. Such infilling would be especially unwelcome for the open country lane settlement that is Northacre. It follows that the existing settlement boundaries need to be preseved and observed. We would
therefore expect any significant development to be resticted to the larger towns such as the expansion in recent years of Watton. Moreover we would look to our District Council to defend and reatin
greenfield character of open small villages of which Caston is a good example.

*

Constraints to the amendment of settlement boundaries evidently include Breckland SPA, Breckland SAC, the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC and River Wensum SAC (and their associated 55515), with sites in
Thompson, Stow Bedon, Cockley Cley, Foulden, Gooderstone, Guist, Lyng, lckburgh and Little Cressingham all in close proximity to the above European sites or their associated SSSIs. Natural England advises
that development within such areas may not be deliverable unless it can be satisfactorily demonstrated that suitable mitigation can be provided. We would advise Habitats Regulations screening of potential
development sites, at an early stage, to help minimise risks to their deliverability at the detailed stage. In addition, the following designated sites are in close proximity to the current settlement boundaries and
therefore may be affected by changes to the boundaries: Foxley: The existing settlement boundary is already very close to Foxley Wood SSSI which is also a National Nature Reserve. This wod represents the
largest area of ancient Noodland in Norfolk and is susceptible to recreational pressure. Stow Bedon: This settlement is surrounded by locally designated sites which adjoin Thompson Water, Carr & Common
(a component of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC). Sandwade Mere County Wildlife Site is situated adjacent to the southern boundary of this settlement and is a valuable area for biodiversity.
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RE sites:LP [095]001,002,003,004,005,006 Over 30 people attended the Parish Council meeting of Stow Bedon & Breckles on Monday 15th February and when put to the vote the total overwhelming
majority voted to: Keep the Settlement Boundary as it is Reject all of the sites put forward under the Rural Land Representations: LP[095]001,002,003,004,005,006. Furthermore, the Parish Council agreed
that the Settlement Boundary should remain as it is and consider all sites put forward were unsuitable for a variety of reasons and were writing to Breckland accordingly. This sends a clear message of how the
overwhelming majority of the residents of Stow Bedon, Lower Stow Bedon and Breckles feel, and is in line with the NPPF that there is a " framework within which local people and their accountable councils
can produce their own distinctive local and neighbourhood plans, which reflect the needs and priorities of their communities ." The NPPF states that : ' land of the right type is available in the right places'
Sites LP [095] 001,002,005,006 were classified as 'unreasonable' during the Site Specific Policies & Proposals Development Plan Document 2001‐2026 Review of Settlement Boundaries‐South West Parishes by
Breckland Council. So the need for additional dwellings outside is not supported or justified through a proven need. A key provision in The National Planning Policy Framework is 'the provision of
infrastructure' and it states that there should be : 'sufficient community and cultural facilities and services to meet local needs' Stow Bedon has no infrastructure whatsoever, we have no: village shops;
community facilities; schools; play areas for children or even our own village hall. The nearest neighbouring villages do not benefit from any local services either. The nearest town that offers services that has
the potential to meet all everyday needs, including shopping, employment and education is in Watton which is over 4 miles away. Although Watton does not have a full range of employment opportunities or a
sixth form at the local high school. The NPPF states that there should be: 'accessible local services that reflect the community s needs and support its health, social and cultural well‐being' We are
extremely poorly served by NHS services. Watton doctors surgery is overfull and cannot accept any new patients,Hinghamsurgery has decreased it's boundary such that it now does not take patients from the
Parish, so that the only available doctors surgery to residents isEast Harling, some 8 miles away. AsEast Harlingis aServiceVillagehow long before its surgery is operating at capacity too, as it , like Watton has
significant housing developments either being built or planned for the future. With no public transport toEast Harlingor community transport some elderly residents have to make a £60 round trip to visit their
GP. The NPPF states that in planning one should : 'give priority to pedestrian and cycle movement' Stow Bedon & Breckles has a woeful lack of public transport, with only one designated bus service, which
connects Watton to Thetford and operates two hourly, and does not operate in the evenings or at weekends. There are no footpaths or street lighting in the village and even with grass verges on some areas,
to get to the nearest bus stop is not conducive for easy and safe access, particularly for young children, with a pushchair,of for the elderly. There are also little or no public rights of way. There would be
increased cars if further development was allowed, which would lead to further pressure on increasingly busy roads and verges and increased noise pollution. Stow Bedon is central to many of the local farms
and there is a large amount of farm traffic. The road width does not allow 2 cars to pass easily without one stopping to let another pass and the verges are often damaged. This is hugely increased when the full
width of the road is taken by a tractor. Sites LP[095] 002 & 001 are situated at the narrowest part ofMere Roadand within 50m of a bend in the road. Car dependency is high to reach the local service centres
and employment centres, (in contradiction to the NPPF 'minimise journey lengths for employment' ) and given the distances, time travel involved and frequency of bus services is inconsistent with the social
and environmental dimensions of sustainable development. Stow Bedon and Lower Stow Bedon are rural Breckland villages which have seen and continue to see growth organically within the Settlement
Boundary. This growth has come about mainly by people with connections to the village, families or those who work from home or in the local economy. They have a shared value and consideration for the
character and natural surroundings of the village. The overwhelming feeling is that no more growth that would make an extension of the village boundary necessary is either wanted or needed. The village
benefits from the open spaces within it, and these should be maintained to preserve the essential character of the village as a rural community in the countryside, rather than an urban landscape. Stow
Bedon is unique in being a small rural village that has part of Thompson Common SSSI which is part of Norfolk Valley Fens Special Area of Conservation (and as such is protected under European legislation)
and a large number of County Wildlife Sites within the parish boundary; 5 of which are close to the village centre.
" Our natural environment is essential to our wellbeing, and it can be better looked after
than it has been. Habitats that have been degraded can be restored. Species that have been isolated can be reconnected." Rt Hon Greg Clark MP Minister for Planning If the above can be seen as the
LP[095]001,002,003,004,00 objectives of the Minister for Planning and the NPPF states that we should be : ' moving from a net loss of bio‐diversity to achieving net gains for nature' and furthermore: ' minimising impacts on biodiversity
and providing net gains in biodiversity where possible, contributing to the Government s commitment to halt the overall decline in biodiversity', then I cannot see how the proposed sites in Stow Bedon can
5,006
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The Preferred Policy Direc on for Rural Areas states that for villages with Se lement Boundaries there will be ˜development concentrated on suitable sites available within the defined se lement boundary on
the policies map. Those settlement boundaries in rural settlements will be reviewed through the application of the criteria approach including, and in broad conformity, in order to reflect ¦ Environmental
constraints. Because of this, further development in Stow Bedon is inappropriate because it will be detrimental to the wildlife site around The Mere. The Stow Bedon Settlement Boundary should not be
extended, and new development adjacent to The Mere should not be permitted. Along with its responsibility to provide land for housing, Breckland has a responsibility to protect its rural areas from
inappropriate speculative development, and to maintain the quality of life of its residents by safeguarding key wildlife sites.
Developing this plot would create the effect of extending the village virtually to the edge of the A1075, and were it to happen it would be impossible to resist applications to develop the other side of the road
also. The site in itself would also lead to an expansion of the village by more than 10%, which is unacceptable. The site is adjacent to the important ecological site which is the Mere, and would impact
adversely on the biodiversity of the area. At a meeting of in excess of 30 parishioners the unanimous view was that the exisiting seettlement boundary shoud be retained as is, and development outside it
should be resisted. The Council fully supported this view. This development would be contrary to PD05, where it says that development in the countryside is "unlikely to be acceptable." My Council agrees with
this view and requests that this site is excluded from future consideration.
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In excess of 30 parishioners attended the meeting at which my Council considered this consultation. The view of the Council, which was supported by those parishioners, was that this proposed site is outside
the seettlement boundary, and therefore contrary to PD05, where it says that development in the countryside is "unlikely to be acceptable." My Council agrees with this view. The site would also bring
development nearer to the important ecological site of the mere, which is unacceptable. My Council requests that this site is excluded from future consideration.
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In excess of 30 parishioners attended the meeting at which my Council considered this consultation. The view of the Council, which was supported by those parishioners, was that this proposed site is outside
the seettlement boundary, and therefore contrary to PD05, where it says that development in the countryside is "unlikely to be acceptable." My Council agrees with this view. The site would also bring
development nearer to the important ecological site of the mere, which is unacceptable. My Council requests that this site is excluded from future consideration.
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In excess of 30 parishioners attended the meeting at which my Council considered this consultation. There was real astonishment that this site had been propsed for residential development. It is way outside
the village, and so large it would probably constitue a completely new village in the open countryside. The view of the Council, which was supported by those parishioners, was that this proposed site is
outside the settlement boundary, and therefore contrary to PD05, where it says that development in the countryside is "unlikely to be acceptable." My Council agrees with this view. My Council requests that
this site is excluded from future consideration.

Mr Colin
Trussell

LP[095]001, 002, 005, 006
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In excess of 30 parishioners attended the meeting at which my Council considered this consultation. One of those said that her mother owned this plot of land, and certainly had not put it forward for possible
development! We suspect that you have marked the wrong plot, and therefore. although my Council suspects you should have marked the back garden of one of the two cottages to the south, are unable to
comment on this site. Please will you confirm, in particular to the true owner of it, that it will be withdrwn from future documents.

LP(095)001,
002,003,004,005,006,007

I wish to lodge my objec on to the proposed site references LP(095)001, 002,003,004,005,006,007 Key points:‐ Sites LP(095) 001,002, 005, 006 were classified by the Council as being ˜ Unreasonable during
the Site Specific Policies & Proposals Development Plan Document 2001‐2026 Review of Rural Settlement Boundaries “ South West Parishes. As such the need for additional dwellings outside is not supported
or justified through a proven need. It can be demonstrated that development of these site will cause significant harm to both the character and environmental aspects of the village when tested and
examined against the policies within the NPPF. The proposed development sites LP(095) 001,002, 005, 006 either adjoin or form County Wildlife Sites (CSW) which are inhabited by protected species and is
part of the wider Thompson Common SSSI. The construction process and final development would be harmful to the wildlife that inhabit it. Natural England has also classified part of the proposal sites as an
SSSI. Development would change and potentially harm the biodiversity and ecology of the sites. Norfolk wildlife Trust has been consulted on the proposed sites and they have stipulated that a buffer zone be
placed around the Mere restricting development. These sites historically have applied for planning permission and have been rejected and recommended for refusal at Officer level and as such not be
included within the plan when considered by the Planning Authority. The NPPF also restricts housing in some rural settlements and prevents other settlements from expanding unless their use can be
supported by robust evidence. None has been put forward to support these sites. Paragraph 7 of the NPPF states that there are 3 dimensions to sustainable development, economic, social and
environmental. Additionally the creation of a high quality built environment with accessible local services. Stow Bedon fails to meet any of these aspects. Economically there is no employment within Stow
Bedon and minimal opportunities in our closest service town Watton. Stow Bedon does not have any local amenities. Additionally we are unable to tap into our neighbouring villages as equally they do not
have any amenities. It is accepted that living in a rural location the car is the primary mode of transport. Access to public transport is very limited with none in the evenings or weekends. Road safety is
paramount for pedestrian, cyclist, horses and car users. Stow Bedon is central to many of the local farms and it is accepted that there is has a high level of farm traffic. The road width does not allow 2 cars to
pass easily without one stopping to let the other pass and all too often the verges are damaged. This is greatly increased when the full width of the road is taken by a tractor. Sites LP(095)002 and LP(095)001
are situated at the narrowest point of Mere Road and within 50m of a bend in the road. There is no street lighting or a footpath for pedestrian users. It is approximately ½ mile walk to the bus stop along a
narrow heavily trafficked road. Surely this cannot be considered safe. The increased number of houses will ultimately result in increased patients. The Doctors surgery in Watton, has removed Stow Bedon
residents from its patient list. Hingham surgery is not taking any additional patients which leaves limited availability at East Harling, some 11 miles away. It is understood that there are 280 additional homes
planned for East Harling which could result in the Watton scenario being repeated. There are only limited essential services along Mere Road with no mains gas or mains drainage. The typography of the area
dictates that water run off falls from the north side of Mere Road to the South via a number of land drains which cross it feeding into the Mere. Building footprint on the south side would cause water
displacement and would increase the risk of more severe flooding. Houses adjacent to sites LP(095)001 have recorded flooding in living memory as it sits at the lowest point of the village. Development of
this site would contribute to a greater flood risk. Site LP(095)006 and land to the north of Mere Road form a gateway to Mere Road creating an open rural character lined with trees, hedgerows, long open
views across fields which would be lost and harmful to the character of the village if developed. The Mere and the open spaces immediately adjoining it act as a natural, protected focal point around which
the village has been built. Hence why development in Stow Bedon has been concentrated along the northern edge of Mere Road. Allowing development on the south side of Mere Road would only lean to an
urbanised street scene with houses on both sides of the road. Sites LP(095) 001,002, 005, 006 all have a history of localised flooding due to a high water table. This has been proved by the need to set the
ground floor level by one metre above the natural ground level of the recently approved dwelling in LP(095)005. It should be noted that no other scheme on the North side of Mere Road has been required to
do this. Any development would need to be raised out of the ground which is totally out of character with the rest of the village.

LP[005]001, 002, 003, 004

With regard to proposed Settlement Boundaries in Beachamwell‐Shingham, obviously we live in Drymere and are not directly effected, but would oppose these boundaries on the grounds that plenty of
development has already taken place, some of which was not in keeping with the character of the village, and didn t seem to include affordable housing, the green spaces left should be preserved for
aesthetic reasons. As far as the boundaries for Drymere is concerned we and others strongly feel that no building should take place on the land west of 12 Drymere as that would extend the village length
ways, we feel if the village were extended at either end particularly before number 1 Drymere this would devastate the natural beauty of our village. We and many residents feel that if planning is going to be
granted in the near future that people living here ( some of us for many decades) should be given priority as a number of us have applied for modest development in the past and have been rejected, the
owners of the land in Drymere under discussion at the moment have already built and sold an executive property in Drymere for over a million pounds, we think they should be content with that. Ourselves
and other land owners here are of the opinion that we should be given permission in the future for ˜in fills to contain modest aﬀordable homes and/or hospitality development in keeping with the building
already in place, the village would benefit from the movement in of younger families, provide much needed new homes which are scarce in villages and would resolve the problem for us of having land which is
too little for farming and too much to manage as our gardens. We understand that future proposed changes may allow for modest development, we would like to point out if an arbitrary percentage were in
place, that would be unfair to some, it would make more sense to evaluate on the amount of land available as well as any development being in keeping with its surroundings.
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STOW BEDON RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION Response the proposed Site references LP(095)001, 002,003,004,005,006,007 And Settlement Boundaries Key points:‐ 31 residents attended the Parish council meeting
on February 15 th with a majority 31 votes on the following:‐ A clear majority of the residents in Stow Bedon and Lower Stow Bedon want the Village Settlement Boundary to remain in its current position. A
clear majority of the residents in Stow Bedon and Lower Stow Bedon reject the sites being put forward for development marked LP(095)001, 002,003,004,005,006,007 It should be noted that site reference
number LP(095)007 at the wish of the owner should be excluded from the review. Sites LP(095) 001,002, 005, 006 were classified by the Council as being ˜ Unreasonable during the Site Specific Policies &
Proposals Development Plan Document 2001‐2026 Review of Rural Settlement Boundaries “ South West Parishes. As such the need for additional dwellings outside is not supported or justified through a
proven need. On the basis that Breckland meet their housing targets, new planning applications will be assessed against design policies, protection of amenity policy and other detailed matters such as siting,
highways access and environmental constraints. It can be demonstrated that development of these site will cause significant harm to both the character and environmental aspects of the village. The
proposed development sites LP(095) 001,002, 005, 006 either adjoin or form County Wildlife Sites (CSW) which are inhabited by protected species. These sites form a linear network that connect with
Thompson Thompson Common (a SSSI) this intern is part of Norfolk valley Fens Special Area of Conservation. It is protected under European legislation and any development would be harmful to the wildlife
that inhabit it. Natural England has also classified part of the proposal sites as an SSSI. As such any development would change and potentially harm the biodiversity and ecology of the sites. Norfolk wildlife
Trust has been consulted on the proposed sites and they have stipulated that a buffer zone be placed around the Mere restricting development. These sites historically have applied for planning permission
and have been rejected at Officer level. The NPPF indicates that rural housing should be located where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural communities and that isolated houses in the countryside
should be avoided this is particularly relevant to LP(095)004 which sits in isolation from the hub of the village and is only accessed by a single track road. The NPPF also restricts housing in some rural
settlements and prevents other settlements from expanding unless their use can be supported by robust evidence. None has been put forward to support these sites. Paragraph 7 of the NPPF states that
there are 3 dimensions to sustainable development, economic, social and environmental. Additionally the creation of a high quality built environment with accessible local services. Stow Bedon fails to meet
any of these aspects. Economically there is no employment within Stow Bedon and minimal opportunities in our closest service town Watton. Stow Bedon does not have any local amenities. Additionally we
are unable to tap into our neighbouring villages as equally they do not have any amenities. It is accepted that living in a rural location the car is the primary mode of transport. Access to public transport is very
limited with none in the evenings or weekends. Road safety is paramount for pedestrian, cyclist, horses and car users. Stow Bedon is central to many of the local farms and it is accepted that there is has a high
level of farm traffic. The road width does not allow 2 cars to pass easily without one stopping to let the other pass and all too often the verges are damaged. This is greatly increased when the full width of the
road is taken by a tractor. Sites LP(095)002 and LP(095)001 are situated at the narrowest point of Mere Road and within 50m of a bend in the road. There is no street lighting or a footpath for pedestrian users.
It is approximately ½ mile walk to the bus stop along a narrow heavily trafficked road. Surely this cannot be considered safe. Whilst the NHS is not part of the consultation process, as residents with an ageing
population, the need for access to NHS services could not be greater. The reality is that our nearest service town Watton, has removed Stow Bedon residents from its patient list. Hingham surgery is not taking
any additional patients which leaves limited availability at East Harling, some 11 miles away. It is understood that there are 280 additional homes planned for East Harling which could result in the Watton
scenario being repeated. There are only limited essential services along Mere Road with no mains gas or mains drainage. The typography of the area dictates that water run off falls from the north side of Mere
Road to the South via a number of land drains which cross it feeding into the Mere. Building footprint on the south side would cause water displacement and would increase the risk of more severe flooding.
Houses adjacent to sites LP(095)001 have recorded flooding in living memory as it sits at the lowest point of the village. Development of this site would contribute to a greater flood risk. It is essential that the
village settlement boundary remains in place to protect the character of the village and the countryside that surrounds us. Site LP(095)006 and land to the north of Mere Road form a gateway to Mere Road
creating an open rural character lined with trees, hedgerows, long open views across fields which would be lost and harmful to the character of the village if developed. The essence of a rural village in terms
of its built form is the random pattern and the open spaces leading to the countryside that distinguish it from a urban settlement. Unlike many villages, Stow Bedon has a natural focal point, The Mere and the
open spaces immediately adjoining it. Development in Stow Bedon has been concentrated along the northern edge of Mere Road and maintaining a no build buffer around the site. In discovering Breckland
I OBJECT to the proposed sites and SUPPORT the retention of the settlement boundary for the following reasons Key points:‐ There are other areas within the current village settlement boundary where
sensitivily designed development can take place which will allow our countryside to remain unspoilt. It is our greatest asset along with the Mere. Sites LP(095) 001,002, 005, 006 all sit within the Countryside.
Development of these sites will cause significant harm to both the character and environmental aspects of the village when tested and examined against the policies within the NPPF. As an example planning
permission for a single dwelling on site 005 has resulted in a flat roof dwelling built 1m above ground level which bears no realtion to the character of our village. I can not think of another dwelling within a 5
mile radius which is completely flat roof. The proposed development sites LP(095) 001,002, 005, 006 either adjoin or form County Wildlife Sites (CSW) which are inhabited by protected species and is part of
the wider Thompson Common SSSI. Development would change and potentially harm the biodiversity and ecology of these sites and the Mere. I understand that Natural England has also classified part of the
proposal sites as an SSSI. There are on mains gas or mains drainage. No mains surface water drainage with a recorded history of flooding. This has been reported to the Council on numerous occassions and
additional protection has been necessary to residents houses along Mere Road. No local amenities i.e shop, Doctors Surgery, school It is accepted that living in the countryside that we rely on our cars,
however access to public transport is very limited with no services running in the evenings or weekends. How are we supposed to travel safely to main service centres? Or provide services for our children to
make simple journeys? Road safety is poor for pedestrian, cyclist, horses and car users as we are in an area with a high volume of farm traffic using very narrow roads with no footpath. Allowing development
on both sides of the road will lead to an urbanised street scene. Currently there are visual breaks between the houses with clear views into the countryside.

LP[095]001, 002,
004,005,006,007,003

I regularly visit Stow Bedon and the villages surrounding it on holidays with my family and have done so for a number of years. I have seen the village change over time with the introduction of more houses
and feel I should let you know my concerns over further expansion of the village with the proposed expansion of the settlement boundary. As a keen naturalist and wildlife enthusiast, I have seen many rare
and protected species in the Mere and surrounding area including Nathusius's Pipistrelle Bats, Barn Owls, Little Owls and Tawny Owls, Natterjack Toads and Great Crested Newts. Apart from the huge damage
that would be caused to such a fragile and unique nature reserve in the heart of the village if more building was to continue in this area, it would damage Stow Bedon's character. You are indeed lucky to have
this resource and would urge that the settlement boundary remain the same to protect the village on the grounds that: Development of these areas would damage the character of the village Development of
the areas would harm the Mere and it's biodiversity There are no mains services Footpaths, street lighting, public transport and facilities such as a shop, pub , school are non existent and thus there is
insufficient infrastructure to support further local housing in the area

LP(095)001,
002,003,004,005,006,007

LP[095]001
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LP[095]001, 002,
004,005,006,007,003

I would like to registermy comment to keep the boundaries of the village of Stow Bedon exactly like they are. Reasons being simply any more houses being built will change the beauty of the place. Recently
houses have been going up and already it's not the same, huge houses in a small village are an eye saw. The water table is very high in this area and with more and more houses it will only cause more flooding
problems, which I have personally experienced. There is nothing in the village and more houses will not bring any benefit to the village, we have no shops, no pathways (although the council are pleased with
themselves about making an improvement to the pingo carpark) no street lighting, no bus service, no main drains or gas, The NHS in this area is an absolute disaster for anyone living here, so again building
more houses would just increase the big problems residents are already facing. So once again, please leave the village alone and do not build anything elase and keep the boundaries where they are.
Stow Bedon has a complete lack of infrastructure, no school, no shops or community facilities, no play area for children, no pavements, no street lighting, no mains drainage or gas and therefore further
development should not be considered here. Further unsustainable housing would not only damage the character of the village but also damage its ecology and destroy essential green spaces. Nearby villages
such as Caston and Griston are already being expanded and Watton has undergone considerable building programmes in recent years with further development still in progress. Watton has limited
opportunities and infrastructure and NHS services are under extreme strain but it does at least have relatively good public transport so that further services can be accessed without the need for a car unlike
Stow Bedon. It would be extremely unrealistic to expect a family to live in Stow Bedon without needing to use two cars to access any essential services and employment opportunities. This would increase
risks on the roads (there are no pavements in Stow Bedon and the current level of traffic on the roads already makes it very scary to walk along with children). It would also increase environmental damage and
noise pollution. Development in a village such as Stow Bedon appears to be entirely contrary to the sustainable settlement strategy set out in Breckland Council s planning policy. Any extension of the village
housing envelope and development of land cannot be in the best interests of the character of the village, the current inhabitants or the environment. Pursuing such a course of action can only be seen to be
prioritising profits for developers and landowners over the sustainable development of a rural community, the cohesion of that community and the wellbeing of its existing residents. There is no doubt that
more housing needs to be provided in both rural and semi‐rural areas, but such development should seek to provide for the needs of young, local families and individuals who find it increasingly difficult to
gain access to the property market and are often forced to leave their village or area for lack of suitable and affordable accommodation.

LP (095) 001 ‐ 007

Stow Bedon and Lower Stow Bedon . I am not in favour of extending this existing boundary for Stow Bedon. Any further developments within the existing boundary would be unwelcomed as it is. "A village
is smaller than a town and larger than a hamlet". Stow Bedon village does not warrant any further extension of its boundary. We live in Stow Bedon because it is a small village and enjoy the small
community that we live in. We have a raft of wildlife within our gardens and along the fields and for the most part it's very unspoiled. I wouldn't like to see anything implemented that would take this
wonderful part of nature away. I won't repeat too much about what other people have said about the village having no paths, streetlighting (which I'm glad about), etc. I like living 'out in the sticks' and that's
another reason for objecting to the extension of the boundary. I don't want to live in a large village. If I did, then I'd be there and not here.

LP(095)004

It is far removed from the existing settlement boundary, 600 metres by road from the
This piece of land currently has one property on it (Prince of Wales) and is unsuitable for inclusion because; ‐
current end of the se lement boundary ‐
The land extends 200 metres into the country side. All other developments in the area are ˜ribbon development , I.e along the road. ‐
If this
was allowed, it would be ˜development in the open countryside ‐
The area is so remote from facili es ‐
The road is single track, and unsuitable for further residen al access

*

As residents in Lower Stow Bedon, we wish to forward our comments concerning the land representations in Stow Bedon and Lower Stow Bedon, and why we wish for the boundary to remain the same:‐ 1.
To begin with the sites for Lower Stow Bedon, LP(095)007 & LP9095)003, has been marked as Breckles. This is misleading to people and should be made clear to residents and corrected by the council. 2.
Our main concern is that if these sites depicted, are allowed to be built on, then will the flood gates be opened to allow every piece of ground in the villages to be built on, especially Lower Stow Bedon, which
would mean the small hamlet would be spoilt forever. If you allow one then when do you stop. 3. There is no infrastructure in the villages. Anyone living here would need transport, leading to a lot more
traffic on very narrow roads which are already heavily used by residents, passing traffic and farm vehicles. 4. There is no mains drains or gas. Possibility of more flooding with the increased use. 5. Finally,
lack of local NHS services with GP surgeries already overflowing. Many residents in Stow Bedon have already been taken out of Watton GP surgery and placed with surgeries that are harder to get to.
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LP(095)001LP(095)002LP(0
95)005LP(095)006LP(095)0 That the existing settlement boundary should remain The village is unsustainable No amenities: no drainage,single track lane cannot cope with more vehicular traffic No footpaths No school, shop, post office
03LP(095)007
VERY limited bus service Access to A1077 extremely hazardous and an accident hotspot
I strongly object to extending the settlement boundary in this area as defined by the map 32.36. Stow Bedon is a small rural village . We have chosen to live in this tranquil village because of the
abundant wildlife and rural environment. The quiet lanes offer an opportunity for families to walk, cycle and ride horses in comparitive safety. The single track roads do suffer from exisiting traffic and
every winter we experience poor road surfuces and pot holes which are not repaired with any degree of urgency. This has caused damage to our cars. Any further increase in traffic will cause increased
damage to roads and impair the quality of life for the people of Stow Bedon.
I note that one of the proposed development areas would be accessed by a single track lane. Whilst we would not chose to
live anywhere else I do point out that this village no longer has a post office or shop. There are no amenities and no street lighting. There are also no pavements. There is no regular public transport or GP
LP(095)001,
surgery. The village does not benefit from mains sewage . Extending the Settlement Boundary would destroy the existing environment and quality of life in the village.
Poor road conditions and single
002,003,004,005,006,007 track roads, especially on Sandy Lane. The roa
Stow Bedon currently has a village Settlement Boundary MY VIEW IS THAT IS SETTLEMENT BOUNDARY SHOULD BE MAINTAINED FOR THE LIFE OF THE PLAN, hence I reject all of the proposed sites as they fall
outside of the boundary. My objection these development are:‐ Further development will damage a beautiful rural area Allowing development outside of the settlement boundary will lead further
appliacations for development on sites adjecent to the sites listed in the emerging options , for which there will be not basis to resist development The protection of the character and natural surrounding of
the village will be lost There is lack of infrastructure in the village to support a Sustainable Community, no shop, no school no community facilities and further development on these site will make the
situtation worse There is no employment oppotunities in the area There no sewerage or gas services in the village There is a lack of public transport, pavements or street lighting to ensure safty of residents
The NHS services in the are are currently overloaded and these delopments will make this worse The increase in traffic will increase the pressure on an already stressed HIGHWAY NETWORK Specific comments
on LP(095)005 and LP(095) These sites are part of THE SANDWADE ESTATE which includes the MERE the development of the sites will damage its Ecology, Biodiversity and protected species The development
of these sites would provide a continous development from the existing settlement boundary to the B1075 The development on this scale will increase the risk of flooding to both the Mere and adjecnt
properties This development will destroy the character of this end of the village and lead to further deveplopment requests from adjecent land owners Specific comments on sites LP(095)002 and 003 This will
LP(095)001,002,003,004,00 increase the flooding risk in a known area liable to flood The highway at this point in the village is single track and very close to a blind bend , making it dangerous Devepment at tis location will have an
adversre effect on the ecolegy and biodiversity of the Mere
5,006,007
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LP[095]001‐ LP[095]002

I am replying to the Breckland Local Plan consultation in that I am concerned about the possibility of new buildings in the future on site reference no. LP(095) 001, 002. This concern is due to the proximity of
such plots with the Mere. I am worried about wildlife and the species, for which the Mere and its surrounding grasslands are the main habitat. Including Newts and an indigenous Italian Frog colony. The
proposed sites will intrude upon the land that surrounds the Mere and will have harmful effect on the environment. The Mere and all its ecology is a huge asset to Stow Bedon and it would be a tragedy to see
it ruined by new builds.

Mr Lee
Pilkingto
n

LP(095)001, LP(095)002,
LP(095)003, LP(095)004,
LP(095)005, LP(095)006,
LP(095)007

The meeting of Stow Bedon and Breckles Parish Council on 15th February witnessed an overwhelming expression of horror at the proposed extension of the settlement boundaries. Councillors, myself
included, agreed that the settlement boundaries needed to remain as they are so that the onus of proving the necessity and practicality of a site outside the boundaries remains with the developer. Of the
sites put forward 001, 002, 005 and 006 are sited at the edge of the mere, are likely to be prone to flooding and directly threaten this ancient habitat‐ a good reason why the original agreed settlement plan
restricted growth on the South of the road. In what some felt were extraordinary circumstances, permission was granted last year to a site on 005‐ a 2 and a half storey house, no doubt devised to deal with
the likelihood of flooding on this site; it is also hoped that the septic system deals with sewage better than the rest of the houses further east on Mere road where low lying ground and a high water table lead
to regular complaints to this council. On this point alone, with such proximity to the mere, the building of houses on plots 001 and 002 would be a potential disaster waiting to happen. Plots 004 and 006
would seem to be the ideal areas for housing estates‐ a phenomenon that is quite out of keeping with this tiny ribbon settlement. The lack of transport links, amenities of any sort, or reasonable broadband
make this village an unlikely candidate for this completely insular sort of development‐ so why would we wish to risk it? To sum up, the very nature of Stow Bedon is that of a scattered ribbon development of
houses practically sited around some idyllic and biologically important wildlife habitats. Filling in all the swampy bits only serves to detract from the essence of living here. The residents of Stow Bedon would
like to see the present settlement boundary retained with any further development decided entirely on it's merits and what it can add to this very special community.

mr
timothy
hickford

I wish to add my opposition to that demonstrated by other residents of Stow Bedon and other nearby villages to the proposals put forward by Breckland District Council in regards to additonal potential
building locations in our villages. Larger villages and towns can accommodate additonal housing in that it does not alter their character; they have the infrastructure to support additonal housing or it can
upgraded as required; they have facilites to support their communities; they are situated in locations where they support the local economy (if they were not they would not have grown over time into large
villages or towns) To add a hundred houses to a town (if built at the right time, in the right place and of the right design) would have a minimal impact upon a town it could even lead to benefits to those
already in residence in terms of increased facilites and improved infrastructure. To add even small number of houses to a small village such as Stow Bedon could completely alter its character with absolutely
no benefits to the resident community in terms of increased facilites or infrastructure. In fact it would have exactly the opposite impact. Stow Bedon has no pavements, no street lighting, no shops, no
mains gas and narrow poorly maintained roads as access points. These are daily issues for current residents but manageable given the current population and road usage. If additonal planning locations are
identified and subsequent planning permission granted (we do not know for how many properties) these issues would be compounded by additional vehicles and services requirements. I am also concerned
regarding the impact that additional building outside of the current building envelope would have on the forna and flora that the village and surrounding area supports. Open grasslands, gaps betweens
buidling plots, hedges and a diversity of land types supports a very wide variety of wildlife in the locality, to build on any of this land could only have a negative impact on the areas ability to support that
LP(095)001 ‐ LP(095)002 ‐ variety. (I believe that the NPPF seeks to increase bio‐diversity not decrease it ) I acknowledge the national and local requirement for additional housing and was surprised that Breckland District Council did
LP (095)004 ‐ LP (095)005 ‐ not have a five year plan as required by Central Government, Hopefully a five year plan that was well considered, prepared following extensive consultation and coordinated both locally, regionally and
nationally. I am not convinced that the curent proposals meet any of these expectations. I do not support the inclusion of the above site references in the buidling envelope of Stow Bedon.
LP(095)006
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I wish to strongly oppose the proposals put forward by Breckland District Council in regards to extending the building settlement boundary for Stow Bedon. Having read the comments of the Residents
Association ID 974422 I completely support the comments made as they reflect the concerns I have regarding this proposal. Stow Bedon has no infrastructure to support additonal housing unless it is
controlled and appropriate. I see nothing in the proposals to provide additonal infrastructure. I also see nothing in the proposal to control inappropriate building, the recent gaining of permission to build
outside of the current planning envelope suggests that current practices need to be strengthened not weaken. Predominantly the areas currently identified for future building in the poposals are open
grasslands a valuable and dwindling necessity for all types of wildlife. I was under the impression that the national planning framework had an intention to increase bio‐diversity and support nature not
achieve exactly the opposite as the Breckland proposals will achieve for Stow Bedon and probably numerous other sites in Breckland if the proposals go through. Stow Bedon is serviced by Watton which itself
LP(095)001 ‐ LP(095)002 ‐ is subject of extensive building proposals. There are already issues in Watton with regard to parking, registering with a doctors surgery and traffic flow. How will these issues be addressed in advance of any
LP (095)004 ‐ LP (095)005 ‐ additonal buidling in the area ‐ the Breckland Council proposals do not address these issues in advance of the buidling or suggest any future solutions. The character of Stow Bedon would be negatively
impacted by a change in the buidling envelope. Open spaces, gaps, fields, hedges and marshland are the character of the village these should not be jeopardised to meet a 'target' for building.
LP(095)006
I have read the comments submitted by the residents association ref 974422 and these are comments and observations that reflect my feelings and concerns regarding the proposals put forward by Breckland
District Council. As a concept I cannot understand how it is appropriate to identify proposed building sites by asking landowners if they might wish to build on land they own. I accept that the proposals do not
grant building permission and subsequent planning permission would have to be sought if these proposals were approved but how does it look to anyone who is not a land owner or involved with Breckland
Council......you tell us where you want to build and we will seek to include that land in planning envelopes (as it relates to Stow Bedon) This does not suggest a coordinated and thoughtful process, just a
reaction to the requirement to rectify mistakes of the past in not identifying approrpiate land for building during past years as required by government. I am also concerned in relation to the environmental
impact that building in Stow Bedon is / could have on wildlife in general. Mere Road is a haven for wildlife it offers marshland, open grassland, open fileds, hedgerows and the Sandwade Mere (a county
wildlife site). I would welcome evidence from Breckland Council as to how buidling additonal properties in Stow Bedon would have anything other than a negative impact on nature, or what it is doing on a
district level to increase bio‐diversity as required under the national planning framework. Villages such as Stow Bedon are not a no build zone ( as evidenced by the number of new homes built in recent years)
LP(095)001 ‐ LP(095)002 ‐ but there are obvious reasons why the building in contained and limited: No infrastructure Poor roads No amentities No main drainage Very limited public services and transport No nearby doctors surgery (8
LP (095)004 ‐ LP (095)005 ‐ miles away) I can only hope the Breckland Council listens to the residents it serves, takes account of the evidence presented, takes account of the national planning framework and rejects the proposals
regarding additonal building sites in Stow Bedon.
LP(095)006
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LP (095)
001,002,004,005,006

I wish to record my objection to the emerging site options identified for Stow Bedon on the following grounds; 1. Mere Road is a very rural highway with no footpaths, street lighting or drainage and
insufficient width to pass 2 vehicles in places, especially agricultural vehicles. Additional traffic during and after development will only make this situation worse and further endanger
pedestrians/cyclists/horse riders using the road. 2. There is no mains foul or surface water drainage anywhere in the village and additional development with more roof and hard surface drainage and outfall
from foul treatment systems will increase the load on the existing piped and natural drainage systems which at times are already struggling to cope with the existing demand on them. 3. Sandwade Mere and
the surrounding areas are the home to a wide range of wildlife some of which are endangered or protected species. Further development would reduce the space available to this wildlife and probably impact
it's wellbeing. We often see deer, bats, owls and other birds emerging from the mere to feed/hunt on the surrounding land and wouldn't like to see this hampered by more development. 4. Stow Bedon and
the surrounding villages have little or no facilities to speak of and further development would mean these new residents would need to travel at least as far as Watton for most things and further for others
such as their appointed GP surgery, where‐ever that may be. This requirement for travel cannot fully align with sustainability requirements to reduce emissions. 5. Overcrowding of the local environment
would be frustrating and potentially unpleasant for the existing residents. Overlooking of existing dwellings and gardens by new development has always and will always be an issue to existing residents as
there will be a feeling of loss of privacy. Taking all the above into consideration I believe further development in this very rural location would not be in line with general planning policy so should be rejected.
Both my wife and I appose the applications for the following reasons; 1) The local GP's are oversubscribed, therefore unable to take on additional patients. 2/. The lanes are not adequate to take increased
traffic, with no footpaths for pedestrian safety. 3/.We need to protect our beautiful villages from unnecessary developments. 4/.Consideration should be given to the natual landrainage, to avoid the tragedyof
flooded homes. 5/. Building construction and equipment damage exsisting roads and verges and increasing the dangers for cyclists and walkers. 6/. The Mere with its diverse wildlife and ecology must be
protected for future generations. 7/. Due to the lack of local amenities the vehicle movements would increase the volumn on the raods to sauce them. 8/. To say yes to these developments would mean
opening the door of opportunity for even more to be built.

LP(095)002 and
LPO(095)001

I am a resident of Mere Road Stow Bedon. Whilst recognising that houses will be built/restructured as time passes, this is not a bad thing if on an ad hoc basis, of course they would need to adhere to the
constraints of the current boundary, and they are in keeping with the current stock. I really do think that to attempt to remove the settlement boundary to allow building on the south side of thje road
would be a bad thing. One of the main features that attracted us to live here is the mere and the surrounding green fields and wooded area. Mere Road is narrow, has no pavement, no street lighting,
minimilist services and apparently a real problem with water run off from the farmland to the north behind the current houses. Surely interfering with the south side, whether the open fields or the area of
the mere will interfere with the finely balanced eco situation that currently exists? I note there are several houses for sale/rent, none have buyers/residents, why build more if there is no current take up. I do
not support altering the current boundary nor would I be happy to see a further increase in traffic and road use which would be the inevitable result of allowing any building of residential properties on the
open south sides outside the permitted areas as outlined by bthe current settlement line. I support retaining the line as it stands today.

LP(095)001, 002, 004, 005
& 006
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Stow Bedon PD 05 plots LP 095 001
002 004 005 006 1. In common with other residents of Mere Road Stow Bedon, I bought my property, The |Old Post Office, because I wanted to live in a quiet, rural,
undeveloped settlement overlooking fields. I did not want to live in a housing estate or town, even though at the time, I was working in Norwich and my husband in Bury St Edmunds. I therefore strongly object
to any plan, to build a cluster of houses, or housing estate, or a substantial number of additional properties which will destroy the form and character of Mere Road Stow Bedon. 2. Mere Road with its meres, is
an important habitat for several rare or unique fauna and flora. Over‐building and populating this area would endanger these species. 3. Mere Road has no footpaths, or street lighting which is how I like it. 4.
Mere Road has a limited bus service which means residents need their own transport to access schools, employment, shops and NHS services. Due to increases in population Watton GP surgery has had to
move patients living in Mere Road to East Harling Surgery or Hingham Surgery which are not accessible by public transport. Further development and increase in population compounds these problems. 5.
There is a high level of farm traffic using Mere Road which is a narrow road. 6. There is no mains gas or mains drainage. There have been reoccurring problems with drainage in Mere Road. Mr and Mrs
Fitzgerald The Old post Office Mere Road Stow bedon NR17 1HP
Map 32.36 Mere Road Stow Bedon proposed Polocy Direction PD 05
Plots LP095 001 002 004 005 006 1. In common with other
residents of Mere Road Stow Bedon, I bought my property, The |Old Post Office, because I wanted to live in a quiet, rural, undeveloped settlement overlooking fields. I did not want to live in a housing estate
or town, even though at the time, I was working in Norwich and my husband in Bury St Edmunds. I therefore strongly object to any plan, to build a cluster of houses, or housing estate, or a substantial number
of additional properties which will destroy the form and character of Mere Road Stow Bedon. 2. Mere Road with its meres, is an important habitat for several rare or unique fauna and flora. Over‐building and
populating this area would endanger these species. 3. Mere Road has no footpaths, or street lighting which is how I like it. 4. Mere Road has a limited bus service which means residents need their own
transport to access schools, employment, shops and NHS services. Due to increases in population Watton GP surgery has had to move patients living in Mere Road to East Harling Surgery or Hingham Surgery
which are not accessible by public transport. Further development and increase in population compounds these problems. 5. There is a high level of farm traffic using Mere Road which is a narrow road. 6.
There is no mains gas or mains drainage. There have been reoccurring problems with drainage in Mere Road. Mr and Mrs Fitzgerald The Old post Office Mere Road Stow bedon NR17 1HP
5 002 001 005 006 004
I would like ot object to these parcels of land being included within the settlement boundary of the village of Stow Bedon on the grounds that they are immediately adjacent to the mere and provide essential
groundwater runoff and filtering for water entering the mere. Development on these sites would be likely to have an adverse affect not just on the mere but on the likelihood of Mere Road flooding due to
lack of drainage.
LP(095) 002, 005, 006
Further to the informative presentation at the most recent Parish council meeting and after due consideration of the facts, I would like to see the existing settlement boundaries remain in their current format.
I would not wish to see further development outside the current boundary on the basis that current infrastructure would not sufficiently support further development in and around our village, as well as
LP (095)001, 002, 003, 004, current drainage issues potentially getting worse, with any new proposed housing. I fully accept that any new planning applications should and will be treated on their own merits, within the existing
005, 006
boundaries.

Christop
her
Allen

Firstly, may I ask for clarification on your inner on the map. It says Breckles but we have been told that it is not, it is actually Lower Stow Bedon, where we live. Secondly, our response to the boundary
reassessment is as follows. 1
There has been a massive increase in road traffic over the last few years on the road (unnamed) through Lower Stow Bedon, which is now used as a short cut by all
types of vehicle.plus of course, constant use by very large farm vehicles. Even though we have a 30mph limit, very few drivers adhere to this which is a worry. With more houses built in the village that traffic
can only increase. 2
There is a lack of GP cover in our area as several of the surgeries are now full and not taking any new patients. Attleborough is just about full. Where will the new
residents go for medical treatment? 3
Our hamlet has no infrastructure whatsoever, such as shop, school, pub, or even a bus service to enable residents to get to a local town if they are unable
to get there themselves. I hope you will take all these points into consideration before making your final decisions.

Mrs
Theresa
Fitzgeral
d
Mr
Jason
Hurst

LP[095]003 & 007
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Mr &
Mrs
Drake

Mr and
Mrs
Copples
tone

LP[095]003

Having studied the Breckland Local Plan documents Parts 1 and 2 in the context of this parcel of land that we have submitted, we have had further thoughts as follows:. We agree that there is a shortage of
smaller low cost/affordable homes in the parish and thus believe that our parcel of land would be well suited to accommodate such properties. The form and character of Lower Stow Bedon suggests that a
group of 3‐5 well designed 1‐2 bedroom properties would sit well in this infill site and would not harm the character of the village. Adequate drainage is available and highways access and visibility is of the
appropriate standard via an existing field access direct on to the highway. Should we be successful in having an allocation for this plot it would be our intention to develop this site in the manner noted above
for the benefit of the community.

*

We are residents of Mere Road Stow Bedon. we have lived here for just under 30 years. During that time we have witnessed many changes, mostly on the north side and have always appreciated the green
and wooded areas of the Mere and the green spaces to the south of the road remaining untouched and unspoilt. Having read through the proposals under discussion within the Breckland plan we would like
our views to be heard. Our home suffers from the run off of water from the fields to the north of the road; we regularly pump water from our ground across the road to the south side. We believe interfering
with the south side land by building on it will only make matters worse. Mere Road is narrow, has no pavements or walkways, has no lighting and suffers heavily from the current traffic and from farm
machinery moving between Caston and farm land towards Rocklands. We are constantly awash with mud on this small road which is also used by the local children to cycle and play on. We recognise that
changes are always happening, individual homes are permitted within the boundary and some current properties are permitted to be restructed and modernised. However we believe that any significant
increase in residential properties, particularly on the south side will not only erode the charm of our village and the mere area/woodland but will create a large increase in vehicular traffic, we also think it will
alter the water drainage issue adversely. The current settlement boundary was put in place some time ago and we believe it's doing a good job of protecting the environment and our lovely village. We do not
believe it should be altered nor should planning permission be granted for any purpose outside the current line without it being both positive and beneficial to those already reside in the village.

Mr &
Mrs
Riddell

*

B
Leonard

*

K Price

*

Mrs
Brodie

Christin
e Brown
Cllr
Cowen

*

*
*

We are responding to the prosposed planning application by Breckland Council within the Breckles and Stow Bedon boundaries. We would like express strong concerns over all the proposed designated areas.
These areas include LP(095) 001,002,004,005 & 006 for Stow Bedon and LP (095) 003 & 007 for Breckles. We live a stone's throw away from Stow Bedon at Jasmine Cottage on Rayners Falgate (NR17 1DW)
and already feel deeply troubled by the level of traffic along this road as it is too heavy (and too fast), often leading to near accidents. Our concerns mirror that of many other local residents in that there is an
insufficient / inadequate infrastructure in place regarding facilities such as shops, transport, NHS services, schools, street lighting etc. The fact there is no mains drainage or gas supply to most of this area is
also a huge worry. Overuse of the land drains could lead to unacceptable & unnecessary suffering for residents as historically evidence of flooding has already occured in certain areas. Obviously any
increased building or development would reduce the beauty & uniqueness of the areas in question and we strongly oppose any of the proposed developments. We trust our views will be considered.
Having moved to the village some 35 years ago, to what at the time was a quiet little Norfolk Country Village, I feel that we have seen enough infill to date without suffering more. I feel that in the centre of
the village the lack of main drainage will cause a major problem without this facility. In Mere Road, in particular, more houses must mean more cars and vans added to the existing flow, and this would cause
even more damage to the verges, and mud in the road. This problem has got very bad of late with the addition of larger vehicles on the agricultural contingent. All in all just leave our village as it is, most of us
do not want it spoiled anymore.
I am objecting to the development of sites LP(095)001, 002,004,005,006,003&007 For the following reasons, lack of infrastructure in the village,schools,shops and community facilities increase use of the
lane, extra traffic ,further breakdown of the grass verges, more noise pollution, lack of local public transport, no street lighting , no pavements, its very difficult now to walk along the lane ,always keeping ears
and eyes open for vehicle's, lack of mains drainage foul and surface , or gas the increase in surface water will only overload the existing drainage which at times cannot cope leading to area's of the lane
flooding, lack of NHS services, some local GPs have already closed their registers,and it is almost impossible to get a NHS dentist locally further properties will damage the rural area, the mere and its
ecology andits protected species. Could you please forward my objection to the relevant department.
I have read and considered the paper submitted by the Resident's Association and the existing Settlement Boundary and Rural Land Representations Winter 2015 for Stow Bedon and Breckles, mindful of the
considerable concern in rural areas nationwide of the over‐development taking place in many villages. At the same time realistically, homes need to be built where suitable. With reference to the proposed
potential areas for development in Stow Bedon, the points put forward by the Resident's Association : Protection of the character and natural surroundings of the village. Damage to our Mere, its ecology,
protected species, bio‐diversity and uniqueness. Lack of infrastructure in the village: no shops; community facilities;no play areas for children and schools. Increased cars if further building development is
granted, hence increased pressure on the roads and verges, also noise pollution. Lack of public transport, no pavements, street lighting, or public rights of way to insure villagers safety on increasingly busy
roads. Lack of NHS services and local GP care in overfull surgeries. Lack of employment for young people. No mains drains or gas. Inability of land drains to cope with increased use and the possibility of
increased local flooding, especially on the historically flooded South side of Mere Road. More building will increase run‐off on an already very high water table. seem relevant with particular concern for
LP[095] 002/ LP[095] 001 and LP[095]004 as these areas could contain unspecified and possibly multi‐housing grouping that would not be in keeping with previous developments in Stow Bedon and could also
be of detrimental effect to nearby dwellings. On reading the Proposed Policy Direction PD05, I would hope that document would have provided reassurance that further invasive unsuitable development
would not take place on the back of the present submitted developments should they be approved and could not be reinterpreted for future speculations.
With regard to the Breckland Local Plan consultation on the Settlement Boundaries in Stow Bedon I would like to offer the following reasons why extending the Village Boundary and allowing development
on the sites LP[095]001, 002, 004, 005, 006 in Stow Bedon, and LP[095]003 in Lower Stow Bedon would destroy the unique character and beauty of these villages. Basic Services necessary for development
such as sewerage, water, a shop, education, social and health are absent. (contrary to guidelines in your Emerging Site Options Part 2) There is no Village Hall, Public House or other venues where residents can
meet. (contrary to guidelines in your Emerging Site Options Part 2) There is no employment for young people moving into the area. Although outside the present Village Boundary, planning permission has
already be granted in one case “ LP[095]005 At present there is no transport to enable residents without cars to get to NHS surgeries (local surgeries are already full) or for children to get to school. An
increased number of houses would mean more traffic on roads which are already almost impassable in winter because of heavy vehicles carving up the verges. With no pavement or street lighting it is
hazardous to walk down the road particularly if pushing a buggy. More cars necessary to access shops in Watton or Attleborough would increase the Carbon Footprint of the area. Much of the land where
LP[095]001, 002 are situated is historically prone to flooding. If the settlement boundary is extended to include LP[095]004, a site which is on a very narrow single track road and is a greenfield site not
included in the village, or extended to include LP[095]005, 006 (greenfield sites), again not part of the village, destroying the approach to Mere Road, it could lead to development on adjacent land in the
future, totally destroying the rural character and beauty of the village. Bearing in mind the above points, I strongly object to the proposals to extend the boundary and allow development of sites LP[095]001,
002, 003, 004, 005, 006.
Page 194 Part 2: ‐ The inset map is noted, incorrectly, as Breckles. This is in fact Lower Stow Bedon and the parcel of land referenced LP (095)007 has not been submitted by the owner and should in fact be
shown on the adjacent site
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Cllr
Cowen
Peter
Brown
Peter
Brown
Peter
Brown
Peter
Brown
Peter
Brown
Steven
Scott‐
Brown

Accuracy at time of going to press: ‐ On a general note I am aware that the Emerging Site Options document reflected the call for sites that expired on the 9 th January 2015 at which time a line was drawn to
enable the document to be produced. Clearly the planning process has continued apace with many sites being considered through the planning system between then and the publication of the document in
January 2016. However, residents and businesses have also questioned why many sites for which approval has been granted or refused or which are under consideration are not more accurately described in
the documents. The criticism has been made that we are being consulted upon matters that have already been determined through the democratic process. In my ward I am aware of some such sites LP
(087)010 LP (018)003 LP (018)005 LP (079)002 LP (079)008 LP (086)008 in part already within the settlement boundary LP (095)005 LP (037) 012 LP (037)008
*
This is an open area of land and has a public foot path (as shown on the Ordinance Survey Map) running between the two plots of land. Development of these two sites would reduce the quality of the amenity
Lp[095]001 and LP[095]002 to the public. Also this land brings openness to this part of the village which also has been maintained by the owner of the property opposite.
This agricultural land completely unsuitable for development as it does not remotely fall into the village settlement area. The map does not show its position in relation to the footpath which joins Mere Road
to Stowley Lane. The area shown would accommodate a large number of houses separate from the village and would be completely out of place
LP[095]004
Planning approval has been given to this site, prior to the completion of the consultative process, to accommodate two dwellings. This site is at the entrance to the village from Stow Bedon Road. Plans for one
dwelling has been approved, although the design is unique, it is completely out of style and character of the rest of the houses in the village.
LP[095]005
LP[095]006

This large plot of land fronts Stow Bedon Road. Any development on this site would be detrimental to the village both in scale and location.

LP[095]007

I believe that the owner of this land did not put this site forward for consideration

Scott‐Brown
Partnership

Steven
Scott‐
Brown

Scott‐Brown
Partnership

Mr
Julian
Gibson

Clerk Stow
Bedon &
Breckles Parish
Council
LP[095]06

This is a small rural settlement. With its total lack of facilities it can scarcely be referred to as a bonafide village. The existing settlement is spread along both sides of Mere Road, mainly on the noth, Land within
the settlement boundary is largely developed and in recent years infilling has consolidated what was here in the 1980's/1990's when we moved here. There is still a substantial area within the present
boundary which has not been developed. I understand Breckland has between 3 and 4 years supply. This has improved in recent years but still puts settlements of all types at risk from the syndrome of
"planning by appeal", which is unfortunate given the huge commitment of time and taxpayers money devoted to the Local Plan process. Better to concentrate on how to increase supply before flying kites
inviting bids for further land allocations, and to retain existing settlement boundaries for the time being especially in "lower order" places.. I accept Breckland ‐ in common with most LPA's‐ is playing catch‐up
from around 20 years of serial and deliberate underprovision but this is no justifciation for bad planning. Sustainability Places like Stow Bedon should be in the lowest priority of settlemtns to accommodate
new housing. SB is an inherently unsustainable settlement; it has no shops, no community services, minimal public transport access, very minimal local employment, poor broadband, no mains drainage, no
footways, no street lighting ‐ the list of what it doesn't have to support sustainable living goes on. Allocating land here for housing development is the antithesis of what Planning should be about. For good or
bad, planning should be about locating development in juxtaposition with employment, transport, shopping, social and community infrastructure, consistent with national policy to reduce the need to travel.
LP[095]005 and (especially) 006 ‐ would extend SB in a form of ribbon development which the planning system has consistently discouraged for decades. There is no good reason in my view for doing
otherwise now. LP[095]001 and 002. Logical but infills a character 'gap' between existing development and adversely impacts on the setting of the Mere. Despite recent infilling SB remains a visually spacious
settlement and this would add a sense of uncharacterstic 'enclosure' LP[095]004 is this serious? totally unrealted to any built development‐ would just invite further infilling on Sandy Lane arguin that linking
this site to the scattered development at the edge of the present settlement boundary would be 'logical rounding off' or some similarly spurious argument. Settlement boundary. Abolishing it would, in my
view, be a 'hostage to fortune' until such time as the District can argue a proper 5 year supply of housing land and is therefore in a better position to resist random developments based on shortage of supply
arguments.
Part of this site now has planning permission. My Council objected to that development saying that this site was put forward for potential development during the LDF process, and rejected as being
˜Unreasonable . This was confirmed in the Stow Bedon Adopted Plan 2012, which shows it being outside the Se lement Boundary, and no extenua ng circumstances had been put forward to jus fy this
deviation from Policy. The Council also said that it was the clear intention of the developer to extend buildings right to the end of Mere Road, thus totally changing the aspect of the road. At the time the
Council was, of course, unaware that the whole plot had been put forward as a Rural Land Representation, but this proves that it was absolutely right. In fact, when coupled with LP[095]006, this would extend
the scope of the village almost to the A1075. This is against PD05, where it says that development in the countryside is "unlikely to be acceptable." My Council agrees with this view and requests that this site is
excluded from future consideration. application appears to be for two properties rather than one, as it specifically includes mention of a œpotential future plot , and if these two were to be permi ed, a
request for infill development on the orchard between this site and Beech House would surely follow. The proposed dwelling is at the entrance to the village, and completely out of character. Whilst Mere
Road contains a varied mix of developments (including 1, 1 ½ and 2 story buildings) there are none that remotely resemble this proposed design. The Council feels that the application is disingenuous, as it
refers to a two‐story dwelling, when it is in fact three stories, the ground floor being only partly buried by excavation. Doubtless this is why a flat roof is proposed (which would be unique among the pitched
roofs of the rest of the village), to keep the overall height nearer (but not close) to that of other dwellings. The Council felt that if permission for this dwelling to be constructed outside the Settlement
Boundary, there would be no shortage of other applications to do the same thing

Mr
Julian
Gibson

Clerk Stow
Bedon &
Breckles Parish
Council
PL[095]006

In excess of 30 parishioners attended the meeting at which my Council considered this consultation. The view of the Council, which was supported by those parishioners, was that this proposed site is outside
the seettlement boundary, and therefore contrary to PD05, where it says that development in the countryside is "unlikely to be acceptable." My Council agrees with this view and requests that this site is
excluded from future consideration.

Mr
Julian
Gibson

Clerk Stow
Bedon &
Breckles Parish
Council
LP[095]002

In excess of 30 parishioners attended the meeting at which my Council considered this consultation. The view of the Council, which was supported by those parishioners, was that this proposed site is outside
the seettlement boundary, and therefore contrary to PD05, where it says that development in the countryside is "unlikely to be acceptable." My Council agrees with this view. The site would also bring
development nearer to the important ecological site of the mere, which is unacceptable. My Council requests that this site is excluded from future consideration.

*
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Mr
Julian
Gibson

Clerk Stow
Bedon &
Breckles Parish
Council
LP[095]001

In excess of 30 parishioners attended the meeting at which my Council considered this consultation. The view of the Council, which was supported by those parishioners, was that this proposed site is outside
the seettlement boundary, and therefore contrary to PD05, where it says that development in the countryside is "unlikely to be acceptable." My Council agrees with this view. The site would also bring
development nearer to the important ecological site of the mere, which is unacceptable. My Council requests that this site is excluded from future consideration.

Mr
Julian
Gibson

Clerk Stow
Bedon &
Breckles Parish
Council
LP[095]004

In excess of 30 parishioners attended the meeting at which my Council considered this consultation. There was real astonishment that this site had been propsed for residential development. It is way outside
the village, and so large it would probably constitue a completly new village in the open countryside. The view of the Council, which was supported by those parishioners, was that this proposed site is outside
the settlement boundary, and therefore contrary to PD05, where it says that development in the countryside is "unlikely to be acceptable." My Council agrees with this view. My Council requests that this site
is excluded from future consideration.

Mr
Julian
Gibson

Clerk Stow
Bedon &
Breckles Parish
Council
LP[095]007

In excess of 30 parishioners attended the meeting at which my Council considered this consultation. One of those said that her mother owned this plot of land, and certainly had not put it forward for possible
development! We suspect that you have marked the wrong plot, and therefore. although my Council suspects you should have marked the back garden of one of the two cottages to the south, are unable to
comment on this site.
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Thompson
Name

Organisa
tion

Site

Comments

Mrs Susan
Tanner

LP(095)
001,002,00
3,004,005,
006

Dr Michael
Ackerman

There are more houses within the parish of Stow Bedon,outside the settlement boundary,than there are within the settlement boundary along Mere Road. Current planning policy restricting new developments to
within the settlement boundary has been to the detriment of the character of the village. The policy has resulted in infill along the North of Mere road, where gardens have been subdivided to fascillitate development
adjacent to existing houses, aswell as in front of and behind existing houses.There is clearly a demand for housing within Stow Bedon and in my opinion the settlement boundary should be altered in favour of
LP[095}001 development to the South of mere road where suitable land and the natural drainage exists. Furthermore, the subdivision and infill of garden plots on the North side of Mere road has resulted in the loss of a large
,002.005,0 number of large trees in these gardens,which has altered the character of the village.I therefore wholeheartedly support development of the proposed sites to the South of Mere Road where both suitable land and
natural drainage exist.I note, that it appears the council would concur with my observations as planning permission has recently been granted at site LP[095] 006, to build a detatched house.
06

Dr Michael
Ackerman

With there being more settlements outside the settlement boundary of Stow Bedon than within it, begs the question why there is a settlement boundary at all?Why has an arbitrary area along Mere road, with a bias
to the North of the road, been designated as a settlement area,thus determining any future development within the parish, when there are more houses outside this area than within it?This can only encourage infill
within the boundary,resulting in smaller plots , loss of specimen trees and a consequential alteration in the spacial leafy character of the Village.There is suitable land elsewhere within the parish for development.
Furthermore, the bias of the current settlement boundary to the North of Mere Road has created all sorts of drainage problems within the village, because all waste water has ultimately got to cross the road to access
the natural waterways to the South of the road. Either the settlement boundary within the village should be abolished and each planning application within the parish be asessed on its individual merrits, or, if the
LP[095]001 planning authorities insist on a settlement boundary, then it needs to be altered to encompass the more favourable land to the South of Mere road, where there is dirrect access to the waterways.This would stop any
.002,003,0 further infill, including front and back land development of properties to the North of Mere road, with the detrimental aesthetic consequences thereof.In the context of the proposed planning policy on infill and
04,005'006 rounding off ,of settlement boundaries, LP[095]001 and LP[095] 002, situated on road frontage to the South of Mere road, within the centre of the village and within the building line, with historical access to the
highway and with a natural wood forming the Western boundary, could not be more suited to incorporation in the revised settlement boundary.
,007

Mr Ian
Jessett

This piece of land currently has one property on it (Prince of Wales) and is unsuitable for inclusion because; ‐
It is far removed from the existing settlement boundary, 600 metres by road from the current
If this was allowed, it
end of the se lement boundary ‐
The land extends 200 metres into the country side. All other developments in the area are ˜ribbon development , I.e along the road. ‐
The area is so remote from facili es ‐
The road is single track, and unsuitable for further residen al access
LP[095]004 would be ˜development in the open countryside ‐

Natural
England

*

Mrs Evelyn
Batts

LP(095)001
,002,,003,0
04,005,006
,007.

mrs mary
jones

LP(095)001
,002,004,
005, 006

Stow Bedon is a rural village in Breckland and new houses have been built over the years to add to the residential charm of the village but I think further housing will not add to the character of the village and will spoil
it's rural charm, the village has had enough building. The ecology of the Mere may be damaged if there is further housing being built near it, there are protected species in the Mere. The drainage in Stow Bedon is
suffering from increased use, will further building add to this problem ? More than likely. Stow Bedon does not have street lights, pavements, no shop, no school or community facilities. The settlement boundary
should stay where it is for the next 15 years.

Constraints to the amendment of settlement boundaries evidently include Breckland SPA, Breckland SAC, the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC and River Wensum SAC (and their associated 55515), with sites in Thompson, Stow
Bedon, Cockley Cley, Foulden, Gooderstone, Guist, Lyng, lckburgh and Little Cressingham all in close proximity to the above European sites or their associated SSSIs. Natural England advises that development within
such areas may not be deliverable unless it can be satisfactorily demonstrated that suitable mitigation can be provided. We would advise Habitats Regulations screening of potential development sites, at an early
stage, to help minimise risks to their deliverability at the detailed stage. In addition, the following designated sites are in close proximity to the current settlement boundaries and therefore may be affected by changes
to the boundaries: Foxley: The existing settlement boundary is already very close to Foxley Wood SSSI which is also a National Nature Reserve. This wod represents the largest area of ancient Noodland in Norfolk and
is susceptible to recreational pressure. Stow Bedon: This settlement is surrounded by locally designated sites which adjoin Thompson Water, Carr & Common (a component of the Norfolk Valley Fens SAC). Sandwade
Mere County Wildlife Site is situated adjacent to the southern boundary of this settlement and is a valuable area for biodiversity.
i am opposing the the sites LP(095)001,002,003,004,005,006,007, being developed for the following reasons: 1. They are outside of the existing settlement boundary, which must be retained, it has provided adequate
development land while retaining the character of the parish. 2. With in the existing settlement boundary there are sufficient plots of development land to meet the needs of the parish during the life of this plan,
hence there is no requirements for additional sites outside of the existing settlement boundary. 3. The proposed sites, LP(095)001,002,005,006, either adjoin or form part of county wildlife sites (CSN) which are
inhabited by protected species, hence the development of these sites would have adverse effect on the ecology and biodiversity of the area. 4. LP(095)005,006 would extend the exsisting settlement boundary to
A1075, which would change the character of the parish. 5. LP(095)001,002, are situated at the narrowest point on Mere Road and within 50m of a bend. There is historical evidence of flooding in this part of Mere Road
and development would significantly increase the risk of further flooding. Development of the above sites in what is a non sustainable village is unacceptable because: There is no shop, school, community facilities,
poor public transport, no pavements, drainage, sewage or gas supply, street lighting, and lack of HHS services.
My husband and myself moved to Mere Road because it is so quiet and peaceful. We understand there are no pavements, we understand there are no street lights, and the several other things (gas,
broadband,drainage etc) which make this area reflect a certain bespoke setting for single residences for people who wish to live this way. To alter the planning boundary line to suit a financial exercise in maximising
residences for the financial gain of the land owners does not in our view sit comfortably with our perception of the road. The mere and grass areas to the south of the road are a joy and we gather an ecological oasis
for local flora and fauna, long may it remain so! The road is narrow, invariably muddy and sometimes busy from farm traffic and does not appear to be on the council radar for maintenance and cleaning. Shame on
them. The local children enjoy the backwater effect of the locale and we would not wish to alter this. We are wholeheartedly against moving or removing the current settlement boundaries or allowing any further
development on the south side of Mere Road.
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Weasenham
Name

Organisa
tion

Site

Mrs Sue
Yerby

LP(100)
002 003
004 005
006 007

MR B HART

All sites

Comments

Thompson is a lovely rural village surround by farm land and part of that farming community The traingle land 003 was allotment gardens but has been untended for many years and had grown into a wildlife nature land
providing habitat for many species. This programme has encouraged the land owner to decimate the land over recent weeks absolutely destroying trees, bushes, shrubery and wild flowers that had become the home for
Tawney Owls, Pheasants,Grass snakes, Slow worms varitey of Frogs & Toads Newts smooth and crested, Moor hens, Deer, Rabbits, Butterflys to name but a few. It is appalling that such programs encourage the land owner to
disregard the green belt environment in order to make a quick profit. The roads for all these proposed sites are insufficent in size to accommodate increase traffic flows these developments will destroy the green belt rurual
aura of Thompson Village.
We write to register our oposition to the application for development of 6 sites in Whissonsett Having read all the above objections we cannot add anything fresh. Whissonsett is totally unsuitable for development already
being without any amenities benefical to current residents of all ages. Any increase in population placing heavy demands on the exisiting overloaded surgeries. Several of the few roads already need improving. Any family
placed here would need to be self sufficient in the way of transport .
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Whissonsett
Name

Charles
Holloway

Philip
Bowes

Mrs Sarah
Garrood

Mr & Mrs
Rutter

Organisa
tion

Site

*

Comments
Dear Sirs I write with comments on the proposals under the Breckland Local Plan Consultation as they affect the village of Whissonsett. Whissonsett is not a town. It is a small village and is surrounded by good quality
agricultural land. There is no obvious need for further housing. A recent scheme to build houses near the church demonstrated the lack of demand in that it took a number of years before the houses were filled. All the
proposed sites referenced above lie outside the current settlement boundary. They are unsuitable for housing because: The village has no amenities, no school, no shop, no pub. There is no post office. The village hall
houses an occasional service provided by Litcham PO. Roads to and from the village are largely single track and/or are narrow. They will not take more cars and other vehicles which would only increase the danger to walkers
and cyclists. There is little public transport, in most cases once a week to local towns. Drainage is likely to be a problem. The village currently floods (most recently in January 2016) and current infrastructure cannot cope
with what we have here now. There is little or no local employment available in the village, nor nearby.
I have been unable to discover the views of the Parish Council either from the parish magazine or from village
notice boards but I note that two members of the PC have an interest in or are owners of the land suggested. I am sure they have declared the obvious conflict of interest but the views of others not so interested need to be
represented as well. In conclusion, the areas suggested are totally unsuitable for housing land as they encroach on green field sites when there must be many better situated brown field sites in or near the neighbouring
towns all of which will have good or better access to the county s main arterial roads, the A11 and the A47.

All these sites, which I understand have been offered for development, are clustered tightly around the village of Whissonsett. Whissonsett is a small village (population ca. 500) which is very rural in character. The settlement
has no school, no shop, no Post Oﬃce, no pub, no surgery and a very limited ˜bus service. All but one of the roads leading into the village are single‐track with passing places. There is very limited employment within
Whissonsett and there is no prospect of this situation changing “ there is some limited seasonal agricultural work but this is catered for by the temporary importation of foreign labour. Apart from the physical and social
difficulties (stemming from the above) which would be associated with the development of any or all of these sites, such changes would inevitably harm, or even destroy, the character of the village as it now exists. In
particular it s worth looking at the current (winter 2016) state of the access roads to see just how inadequate they already are. All in all Whissonsett must be the archetypal village where, for many reasons, development
should be discouraged. I realise that, at the moment, there are no plans for these offered sites to be used for any kind of development but I feel, in the context of the points which I have outlined above, that there is unlikely
to be any justification for significant development within these areas for the foreseeable future. I hope that my view will be shared by those empowered to make these decisions.
*
The six above sites in the village of Whissonsett appear to already have been considered unsuitable for development, at least in the short term. In my view they are unsuitable for development now or in the foreseeable
future. All are outside the current settlement boundaries and the construction of housing on these sites would inevitably damage the current character of the village, that is a small rural location surrounded by agricultural
LP(111)001 land. There are no amenities (no shop, no pub, no school, no surgery), very limited public transport and the access roads are largely single track which frequently become difficult to negotiate in inclement conditions. The
‐006
infrastructure is simply not in place to support development in this village.

*

We are in receipt of the above in relation to the village of Whissonsett. We should like to make our views known to the Council regarding the 6 pieces of land shown on the Rural Land Representations map dated Winter 2015
refs LP(111)001 ” 006, in particular land under reference LP(1 11)005 and LP(1 11)002. LP(111)05 is a piece of land between Raynam Road and Mill Lane 3 houses from our home. It is currently agricultural land and close to 2
wind turbines, If LP(111)02 on Raynham Road is developed the entrance/exit would be on to an already dangerous junction between Mill Lane and Raynham Road. These are both single carriage lanes and are unsuitable for
extra traffic caused by building and more importantly occupation of dwellings. The verges are already eroded by farm traffic and Mill Lane is subject to flooding. The roads in and leading to the village are not well maintained
” there are always pot holes awaiting attention. No gritting is carried out at this end of the village. In addition Whissonsett is a village without a shop, pub and only a very limited bus service. Whilst we recognise the need for
additional homes to be built within the Breckland area we do not feel that these particular areas of land ” LP (111)02 and LP(1 11)05 are suitable.
We are in receipt of the above in relation to the village of Whissonsett. We should like to make our views known to the Council regarding the 6 pieces of land shown on the Rural Land Representations map dated Winter 2015
refs LP(111)001 ” 006, in particular land under reference LP(1 11)005 and LP(1 11)002. LP(111)05 is a piece of land between Raynam Road and Mill Lane 3 houses from our home. It is currently agricultural land and close to 2
wind turbines, If LP(111)02 on Raynham Road is developed the entrance/exit would be on to an already dangerous junction between Mill Lane and Raynham Road. These are both single carriage lanes and are unsuitable for
extra traffic caused by building and more importantly occupation of dwellings. The verges are already eroded by farm traffic and Mill Lane is subject to flooding. The roads in and leading to the village are not well maintained
” there are always pot holes awaiting attention. No gritting is carried out at this end of the village. In addition Whissonsett is a village without a shop, pub and only a very limited bus service. Whilst we recognise the need for
additional homes to be built within the Breckland area we do not feel that these particular areas of land ” LP (111)02 and LP(1 11)05 are suitable.
Having only been made aware of these (potential) developments on 15th feb, my views and comments may be considered (by supporters of the various proposals) as Knee Jerk reaction. In fact, to some extent this may be
true. However, it is plain to see that should all developments proceed, the village would practically double in size. In the case(s) 001, 002 and 005, in a very untidy fashion as the sites barely, if at all , directly connect to the
existing village envelope. More importantly, the following should be taken into serious consideration: 1 Access to the village (from all quarters) is severely restricted. All roads being single track with passing places, barely
adequate for the existing population. 2 Flood risk. The road to the west of site 004 has, during the past few years been seen to be prone to flooding, and on occasions it has been all hands to the squeegee to prevent adjoining
properties being inundated. We have been advised be various experts (via the media), that the more green fields that are covered by buildings, the greater becomes the run off of surface water. During wet spells (recently) I
have observed water coming out of the drains, rather than going in. Clear indication that the drainage system is already at or beyond its capacity. 3 Local services. Over the years (16) that I have lived in Whissonsett, the local
services, shops, pubs etc, have dwindled to NIL. Public transport is virtually non existent, and when it snows, Whissonsett is (arguably) the last village on the planet to see a snowplough. Lack of these facilities means that most
houses require two (or more) cars, further aggravating 1 above. 4 Utilities : Electricity Sewers Water. Without expert (independent) analysis of the existing provision, it is impossible for me to form a meaningful opinion of their
capacity to cater for a large increase in population. 5 Mobile Phone Coverage. Who wants to live in an area where you practically have to climb a tree to get a signal on a mobile phone. It is clear that I object quite strongly to
the prospect of relatively large developments in and around the village, however I am aware of the need for AFFORDABLE housing for the younger generation and believe that this need would be better fulfilled if building
projects were implemented in a less aggressive manner.

Mr & Mrs
Dye

*

Trevor
Smallbone
Mr & Mrs
Blake

*
LP[111]003
& 006
The above numbered sites would cause a great deal of problems as the roads next to them are vastly inadquate now without further development.
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Duncan
and
Carolyn
MacArthur

Doreen
Walker

Mrs Janet
Bowes

All sites

it has come to our attention that, as a consequence of the new Breckland Local Plan, several fields and meadows currently outside the village envelope/boundary of Whissonsett are to be considered for Outline Planning for
housing developments. We would like to voice our strong opposition to any such planning applications as we feel that the village is completely unsuitable for any increase in population, which would test our minimal
infrastructure to breaking point; we lay out our objections as follows: Whissonsett is a village, not a town, and all the sites for consideration are good agricultural land. Ie. green field, not brown field. Access roads to the village
are single‐track, in poor condition and when we have any significant now, the village becomes cut off with abandoned cars blocking the roads. There are no bus services, exceping two once‐weekly buses There is no school The
nearest local schools are heavily subscribed with no reoom for expansion. A level and college students have to travel much further afield with no transport available. There no shop or post office (the once weekly PO session at
the village hall is currently suspended) There is no pub and other local publs have closed, Colkirk is now also in danger of losing its pub. Local Doctors surgeries are over ‐ subscribed New road ‐ the site of the largest proposed
development is very narrow with no potential for widenting, it floods regularly. Drainage is inadequate throughouy the village. The proposed site is on Wash lane‐ named so for good reason and further run off would
overwhelm the infrastructure completely, causing flooding (of low‐lying residences) with climate change we are experiencing more such events and this will only increase. The housing scheme built a few years ago near the
church took some years to fill, there was not enough demand from local people. Thhere is no emplouyment locally The broadband connection is extremely slow/inadequate with the exchange 3 miles away at Tittleshall. Any
further load would inevitablly worsen/reduce Broadband speeds. The electiricty supply is inadequate for further loading The village currently has alnmost no street lighting ./ light pollutions any new development would put
paid to the excellent views of the night sky. There is no space for new pavements for pedestrians.

I am writing to protest at the proposed housing plans for Whissonsett. I do not think that the village could sustain such a high increase in population. There is no school in the village, which means that children already living
here have to be transported to other villages and towns. Since there is very little public transport any increase will cause more traffic, private cars and school buses, on the surrounding narrow roads. The local GP Surgeries,
nursing and hospital facilities are already at bursting point. It could be argued that schools and surgeries could be included in the proposed development, but in view of the shortage of teachers, doctors and nurses who will
staff them? We have no shops or continuous Post Office or banking facilities. The visiting Post Office/Banking, which was provided twice a week, has not functioned for the last three months. There is also the question of
infrastructure. Even now the drainage system invariably floods each winter. The roads are in poor condition with potholes reappearing regularly. Presumably most of the buildings would be for families, for whom there is very
little in the way of entertainment and leisure activities. Finally I understand that Fakenham and Swaftham are also to build a large number of new homes, so is it necessary for villages to be expanded? Norfolk is a great tourist
attraction because of its countryside and tranquillity; more building will detract from this.
*
˜New Road adjacent to this plot is barely 3 metres wide and in consequence is single track. It is inconceivable to build on rich agricultural land when there is plen ful brownfield land in Norfolk with adequate suppor ng
LP[111]004 infrastructure.
I would like to endorse the planning authority's decision to rule out these sites for development in the Local Plan. My reasons are as follows:‐ 1) All the above‐mentioned plots are currently farmland, and outwith the
LP[111]001 settlement area. 2) Whissonsett is a small village with very limited infrastructure, notably without a village shop, public house, school or nursery, and with a very small number of local employment opportunities. 3) Public
transport facilities are limited, and would certainly not support travel to work at any employment centre. 4) Road acces to the village is mostly single‐track, and is currently barely coping with existing levels of traffic.
‐ 006
During the recent heavy rainfall the ditch at the bottom
In response to the Breckland Local Council Plan concerning possible development sites at Whissonsett I would like to raise the following objections/comments. 1)
of New Road/Springwell road could barely cope with the drainage water from surrounding fields putting our own property at significant risk of flooding. Any new development will cause significant run‐off, especially with
large area or driveways reducing run‐off timelag and inevitably resulting in flooding. 2)
Not only during, but post construction the very small minor roads connecting the village will result in increased traffic congestion
and noise pollution. 3)
Currently there is no light pollution whilst any new development will result in street lights and light pollution 4)
This is a village with limited transport services so more reliance will be put on
peoples own cars adding to local pollution and reducing the excellent air quality. 5)
Increase risk of pollution during high rainfall as drainage system has limited capacity and easily overflows 6)
Reduction in internet
broadband capacity as new houses become connected 7)
As there are no local schools who will cover the cost of extra school buses? I assume this would be through increases in community charges Any further
development would have a significant detrimental impact on what is a beautiful and charming Norfolk village. We moved here for the peace and tranquility of a rural village which would be lost and also have a detrimental
effect on the price of our property. Any development should be in areas which can easily sustain or are already equipped with local services to reduce further costs to the community.
*
Planning permission has recently been given for a dwelling and outbuilding on a 24 metre wide strip on this plot of land. (3PL/2015/0401/F) At a recent Parish Council Meeting assurance were given by the land owner to the
LP[111]001 village residents that there would be no further development of this land. ‐ In consequence objections by the village community were withdrawn.

Paul Clarke
Caroline
wilson
Caroline
wilson

LP[111]003 The road adjacent to this plot is very narrow.

Mr Duncan
Mackinnon

Whissonsett is a small rural village with little or no facilities (shop, pub etc) and is only reached from all directions by single track roads. Therefore, it would be difficult to envisage a large influx of new residents without making
the necessary improvements to the existing infrastructure. There are current developments in place for 3‐5 extra houses and a proposal to build 4 more within the existing village boundaries. This level of new housing can be
LP[111]004 sustained but any further planning proposals for additional housing (unless it used existing land within the current boundaries) would be extremely detrimental to village life.

Mr Duncan
Mackinnon

Whissonsett is a small village with no facilities and approached only by single track roads. Any local development should be limited to infill within the existing village as to not overwhelm any existing broadband, drainage, road
LP[111]004 traffic etc.

Mr and
Mrs James

We note that Whissonsett as a rural settlement is not in an area for major development, and believe that is right because of the lack of infrastructure, notably the inadequacy of drainage, public transport, and roads in
and to the village. We also oppose any expansion of the village settlement boundary for the same reason. We oppose any change of use of the fields. With regard to drainage, there is already considerable
run off from fields not included in the plans as well as from and through the included fields, notably LP[111]003,004, and 006 into Wash Lane, School Road and New Road. We believe the landowners are
responsible for clearing the culverts and ditches, which helps protect their own and others land. We doubt that local authority and developers would be so vigilant. Concreting over the above fields, without
additional drainage, would lead to our and others driveways being inaccessible in wet weather with potential flooding of more property. There is an inaccuracy in the map, in that the part of the potential
LP[111]001‐ land LP [111] 003 within the village settlement boundary is already developed, and so cannot be considered. Plot LP[111]003 adjoins our garden; we were not informed officially of it s potential change of
use. We were informed by a concerned neighbour this week, 5 weeks+ into the consultation. If this omission and the above error are widespread the consultation is devalued.
006

˜Farm and commercial traﬃc have eroded the grass verges to such an extent that Highways Department edge of the road markers have been destroyed.
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Mrs Hilary
Weston

It is worth drawing attention to the scale of submitted sites equating to in excess of half the total area of Whissonsett s existing settlement thus, if accepted even in the long term, will potentially lead to an unsustainable
disproportionate increase in the size and population of the village. At least three of the sites are remote from the settlement boundary creating what appears to be an inappropriate and unnecessary sprawl. A particular
feature of Whissonsett village is the neat clustering of housing surrounding a central church. Small scale appropriate sustainable new development is in evidence within this boundary. Unfortunately Whissonsett village
amenities, like many other rural locations are extremely poor having historically closed the school, a number of shops, post office and pubs. Inevitably, poor public transport services accompany rural deprivation. Any
significant increase in population will lead to a proportionate increase in vehicular traffic, a consequence of which will destroy more verges of the narrow lanes and roads servicing the village. I cannot imagine the highways
agencies funding major improvements to our local road networks in the long term, let alone the desperate requirement for improvement now in the short term. Reference LP[111]001. Part of this site very recently received
full planning for a dwelling (3PL/2015/0401/F) outside of the current settlement boundary. Assurances were given by the landowner during a meeting of the Parish Council that no further development of this site, (now
referenced as LP[111]001), would be sought. In fact the landowner, following a suggestion by the chairman of the Parish Council, seemed prepared to consider creating a covenant pertaining to the land to prevent such
further development. Since such verbal assurances were made in the public domain, it is extremely disappointing to see the whole site being under consideration for future development just a few months later. The
following text is a quote from the minutes from the Whissonsett Parish Council meeting held on the 14 th May 2015.
œThe Clerk had been requested by Breckland to contact the Planning Department the
LP[111]001‐ following day and report any necessary comments. She was asked to tell Breckland that it was the wish of those present that a covenant be put on the application stating that no more development on the property was
LP[111]006 wanted by the residents.
Whilst the landowners desire to sell and the builders desire to build is understandable these proposals are neither in the interest of Whissonsett residents or prospective householders. Whissonsett is a village approached by
basically farm tracks, Most of the roads within the village are without pavements and are barely wide enough to take the increase in size of modern transport. New homes would increase the volume of traffic substantially as
more homes these days have a minimum of 2 cars. The condition od the roads is poor. There is no school, shop, post office, pub or public transport. Houses coming onto the market are slow to sell and there is constantly a
number on offer. These circumstances do not support a case for new builds in any price range either by local authority or private builder. Indeed all planning applications should be considered in relation to the village as a
whole and not just for the area in which development is sort.
*

Mr & Mrs
Corrigon

LP[111]
004, 006,
005, 002,
001, 003

N Baron

LP[111]001
to
We are strongly opposed to any further development at the sites referred to, shown in the plan. I assume the sites will be built on offering living accommodation? If this is the case I feel that consideration should be given to
LP[111]006 the following: No shops etc in the village Poor public transport Narrow roads, not suitable for increased traffic Harm to the local environment and wild life

Ms Anri
Brand

Regarding outline planning for housing developments outside the village boundary of Whissonsett. I would like to voice my strong opposition to any such planning applications. It is my view that the village is completely
LP[111]001 unsuitable for any increase in population due to the following: There is no village shop or pub. Very limited public transport services. There is no school. Local doctor surgeries are oversubscribed already. The road
infrastructure is mainly single track and therefore not suitable for an increase in local population. It is unclear if the current broadband infrastructure could cope with further housing developments. As a resident of
‐
LP[111]006 Whissonsett, I accept the fact that these are the current œlimitation of living in this village. However to increase the popula on substan ally will have a detrimental eﬀect on the village and should be avoided.

Mrs Karen
Rodgers
Mrs
Davenport

LP[111]001 Whissonsett is a small village only accessed by single track roads from any direction. Parking within the village is already very dense and to add more cars to this would increase congestion within the village and on the roads
plus cause more damage to already poorly maintained roads. The village has no infrastructure, its only community is a small village hall. We are not on a bus route, so access is only by car. I do not believe that the current
‐
LP[111]006 village can support any more housing unless transport improves dramatically.
I feel there are enough houses in Whissonsett already. We have no facilities in the village apart from a village hall and church. Our shop and post office closed down a year ago. We also have enough traffic from farm vehicles
without more cars, and the streets are very narrow making access difficult in some cases.
*

Mr Osborn

LP[111]001
,002,003,0 Bad access to narrow roads Would need massive upgrades of all facilities Village has no shop, pub, school Very little public transport, shopping buses only Nearest doctors 5 miles away Problems bringing in schoolchildren daily
04,005,006 Surface flooding already a problem All outside existing settlement boundary No footpaths or street lighting

Mr Robert
Ford

As a resident of this lovely quiet village, we are extremely concerned about the above. The village is not suitable for further development. It has no amenities; we have no school, shop, pub etc. The proposed sites are on
country lanes and safe access to new residence and building traffic is a huge issue and safety hazard. We have no regular bus service so it is necessary to have a car. Local schools are oversubscribed resulting in more children
having to travel great distances to school. More building on agricultural land means more flooding!! We already have an area of ˜aﬀordable housing and do not feel we have the capacity for anymore “ it is a village “ the
reason we live here “ it we wanted to live in a built up area and what it has to offer that is where we would be living. Please do not ruin our village.
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*

Dear Sirs, I am most concerned regarding the lack of foresight over some of these proposals that are raising concerns in the village. LP[111]003 LP[111]004 LP(111)006. I live at New Road next to 004 application. THIS
ROAD FLOODS REGULARLY, NOW! Where is all the water going to go? It already reaches higher than the tops of wellington boots when the road IS REGULARLY IMPASSABLE! The 'NEW' existing storm drain cannot carry
the amount of water from a heavy rainstorm. This property is left on an island surrounded by dirty filthy water. The house opposite has been flooded out and ruined at least twice in the last twelve years. The road is blocked
for days. The whole community is affected. The field concerned 004, carries the top water from the springs that provide the source of the River Wensum . Small tributaries converge in the marshland at the bottom of the 004
field to feed the Wensum river. If the field is concreted over, all that water is going flood the lower part of the village i,e. about 50% of the village. LP[111]003 and LP[111]006 Both these applications have severe implications
for the flooding of New Road mentioned above. THEY ALREADY FLOOD THE VILLAGE! They and the adjoining fields run like rivers across the Dereham Road and down Gravel Lane, School Lane and New Road. There is already
a danger sign warning people of DEEP WATER on the road junction / 006 Field. There are no sewers/storm drains at present to contain what we have. If we had bigger drains where would they go? There is nowhere to put
them and nowhere for them to go! Unless you expect everything from the village to be DUMPED into the RIVER WENSUM! The River FLOODS a couple of miles downstream, so FAKENHAM TOWN will get all of Whissonssetts
POLLUTION! That will stir up a hornets nest! Whissonssett does not need extra housing. The road structure is struggling now. The roads are deteriorating under the load that is now placed on them. Delays occur on
virtually every foray out of the village. Cars reversing back to find a passing place when they meet heavy farm traffic. Tractors and trailers and combine harvesters climbing verges and collapsing drainage dykes and
destroying road margins to get around cars that will not reverse. Whissonssett is a sleepy little village where people come to buy a house to live in for the rest of their lives in peace and quiet. Why should it become a series
of housing estates with all the associated disruptions to peace and security? Towns are the places for employment education, shopping and entertainments. None of which we have in our area . Unnecessary Travelling is
going to increase the load on all roads, not just ours. Why not build near the main roads? Does it not make more sense? Cut down on fuel, pollution congestion and travelling time, Why make the problems worse for
everyone? There will be only one winner, the land owners selling valuable agricultural land that really belongs long term to the community/ county of Norfolk, for a quick profit for themselves.
I am reliably informed
locally, that at least 30 percent of the land concerned is owned by Councillors and their extended families. Is this true? Will this have any bearing on the result? As a Council charged with duties to maintain the standards
of your area I am horrified to think that anyone could be so crass as to propose the willful destruction of prime agricultural land forever, just so that a short term profit could be made by certain select people when there are
hundreds of brownfield areas in your bailiwick that are crying out for development. Conclusion . As a resident of this village, I am against the proposed developments numbered LP[111] 001 to 006. in your proposals.
I have seen the plan for further housing in Whissonsett but it does not cover the lack Of amenities At present every need leads to a car Journey . Are there plans to re open shop/pub/school etc to reduce the traffic in the
village.

Lesley Pegg

*

With regard to the proposed areas for future development shown on the Whissonsett plan I am against these applications for the following reasons. The present infrastructure of the highways will not sustain an increased
volume of traffic from the areas marked in yellow. The width of the highway does not provide any pavements or safe passage to non‐motorised vehicles and pedestrians. Traffic would only be able to access these areas from
roads which are narrow and in 2 instances, Dereham Rd & New Road, approached via bends where visibility is severely restricted. There are no bus services through the village other than the very occasional private coach.
With no shops, schools or other facilities villagers are obliged to use their own vehicles and any increase in housing density would have a severe impact on movement within, and access to, the community. Wash Lane and New
Road are liable to flooding. This agricultural village has a high percentage of large farm machinery moving to & from surrounding farmland at all times of the year.

Diana
Stangroom

I write to object to the proposals under Breckland Local Plan Consultation as they affect the village of Whissonsett. There is no obvious need for further housing in Whissonsett. All the proposed sites referenced lie outside
the current settlement boundary. They are unsuitable sites for housing as: Whissonsett is a village not a town surrounded by good agriculture land There is no shop, no school and no pub. Roads to and from the village are
narrow and are unable to accommodate the present traffic during peak times. Lorries in and out struggle to access the village. There is little public transport, in most cases once a week to local towns. Drainage is likely to be a
LP[111]001‐ problem. the village currently floods and current infrastructure cannot cope now. There is little or no local employment in the village or nearby.. In conclusion, the areas suggested are totally unsuitable for housing land as
they encroach on green field sites when there must be many better situated brown field sites in or near neighbouring towns all of which have better access to the county's main arterial roads, the A11 and the A47
006

Mr and
Mrs Gibson

In reference to the above consultation we support the decision to exclude the areas in Whissonsett from the Local Plan. As a small village with no amenities, little public transport and served by single track roads, Whissonsett
LP[111]001‐ is entirely unsuitable for further development. Increased development would have an impact on already poor internet service, traffic problems and drainage. As already stated the village has few amenities, no school, street
lighting, shops or pub. Planning permission has recently been given for 4 two storey houses on New Road (opposite LP[111]004. There is no need to increase housing stock any further.
006

Garth
Wood
Parvez
Moondi

Joyce
Dixon
Chris
Hipkin

Mr & Mrs
Ashcroft

Mrs
Griselda
Hubbard

*

*
*

I wish to register my objections to development of any size on these proposed sites. Whissonsett is a small, compact village surrounded by farmland, accessed mainly by single=track roads, totally unsuitable for construction
traffic. The only appropriate building would be for individual properties within the village on available land. There is no Post Office, no school, no shops. There is a weekly bus service to the nearby towns. The only amenities
are a childrens playground and playing field and a village hall which is over 60 years old. On these grounds I consider any development of the proposed possible sites totally unsuitable.
I support the authority's decision to exclude these plots of land from the local planed, due to. It being good agricultural land . Whissonsett is small village with no shops a .Post Office only two mornings a week no regular
bus service. The roads are only single track and will not be able to cope with increase in traffic.

As residents of Whissonsett for many years, we strongly object to the following Outline Planning Proposals for the sites below. Our objections are based on:‐ a) Lack of good access to most of the sites. The access is both
inadequate in width and is dangerous due to poor sight lines for traffic. b) Overcrowding of a small local village with local facilities c) Destroying much of the character and the visual and historic aspect of the village
The
1) LP(111)006 (dangerous and inadequate access) 2) LP(111)004 (very limited access) 3) LP(111)003 (very dangerous access
LP[111]001‐ above comments are relevant to all the sites. I outline particular problems with each site below:
with very limited traffic sight lines) 4) LP(111)001 (very limited access down London Street) 5) LP(111)002 (access problem) 6) LP(111)005 (access problem)
006
I recently spoke to Breckland regarding Whissonsett Parish Council not being able to make comments on the above plan, due to problems regarding holding a parish council meeting. It was decided it would be acceptable to
give comments today. The Parish Council meeting took place last evening. It was well attended by Parishioners. The Chairman opened the Public Participation Period and the Local Plan was discussed at great length by the
Parish Council and the other members present, during this period. At the end of the discussion, the following points were unanimously agreed:‐ 1)
Concerns were aired regarding infrastructure in all Towns and
Parishes, i.e. Schools, Doctors Surgeries, hospitals, roads, etc. regarding all future building in Breckland. 2)
Regarding the village of Whissonsett, it was expressed that any large scale building would be inappropriate in
the village. It was the unanimous opinion of all present that the village development boundaries could be tweaked. By doing this, this would allow individual plots or brownfield sites within or marginally outside the
boundaries to be developed for local need and affordable, with consultation with Parish Council members and residents alike. 3)
To conclude, the general consensus was that Whissonsett village should have limited
Whissonset
controlled new development for local need. It was stressed that without some development the village would die and the younger people would eventually leave the village.
The above are the comments which
t Parish
Whissonsett Parish Council wish to be taken into consideration.
Council
*
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Mr & Mrs
Wilson

Mr & Mrs
Travis

Stephen
Bird

Geoffrey
Holland

MR
HOWARD
DAVIES

All Sites

Land Designated as blocks: LP(III) 001 LP(III) 002 LP(III) 003 LP(III) 004 LP(III) 005 LP(III) 006 Generally:
All of the proposed sites referenced above are outside the current village settlement boundary and are on green
belt land. The roads within the village are narrow, predominantly single track with occasional passing places, and unsuitable for any increased traffic. The village has no amenities, no school, no shop, no pub and the nearest
health centre is approximately 4 miles away. There are no regular/daily public transport services to local towns. The occasional Post Office Service provided in by Litcham Post Office has now ceased. The is little or no local
employment available in the village, or nearby. Whissonsett is a quite a remote little village in the middle of cultivated farmland. Specifically: LP (III) 001
Planning permission has recently been given for a dwelling and
outbuilding on a 24 metre wide strip on this plot of land. (3PL/2015/0401/F) At a recent Parish Council Meeting assurance were given by the land owner to the village residents that there would be no further development of
this land. ‐ In consequence objec ons by the village community were withdrawn. LP(III) 003 The road adjacent to this plot is very narrow. ˜Farm and commercial traﬃc have eroded the grass verges to such an extent
that Highways Department edge of the road markers have been destroyed. LP(III) 004 ˜New Road adjacent to this plot is barely 3 metres wide and in consequence is single track.
In conclusion, the areas suggested are
totally unsuitable for housing development because of the lack of infrastructure, community amenities and employment opportunities. It is inconceivable to build on rich agricultural land when there is plentiful brownfield
land in Norfolk with adequate supporting infrastructure.

*

In relation to the above plan regarding to the six plots of land shown on the Rural Land Representation Map Dated Winter 2015 Ref LP(111)001‐006 we would like to express our views to the Council In connection to the
outline plans. LP(111)05 is a piece of land next to 4 Mill Lane this currently is Agricultural land and has two Wind Turbines erected thereon, also LP(111) 02 and LP(111) 01 on Raynham Road are very close to an already busy
junction used by local farmers and also used by coach companies dropping off school children twice a day from the Litcham area. Both Raynham Road and Mill Lane are narrow lanes Which is currently being eroded by large
lorries going to the chicken farm In the winter Mill Lane is regularly being flooded because the drains are blocked up with mud. Should you proceed with the proposed plans the lanes will have even more potholes than we
have at present. As you are aware Whissonsett has no village shop, school, pub, Post Office, Butcher and no regular bus service! We wish to object to the above proposed plans because of the above reasons we have quoted.

*

Sustainability. On the face of it, the local plan appears way out of proportion to the size of the village and would be unacceptable School There are no longer primary or secondary schools in the village, but there is a school
bus. Surgery The North Elmham Surgery is already above capacity. Recently three Doctors have left the practice making a busy service even busier. To cope with a development of the scale envisioned, a new surgery would
have to be built and new GP s appointed. Traffic Access to the Swaffham and Dereham and Fakenham roads are by narrow, single lane roads. There are no pavements in Whissonsett, neither is there street lighting. Flooding
This has been a challenge for many households and last year was exceptionally bad, not only for the village but the local agrarian population. The surrounding land and village is on a north to south slope. Dwellings There are
210 households and a population of 485. Some of the older properties are empty and others neglected and some that are second homes available to rent or let as Holiday Cottages. Employment There are very few permanent
job opportunities but there is still occasional work amongst the local farming community, mainly filled by imigrants. There is no daily public transport. The Brexit issue and the increasing growth of robotics in the
manufacturing and IT sector is predicted to create a significant reduction in employment opportunities. Nowadays there are no shops nor public houses in Whissonsett. Even the public phone box has gone! Opportunities
There is a large depressed area on the north of the High Street. It is an eyesore. Once a ˜stone pit for building materials it is s ll in private hands and perhaps one day may be used for housing. The Village Post Oﬃce and
general store has closed and a temporary P0 facility is provided two mornings a week, for the time being.

In response to the Breckland Local Council Plan concerning possible development sites at Whissonsett I would like to raise the following objections/comments. 1) During the recent heavy rainfall the ditch at the bottom of New
Road/Springwell road could barely cope with the drainage water from surrounding fields putting our own property at significant risk of flooding. Any new development will cause significant run‐off, especially with large area or
driveways reducing run‐off timelag and inevitably resulting in flooding. 2) Not only during, but post construction the very small minor roads connecting the village will result in increased traffic congestion and noise pollution.
3) Currently there is no light pollution whilst any new development will result in street lights and light pollution 4) This is a village with limited transport services so more reliance will be put on peoples own cars adding to local
pollution and reducing the excellent air quality. 5) Increase risk of pollution during high rainfall as drainage system has limited capacity and easily overflows 6) Reduction in Internet broadband capacity as new houses become
connected 7) As there are no local schools who will cover the cost of extra school buses? I assume this would be through increases in community charges Any further development would have a significant detrimental impact
on what is a beautiful and charming Norfolk village. We moved here for the peace and tranquility of a rural village which would be lost and also have a detrimental effect on the price of our property. Any development should
be in areas which can easily sustain or are already equipped with local services to reduce further costs to the community.
*
Howard Davies. The Old School House. Whissonsett. I write in reference PD05 Preferred Directions Local Plan, Winter 2016. The above Site reference is one of 6 in total that appear to be under consideration for the village of
Whissonsett. They have apparently been assessed as 'reasonable sites for housing development'. I would beg to differ, and would urge that they be reclassified as unreasonable. At the very least, they should be a 'last resort'
for meeting the housing target for Dereham. The village really doesn't have the infrastructure to sustain any increase in size. Access roads are narrow, it is an isolated position, there is no school, no shop, no public house and
neither bus nor train service. The Village Hall struggles to survive, and I suspect another 100 residents would do little to alter that. Indeed, it would further pressure wildfile, in particular our barn owl box!! I suspect people
move here to enjoy the tranquility and views. I would normally applaud the building of more housing, and support Shelter. Sadly, I would view the development of Whissonsett as more destructive and hazardous than
LP[111]003 creative.
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